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Preface 

International Conference on Industrial Engineering has taken place on October 22-23, 
2015. The event was organized by South Ural State University (national research 
university), Chelyabinsk, Russian Federation. The Conference was held at two venues, with 
the main venue at South Ural State University, Chelyabinsk, and an additional venue at 
Platov South-Russian State Polytechnic University, Novocherkassk, Rostov region, Russian 
Federation. Throughout the course of the Conference, both venues were connected via a 
televised communication link. Besides, an online broadcast of its panels was organized for 
both days of the event. 

This brand new feature enabled Conference-wide communication without any need 
for long trips. At jointly-held panels, the participants at both venues delivered their 
presentations by turns. The attendees could ask each other questions regardless of anyone’s 
particular location. 

The Conference was truly international and magnificent in scale. The Program 
Committee elected 194 reports out of more than 260 submissions. The event had 
participants from the UK, Germany, India, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Ukraine, Russian cities 
of Barnaul, Volgograd, Yekaterinburg, Magnitogorsk, Moscow, Murom, Novosibirsk, 
Novocherkassk, Omsk, Perm, Rostov, St. Petersburg, Ufa, and Chelyabinsk.  

The participants presented their research on the latest state-of-the-art developments in 
Industrial Engineering, in English and Russian. The Conference consisted of 10 panels, 
including: 

Part 1. Research and development of machines and mechanisms: 
1.1. Dynamics of machines and workings processes; 
1.2. Design-engineering issue of industrial facilities; 
1.3. Surface transport production machines. 

Part 2. Materials engineering and technologies for production and processing: 
2.1. New functional materials and technologies; 
2.2. Innovation and cost-effective use of resources of metallurgy industry. 

Part 3. Systems of control and automation for manufacturing in the areas of industrial 
production: 
3.1. Automotive electromechanical systems; 
3.2. Power supply systems; 
3.3. Electrotechnological complexes and systems; 
3.4. Industrial mechatronics and robototronics systems; 
3.5. Control systems and control technologies; 
3.6. Simulation and computing technologies. 

As a result, the Program Committee elected 161 papers to be published in the Procedia 
Engineering journal (Elsevier Ltd.). 

Organising ommittee would like to express our sincere appreciation to everybody 
who has contributed to the conference. Heartfelt thanks are due to authors, reviewers, 
participants and to all the team of organizers for their support and enthusiasm which granted 
success to the conference. 

Conference Chair, prof. Andrey A. Radionov and Program Co-Chair, prof. Oleg A. 
Kravchenko. 
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Abstract 

The paper proposes studies of electric power quality indexes for 10 kV network supplying electric drives of the wide-strip hot-
rolling mill stand equipped with thyristor electric drives. It provides the power supply diagram of the plate rolling shop. 
Information on the methods of experimental studies of the current and voltage spectral distribution with the use of a standard 
measuring device and software is provided. The paper shows the nature of higher-order harmonics content for units of the 10 kV 
distribution substation. It considers the method and system for reactive power control in the load center that ensures a step power 
change of the reactive-power compensator batteries and the following smooth fine adjustment by automatic control of 
synchronous motor excitation current. According to the algorithm proposed condenser batteries shall be operated in the basic 
mode and compensate a semi-constant component of reactive power.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: electric network; hot-rolling mill; thyristor electric drive; spectral current distribution; measuring device; experimental researches; 
reactive power; compensation; control systems; algorithm. 

1. Introduction

An essential condition for fault-free power supply of the industrial enterprise is a stable power consumer supply 
of the required amount and quality specified by national and international standards. Here, power consumers with 
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non-linear current/voltage diagrams (thyristor converters used for supply of high-power DC electric drives) mainly 
effect electric power quality [1, 2]. 

Typical examples are power supply systems of the plate rolling shops where one power supply source provides 
electric power for quiescent loads (descaler pumps, vents, etc.) and stands of the rolling mill featuring Thyristor-
Converter-Motor electric drives. That is why, voltage fluctuation and deviations may be observed within the 
distribution shop networks; their sources are thyristor converters [3]. Furthermore, these networks have a low power 
factor resulting in reactive-power shortage of the system [4]. These specific parameters of power supply are fully 
characteristic for the plate rolling shop No. 10 (PRS-10) at OJSC Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works (OAO MMK) 
with its major unit – the 2,000 mm hot-rolling mill. 

The PRS-10 power supply system is shown in Fig. 1. The following voltages are used for supply of power 
equipment: 
 

  

Fig. 1.  Diagram of power supply for the 10 kV distribution substation (DS) of PRS-10 

– 10 kV – for three synchronous motor of main electric drives of roughing stands No. 1-3, pumps for roll cooling, 
high-pressure pumps as well as thyristor converters of main electric drives of stands No. 4-13 and flying shears; 

– 6 kV – for supply of asynchronous and synchronous 200 1600 kW motors as well as thyristor converters of 
auxiliary electric drives and step-down transformers of the complete transformer substations. 

Total capacity of power consumers at 10 kV voltage is as follows: 
–  synchronous motors: 35 MW; 
–  thyristor electric drives: 140.6 MW; 
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Total capacity of power consumers at 6 kV voltage is as follows: 
–  synchronous motors: 24.5 MW; 
–  asynchronous motors: 21.5 MW; 
–  thyristor electric drives: 29.2 MW; 
According to the technical project for the 10 kV network of the 2,000 mm mill, 3 packages of VAR compensators 

were provided; each of them contains a 20 MVAr thyristor and reactor set as well as filters of the 5th, 7th, 11th and 
13th 6.3 MVAr harmonics. Gross capacity of condenser batteries should be about 90 MVAr to provide the following 
data in accordance with the project:  

– increasing the power factor to 0.93 at 10 kV busbars and to 0.91  at 6 kV busbars; 
– reducing voltage fluctuations within the 10 kV network to the %.U 05  value, within the 110 kV network 

to  %.U 01 . 
– decrease of the voltage non-sinusoidality at 6-10 kV busbars to the level of 4 5%. 
Unfortunately, these compensation filter devices are not being operated at present. Their absence results in the 

current and voltage harmonic content deterioration and raise of losses, so, is intolerable. Based on calculations, the 
reactive-power shortage is more than 120 MVAr while non-sinusoidality of the voltage waveform is as high as 
16 18%. 

In view of the foregoing, of special interest is estimation of an actual current harmonic content and voltage 
distortion at 10 kV units of the 2,000 mm mill. Its results shall be a foundation for elaboration of measures to 
improve electric power quality indexes. Moreover, there is a challenge to develop a quick-response system 
providing compensation of reactive power. 

2. Main Part 

Distortions of supply voltage at thyristor converter operation are known to be caused by valve switching that is 
followed by a short-term phase short circuit. The distortion form and amplitude depend on the rectification circuit, 
converter output and parameters of the supply main. These distortions occurs periodically; this enables their 
harmonic analysis.  

Switching processes in the thyristor converters accompanied by step changes of circuit parameters are known to 
result in voltage distortion of the supply main [5]. 

2.1. Experimental study of voltage in the power supply main of the rolling mill 

Electric signal were logged with RES-3 recorder with sampling frequency of 4.5 kHz. The connection diagram of 
the device is shown in Fig. 2. Then, signals were processed with specifically developed applications within the 
Matlab framework. 

Oscyllograph analysis established current and voltage form deviations from the sine-wave ones at all units of the 
10 kV DS resulting from the non-linear load predomination. By means of the harmonic analyzer, the most 
significant harmonics being present in the current curve were determined, that is, the 5th, 11th and 13th harmonics 
(Fig. 3). The operating principle of the harmonic analyzer is based on the short-time Fourier transform of the 
examined signal at the set interval which duration amounts 10 15 periods of the fundamental frequency [6]. The 
application of the pickup signal superposition (so termed "Hann window") enables impairing the edge effect 
appearing at inequality of the elementary frequency period to the sampling one. 

However, the harmonic analyzer helps only to distinguish the most essential harmonics but not to follow their 
alternation in time. Resonance filters configured to the frequency of the harmonics to be distinguished and 
implemented within the Matlab Simulink software framework should solve this task. 

Fig. 4 shows oscyllographs of the effective range of current and its harmonic constituents at the time interval of 
5 minutes for the unit under consideration. Similar oscyllographs were obtained for four units of the 10 kV DS 
shown in Fig. 1 (units 1, 2A, 2B, 3). The analysis of the oscyllpgraphs provided in [7] enables the following 
conclusions: 
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1. In the current curves of the fundamental harmonic, we may observe cyclic variations with 50 100 sec. period 
connected with rolling process cycle. 

 
Fig. 2. Connection diagram of the RES-3 device for recording current and voltage oscyllographs: 1 – 110/10 kV main transformer; , TV  

current transformer and voltage transformer, CS, VS  current and voltage sensors;  shunt; RES-3  electric signal recorder; ECM  
electronic computing machine (industrial computer); VT  thyristor converter; Q  circuit breaker. 

 
Fig. 3. Current spectrogram of the first unit of the 10 kV DS 

 
Fig. 4. Fragment of effective range of current of 10 kV DS unit No. 1 (a) and its 5th, 11th and 13th harmonic constituents (b) 
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2. The nature of the level change of the higher-order harmonics mainly correspond to the current alteration of the 
fundamental harmonic. Considering all sections, the level of the 5th harmonics does not exceed 1%, the 13th one– 
2%, the 11th one –5%. The level of the 7th harmonics is less than 1% , so it was not taken into consideration. 

3. There is an explicit dependence between currents of the 5th and fundamental harmonics at unit No.1, yet 
current surges of the 5th harmonic appear in some chart areas at load relief. At this, these processes do not influence 
on the 11th and 13th harmonics explicitly. The behavior of these harmonics features more stability, so filters may be 
selected and configured according to the average current values of these harmonics only. 

2.2. Development of the system for main voltage quality control 

Based on the conducted researches, we offer the method for reactive power control in the load center that ensures 
a step power change of the reactive-power compensator batteries and the following smooth fine adjustment by 
automatic control of synchronous motor (SM) excitation current. We have developed the system for automatic 
control of the power factor compensation devices and improvement of the harmonic voltage content; its diagram is 
shown in Fig. 5 [8]. System input signals comes from outputs of the voltage and reactive current sensors installed at 
bus-bars of the 10 kV DS as well as of the current sensors of the finishing stands' thyristor converters and exciting 
current sensors of the roughing stands' SM. These elements constitute the first (lower) level of the control system. 
As a logic-control unit, the industrial controller with corresponding software is used. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Structural diagram of the reactive power control system at 10 kV busbars:  – 110/10 kV main transformer; TC– thyristor converter;  – 

DC motor;  – thyristor key; L – reactor coil; C – capacitor battery; TE – thyristor exciter; SM– synchronous motor; VS– voltage sensor; RCS – 
reactor current sensor; CS– current sensor of the stand electric drive; ECS – SM's exciter current sensor; IC– industrial controller; AES– 

automated exciting system of the SM; CBUCS– capacitor battery unit control system; FTCM– filter thyristor control modules 

It processes received data in the real-time mode, compares reactive-power balance and issues commands to the 
system of automated control of synchronous motor excitation and capacitor battery control system [9]. As a result, 
capacitor output is established due to the selection of the required step number and time of their actuation. 
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The system is based on the three-level principle; it consists of power components, the system controlling the SM 
excitement, thyristor key control system, industrial controller, devices for data capture and processing as well as 
data and command communication channels [10]. Components of the higher level are existing servers and 
workstations of the automated energy resource control system (AERCS) and process control system (PCS) of the 
mill.  

When setting the rolling shape known beforehand, active power according to the stands and control preferences 
(voltage stability, minimum level of reactive power consumption, etc.), one can implement a feed-forward adaptive 
control within the proposed system and improve information awareness of the electrical and process personnel, thus, 
to add functionality of existing AERCSs and PCSs. 

If there are two and more reactive power sources (compensating device and synchronous motor) with different 
operating principles, their simultaneous control will be difficult due to various response times. Therefore, static and 
dynamic errors are possible. They result in reactive power and voltage fluctuations causing failures of the 
equipment. In connection with these facts, there is a challenge to develop a control algorithm considering the 
response time and switching sequence. 

The main control principle is explained with time diagrams presented in Fig. 6. Capacitor batteries are operated 
in the basic mode and provide compensating a semi-constant component of reactive power corresponding to the 
rolled strip gauge. Reactive power fluctuations caused by stand load alteration are eliminated due to the excitement 
current control of SM operating in the mode of an additional controller with constantly changing reactive power for 
smooth adjustment of the main controller. The gross capacity is specified by the general reactive power 
compensation setting where the main controller sets generation of lacking power only under power shortage 
condition. 

The step number and power of each of them are selected so as gross power of the capacitor battery shall be less 
that that of the thyristor converter by the value not exceeding the SM reactivity worth under steady-state operational 
mode of electric drives of one stand or two. This mode is conditioned by the need to provide stability of the 
synchronous motor. The reason for this is that its operation with excitement current being less then no-load current 
(t.i. at the left of U-diagram) is inadmissible under the specified operating conditions. 

To establish feasibility of the proposed reactive power control method, the compensating capabilities of the 2,000 
mm mill roughing train SM were estimated. The estimation relied on the analysis of electrical load charts and 
preliminary calculation of the compensating device power according to the 10 kV units. Levels of available reactive 
power of SM were determined at various rolling programs given that root-mean-square excitement current does not 
exceed the rated value (Qav100%=4.4 MVAr) and 75% of the rated one (Qav75%=1.6 MVAr) for an operational cycle. 
More accurate values for reactive powers generated and SM excitation current settings in the developed system are 
calculated automatically in the real-time mode depending on the actual rolling gauge and active power load of the 
SM. 

Before commissioning, filters are adjusted to the acceptor resonance by changing tun number of the air reactor 
coil. Filters are connected to the network through the substation integration modules and devices in the electric 
control room consequently, in increasing order of harmonic numbers. 

3. Conclusions

1. Oscillographic testing currents and voltages of 10 kV units of PRS-10 at OJSC Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel 
Works has proved a significant effect of non-linear loads on voltage deviations, fluctuations and non-sinusoidality of 
the supplying network. Here, available compensating devices do not provide a full compensation of reactive power 
and voltage level control. 

2. To examine current and voltage harmonic content of the 10 kV units, an ingenious software and hardware suit 
has been developed; it ensures recording and analyzing momentary load current and main voltage values on the 
basis of the PC's RES-3 electric signal recorder. Software include the Matlab Simulink package enabling estimation 
of present higher-order harmonic components as well as tracing their trends during operation of the power 
consumers. 
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3. Voltage non-sinusoidality and harmonic current content of four 10 kV distributing units have been 
experimentally studied. As a result, the most significant harmonics in the current curve have been determined: the 
5th, 11th and 13th. It helps to substantiate the parameter selection of compensating devices to be developed. 

4. We propose the method and system for reactive power control in the load center that ensures a step power 
change of the reactive-power compensator batteries and the following smooth fine adjustment by automatic control 
of synchronous motor excitation current. 

5. The control algorithm has been offered and implemented; according to this algorithm, the capacitor batteries 
provide compensating a semi-constant component of reactive power corresponding to the rolled strip gauge while its 
fluctuations caused by load alteration of separate stands are eliminated due to the excitement current control of the 
synchronous motor operating in the mode of an additional controller. 
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Abstract 

The paper compares transient processes of self-starting non-controlled and variable frequency electric drives (VFED) at short-
term power supply interruptions. It offers simplified dependencies for calculating duration of transient processes of the individual 
self-starting asynchronous motor. The study defines reasons for increasing speed recovery time of this assembly. It distinguishes 
main differences of self-starting the variable frequency and non-controlled electric drives with or without the Flying Start 
function in the algorithms of the frequency converter. Results of the experimental studies of self-starting high-voltage VFED 
with the Power Flex 7000 frequency converter are presented. The paper proposes guidelines to provide continuous operation of 
the essential units at the power supply interruptions. It also emphasizes developments aimed to improve VFED self-starting 
conditions. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: high-voltage asynchronous motor; variable frequency electric drive; power supply interruptions; individual self-starting; transient 
processes; duration; analytical dependencies; experimental studies. 

1. Introduction 

The modes of group and individual asynchronous motor (AM) self-starting were subject matters of many detailed 
studies and scientific papers. However, the issues of self-starting AMs supplied by the frequency converter have not 
been adequately addressed. At the variable frequency control, particular features of this transient process are 
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connected with increasing break time after power supply recovery as well as response of the fast-speed internal 
protection of the frequency converter configured to the maximum available self-protection mode [1]. 

An accurate calculation of the electric motor self-starting is possible only due to the coordinated solution of 
differential equations describing electromechanical and electromagnetic processes which number significantly 
exceeds the number of electric motor involved in self-starting. This calculation is time-consuming and requires 
numerous initial parameters of the network, transformers and all motors involved in run-down and self-starting. 
Thereinafter, simplified analytical dependencies are considered that may be used for revised calculation of AM 
individual self-starting mode. 

2. Main part  

1.1. Simplified calculation of asynchronous motor individual start  

Practically all auxiliary local power station units have a speed-torque characteristic being similar to the vent 
(square-law) one. When ignoring a friction moment, the run-down of these units may be defined with the following 
dependence [2, 3]:  

)/t/( j11   (1) 

where  – normalized angular velocity taken relative to synchronous angular one; t – time from voltage loss; j  – 

mechanical time constant at motor load factor ./K ratedload  

loadrated jj K/ ;  ratedsynchreqatedr j /J 2 ;  unitMeq JJJ ,  

where eqJ   – equivalent moment of unit inertia, kg m2; MJ  – motor inertia moment; unitJ  – unit inertia moment. 

If we know the time of power supply interruption and assume that at the power supply interruption the unit was 
rotating at angular velocity being equal to the synchronous motor velocity, we may calculate the angular velocity at 
the voltage recovery according to the proposed relations and with relative high accuracy. 

A successful self-starting and its duration greatly depend on the supply interruption persistence. With decreasing 
time-gap, electric motors are slowed and self-starting currents are limited to a lower degree, while voltage at bus 
bars is enhanced at power supply recovery. Therefore, the dynamic moment is increased and recovery of the rated 
speed is promoted too.  

1.2. Specific features of self-starting variable frequency electric drive 

The VFED self-starting features a number of specific characteristics depending on the topology of the frequency 
converter, control principles, converter's network connection diagram (an individual VFED or a group control 
diagram). 

Fig. 1 shows schematic processes within the district heating grid at a short-term power supply interruption of the 
line pipe with estimation of absolute time interval values being close to real ones [3, 4]. The time axis shows events 
in their sequential order and an approximate nature of the electric drive speed alteration in respect to the line pump. 
At t1 time moment, the power supply was interrupted, thus, resulting in reduction of the motor speed form init. 
initial value and water flow through the boiler. At t3 moment the flow is fully interrupted due to the actuation of the 
return valve at the pump head, while a bit earlier, at t2 moment, the countdown temerg.  boilers' emergency protection 
starts. If water flow is not recovered to the minimum setting all operating boilers shall be simultaneously shut off 
(temerg. is the same for all boilers). After interruption tinterr. the power supply shall be recovered at t4 time moment, for 
instance, due to actuation of the built-in automatic transfer switch (ATS). 
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Fig. 1. Nature of process within the district heating grid at a short-term power supply interruption and automatic restart of the line pump. 

If the rotating main-supplied electric drive is energized at t4 moment its run-out (dash line on Fig. 1) starts 
afterwards (trun-out,s) water flow shall be recovered. The total time trecov. amounts: 

trecov. = tinterr. + trun-out, s,  (2) 

where trun-out, s – time of the electric drive run-out form the residual speed res.sp. at its main-supply. 
Obviously, a non-stop operation of boilers is provided with the inequality trecov. < temerg..  

Almost all modern frequency converters (FCs) has an electric motor load pickup Flying Start function. This 
function enables the reconditioning technological parameters at recovery of a normal power supply. 

The load pickup of the rotating drive supplied from the FC differs from the described self-starting with main-
supply. Within the time interval t4 – t5, the ready-to-start condition of the converter is recovered; it is specified as a 
synchronizing time tsynch. in Fig. 1. If self-starting at t5 is successful, the run-out starts, which rate, shall be defined 
with overload capacitance of the frequency converter. A total time of the mode recovery contains an additional 
constituent in contrast to (2) and a longer run-out time tFC run-out: 

trecov. = tinterr.  + tsynch. + tFC run-out .  (3) 

Furthermore, for tsynch. the electric drive speed continues decreasing to res. FC value, thus, complicating the issue of 
mode recovery due to the raise of the required run-out time. 

According to the manufacturer specifications for various types of frequency converters, almost all FCs provide 
the motor self-starting. In practice, however, they do not offer the opportunity of load pickup from the rotating motor 
as well as VFED restart at practical zero or near-to-zero speed in a number of cases. It is evident that a total time of 
self-starting essential units will unacceptably raise. 

Processes appearing at supply voltage dips at VFEDs of the boiler draft units are similar to the above ones for line 
pump but have the following specific characteristics: 

– a high inertia moment of the smoke exhauster or forced-draught fan does not permit essential reduction of the 
unit speed for voltage depression time. 

– actuation time of the blast air and draft pressure protection system in the boiler furnace is 3–5 s. 
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1.3. Differences between variable frequency and non-controlled electric drives 

Based on the analysis of reviewed scientific papers and VFED operating experience of several power plants, we 
may distinguish the following major differences between non-controlled and variable frequency electric drive self-
starting: 

1. Under real conditions, VFED self-starting occurs in 90% cases without the Flying Start function. It can be 
explained either by its lack or by faulty algorithm implementing this function. The known studies of this function 
consider the high-voltage VFEDs with supply sources only; there is no available information on similar studies 
dealing with low-voltage FCs with the voltage inverter. 

2. About 30 ms after voltage depressions, the FC is unenergized and then the AM coasting to stop follows at 
absence of the above function. Afterwards, the run-out from zero to steady speed occurs. At the absence of the 
Flying Start function, interruption duration of over 30 ms and voltage depression depth do not effect a transient 
process practically as the motor is not connected to the network. At high rotating masses at the electric motor shaft, 
the speed alterations for time 30 ms are negligible. 

3. Under real conditions, the following should be compared in 90% cases: self-starting the uncontrolled electric 
drive (with due regard to the run-out time and residual main voltage) coasting to zero speed and the further AM start 
by underfrequency relay at recovered voltage level. An intolerable pressure loss is followed by the actuation of the 
water (for line pumps), supplied air or draft pressure protection system in the boiler furnace (for draught units) and 
emergency shutdown of the boiler.   

4. As the FC is not connected to the network the EMF is not induced at the variable frequency AM coasting. At 
group coasting non-controlled AMs connected to the same bus bar section, the induced EMF shall be considered 
although it is considerably lower compared to that at the run-down of synchronous motors. 

5. If the Flying Start function is ensured an additional break shall be borne in mind that is required for self-testing 
and synchronizing the FC rate with vertical frequency of the motor stator. Thereby, duration of the time gap after 
voltage recovery to the VFED connection will be involuntarily increased. Its duration depends on the FC internal 
protection setting, software version and a number of other factors [1].  

6. A specific feature of motor self-starting at supply form the FC is in reduced maximum permissible currents ( up 
to 1.1–1.5 of the rated value) whilst the permissible in-rush starting current of the uncontrolled AD may be five-fold 
as high as the rated one. Low in-rush starting current affects favorably the main voltage recovery but significantly 
decelerates recovery of the operational mode. To compensate this disadvantage, [2] proposes an automatic change of 
the run-out rate. It should provide switching to the mode before power supply interruption for minimum time within 
the overload range of 1.1–1.5 of the rated value. 

1.4. Experimental studies of high-voltage VFED self-starting 

To determine possible reasons of the high-voltage VFED shutdown at short-term power supply interruption, we 
have carried out experimental studies of 630 kW/5 kV line pump electric drives equipped with Power Flex 7000 
frequency converters.  

The oscyllographs in Fig. 2, a, show transient processes at 6 kV input shutoff with duration of 0.74 sec. at 28 Hz 
operational frequency. As a result, the VFED tried to restart but was shut off by the MOTOR STALL protection 
system 22 seconds after voltage recovery. Fig. 2, b, shows similar oscyllographs at 6 kV input shutoff after 1.56 sec. 
at 40 Hz operational frequency. In this case, the motor was accelerated to a steady speed for 24 sec. after voltage at 
the input had been recovered. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates a restart after shutoff of the infeed unit, ATS pickup and automatic switching to the standby 
unit in 0.58 sec. The shutoff was followed by a successful restart: the motor was accelerated to a steady speed for 10 
sec. after voltage at the input had been recovered. The VFED control system performed a preliminary internal 
testing for 1 sec., the run-out occurred for the rest time. At voltage recovery, motor speed was decreased by 7 % (FC 
output of about 37 Hz at an initial value of 40 Hz). Speed was increased by 50 % at the run-out start (in 1 sec.): FC 
output was about 20 Hz. 
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Fig. 2. Oscyllographs of a faulty (a ) and successful (b) high-voltage VFED self-starting at input shutoffs for 0.74 and 1.56 sec., correspondingly: 
1 – network voltage; 2 – current in DC link; 3 – rotational speed; 4 – calculated magnetic flux; 5 – motor current. 
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3. Outcome summary 

Ongoing experimental studies have proved that the automated self-starting the high-voltage VFED with the self-
excited current inverter is provided at short-term supply voltage depressions approximately in 50 % cases. At this, 
duration of the power supply interruption is not the only factor determining condition of a successful self-starting. 
This is because protection systems of modern frequency converters are set to the above maximum available self-
protection condition in any abnormal situations [5, 6]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Electric drive restart through shutoff at power supply interruption of 1.56 sec. 

The total outcome of Power Flex 7000 electric drive studies takes form of recommended measures for each type 
of power supply interruption that are given in tabular form hereafter (Table 1). Only one measure of them is time- 
and cost-consuming and requires an additional elaboration: establishment of the own high-speed ATS. However, 
without its implementation the issue of non-stop operation of essential unit would be unsolved. 

Table 1. Recommendation for providing continuous VFED operation with Power Flex 7000 converters at power supply 
interruptions 

Type of power supply 
interruption 

Recommended  
measures 

Activities for  
implementation 

Rapid 40–200 ms power 
supply interruptions Optimal self-starting configuration Provision of ATS response delay of at least 0.2 sec. 

Power supply interruption 
for more than 0.2 sec. 

1. Optimal self-starting configuration 
2. Establishment of the own high-speed 
ATS with response time of less than 0.3 
sec. from the voltage loss. 

1. Solving problem of coordinated ATS selectivity. 
2. Design solutions involving generation of additional 
power supply units with ATS for each electric drive 

Voltage reduction to 30% Provision of 6.7 kV voltage at FC Ensuring voltage at FC by switching outputs of the 
transformer operation in a set with FC 
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Based on the outcome of theoretical and experimental studies, we have specified the condition of continuous 
boiler operation at power supply interruption: a total time of interruption, synchronization and run-out to an initial 
speed of electric drives of each essential unit shall be less than settings of response time for the emergency 
protection systems. The main challenge at implementation of the Flying Start function is presence of a residual 
magnetic field of running-down electric motor after its deenergizing. Preliminary field suppression by short circuit 
of the stator winding to dropping resistors proposed in [7] appeared to be ineffective with respect to the dropping 
intense as well as the additional time of switching system response. 

[8 10] consider procedures and equipment providing switching the frequency converter to the rotating motor 
without in-rush currents for a minimum time after the line voltage recovery. The offered technical solutions should 
provide improving VFED resistance to short-term power supply interruptions. The result of this is enhancing 
operational reliability of essential units of boiler assemblies as well as the whole power plants.  

Obviously, the main issues are comparison of technical possibilities and analysis of benefits and drawbacks of all 
developed means for enhancing VFED stability. For this purpose, studies by means of mathematical modeling and 
experiments at the facilities in operation are required. Moreover, development of mathematical models becomes 
more challenging because of nonavailability of algorithms implemented in the control systems of frequency 
converters offered by the most manufacturers. Experiments at essential operating facilities of the power plants are 
connected with substantial feasibility demonstration, extensive preparation works and executive problems. At 
present, researches in this field are under way and provide a positive outcome resulting in publishing in the scientific 
serials. Unfortunately, we cannot reflect and discuss all of them within margins of one paper provided. 
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Abstract 

This article address a mathematical description of a closed loop system of an active front-end (AFE) rectifier. The AFE rectifier 
has been considered as a two-dimensional linear object and its mathematical description has been presented. Synthesis of 
regulators have been carried out by the step-by-step correction principle. The mathematical model has been made in 
Matlab/Simulink program. The mathematical description of AFE rectifier as an object of controlling allows us to conclude that it
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1. Introduction 

There are a lot of consumers requiring adjustable voltage or current and bidirectional power flow. These 
consumers are used in electric drives and automated systems of technological processes [1, 2]. Power frequency 
converters are a famous part of automation control systems of industrial installations. These converters are designed 
to regulate difference parameters of electric drives and an operation of power systems. A lot of modern power 
converter topologies work based on pulse wide modulation (PWM) methods [3, 4]. Currently, the power frequency 
converters for powerful industrial installations include active front end (AFE) rectifiers, which convert an alternation 
current (AC) voltage to a direct current (DC) voltage. The main reasons of a wide application of the AFE rectifiers at 
industry are the following advantages [5]: bidirectional power flow, acceptable electromagnetic capability (EMC), 
power factor correction, and high dynamic accuracy of regulating current and DC voltage [6]. 
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Nomenclature 

iabcAFE three phase current of AFE rectifier 
uabcAFE  three phase voltage of AFE rectifier 
LabcAFE equivalent inductance at the input of AFE rectifier 
RabcAFE equivalent active resistance at the input of AFE rectifier 
uabcgrid three phase voltage of the grid 
idcAFE DC current of AFE rectifier 
idcload DC current of a load 
idc DC current on the capacitor 
Cdc equivalent capacitance of DC 
udc DC voltage 
p Laplace operator  
udqgrid voltage of the grid in dq reference frame 
udqAFE voltage of AFE rectifier in dq reference frame 
idqAFE current of AFE rectifier in dq reference frame 

grid rotation speed of dq reference frame (rotation speed of voltage grid vector) 
SAFE apparent power of AFE rectifier 
Kl linearization factor 

2. Problem definition 

Currently, AFE rectifier as a linear object of controlling is not considered at scientific works and synthesis of a 
closed loop system is a difficult task. The main aim of this paper address issues of mathematical description of AFE 
rectifier, the synthesis of closed loop system and modelling in the Matlab/Simulink.  

3. AFE rectifier as a linear object of controlling 

The schematic circuit of AFE rectifier is presented in Fig. 1. This circuit is simple to synthesis a control system 
and develop mathematical description. The main elements of AFE are a three-phase bridge based on 
semiconductor modules, a reactor, a filter at the AC mains and a direct current (DC). 

Fig. 1. Schematic circuit of AFE rectifier 

A system of equations has been made based on the second laws of Kirchhoff and the ideal power semiconductor 
switches, a symmetric system of the grid voltages, and an equality of active resistance and inductance have been 
taken. The system of equations is as the following: 
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oadldcFEAdc
dc

dc

dcoadldcFEAdc

FEAabcFEAabcFEAabcFEAabcFEAabcabcgrid

ii
dt

duC

iii
uipLRiu

 (1) 

The rotating reference frame dq is common used to develop a mathematical description for symmetrical three 
phase systems. If the dq transformation is applied for the system (1), a new system of equations will be as the 
following: 

oadldcFEAdc
dc

dc

dcoadldcFEAdc

FEAqFEAdFEAdgridFEAqFEqAFEAqFEqAgridq

FEAdFEAqFEqAgridFEAdFEAdFEAdFEAdgridd

ii
dt

duC

iii
uiLipLiRu
uiLipLiRu

 (2) 

The power balance equation between AC and DC side is as the following: 

dcdcAFEqAFEdridgdAFE iuiiuS 22
 (3) 

On the basis of the equation (3) the magnitude of DC current is defined as the following:  

22

2

3
AFEqAFEd

dc

ridgd
d ii

u
u

i  (4) 

The block diagram of AFE rectifier as an object of controlling is shown in Fig. 2 based on the equations (2), (3), 
and (4). 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of AFE rectifier as an object of controlling 

The block diagram consists of two parts: The first part is linear dimensional current loop with antisymmetric 
cross-connection and the second part is DC voltage loop based on an integer transfer function. A relationship 
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between reference voltage signal and output AFE voltage is determined by transfer function with small time constant 
Tμ and gain KPWM.

Transient process in the DC at unit power factor are described based on the following equation: 

dcloadFEAd
dc

ridgdcd
dc ii

u
u

dt
duC

2

3
 (5) 

Taylor series expansion of three variables non-linear function F(x, y, z) around a set conditions F(x0, y0, z0) can be 
used to approximate the equation (5). The formula of linear approximation is as the following:  
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Linear approximation of the equation (6) for a dependence between DC voltage and DC current around the set 
point, which is determined by the rated DC voltage, is as the following: 

FEAdlFEAd
dcref
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dt
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2

3

2

3
 (7) 

4. AFE rectifier closed loop system in Matlab/Simulink 

Synthesis of regulators is carried out by the step-by-step correction principle. Transfer functions of the closed 
current loops in axes d and q are as follows: 

pTpT
pWidq

22

1
22  (8) 

The transfer functions of current regulators d and q are as follows: 
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 (9) 

Transfer function of the closed DC voltage loop is as follows: 

18326464

18
223344 pTpTpTpT

pT
pWDC  (10) 

The transfer function of DC voltage regulator is as follows: 

pT
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T
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p
KKpW ldcldciDC

pDCRegDC
1

486 2  (11) 

For example, closed current loops and closed DC voltage loop in Matlab/Simulink are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3. Closed current loops in axes d and q of AFE rectifier 

Fig. 4. Closed DC voltage loop of AFE rectifier  

Conclusions 

The mathematical description of AFE rectifier as an object of controlling allows us to conclude that it is complex 
nonlinear system. The AFE rectifier has been considered as a two-dimensional linear object, and the synthesis of 
regulators have been carried out by the step-by-step correction principle. Control system should be set based on the 
linear model for referents operation conditions.  
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Abstract 

The issue of developing methods and implementation of hardware and software for power transformer state control is relevant 
due to the need for enhancing stability and durability of essential expensive equipment. A promising diagnostic condition control 
technique for the high-voltage oil-filled electrical facilities is the method of positioning partial discharges (PDs) and their intense 
measuring. The paper provides outcome of experiments enabling acoustic PD positioning at the transformers of the power plant 
units. It considers the methods and algorithm of processing results of the periodical acoustic PD positioning based on the 
subtractive clustering technique. These methods provides a fault tracing and identification as well as assessment of their trend. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

Implementation of means for fault diagnostics of oil-filled power transformers is challenging and highly urgent. 
This is due to a number of intrinsic reasons one of which is a physical equipment wear being as high as 50–70% in 
the Russian power sector. Furthermore, development of means and systems of technical diagnostics is the most 
essential condition of the Smart Grid technology introduction into the industrial electric networks [1-3]. 

One of the advanced and intensively developing methods of condition monitoring without deenergization (in on-
line mode) is the partial discharge positioning. PDs have been recorded at the high-voltage facilities for diagnostics 
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over the last 20 years. However, this method is used today mainly for monitoring power systems, large power plants 
and heavy-duty arc steel-making furnaces [4 6]. This fact may be explained by technical, research and methodical 
problems. One of substantial reasons is a lack of methods of transformer condition diagnostics based on processing 
and analyzing results of the periodic PD intense measurements.  

2. Main part 

We propose the engineering practice for identification of power transformer faults by analyzing complex partial 
discharge parameters. Fig. 1 shows the functional structure explaining the essence of the procedure developed.  

It includes the following methods of mathematical analysis of PD parameters: 
analysis of PD intensity dependency upon the limit values; 
PD cluster analysis based on generation of uniform characteristics of the power equipment condition; 
amplitude and phase analysis of the time-dependent behavior of PD signals; 
spectrum analysis of harmonic content of PD signals. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Functional structure explaining the developed technique of transformer fault identification. 

2.1. Experimental research of discharge activity 

Within the framework of engineering implementation of the developed technique, acoustic tracing and processing 
data of partial discharges in the transformer tanks of the power sub-stations of industrial power plants were 
performed. Measuring was carried out with portable device for PD analysis and tracing defect zones in the insulation 
of the AR-700 high-voltage facilities [8]. For this, acoustic sensors were installed on the outer sides of the tank. 
Their location was chosen with methods specified by GOST 20074-83.  

Fig. 2 shows intrinsic flow charts obtained at the transformer. Acoustic spikes recorded in pickup signals 
provided by sensors characterize the PD amplitude, frequency and duration [9].  
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Fig. 2. Acoustic signal oscillographs. 

Fig. 3 shows results of PD recording during the set time period. Points outlined within the volumetric tank 
envelope visualize the number and location of discharges recorded during 1 minute. There are geometrical 
coordinates of all recorded discharges in the right part of the picture. During experiment at relatively high noise 
levels (0.45 V), a significant number of discharges distributed practically in the whole tank envelope was recorded. 
Experiments were carried out at six transformers of the power generating sets. 

 

 
a              b 

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional circuits of PD distribution in transformer No.5. 

 
For estimation of discharge activity development, three-dimensional PD circuits obtained with measuring 

results at the margin of 6 months were compared (Fig. 3, a and Fig. 3, b, correspondingly). As a result, it was found 
out that at later measuring operations an increase of discharge activity can visually be observed; this fact confirms 
the change of their condition. At this, volume PD distribution in separate tank zones is changed too, thus, reflecting 
defect growth in these zones. 
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As may be inferred from the results provided, a large PD location data file may be accumulated at diagnosing 
transformers with acoustic tracing method. Data file processing is required for diagnostics; here, application of 
statistic analysis methods is not advisable as it requires a priori knowledge of distribution laws. 

2.2. Application of subtractive clustering method 

Measuring result processing is proposed to be performed with cluster analysis method enabling division of 
pooled data under consideration into groups of similar objects (clusters) and record distribution into different groups 
or segments.  Most clustering algorithms may be used under conditions of almost the whole unavailability of 
information on data distribution laws. Objects with quantitative (numerical), qualitative or mixed attributes are 
subject to clustering. Division of sampled information into groups of similar objects simplifies further data 
processing and decision-making as a specific analysis method may be used for each cluster. The clustering 
algorithm is the a-function: X Y that assigns to all x X objects numbers of y Y clusters. The Y range is known in 
advance in some cases but normally the objective is to determine an optimum cluster number in terms of the 
specified criterion of clustering quality. 

Based on the analysis of conceptual theoretical issues of the clustering analysis, the subtractive (mountain) 
clustering algorithm may reasonably be applied for processing outcome of the PD acoustic tracing; here, each point 
of the data array is assumed to be a center for a potential cluster. For the later, the objective function-density of other 
points around the considered one shall be calculated. The algorithm enables formalization of expert estimation of 
any electric machine condition with data obtained at measuring PDs and tracing its temporal variation trend.  

As elements of the observation matrix, the PD coordinates (xi, yi, zi) in the volumetric transformer envelope (see 
Fig. 3) were proposed to be used immediately. Geometric -, Y- and Z-coordinates of each PD are stored into AR-
700 memory and may be output as numerical arrays for processing with the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox package of the 
MATLAB system being most convenient for processing experimental data [10-12]. 

The technique of PD analysis using subtractive clustering has been developed based on studies [13]. It includes 
the following provisions.   

1. As reference parameters we propose the ij, yij, zij PD coordinates recorded during experiments in the tank for all 
considered transformers. The j observation matrices of dimensions [ n j × 3 ]  are formed: 

nj)Tj(nj)Tj(nj)Tj(

)Tj()Tj()Tj(

)Tj()Tj()Tj(

Tj

zyx

zyx
zyx

X 222

111

,   (1) 

where i and nj – number of the recorded discharge and PD impulses at the frequency level 10 imp./sec. for 
transformer No. j. 

2. Potentials of clusters' -centers shall be calculated with the following dependence 

M,k
khh S,h   )),X,Z(Dexp()Z(P

1

1 ,   

where Zh = (z1,h, z2,h,…, zn,h) – a potential center of cluster No. h; h = 1, S;  – positive constant; D(Zh, X ) – distance 
between a potential center of the Zh cluster and  clustering object. 

3. The potential shall be recalculated with the following dependence 

))V,Z(Dexp()V(P)Z(P)Z(P hhh 11112 ,   

where ()1P , ()2P  – potentials at the 1st and 2nd iterations, correspondingly; 
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1V   – center of the first detected cluster: ))Z(P,),Z(P),Z(Pmax(argV QZ,,Z,Z Q 121111 21
;  

 – a positive constant. 
Recalculation occurs as long as the rated potential value is higher then the set limit value lim.  

F j  matrices of detected PD cluster centers are formed for each transformer. They correspond to the first steady-
state operation mode: 

LjTjLjTjLjTj

TjTjTj

TjTjTj
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2)(2)(2)(
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,   

where Lj – the number of the PD clusters detected in transformer No. j in the first steady-state on-load operation 
mode. 
Vectors of corresponding cluster potentials LjTjTjTjTj PPPS )(2)(1)(  are formed separately. 

4. When the load mode or temperature of the transformer are changed, that is, additional factors appear that may 
result in variation of the insulation PD intensity, the ´ j  observation matrices for a new load mode are generated 
according to (1). 

5. Calculations as per sub-s. 2 and 3 of this algorithm are carried out and F j  matrices of the detected centers of 
PD clusters for the altering mode and corresponding S j potential vectors are determined.  

6. For each transformer, the j dimension of rows (number of detected clusters) of F j matrices is compared 
with the  j dimension of F j matrix rows of the previous mode. The number of additionally generated clusters 
(additional PD sources) j = j – j is specified. If j<0 that means a normal condition of the transformer 
insulation. 

7. If j>0 the coordinates of kTjx )( , kTjy )( , kTjz )(  cluster centers and vectors of S j potentials of additionally 
generated PD clusters shall be defined (here, k – number of the cluster generated).  

With due regard to the potential values, the hazard rate of recent sources of partial discharges may be estimated 
while pursuant to cluster center coordinates, the location and so, reasons and mechanism of occurring damage inside 
the transformer tank are derived.  

The schematic algorithm of PD analysis by means of the technique under consideration is provided in Fig. 4. 
With this algorithm and the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox applications, changing discharge activity of electricity works (EW) 
transformers has been analyzed. The coordinates of the detected clusters for transformer No. 5 are outlined in Fig. 3 
by points with corresponding numbers. For the first measuring (Fig. 3, ), 4 clusters are pronounced, for the second 
one (Fig. 3, b) – 6. As an example, both figures show plotting the center of cluster No. 1 with coordinates of F j , 
F j matrix rows of the cluster centers. 

The coordinates of clusters with the highest intensity established with results of the first measuring and of newly 
generated clusters carry inference about development of discharge processes near B and C high-voltage phase 
inputs. The newly generated PD clusters (No. 5 and 6) are determined to have rather high potentials (higher PD 
density compared to the centers) in comparison with proportional’s of clusters recorded during the previous 
measuring. This conclusion served as a recommendation for operating personnel to continue capturing and 
processing data with the AR-700 device and additional transformer examinations with other methods. 

3. Conclusion 

The example provided proves that the developed technique enables comparing discharge focal points (cluster 
centers) directly with packaging transformer assembly units (windings, high-voltage inputs, RUL etc.), so fault 
localizing and identifying. It is obsequiously that drawing firm conclusions on condition of the examined 
transformers based on only two measuring operations may be difficult. However, the obtained results provide an 
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opportunity to show the application of the proposed algorithm and its efficiency at diagnostics under operational 
conditions [14]. 

 

Fig. 4. Algorithm of transformer condition analysis based on the subtractive clustering method. 

The key point of the developed technique is the use of two methods of measuring PD parameters – an acoustic 
and electric one. A simultaneous application of these methods enables: 

significant expansion of the initial PD data base for further analysis and tracing incipient insulation 
damages; 

application of mathematical analysis methods using as initial data parameter of acoustic radiation and 
electric generation signals due to partial discharges; 

enhancing fidelity of measuring PD parameters. 
The advantage of the developed technique is in possibility to estimate transformer insulation condition timely due 

to the dynamic examination of discharge processes for a relatively short term. Globally, it ensures more objective 
estimation of condition of the transformer windings insulation. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents electromechanical systems with flexible linkage, which movement parameters shall be specified by external 
force impact. The approaches to the compound movement division of such systems into components are given. The requirements 
to the control system of object horizontal moving with flexible suspension are formulated. The block diagram of 
electromechanical part of object horizontal moving system to research the impact of disturbing effect on its work is presented. 
The feasibility of using grapho-analytical methods and inverse frequency characteristics of control system synthesis is proved. 
The structure of corrective device is defined and a guideline for its parameters for its selection is given. The results of control 
system operation simulation with the synthesized corrective device are described. The recommendations for using adaptive 
control of object horizontal movement systems with flexible suspension are given. The results of system operation are compared 
with the recommended rational parameters of the corrective device and with application of adaptive control. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: flexible suspension; control system; mathematical model; corrective device; adaptation. 

1. Introduction 

By studying various production machines and complexes it is possible to allocate electromechanical systems 
(EMS), which movement parameters shall be defined not by control, but by external force impact. The controlled 
electric drive (ED) of such systems is to monitor efforts with high precision in executive body and to compensate 
friction forces, elastic and gravitational forces, inertia forces of the joined masses affecting an object. While 
performing compensating condition of all effort components blocking the object moving, by applying to it 
insignificant additional efforts it starts moving which parameters (acceleration, speed, movement) are defined by 

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-2015)
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value and duration of adding external force impact. The specified performance features are contained in: 
balanced manipulators used for automation of manual work by moving freights of considerable weight [1]; 
medical training machines used for restoration of broken functions of patient’s musculo-skeletal system and 
activation of their rehabilitation during walking [2]; 
special benches for adjusting of space equipment products on the Earth [3]; 
simulators for cosmonauts training to work in non-gravity and reduced gravity conditions [4]. 

In studied systems the required spatial movements of an object are assured by their division into components in 
the horizontal and vertical planes, and also onto rotation and swinging of an object relative to its center of masses. In 
practice the most frequently division of object movements into components in the vertical plane is carried out with 
application of rope transmission and the required horizontal movements of an object are executed with use of bogies 
and bridges. 

Attempts to minimize mass of studying mechanisms result in decreasing of their transmission and designs rigidity 
that defines requirement of negative impact accounting of mechanical linking elasticity on EMS operation. 

The analysis of various approaches to execution of objects spatial movements detected that for developing of 
considered EMS it is necessary to apply the multiaxis control systems providing required mobility degrees [5]. Thus 
for high-quality control of compound object movement it is advisable to solve a problem of local systems synthesis.  

Frequently a design feature of the considered mechanisms is use of flexible suspension for vertical movement of 
objects, necessity to estimate elasticity of mechanical transmissions and change of controlled object parameters that 
complicates synthesis of control systems. The design concepts and implementation features of objects’ vertical 
movements systems (VMS) are reviewed in the paper [6]. The synthesis problem of efforts control system in rope 
transmission of VMS via use of optimal control theory is solved in [7]. 

For the development of theory and implementation experience of considered EMS the problem solution of 
control impacts synthesis is of interest to the system of object horizontal movements system (HMS) on flexible 
suspension via adding to it of external force influences. 

2. Statement of the problem 

Generally speaking the purpose of HMS control is object movement on flexible suspension without swings and 
rotations with the demanded movement parameters determined by external power influence. Thus the required 
performances of HMS are assured by coordinated control of bogie and bridge moving. 

The analysis detected that the problem of HMS control is solved in the most complicated way at developing of 
advanced simulators for imitation of cosmonauts moving in non-gravity or reduced gravitation conditions [8]. We 
will study the features of the synthesis solution problem of HMS corrective device structure and parameters of the 
simulator providing cosmonaut movement in a space suit under the influence of his own muscular efforts with 
movement parameters as in actual practice. The system of object horizontal movements of the advanced simulator 
shall have the following parameters: the maximum mass of an object (a cosmonaut in a space suit) 200 kg, his 
required movement in any direction of 8 m with the maximum speed of 2.1 m/sec and acceleration up to 7 m/sec2. 

To solve the problem it is necessary to consider the features of controlled object which define the methodology of 
control effects synthesis: 

a cosmonaut moving in working space of the simulator can only happen under the influence of his muscular 
efforts that defined the requirement to research of disturbing effect system; 
high-precision compensation of friction forces and inertial forces from additionally joined masses to an 
object will demand considerable coefficients of strengthening that causes a problem to ensure stability of 
control system; 
impact on HMS operation of flexible suspension defines need of active damping via use of ED of object 
elastic vibration; 
by changing suspension length the parameters are modified which consider elastic-dissipative properties of 
the controlled object in the function of a cosmonaut position and it can require adaptive control of HMS. 
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3. Mathematical description of researched system 

Taking into account the features of considered EMS in the paper [9] it is given the generalized linearized 
mathematical description of HMS formed by accounting elasticity of mechanical transmissions and swings of an 
object on flexible suspension. At the description of the system mechanical part (SMP) the following allowances 
were used: forces and torques are applied to not deformable lumped masses; elements of the bridge and bogie design 
under the influence of external forces aren't deformed, the bridge and the bogie have the same degree of mobility; 
directives assured the movement of bridge and bogie are located in the horizontal plane, friction forces don't depend 
on the position of bridge and bogie; the rope is weightless and in the course of work is always tensed; during VMS 
mechanism operation the radius of a drum and a point of descending from it rope remains constant; the mass center 
of weightlessness object is always on the straight line continuing a rope. 

In Fig. 1 EMS block diagram of HMS disturbing effect is given via use of Laplace transformation. The direct 
channel is presented in the form of SMP structure considering impact of the elastic linkages defining swing of an 
object, and in the reverse channel the electric part of system is shown which properties are considered by transfer 
functions of current control closed loop (CCL) WCCL(s), synthesized corrective device (CD) WCD(s) and an angle 
transmitter WAT(s) of a rope deflection of an object suspension from a vertical position. 

To have an opportunity of general conclusion for research results we apply relative units to make EMS 
mathematical description. For this purpose the engine torque MD, the torque of an elastic element Mel, external 
torque MEx is defined relates to the nominal engine torque MN; the speed of mechanism shaft rotation M – relates to 
the speed of ideal engine hole shaft 0; an angle  of an object deflection from a vertical position – relates to a basic 
deflection angle b equal to an angle of object deflection under fixed bogie and bridge by acting of external effort 
determined by torque basic value. 

ONb ·P / M=    (1) 

where  – reduction radius; PO – object weight. 
In Fig. 1 it is designated: TM, TO – mechanical constants of mechanism and object time; TC, Td – time constants 

specifying equivalent rigidity and damping properties of control object. 
SMP features are described by transfer function 

1
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 – SMP amplification coefficient; 
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TTTT  – time constant of own object elastic vibrations. 

For the solution of synthesis problem the simplification of ED control system was executed, due to this fact 
current control loop was folded and its properties are considered by transfer function WCCL(s) = 1/(TCCL·s+1), where 
TCCL – a time constant of current control closed loop. Sensor dynamic properties of an object deflection angle from a 
vertical are also described by transfer function of a periodic link with time constant TAT. 
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of researched EMS. 

4. Problem solving 

The studied features of HMS design and performance considerably complicate synthesis problem solving of 
required control effect. In the paper [10] we proved applicability and application methodology of frequency 
characteristics is given for research and synthesis of EMS with considerable vibrations at resonant frequencies. 
Analysis of CD possible structures detected that in general case it must have integro-differential properties. The 
researches executed in the paper [6] showed that in general case at sufficient high-speed action of CCL of an angle 
sensor when their signal transmission frequency exceeds own object vibration frequency on flexible suspension by 
several times, the high-quality functioning of HMS can be ensured via application of CD with transfer function. 
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The peculiarity of researched HMS is time constants TC and Td changing in process of its work which describes 
elastic and dissipative properties of the system. Researches detected that TC and Td values are changed depending on 
length of object suspension in compliance with the nonlinear law that it can demand HMS adaptive control by its 
implementation it is required to change CD time constants due to this fact kC coefficient is entered into transfer 
function (Eq. 3). 

The coefficient kCD determines control precision of an angle, its required value can be estimated by given droop 
A= (0)/MEx(0) according to equation kCD =(TM/TO)(1/ A – ). 

In control law there is the integral component with time constant TI that gives droop to angle control system. It is 
recommended to apply TI  (2–4)Tel. However it should be kept in mind that by using such method of increasing 
control precision of an angle high stability of angle measuring instruments is required and it causes considerable 
difficulties with system stability ensuring. That’s why it is advisable to apply kI = 0 while CD implementing. 

Time constants TD, TA and their equation k  = TD/TA mostly impact on angle control quality in the researched 
system. That’s why it is required to choose them in terms of condition providing maximum possible margin of 
system stability during its operation in substantial disturbances environment. It is recommended to use such TD 
value, EMS resonant frequency of HMS taking into account CD action will be in the middle of frequency range 
from D = 1/TD to A = 1/TA where an angle sensor signal is differentiated. Taking into account these 
recommendations we will receive 

4/12/1/ kkTTT ACCCOD    (4) 

It is advisable to accept k  = 4–8. 
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Time constant TA = TD/k  defines value of transmission coefficient of an angle control channel (ACC) relates to 
 >> cr. By implementation and adjustment of CD TA shall be specified in terms of working conditions of this 

system, electromagnetic compatibility of its elements and disturbances impact caused by substantial electric and 
magnetic fields. At a choice of coefficient k  we should seek to improve system noise immunity. 

5. Research of horizontal movement system 

We investigate HMS operation on the example of bogie control mechanism of the advanced simulator with a 
suspension length when elastic linkage has the minimum rigidity. In this case SMP properties are defined by time 
constants TO = 3.017 sec, TM = 0.407 sec, Ty = 0.311 sec, TC = 0.270 sec and Td = 0.003 sec. 

By HMS implementation of variable-frequency ED of Sinamics-S120 series (produced by Siemens company) 
was applied with Simotiond435i control system and angle sensor realized with use of the digital photo-electric angle 
converter LIR-237A (produced by “Special Design Bureau IS” in St. Petersburg). 

The results of synthesis problem solving providing the required horizontal movements of an object with flexible 
suspension without vibrations should be carried out for EMS with single integration system of ED coordinates 
subordinate control while adjusting of current control for a modular optimum. In this case ED properties will be 
considered by CCL with frequencies bandwidth CCL. Such engineering solution will assure ED and AS frequencies 
bandwidth several times exceeding frequency of swings of an object in closed HMS cr. 

In compliance with the requirements imposed to considered HMS simulator the control system should provide 
frequency drop of an angle A = 0.02 at amplitude minimization of an angle deflection resonant vibrations of rope 
transmission from a vertical. 

To obtain necessary frequency characteristics of studied HMS we should apply Fourier transformation to transfer 
functions of the block diagram given on Fig. 1. According to the methodology presented in the work [11] by 
problem solving of synthesis structure and channel parameters of active damping of object swings with flexible 
suspension it is advisable to compare the logarithmic amplitude frequency characteristic (LAFC) of SMP 
LSMP( ) = 20lg[modWSMP(j )] and reverse LAFC of active damping channel of object swings 
L-1

ACC( ) = 20lg[modWACC(j )] where transmission complex coefficient WSMP(j ) is defined by the equation (1), 
and WACC(j ) according to the equation: WACC(j ) = (TO/TM)WCCL(j )WCD(j )WAT(j ). 

At the initial stage of problem solving of CD synthesis it is advisable to define ACC required amplification 
coefficient. Depending on specified frequency drop of an angle A the required value kACC = 1/ A –  is actual in 
considered EMS  < 1/ A and therefore reverse LAFC L-1

ACC will pass much lower than abscissa axis and cross 
LAFC LSMP at frequency cr which is much higher than SMP resonant frequency el, it allows to use asymptotical 
LAFC LA SMP at CD synthesis. In the considered range of frequencies at CD synthesis of HMS the asymptotical 
LAFC of SMP LA SMP and reverse LAFC of ACC L-1

ACC can be defined by the following equations: 

1lg40/1lg20 2
elASMP TL    (5) 
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In Fig. 2 the frequency characteristics of studied HMS are presented illustrating the synthesis problem solution of 
required CD: precise LAFC of SMP LSMP( ), the asymptotical LAFC of SMP LSMP( ) and ACC LACC( ) and also 
resultant LAFC LREZ( ) showing change of an angle in studied HMS with CD synthesized. The integrate component 
of LAFC L-1

ACC is indicated by the dash-dotted line. 
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Fig. 2. Frequency characteristics of corrective device synthesis. 

In this example 1/  = 0.12; el = 3.21 rad/s. As a result of CD synthesis problem solving we received its 
following parameters kCD = 5.62; kI = 0; TD = 0.20 sec; TA = 0.05 sec. 

In Fig. 3 the simulation results of studied HMS are given. In Fig. 3 a transient processes in initial mechanical part 
of the system are presented and in Fig. 3 b in the system with synthesized CD. Transient processes are received via 
adding external stepped impact relates to 200 N effort 

The static error of an angle control in opened HMS reaches 12% and in system with synthesized CD is 2%. Thus 
the time of transient process decreased from 189 sec to 0.52 sec. Over control in HMS with CD ranged 14.5%. 

At considerable modification of suspension length in EMS operation process we should apply adaptive control 
realized via change of coefficient kC, for example, reducing it by rope shorting of mechanical transmission while 
object moving. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Transient processes (a) in initial mechanical part of the system and (b) in the system with synthesized CD. 

In case of the minimum transfer rigidity characterized by time constant TCmax we should take into account kC = 1, 
by implementation of adaptive control it is required to change kC together with TC reduction according to the 
formula kC = (TC / TCmax)1/2. 
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If we don’t apply adaptive control, it is recommended to define CD parameters at maximum TCmax value. In this 
case the acceptable results can be received at minimum TCmin values. In Fig. 4 the simulation results of studied HMS 
are given for the minimum suspension length with TCmin = 0.0169 sec via application of adaptation and without it. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Transient processes at minimum suspension length: 
1 – via application of adaptive control; 2 – by setting minimum suspension length. 

Researchers detected that at insufficient high-speed action of ED or considerable lag of force sensor it is 
advisable to apply CD with differentiation of higher order. The methodology of structure and parameters 
determination of such CD is given in papers [6, 12]. 

Conclusion 

The results study of executed researches makes possible to do the following key findings: 
1. In mechanisms implemented via use of objects flexible suspension while changing external force impact low 

damped vibrations appear complicating HMS operation. 
2. To remove object swings with flexible suspension it is required to control electric drives of executing 

mechanisms via use of the monitoring principle of object moving. 
3. For high-quality control of horizontal movements of an object with flexible suspension it is advisable to 

implement control system with feedback of rope deflection angle from a vertical. 
4. The channel synthesis of angle deflection control of flexible suspension from a vertical is recommended to 

execute with application of reverse frequency characteristics of the electric drive control system. 
5. In case of considerable change of suspension length in object vertical movements process CD should have 

adaptive properties. When adaptive control can't be carried out, CD adjustment is reasonable to apply on the 
smallest rigidity of rope transmission to corresponding maximum suspension length. 

6. The horizontal movements system of an object with the synthesized CD assures high-quality control of object 
moving with flexible suspension under abrupt changes of external force impact. 

The paper results are obtained with the support of project  2878 “Theory development and implementation of 
electro-technical systems of simulator complexes and mobile objects” performed in terms of basic part of State 
assignment  2014/143. 
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Abstract 

This article describes the kinds of thickness deviation arising during hot plate rolling process. The ways to determine thickness
deviation by measuring the thickness of the sheet at various points are shown. The reasons of rolls bending under the rolling 
pressure are found. Examples of using the different structures for the implementation of the roll bending system are shown. The
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1. Introduction 

The quality of the final rolled sheet greatly depends on its thickness deviation. This statement is applicable for 
thin and thick sheets, rolled on hot and cold rolling mills. Sheet thickness falls into two categories: longitudinal and 
cross (transverse) thickness. Both of these parameters define the final flatness of the sheet. The initial reduction of 
the slab, taking place on hot rolling, makes a significant influence on the geometric parameters of the metal. No 
matter the rolled plate is the final product or just the first step in getting a thin strip - the longitudinal and cross 
variation in thickness is laid in primary rolling passes. 
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2. Determination of the thickness deviation 

The most common schemes of hot plate rolling are "longitudinal", "cross" and "angular" [1-3]. In these schemes 
all types of thickness deviation occur mostly in the cross passes. Thus, the cross component of the sheet thickness 
should paid an attention. First of all, it is necessary to define what does "thickness deviation" mean? 

The actual measurement of the sheet thickness  times at regular intervals of length and the mark their numbers 
gives a sheet thickness at every point  [4]. In this case the thickness difference means the deviation 

on the absolute value 

,        (1) 

where   - the average thickness of the sheet. 

Then, the average thickness variation of the sheet can be calculated by the next formula 

.         (2) 

As shown on formulas (1,2) the accuracy of the thickness deviation value depends on the number of 
measurements. It is very difficult to make a large number of measurements under real conditions. Therefore, the 
sheet thickness measured at the three points: at the center and at the lateral edges (at some distance from the edge). 
The values obtained on the edges are averaged, and the difference between this two values is the desired value.  

During the rolling process it's difficult to take into account all parameters impact on the cross thickness deviation 
of the rolled sheet. The same difficulties take place in developing of the automated rolling control system. More than 
10 different factors may counted in the first approximation, including deformations as sheet metal, as rolling 
equipment. The temperature of the rolling play a central role, also the force and speed of rolling. In this situation it's 
better to avoid a complex aproach and separately calculate the influence of each component. The component 
combination and development of the control system are carried out after finishing all mathematical calculations and 
its approvement on the computer models. 

3. The work roll bending 

One of the most influential parameter on the hot plate geometry is the bending of the work rolls. The 
consideration that all rolls in the main rolling cage have an ideal geometric form of cylinder ( in the case of rolling 
in "quarto" stand) allows to determine a "work roll bending" (figure 1, a). Another assumption is the constant roll-
gap during work roll width. In such condutions, at the rolling moment, the rolls bend takes place under the metal 
impact, that has a negative influence on the sheet geometry (figure 1, b). A value of the bending can be identified by 
rolling force "P". A dependence between the bending value and the cross-section of the work roll is called "bending 
curve". The form of the "bending curve" is complex, vaguely resembling a parabolic. 

Fig. 1. Rolls of the "quarto" stand without the force (a) and under the rolling metal pressure (b). 
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Some hot rolling mills have work rolls with special-curved cross section. Nevertheless, the "curved rolls" can 
compensate the rolling pressure just under a particular set of parameters, like a rolling force, rolling speed and initial 
sheet profile. A majority of modern rolling mills to eliminate the roll bending value during the operation, are 
equipped with a work roll bending system (WRBS) [4]. 

WRBS has a hydraulic cylinders at the roll edges, which create a compensation force. The value of this force 
must convert the bending curve into constant roll-gap. Figure 2 shows an example of WRBS realization. 

Fig. 2. The typical scheme of WRBS. 

Another way to avode the roll bending is the rolling with rolls put in the electromagnetic field [5]. External rolls 
are made hollow. Special pistons are mounted into the rolls with ability to move along the roll axis both jointly and 
separately (figure 3). In this way, rolls can form different forms and sheet thickness depending on pistons position. It 
allows to increase the accuracy and quality of finished product using simple design of roll stand. However, using the 
pistons has own weaknesses. One of them is the lack of relation between some electromagnetic parameters leading 
to the complex modelling process. 

Fig. 3. A method of the cross-profile roll formation. 

One more method of the sheet flatness control includes the dependence of the roll bending in the change of 
electromagnetic, physical and mechanical parameters of the rolling process. Authors [6] suggest how the 
independent electromagnetic, physical and mechanical properties of rolling influence on the sheet bending (equation 
3). 
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,            (3)

where ; ; ;

– an angle between the force of gravity of the roll to the pole and the vertical plane;  – 
magnetic permeability of vacuum;  – Poisson's ratio; – elasticity modulus of the roll; 

 – the yield point;  – the length of the work roll;  – sheet width;  – sheet thickness;  – sheet 
thickness after rolling pass;  – magnetic induction;  – the contact area of the electromagnet poles with a 

roll (the air gap area);  – the diameter of the pressure roll;   – the density coverage pole ratio of the surface 

electromagnet and the roll;  – roll flexibility;  – roll moment of inertia;  – 

deformation module of the sheet;  – relative reduction;  – the arc length 

of capture;
;  – active electromagnetic force applied to the roll (the result of an electromagnetic pressure); 

 – diameter and radius of the work roll;  – absolute reduction;  – magnetic flux. 

Changes of the roll bending and the sheet profile occur due to the change of the magnetic flux with the extent of 
the roll gap. Thus, the magnetic induction and distribution of the active electromagnetic load changes along the 
work roll. As a result, the different configurations of the roll gap and changes in the thickness and profile of the 
sheet during rolling can be obtained. 

4. Results of the WRBS operation 

In practice, the widely used mechanisms to control the WRBS are servo and proportional valves. For example, 
the mill 5000 of Magnitogorsk Stell Works is equipped with eight cylinders - four on each work roll [7-10]. The 
operation of the WRB system is shown on figure 4. 

Fig. 4. WRB system operation. 
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Pressure sensors are used to measure the pressure in the piston rod and the stock cavity. Different handling of 
valve groups are used to control the pressure in the work-roll bending mode. The WRBS is used for rolling force 
control and works as follows: the actual value of the rolling force is subtracted form the expected value, then the 
difference is multiplied by a gain, which is determined by rolling model. The resulting value is used as an additional 
signal to force regulator. In case of a deviation of rolling force from target value, the output signal of the control 
system is corrected. 
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1. Introduction 

To perform long-range programs for development of near-Earth space, the surfaces of the Moon and Mars 
cosmonauts should gain required experience and be trained on simulator complexes specially made for this. It is 
necessary to have simulators with high quality performance and high functionality in order to increase cosmonauts’ 
training level to work in non-gravity and reduced gravity environment.  

While training cosmonauts items of extravehicular activity (EVA) during long term occupation in mission-ready 
suits by using variable equipment designed to operate in outer space or in the planets with gravity forces lower than 
on the Earth it is reasonable to apply simulators with electromechanical object transfer systems (OTS) [1]. In such 
simulators cosmonaut’s movement imitation in non-gravity or reduced gravity environment is assured by 
compensation system of gravity force and other effort components blocking cosmonauts’ movement.  

While implementing OTS cosmonaut’s complex spatial movement in simulator working space is divided into 
vertical and horizontal components, as well as into rotating and rolling motions towards mass center. Vertical 
movements simulation of an cosmonaut in the spacesuit (m0) with required speeds and accelerations, as well as his 
weight compensation (full or partial) is assured by the vertical movements system (VMS) implemented by using a 
flexible suspension usually in the form of steel-cable. The horizontal movements system (HMS) provides horizontal 
movements simulation of a cosmonaut in the spacesuit. 

In simulators with electromechanical OTS a cosmonaut’s movement in the spacesuit with required speeds and 
accelerations is specified only by cosmonaut’s muscular efforts. Herewith the important task of HMS is to neutralize 
friction forces in its mechanisms and to minimize impact on cosmonaut’s movement parameters in the spacesuit, 
inertial torques additionally joined masses (mAJM) to the non-gravity object. 

2. Actuality of the research 

At present time, “Vykhod-2” simulator is exploited in FSBEI “Y.A. Gagarin SRI CTC” (Zvezdny gorodok, 
Moscow Region). This simulator is used for adjustment of cosmonauts operations on open space going and 
extravehicular activity in non-gravity environment, and also for working on space suit system control in standard 
and non-nominal situations [2]. Outward appearance of “Vykhod-2” simulator is presented on Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Outward appearance of “Vykhod-2” simulator. 

“Vykhod-2” simulator contains two independently working VMS and HMS, which separates space movement of 
cosmonaut in space suit on vertical and horizontal intensity. The moving of cosmonaut in space suit total mass less 
than 250 kg in non-gravity conditions on “Vykhod-2” simulator can be executed on minimum effort values (30–40) 
N, and it allows cosmonaut to move with maximum speed under 0.4 m/sec and acceleration under 0.2 m/sec2 [3]. 
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Every VMS of “Vykhod-2” simulator is realized with the use of variable-frequency electric drive (ED) with 
synchronous engine with permanent magnets (SMPM). High-accuracy effort regulation system inside space suit 
cable suspension provides required degree of weight deprivation and vertical moving of cosmonaut in space suit 
with required speed and acceleration in working area only due to the muscular force. Executed tests showed, all 
technical solutions on VMS realization of “Vykhod-2” simulator might be successfully applied while prospective 
simulator developing [4]. 

Bridge and bogie transfer mechanisms of “Vykhod-2” simulator are made via pneumatic support on air cushion, 
that allows providing friction coefficient as 0.004–0.005 and to decrease starting force while cosmonaut horizontal 
moving. Studies indicated, while acceleration increasing during horizontal moving of a cosmonaut in space suit, 
bogie and, especially, bridge inertial forces influence on transfer parameters is significantly increased. That is why 
HMS of prospective simulators is necessary to execute via using of active methods of inertial forces compensation 
by additionally masses joined to the weight derivate objects. 

Prospective issues of cosmonauts training analysis demonstrated, “Vykhod-2” simulator is not able to provide 
required transfer imitation of a cosmonaut in space suit similarly to the transfer in gravity conditions of the Moon 
and Mars [5]. Therefore, there is a need to create HMS of providing movement of cosmonauts with increased speeds 
and accelerators for new generation simulators creation for cosmonauts training on Moon and Mars programs 
realization. 

3. Statement of the problem 

Executed analysis [6] demonstrated prospective simulator for cosmonauts training should supply cosmonaut 
transfer in space suit with maximal vertical speeds and accelerators up to 1.8 m/sec and up to 5.8 m/sec2, and 
horizontal – respectively, up to 2.1 m/sec and up to 7.4 m/sec2. 

In the research [7], for masses minimization additionally joined to the weight derivate object, it is recommended 
to use ED with belt transmission in HMS of developed simulators; it will permit to raise the quality of cosmonaut 
transfer imitation which is in line with real conditions. There are following recommended ways of VMS and HMS 
realization: 

VMS of electromechanical unit is advised to be on bridge construction, reeving rope should be made with 
polyspast using; 
HMS of electromechanical unit of bogie is advised to be on bridge construction; 
HMS of electromechanical unit of bridge is advised to be on OTS. 

Mentioned constructive solution enables to essentially decrease mechanical lag of drives HMS, but can be a 
reason of elastic vibrations appearance in belt transmission. Due to this fact, there is a rising necessity of researching 
of electric drive HMS control system taking into account elastic properties of mechanisms. At the same time, change 
of belt transmission equivalent stiffness becomes a reason of change of controlled object combined parameter which 
are depends on cosmonaut position inside simulator working space. Besides, a complicated kinematic scheme of 
mechanisms HMS with great gear ratio implies significantly frictional forces. Taking into account the fact that 
mechanical inertia of electrical drives of bogie and bridge is different, it is necessary, inside HMS control system, to 
foresee ways and tools for faults alignment on speed and accelerator for these coordinates. Cosmonaut swinging on 
flexible suspension is exists owing to belt transmission application in VMS. Moving of cosmonaut in space suit is 
realized only by his muscular force, and this fact defines the need of HMS synthesis task solution while external 
disturbances. 

Subjected to HMS of functioning features, we can determine efficient control system structure which might the 
provision of prospective issues on cosmonaut testing in non-gravity and reduced gravity conditions. 
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4. Proof of effective control system structure of horizontal moving of cosmonauts 

All While problem solving of HMS structure synthesis, a complicated object containing several internal cross 
feedbacks, non-linear characteristics and variable control parameters, having vibration properties, and working in 
accidental force conditions, is necessary to be reviewed. To upgrade transfer imitation quality of cosmonaut in space 
suit in non-gravity and reduced gravity conditions, there is a need to resolve the following interjoined issues: 

to provide the decrease of elastic vibrations influence in HMS belt transmissions of bogie and bridge; 
to compensate static and dynamic frictional forces of mechanisms; 
to minimize the impact of mechanical lag of bogie and bridge electric drive on acceleration fault; 
to eliminate the cosmonaut swinging on flexible suspension. 

Structural synthesis problem of automatic control system is complex, and there is no general solution. And so, 
determination of HMS structure and proof of application of necessary feedback is executable, but taking into 
account their functional purpose and possibility of its practical realization. 

As a case in point, we consider HMS of bogie in which electrical drive is realized with employ of SMPM made 
by Siemens AG, High Dynamic series, 1FK7033-5AF21 type (380 W; 314 rad/sec; 1.2 N·m; JEE=0.27·10 4 kg·m2; 
mEE=3.1 kg). A belt transmission is performed using ALPHA Linear H50 saw-tooth belt made by Optibelt. 

To have an opportunity of general conclusion for research results, we apply relative units. For this case, all 
speeds relates to idle speed of SMPM – E0, all moments and forces – to nominal engine torque – MEN, and based 
value for deflection angle reduction of rope VMS, from the vertical while bogie transfer to relative units, is accepted 
as following: 

M
EN_X

B_X m m g0 AJM X

   (1) 

Table 1 brings parameters of generalized mathematical model of bogie HMS which are necessary for horizontal 
transfer control system synthesis issue resolving of cosmonaut in space suit. 

         Table 1 Parameters of generalized mathematical model of bogie HMS. 
Name of parameter Designation Value 
Mechanical time constant of EMM, sec TX 0.039 
Mechanical time constant of bogie, sec TT 0.368 
Mechanical time constant of object, sec T0_X 3.017 
Time constant considering dissipative properties of belt transmission, sec Td_BT 0.006 
Time constant considering elastic properties of belt transmission, sec TC_BT 0.005 
Time constant considering dissipative properties of object swinging, sec Td_OS 0.001 
Time constant considering object swinging, sec TC_OS 0.27 
Time constant considering converter lag, sec TC_X 0.00075 
Electrical time constant of electrical engine, sec TE_X 0.0049 
Electrical coefficient of electrical engine transmission, r.u. kE_X 29.73 

To decrease influence of ED of electromagnetic lag, to weaken undesirable impact of anti-EMF, to stable 
electromagnetic moment of electric engine (EE), and to realize current limitation, there is a need to use negative 
feedback (NFB) on EE current. At the same time, it is recommended to use current proportional-integral controller 
(PI-controller), which ensures ED quick-action, necessary for active damping of elastic vibrations in belt 
transmission [8]. 
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To realize active method of elastic vibrations damping of effort using ED, current PI-controller parameters 
should have the following values: 

0.0049 s 1sW PI_X 0.0446 s
   (2) 

To decrease vibrations of effort dynamic component in belt transmission, there is a need to use flexible NFB on 
the effort which will allow promoting reliability and durability of mechanism operating. The choice of structure and 
parameters of Compensative Device (CD) are defined in accordance with recommendations mentioned in the 
research [9]: 

.
.
0 03 ssW CD1_X 0 005 s 1

   (3) 

Advised block diagram for control system of bogie horizontal transfer with NFB on EE current, and with NFB on 
effort in belt transmission, is presented on Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of bogie HMS with NFB on effort in belt transmission. 

In Fig. 3 it is presented the application results of active damping way of springy oscillations efforts in HMS belt 
transmission of the bogie with actual value of external step disturbance MD_X = 1.23 p.u. with 1 sec duration acting 
on the bogie. 

 

Fig. 3. Transient processes of the torque in the springy element of belt transmission MEB_X in HMS of the bogie: 
( ) without negative force feedback; (b) with springy negative force feedback. 
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In Fig. 3a the highest peak value of oscillations effort in the belt transmission is 72% of steady state value, but the 
time of transient one is 0.5 sec. Application of negative force feedback in the belt transmission and corrective 
devices with specified parameters is capable for complete damping of oscillations (Fig. 3b). Herewith the time of the 
transient process is 0.08 sec that is 6.25 times less than in the system without negative force feedback. 

In Fig. 4 it is presented the block diagram of the control system of cosmonaut’s horizontal movements in the 
spacesuit, it shall be implemented with considerable rigidity of the belt transmission HMS of the bogie by using the 
belt ALPHA Linear H150. In this case the main negative feedback of VMS cable deflection angle out of 
perpendicular position shall assure required static and dynamic performance of HMS operation. Structure and 
parameters synthesis of the corrective device with transfer function WCD2_X(s) should be performed with application 
of reverse frequency response in compliance with the methodology presented in the paper [10] or using methods of 
optimal control studied in [11]. 
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Fig. 4. The block diagram of HMS of the bogie with NFB of cable deflection angel of VMS out of perpendicular position. 

In compliance with the synthesis methodology presented in [10] we can detect the transfer function of the 
corrective device in terms of VMS cable deflection angle out of perpendicular position 

1 2 ss 4 4.5W CD2_X s 0.005 s 1
   (4) 

In Fig. 5 it is presented the results of reducing springy oscillations of the cable deflection angle under step 
disturbance MD_X = 1.23 p.u. with 10 sec duration forced on the weight derivate object. 

In Fig. 5a the steady-state value of the cable deflection angle is 0.16 p.u., the transient overshoot index reaches 
96%. In this case the angle springy oscillations have weak decaying nature. Application of angle negative feedback 
and corrective devices with recommended settings gives the possibility to minimize deflection of VMS cable out of 
perpendicular position (Fig. 5b). The transient overshoot index reaches 4%, but the time of transient process is 3 sec. 
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Fig. 5. Transient processes of cable deflection angle: ( ) without negative angle feedback; (b) with negative angle feedback. 

By using in the drive mechanism of bogie in HMS the belt ALPHA Linear H50 with lower rigidity it is 
recommended to apply the control system block diagram of cosmonaut’s horizontal movements presented in Fig. 6. 
In this case it is reasonable to use effort feedback in belt transmission and corrective device with transfer function 
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Fig. 6. The control system block diagram of cosmonaut’s horizontal movements. 

In Fig. 7 it is presented the transient processes of effort in the belt transmission under external step disturbance 
of the weight derivate object. 
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Fig. 7. Transient processes of effort torque in belt transmissions MEB_X in HMS of the bogie with NFB of the angle: 

( ) without NFB of force; (b) with NFB of force. 

In the system with NFB cable deflection angle of VMS without effort NFB there are oscillations in belt 
transmission HMS of bogie with frequency 4.1 Hz (Fig. 7a). By implementing effort NFB with CD of the type (3) 
belt springy oscillations are completely removed (Fig. 7b). 

To improve operating quality of HMS it is reasonable to use auxiliary feedbacks. To neutralize adverse impact of 
engine counter EMF on control processes in HMS it is advisable to apply positive feedback of electric engine 
implemented according to the recommendations given in [10].  

To assure cosmonaut’s movement parameters identity in simulator working space for variable directions 
activated by electric drives of bogie and bridge it is advisable to use engine acceleration feedback [11], it makes 
possible to assure the same acceleration errors for all coordinates of the system.  

To neutralize the viscous friction forces impact of the mechanisms on HMS operation it is required to use 
positive feedback of engine speed and to reduce unlubricated friction forces it is proposed to use nonlinear control 
with switching structure. Guidelines for system implementation and adjustment while neutralizing friction forces of 
power transmissions are given in the paper [12].  

Practical implementation of multicircuit control system of HMS requires approving of high-speed operation of all 
control circuits. Implementation of proposed methods and technical solutions helps to design modern simulators for 
cosmonauts training to solve problems of space exploration. 

Conclusion 

The results study of executed researches makes possible to do the following key findings:

While HMS developing of advanced simulators to train cosmonauts for working in non-gravity and reduced 
gravity conditions it is required to apply active methods of friction and inertial force compensation by additionally 
added masses to the weight derivate object.

Generally speaking the control system of astronaut’s horizontal movements in spacesuit shall have feedbacks of 
engine current, belt transmission force of bogie and bridge moving mechanism, speed and acceleration of electric 
drive, as well as key feedback of cable deflection angle of VMS mechanism out of perpendicular position. 

The described structure of HMS with advisable parameters of controllers and corrective devices makes possible 
to assure the required quality of cosmonaut’s movement control in working space of advanced simulator designed to 
train cosmonauts for performing Moon and Mars programs. 

The paper results are obtained with the support of project  2878 “Theory development and implementation of 
electro-technical systems of simulator complexes and mobile objects” performed in terms of basic part of State 
assignment  2014/143. 
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Abstract 

The paper considers issues of energy-power parameters determination of mechatronic system of hot plate mill. The dependence 
of the calculation of roll torque on features of high deformation zone is given. Based on the obtained expressions the structural 
diagram of the deformation zone model has been developed. The adequacy of specified method for calculation of energy-power 
parameters was checked and proved. Results of the experimental studies proved the correctness of conclusions to use specified 
method during rough rolling as well as finish rolling on the hot plate mill. 
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1. Introduction  

The hot plate mills are destined to produce hot-rolled plates. Moreover they must accommodate varying industrial 
needs such kinds of industries as pipe and tube production, building and construction industry and shipbuilding 
industry. Commissioning of the modern hot plate mills and the necessity to develop the technological regimes for 
carrying out of a wide range of rolled products require to create the mathematical models, including energy-power 
parameters calculation. 

The main idea of this article is to develop an engineering method for calculating the roll force and the roll torque 
in view of the deformation-zone geometry on the hot plate mill 5000 in OJSC "Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works" 
(hereafter “MMK”). 
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2. Main Part 

The energy-power parameters of hot rolling include total roll force and the roll torque. It is necessary to 
determine these values of hot rolling under steady conditions and under profiling mode in horizontal stand. It should 
be done to estimate the features of the screw-down mechanisms and the main electric drives, likewise to develop the 
mathematical models of these mechanisms. 

2.1. Analysis of the well-known methods for calculating the roll force and the roll torque  

A number of methods to determine roll force and torque have been currently known and developed. Most 
methods for calculating roll force are obtained by solving differential equations of the contact stresses acting on the 
metal in the deformation zone. 

These ratios do not have the generalized character, and the applications is limited by conditions in which 
constituent factors was obtained. An unambiguous choice of the best methods of calculation for a particular mill is 
almost impossible; we can only determine the preference of a number of methods to calculate the roll force of the 
hot plate mill. 

The calculation of energy-power parameters on each pass of plate rolling on mill 2000 and 5000 OJSC "MMK" 
was done to test the applicability of the known methods. Furthermore the error of experimental data was calculated 
that was obtained by recording the coordinates of the mill electric drives for each pass. The calculation results are 
summarized in [1-3]. Analysis of the results shows that the direct application of simplified methods is unacceptable 
during the rough rolling, i.e. when a plate thickness is more than 150 mm. The most acceptable method is the 
method of academic A.I. Tselikov, which gives a deviation in the calculations under rough rolling to 38% and with 
decreasing of the plate thickness reduces this deviation to 2 ... 6%. 

Thus, it is necessary to analyze the causes that lead to such miscalculations of energy-power parameters at plate 
rolling, and as a result, a new specified technique should be developed. 

 

2.2. The development of the specified method for calculating the roll toque and roll force for hot plate mill 5000 

The distinction of the rough rolling in hot plate mill is a high deformation zone and as a result a large angle of 
nip. Thus concerning hot plate mill 5000 the maximum thickness of the slab is 300 mm and the diameter of the work 
roll 1210 mm, the angle of nip can reach 20°. In this regard, the neglects, which were made by A.I. Tselikov in his 
method, are the main reasons leading to significant miscalculations [4-6]. The scheme of  the stress state of the 
deformation zone is shown in Fig.1. 

The mathematical model of deformation zone is developed on the basis of an improved method of A.I. Tselikov, 
which is proposed and developed taking into an account the peculiarity of rolling plates [2, 7-9]: 

0
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tgtk

dx
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dx
dt

dx
dP xxxxx   (1) 

where xP  is the specific pressure on the rolls rolled metal; x  is the angle between the tangent to the arc ab and the 
horizontal plane in Fig. 1; xt  is the specific friction force between the rolled metal and the surface of rolls; y  is a 
half of height of the cross section bd; fkk 15,1 ; fk  is the yield strength or the resistance to plastic deformation 
under simple tension. The "plus" in the first and before the third member of this equation refers to the zone of 
slippage on the delivery side, and the sign "minus" refers to the zone of slippage on the entry side. In the second 
term, on the contrary, "plus" refers to the zone of slippage on the entry side and "minus" refers to the zone of 
slippage on the delivery side. 

As a result of the integration of this equation constants are obtained, they can be determined from the initial 
conditions. For this purpose it is necessary to find the specific pressure at points A and B. In this case the rolled strip 
at the entrance to the stand and at the exit from the stand is not in tension. 
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Then specific pressures can be found as follows 
- at the point A  

tgtkP 00 ;   (2) 

- at the point B 

kP1 .   (3) 

 

Fig. 1. The scheme of stressed state in the rolling 

The general solution to equation (1) is considerable difficult, because there is an uncertainty in ratio between xP
and xt . Therefore, it is necessary to accept the friction as a constant, i.e.  

constxt    (4) 

then the tension is found as 
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If the polar coordinate system is used 
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then the equation (5) can be written as  

kytP xxxx    (8) 

consequently 

xxxx ytP    (9) 

substituting (9) in (1) the equation takes the form 
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after all transformations the roll force in polar coordinate system is found as follow 
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Then finally the general solution to the differential equation takes the form 
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The relationship between the rolling torque and the roll force may be defined as 

4
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where  is the position coefficient of the resultant roll force P Fig. 1;  is the nip angle;  is the angle of 
point of roll force application; rR  is the radius of rolls; 0h , 1h  is the slab thickness before and after rolling.  

A series of experiments at the hot plate mill 5000 OJSC "MMK" were done to solve the problem of changing the 
angle of point of roll force [10]. The results showed in Fig.2 [8, 11] that the angle  for each steel grade contained 
in one area with respect to the angle of bite , therefore, it can be concluded that angle  does not depend on the 
steel grade and size of deformation zone 

The dependence of angle  is as follows: 

1459,1391,0    (14) 

Then the rolling torque can be determined as: 
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2.3. Check the adequacy of the developed specified method for calculating the roll toque of hot plate mill 5000 at 
OJSC "MMK" 

As a result, based on obtained expressions the models for calculating energy-power parameters were made up in 
accordance with two methods: simplified that is recommended by A.I. Tselikov and a new specified method. The 
calculation of the energy-power parameters of rolling was carried out on each pass the rolled steel grades and the 
error of experimental data, which was obtained by recording the coordinates of the mill electric drives for each pass, 
was counted up. The results of calculations are shown in Table 1. 

 

Fig.2. The experimental dependence f  

     Table 1. Check the adequacy of the developed specified method for calculating the roll toque of hot plate mill 5000 

Number 
of pass 0h , m 

error, % Number 
of pass 0h , m 

error, % Number 
of pass 0h , m 

error, % 

Method 1 Method2 meth. 1 meth.2 meth. 1 meth.2 

Steel grad K52 Steel grade 70 Steel grade K60 

1 0,3 2,56 33,86 1 0,3 3,29 29,83 1 0,3 4,28 37,91 

2 0,26076 2,40 34,22 2 0,25978 3,11 34,64 2 0,28252 4,93 36,63 

3 0,23488 6,70 36,33 3 0,23285 5,40 35,08 3 0,2573 2,98 34,77 

4 0,21004 1,71 31,83 4 0,20412 3,37 31,53 4 0,23335 4,81 35,48 

5 0,18546 1,37 30,48 5 0,17196 2,60 26,29 5 0,21085 1,39 29,08 

6 0,16208 4,20 23,90 6 0,14591 4,08 23,23 6 Dummy pass 

7 0,13569 4,16 19,24 7 
Dummy pass 

7 0,18321 4,50 31,58 

8 0,10962 6,01 14,94 8 8 0,16281 2,94 23,95 

9 
Dummy pass 

9 0,12203 1,47 23,25 9 0,14173 4,81 29,73 

10 10 0,10572 3,49 26,57 10 0,1255 4,96 28,15 

11 0,08636 3,70 14,76 11 0,09291 3,31 24,36 11 0,11045 4,15 25,78 

12 0,07146 3,47 12,45 12 0,08081 3,09 21,49 12 0,0963 3,28 22,01 

13 0,05947 1,64 10,84 13 0,0693 1,97 13,68 13 0,08271 2,20 14,30 

14 0,04938 2,22 6,18 14 0,05841 2,30 9,84 - - - - 

15 0,04099 4,80 0,83 15 0,0485 2,72 3,79 - - - - 

16 0,03431 1,45 1,58 16 0,03985 5,47 4,18 - - - - 

17 0,02902 1,47 1,90 17 0,0328 2,95 5,84 - - - - 

18 0,0246 2,42 3,26 18 0,02712 1,50 6,48 - - - - 

19 0,02092 5,39 5,19 19 0,02259 5,04 5,00 - - - - 
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Analysis of these data shows that the method A. I. Tselikov gives an error in the calculations in the first passes up 
to 38%, but specified method, which is developed with taking an account the features of a high-deformation zone. 
This method enables to make calculation of energy-power parameters on all passes with an error up to 6 ... 7%. 

3. Outcome summary 

To summarize this research paper, it can be concluded that the direct application of the simplified method of 
academic A.I. Tselikov is inadmissible during rough on hot plate mill 5000, because it gives miscalculations in the 
first passes to 38%. With the reduction of the sheet thickness miscalculation is reduced to 2...6%. Specified method, 
which is developed by the authors in accordance with the view of features of a high deformation zone, gives the 
accuracy of calculation of energy-power parameters on all passes more than 95%. 

Thus, as a result of the research, analytical dependences for specified calculation of roll torque on the motor shaft 
of hot plate mill 5000 are obtained. Experimental verification has proved the adequacy of the design data, that lets to 
recommend the developed method for use. 
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Abstract 

The article deals a mathematical model of an automatic control system on the basis of field oriented control method of a 
synchronous motor. The synchronous motor with electromagnet exitation as object control has been considered by a system of 
differential equations. The proposed the automatic control system consists of two closed current loop, closed torque loop and 
model of synchronous motor. Experimental results of the automatic control system are presented in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 

A modern automatic AC electric drives have found application in metallurgy industry, e.g. of rolling mills. These 
AC electric drives are implemented as a system «frequency converter – synchronous motor». Stator winding of the 
synchronous motor is usually supplied by the back-to-back convertor, which consist of active front end (AFE) 
rectifier and voltage source inverter (VSI). Both the AFE and VSI operate on the principle pulse-width modulation 
(PWM) [1, 2]. Rotor winding is supplied by a nonreversible thyristor converter. 

Synchronous motors are selected for high power systems at a wide range of adjustable speed. The main 
advantages of synchronous drives are high energy efficiency [3] and good energy characteristics.  

A research object is the automatic control system of speed of synchronous motor with parameters: U=3000 V; 
P=12000 kW; Is=2379 A; =6.28 rad/s; J=145000 kgm2; M=1909.9 kNm; f=10 Hz; Rs=0.00954 ohm. 
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Nomenclature 

usd, usq, urd d-q stator winding voltage and rotor winding voltage 
isd, isq, ird  d-q stator current and rotor current 
Rs, Rf phase stator active resistance and rotor active resistance 
Lsd, Lsq, Lrd d-q stator winding inductances and rotor winding inductance 
Mdf coefficient of mutual inductance between stator winding and rotor winding 

sd, sq, rd d-q stator flux and rotor flux 
 rotation speed of d-q system 

p Laplace operator 
Tμ small time constant 
xsd, xsq d-q stator winding reactance resistances 
Kif stator current feedback coefficient 
Kc the convertor coefficient 

 break frequency 
Zp quantity of pole pairs 
K  speed feedback coefficient 
Knd, Knq d-q stator flux feedback coefficients 
Kf rotor current feedback coefficient 
Knf coefficient current sensor 
KM coefficient speed sensor 
M torque 
I0f no-load rotor current  

2. Mathematical description for synchronous motor 

Operation of all electric motors is determined on the basis of laws of electromagnetic induction. It makes the 
possible of generalizing properties of electric motors into one model. A typical AC motor is described non-linear 
differential equations on the basis of a movement equation of electrodynamics system. Solution the system of 
differential equations is complex because of variable coefficients. In the world literature such equations are 
simplified by Park´s transformation a-b-c/d-q-0 and Clarke´s transformation a-b-c/ - - . The transformation a-b-
c/d-q-0 is a mathematical transformation of the reference frame of system a-b-c in the rotating system d-q-0. The 
transformation a-b-c/ - -  is a mathematical transformation of the reference frame of system a-b-c in the reference 
frame of system - - . Thus, it allows one to replace the three-phase AC motor by the two-phase unified electrical 
machine and consider synchronous motor in the frame d-q [4].  
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3. Model for closed-loop system of synchronous motor 

3.1. Model for a closed current loop and a closed flux loop 

The synchronous motor is considered in the frame d-q, because the closed-loop system has two closed current 
loops which are located on d-axis and q-axis. Formation of electromagnetic torque in a transient process is required 
determined response of both the closed current loop and the closed flux loop [5]. However, crucial importance for 
response is has the closed current loop. Turning of the closed current loop and the closed flux loop is carried out by 
standard transient process, which accords to the Butterworth filter [6]. 

Transfer functions of current controllers on d-axis and q-axis are presented as follows: 

;
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There is compensation unit of cross-connection on electromotive force rotation in the system. It is applied in 
order to oscillation of the system reduced when speed increases. Due to compensation unit, isolation the closed 
current loops in the frame d-q and the closed flux loop is achieved in the system [7]. 

The block diagram of closed current loops, transient process and bode plot of the frequency response of a system 
is shown Fig. 1. The closed current loops in the frame d-q which have been tuned using the magnitude optimum 
method have a step-response overshoot 4.3% [8]. Bode plot of the closed current loops in the frame d-q appears an 
asymptote with gradient -20 dB and cutoff frequency c=1/2·Tμ=1/2·0.01=50 rad/s, and phase margin is equal to 
15 . It confirms stability of the closed current loops. 

 

Fig. 1. a) The block diagram of closed current loops; b) transient process of the closed current loops in the frame d-q; c) bode plot of the 
frequency response of the closed current loops in the frame d-q 

The closed flux loop is built similar of closed current loops. Transfer functions of flux controller are presented as 
follows: 
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3.2. Model for a closed speed loop 

Torque is necessary to create on motor shaft for adjustment of synchronous motor speed. The speed controller 
performs such function. The output voltage of the speed controller acts on nonlinearity units 1, 2, 3 forming 
necessary magnitude of torque [9]. Signal of the nonlinearity units 1, 2 act on the current controllers and the flux 
controller. The functions the nonlinearity units 1, 2, 3 have the form [10]: 
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A closed speed loop is tuned both the magnitude optimum method and the symmetrical optimum depending upon 
requirements for the droop of the system automatic control [11]. Transfer function of speed controller, which is 
tuned using the magnitude optimum method is presented as follows: 
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Transfer function of speed controller, which is tuned using the symmetrical optimum is presented as follows: 
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The block diagram of the automatic control system of synchronous motor is shown Fig. 2. The transient process 

of torque and speed is shown Fig. 3. 
The closed speed loop, which has been tuned using the symmetrical optimum method, has a step-response 

overshoot 43% [12]. 
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the automatic control system of synchronous motor  

 

Fig. 3. The transient process of torque and speed of synchronous motor 

4. Conclusion 

This article introduced a method of development the mathematical model of the automatic control system the 
synchronous motor. The automatic control system the synchronous motor has a cascade structure and consists of 
two closed current loop, closed torque loop and model of synchronous motor. The current control loops are 
subordinated to the speed control loop. The transfer functions of current controllers on d-axis and q-axis, flux 
controller and speed controller are given. The speed controller uses PI control [13]. The mathematical model of the 
automatic control system the synchronous motor is realized in Matlab/Simulink application. The developed model is 
allowed to theoretical research of dynamic modes of synchronous motors. Future work will involve assessing the 
oscillation double mass system. 
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Abstract 

The research group developed an independent power supply system for a mine, which generates electrical power to supply 
electrical loads inside the mine. The electrical power is generated from kinetic energy of gangue material transported from the 
upper level of the mine to the lower one and thanks to the improved operation of fan exhauster stations controlling air flows 
inside the mine. A new design of the turbine for electric power generation in the process of slurry transportation was suggested 
and its pilot sample was produced.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: turbine, generator, self-commutated inverter, slurry, backfilling material, mine, mine water 

Introduction 

The wide range of ore mining electrical machinery for mines requires an extensive power network with various 
voltage ratings, current and consumed power. Electrical machinery for mines usually consists of alternating current 
power consumers based on a squirrel-cage induction motor: exhauster fans, deep well pumps for pumping water out 
of mines, grinding machines for ore reduction, drilling machines, hoisting equipment, etc. Electric power supply of 
this equipment is provided by 0.4 and 6 kW network by means of cables laid both at grass and on all levels inside 
the mines. Mine electrical equipment is characterized by abruptly variable loads with high starting currents. That is 
why a separate supply substation with equipment for power compensation, which is connected with the main 
transmission line, [1]. 
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Capital costs of mine development as well as huge electric energy consumption by mining equipment result in the 

increase of the unit cost and, consequently, in the decrease of competitiveness of the whole enterprise. Development 
and maintenance of some remote deposits, which are located far from the infrastructure and from the national grid of 
the Russian Federation, could even become unprofitable [2, 3]. The issues of ecology and preservation of 
environment, the increase of tax levies on industrial enterprises for harmful emissions into atmosphere encourages 
the study of the problem of energy saving by making use of renewable energy sources, [4, 5]. Each deposit is a 
unique object with its special features, that is why an individual approach should be applied in each case to solve 
this problem. 

Modern projects of ore deposit development do not take into account the capabilities of electric power generation 
by low and medium power generators making use of energy of flows to drive auxiliary equipment of the mine. The 
following moving flows could be used for the purpose: underground water flowing out of cracks in the ceilings or 
mine sides; underground, surface and process water contaminated with ore particles incoming from the upper levels 
into the main water collector, which is later pumped out to the surface by the mine drainage complex; backfilling 
material flowing under gravity along vertical and sloping stowage pipelines into the empty mined-out spaces; slurry 
of mill tailings in the process of hydraulic filling of mined-out spaces of open-pit mines; outside air blown by the 
main fan into tunnels of the mine to provide their ventilation and further evacuation of contaminated dust and gas 
flow of mine air into the atmosphere, [6]. 

The authors of the article offer original engineering solutions to a number of problems aimed at energy saving in 
mines:  

1. Generation of electric energy for auxiliary equipment from kinetic energy of slurry descending into the mine to 
fill the mined-out spaces and from water descending from the upper level of the mine to the lower ones. 

2. Compensation of reactive power of the mine power network. 
3. Energy saving due to optimized control of air flow rate on various levels of the mine  

 
Electric energy generation from the slurry (backfilling material) going down the mine 

The developed turbine for slurry (Fig. 1) is unique as no turbine has ever been used for such an aggressive 
material, that is why the authors applied for a useful model patent of the turbine used for slurry. The backfilling 
material contains fine ground ore (slag) and has high abrasive properties, that is why the turbine wheel will be 
subjected to increased wear and breakdown. The offered design of the turbine consists of a wheel with blades (Fig. 
1b), strengthened reinforcement ribs, as the blades will be subjected to high pressure. The number of reinforcement 
ribs can be from one to two depending on the area of the blade and diameter of the pipe with slurry. The material of 
the wheel must have high resistance to rupture resulting in the high cost of the turbine and capital costs, [7, 8]. The 
second variant is to use cheaper materials but to shorten the service life of the turbine wheels. As backfilling is a 
discontinuous process, the worn out turbine can be quickly changed during out-of-service time, while welded metal 
wheels for the turbine can be manufactured by one of the departments of the enterprise. The bottom part of the 
turbine shell must be elongated (Fig. 1a) to provide cleaning of the blade from slurry due to the centrifugal effect. 
This will prevent the wheel from jamming during the turbine operation.   

 
Fig. 1. The turbine for slurry ( ), the wheel (b) and the pilot sample of the turbine for laboratory tests (c)  
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At present, slurry and backfilling material is transported to the mined-out spaces through pipelines with elevation 

difference from 50 to 500 meters, [2]. Dissipation of kinetic energy of the falling slurry is provided by the assembly 
of pipe knee joints on various levels of the mine (Fig. 2a). Frequent failures of these joints increase the time of the 
backfilling process and is a very important problem at present. It seems reasonable to install hydraulic turbines 
instead of knee joints (Fig. 2b), thus solving two problems: electric energy generation due to the decrease in velocity 
of the falling slurry (backfilling material) and elimination of the possibility of pipeline failure in the knee joints of 
the transportation pipeline.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Stowing pipeline design ( ): 1- surface pipe; 2-vertical insertion piece; 3-welded knee joint with 90  bend; 4-make-and-break joint;  

5-horizontal pipeline; 6-connecting pipe; 7-diaphragm; 8-flange coupling; 9-hydraulic cylinder with a piston; 10-a fixed joint of the piston rod 
with the vibration source; 11-seating unit; (b) – installation diagram of hydraulic turbines on the stowing pipe. 

 
Energy saving due to control of air flow rate  

The problem of optimized control and air flow circulation in mines has been only partially solved. The exhaust 
fan stations on the surface providing air supply and air exhaust operate with the nominal rating and at a uniform rate 
24 hours a day. Such stations consume up to 30% of the total energy supplied to the mine electrical installations.  

Air flow rate is different on different mine levels. On lower levels air circulation is weak, which makes it 
necessary to install additional exhaust fan stations. On upper levels the air flow rate is so high, that it makes it 
difficult to for miners and operating staff to work. At present, in order to reduce the air flow rate, special dampers 
are installed, which slow down the air velocity, thus making the working environment more comfortable. The 
offered measures aimed at optimization and control of air flow in a mine include installation of a wind turbine 
instead of the dampers, which will generate electric energy from excessive air flow and feed it into the mine 
network. Capital costs of such an installation are not very high because it is not necessary to design a special air 
turbine with a generator, [9]. It is only necessary to install an industrial fan with an induction motor. The complete 
circuit diagram of air flow rate control in the mine is given in Fig. 3. The fan turbine is supplied with an air 
collector, which is mounted into the damper opening. The frame of the air collector will increase the density of the 
air flow going through the turbine, thus improving the energy efficiency of the wind turbine. In the process of air 
injection, the induction motor is switched to the generator mode by means of a controlled inverter [10, 11], which 
controls the speed of the fan blades.    
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Fig. 3. The complete circuit diagram of air flow rate control with regeneration of current into the mine network  

 
Air flow rate is controlled by the inverter current. The higher the inverter current, the weaker the air flow at the 

turbine exit and, subsequently, the more electric energy is generated and fed into the mine network. If the air flow in 
the mine shaft is low, the inverter switches off and the turbine fan is allowed to rotate freely without changing the air 
flow rate. Modern inverters have microprocessor modules capable of calculating and setting the necessary generator 
speed on a real-time basis depending on the preset scheme or by means of remote control.  

 
Circuit diagram of the energy saving power supply system of a mine  

The circuit diagram of the independent power supply system of a mine is given in Fig. 4. In the process of slurry 
(water) transportation along the pipeline to the worked-out spaces, the blade turbine drives a low-speed generator, 
which generates three-phase alternating voltage, [5]. The independent controlled inverter converts alternating 
voltage into direct constant one. Direct voltage is supplied is supplied to each consumer by cable. Thus, the mine 
gets an independent direct current network with the voltage of up to 400 V. This network has lower electric energy 
loss compared to the alternating current network, because it has no losses caused by reactive power. Electric energy 
consumers require alternating current, that is why they are equipped with additional independent controlled 
inverters, which are capable of speed control. For example, to control the air flow in the shaft, the inverter feeding 
the induction motor can change the fan speed and, consequently, electric energy consumption rate. The smoothness 
of speed control effects the reactive power consumption from the main, for example, it eliminates the risk of voltage 
sags at the moment of motor starts. Electric energy generation in the redundant circuit is not constant and depends 
mainly on kinetic energy of slurry in the backfilling process, while mine equipment must be constantly supplied by 
electricity. If the turbine does not rotate, voltage value in the redundant circuit decreases, and the circuit 
automatically switches to the mine network either by means of a UD diode bridge or by means of a UF6 inverter. 
Thus, power consumers will be constantly supplied by electric power. If the UF6 inverter is used instead of the UD 
diode bridge, it makes it possible to feed electric power into the 380 V mine network. 

 
Conclusion  

The developed independent power supply system is capable of satisfying more than 50% of power demand of the 
mine facilities both inside and outside the mine. The new set of energy saving measures in the process of mining can 
significantly reduce the operating costs of the mining enterprise. 
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Fig. 4. The scheme of the independent power supply system of the mine  
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Abstract 

The paper deals with the pulverization (fracture) model that is not based on soil elastic properties but on the physical processes of 
the wedge interaction with soil. The presented model agrees with the experimental data better than other models, including those 
based on soil elastic properties, and the tests of flat tillage tools with a variable cutting angle have proved this. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: fracture model, tractive resistance, soil pulverization, two-sided wedge, interaction, optimal parameters. 

1. Introduction

Up to the present moment, there are no universally accepted models of soil pulverization. A significant number of 
well-known soil pulverization (fracture) models resort to fracture patters of an elastic body. Numerous attempts of 
using the investigation methods of elastic materials for soil pulverization have not yielded practical results yet, since 
the relationship between the force acting on the soil and the soil deformation is the function of the soil condition. 
Therefore, the use of the mathematical apparatus for fracturing elastic bodies in its classical form when designing 
working bodies is ineffective. Thus, this paper is concerned with one of feasible approaches to investigating the 
process of soil pulverization (fracture) with tillage tools. 
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2. Metodology

The basics of the approach are: 

the pulverization of the soil and its elements happens when the acting force exceeds the soil resistance force; 
the value and direction of the acting force can be determined through analysing the tillage tool interaction with 
the soil; 
the soil resistance force can be estimated on the basis of its aggregate-size distribution and humidity at the time 
of tillage. 

Now let’s consider some of the elements of the pulverization process exemplified with a two-sided wedge (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1 The soil fracture with a two-sided wedge 

When moving in the soil the wedge interacts with the soil normal, declined at a friction angle of the soil 
movement on the wedge surface. In this direction the wedge moves the soil along the plane and the soil area is: 

sin(90 ( )) cos( )
ab abS ,        (1) 

where S is the pulverization plane of the soil; 
a is the depth of the wedge movement; 

 is the two-sided wedge angle; 
 is the friction angle when the soil slides on the wedge; 

b is the wedge width. 
And the value of the force R should be equal to: 

cos( )
abR ,          (2) 

where  is the friction coefficient of the soil particles over the area S. 
This coefficient, of course, can hardly be considered as the ultimate soil shearing resistance  with a number of 

assumptions.  
The action of the force R can manifest itself only when a soil layer of the  thickness is formed on the wedge. The 

wedge penetrates into the soil without breaking it up until the thickness of the soil layer becomes . The value of the 
layer thickness can be determined from the condition: 

R b ,           (3) 

where  is the ultimate normal stress on the layer. 
Solving the equations (2) and (3) together we have: 

or
cos( ) cos( )

a a ,       (4) 

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the pulverization element thickness  on the setting angle of the wedge to the 
furrow bottom, provided: 10 . 
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Applying the value  to the equation 3, we get: 

or
cos( ) cos( )

ab abR R ,      (5) 

The power of the tractive resistance  is determined by the obtained fracture force R and the friction force of the 
soil movement on the wedge at the pulverization point F when ignoring the efforts necessary to move the obtained 
soil layer on the wedge of the length L (Figure 3, 4): 

cos(90 ( )) cosP R F ,        (6) 

where F is the friction force when moving the soil on the wedge at the pulverization point of the continent layer: 

tgF N ,           (7) 

where  is the friction angle, 

Figure  2 The thickness of the soil fracture elements depending on the setting wedge angle to the furrow bottom  
( c=10 ; 1 –  = 20 ; 2 –  = 10 cm) 

P (N) 

Figure 4 The wedge resistance force when pulverizing the soil  
μ=40000N/m2, a=0,1m, b=0,1m, =40o 

R (N) 

Figure 3 The power on the wedge when pulverizing the soil of the thickness :
1 – the depth of the wedge movement 0,2 m; 

 2 – the depth of the wedge movement 0,1 m 
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N is the force of the normal pressure on the soil surface when pulverization the continent soil: 

cos cos cos( )
R abN .        (8) 

When applying F to the equation 6 we get: 

cos tgsin( )
cos

P R .        (9) 

The numerical values of the component of the tractive resistance force (R and F) are shown in Figure 5. 
 

Figure 5 The components of the wedge tractive resistance force when pulverizing the soil  (F is the upper curve, R is the low curve: =4000N/m2; 
=0,1m; b=0,1m; =40o) 

3. Results

These theoretical findings were applied to the operating parts of flat-cutting and mouldboard ploughs, with the 
results of laboratory and experimental tests being presented below. 

Thus, the foregoing caused to put forward the following scientific hypothesis: the variable cutting angle along the 
blade length improves the soil layer pulverization. To confirm this scientific hypothesis the above mentioned 
theoretical and laboratory-industrial experiments were conducted. 

The laboratory tests needed a specially made soil channel and a set of two-sided wedges that differ from each 
other in cutting edge angles set to the furrow bottom. Moreover, the tests were carried out in different physical and 
mechanical properties (typical chernozem, sand, peas, clay), with the influence of the variable cutting angle on the 
bending of clay, plasticine and wet chernozem being determined. 

The laboratory tests proved the following: 

despite the differences in physico-mechanical properties and the formation appearance of the outer layer, all 
environments when interacting with the wedge have some common characteristics dependant on the wedge 
parameters, 
the blade with a variable cutting angle causes the stress state in the soil layer more than the blade with a constant 
cutting angle. 

As a result, there were obtained [1] mathematical formula for determining the equivalent stress (the stress state) 
produced by a blade with a variable and constant cutting angle. 

2
21 1 1 1,5

2 2

III

II l
,        (10) 
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where III  is the stress state caused with a blade with a varying cutting angle in the soil layer; 
II  is the stress state caused with a blade with a constant cutting angle in the soil layer; 

 is the radius of the soil layer bending; 
 is the intensity of the cutting angle changing along the length of the blade (in  experiments varied from 200 to 450); 

l is the blade length. 
When analyzing the results it can be noted that the wedge with a variable cutting angle causes a greater stress 

state in the soil layer than the wedge with a constant cutting angle. When the pulverization is in proportion to 
stresses, the wedge with a variable cutting angle is proved to ensure a better pulverization. 

The theoretical and laboratory studies have helped to create the operating parts of cultivators and subsurface 
ploughs with variable cutting angles. 

The nature of stresses that occur in the soil layer varies. When the soil is tilled with a machine with a constant 
angle along the cutting ploughshare, the stress state occurs because of bending deformation, and when the soil is 
tilled with a machine with a variable angle, the stress state is caused by bending-torsion deformation. 

The experimental data on pulverization and tractive resistance prove the validity of our scientific hypothesis 
(Figure 6). 

Thus, the model of soil pulverization can be considered to be in good agreement with physical processes of the 
wedge interaction with soil, and the calculated data in Figures 2-5 correspond to the experimental ones obtained by 
many scientists in Russia and abroad [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. 

The presented models with the experimental data is much more convergent as compared with others, including 
those based on the elastic properties of soil. 

To obtain the necessary quality of soil pulverization this paper offers operating parts for cultivator-subsurface 
ploughs with variable cutting angles. 

4. Conclusions.

The experimental data prove operating parts for cultivator-subsurface-ploughs with variable cutting angles along 
the ploughshare to cause a 20-50% better soil pulverization than traditionally produced ones, with the economic 
effect of the former operating parts to be 200-1300 roubles per 1 ha of cultivated area higher as compared with the 
latter ones. 

 

Figure 6  The influence of the intensity of changing cutting angles along the ploughshare ( ) on the equivalent stress and the soil layer pulverization: 
 is the experimental data concerning the tilled soil layer pulverization 
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Abstract 

The article is devoted to the calculation and experimental determination of Coriolis flowmeter case vibrations modes. The case of 
the flowmeter is welded of thin steel plates 12H18N10 . It is determined that calculated and experimental modes of vibrations of 
some elements of a case free from welded joints vary by 3%. After all the elements are welded the modes of case vibration vary 
by over 50%. Such great variation can be explained by two reasons, i.e., influence of residual stresses after welding and case 
deformation due to the mentioned stresses. By means of coordinate measuring manipulator “Stinger II” highly precise surface 
measurement is held. Then finite-element calculation of model is performed with consideration to the real geometry of the object. 
To check the influence of residual stresses on case vibration modes one employs stress relieving.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: Coriolis flowmeter, finite element method, experimental analysis of modes, Modal Assurance Criterion , residual stresses 

1. Introduction 

Coriolis flowmeter is designed to measure mass flow rate of gases and liquids. It consists of a case and two U-
shaped oscillating pipes where liquid flows. The overview of various Coriolis flowmeters is given in [1, 2], and 
precise description of operation in [3]. 
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Relative position of vibration modes housing and pipes of a flowmeter can influence the precision of liquid 
flowrate. That is why the research task of the dynamic characteristics of the housing seems up-to-date. 

It is determined that oscillation modes of pipes obtained through finite element method and experimentally 
practically, coincide, so the case of the flowmeter is free from pipes. 

The housing of the flowmeter is made of steel 12H18N10 . It consists of a massive base, two plates and boards 2 
mm thick. For more structural stiffness two bushes are inserted between the plates 2 mm thick. All elements of the 
housing are welded in shielding gas with non consumable electrode. The housing plan is given in Fig. 1. 

2. Methods 

For calculation of vibration modes of the housing shell-type and volumetric finite element models are formed 
(Fig. 2). The difference between modal frequencies of both models shall not exceed 3%, so in further calculations 
only shell-type model is employed being less time-consuming from the point of view of calculation [4, 5]. To 
verification of the finite element model experimental determination of oscillation modes of the case was held [6, 7]. 

At experimental determination of modal characteristics of the housing impact excitation of vibrations is employed 
[8, 9, 10]. In the experiment the housing is hung on flexible mounts against the pipes of the housing base. 

Tests are held upon the employment of program hardware system which includes: 

measuring equipment LMS SCADAS Recorder to acquisition and processing dynamic signals, 40 channels; 
program module LMS Test.Lab Impact Testing for modal impact testing and processing its results; 
impact hammer  PCB 086C03 with an in-built sensor of the force; 
triaxial accelerometers  PCB 356A32 with sensitivity level 100 mV/g. 

To estimate the conformity of experimental and calculated eigenforms the criteria of modal assurance is selected 
(Modal Assurance Criterion) MAC [11, 12]. The MAC between two mode shape vectors { }e (experiment) and { }c 
(calculation) is defined as 

2

,
cT e
i j

ij eT e cT c
i j i j

MAC    (1) 

where i, j – numbers of modes. 

28

1 

3 

2 

4 

Fig. 1. The plan of a housing: 1 – base; 2 – plate; 3 – board; 4 – bush. Fig. 2. Finite element mesh. 
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If vectors { }e  { }c are estimation of one and the same mode shape, then the modal assurance criterion aims 
for 1, if mode shape vectors are estimation of two various mode shape then  the value of criterion must aim for 0. 
This conclusion is based upon the feature of orthogonality of eigenmode shapes. 

In Figure 3 and in table 1 the comparison between calculated modes of vibrations and experimental ones are 
given as per . The difference between calculated (fc) and experimental (fe) eigenfrequency is determined as 

100%.
f fe c

fe
   (2) 

3. Results and discussion 

From table 1 one concludes that the oscillation modes of housing determined in the course of the experiment and 
calculation differ over 50%. To research the reasons of divergence of results in experiment and calculation the 
housing is examined as separate parts.  

Table 1. Comparison between calculated and experimental modes of housing oscillation. 

No. fc, Hz fe, Hz , % MAC 

1 365.0 231.1 58 0.69 

2 418.5 291.2 44 0.95 

3 429.6 282.2 52 0.85 

4 581.6    

5 683.5 376.6 81 0.13 

 
In Fig. 4 the geometry of the plate free from welded parts is shown (position 2 in Fig. 1). The thickness of plate is 

2 mm, the plate has a forged cavity 72 mm in diameter, and 5 mm depth in the middle and two holes 13 mm in 
diameter. The first seven oscillation modes of the plate received by finite element method and experimentally differ 
less than by 3%.  is given in Fig. 5. So, judging by coincidence of vibration modes of the plate the conclusion 
comes that the geometry of the model and material properties (thickness and elasticity modulus) in the calculation 
are given correctly. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison between calculated and experimental shapes of 
housing oscillation according to . 
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Fig. 6. Plate with boards. 

 
One of the most probable reasons of difference between calculated and experimental oscillation modes of welded 

structure (at coincidence of modes of elements) is failure to take welding into account.  
To research the impact of welding on oscillation modes the welded structure consisting of a plate with boards is 

considered (Fig. 6). The difference between first 10 frequencies obtained through calculation and experiment for 
different shapes consists of 10 – 30%. At that some frequencies in calculation are higher than in the experiment, and 
some are lower.  

 

Welding of boards on the plate lead to changes in the structure geometry. To estimate the impact of this change 
on oscillation modes by means of coordinate measuring manipulator “CimCore Stinger II 4030” the structure was 
measured in 1,000 points [13]. Employing measured point positions in the SolidWorks the surfaces are built 
repeating the surfaces of real structure. Then the geometry is sent over to the ANSYS, and finite element model is 
formed. Allowance for deformation almost had no impact on vibration modes of a plate with boards.      

To estimate impact of residual stresses appearing after welding on oscillation modes of the structure the 
tempering is performed. The tempering allowed removing residual stresses in the structure. After tempering the 
difference between the first 10 calculated and experimental eigenfrequencies of the plate with boards was 
approximately 6% (before tempering it was 10 – 30%). In 6 out of 10 mode shape M  exceeded 0.8. The 
comparison between calculated and experimental oscillation modes before tempering and after it is shown in Fig. 7 
and in table 2. 
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So, the main reason of difference between calculation and experiment lies in failure to consider residual stresses 

after welding. Thermal physical properties peculiar to highly alloyed steel determine some of their qualities of 
welding. The reduced heat conduction coefficient at other equal conditions varies considerably the distribution of 
temperatures in the seam and conjoint area. And considering the heightened thermal expansion coefficient the shape 
distortion of product raises [14].  

The impact of residual stresses on eigenfrequencies is considered by the example of a beam at works [15, 16]. 
The impact of residual stresses on resonance frequency of sensor membranes is researched at works [17, 18]. Ways 
of determining residual stresses are considered at works [19, 20]. From the overview of these works and results 
obtained in the article one can conclude that residual stresses can have a lot of impact on structure oscillation modes. 

Table 2. Comparison of calculated and experimental oscillation modes of a housing part. 

Calculation Before tempering After tempering 

No. f, Hz f1, Hz 1, % MAC1 f2, Hz 2, % MAC2 

1 92.8 134.8 31.2 0.78 91.8 1.1 0.86 

2 143.1 181.2 21 0.79 137.8 3.8 0.9 

3 203.2 164.5 23.5 0.76 217 6.4 0.91 

4 248.7 222.6 11.7 0.51 239.8 3.7 0.81 

5 286.3 301.2 4.9 0.78 268.9 6.5 0.86 

6 353.3 313.7 12.6 0.58 330.1 7 0.82 

7 391.5 358.5 9.2 0.2 384.8 1.7 0.72 

8 408.7    377.8 8.2 0.61 

9 428.5 418.1 2.5 0.3 409.5 4.6 0.37 

10 506 408.2 2 0.73 461.4 9.7 0.59 
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Fig. 7. Comparison between calculated and experimental forms of case vibration according to . 
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4. Conclusion 

In the paper the main reason of difference between calculated and experimental oscillation modes of thin-walled 
welded case of Coriolis flowmeter was found out and proved. It is determined that residual stresses after welding in 
the housing part influence its own mode shapes, and lead to change of eigenfrequencies by 10 – 30%. 
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Abstract 

The problem of improvement of mined rock loading system efficiency in drifting faces is stated in the paper, as well as the 
necessity to develop an up-to-date methodology of continuous loading module design is revealed, which considers dynamic and 
stochastic loading processes. Essential differences in resolving problems of loading module design are given for tunneling 
machines and mine loaders. Basic approaches to an objective function and constraint-functions are determined. A generalized 
design-functional construction of loading modules is developed. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Keywords: continuous loading module; system “loading module – pile – control assembles”; process dynamics of mined rock flow formation and 
loads; design-parametric synthesis. 

1. Introduction 

Strategic purposes of coal-mining industry development in Russia are as follows:  
reliable supply of economy and population of the country with high quality solid fuel and products of its 
processing;  
support of competitiveness in conditions of market saturation with alternative energy resources;  
stable and safe development of coal-mining industry in terms of up-to-date advances in science and technology, 
meeting the environmental protection standards.  
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Scientific-technical and innovative policy in coal-mining industry in Russia focuses on launching and 
implementing a technology program of competitive domestic mining machinery.  

Loading modules are thought to be a compulsory element in up-to-date highly efficient tunnelling machinery 
(loading machines, road headers, tunnelling systems and shields). A loading module forms a flow of mined rock 
from the working face and influences on the efficiency of the entire tunnelling system. Hence, improvement of 
technical and economic parameters of excavation depends considerably on efficiency of loading processes and face 
transport.  

In view of the fact, that “A system is considered as such complex of selectively involved components, whose 
interaction and interrelation are characterized by inter-assistance of components aimed at attaining a focused 
usable result” [1, 2, 3] a continuous loading module is thought of as a system including: 

A) a loading organ (element) of a separate loader, loader-transporter, operating as a part of tunnelling equipment 
set, drilling and blasting modularized complex or selective road header;  

B) supply and manipulation mechanism, constructively connected with the loading element;  
C) “external” environment, which a loading element is operated in and interacts with – a pile of mined rock and 

supporting surface of supply and manipulation mechanism; 
D) control loop (contro sub-system) over mined rock loading. 
PNB-series double pallet handle loaders are widely used in coal mines of Russia and some other countries. A lot 

of selective road headers are equipped with similar loading elements (Fig. 1, a). After this machinery had been 
modernized loading elements with reverse rotating wedge gathering arms were designed (Fig. 1, b). Wedge arms of 
various designs are used in loading machine MPNK and in road header KP-21 [4]. Road headers have been 
equipped recently with loading elements designed as two rotating stars of various design (Fig. 1, c). 

Main factors, which determine the difference in numerous series-manufactured continuous loading modules of 
loading machines and road headers, are as follows: kinematic characteristics of operating assembly gripping 
elements relatively to the delivery table; characteristics of transmission arrangement; the type of engine and that of 
energy supplied to the gathering components; the type of engine and that of energy of the running gear; the form of 
gathering element motor – running gear connection; the type of supply regulator. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Diversity of continuous loading modules (the right halves of loading elements are depicted): 1 – edge path of a gathering element;  
2 – front edge of rock pile. 

2. The need for development of modern-day design technique of continuous loading modules  

Continuous loading modules considered as a part of tunnelling systems are currently designed on the basis of the 
principle of engineering analogues. In terms of this principle a loading module is developed according to a 
prototype. Theoretical capacity is calculated [5-13] regarding a provisional standard pile, and a flow formation 
together with the system state in the further cycles are not assessed, that is, the flow developed by continuous 
loading module is not viewed dynamically.  
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The capacity of continuous loading modules depends on loading module, pile and control loop interacting 
dynamically. The relative position of operating assemble components and a pile is changing constantly, as the result, 
the form and dimensions of the latter are subjected to transformation. Regarding the information on the state of the 
system a control unit or an operator takes a decision concerning further actions. The results of the next cycle or 
those of the sub-period of material gathering can differ from the planned ones because of the influence of random 
factors. As the consequence, controlling action in the next cycle can be entirely different than that in the previous 
cycle.     

Dynamic character of the working process, determining all the performance qualities of continuous loading 
modules (grabbing cubature, forces and torque moment in elements of power unit and non-rotational parts) is caused 
by the following external factors: 

random change in time and functions of instantaneous attributes of operating element and a pile – its form, 
dimensions, granulometric composition in the area of its interaction with the operating element [14, 15]; 
variability of reduced mass of moving parts of the system, including that of the load transported together with the 
loading element; 
character of operator or automatic unit actions to control the engine sub-systems of loading element and supply 
on a pile. 
Therefore, it necessitates the study of the system including interrelated supporting running gear, continuous 

loading module, a pile and a control loop in a dynamical process, involving formation of mined rock flow at each 
moment of time at the system output, as well as energy consumption over the whole line from the operating element 
up to the engine and loading in the components of the system. 

3. The issue of research into continuous loading modules general statement 

Conceptual approaches to continuous loading module design are not available now, which take into 
consideration, first, a loading module, a pile and a control loop as an entire system involving numerous degrees of 
freedom, second, methodology of selecting rational parameters of machines in terms of their efficiency of 
application and operation.  

Although previously conducted research admitted the random character of capacity and labour intensity 
formation, available computing formulas are determined by proportions. Over the period of research into various 
types of continuous loading modules information on such stochastic characteristics has been accumulated as 
distribution according to the coarseness of mined rock, formation of failure and repair flow of the equipment. 
However, a contradictory situation is observed, on one hand, regularities of working processes formation in 
continuous loading module have been found out according to a vast amount of information, on the other hand, these 
regularities are not applied for design of new machinery and for determination of suitability of available machines to 
real operational conditions.   

Currently applied simulation methods of continuous loading modules working processes and mathematical 
models, they are based on, are to simulate and assess processes taking place when flow of mined rock is formed in 
transmissions under different modes of work in terms of varying mass of grabbed load. They are also to find 
possibilities to reduce dynamic loads, therefore, to correct requirements for the strength of particular components 
and assemble; selection of the best parameters of mechanisms and control schemes over machines in order to 
improve their efficiency, reliability and longevity. Solution of this problem is a burning scientific and practical issue.  

4. Problem, resolved for different continuous loading modules 

When designing up-to-date continuous loading modules it is necessary to take into consideration engineering 
peculiarities of mined rock transport.  

All components of a loading module are connected with each other either in terms of construction or technology. 
For continuous loading module, for instance, for manually controlled elements, the interrelation “loading module – 
pile - operator” is of a technological character. Provided that automatic units of control over loading process are 
applied, rigid construction dependence occurs, meanwhile loading module – pile connection is a technological one.  
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For a loading machine the initial form of a pile is exactly determined by drilling and blasting operations. For a 
tunnelling machine a pile is continuously formed alongside with face destruction, whereas the process of loading 
can be controlled over by changing operation mode of destructing element only.  

All the listed peculiarities will effect on selected objective function and constrain-functions, because in a 
tunnelling machine continuous loading module is included into a technological line right after the cutting unit. 
Hence, when designing a continuous loading module of this kind a process of mined rock pile formation is to be 
taken into account, which depends on the type of deconstructing unit and scheme of its running [16]. For a loading 
machine primary pile formation and its further loading are to be viewed as separate processes.  

5. Objective function selection 

The main distinctive feature of a system is a result of its performance, that’s why as an objective function such 
factor is to be selected, which will [17]: A) depend on the system functioning; B) be easily calculated according to 
the mathematical description of the system; C) make one of the system properties evident; D) assume a simplified 
approximate assessment according to experimental data. 

When selecting an index of efficiency of continuous loading module operation it is to consider the construction of 
the module, its parameters, regularities of environmental influence, internal and external random factors, that is, the 
index of efficiency is determined by module operating.   

Loading module operation results in removal of mined rock, output factors of this process include capacity or 
cost of mined rock loading. Provided that acceptable values of these indexes are obtained characteristics of lower 
level can be considered: power-intensity, steel intensity, reliability. Continuous loading module is noted to be an 
element of technical tunnelling system and its capacity can not exceed throughout performance of transport sub-
system of a mining enterprise and is to be in line with the capacity of face deconstructing while mined rock pile 
forming constantly. Therefore, when designing new continuous loading modules specific power-intensity of mined 
rock loading, entirely meeting standards of efficiency indexes is reasonable to use for assessment of efficiency of 
taken technical decisions. In terms of super-system, which includes the continuous loading module its minimization 
has no restriction. A designer, who succeeds in reducing specific power-intensity, decreases loads, arising in 
transmission of continuous loading module, and increases efficiency of mined rock loading.   

6. Justification of the system of constrains  

The parameters of loading module the objective function depends on include the width of the operating area, 
dimensions of operating elements and their arrangement, kinematic characteristics of the operating element, the 
mode of machine supply to the pile, and power available.  

Geometrical and physical-mechanical characteristics of the pile have a significant effect on efficiency, but they 
are not among the structural parameters of a loading module, therefore, they are thought of as constrain-functions. 
Moreover, constrains include those of power and energy, influencing on the drive and propeller of the gathering 
element (for example, heating and maximum torque), on the drive and propeller of the running gear (frequency of 
powering on, crowding power), standards of allowed geometrical arrangement of loading module elements (for 
example, arrangement of drive plates of pallet handles and receiving boom to form an entire front of gathering), 
stable work of control loop and so on. 

7. System engineering 

When developing general approaches to selection of parameters and engineering design of multi-purpose loading 
modules systematic methodology is used. Viewing a complex technical object it finds important interrelations 
[18, 19]. To grasp the principles of various loading module operation constructional models of mined rock loading 
systems are designed.  

All continuous loading module elements performing physical operations form flows of matter, energy, and 
signals (stream connections). In addition, continuous loading module elements have definite functional connections 
with each other, forming a design-functional structure [20]. A model of continuous loading module [21] thought of 
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as a part of tunnelling systems is developed to form stream and design-functional structures. Regarding design-
functional structures of particular continuous loading modules, a generalized functional structure of a continuous 
loading module, as well as on the basis of available classification schemes of loading elements, a generalized 
design-functional structure of loading modules is developed (Fig. 2), which helps to resolve problems of their 
design-parametric synthesis [14]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Generalized design-functional structure of continuous loading modules. 

The following conventional symbols are used in Fig. 2: F1
(0) – function of mined rock grabbing from the pile 0 

(sub-system of mined rock grabbing) S1
(0)) and its transfer into the system of accumulation or mined rock re-loading 

S1
(1) (position n); F1

(1) – function of accumulation and re-loading to the transport vehicle  of a gathered mined 
rock slug; F1

(2) – function of removing mined rock slug from the sub-system S1
(0); F1

(3) – function of pile deep-
unloading, providing by the sub-system S1

(3) face deep-servicing; F1
(4) function of pile front uploading, providing by 

the sub-system S1
(4) face front-servicing; F1

(5) – function of contact keeping with the transport vehicle;  F2 – function 
of machine short-distance movement near the face; F3

(0)…F3
(5) – energy functions (and sub-systems S3

(0)…S3
(5) 

respectively), transforming external energy W0 into mechanic energy W , necessary to implement functions 
F1

(0)…F1
(5). 

When design-parametric synthesizing continuous loading modules their construction is not known in advance, 
both construction and parameters of a module are alternated, therefore, parameter vector length is not known in 
advance, it is searched for among constructions and parameters. Moreover, peculiarities of continuous loading 
modules are to be taken into consideration the motor of loading elements, that of moving mechanism of continuous 
loading module effect on forming a flow of mined rock, a working (damaging) element is involved in this process 
for loading module of tunneling machines. A running gear is used as a thrust mechanism and to provide maneuvers 
along the field of loading. Mechanisms of damaging, grabbing and running interact as an entire sub-system forming 
a grabbing cubature; their parameters are to be selected in the total process of optimization.  

One of the algorithms to find a design of continuous loading module is a methodology of technical appliance 
synthesis on and-or-tree [20, 21]. Its basis is formed by a generalized design-functional construction of continuous 
loading module, containing classification characteristics [21]. As when design-functional synthesizing the number of 
parameters of a loading module is not known beforehand, after the design of continuous loading module is 
developed, the length of parameter vector is to be calculated for further optimization of selected design parameters.   
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8. Conclusion 

Complex theoretical and experimental research into the continuous loading module is carried out at Shakhty 
Institute (branch) (NPI) of Platov South-Russian State polytechnic University to resolve the problems mentioned 
above: experimental-model complex is manufactured, which affords to simulate main operation processes to form 
mined rock flow, dynamic loads, programs of theoretical and experimental research of definite continuous loading 
modules are developed, a generalized methodology of design-parametric optimization of continuous loading 
modules is made up. 
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Abstract 

The authors propose a distinctive construction of the planetary mechanism with elliptical gears designed to convert rotational 
motion into reciprocating rotational (oscillating) one. We conducted a kinematic analysis of the mechanism, found the variation
of the rotation angle, the angular velocity analogue and angular acceleration analogue of the mechanism output shaft. The 
developed mechanism is a classic planetary mechanism and is more reliable and compact in comparison with the lever and 
electromagnetic inverters. 
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1. Introduction 

Converters of rotational motion into reciprocating rotation (oscillating) motion are widely used in engineering [1-
4]. Transfer mechanisms, sewing and planing machines, non-traditional internal combustion engines, stirrers and 
others are created on their principle. Most often, these converters are the coulisse mechanisms or four-bar linkages 
[3, 4]. Also, electromagnetic mechanisms can be used as such converters [5]. 

The most compact and highly reliable converters of rotational into reciprocating rotational motion can be 
obtained by creating them using only gear units. Since the use of spur gears does not allow to develop such 
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converters there we propose a planetary gear mechanism which contains spur and elliptical gears with properly 
chosen parameters [6]. 

Planetary mechanism (Fig. 1) consists of a rack 0, the input shaft 1, the carrier 2, the output shaft 3, the sun 
circular stationary gear 4, the elliptical gear 5, based on output shaft, a spur planet gear 6, the elliptical planet gear 7, 
a shaft 8, connecting planet gears.  

Fig. 1. Planetary mechanism with spur and elliptical gears. 

In this mechanism, the gears 4 and 6 have the same diameters, and elliptical gears 5 and 7 have the same 
semiaxis, and the axle base distances of spur and elliptical gears are equal. Reciprocating rotational motion is 
provided by the variable transmission ratio of elliptical gears. 

2. Kinematic analysis of the mechanism 

To carry out the kinematic analysis we construct linear velocities plans of all mechanism links [7] (Fig. 2). 
The angular velocity analogue of the output shaft 3 is defined as: 

,
1

3

1

3
3 COBB

BOCC
CO
BO

d
d

B

C    (1) 

where 3, 3 is the angle of rotation and the angular velocity of the output shaft 3; 1, 1 is the angle of rotation and 
the angular velocity of the input shaft 1.  
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Fig. 2. Linear velocities plans. 

As we can see from figure 2, point C changes its position relatively to the point A, at the same time the velocity 
vector CC' changes its direction and value. In order to determine distances BC and CO, let’s consider the equation of 
the ellipse in polar coordinates [8]. The focus of the driving ellipse 1 will be taken as the pole, and the major axis 
will be taken as the polar axis (Fig. 3), then we will get the following ellipse equation [9]: 

,
cos1

)(
x

x e
p

   (2) 

),1( 2eap    (3) 

where x is a drive gear (indicated by pos. 7 in fig. 1) rotation angle; p is a ellipse focal parameter; e is eccentricity 
of the ellipse; a is a semi-major axis of the ellipse.  
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Fig. 3. Elliptical gear. 

Considering that CO=2a– ( x), we get the following equation (1): 

.
2

13 aCOABtg
BOACtg

ab

ab    (4) 

By substituting (2) to (4) with transformations, we get: 
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   (5) 

Since the diameters of the gears 4 and 6 are identical, then the angle  in Fig. 3 is equal to the angle of rotation of 
the input shaft 1. Thus, the angles x and 1 are associated with: 

.1x    (6) 

By substituting (6) to (5), we get the equation to calculate the angular velocity analogue '3( 1):
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To determine the law of motion of the output shaft 3( 1) we integrate (7) according to the generalized coordinate 
1:
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We find the angular acceleration analogue after differentiation of equation (7) according to the generalized 
coordinate 1:
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Thus, equations (6)-(8) perform the kinematic model of the designed mechanism. 

3. Results and discussion 

As an example let’s investigate a planetary mechanism, shown in Fig. 1, having the following geometrical 
parameters: d4=d6=50mm – diameter of spur gears; a5=a7=25mm – semi-major axes of elliptical gears; b5= 
b7=20mm – semi-minor axes of elliptical gears; c5=c7=15mm – focal length; p5=p7=16mm – focal parameter; 
e5=e7=0,6 – the eccentricity of elliptical gears; a=d4+d6=2a5=2a7=50mm – axle base distance. 
Using the equations (7)-(9), we construct the function of the output shaft position, angular velocity analogue, and 
angular acceleration analogue (Fig. 4).  

Fig. 4. The functions 3( 1), 3'( 1), 3''( 1).

Analysis of charts shown in Figure 4 testifies that an output shaft of the studied planetary mechanism at the 
unidirectional rotation of an input shaft will make a reciprocating rotational motion. This allows us to use this 
mechanism in machines whose actuators make reciprocating rotational motion. 
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4. Conclusion 

We proposed planetary mechanism for converting rotational into reciprocating rotational motion and conducted 
its kinematic analysis. Since the designed mechanism consists of spur and elliptic gears and is a classic planetary 
gear, it is compact and reliable. This proves the perspective to apply the proposed mechanism in various machine-
tools, stirred tanks, alternative internal combustion engines, drilling rigs and other devices and machines where 
converting rotational into reciprocating rotational motion is necessary. 
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Abstract 

A mathematical model of Bosch 3rd generation Common Rail fuel injection system with piezoelectric injector has been created. 
The numerical calculations for third different accumulator pressures (30, 80 and 160 MPa) and third energizing times ET (0.5, 1 
and 2 ms) have been carried out. The results of calculations of total injected mass per cycle have been compared with the 
experiment with good agreement. The maximum error for ET=0.5 ms is 10.4% and for ET 1 ms is less than 5 %. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern diesel fuel injection systems (FIS) are characterized by complex dynamic hydromechanical processes. 
Also, an electromagnetic processes on drives of injector's control valves significant influence on fuel injection 
process. 

Optimization of developed fuel injection system design has an important role [1], then, an adequate mathematical 
modeling, that allows fast and flexible change of varying parameters and get simulation results in optimization 
criteria form, is very actual. 

Now, one of the most perfect of FIS is common rail fuel injection system with piezoelectric indirect-acting 
injector. 

This paper is devoted to modeling of common rail piezo injector from Bosch. 
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2. Mathematical modeling 

2.1. Bosch Common Rail piezo injector 

The design of a piezoelectric injector essentially differs from hydraulic injectors of the previous generations 
besides that the electromagnetic operating valve has been replaced with the piezoelectric. Developers have refused 
the locking piston, thereby having excluded the mechanical forces operating on a needle and having reduced moving 
weights. The management chamber is directly over a needle that, in a compartment with speed of operation of a 
piezoelement and reduction of moving weights, allows to lower a delay of lifting of a needle to 0,15 ms [2]. The 
principle of the injector working described in detail in [2-7]. 

2.2. Mathematical model 

For modeling of hydromechanical processes the Astakhov-Golubkov method was used [8,9]. This method 
consists of a solution of unsteady fuel flow in high pressure line problem by D'Alembert method with boundary 
conditions in form of volume or mass balance.  

The simulation scheme of piezo injector is presented in Fig. 1. 
Mass balance equation (for control chamber as an example): 

13 34
13 34 3

3 3 3 ,
3

3 3

dx t
nG G A

dp t dt
B

dt V A x t
n

  (1) 

where t - time; p3 - pressure in chamber 3 (control chamber) (see Fig. 1); B - bulk modulus of fuel c  
   [10]; 3 - current fuel density in chamber 3; V3 - initial volume of chamber 3; A3 - 

geometrical area of area 3; xn - current lift of needle; 13=sign(p1- p3); 34=sign(p3- p4); G - fuel mass flow through 
orifice, for example: 

,13 13 1 1 313G C A p pd    (2) 

where Cd13 - discharge coefficient of orifice 13; A13 - cross-sectional area of orifice 13. 
 
For solution of unsteady fuel flow in high pressure line problem D'Alembert method was used [8,9]. For 

example, equations for line 1 is written as: 
 
- for inlet: 

1
1 ;0 1 1

11 1 ;1 1 1

Llinek ap F t W t e PA
Llinek aF t W t e u ina

   (3) 

- for outlet: 
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross-section of piezo injector. 

1 1 2
1 11 1 2 ;0 1 1 0 2 2

1 2
1 1 1 21 2 ;1 1 2 2

L L Lline line lineL Lk k kline linea a ap F t e W t p F t e W t e
a a

L Lline lineA L L Ak kline line line linea aF t e W t F t W t e
a a a a

  (4) 

where p0 - initial pressure in high pressure line; PA - pressure in rail; F, W - direct and backward pressure waves in 
high pressure lines respectively; Aline1 - cross-sectional area of line 1; a - fuel speed of sound;  - fuel density; Lline1 - 
length of line 1; k - friction factor. 

 
Discharge coefficients of orifices was determined by using ANSYS CFX software taking into account the flow 

regime and cavitation phenomenon [11]. 
The mathematical model was realised by using of Matlab/Simulink software [12]. The dynamic model of 

piezoelectric actuator was created as a subsystem in the Simulink environment by using the U. Mezon's 
thermodynamic condition equations [13]. 
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3. Results of modeling and discussion 

For check of adequacy of mathematical model comparison of results of calculation with experiment has been 
made. Experimental data are taken [3] from work and represent sizes of total injected fuel mass cyclic giving of fuel 
for three levels of pressure in the accumulator (300, 800 and 1600 bar) and three values of energizing time ET: 0,5; 
1 and 2 ms. Results of comparison are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1.Comparison results of calculation of injected mass with experiment. 

ET (ms) 
300 (bar) 800 (bar) 1600 (bar) 

Calculation Experiment Calculation Experiment Calculation Experiment 

0.5 5.85 5.3 16.33 17.3 36.47 33.8 

1 19.50 20.3 52.49 51.8 86.36 84.8 

2 47.02 47.4 96.45 96.1 134.71 134.0 

 
Maximal error for ET=0.5 ms is 10.4% and for ET 1 ms - less than 5 %. 
Feature of the given injector is high lifting of a needle - to 0,9 mm [14], unlike other injectors where courses do 

not exceed 0,2-0,3 mm [15,16]. Such injector is called ballistic injector [17]. 
So high lifts of a needle have lacks: 
 

- negatively affects a resource of a spray [18]; 
-   for decrease in fluctuations of a needle and accuracy increase its positioning is necessary to carry out the 

powerful directing; 
-  accuracy of dispensing owing to high duration of uncontrollable sites of lifting and needle landing decreases; 
-  occurrence nonmonotonicity on schedules of dependence of cyclic giving from duration of an operating impulse. 

 
Sites nonmonotonicity on dependence of cyclic giving on duration of an operating impulse at pressure in 800, 

1200 and 1600  bar are shown on Fig. 2. At pressure in 300 bar such site is not present, this results from the fact that 
the needle at such pressure and duration of an operating impulse does not reach against the stop. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Total mass injected influence on ET. 

On Fig. 2 on the increased fragment of a site nonmonotonicity it is visible that at ET=0,89 ms giving more than 
at longer ET=0,905 ms, accordingly 82,9 and 81,8 mg. 

On Fig. 3 are shown needle lifts, valve lifts, injected masses and injected rates history lines for ET=0,89 and 
0,905 ms. 
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At ET=0,89 ms the needle does not reach against the stop, therefore for change of a direction of its movement it 
is necessary for more time to extinguish its inertia. At ET=0,905 ms the needle reaches against the stop, its kinetic 
energy at blow is transferred to an emphasis owing to what, the needle begins movement downwards earlier. 

However so big courses of a needle have also advantages: 
 

- owing to high lifts of a needle at injection decreases choking fuel under a needle thanks to what pressure of 
injection increases; 

- work ballistic injector assumes absence of a contact of a needle of an emphasis, deterioration of a shaft of a 
needle therefore decreases; 

- ballistic injector in comparison with conventional injector spends fuel for management less, as at identical ET to 
a needle ballistic injector it is necessary for more time for being closed and consequently will be more injected 
fuel, thus fuel consumption on the managements, defined ET, it will be identical. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Needle lifts, valve lifts, injected masses and injected rates for ET=0.89 ms (dashed line) and ET=0.905 ms (solid line). 

4. Conclusions 

Common Rail piezo injector has been studied in this paper and conclusions are obtained as follows: 
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1. The mathematical model of hydrodynamic processes of fuel system Common Rail of firm Bosch of 3 generations 

with a piezoelectric injector which can be used for studying and optimization of fuel supply systems of the given 
type. 

2. Comparison of results of calculations with experiment largely changes of pressure in the accumulator and 
duration of operating impulses has shown satisfactory coincidence that proves adequacy of the developed 
mathematical model. 
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Abstract 

Fiber-reinforced composite parts are often finally processed by machining. Complex-shaped surfaces are often cut using the CNC 
machines. The resulting composite workpiece surface quality is essentially dependent on angles between two vectors: the 
resultant cutting direction and he fiber direction. As 5-axis CNC machines support every imaginable tool movement it is 
reasonable to guide these movements so that the specified angles were the most favorable to obtain the best surface quality. The 
proposed method enables to secure the required tool movements. Computer software has been developed and a cutting simulation 
has been executed. The verification of the designed CNC-program with CAM systems has proven the efficiency of the method. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: Fiber-reinforced composite, surface quality, 5-axis CNC machining, CAM system. 

1. Introduction 

Composite materials are widely used in industry. Among them metal-matrix unidirectional fiber-reinforced 
composite materials (FRC) are at the utmost interest. In particular, such materials can be used for turbine blade 
production [1]. But it is well known, that precise blades mentioned above may not be produced by ordinary 
composite production methods. So machining of composite workpieces is still used in practice. However, these 
machining processes present problems to obtain good surface quality, especially if composite fibers are found in the 
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cutting zone [2-4]. Previous researches have shown that the best quality is obtained if the angle between two vectors: 
resultant cutting direction and fiber direction is equal to 45±15 degrees [5]. 

CNC machine tools are widely used to make complex surfaces. Obviously, the most favorable to provide the best 
machining conditions are 5-axis machines. Now CAM systems are usually applied to develop CNC programs for 
these machines. However, modern CAM systems generating CNC programs have not provided required cutting 
angles for fiber reinforced composites yet. Voxel-based models are appropriate to realize such conditions for CAM 
systems with the fact that fiber directions may vary at different workpiece points [6-8]. Now CNC program 
preparation by using voxel models is not an extraordinary fact. Based on these models solution of a problem how to 
improve surface quality for the unidirectional fiber reinforced composites by using 5-axis CNC milling machines is 
presented in this article. 

2. A method to develop CNC programs for 5-axis fiber-reinforced composite workpiece milling 

2.1. Input data 

As an example, a case of a complex-shape surface workpiece finishing by ball end milling is considered. Such 
ball or spherical surface will be referred to as spherical tools surface or STS. Let us assume that at machining start 
time all corresponding axes of a workpiece coordinate system 111 Z,Y,X   and a tool coordinate system 222 Z,Y,X   are 
parallel, and the origin of the second coordinate system is located at the STS center (Fig. 1). Then the equation of 
the nominal machined surface (NMS) for the workpiece coordinate system is )( 1111 Y,XFZ . Furthermore, a set of 
vectors } {  f , which tangent to fibers axes at places of their intersection with NMS, is given as input data.  The 
equation of each such fiber vector is 1f1 ZkYjXi f f1f . It is well known, that trajectory calculation for 3-axis 
milling of a steel workpiece, for example, is a routine process now. So this task may be solved in advance. Then a 
set of point coordinates } { 1C  - )( 1111 CCC Z,Y,XC of the STS centers in workpiece coordinate system may be 
obtained. Also, there is a set } { 1M of contact points where STS and NMS are touchdown. Coordinates of these 
contact points are )( 1111 MMM Z,Y,XM  . This set } { 1M  is corresponded to set } { 1C . Further, we will define the same 
point set } { 1M  in the tool coordinate system as } { 2M , where point coordinates are )( 2222 MMM Z,Y,XM . Later we 
will assume that a suitable angle between two vectors: resultant cutting direction MV  of contact tool point and fiber 
direction f  is equal to 45. Thus, further the given task will be solved on the basis of these data and assumptions. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Nominal machined surface, tool, fibers and vectors. 

2.2. Calculation method 

As STS and NMS are touchdown, so planes tangent to them at the point of their contact are coinciding too.  
)(  1 1 1 VVVM Z,Y,XV  vector is placed in this common plane. In the tool coordinate system, which axes are parallel to the 
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workpiece system axes, there is located the same )( 222 VVVM Z,Y,XV  vector, where VVVVVV Z Z,YY  ,XX 2 12 12 1 . 
Therefore, the milling-cutter longitudinal axis )( 111 AAA Z,Y,XA has to be perpendicular to MV and placed in the 
parallel plane (see Fig. 1). 

As STS is touchdown to NMS, so its radius-vector at the contact point )( 111 RRR2 Z,Y,XR is parallel to N  vector, 
which is perpendicular to NMS at the same point. Thus, there are three conditions for calculation: 

)(cosV f M ,                                                                                                                                                (1) 

02M RV ,                                                                                                                                                        (2) 

2RVA M .                                                                                                                                                     (3) 

These conditions show that  MV  vector is the result of the intersection of a cone (its angle is  and axis is f ) 
with a plane, which is perpendicular to 2R . A  vector is a perpendicular vector to 2R  and MV  simultaneously. 

From (1), using the well-known equation, we obtain: 
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From (2), using the known equation, we obtain: 
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Considering that MV  vector has identical coordinates in both coordinate systems, then from (4) and (5) we obtain: 
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To solve this equation we define the following notations: 
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In that case from the equation (7) the next equation is obtained 
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Two unknown component of the speed vector, VY  2 and VZ  2  are present at this equation. As for this case not the 
vector size but the vector direction is the important fact, so we accept 1 2VZ . After VY  2   VZ  2  evaluation from the 
formula (5) the value of VX  2  may be found easily. Thus, all necessary components of MV  vector are assessed.  

Here, it should be noted that solutions with 02MX  are possible. In this case expressions in brackets in formulas 
for 4Q , 5Q  and  6Q  may slightly change. Besides that, solution does not always exist if  f  vector is parallel to the 
normal to STS vector. In this case it is offered to increase the angle  from the demanded value up to 90 degrees 
gradually until the conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied.  

 )( AAA Z,Y,XA  vector may be determined by vectors 2R  and MV : 
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It should be noted that this tool axis vector is received from the condition of the NMS and STS touchdown at STS 
"spherical equator", and this way is not always rational. To change the contact point position on spherical surface it 
is reasonable to rotate milling-cuter axis on an angle  in plane of A  and 2R  vectors. Obviously, this will be a 
rotation around an axis, which is parallel to MV  vector. Then well-known equations give us vector coordinates for a 
new milling-cutter axis:  
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Thus, the equations (5) – (17) give a set of milling-cutter axis vectors. Location of such milling-cutter will always 
provide the required value of angle . 

3. Implementation

A computer program has been developed on the base of the obtained equations (Fig. 2). This program generates a 
new CNC program. This CNC program contains both trajectory points (STS centers) coordinates and tools axis tilt 
angles. A part with a convex form and with vertical fibers arrangement is used as an example.  The obtained CNC 
program has been verified by using of Vericut and SIMCO software (Fig. 3). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Author’s CAM program for CNC program generation. 
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Fig. 3. Obtained trajectory verification with SIMCO and Vericut software. 

4. Analysis and discussion 

Proposed research suggests that required angles between two vectors: resultant cutting direction and fiber 
direction do not always exist. In some points (if the normal to NPD coincides with a fiber vector) demanded angle is 
not achievable, so it has to be equal to 90 degrees. There are zones on a workpiece surface where machining is 
limited by machine tool technological parameters, which are usually caused by tool axis rotation. It is obvious, that 
there is a limitation that is caused by collisions between machine components, clamping fixtures, and non-
machining parts of workpiece surface. 

5. Conclusions 

1. Machining of fiber-reinforced composite materials may be limited by increased part surface hairiness and 
fiber-matrix debonding. Partial hairiness declining may be obtained by using of rational angles between fiber and 
resultant cutting vectors. This may be performed on 5-axis CNC machine tools. 

2. The existing voxel modeling method is the most flexible one for such composite description. This article 
proposes the method of CNC program development using such voxel approach.  

3. Verification of elaborated CNC programs with well-known CAM systems has confirmed the adequacy of the 
obtained equations and proposed method. 
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Abstract 

Additive manufacturing is mostly used to produce homogeneous parts. Soon fiber-reinforced composite materials which let to 
crowd fibers at the maximal stress locations will be available for additive manufacturing. However, the existing file formats such 
as STL-format describing the composites on micro-level require incredible data volume. To overcome this problem the authors 
propose a file format with a description of domains, representative volume elements, and voxels in the first file section. The 
second section includes the information on the part surfaces. The third one consists of the polynomial coefficients for domains on 
each part layer. This approach gives a real opportunity to produce FRC parts by additive manufacturing. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Additive technologies (AT) have come to stay in modern production. Their advantages are obvious: any forms of 
parts, including closed interspaces with complex internal structures, are practicable to be produced. Also, such parts 
can be made in one operation directly from CAD-model that gives high production flexibility and efficiency. The 
important fact is that every part is not made from given workpiece with its present structure, but this part and its 
structure can be simultaneously formed on additive manufacturing machine (AMM). Obviously, such advantage may 
be used in composite material part production. It is well known that modern 3D printers form parts with separate 
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one-piece areas consisting of different materials [1-3]. Selective laser sintering/melting (SLS/M) [4], electron beam 
melting (EBM) or laser beam melting (LBM) [5], direct metal deposition (DMD) [6] technologies produce structures 
from different materials, including particle-reinforced composites. This lets to expect that very soon technological 
machines and technologies to produce parts with internal structures consisting of various materials with particles 
located under the special law will come into existence. Obviously, such law has to be determined by the demanded 
part functionality. Each assembly part has not just to locate an adjoining part (form and size function), but also has to 
take a specified load from this part without exceeding upper stress and deformation limits. Such composite part 
design approaches are well known in practice. However, they have limited application and are used only for 
homogeneous materials or materials with laminate or honeycomb structures [7, 8]. It is obvious that fiber reinforced 
composites (FRC) with fibers crowded at the locations of the maximal stress offer the greatest reinforcement 
opportunities. AT that sinter high-strength components in special places afford such opportunities. 

However, the problem to design machines for multicomponent materials is not the only difficulty to get over for 
production of previously described parts. Another difficulty is design of the corresponding software and formats of 
data files which sizes are acceptable for modern computers. Some specifics of such design are discussed in one of 
the earlier published works [9]. It describes a model for a part made of 50 various materials for AMM. One of the 
first articles devoted to computer description of multicomponent structures is the publication by F. Zhu and K.Z. 
Chen [10].  The authors describe multicomponent parts as structures and substructures.  At the top level areas with 
their specific materials are selected. These areas are divided into subareas with periodic microstructures which 
further are described using their specific materials and location functions. Such periodic microstructures are also 
known as representative volume elements (RVE).  RVE are often used by applied mechanical specialists to calculate 
composite structures and are described in previous publications [11 – 13].Modeling structures presented in these 
articles are periodic and are absolutely identical with size and shape. Other specific of this approach is the 
description of each subarea of each area. Obviously, such approach will require an essential volume of information 
to describe complex composite structures. 

Similar discretization approach and following information storage optimization is proposed by J. Vanek, etc. [14]. 
Authors separate area into subareas and then detect similar ones and unite them to macro areas. Such approach does 
not only accelerate part production but also gives a way to product parts from segments made of different materials. 
However, the authors do not discuss opportunities of composite structures micro-level modeling. The same approach 
with part body separation into subareas of different materials is proposed by S.P. Gurusamy and B. Koc [15]. 

Another approach is associated with gradient changing of material properties into separate part areas, but these 
areas and subareas have constant characteristics, too [13, 16, 17]. Such separation is made narrowly and so material 
changing is realized rather gradually. Obviously, this approach is insufficient to describe fiber reinforced composite 
at micro-level. One of the mentioned works considers this approach and also file formats for AT [18]. Disadvantages 
of widely used STL format are marked in this article. The X3D, STEP, PLY, SAT, OBJ formats and other formats 
applied for AT are discussed there. All of them are not suitable to describe internal part microstructures. AMF file 
format offered by the author is the peculiarity of this work. This peculiarity is that file structure provides the 
ordinary area description (for example, by triangles and their vertexes) and also includes equations and voxel 
structure associations. The file is based on XML format and, therefore, may be used universally for any operating 
system and AMM. But the solution of the problem to descript composite at the micro level is not proposed in this 
article, too. 

Voxel modeling has increasing application for composites description at micro level. One of the latest works 
dealing with use of voxel modeling for AT is the article by E.L. Doubrovski, etc. [19]. Authors note that 
approximately 4000 layers are required to descript a 130 mm high part at 845 dpi resolution. Thickness of each layer 
has not to exceed the thickness of one voxel. Assuming that the part sizes in two other directions are nearly the same 
the description of all model requires about 64 billion of voxels. If each voxel should represent whether fiber or 
matrix particle then voxel association into a XML structure will require to record to the file not only their 
coordinates and parameters as usual, but also the corresponding keywords. If each coordinate reserves about 6 bytes, 
and each symbol – 2 bytes, so the specified structure should reserve not less than 100 bytes, and all ASCII format 
file will require about 10 Terabytes. Obviously, this size is not inappropriate for modern AMM. 

The solution of this problem is presented in a lot of publications. Many of them are based on octree voxel models 
and are often used for computer graphics [20]. There are solutions based on dexel models and etc. All of them are 
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aimed at file size reduction by association of similar part subareas. The authors of this article have designed the file 
format to produce composite parts with fiber reinforced non-uniform structures on AMM. Methodological aspects 
and the main modules of three-dimensional raster and vector editors were worked out for this purpose [21-23].   

«Domains» with constant structures and variable sizes which are modeled automatically or semi-automatically in 
part areas are the main basis of this approach. However, the voxel method used in these works does not allow to 
reduce the sizes of output files. So the aim of the present article is the development of file formats for the non-
uniform fiber-reinforced composite parts description to produce them by AMM. 

2. Ground Rules and Assumptions 

To develop file formats for AMM consideration should be given to AMM and appropriate processes. Probably, 
non-uniform RFC parts may be made by selective laser melting (SLM) process. Now some examples of production 
of regular honeycomb structures with one millimeter sizes are known [24, 25]. Such structure may be represented as 
matrix with pores. Fibers are located in these pores. In this case delivery system with matrix powder should be 
placed in one direction and the similar fiber powder system should be placed in perpendicular direction (Fig. 1). 
Each workpiece layer should be made in two cycles. During the first cycle fiber layer (the first part-layer) should be 
made in traditional way. Then brush and vacuum cleaner has to remove all particles which are not bounded with top 
surface layers. During the second cycle matrix powder should be placed at the same layer and bounded between fiber 
particles. If necessary, pores may be made in desired places by switching off laser beam. Then brush and vacuum 
cleaner have to remove all not bounded matrix particles too. Pattern of each layer may be constant or variable from 
layer to layer and this pattern provides fibers curvature. According to this technology and voxel modeling of 
composite parts laser beam has to be controlled for each voxel. Thus, each voxel corresponds to a powder particle or 
to beam diameter and its sizes have not to be changed. AMM are equipped with CNC systems like usual CNC 
machine tools and so similar G-code programs are in use [26, 27]. This program guides a laser beam, which has to 
move from voxel to voxel and to bind appropriate workpiece places only. 

Thus, CNC system has to read out data from file, which should be prepared by 3D graphic editor, and to convert 
data into G-codes in real time. Obviously, in that case is not necessary to produce large files containing information 
about each voxel. It is sufficient to apply files with metadata. Then CNC system itself should count movement 
trajectories of a laser beam from voxel to voxel. Thus, it is offered to use metadata files similar to described above 
ones [18]. In that case, every file has to contain three sections. In the head section domains, representative volume 
elements with fibers and matrix and pores which can be spread in composite have to be described. In the second file 
section part surface has to be described as usual.  In the third file section records with information about domain 
locations have to be used. As domains are larger than RVE and RVE are larger than voxels, metafile size may be 
much less than ordinary voxel file size. Based on this approach, required format files are described further. 

 

  

Fig. 1. Additive manufacturing machine for composite parts. Fig. 2. Part, directional lines, domains and RVE  placed between them. 
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3. Realization 

For purposes of AT and AMM it is reasonably to keep voxel sizes constant and equal to the sizes of the powder 
particle or (more nearly) to the laser beam diameter. Voxel parameter is an integer value and should be equal to the 
material number (fiber, matrix or pore). In that case, fiber and matrix voxels have to form similar RVE. Quantity of 
matrix voxels may vary depending on RVE sizes. As fiber sizes are usually constant, so quantity of fiber voxels is 
constant too (see Fig. 2). Each RVE may have one fiber or several ones as it is described in known programs [11]. 
Subsequently, RVE have to be assembled in domains – more complex structures. Examples of sections specified 
above are given in the Table 1 below. Using this file format, domains, RVE and pores should be described first. 

Originally directional lines can be specified by a regular constant step mesh and after stress determination in the 
required planes mesh steps will be defined by relevant functions (see Fig. 2.) It has been suggested to specify such 
functions like second order polynomial: 

   YCYCXYCXCXCC 5
2

43
2

210 . 

So the file for AMM should have records with z-coordinates and polynomial coefficients.  In this case each part 
layer should be described by such line: LAYER, SIZE_Z, C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, 5,  where: SIZE_Z  is the layer 
position coordinate; Ci  coefficients of the second order polynomial evaluated according to stresses file data for 
the specified section multiplied by the constant. 

Table 1. Descriptions and examples of file sections. 

File formats 

DESCRIPTION, Domain, NUM 

Begin

RVE, NUM_1, NUM_2, … NUM_9 

RVE, NUM_1, NUM_2, … NUM_9 

…

RVE, NUM_1, NUM_2, … NUM_9 

End 

DESCRIPTION, RVE, NUM 

Begin

FIBER, MAT, R_X, R_Y, SIZE_X, SIZE_Y 

…

FIBER, MAT, R_X, R_Y, SIZE_X, SIZE_Y 

INTERFACE, MAT, SIZE_TOP, SIZE_BOTTOM, 
SIZE_LEFT, SIZE_RIGHT 

MATRIX, MAT 

PORE, MAT, NUM, QUAN 

End 

DESCRIPTION, PORES 

Begin

PORE, NUM_1, SIZE_X1, SIZE_Y1, 
SIZE_Z1 

PORE, NUM_2, SIZE_X2, SIZE_Y2, 
SIZE_Z2 

…

PORE, NUM_9, SIZE_X9, SIZE_Y9, 
SIZE_Z9 

End 

File examples

DESCRIPTION, Domain, 1 

Begin

RVE,1,1,1,1,1 

RVE,1,2,2,2,1 

RVE,1,2,2,2,1 

RVE,1,2,2,2,1 

RVE,1,1,1,1,1 

End 

DESCRIPTION, RVE, 2 

Begin

FIBER, 1, 0.33, 0.33, 8.0E-6,8.0E-6 

FIBER, 1, 0.66, 0.66, 8.0E-6, 8.0E-6 

INTERFACE, 3, 2.0E-7, 2.0E-7, 2.0E-7, 2.0E-7 

MATRIX, 3 

PORE, 1, 2, 10 

End 

DESCRIPTION, PORE 

Begin

PORE, 1, 1.0E-7, 2.0E-7, 6.0E-7 

PORE, 2, 2.0E-7, 4.0E-7,8.0E-7 

End

 

Domain 1 with 25 RVE of 2 types. RVE 2 with 2 fibers (material 1) in diagonal 
position (ratio) with their sizes, their interface 
material and sizes, matrix 3 and  10 pores with 
material 1 and sizes of number 2. 

Pore descriptions. Sizes  1 and 2  in x 
and y directions. 
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4. Conclusions 

1. The description of the fiber reinforced composite parts for AMM by description of each particle is not possible 
because of large file sizes. 

2. Such description is possible if the part is separated into domains which consist of RVEs and whereas RVEs 
consist of voxels which correspond to fibers or matrix powder particles and to pores. 

3. Crowding of composite fibers at the locations of the maximal stress may be achieved by the polynomial that is 
corresponded to such stresses. Each polynomial should be relevant to some part layer. Other layers have to be 
calculated by interpolation. Such polynomial gives domain key node coordinates and domain sizes. Thus, fiber 
density depends on the domains and RVE sizes in each part locality. 

4. Files for AMM have to include three sections. The first consists of the parameters of domain, RVE and pore 
descriptions. The second section has to include the same data as usual STL file, i.e. information about part surfaces. 
The third file section consists of the coefficients of the polynomial describing every domain key node for each part 
layer.   
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Abstract 

The article proposes a hypothesis on the nature of anti-adhesion processing method by the magnetic field of cutting and 
deformation tools based on the analysis of operating experience and experimental studies of a wide range of tools. The results of 
the wear process experimental and mathematical modeling in terms of increasing the magnetic impact are presented. It is found 
that with the increasing number of impulses, the external magnetic field decreases wear and increases the residual magnetic 
induction of the samples processed by the magnetic field, and the quantification of changes in the intensity of these processes is 
showed. A new mechanism of influence is proposed of processing magnetic field on the wear, from which is concluded the 
appearance of an electronic system with a modified energy level that is resistant to the formation of chemical bonds, causing the 
adhesion. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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2015). 
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1. Introduction

One of the new physical methods of improving the wear resistance of cutting and deforming tools is processing 
by the magnetic field (PMF). However, despite the existing effect of the PMF of ferromagnetic materials, the 
mechanism and factors influencing processing on the wear are still poorly understood. Therefore, the practicability 
technology of the PMF based on the previously proposed mechanisms [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] does not give a reliable result. 
This constrains the extended use of this method.  

The research conducted by the authors of this article analyzes the operating experience and experimental research 
on the wear of a large range of instruments based on structural and technological factors. This allows for the 
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establishment of [6] the prevailing aspect and causes of wear to cutting tools, to identify causal relationships, and the 
ratio of total tool wear to the causes for their occurrence. It is revealed that the largest proportion of the cause is the 
adhesive wear, which may be up to 85%. In practice a significant reduction of tool wear processed by the magnetic 
field was established (up to 3.5 times). In this regard, the hypothesis about the nature of the anti adhesion effect of 
this method is given. 

The purpose of this work is an experimental and mathematical modeling of the processing of wear in the 
tribosystem of the tool material - processed material under increasing external magnetic impact. 

2. Assessment of influence of the magnetic field on the wear 

In the experiments, we used a modernized friction machine such as MI, which provides the testing scheme 
friction through a "roller-sample". The samples were rectangular prisms of high speed steel R6M5 and alloy steel 
CVM, hardened by appropriate technologies. A separate roller from steel 45, hardened to a hardness of 44-46 HRC 
served as the counterbody for each sample. The wear of the samples was evaluated by the weight loss shall be 
determined by weighing them on laboratory analytical scales. The level of the experimental load for all samples was 
300 N. 

The samples were exposed to the external magnetic field with of the different the numbers of pulses from 1 to 7, 
with a pulse duration of 2 seconds caused by setting the tenseness of the  magnetic field of 400 kA/m with an 
adjustable pulse duration. One sample of each steel was not magnetized. They were the control samples. 

Diagrams of the dependence of the amount of wear on the samples on the number of pulses of the external 
magnetic field are presented (Fig. 1). In these graphs, a steady decrease in the amount of wear by increasing the 
number of pulses of the magnetic effects of the gradual weakening of its influence can be traced, presumably due to 
the magnetic saturation of the samples/ material. 

Moreover, for steel CVM multiplicity, the reduction the amount of wear of most of the magnetized sample 
compared to the control sample was 2.9 - 3.6; R6M5 steel multiplicity of the reduction of the value lies in the range 
2.42 - 2.66. 

           a                                                                                    b 

  

Fig. 1. The dependence of wear amount m 
from the number of pulses of the magnetic influence n and duration of the friction t;  

(a) – steel CVM (1 – t = 30 min, 2 – t = 60 min, 3– t = 90 min, 4 – t = 120 min, 5 – t = 150 min),  
(b) – steel R6 5 (1 – t = 60 min, 2 – t = 120 min, 3– t = 180 min). 

One of the approaches to the assessment of wear is an approach based on the Archard equation wear of resulting 
from the mathematical modeling of adhesive wear [7]. 

,dA
H
qVKdW a                                                                                                                                                (1) 

where W – is a volumetric wear;  Ka - is a dimensionless coefficient of adhesion; q – is a contact pressure; V  - is a 
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sliding velocity;  – is a hardness of the material;  – is an area of friction contact. 
From the experimental conditions adopted, this equation of wear takes the form [8, 9] 

t
H
qAVKm a  ,                                                                                                                                               (2) 

where  – is a density of the material of the wear particles, t – is a duration of the friction. 
The analysis of the equation shows that at constant values of , , V, q, and  (realized in experiments with the 

same duration of friction), the value of weight wear is determined only by the coefficient of adhesion Ka.  

3. Assessment of influence of magnetic field on the residual magnetic induction 

For this reason, we assume that the magnetization gives some new properties to the samples, which influence the 
adhesive interaction of the modified samples with a counterbody. Consequently, the coefficient of adhesion Ka in 
the equation of wear is the most powerful internal factor of wear processing. 

In the development of the hypothesis about giving new properties by magnetizing samples, experiments were 
conducted to determine the dependence of the residual magnetization from the impact of the number of pulses by an 
external field. For this purpose, 3 samples of steel subjected to magnetization modes with the number of pulses of 3, 
6, 9 and 15 with the same duration of exposure to the magnetic field of 2 seconds were examined. The magnetic 
induction B of the residual magnetic field at the surface of the magnetized samples was measured by the 
magnetometer. These surfaces in the following experiments were friction surfaces. 

From the measurement results presented in Figure 2 it follows that with increasing the number of pulses of an 
external magnetic field, the level of residual magnetic induction (and therefore, the tensions of the residual magnetic 
field) on the friction surface of the samples increased steadily with some weakening at large quantities of pulses. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The dependence of residual magnetic induction of friction surfaces 
of samples from the number of pulses of external magnetic field 

(1 – is a sample from steel R6 5; 2 – is a sample from steel CVM; n = 0 – without PMF) 

4. Assessment of the influence of residual magnetic induction by an amount of wear 

From a comparison of the experimental dependences of wear (Figure 1) and the residual magnetic induction 
(Figure 2) from the number of pulses n, it can be seen that while in the process of pumping the samples/ material by 
the energy of the magnetic field, two processes take place simultaneously the residual magnetic induction increases 
and decrease the wear decreases amount. 

We think that the growth process of the residual magnetic induction in the interaction of the friction surfaces 
leads and initiates the reduction rate of wear. In this case, the degree of conditionality of the second process 
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(reducing the rate of wear), by the first (increasing residual magnetic induction) is important. 
The computer processing of the experimental results allowed both processes to be represented as functions of the 

same variable, rather accurately reproducing the experimental dependence (divergence less than 10%). 

35,0 ,                                                                                                                                                         (3) 

67,0 ,                                                                                                                                                       (4) 

where ,  – are the constant coefficients. 
Comparison of functions (3) and (4) in the exponent of the variable values (differing by almost 2 times) shows a 

lack of full conditionality of reducing the rate of wear by the process of increasing residual magnetic induction. It 
can be seen that in the process of pumping the samples by the magnetic energy, the rate of reducing wear exceeds 
the growth rate of the residual magnetic induction. 

A quantitative estimate of the difference in the rates of passage of both processes as a function of the number of 
pulses of the magnetization can be done by comparing the absolute values of the current intensities changes of the 
residual magnetic induction J1 and reducing the rate of wear J2 of the processes considered, presented in the form 

n
BJ1  , 

n
mJ2   ,                                                                                                                                      (5) 

where B ,  ,  - are the absolute values of the current changes of the magnetic induction and the wear 
amount at the corresponding  value of change of the number of pulses. 

The results of comparing J1 and J2, shown in Fig. 3, illustrate that the intensity of wear reduction is more than 
the intensity of increasing the residual magnetic induction throughout the range of increasing the number of pulses. 
The intensity reduction of wear is always higher than the intensity of accumulation of magnetic induction by 1.5-2 
times (Fig. 4).  

        

Fig. 3. Changes in the current intensities of wear reduction  and increases in magnetic induction  

 

Fig. 4. The ratio of current intensities of wear reduction  and increases in magnetic induction B 
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5. Discussion of the research results 

From the above, it follows that the material of the pump energy to the wear process affects not only the 
magnetization factor, but also affects additional factor which is anti-adhesive in nature and in its manifestation also 
expends the part of the pumped energy. Moreover, the accumulation of magnetic induction in the material is a 
contributing and necessary process. 

Thus, in principle it is possible to use the following mechanism of influence PMF on the wear. The external 
magnetic field in the ferromagnetic material orients the domains in a direction that create magnetization of the solid 
material. In accordance with the theory of quantum-mechanical structure of the atom, the external magnetic field 
changes the energy state of the molecular orbitals of the interacting crystal lattices. When the magnetic field is 
removed, the residual magnetization, together with part of the energy of the friction phenomena, supports energy 
changes. This electronic system is more resistant to the formation of chemical bonds, causing the adhesion. Reduced 
activity of adhesion processes helps reduce the amount of wear. 

The proposed mechanism corresponds to the quantitative assessment (85%) of causes of tool wear in practice and 
on this basis a hypothesis is put forward about the anti-adhesive nature of the influence of the magnetic impact on 
the wear resistance of tools. 

Conclusion 

The studied steels are predisposed to increased wear resistance by the using the PMF, and the multiplicity of 
reducing wear amounted for steel CVM from 2.9 to 3.6, for steel R6M5 - from 2.42 to 2.66. 
It has been established experimentally that in reducing the wear, the anti-adhesive factor plays a leading role and 
the role of the magnetization is secondary. 
A new mechanism of reducing wear as a result of PMF was proposed and one of the leading factors of influence 
was found to be the number of pulses of the magnetic field. The optimal values for impact (6 ... 7) were installed. 
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Abstract 

The article is devoted to the rational consumption of energy resources during the metal-cutting tools processing blanks of 
machine component parts in machine-building production. A scientific and methodological approach to the establishment of 
energy-efficient processing conditions is proposed, being based on the optimization of fabrication procedures according to new 
energy efficiency criterion. A study of advantages and disadvantages of known methods of fabrication procedures optimization 
according to the criterion of the lowest specific energy intensity has been conducted. A new integral indicator of energy 
efficiency of cutting operation is deefined as a ratio of constructional material specific energy intensity to the specific energy 
consumption in the cutting area. The methods of determining the energy efficiency figure with respect to the properties of the 
processed material, the behaviors of its deformation and fracture, type of formed chippings and technological purpose of 
processing are offered. The optimization of machining fabrication procedures with the new criterion in place permits the 18-
22%reduction of energy costs in the cutting area in comparison to the applied processing conditions. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: Machining fabrication procedures, cutting system, optimization of fabrication procedures, energy intensity, energy efficiency, optimal 
cutting conditions 

1. Introduction 

In comparison with other industries mechanical engineering is characterized by high materials consumption and 
energy intensity of products. The proportion of the energy component in the costs of engineering products that were 
manufactured previously in the Soviet Union, did not exceed 5-7 per cent, and in the last decades in Russia and some 
Eastern European countries the one has increased up to 20-25 per cent with the trend to further increase.The 
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significant part of the manufacturing stage of machine-building productions the machining fabrication procedures 
occupy - they have 60-70 percent of the total labor intensity of manufacturing of machine parts. Formation of one 
ton of chippings is accompanied by average consumption of 450-600 kW·h of electricity, and according to this 
indicator the products of Russian enterprises is 1.5-2.5 times more expensive than similar products of Largest 
Economies of Western Europe. In Germany, Sweden, France, at the stage of development and certification of 
fabrication procedures, along with the criterion of the lowest costs, already a lot of decades such criteria as specific 
energy intensity and metal removal per power unit are applied [5, 9]. Thus, increase of machining of fabrication 
procedures by optimization of the energy costs to implement them is relevant task for the machine-building complex 
of Russia and number of European countries. However, up to now the unified methodology that permits to carry out 
such optimization in terms of operating production is not built up. 

2. Purpose of Research 

To create scientific and methodological approach to defining such conditions of machining fabrication procedures 
under which the required quality degree of the produced surfaces, cutting tool durability and the performance will be 
ensured due to sufficient (minimum required) amount of power consumption. 

3. Results and Discussion 

We think that the complex task of increase of the energy efficiency of machining fabrication procedures shall be 
resolved on the basis of three trends:  

reduction of energy consumption in the cutting area by means of both determining and applying of economic 
conditions of execution of each manufacturing operation, manufacturing step and tool travel; 
reduction of power wastes in the mechanical part of a drive of metal-cutting machinery; 
reduction of power wastes in the electrics of a drive of metal-cutting machinery. 

The first trend is subject matter of this article, because in particular this work that is performed by the cutting tool 
in the cutting area, and determined by the rules of chip production, sets ultimately, the total amount of energy, 
consumed by the motor of the machine tool station from the mains [4]. 

The intensity of the cut work depends primarily on the type and physic-mechanical properties of process material. 
However, the constructional material is usually given by drawing of part, in consequence of which the one is 
uncontrollable factor as for cutting system. 

Except for type and properties of process material, the following factors have an effect on intensity of cutting 
work: the state of the surface layer of the blank, the thickness and width of the shear layer, the type and properties of 
tool material, geometrical parameters of active part of cutting tool, cutting conditions, characteristics of lubricating 
processing means and other conditions of execution and parameters of the cutting operation, which together form 
the group of controllable factors of cutting system. Effective values of controllable factors of any system, including 
cutting system, shall be determined on the basis of on optimization techniques [7, 8, 13]. 

Specific energy intensity of the cutting process (valid synonyms - "specific cutting work," "specific energy 
consumption of cutting", "density of the cutting work") numerically characterizes the quantity of energy, expended 
by the cutting tool to separate as chippings the unit volume of the sheared off layer of blank (preliminary ("rough") 
stages of processing), or to form area unit of new surface of part (final ("finishing") stages of processing) [13, 15]. 

Specific power consumption is, in fact, universal physical efficiency factor of the cutting operation. The less 
value of the specific energy intensity when maintaining the desired processing results (performance, tool life, 
processed surface quality) is, the more effective the values of controllable factors cutting systems are. The 
advantages of the specific energy intensity of the cutting operation include simplicity of its definition by means of 
both theoretical and experimental methods. 

We will give a number of disadvantages that we found at time of approbation of methods of fabrication 
procedures optimization in accordance with criterion of the least specific energy intensity. 
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Firstly, the specific energy intensity is dimensional indicator and the one does not permit to determine what part 
of the energy is spent directly on the deformation and (or) the destruction of unit volume of the sheared off layer, or 
formation of unit area of new surface, and some portion of energy is spent on the mechanical and physic-chemical 
processes that inevitably accompany the chip formation. 

Secondly, using the factor of the specific energy intensity, it is difficult to compare the level of energy, developed 
in the cutting area, with the marginal energy state of constructional material that is determined by rules of its 
deformation and damage. 

Thirdly, the manipulation with specific energy intensity, represented by the ratio of cutting work to the volume of 
the sheared layer, assumes isotropy of material per cross-section of chippings (the outer layer of the chippings is 
"equaled" in the properties with near-cutter one) [11]. So, in the most energy-consuming small-scale production 
when the blanks with considerable allowances and lapping (rolled metal, castings, forged forgings, welded 
constructions) are used, the specific energy intensity of individual operating stroke shall be determined by the 
following ratio [6]: 

0V
N

V
Ae ,                    (1) 

where A – is a cutting work; V – is a volume of the material, separated in the form of chippings; N – is a cutting 
power (work of cutting per unit time); V0 – is a productivity (volume of chippings, separated per unit time). 

The fourth, the specific energy intensity is proportional one to the cutting power, at that the power is assumed to 
be constant during the entire time of operating stroke that is true only for stationary cutting and it occurs rarely [10]. 

Taking into account presented comments as an integral characteristic of the effectiveness of machining, we 
propose the dimensionless factor K - "Energy Efficiency of the cutting operation" [4, 8] 

c
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where w – is a specific energy intensity of processed material; V – is a volume of processed material that was 
exposed; nc – is a number of cycles of cutting power changes N( ) during the tool travel; Ac – is a cutting work for 
time c of one cycle of power change. 

Applied in machine building the methods of blanks processing with metal-cutting tools it is possible to divide into 
4 groups, depending on the pattern of change of cutting power during the time of tool travel:  
pattern 1 - steady mode (power is constant); 
pattern 2 - power increases monotonically up to the maximum value and then the one decreases rapidly; 
pattern 3 - power increases intensively up to the maximum value and then the one decreases monotonically; 
pattern 4 - power changes according to parabolic law. 

Under duration of one cycle of change  of cutting power, we mean either full-time of tool travel during steady 
mode (pattern 1), or period of time during which there is complete single change of cutting power during non-steady 
behavior (patterns 2-4). On the basis of the proposed schemes of change of power, the expressions of the cutting 
power Ac that is carried out by machining tool during  time that made possible to calculate factor K and thereby 
quantify the energy efficiency of different methods of machining. 

Specific energy intensity of process able material w, we will interpret as a critical excess of  internal energy of 
unit volume of the material, i.e. as the difference between the limit [u] level and initial u0 one of volumetric density 
of the internal energy 

0uuw .                    (3) 

As basis of determination of the value of [u] for wide range of constructional materials, we put energy concept of 
destruction: the volume of the material is destroyed, if the accumulated in it energy has reached the limit value as a 
result of external influence. The body is considered as destroyed one if at least one of its local volumes of the 
internal energy density has increased up to critical value [u]. 
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Critical delta of internal energy can be determined from different points, such as with usage of indicators of 
thermo physical properties of the material [3, 14]: 

0spp0

s

0

  dTuuw ,             (4) 

where Cp - average specific heat capacity of the material;  - density; Ts - melting point; T0 - initial temperature. 
Calculation of the specific energy intensity of material w through thermo physical properties we recommend to use 
for grinding [12], as well as at time of final (finishing) edge cutting machining, accompanied by the formation of 
continuous chip and occurrence of area of plastic contact of chippings with cutter face (cutting of blanks of low-
carbon steel or nonferrous wrought alloy, the thickness of sheared layer is 0.1-0.5 mm, cutting velocity is 300 m/min 
or more). 

Interpretation and definition of value w during preliminary edge cutting machining we offer to carry out 
depending on the type of produced chippings, since the type of chippings is stipulated by the mechanism and 
intensity of deformation of the material of the sheared layer. When cutting materials with formation of shearing chip 
we assume w that will equal to maximum density of work of tangential stresses in the conventional shear area. So, 
during semi finishing work of carbon and alloy-treated steel the value w can be calculated as the work of tangential 
stresses in the conventional shear area, if we take the value of relative shear  = 2.5: 

7.11
 5.1w ,                (5) 

where 
7.11
 6.0  - is the resistance of the processed material against flow shear;  – uniform relative necking of 

material. 
The proposed figure of energy efficiency of the cutting operation  meets requirements, maintained as to the 

criteria of fabrication procedures optimization. Firstly, this figure represents the "Energy Efficiency" of the cutting 
operation and, consequently, the one has the physical meaning. Secondly, it is simply and unambiguously described 
in mathematical form. Third, the one can be reduced to the objective function of K  max pattern, the arguments of 
which are the controllable factors of cutting system. 

Thus, the optimization of machining fabrication procedures per K  max criterion permits to determine the 
energy-saving values, driven by factors of cutting operation. 

In terms of K figure it is possible to compare the effectiveness of alternative methods of surface treatment, design 
the optimal structure of fabrication procedure of manufacturing of part. With respect to the individual manufacturing 
step or operating stroke it is possible to assign the brand of tool material, the values of the geometric parameters of 
active part of cutting tool, cutting depth, feed velocity, cutting velocity, and other conditions, related to the highest 
value of K. 

Algorithm of optimization per criterion of the highest energy efficiency of the cutting operation was implemented 
by us in the form of software package in Delphi environment, when used in respect of lathe turning, drilling, milling 
of blanks made of carbon and alloy-treated steels, gray and ductile iron. 

4. Conclusion 

Fulfillment of K  max condition at the preliminary stages of processing corresponds to such values of the 
geometric parameters of active part of cutting tool and cutting parameters under which due to minimum required 
energy costs, it is possible to provide required performance and durability of machining tool. 

Fulfillment of K  max condition at the finishing stages of processing corresponds to such values of the 
geometric parameters of active part of cutting tool and cutting parameters under which due to minimum required 
energy costs, it is possible to provide required quality rating of machined surface of part. 

Power consumption reducing in the cutting area at time of switch to the optimal cutting conditions runs to 18-
22% in comparison with used at present time technological conditions of specified processing techniques. 
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Abstract 

An important and intractable problem of domestic engineering industry is the low productivity of operations performed on CNC 
machines. The reason for this is the absence of standards and methodologies for the design of optimal cycles for CNC machines. 
As a result, in practice, one has to manually choose processing modes which presents no solution to the problem of low 
productivity, as this method generates losses, particularly in relation to automated production intra grinding processing on CNC
machines in series production. 
To solve this problem the research, primarily, proposes a methodology for the design of optimal multivariable stepwise cycles 
internal grinding processing, allowing to calculate as follows: optimal values of the radial flow at all stages of the cycle; the
optimum value of the axial feed at all stages of the cycle; optimal allocation deduct allowance on the steps of the cycle for radial 
and axial feeds, which provide the minimum cycle time, given the technological constraints of the objective function. 
As a mathematical method of optimization of grinding cycles, applied dynamic programming method (DPM) is used. The 
application of the DPM is permissible due to the fact that this method does not require constructing an a priori bounds of the 
permissible restrictions and is not sensitive to the properties of management models and constraints. The optimality criterion is
adopted, the minimum cycle time of grinding. The optimality criterion is adopted being the minimum cycle time of grinding. The 
use of DPM allows taking into account any number of technological limitations of the objective function (limitations on the 
accuracy and other quality indicators; performance properties of a circle; design parameters of the machine). 
The designed internal grinding cycles of processing are multi-dimensional and reflect the dependence interdependence speed 
axial flow, radial flow and amount of removed stock. The method of optimization cycles allows expanding the number of 
optimized parameters and performing multivariable optimization in multidimensional space, which makes it use CAD to create 
engineering standards for cutting data for internal grinding operations that meet the requirements of modern production. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction 

One of the leading trends of modern machinery is equipment with the latest CNC machines, enabling processing 
at higher speeds by set cycles [1-3]. Design cycles on modern machines continue to be made on the basis of data 
taken from reference literature 60, 70, 80-ies. This literature was developed for universal machines based on static 
data from that period and was intended mainly for the valuation of transactions. The use of software and technical 
support of modern equipment «outdated» data on the cutting conditions and the structure of the cycle leads to its 
inefficient use. The practice of using in the production of modern CNC machines shows that their performance is 
used only by 40-60% and often the performance is lower than on universal machine tools especially for small 
batches of parts. In an effort to increase the productivity of modern machine tools, enterprises are forced to carry out 
the selection of cutting parameters by processing of several test pieces with gradual increase of intensity of 
processing. This method is not cost-effective for the most common at the moment, the type of production – serial. 
All of the above fully applies to the operations of grinding internal cylindrical surfaces on modern CNC machines. 

The currently known computational techniques design cycles [4-10] have one common drawback – they do not 
use mathematical optimization techniques. The result using these methods, cycles is rational, if not optimal, which in 
turn leads again to an inefficient use of productive resources: equipment, tools, etc. It should also be noted that in the 
above-mentioned methods is missing one of the most important models of the performance limitations of the model 
the accuracy of the treatment, i.e. the methodology of design cycles do not guarantee the accuracy of machined 
surfaces. Thus, poor performance of internal grinding operations due to the lack of standards and techniques for 
design of control programs for CNC machine tools is a pressing concern within the engineering industry. 

Nomenclature 

VSoc axis feed rate, mm/min 
S  radial flow, mm/dv.course 

 allowance, mm 
n the number of radial flow 
m the number of the discrete unit allowance 
b the number of speed axial flow 
z number of stages of the cycle 

2.  Methods of optimizing internal grinding cycles 

In the 90-ies in the Chelyabinsk school grinding under the guidance of S. N. Korchak developed theory and 
methods of calculation of optimal cycles machining on cylindrical grinding machines [11-13]. In this work, we first 
applied a mathematical optimization method – the method of dynamic programming (MDP) [14], which found their 
application in works of many scientists [15, 16]. The application of the MDP due to the fact that this method does 
not require constructing an a priori bounds of the permissible restrictions and is not sensitive to the properties 
(differentiability and continuity) management models and constraints. The optimality criterion is adopted, the 
minimum cycle time of grinding, as it is a variable part of the costs, depending on the processing modes. The 
determination of the minimum cycle time in the process of optimization of the grinding cycle is performed with the 
mandatory accounting major technological constraints: quality and precision, operational characteristics, circle, 
design parameters of the machine, etc. Projected processing cycles for the operations round mortise grinding are 
two-dimensional and reflect the dependence of the radial velocity measurement of flow removed from the value of 
the allowance.  

By its structure and the complexity of the control loops internal grinding processing are more complex compared 
to the above-mentioned outer infeed grinding as it takes control not only radial flow, but the axial velocity. 
Additionally, require management and other processing parameters that have a significant impact on the process 
itself: the diameter and height of the circle, the speed of rotation of the work piece, the characteristic of a circle, 
radius grinding mandrel, overrun, and many others. As a consequence, application of the technique of optimization 
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cycles of the external plunge grinding process cannot directly be used to design internal grinding cycles. Therefore, 
it is necessary to develop a new methodology for the design of optimal cycle’s internal grinding treatment that 
balances all of the above control parameters. The underlying basis of the new methodology is the development of the 
dynamic programming method for the multidimensional space of control parameters. 

Optimization of operating conditions is made in mesh radial flow (Srad, mm/dv.course) – axis feed rate (VSoc
mm/min) – allowance ( , mm). A graphical representation of the relationship of the listed operating parameters 
shown in Fig. 1. To facilitate understanding of the methodology for the design of optimal cycles internal grinding 
processing, the number of the units operating parameters reduced to the lowest possible value. MDP requires 
discretization of the governing parameters, as it relates to the methods of discrete optimization. We shall divide the 
scale of the radial flow on the N-1 pixels, where N is the number of radial feed of the machine) in the range from 
minimum to maximum radial feed. The scale of allowance will be divided into M-1 (M is the maximum number of 
discrete allowance at which the magnitude of the remaining portion of the allowance is equal to zero) in the range 
from the maximum value of the allowance to zero. The third coordinate axis (axis feed rate) divide B-1 discret (B – 
number of speeds axial feeds on the passport of the machine) in the range from minimum to maximum speed axial 
flow of the circle. For the purpose of fulfilling the constraints of the objective function by the number of valid steps 
of the cycle the state of the process introduces an additional z coordinate – number of stages of the cycle. That is, the 
process state will be characterized on the grid coordinates [m, n, b, z], which will henceforth be called the state 
coordinates of the grinding process. At each intersection of the grid placed «information cell» containing the 
following data: the optimal (minimal) time to reach the state, the current size of the surface finish, cutting forces, etc. 
The determination of the minimum time attaining the state is determined by means of brute-force options switch 
(changes) of filing within a projected cycle of competitive moves (Fig. 1). The number of competitive moves 
depends on the following factors: the rate of axial flow and radial flow are switched simultaneously or not 
simultaneously in the z-th level; the number of suitable feeds the discrete unit with its allowance, etc. 

Fig. 1. Grid to optimize cycle internal grinding processing using dynamic programming when taking into account restrictions on the number 
of switching’s innings 
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According to the principle of optimality of the competing moves, you must choose the best course with the best 
time to reach state. The choice of the optimal move is carried out by means of modeling of removal rate of the m-th 
discrete unit allowance for each contention turn. In modeling the process of metal removal calculated values actually 
recorded in the allowance, the current values of the radii of the processed holes, the cutting force, time of removal of 
the discrete unit of allowance, the time to reach the States, etc. More detailed modeling of metal removal for internal 
grinding can be found in [17-20]. 

Competing the course involved in choosing the best move, if made in the state [m, n, b, z] are all constraints on 
the target function. Constraints are divided into two groups. The first group includes the constraints in the end of the 
cycle (precision, respirologist, the roughness of the processed surface). The second group of limitations during the 
entire grinding cycle (on the flow properties of the circle, drive power, admissibility feed rate, etc.). 

The amount actually filmed allowance is in direct proportion to the radial feed control limit which is determined 
by the allowable range of the machine. As a result, we can assume that the most rapid decrease in the value of the 
actually-recorded allowance possible with the minimum permissible value of radial flow and speed of the axial flow. 
Then check how the restrictions in the final state of the process is to answer the question (principle validation of 
stroke) – possible after removing the m-th part of an allowance of time to reduce the amount actually recorded an 
allowance of time for removal of the remaining portion of the allowance with minimal radial and axial feed up to the 
value at which executed the limitations of the first group? If the answer to this question is negative, then the removal 
of the remaining portion of the allowance under any other large values of the radial and axial feeds from the 
acceptable range of flows to meet these constraints it is even more impossible. As a result, validation of progress on 
the limitations of the first group (accuracy, cauterization and roughness) is reduced to the following typical 
procedure. After modeling metal removal-coordinates [m, n, b] (make a move) made a similar simulation of the 
removal of the remaining portion of the allowance, if admissible under the machine feeds – coordinates [mmax, nmin,
bmin]. Thus, of all the competing moves are selected, only the valid moves. And from a set of valid moves selected 
optimum speed, with the optimal (minimal) time to reach the state and allowed by all constraints. Then, in the 
«information cell» contains the radial and axial feeds, number of steps, produced where the optimal move. 
Memorized the level value, where the produced optimal speed, is fixed for each state [m, n, b, z] and is stored in the 
variable n*, b*, and z* (Fig. 1). The exceptions are the intersection coordinates [m, n, b, z], which do not have any 
valid moves. 

The optimization process begins with the implementation of the totality of moves straight to the first discrete 
mating. Then made the transition from the previous discrete allowance (m-1) for n-th radial feed of the circle at the 
m-th one of the discrete mating. Each competing progress checks for valid according to the specified constraints. 
When reaching [m, n, b, z] condition of the grinding process with one or more valid competing moves by the 
selection of the best move, providing the minimal time to reach the state. In the «information cell» is written to the 
coordinates of the previous state of the process from which the transition is optimal. After reviewing recent discrete 
allowance m=M of the optimal number of moves which are located in different rooms of radial feeds, selects one 
move that has the minimum time to reach the end state (minimum cycle time).  

For fixation of optimal trajectory control of a grinding cycle, you must perform the reverse procedure, which 
starts from the process of having the minimum time to reach the end state. Recovery trajectory control cycle occurs 
on the coordinates of the previous process state n*, b* and z*, going from a finite discrete unit allowance to primary, 
while remembering the value of feeds and allowances. In Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of the example 
procedure reverse that form the trajectory of the optimal control program. After the compulsory procedure-reverse 
cycle is formed internal grinding processing, is presented in Fig. 2 in the coordinates of the «Radial flow (S ,
mm/dv.course) – axis feed rate (VSoc, mm/min) – allowance ( M, mm)» a spatial trajectory of the control program 
and its projections. In Fig. 2 you can also see the spatial path control program, change the values actually recorded in 
the allowance, spatial representation changes the values actually recorded in the allowance, the projection of the 
trajectory cycle in planes Srad and  – A1B1C1D1E1, Srad and VSoc – A2B2C2D2E2, VSoc and  – A3B3C3D3E3.
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Fig. 2 – Example of a three-cycle internal grinding processing in two-dimensional (a) and three-dimensional (b) the space of control parameters 

3. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a method of calculating the optimum internal grinding cycles of processing: 

allows with mathematical precision to design the optimal internal grinding cycles using dynamic programming 
method; 
not sensitive to the form of mathematical models (linearity, differentiability) of the process and constraints of the 
target function; 
allows to take into account any number of technological constraints on the target function; 
provides multi-parameter optimization of the control program for CNC machines on the internal grinding 
operations. The results of the optimization are: optimal values of the radial flow Srad at all stages of the cycle; 
the optimum value of the axial feed Vsoc at all stages of the cycle; optimal allocation deduct allowance on the 
steps of the cycle for radial flow Srad and axial flow Vsoc, which provide the minimum cycle time (or other 
objective function). 
allows you to expand the number of optimized parameters and perform multivariable optimization in 
multidimensional space. 
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Abstract 

Model of the process of the dynamic contact interaction of a single abrasive grain with processed material was generated on the 
basis of the microgrinding process physical parameters analysis. Model is implemented on the basis for the finite elements 
method, using LS-DYNA software. Following is considered to be condition of destruction - achieving limit deformation of the 
element with further removing the element. 
Suggested model is universal in relation to materials under examination, which contact is simulated. If we know strength 
parameters of the specific processed material and a single grain, we can calculate stresses and deformations in the sample and 
cutting forces components on a single grain. 
Performed calculations resulted in obtaining new data on spreading stress and pressure fields in a sample, as well as cutting 
forces components values on a single grain. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: modeling, dynamic interaction, microgrinding, strain, stress, components of cutting forces 

1. Introduction 

Mechanical micromachining – microgrinding [1-3] – is one of the main production processes of producing micro-
electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) mechanical parts [1-3]. It should assure accuracy of the dimensions, 
geometrical accuracy of components arrangement [4-5], as well, as machined surface quality under maximum 
effectiveness of the machining process [6, 7]. 
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Analysis of the up-to-date research in the field of the high-speed processes modeling, including microgrinding, 
demonstrates that practically all research is aimed on performing experimental studies, receiving data, and empirical 
relationships developing [8-17]. 

It is obvious that this approach will lead to necessity of performing models coefficients clarification experiments 
for every material, component configuration, tool parameters, cutting mode, etc. 

Modeling of high-speed processes in the form of physical models is a quite time consuming task. We need not 
only a process physical model, but also a whole complex of measuring equipment, as well, as manufacturing of 
processed material work pieces and abrasion striking grains. 

 
Nomenclature 

t cutting depth 
Vd   detail speed 
Vw wheel speed 
 density 

v speed 
 acceleration 
  Cauchy stress tensor 

g acceleration of gravity 
u  internal energy change speed 
D speed deformation tensor 
r volumetric heat source intensity 
q heat flow 

 Hamilton operator 
«·» scalar multiplication 
«:» double scalar multiplication 

2.  Problem description 

Evolution of hardware and software complexes allows passing from physical modeling to modeling in CAE-
systems on effective IT complexes. It allows deceasing physical modeling system design, manufacturing and 
installation operations scope, as well, as allows generating multiparameters models with wide range of parameters 
changing. 

Previously received data or few proving experiments are enough for verification of this model validity. 
Microgrinding process is a high-speed process with interacting speeds of up to 50-80 m/s and deformation speeds 

of 10-6…10-7 s [18, 19] This process is considered as process of multiple micro-cutting by microgrinding wheel 
grains, where each grain is a micro-cutter, performing cutting process [20]. 

Due to indicted advantages of processes modeling in CAE-systems, it makes sense to overview process of contact 
interaction of the abrasive microgrinding wheel with a processed detail.  

Process design scheme is presented on Fig. 1. 
In order to implement provided design scheme it is necessary to perform preliminary analysis of the process 

modeling possibility. Beside this it is necessary to have a physical model of contact interacting for comparing with 
design data. 

Physically, when abrasive grain cuts into the sample, later deforms, forming a groove. Chip also forms during this 
process. Fig. 2 presents a picture after cutting the sample with a single grain at speed of 35 m/s and intrusion depth 
of 5 mkm. 

Physically, when abrasive grain cuts into the sample, later deforms, forming a groove. Chip also forms during this 
process. Fig. 2 presents a picture after cutting the sample with a single grain at speed of 35 m/s and intrusion depth 
of 5 mkm. 
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Preliminary analysis of the microgrinding wheel and detail contact modeling possibility revealed following 
difficulties and task specialties: 

quite big quantity of interacting elements;  
big difference between dimensions of interacting bodies and these bodies overlapping during contact; 
bodies contact at a tangent to the detail; 
high level of symmetry. 

 
Fig. 1. Design scheme of microgrinding wheel and detail contact 

 

Fig. 2. Sample picture after single cut with an abrasive grain abrasive grain 
 
Due to this following simplifications and assumptions are used on the first modeling stage: 

single grain interacting with a detail was considered instead of the microgrinding wheel; 
reduced sector of the detail was considered instead of the whole detail; 
detail does not move (used reflection plane on the plane, opposite to contact plane); 
abrasive grain moves straight against the detail with determined ingression value; 
abrasive grain - absolutely rigid body with constant speed. 

We also need to take into account, that materials strength parameters depend on contacting bodies interaction 
speed, contact area temperature and deformation speed [18], so material model is functionally dependant. 

Task is as follows: 
Single grain with speed of 50 m/s tangentially cuts into the fixed sample and deforms it, forming a notch or 

groove (Fig. 2). Cutting depth is 5 mkm (corresponds to abrasive microgrinding). Grain material – zirconium 
electrocorundum, detail material – steel 45. 

Modeling is aimed on determining process energy parameters and sample volume changing, as well, as numerical 
expression of power and contact interaction of the abrasive grain and detail, namely, cutting force on the grain and 
deformation in a detail. 

First stage – generating geometry of interacting elements. We can use any CAD-system, able to store information 
in transition data formats, suitable for CAE-system. 

Than received geometry is passed to CAE-system, where all initial task parameters are set, finite elements grid is 
formed, etc. ANSYS software preprocessor is used as a CAE-system. 

Mathematically this task is based on following methods and input parameters: 
Lagrange approach is used for describing solid deformed media moving. 
It includes: 

a) mass conservation equation: 
div 0v ,                (1) 

b) movement quantity conservation equation: 
x g div ,                                        (2) 

c) energy conservation equation: 
u : D r q ,                                          (3) 
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Input task parameters are described later: 
1. Geometry 
Reduced sector is used as a sample; reduced hollow cone is used as a grain. Using hollow cone decreases grain 

model scope, leading to decreasing finite elements grid nodes and elements quantity, leading to decreasing task 
resource intensity and calculating period. 

2. Separating to finite elements. 
Two types of finite elements are used: for sample these are 8 nods volumetric cube type elements, for grain – 10 

nodes volumetric tetrahedron elements. 
Materials models: for sample – Plastic_Kinematic with kinematic strengthening, material – steel 45; for grain – 

Rigit material model with strength parameters, typical for zirconium electrocorundum. 
3. Border conditions. 
Sample has reflection plane on the surface, opposite to contact; this allows minimizing model scope and assures 

results reliability. Target sample has symmetry plane in the direction of striker moving. Implementing this plane 
allowed decreasing sample design scope twice. 

Grain has only one degree of freedom – ability of moving along determined moving direction. 
4. Moving 
Sample is stable, grain moves with constant speed. 
5. Contact 
Eroding (ESS) type contact is used. This is a contact with destructing of one of the contacting bodies, with 

determining friction coefficient for steel-electrocorundum, also taking into account sample symmetry plane. 
Following is considered to be condition of destruction – achieving limit deformation of the element with further 

removing the element. 

3. Numerical implementation of the solution 

Fig. 3 presents grid of finite elements, over imposed on geometry, generated in CAD system. For this model finite 
elements grid includes about 40000 elements and 48000 nods, accordingly. 

After inputting all initial parameters of the task ANSYS software complex preprocessor forms initial file for 
calculating in software complex LS-DYNA. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Finite elements grid over model axial section. 

 
Deformations and moving all over sample volume, as well, as spreading stresses and elastic waves are determined 

based on calculation results. Power parameters of the process are also determined. Calculation results are presented 
on Fig. 4, 5, and 6. 

As we can see from Figure 5, deformation center in a sample is identical to deformed physical sample, presented on 
Fig. 2, proving validity of presented model, as well, as correctness of chosen models of material and destruction criteria. 

After performing primary calculations and analyzing results for deformed sample, we have performed 
calculations for determining components of forces, acting on a single grain under contact interaction with processed 
material. In order to do this model geometry was added with a resistant element, single grain was added with a 
freedom degree in radial direction against the single grain moving axis. Resistant element moves synchronously with 
a grain and is connected with it through the axial element. Generated process model allowed obtaining (based on 
calculation results) data on cutting forces components, acting on the grain from the processed material, i.e. work 
piece. Results of the cutting forces components calculations are presented on Fig. 7. 
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As we can see from Figure 7, compression forces (X and Y components are negative) act on a grain. Beside this 
due to calculation was performed for half of a grain and detail, obtained values of cutting forces components should 
be doubled. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Spreading stresses in a sample over axial section. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Deformation in sample. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Spreading stresses in a sample over axial section. 

 

        
Fig. 7. Cutting forces components on a single grain (a) X-component; (b) Y-component. 

a b
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4. Conclusion 

Performed work resulted in creating model of the process of the dynamic contact interaction of a single abrasive 
grain with processed material. We obtained data on spreading deformations in a work piece. They are identical to 
deformations in a physical sample, presented on Fig. 2. Obtained new data on spreading stress and pressure fields in 
a sample, as well as cutting forces components on a single grain. 

 Now we perform verifying model validity and possibility to use calculations results in further activity. Beside 
this we review changing material destruction criteria for deformed body material, and possibility to change stress 
design schemes. 

It should be noted that obtained model, operating on the finite elements method, is universal to materials, whose 
contact is modeled. So, if we know strength parameters of the processed material and a single grain, we can easily 
calculate stresses and deformations in the sample and cutting forces components on a single grain. 

In the situation of quick development and upgrading of different materials manufacturing and processing 
methods, implementing such models significantly decreases timeframes of materials strength parameters studies and, 
accordingly, their implementation and using at production plants. 
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Abstract 

This work presents a finite element method (FEM) based micro-end milling cutting force modeling of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy 
microchannels. Ti-6Al-4V is one of the widely acceptable titanium based alloys for medical as well as aerospace applications due 
to its advantageous properties like; corrosion resistance, larger strength to weight ratio, non-toxic nature and bio-compatibility. 
Johnson-Cook constitutive equation is used for the FEM model with due consideration of effects of strain, strain rate and 
temperature on the material property and failure parameters considered as the chip separation criterion. Simulation of stress 
distribution, temperature distribution and cutting forces prediction during micro-end milling of Ti-6Al-4V alloy is performed by 
ABAQUS/Explicit 6.12 software with incorporation of tool edge radius effect, which is more common in downscaling of the 
process. Predicted cutting forces model results are validated by conducting micro-end milling experiments. The trend of the 
predicted cutting forces results shows in good agreement with experimental results. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: Micro-end milling, titanium alloy, microchannel, finite element method, von-Mises stress, size effect  

1. Introduction 

The need for production of micro components is increasing with increasing demand for enhancement of product 
performance and reduction of weight and cost in many industries such as medical instrumentation, aerospace, 
automobile, electronics, etc [1]. In general, micro components can be produced by various methods such as 
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lithography, laser machining, ion beam machining, electro-discharge machining, electro-chemical machining and 
mechanical micromachining [1,2]. Among these mechanical micromachining methods such as; micro-end milling 
shows a great promise in the manufacturing of these micro components with 3D features, higher aspect ratio, 
tolerable surface quality and applicability to wide range of engineering materials such as metals, metal alloys, non-
metals, composites, ceramics, etc [3,4]. Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V is one of such ideal materials that provides the 
excellent properties like; high specific strength, corrosion resistance, fracture resistance, non-toxicity and bio-
compatibility; which makes it suitable for micro-feature based applications in aerospace, chemical, medical and 
many more [5,6]. However, Ti-6Al-4V alloy also possesses difficulty in machining due to its high temperature 
strength, relatively low modulus of elasticity, low thermal conductivity and high chemical reactivity which promotes 
reactivity of titanium with tool and leads to accelerated tool wear and uneven micro-burr formation [7,8]. 

Moreover, downscaling of conventional milling to micro-milling brings several problems related to size effects, 
micro-burr formation, tool wear and sudden tool breakage, etc [6,8]. Since micro-milling tool stiffness is low due to 
high aspect ratio (length/diameter), increase of forces in the micro cutting process will cause tool deflection or cause 
imperfection on the final product and even cause tool breakage if not minimized [9]. Therefore, an accurate 
prediction of cutting forces in micro-milling is essential. In micro-milling, uncut chip thickness is comparable to the 
tool edge radius known as size effect. This size effect associated with ploughing and elastic recovery causes 
nonlinear increase of specific cutting forces at low feed rates [10,11]. 

Therefore, micro-milling of Ti–6Al–4V alloy is a two-fold challenge: one due to unfavourable material properties 
for machining and another due to downscaling of the process. FEM based techniques are good compliments with the 
advancement of recent computational speed to experimental intensive, mechanistic approaches and offer a 
reasonable insight to the machining process for selection of cutting parameters to avoid  premature wear and 
breakage of the tool [10-12]. There are several examples of 2D and 3D finite element method simulation of macro-
milling process of Ti–6Al–4V alloy to study cutting forces, chip formation, cutting temperature and cutting tool 
wear under different process parameters [13-15]. However, there are limited applications of finite element based 
modeling and simulation of micro-milling of Ti–6Al–4V alloy, so far. Özel et al. [6] utilized FE simulation to 
predict temperature and wear development in micro-milling of Ti-6Al-4V alloy.  

In the present study, a FEM model is proposed for prediction of cutting forces, stress generation and temperature 
distribution in micro-end milling of Ti-6Al-4V. Micro-end milling experiments have been performed for 
manufacturing of microchannels on Ti-6Al-4V workpiece using 400 μm diameter two fluted uncoated tungsten 
carbide micro flat-end mills. Experimental results are verified with proposed model predicted results in order to 
assess the validity of the FEM model. 

2. Micro-end milling cutting force modeling an FEM approach 

A plane strain based orthogonal cutting force model with tool edge radius effect has been performed for micro-
end milling process as shown in Fig. 1 using ABAQUS/Explicit 6.12 software. Fig. 2 shows the schematic 
representation of cutting process by a micro-end mill cutter. 

                        
Fig. 1 FEM model of orthogonal cutting                       Fig. 2 Micro-end milling with two fluted cutter 
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The cutting tool used for the modeling purpose is consider as an isothermal rigid body and represented by the 
reference point (RP) to acquire the data value [12]. The size of the generated mesh is comparable with tool edge 
radius in order to maintain the simulation precision. The tool is restricted in all directions and workpiece travels 
towards the tool with uniform velocity v in Y-direction. The uncut chip thickness (h) in micro-end milling process 
varies with cutter rotation angle and calculated by Eq. 1. 

sinth f ,     (1) 

where,  is related to positioning angle of the tool and ft is feed per tooth. Cutter rotation, feed direction and cutting 
force directions were also shown in Fig. 2. 

3. Material properties and damage criterion for chip formation 

Generally two types of approach are used to simulate the chip formation in Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy: (a) material 
damage criterion or (b) modified material model with temperature dependent material softening approach [16].  
However, literature also suggests about higher temperature generation during machining of titanium alloy due to low 
thermal conductivity of the material and effect of flow softening and strain hardening effect reduces as temperature 
increases [17]. As high strain and high temperature occur during machining of titanium alloy [15], flow stress will 
not be affected much by the flow softening phenomenon. Therefore, the more popular traditional Johnson-Cook 
material constitutive model [18] with material damage criterion [19] has been used for the proposed model. The 
Johnson-Cook model is described by the expression of average flow stress given by Eq. 2. 

0

0 0

1 ln 1n
JC

m

T TA B C ,
T T

    (2) 

where  is the equivalent plastic strain, and  are the equivalent and reference plastic strain rates, T, Tm and T0 are the 
material’s cutting zone, melting and room temperature, respectively, n is the strain hardening index, and m is the thermal 
softening index. Johnson-Cook Parameters A, B and C represent the yield strength, strain and strain rate sensitivities of the 
material. The material properties Table 1 from Wu and Zang test results were used for the FEM modeling [15]. 

     Table 1. Mechanical properties and Johnson-Cook parameter of Ti-6Al-4V alloy [15]. 

Details Parameters 

Mechanical properties Density [Kg/m3] Elastic modulus [MPa] Poisson’s ratio Tm[0C] T0[0C] 

Value 4430 123 0.34 1570 20 
Johnson Cook model A [MPa] B [MPa] n C m 

Value 1000 780 0.47 0.033 1.02 

Johnson-Cook failure model [19] was used as a damage initiation criterion. This model takes into account the 
influence of stain, strain rate, and temperature on material failure shown in Eq.3. The five failure parameters of the 
Johnson-Cook model are shown in Table 2 [15]. 
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     Table 2. Johnson-Cook failure parameter of Ti-6Al-4V alloy [15] 

Details Parameters 

Fracture parameters d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 

Value -0.09 0.25 -0.5 0.014 3.87 

 
The main cause of the heat generation and its thermal aspect in contact problem is friction. The coefficient of 

frictionμ has been taken as 0.5 for contact problem simulation purpose [15]. 
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4. Micro-end milling simulation of Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy 

FEM simulations of the micro-end milling process for Ti-6Al-4V alloy were performed under different cutting 
conditions (spindle speed of 15000 rpm to 35000 rpm; feed rate of 1-5 μm/tooth; and constant axial depth of cut of 
30 μm). Tool edge radius of 2 μm is used for the modeling purpose. Workpiece material is assumed to be 
viscoplastic material, as this assumption is more practical and reduces the computational time significantly with very 
small deviation in the results of cutting forces, tool wear and temperature [20]. von-Mises stress calculates the yield 
criterion and fracture strength of the material and once its value exceeds the average flow stress value, yielding takes 
place. However, experimental measurement of these simulation variables like; stress, strain, temperature are very 
difficult and numerical simulation or analytical simulation is more preferred as alternatives of direct measurement. 
Therefore, von-Mises stress distribution and temperature distribution is simulated for the micro-end milling of 
titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V.One of simulation results at uncut chip thickness 1 μm and cutting depth of 30 μm at 
cutting speed of 31.415 m/min (corresponding to 25000 rpm spindle speed) is shown in Fig. 3. The stress 
distribution also shows that lower value of von-Mises stress occurs on the machined surface and it is increasing 
towards the cutting edge of the tool. This is due to the higher force required at the cutting edge of the tool in the 
shear zone for chip formation [21]. The maximum stress occurred in the primary shear band and the value was 2467 
MPa. However, the increase of stress value may be due to the size effect of the micro-milling process. The 
maximum value of temperature is 845.3 0Cwhich is quite high. This value is in the range of the temperature of 
macro-milling of Ti-6Al-4V alloy [15] and results of this higher temperature leads to accelerated tool wear in micro-
milling process [6]. 

            

Fig. 3. Predicted (a) von-Mises stress distribution and (b) Temperature distribution at cutting speed of 31.415 m/min  
 feed rate of 1μm/tooth with depth of cut of 30 μm 

5. Model validation through experimental results 

The experimental setup for validation of FEM model results is shown in Fig. 4 (a). SEM image of the used tool 
and microscopic image of fabricated microchannels at spindle speed of 25000 rpm, feed rate of 1 μm/tooth with 
depth of cut of 30 μmare shown in Fig. 4 (b) and (c) respectively. 

     
Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup; (b) SEM image of micro-end mill after manufacturing of microchannels; 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(a) (b) 
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 (c) Microscopic images of microchannels at spindle speed of 25000 rpm, feed rate of 1 μm/tooth with depth of cut of 30 μm 

Experiments are performed on a multi-purpose micro machining center (Model No. DT-110, Mikrotools Ltd.) 
having a maximum spindle speed of 60000 rpm and run out of less than 1 μm. Two-flute tungsten carbide micro-end 
mill with 400 μm tool diameters and 2 μm of tool edge radius is used to produce microchannels on Ti-6Al-4V 
workpiece having dimension of 75 mm x 45 mm x 3 mm. Table 3 shows the values of different cutting parameters 
(cutting speed, feed and axial depth of cut) used for microchannel fabrication. Cutting forces are acquired by piezo 
electric type force dynamometer (Kistler Type 9256C2) with sampling rate of 6000 Hz. The dynamometer having 
high natural frequency of over 5 kHz in all the three force directions makes it more reliable for measuring low 
cutting forces. However, tool wear and micro burr formation are not analyzed in the present work. 

     Table 3. Cutting condition used for fabrication of microchannels on titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V 

Details
Cutting parameters for dry cutting 

Spindle speed [rpm] Feed value [µm/tooth] Axial depth of cut [µm] 

Value 15000, 25000, 35000 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 30 

6. Experimental validations of predicted results 

To analyze the utility of proposed model, experimental cutting forces are used for validation. The experimental 
and FEM simulated cutting forces at spindle speed of 25000 rpm, feed rate of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 μm/tooth and depth of 
cut of 30 μm are compared in Fig. 5 (a), (b), (c) and 6 (a), (b), (c). 

 
 Fig. 5. Comparison of cutting force Fx (a) 0.5 μm/tooth (b) 1.0 μm/tooth (c) 1.5 μm/tooth 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of cutting force Fy (a) 0.5 μm/tooth (b) 1.0 μm/tooth (c) 1.5 μm/tooth  

The simulated cutting forces Fx and Fy show good agreement with experimental results. However, small 
discrepancy of simulated and experimental forces is observed as tool dynamics, tool wear affects during the milling 
process are not considered in the model, which always predicts same force in each pass of the cutting edge. 
However, in actual experimental scenario tool dynamics and tool wear of the material will cause variations of 
cutting forces in different passes of the cutting edge. From Fig.5 and Fig. 6 it can also be observed that experimental 
cutting forces increase with increase in number of cutter rotation. This may be because of the accelerated tool wear 
and edge rounding due to high cutting temperature created in the micro-end milling of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. 
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7. Conclusions 

The present paper described the cutting force modeling in micro-end milling of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V using 
ABAQUS/Explicit finite element method. The proposed FEM model simulated stress distribution, temperature 
distribution and cutting force generation considering the effects of tool edge radius, uncut chip thickness, cutting 
speed and feed rate. Maximum Von-Mises stress and cutting temperature were found to be more than those of 
macro-milling of Ti-6Al-4V alloy. These can be related to the effect of tool edge radius and low feed values applied 
in micro-end milling. The finite element simulation of specific cutting forces showed the size effects in micro-end 
milling process. The simulated cutting forces were successfully validated with experimental results. 
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During last years the humanity witnesses the dramatic boost of automobiles. Thus, due to the analytic centre 
“Alfastrakhovanie”, the number of registered cars has grown twice for the last 10 years. Motor park increase leads to 
augmentation of influence on the environment. Main ecological problems of car utilization are: high toxicity of 
exhaust gases, heat and noise pollution, natural energy resources depletion. It is extremely important to introduce 
new technologies in auto industry to decrease the harmful influence of exhaust gases on the atmosphere in the 
future. 

It is a well-known fact that up to 45% of heat energy, generated by an engine is extracted into the atmosphere 
with exhaust gases. There are groundbreaking reserves of amplification of engine performance in case of energy 
utilization by systems based on the Stirling engines, steam engines, gas turbines, thermoelectric generators, air 
expansion machines, etc. 

The operation of waste treatment plants and oxidation catalyst demand stable and high temperature of air inflow, 
regardless engine operating condition [1,2]. However the temperature of exhaust gases of conventional engines changes 
in wide range depending on engine operating condition. So, on the basis of the research it is proven that the temperature 
of exhaust gases of KamAZ-740 engine on different engine operating conditions varies from 80 to 650 C [3]. 

It is possible to lower the oscillatory amplitude of the exhaust gases temperature by means of installation in car 
exhaust system device, containing heat-storage material of transition curve.  

The device can be named as damper of temperature variations of exhaust gases. 
 

 

Fig.1. Damper of temperature variations of exhaust gases. 

Dampers of temperature variations of exhaust gases of shell and tube type with transition curve are the most 
acceptable for the target implementation. The construction of damper of temperature variations of exhaust gases 
consists of frame with built in metal tubes, conducting exhaust gases of internal combustion engine. The space 
between the tubes is heat-storage material of phase transition.  

In case the temperature of exhaust gases, flowing through the vibration damper is higher than the heat-retaining 
material’s then the emission of heat takes place, consequently the temperature falls down.  If exhaust gas is cooler than 
the heat-storage material, it gives some warmth to gas, boosting their temperature. Thus, damping vibrations of exhaust 
gases temperature takes place, flowing through the device. 

The main structural component of damper of temperature variations – is heat storage material. Thus, the 
paramount priority is to choose the most suitable one. 

It is worthwhile to choose substances for heat storage material, which are not degradable in smelting and not 
dissolvable in spill water. They are crystallizing as separate crystals, featuring comfortable melting temperature from 
the exploitation point of view, high definitions of latent heat of transition curve, heat conduction coefficiency and 
specific heater in solid and liquid phases, low price, sufficient level of safety during operation, etc. Optional limitations 
connected with the damper construction are possible [4]. 

New materials are offered by now, providing approximately any level of melting temperature within the range of 
exhaust gases temperatures. Salinas and bases – are the most numerable and investigated substances for heat storage. 
They are used for heat accumulation for both exhaust gases and chemical reactor of oxidation catalyst.  Moreover in the 
original form, binary and trinary systems of salinas and bases, the melting temperature can be more suitable. Finally, 
the price of such composed substance is much lower than the pure one, as it consists of the composition of expensive 
and cheap substances [5]. 
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For heat energy accumulation the following bases are appropriate:  lithium, sodium, potassium hydroxide, 
different binary systems composed of bases. Lithium hydroxide is considered to be the best among 400 analyzed 
heat-storage substances [6]. However, while choosing salinas and bases, it is important to take into account their 
excessive corrosion aggressiveness, typical for crystalline hydrates, alteration of volume during smelting and low 
conductivity. Nitrates are also used, as they are low-melt and resistible in the air molecular entity, nevertheless their 
fundamental defect –is explosive risk. From the point of view of productive heat transmission, it is possible to use 
alloys as heat-storage material. In comparison with salinas, alloys possess the same melting equivalent. 

Except for inorganic compound in working systems with the temperatures up to 120C, different organic 
materials, as heat storage materials, can be used, for example: polyoxyethyline glycol, octadecane. 

Nowadays, mixtures and alloys of organic and nonorganic substances are considered for usage, allowing to 
provide necessary melting temperature and longtime working lifespan. Slastilova S.V. [7] and some other 
researchers investigate heat-storage materials on the basis of aluminium, cuprum, silicon, magnesium alloys. Tests 
results showed the concordance of such heat-storage material to major requirements. 

While examining exhaust gases, on the output of conventional engine and then following through damper of 
temperature variations, we deal with flow of matter, which means – open thermodynamic system. As the gas flow 
through the damper of temperature variations is accompanied with heat transmission from exhaust gases to working 
medium of damper of temperature variations (heat-storage material) or vice versa, from heat- storage material to 
exhaust gases, and their movement is rather fast, so basically the process is unbalanced. However making a 
suggestion about quasi-equilibrium (the following suggestion concerning exhausting process is related to the second 
order of approximation [8], one can use thermodynamic relations for stationary state and obtain major processes 
characteristics, free of nonequilibrium state. 

2. Experimental results of usage of heat-storage material. 

During the development of numerical scheme, we got the simultaneous differential equations, which described 
heat exchanging process in damper of temperature variation with phase transition. Adequacy of the suggested 
physico- mathematical model is proved with help of testing researches [9]. The experiment with the help of software 
suit MathCAD was made to estimate characteristics of heat-storage material for thermodynamic processes in damper 
of temperature variations. 

The detailed formula depends on type of tasking and bank of initial data. While obtaining the observed 
characteristics of operation mode in actual environment of exploitation of conventional engine, the research discovered 
the influence of major design values of damper of temperature variations and features of some heat-storage materials 
on temperature smoothing of exhaust gases and their energy datum. 

Characteristics of researched heat-storage materials are depicted in table 1. 

Table 1. Major characteristics of researched heat-storage materials 

Type of Heat-storage 
material 

Melting 
temperature, K 

specific thermal heat capacity of 
heat-storage material J/(kg· ) 

Heat-transfer capacity of 
heat-storage material 
W/ ( · ) 

mass density of 
heat-storage 
material 
kg/ 3 Liquid state  Hard phase  Liquid state Hard phase 

LiNO3 525 2040 2020 2,7 1,35 2360 

LiOH 744 3900 3300 2,6 1.3 1460 

NaOH 591 2090 2100 1,8 0,92 2170 

7NaNO3/40NaNO2/53KNO3 415 1860 1340 0,5 0,5 2146 

 
Fig. 2 presents the average temperature and its variations of the researched heat-storage materials and exhaust gases 
on the output from the damper in 3 minutes from the working point of damper of temperature variations. The 
determined range ( ) shows corresponding thermophysical properties of heat-storage material and exhaust gases. 
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 (a) (b) 

Fig.2. The average temperature and its variations of some heat-storage materials and exhaust gases on the output from the damper in 3 minutes 
from the working point of damper of temperature variations, 

a) – average values; b) – variations. 

Obviously, the temperature of the heated heat-storage material is higher in case its thermal heat capacity is lower, 
under the conditions of the same temperature of exhaust gases and heat-transfer environment. The investigations 
discovered that the highest average temperature and dampening effect among viewed 4 heat-storage materials is 
reached by using ternary eutectic mixture 7NaNO3/40 NaNO2/53 NO3 (760 )  LiNO3 (755 ).  

The level of an average temperature of exhaust gases on the output from the damper of temperature variations is 
disproportional in correspondence with an average temperature of the considered heat-storage materials. Probably, it 
is connected with diverse heat transfer capacity of the used materials.  Determined ranges  are due to 
corresponding thermophysical properties of heat-storage materials and exhaust gases. 

Thus, we can conclude that heat-storage material has an influence on dampening of temperature variations and 
energy datum of exhaust gases. Considered characteristics of temperature variations of different heat-storage 
materials and exhaust gases on the output from damper of temperature variations mostly depend on thermophysical 
properties of heat-storage material and they are extremely important for dampening of temperature variations of 
combustion material before their penetration into the oxidation catalyst. Dampening of temperature variations is of 
main interest in case the heat on the output of damper of temperature variations of exhaust gases is used for starting 
the utilization engine. 
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Abstract 

The method of numerical flow simulation in diesel engine spray devices channels is reviewed in the article.  The 
efficiency of conformal mappings use for converting the flow domain to a parametric rectangle with orthogonal grid 
is declared and illustrated. In this method, the reduced boundary value problem for Navier-Stokes equations for ve-
locity and pressure fields is solved in this rectangle. The numerical conformal mapping, based on Finite Element 
Method (FEM) is described. Boundary value problems of Laplace equations for real and imaginary component of 
mapping function are solved by FEM algorithm. The proposed simulation and qualitative estimation method for 
various configurations of the flow channel of the spray head is analyzed in the article. The influence of the angle of 
deflection from the axis channel sprayer nozzle on the flow velocity in the channel is described. The capacities of a 
software package for numerical conformal mapping are presented. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-2015). 

Keywords: spray cone, viscous flows, Navier-Stokes equations, conformal mapping 

1. Introduction 

Fuel system is an important element affecting the quality of the working process of a diesel engine. Improvement 
of this system allow improve the flow and fuel spraying in the cylinders to enlarge performance, cost efficiency and 
reduce emissions. Currently, in the calculation of the flow of the spray devices is widely used the methods of numer-
ical experiment (Computational Fluid Dynamic - CFD). It can take the place of additional analysis approach to the 
methods 
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and software, based on the calculation of the one-dimensional unsteady flow in pipelines and fuel balance equations 
with corresponding boundary conditions [1]. Methods of numerical experiments allow for a closer look at those el-
ements of the equipment of fuel supply in which the possibility of one-dimensional approach is not enough [1 – 7]. 

2. Methods 

The CFD is possible to estimate the flow rates and spray nozzles for a whole variety of structures: with the holes 
in the channel and cone injector nozzle. It is known that with an increase speed of stream the separation of the 
boundary layer is formed. It becomes substantially dependent on phase transitions and in the areas of gas at a pres-
sure close to zero This phenomenon is close to the cavitations regime. Isolated in the vortex zones gases increase 
their volume, decreasing the real net area of the main stream. The check of applicability of the software ANSYS 
CFX [2] for the numerical calculation of the flow in the channels of the fuel injector [16] showed that the CFD-
simulation gives good results, which is especially valuable for individual geometry nozzles. According to the results 
of this work it can be concluded that the calculations allow  analyze unconventional geometry, but so far with low 
accuracy. In particular, the main error of the accuracy of the assessment should be considered as the field of joining 
separated boundary layer in the spray hole [1,3,10,15]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. 1.- channels spray, 2.- stop needle,  
3.- a sub-space. 

 
In the most general case for hydrodynamic problems it is necessary to solve a system of four Navier-Stokes equa-

tions expressing the basic laws of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy in differential form [8,9]. 
In this paper we summarize the implementation of one of the subsystems of the simulation of such processes - 

numerical conformal mapping of an arbitrary simply connected region on the parametric rectangle. It is necessary to 
note the advantages of the proposed approach [11,15]. 

Separately solved complex accounting issues form the source region and the choice of computational models of 
processes. They are designed for a standard parametric area - rectangle with a wide range of proven numerical 
schemes. It’s not necessary to transfer boundary conditions in the nodes of difference nets on the borders of a com-
plex shape 

 
the advantages of the method of finite differences are manifested. The coordinate splitting scheme (variable di-
rection, subincremental method, etc.) with a high degree of parallelism are applicable; 
different equations describing numerical model of the flow (the Navier - Stokes equations, thermal conductivity, 
and others.) can be solved by the best way for them, each in its own grid of high order of accuracy; 
it is possible to enter a specialized grid with the dramatic changes in the decision-time different areas (for exam-
ple, the boundary layer at the boundary of the flow jumps up-compacting, etc.); 
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it is convenient to perform various operations with fields calculated values (temperatures, pressures, velocities), 
to display various graphics systems, to differentiate,  interpolate, integrate,  calculate the gradients,  translate into 
a different, etc. 
 
The mapping function (Fig. 2) is sought in the form of a set of values of the coordinates (x, y) points of the transi-

tion region at the grid box parameter plane ( , ), so that every point with the coordinates (x, y) moves the confor-
mal mapping at the position ( , ).On the contrary, every point with the coordinates ( , ) goes in the reverse con-
formal mapping to the point with the coordinates (x, y). This formulation does not require an explicit expression 
implementing such a map, assuming that the image of any point of the rectangular area ( , ) may be obtained by 
interpolation on the grid nodes. 

Z1 
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Z4 
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Fig. 2 Transition to the parametric computational domain - a rectangle.  

 
We define a mapping analytical function as solutions of boundary value problems for the Laplace equation in the 

form of a numerical calculation of harmonic functions that make up its real and imaginary components. 
Suppose that the desired map region Z1Z4Z2Z3 plane coordinates (x, y) on the rectangle (a, d), (b, d), (a, c), (b, c) 

(Fig. 2) coordinates , is implemented by the functions yx,  yx , . 
Solve the following boundary value problems: 
 

a)  for the imaginary component of the mapping function 
 

     

(
1) 

 

where: 1 and 2  – ordinates of the rectangle in the parametric region  – Laplace operator: 
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The first two boundary conditions of the system (1) reflect the assignment of the ordinate component in the upper 

and lower boundaries of the region :Z1Z4Z2Z3, passing into the upper and lower limits direct-rectangle (a, d), (b, 
d), (a, c), (b, c), the next two the condition of orthogonal lines-level functions of the left and right borders of the 
region Z1Z4Z2Z3, passing to the left and right sides of the rectangle. These values are based on the characteristics of 
the processes in the region . 
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b) for the real components of the mapping function: 
 

       

(2) 

 
It is similar to (a), the first two boundary conditions of the system (2) express reference abscissa components  

on the left and right borders of the region : Z1Z4Z2Z3, passing to the left and right sides of the rectangle 
(a, d), (b, d), (a, c), (b, c). The next two boundary conditions of the lines orthogonally level functions yx,  of 
the upper and lower boundaries of the region Z1Z4Z2Z3, transitions in the upper and lower bounds of the rectangle. 
The value of the abscissa the left side of the rectangle can also be set arbitrarily, the preferences of the problem be-
ing solved. 

The boundary problem (1) – (2) are solved software package, designed for both work in the systems of numerical 
modeling of processes in two-dimensional (flat and with axial symmetry) range and autonomously. Components of 
the mapping function sought by solving the boundary value problems (1) – (2) by the Finite Element Method 
[12,13,14]. In particular, by means of the software package the following tasks: 

finding images of the points (x, y) the physical plane, passing under the mapping in a given grid ,  on a par-
ametric rectangle; 
finding images of points ,  given grid on parametric rectangle on the physical plane (x, y); 

calculation of partial derivatives 2

2

2

2

2

2 YXXYXX ,,,,,  and Lame coefficients at these points. 
 
In developed using this approach, the software package is solved full system Navier-Stokes equations, supple-

mented by � supplemented rheological equation , regarding the pressure, density, velocity and temperature in the 
flow of the fuel mixture (channel with the spray nozzle hole). This allows to obtain the distribution of pressures, 
temperatures and flow rates at any point in the region , without limit its geometry, boundary conditions (friction, 
adhesion) and in a sufficiently wide range of fuel mixtures. 

3. Results 

Examples of opportunities of this method (Fig. 3-5). 
The proposed method allows to directly evaluate the quality of profiling channel nozzles preliminary design without 
solving boundary value problems in a "viscous" approximation to the calculation of the real mass and heat transfer 
in the channels of the nozzles. 

Evenly, without sudden expansion and contraction of the distribution of the current lines with a small change of 
vectors in magnitude and direction indicates a low variability of flow, "smooth" flow through the channel of the 
nozzle. The uneven, with areas of expansion, and contraction about the difficulties during the high hydraulic re-
sistance of stagnant zones, possible cavitation and phase transformations boiling, the emergence and collapse of gas 
(cavitation) cavities. It allows preliminary assessment of the operation of the projected channel injector without a 
precise calculation of the flow. 

The specifics of solutions of such problems is the presence of the point of rapid change in velocity of flow both in 
direction and magnitude. Therefore, for the calculation of the flow in such areas in the developed software package 
is used a number of measures, giving improved accuracy solutions. 

 
local mesh refinement of finite element at the points of rapid change solutions; 
the use of special types of finite element interpolation function (“singular” functions). 
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For the calculation of the current applied both techniques. Note that the estimated time example ( 2500 nodes 
400 elements) is 1.5 min (Celeron 3 GHz, 1 core, 2 GB DDR – 1 RAM). 

Fig. 3–5 – illustrate the simulation of fuel injectors in the channel at different angles channel sprayer. speed 
(flow) in the left section adopted the same (section A-B). 

 

 
Fig. 3. The velocity field of the flow of fuel to the nozzle channel while changing 

 the tilt spattering holes (small angle of inclination). 
 

Fig. 3 shows a relatively uniform, with low turbulence flow at small angles of inclination (I) channel from the ax-
is of the sprayer nozzle. Grading speeds (shown by the magnitude of the vector velocity field) is relatively minor. 
Noteworthy leaking the mixture in a sub-part of the nozzle to form a reverse flow in it. Chance cavitation is negligi-
ble. The velocity field is relatively uniform, and in the section marked deceleration of the flow does not occur. 

 

 
Fig. 4. The velocity field of the flow of fuel to the nozzle channel while changing  

the tilt spattering holes (average angle of inclination). 
 

Fig. 4 shows the flow at the growth angle (II) from the axis of the channel spray nozzle. Growing unequal distri-
bution of velocity over the cross section of the channel interface. � Reduced leaking the mixture in a sub-part of the 
nozzle to form in it the return flow. It increases the likelihood of cavitation. The velocity field loses uniform, ob-
served flow breakdown at the interface point between the channel from the current flow streams with pursed.. No-
ticeable deceleration of the flow with an increase in resistance and a decrease in the flow. 

 

Fig. 5. The velocity field of the flow of fuel to the nozzle channel while changing  
the tilt spattering holes (tilt angle is maximum) 
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Fig. 5 shows the flow at the maximum angle of inclination (III) from the axis of the channel spray nozzle. The 

uneven distribution of velocities over the cross section channels is maximum. Leaking the mixture into a sub-nozzle 
portion to form therein backflow is absent. High probability of cavitation in place stall. The velocity field is very 
fragmented, there is separation of the flow at the point of cross section channels from the current high preload effec-
tive flow. Large value inhibition with increasing flow resistance and a decrease in the flow. 

4. Conclusions 

1) A method for the calculation of viscous flow in channels of complex shape. The efficiency of the method of con-
formal mappings to convert the flow region in a parametric rectangle with orthogonal grid. Demonstrate the ap-
plication of the proposed method for the calculation and qualitative evaluation of various configurations of the 
flow channels of the cone spray. 

2) The proposed method of formation of "computational domain" to solve the basic boundary value problems, an 
assessment of the quality grading channel nozzles. This capability is based on the hydrodynamic interpretation of 
analytic functions of two variables realizing the conformal mapping. 
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Abstract 

The article outlines the results of vortex tube usage in exhaust gas recirculation system of diesel 4 13/15. It presents main 
functional features of a vortex tube. It is shown that the usage of the tube allows reducing the temperature of recirculated gas up 
to 60 °  and significantly diminishes the content of nitrogen oxide and particulate matter in exhaust gases of an engine at general 
operation modes, conforming to the Rule of Economic Commission for Europe Organization of United Nations #96. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. The research of vortex tube usage in exhaust gas recirculation system  

In virtue of some diesels working processes peculiarities actions, aimed at wastes diminution of unburnt 
combustibles, carbon oxide, hydrocarbon and harmful particles are accompanied by the growth of nitrogen oxide 
emissions and vice versa. Then to provide an appropriate diesel work in accordance with functioning and long-term 
standards of toxicity, there is an urge to use methods of reduction of noxious substances, including the combination 
of exhaust gas recirculation system with cooling of recirculated gas and exhausted gas aftertreatment [1]. 

It is worth mentioning that the creation of a reliable and effective heat transfer device for recirculated gas cooling 
is a challenge due to the stratum and pollutants, extracted from exhausted gas of diesel. 
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From this perspective the vortex tube is of considerable interest, which can be used for cooling the recirculated 
gas [2,3]. Vortex tubes, presenting the devices where Ranque-Hilsch Effect takes place, allow to divide the stream 
of compressed liquid (dripping and elastic) in 2 constituents: cold and warm, widely used in different spheres of 
engineering [4]. These are simple, reliable and cheap devices, with no nonferrous metal in it (as common 
regenerative heat-exchange units), featuring insignificant water resistances, demanding simple maintenance. 

An important feature of applying vortex tube in exhaust system is both cooling of recirculated gas and provision 
of comfort temperature of exhaust gas on the input in oxidation catalyst to provide an efficient operation at all diesel 
functioning modes. 

The article presents the results of experimental estimate of usage of vortex tube to increase the efficiency of 
exhaust gas recirculation system on the diesel 4 13/15. 

Experimental assembly. System diagram of exhaust gas recirculation and after treatment with placement 
locations of sensors (Fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. System diagram of exhaust gases recirculation and after treatment: 

1 – diesel; 2 – gas turbine; 3, 8, 11, 17 – temperature sensing points; 4 – oxidation catalyst, 5, 12, 18 – pressure sensing point; 6 – exhaust gases 
feeder to vortex tube; 7 – vortex tube; 9 – clapper, controlling  the volume of recirculated gas; 10 – consumption indicator; 13 – gas converter; 

15 – compressor, 16 – charge air cooler. 
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General engineering characteristics of vortex tube, optimized for operating conditions in exhaust gas recirculation 
system diesel 4 13/15, as follows in Table 1, Fig. 2 displays its circuit diagram and physical form. 

    Table 1. General engineering characteristics of vortex tube 

Engineering characteristics Unit of 
measurement Parameters 

Body length of vortex tube  0,5 
Body bore of expiratory fitting of cooled exhaust gas flow  0,037 
Overall opening diameter of port for air flow of warmed exhausted gas  0,1 
Port bore for air flow of warmed exhaust gases, 
in case of temperature drop up to 60 K  0,097 

Area of exhaust gas inlet fitting in vortex 2 0,11·10-2 
Restriction of body bore diameter  degree 7 

Fig. 2. Vortex tube, 
 – circuit diagram of the vortex tube: (1 – expiratory fitting of air flow of warmed exhaust gas; 2 – throttle flap; 3 – body; 4 – vortex; 

5 – expiratory fitting of cooled exhaust gas flow; 6 –inlet fitting of exhaust gas in vortex); b –physical form. 

Exhaust gas recirculation system with the vortex tube provides the ability to control the volume flow of 
recirculated gases within the range not less than 0-20% from the volume flow of inlet charge and maximum 
temperature fall of recirculated gas at 60K relatively the temperature of exhaust gas, penetrating into the vortex tube. 

2. Experimental results of the implementation of cooling of recirculated gas. 

During the experimental research of emissions release of diesel 4 13/15 with their recirculation and cooling, 
we started out from toxicity index of particulate matter being twice higher than nitrogen oxide, 10 times higher than 
carbon hydride, and 20 times than carbon oxide [5], aggressivity coefficient of nitrogen oxide (49) and particulate 
matter (41,5) surmount greatly   the aggressivity indexes of carbon hydride (1,26 and 1,0 relatively) [6]. Taking into 
account the above mentioned data and the circumstance that the pilot experiments proved that carbon oxide and 
carbon hydride content in diesel 4 13/15 exhaust gases is much lower of the standardized values, in further 
research works we restricted to the estimation of particulate matter and nitrogen oxide exhaust. 

In determining of the influence of exhaust gas recirculation system functioning on the content in exhaust gas 
diesel 4  13/15 of particulate matter and nitrogen oxide, we also estimated the quantity contribution and 
temperature of recirculated gas during its general modes operation, corresponding to the Rule of Economic 
Commission for Europe Organization of United Nations #96 

Implementation of cooling of recirculated gas naturally leads to certain temperature fall of incoming charge on 
the input to cylinder barrels, resulting in content fall in exhaust gases of nitrogen oxide (by means of temperature 
fall of working body in cylinder), and particulate matter (taking into account density of incoming charge, penetrated 
into the cylinder, consequently boosting coefficient of excess air). (Table 2) 
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Table 2. The content of nitrogen oxide and particulate matters in exhaust gases of diesel 4 13/15 during its general modes operation, 
corresponding to the Rule of Economic Commission for Europe Organization of United Nations #96 (share of recirculated gases is 18%; cooling 
of recirculated gas up to 60 ° ). 

Mode 
Content NOx [ppm] Content  [g/m] 

Originall Recirculation 
added 

Recirculation and cooling 
added Original Recirculation 

added 
Recirculation and cooling 

added 

n = 1850, 
min-1 

Load 100 [%] 250,2 75,5 71,7 39,1 51,9 51,5 
Load 75 [%] 149,8 50,1 44,3 17,5 32,3 31,1 
Load 50 [%] 121,1 18,0 14,6 5,6 13,8 10,5 

n = 1250, 
min-1 

Load 100 [%] 712,4 190,1 173,8 139,4 142,4 139,1 
Load  75 [%] 370,8 100,7 88,8 111,0 119,1 114,8 
Load 50 [%] 38,2 10,4 8,7 40,3 49,5 45,3 

 
The data from the table depict, that the organization of exhaust gas recirculation appeared to influence positively 

on reduction of content in exhaust gas of nitrogen oxide, however it led to some growth of the general flow of 
particulate matter. Implementation of recirculated gas cooling provided NOx abatement and some decrease of 
particulate matter emissions, quantitative concept is illustrated in the Table 3. 

Table 3. The content of nitrogen oxide and particulate matters in exhaust gas of diesel 4 13/15 by means of cooling of recirculated gas at 60 °  
during its general modes operation, corresponding to the Rule of Economic Commission for Europe Organization of United Nations #96 [%] 

Mode 

n = 1850 min-1 n = 1250 min-1 

Load 100 [%] Load 75 [%] Load 50 [%] Load 100 [%] Load75 [%] Load 50 [%] 

Nitrogen Oxide 

5,1 11,6 18 8,5 11,8 16,3 

Particulate matter 

0,08 3,7 16,3 2,3 3,6 8,5 

 
Results of the conducted work witness of the possibility and reasonability of using heat pipes in exhaust gas 

recirculation system. Thus appliance of the vortex tube in this system in diesel 4 13/15 in case of temperature 
reduction of recirculated gas at 60 °  with their share in incoming charge  18 % allowed to low nitrogen oxide and 
particulate matter emissions on the modes, typical for road building machines (75 % load)  at 11.6 and 3.7 % 
relatively. 

Going further, authors aim to estimate the positive influence of incoming charge cooling by using vortex tube 
with exhaust gas recirculation at effective fuel rate and possibility to provide an optimal temperature of exhaust gas 
on the input to oxidation catalyst for its effective functioning during different operation modes of an engine. 
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Abstract 

Forces of friction appear when the wheel of a moving vehicle contacts the ground during. Curvilinear movement of a vehicle is 
of special interest. The moment of friction appears during the turn in addition to the force of friction. In a turning vehicle the 
values of friction force and moment of friction depend on each other. The force increases when the moment decreases and vice 
versa. They are calculated in movement of instant rotation. The force of friction and moment of friction are functions of the 
coordinates of the instant center of the sliding. It allows to connect forces with the kinematics of movement. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: forces of friction, the moment of friction, turn of the machine, sliding, the instant center of rotation, reaction of a ground. 

1. Introduction 

The main complexity of model of movement of the machine in turn consists in the correct description of reactions 
from the basis. The reality consists in aggregate forces and the moment of friction in contact of a wheel to a ground. 
Many authors consider total force of friction on turn of the machine maximal and enclosed in the center of contact 
[1, 2, 3]: 

 
2 2

max x yf N P P .                                                                    (1) 
In formula 1: , – a longitudinal and cross-section component of force of friction; N  – normal reaction to a 
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wheel; maxf  – the maximal factor of friction. 
Such approach contradicts laws of mechanics. We shall consider in detail process of summation of elementary 

forces of friction.  
The full moment  equal to the sum of elementary forces midP , various in a management. The total moment M is 

equal to the sum of the elementary moments which are equal to multiplication of elementary forces midP  and 
shoulders ir : i mir dP  (figure 1, ). 

Total force of friction P  is the sum of other elementary forces of friction piP dP  (figure 1,b). All elementary 
forces pidP  are identical on the module and a direction. If total force of friction is equal to the maximum 

maxP f N  then all elementary forces of friction making it too are equal to the maximum maxpi idP f dN  .  
The resultant elemental force is the vector sum i pi midP = dP +dP  (figure 1,c). The sum of elementary forces 

cannot be more maximum maxi idP f N  in each point [4]. If one elementary force pidP  is equal to a maximum 
other elementary force midP  is equal to zero. Excess of the maximal force of friction in a point is not dependent on a 
way of calculation of the moment [5, 6, 7]. 

Force of friction can reach a maximum only in absence of the moment. That takes place at rectilinear movement. 
Force of friction less than the maximum on turn of the machine. Its value depends on size of the moment of friction. 
The situation takes place, that force of friction and the moment of friction [8, 9] in contact of a wheel to a ground] 
are connected with each other on turn of the machine. 

Let's consider it more in detail. 

2. Methodology 

Each elementary force of friction dP  is opposite to a direction of relative sliding. Each point of contact has its 
direction of speed sliding. It allows to reduce a problem in formation of forces in contact to kinematics of relative 
sliding. 

How are forces of friction in contact of a wheel and road on turn formed? We shall consider it on the basis of the 
mathematical theory of friction [10]. The local system of coordinates Y is connected with the center of contact 
(figure 2).  

The axis  is directed along movement of a wheel, but the axis Y is perpendicular. The elementary point with 
the area dF  has in local system of coordinate , . Its speed of sliding V is directed perpendicularly to distance r up 
to the instant center of speeds (point C with coordinates x, y).  

 
Projections of elementary force of friction dP  to the axes Y are equal: 
 

sinxdP dP      and      cosydP dP .                                                    (2) 
We shall consider  

Fig. 1. Sum elementary forces of friction in contact:  
(a) elementary forces dPpi;  (b) elementary forces dPmi;  (c) elementary forces dPi. 

ri dPm

i 

b a 

dPp

i 

dP
i 

c 

Fig. 2. Power factors of friction in 
contact of a wheel to a ground. 
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2 2r x y ,                                                                      (3) 

sin and cosy x
r r

,                                                            (4) 

The projection of elementary force of friction dP  became equal: 

2 2

2 2

,

.

x

y

ydP fq dF
x y

xdP fq dF
x y

,                                                            (5) 

where /q dN dF  is normal pressure in a point with coordinates , . 
 
We have combined all elementary forces on the area of contact and led to their instant center of speeds [10]: 

2 2

2 2

2 2

,

,

.

x

y

yP fq d d
x y

xP fq d d
x y

M fq x y d d

,                                                     (6) 

The total force and the total moment in the center of contact resulted in the following: 

2 2
.andx y o x yP P P M M yP xP ,                                                   (7) 

Force of friction  and the moment of friction of Mo are functions of coordinates ( , ) of the instant center of 
sliding. They depend on each other. Force increases, and the moment decreases and vice versa (figure 3). 

Special cases take place [11]: 

( , )                    P( , ) 
 

Fig. 3. Dependence of force of friction and the moment of friction. 
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rectilinear sliding (the instant center of speeds is in infinity) ,x y  0oM , 2 2 maxx yP P ; 

turn sliding (the instant center of speeds coincides with the center of a spot of contact 0x y )  

0, maxx yP P M . 

The factor of friction maxf f  is taken under integral and it makes it variable. This factor considers elastic 
properties of a ground and the trunk. Experimental dependence with elastic properties of the trunk and a ground is 
presented in figure 4 [12]. 

Dependence in figure 4 is described by different formulas at different authors [1, 6, 12, 13]. The best formula is 
the equation of Katsygin [12]. Advantages of this function are: 

it has smaller number of empirical factors;  
it describes both of a kind of a ground (a plastic ground and a friable ground). 
The transformed kind of the formula is equal [14]: 
 

1 th ,
ch /

k
f f

k
        (8) 

 
where k is relative sliding (slipping), ,  are experimental factors, f  is factor of friction at full slipping. 

3. Results.  

Power factors of friction in contact of a wheel with elastic properties of the trunk and a ground is equal: 
 

2 2

2 2

2 2

1 th ,
ch /

1 th ,
ch /

1 th .
ch /

x

y

k yP f q d d
k x y

k xP f q d d
k x y

k
M f q x y d d

k

,    (9) 

 
Friction factor changes the form of the dependence of the friction force  and the moment of friction Mo from 

each other (figure 5) [15]. 

Figure 4. Experimental 
dependence of factor of friction  

4

  f 
 a friable ground 

a plastic ground 

( , )                    P( , ) 

Figure 5. Dependence of force of friction and the moment of 
friction with elastic properties of the trunk and a ground 
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4. Conclusions 

This approach is based on laws of mechanics and the mathematical theory of friction. It has some advantages: 
it allows to replace a problem by definition of forces in contact to a kinematic of movement by definition of 
coordinates of the instant center of sliding and it solves these problems in common; 
it describes each wheel individually in view of its sizes and the form of a spot of contact by limits of integration; 
it considers any law of normal pressure on a spot of contact; 
introduction of variable factor of friction considers elastic properties of a ground and the pneumatic wheel. 
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Abstract 

Development of the worn machinery market on the former USSR and availability of the commercial farm units with varying 
areas of cereal cropping causes the necessity in grounding the economically viable correlation between the combine harvester 
season load and its technical readiness. It is determined that on the increasing the combine harvester season load from 150 to 350 
hectares the rational operational readiness must be raised from 0,4 to 0.85, the repair time must be decreased from six hours to 
half an hour and the mean time between failures must be raised from six hours to twenty hours. It is possible to ensure these 
activities by means of repair-servicing correlations, increasing the number of participants in eliminating the consequences of 
failure and forming the fund of the changeable spare parts, their timely delivery to the mobile units, using the aggregate repair 
method. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 

Under conditions of the workforce and physical resourcesdeficit in the agricultural production, it is necessary to 
decrease the production loss and lower the costs on attraction of the technical means [1]. On a high reliability of the 
grain harvesters and the low season load, the costs on its attraction are increased. 

Charges disparity for the agricultural and industrial production, decreasing the amount of harvesting technical 
equipment requires the grounding of the rational level combine harvesters technical readiness and differentiating 
their 
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season load [4, 5, 6]. It is necessary to ground the expediency of investments into repair-servicing impacts to 
determine the rational grain harvesters technical readiness. The combine harvesters working efficiency analysis in 
the different business activities factories shows that the existing machinery usage theory does not fully consider the 
correlation of their reliability, season and daily productivity, costs on the technical services, repair, storage and fuel 
consumption. The modern productivity situation causes the necessity in grounding the expedient combine harvester 
technical readiness considering its season load and resource costs for the repair-restoring services. 

The situation complexity is that on the one hand to decrease the harvest losses costs the repair-servicing impacts 
for increasing combine harvesters reliability and rising efficiency are necessary. On the other hand, their 
exploitation on small harvesting areas will not be always effective. The stated contradictions require the additional 
researches for getting the brand new knowledge about correlation between the reliability and charges for attraction 
and repairing the machinery with different operation state. This fact has determined the research objectives. 
Ascertain the season load range for combine harvesters depending on the level of their technical readiness; reveal 
the laws of technical readiness changes depending on the repair-servicing impacts volume on the combine harvesters 
after the standard operation time; ascertain the costs dependency for the combine harvesters attraction, technical 
servicing, repair, storage and fuel consumption on the technical readiness and give the technical-economical 
appraisal of the agreement between combine harvesters season load and their technical readiness efficiency. In order 
to fulfill these objectives the following research aim has been set – increasing the efficiency of using the combine 
harvesters with differentiate load on the basis of provisioning the expedient level of their technical readiness. 

 
2. Theory research 

To ground the rational reliability level of the combine harvesters with the differentiate season load considering 
the authors [7, 8] methods, the following criterion function based on the costs minimum has been developed [7, 8, 
9]: 

 

min
ogKtRogKzapZogKPnQogKZogKU     (1) 

here: 
nQogKZ  – combine harvester market cost, rub/ha; ogKP  –  damage by production loss, rub/ha [2, 

18]; ogKzapZ  – costs for the spare parts, rub/ha; ogKtR  – fuel costs, rub/ha; ogK - combine harvester 

operational readiness coefficient [ 12, 13]. 
   

In the general terms the criterion function can be presented in the following way: 
 

min)(
)(

5,0
))((
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Q
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KKKQ

QCYKK

Q
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ogKU            (2) 

here ))(( nQogKBZ – costsforcombineharvestersattractiondependingonthereliabilitylevel, rub; nQ – general run, 

ha; pK – loss coefficient; cK – coefficient for loss decrease because of variety, culture combination on early 

ripening [15]; smQ  – combine harvester turn productivity; fQ  – season load, h ; )( ogKZ cp
zp – costs for technical 

services, repair and storage depending on the operational readiness coefficient [16]; )( ogKRasx  – fuel consumption 

depending on the operational readiness coefficient, kg/ga [17];  pC – fuel costs, rub/kg; Y  – yield, cwt/ha; smK  – 

shifting coefficient; tnK  – technical reliability coefficient. 
 

The dependence between the combine harvester (CH) rational reliability level and the season load has become 
possible by means of modeling (Figure 1). The rational activities of the average time to eliminate a technical failure 
and mean time between failures are determined as a relation of the restoring object total run to the expected value of 
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its failures during this run were revealed (Figure 2). 

 
Fig. 1. Dependence of total costs on the CH operational readiness coefficient (Enisej -1200).  

 

Fig. 2. (a) dependence of total costs on the average failure elimination time; (b) mean time between failures 

It has been ascertained that on increasing the season load on the combine harvester from 150 to 350 hectares the 
operational readiness rational coefficient must be increased from 0,4 to 0,85. When the season load on the combine 
harvester is increased the average technical failure elimination rational time is decreased. Therefore, when the 
combine harvester season load increases from 250 to 350 hectares the failure elimination rational time decreases 
from four hours to half an hour. By means of modeling it is determined that for the combine harvester season load 
of 250 hectares the rational mean time between failures is equal to 6 hours. With the season load growing up to 350 
hectares the rational mean time between failures is approximately 20 hours. 

To groundthe expediency of costs for repair-servicing impacts in order to improve their reliability the following 
expression has been derived based on the total costs minimum criterion [11]: 

 

minogKtRogKzapZogKPogKKogKU     (3) 
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here ogKK  – dependencebetweeninvestmentsinthecombineharvesterrepairanditsreliability, rub. 
The developed criterion function is presented in the general terms: 
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The graphical interpretation of the criterion function is presented on the Figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3.  Dependence between the total costs and combine harvester season load. 

The research has disclosed that spare parts and fuel costs, as well as losses of production and investments in the 
combine harvester repair influence the season load. It has been determined that on increasing the operational readiness 
coefficient the total costs are increased because of increasing costs on repair-servicing impacts, but on the other hand 
the rational harvesting area is increased as well. Therefore, when the operational readiness coefficient increases from 
0,55 to 0,75 the CH rational season load is increased from 150 to 350 hectares. 

The elimination failure time and mean time between failures influence considerably on the complex reliability 
activity. The average restoring from failure time is composed of the search time and the elimination failure time (0,6 
hours), as well as spare parts delivery time (1,9 hours). The correlation between the decreasing the CH mean time 

between failures and operational term is determined by the following formula: t (T)=23,561T .0
0,36T  

In the Table 1 regression equations for determining costs for the technological machinery attraction, technical 
servicing and storage (TSRS), fuel consumption on the harvesting machinery operational readiness are presented 
based on the statistical data. It is disclosed, that the costs for spare parts up to the service life ending are increased 
from 0,007 to 0,014% of the combine harvester cost as per hectare, and the fuel consumption to the service life end 
is increased by 1,3 times. 
Table  1.  Equations showing costs for CH attraction, TSRS, fuel consumption depending on operational readiness activity. 

 Activities Regression equation 
1 Costs forTSRS, rub. 

ogogzap KKZ 947,42042426,76547  
2 Costs for combine harvesters attraction, rub. 

- amortization coefficient. 
aKKZ ogogzap )22442234953082(  
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3 Fuel consumption, l/ha. 
ogogt KKR 5,56,9

3.  Conclusion 

Therefore, the productivity situation causes the necessety in grounding the expedient combine harvester technical 
readiness considering its season load and costs for repair-restoring services. The research results show that in farms 
with a small harvesting area it is expedient to use technological machinery with a low reliability level, whereas in 
large farming enterprises the technics renewal is necessary.On increasing the season load on the combine harvester 
such as Enisej-1200 from 150 to 350 hectares the operational readiness rational coefficient must be increased from 
0,4 to 0,85  due to the repair-servicing impacts [19, 20].The rational elimination failure time must be decreased from 
six hours to half an hour and the mean time between failures must be increased from six hours to twenty hours due 
to the  increasing number of participants in the technical failure consequences elimination and forming the fund of 
changeable spare parts, their timely deliveryto the mobile units, using the aggregate repair method. 
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Abstract 

The paper summarizes the results of the research, performed in 2010-2015, on topic vehicles based on hybrid propulsion system, 
using the “plug-in hybrid electric vehicle” scheme. The main technological improvement achieved is the vehicle weight reduction, in 
particular through the use of range extender generators based on micro-turbine technology. The requirements for generator were 
defined and a system design analysis was held. The concept of the company TurboGEN Technology is briefly discussed. 
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1. Introduction to the research refinement of hybrid motor-transmission set 

The current technological state of electric vehicles shown the ability to create electric vehicles (EV) with a large 
electric range and high-end dynamic performances [1,2]. However, even promising energy capacity of batteries is 
several times lower than that of fossil fuels. Therefore, the mass of the battery reaches 200-400 kg, and the EV 
weight by 30-50% higher than the weight of Conventional Vehicles (CV) that leads to an increase in energy 
consumption for propulsion and decreasing a total efficiency of vehicles. When comparing CV and EV at equal 
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gross weight and cruising range, economic criteria are converted to a simple criterion - the vehicle total weight Mv. 
[1 – 4]. 

Rational solution corresponds to a minimum Mv weight. This condition is satisfied by a hybrid propulsion system 
(HPS) circuit (Fig. 1) - «plug-in hybrid electric vehicle» - PHEV) [1 – 4]. Their feature - charging the battery from 
an external source and a power reserve of electric drive mode at least 50-100 km. The range extender genera-tor - 
REG used a heat engine. It operates in a stationary mode and provides battery charging. However, the REG 
requirements need to be clarified.  It is necessary to solve two problems: 

 
a) to establish reserves to reduce weight Mreg, for weight reduction of Mv and improvement of the vehicle 

efficiency;  
b)  to define the rational type of heat engine and its parameters.   

2. The object of the study (Model, Process, Device, Sample preparation etc.) 

To solve the first problem, used modern simulation approved method - «The Parametric Analytical Model of 
Vehicle Energy Consumption» (PAMVEC) [4]. It is based on the use of the well-known equation of the vehicle 
power driving balance   in the driving cycle, in our case, Urban Driving Cycle (UDC), Fig. 2. It is most relevant to 
the conditions of PHEV operation [1, 2].  

When using HPS PHEV  vehicle efficiency depends mainly on two factors. The first - the degree of perfection of 
the electric parts. They already has a high efficiency (battery - up to 0.95, the electric traction - to 0.9-0.95) and 
increase its reserves are exhausted. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          

Fig.1. The scheme HPS PHEV.                         Fig.2. Urban Driving Cycle (UDC). 
 
The second - the motion energy consumption Nm, related to the vehicle weight  at a constant desired payload. 

Therefore, the main factor in increasing the vehicle efficiency becomes a weight reduction MV. In modeling were 
determined energy consumption of Nm as a function of total mass  Mv, with the initial value of 1200 kg. The power 
vehicle model has been correcting for achieving   the set of dynamic parameters (speed and acceleration). Other 
parameters and indicators (aerodynamics, thermal characteristics of the engines, battery, motors etc.) were set in the 
initial data. 

It was found that the vehicle weight  decrease Mv leads to lower motion energy consumption  Nm of the 
following relationships (Fig. 3): a) - close to the linear and increase a reserve range  for the same power consumption 
of the battery; b) -  growing while maintaining the range and reducing the required HPS power and the masses, 
including battery energy consumption and weight. 

For the required payload weight, the reserves to reduce the vehicle mass is limited [1, 2, 4]. The main is unused 
reserve is to reduce the REG weight and size. Analyze vehicle designs showed that these REG indicators are not 
independent objects of optimization. Their influence should be read in conjunction with elements of the engine 
compartment. Decreasing weight Mv at reducing REG weight Mreg depends on the design of the vehicle. It is: for 
cars  Mv  = (1,15-1,2) Mreg ; for the special vehicles  Mv  = (1,4-1,6) Mreg .  For special vehicles, the role of 
REG dimensions in shaping the mass Mv, increases. 
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Decreasing weight, Mreg , leads to lower motion energy consumption NM of the following relationships (Fig. 
4): a) - close to the proportional (cars); b) - by increasing (special vehicles). The impact of fuel efficiency REG heat 
engine at the required power reserve vehicle to electric slightly, depending on the time of its operation. Therefore, 
reducing the REG weight and size becomes a priority, and increase the efficiency of its engine - secondary. 

3. Methods of the research 

Generalization of data of HPS PHEV concepts shows, that the REG mass does not exceed the 80-100 kg, electric 
power is 5-30 kW depending on the weight of the vehicle and the required reserve. The structure REG includes a 
heat engine with the fuel tank, generator and power electronics. 

The following basic requirements for REG: weight and size parameters (specific power at least 0.3-0.5 kW / kg, 
the volume power at least 140-160 kW / m3); value in mass production of not more than 100-150 $ / kW; service life 
up to 4000 hours; the need for environmental safety; multifuel and etc. [3, 5]. All current REG, do not meet the 
requirements for overall dimensions and cost (Table 1). This points to the need to analyze the possibilities of 
application in the REG alternative engines. The comparison shows (Table 1) that meet the requirements of most 
micro-turbine generator (MTG) [5, 6, and 7]. Their advantages and disadvantages are due to design features, the 
operating cycle, materials and technologies. 

 
Fig. 3. Effect of reducing the vehicle mass to reduce motion energy.          Fig. 4. Effect of reducing the REG mass to reduce motion energy 

         consumption.      

3.1. Structure of micro-turbine generator 

MTG provides maximum design simplicity  by integrating into a single unit (the rotor)  compressor, turbine and 
high-speed electrical generator (Fig. 5). Other benefits MTG: multifuel; required environmental security; high 
reliability and low operating costs; unification; modular design and others. The duty cycle MTG studied, its 
efficiency largely depends on the gas temperature before the turbine, pressure ratio in the compressor, the degree of 
regeneration of exhaust heat. Modern technical capabilities can significantly increase the gas temperature before the 
turbine and to bring efficiency to the level of MTG REG based on diesel [6,7,8]. 

A wealth of experience in design, production and use MTG as mini power stations, in particular by «Capstone 
Turbine Corporation», the United States [6,7,10]. She also has experience with REG based on mini power stations 
(power 30-60 kW) for heavy vehicle. However, the REG does not meet the requirements of the application 
considered in light-duty vehicle.  

3.2. Compressor characteristics and the gas generator 

There are reserves to reduce the cost of the MTG and fast implementation into production on the basis of gas 
generator unification with a small-sized turbochargers. Turbochargers have small dimensions and weight, high 
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reliability and minimum operating costs [5, 8]. Turbochargers are at the stage of mass production (more than 50 
million per year) at a cost of about $300. One of the tendencies of their improvement is to create a hybrid 
turbocharger that is MTG with reversible electric [9]. 

During 2014-2015 «TurboGEN Technology» developed the concept MTG power up to 2.1 kW at a speed to 
120,000 min-1 with external combustion chamber operating on gas. We used a gas generator based on turbocharger 
GT2052 produced by company «Garrett» (Fig. 5) and experienced a synchronous AC generator on permanent 
magnets. Achieved meet the requirements for overall dimensions (specific power - 0.4 kW / kg, volume power - 145 
kW / m3) at a moderate cost of the prototype. Currently, a concept MTG power up to 5 kW at a speed to 200,000 
min-1 higher calculated specific indicators (specific power to 0.8 kW / kg, volume power up to 165 kW / m3). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Compressor characteristics and the gas generator general appearance  
with a combustion chamber (alternator removed). 

Table 1. Comparative REG characteristics 

Engine and 
generator types 

Spec. 
power, 
kW/kg 

Vol. power, 
kW/ m3 

Engine speed,
min-1 

Electr. 
Effic. 

Product. 
Price, 
$ / kW 

Note 

Spark-ignition; AC,  sonhronny 0,1-0,12 80-90 4000-6000 0,26-0,29 <300 Small-sc 
production 

Diesel; AC,  sonhronny 0,04-0,06 20-30 1500-4500 0,3-0,34 <500 Concept 

Rotary; AC,  sonhronny, 
permanent magnet   

0,12-0,15 
 

100-120 6000-7000 0,25-0,28 <600 
 

Concept 
 

MTG  based on the turbocharger; 
AC, sonhronny, permanent 
magnet   

0,35-0,4 
 

More 140 
 

To 200000 and 
more 

0,27-0,29 180- 200 
 

Concept 

 
Thus in this case we can conclude that:  
 
1. The main factor in increasing the efficiency of vehicles with HPS PHEV is to reduce their weight. Prioritized 

reducing REG weight and size and influenced on the vehicle efficiency depending on the engine compartment 
design.  

2. The basic requirements for the REG have been figured out and defined that the greatest degree corresponds to 
these requirements is MTG. The possibility of implementation of the requirements in the concept MTG based on 
a small-sized turbocharger.  
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Abstract  

This article is devoted to the use of low – voltage supply in the “Smart house” lighting system. This paper considers 
the low-voltage system of lighting power supply with a possibility of integration with alternative energy sources 
without additional devices, such as voltage converters and generators. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Introduction 

At the moment most countries use lighting systems with high-voltage power supply - 220, 110 volts. At the same 
time, development of new technologies in the field of alternative energy and production of highly-efficient reliable 
LED crystals with increased capacity gives the possibility of changing the old approach of organizing the lighting of 
the building. 
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In Kazakhstan, production and sale of 100W and above electric incandescent lamps are under a ban introduced 
from the 1st of July, 2012; 75W and above - from the 1st of January, 2013 and 25W light bulbs are recycled from 
the 1st of January 2014. The forecast of McKinzey consulting company - in 2015 LEDs will replace the traditional 
incandescent and luminescent lamps, occupying 50% of the market in money terms and in 2020 - 90% of the market 
in money terms and 75-80% in real terms. 

Low-voltage power supply systems are mainly used for lighting and illumination of mirrors, bookshelves, 
portraits, photographs, as well as for landscape lighting, buildings and gardens. The proposed low-voltage power 
supply of 24 volts allows switching to LED lighting with the integration of renewable energy renewable energy 
sources (RES) [1-12]. 

The use of low-voltage power supplies is first of all due to the high reliability of performance that can 
significantly increase the life of the energy supply devices. Also the use of low-voltage power supply system 
increases electrical safety and fire safety of premises. 

 
1. Justification ofThe use of double-conversion of CURRENT 

 
Classic circuit for switching on LED in lighting device is shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Typical circuit of an illumination device device: 1 – ac/dc converter (driver), 2 – LED, 3 – equivalent resistance of LED, 4 – circuit 

of an illumination. 

One of the elements of an illumination device is electric power supply 1 (ac/dc converter). Thus, in lighting the 
room with a LED lamp connected to the circuit with ac voltage 220V, there is the loss of power when converting 
voltage by the driver as its efficiency factor is not equal to 100%. 

With wide integration of alternative energy sources, particularly solar batteries or solar cells for the use in 
standard illumination devices it is necessary to convert the received direct current into alternating, Fig. 3. 

Typically, applying alternative energy sources, already available illumination devices are used, schematically 
presented in circuit form 4 in Figure 1. And for supplying alternating voltage 220V, converter 24-220V is installed. 
Thus, the general scheme of implementation of LED lighting system connection might be presented in the form of 
Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2. General scheme of implementation of LED lighting system connection: 1 – solar battery, 2 – converter, 3 – ac/dc converter, 4 – 

LED, 5 – illumination device. 
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Despite the insignificant efficiency factor of solar batteries, their application is effective due to the use of 
renewable energy source. However, in this scheme (see Fig. 2) there are two converters 2 and 3 position which 
introduce losses and electrical leak in the lighting system. The first converter 2 converts the direct current produced 
by the solar panels of 24V into operating voltage of 220V AC, and the second converter (ac/dc converter) 3 converts 
AC to DC from 220V voltage to 24V.  

To determine the efficiency of implementing double conversion of current we need to calculate efficiency factor 
of the system. 

 
2.  Calculation of efficiency of double conversion of current 

 
Conversion ratio (efficiency factor) of the converter is characterized by the ratio of active power, supplied to the 

load, to the total power consumed by the conversion device. 
 

2.1 Calculating of efficiency factor 
 
Efficiency factor characterizes system efficiency of any device with respect to power conversion or transmission. 

It is determined by the ratio of effective energy used to the total amount of energy received by the system. 
Efficiency factor is a dimensionless quantity and is often measured in percentage and denoted by . The 
mathematical definition of efficiency factor can be written as: 

 
                                                                                                                    (1) 

 
where  – effective power; Q – expended work. 
By energy conservation law, efficiency factor is always less than one or equal to it.  Let’s consider the general 

scheme of measuring the efficiency factor of the converter 2 and the converter 3 (ac/dc converter) in Figure 4. 
Supposing that up converter of the voltage is taken for the base. To the circuit disconnect of power supply we switch 
in the amperemeter 1, and in parallel of the input of power supply - voltage converter voltmeter V1, indicated 
values of which are necessary for the calculation of power consumption 1 of the device and their load from the 
power supply. To the output of the voltage converter into the disconnect of load power supply we also switch in the 
amperemeter 2 and voltmeter V2 which are necessary for the calculation of load power consumption 2 from the 
voltage converter. Then we switch on the device, measure the indicated values and calculate power 1 and 2 by the 
following formulae (2) and (3) correspondingly, [13-14]: 

 
1=I1×U1                                                                                                                                    (2) 

 
2=I2×U2                                                                                                                                                 (3) 

 
Efficiency factor of the converter 1 we determine be the formula (4): 
 

1=( 2/ 1)×100%                                                                                                                                    (4) 
 
This formula (4) defines the actual efficiency factor of the voltage converter.  
The power of the converter 3 (ac/dc converter) Figure 3, is determined by the following formulae (5), (6) 

correspondingly: 
 

2=I2×U2                                                                                                                                                (5) 
 

3=I3×U3                                                                                                                                                (6) 
 
Efficiency factor of the ac/dc converter 2 is determined by the formula (7): 
 

2=( 3/ 2)×100%                                                                                                                                  (7) 
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Summarized total efficiency factor  of the converters can be defined by the formula: 
 

= 1× 2                                                                                                                                              (8) 
 
To study the effectiveness of a low-voltage power supply circuit based on the use of solar batteries, we carried 

out measuring operations for determining the efficiency factor of the converter 2 and the converter 3 (ac/dc 
converter) Figure 3. General scheme for measuring the efficiency factor of the system is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. General scheme for measuring the efficiency factor of the system: 1 – solar battery, 2 – converter, 3 – ac/dc converter, 4 – LED, 

5 – illumination device. 

The values of currents and voltage measured according to the scheme 4 are listed in the table 1. 

   Table 1. Experimental values of currents and voltage 
I1, 
[ ] 

U1, 
[V] 

1, 
[W] 

I2, 
[ ] 

U2, 
[V] 

2, 
[W] 

I3, 
[ ] 

U3, 
[V] 

3, 
[W] 

2,2 12,6 27,7 0,06 207 11,1 0,14 37,6 5,3 
 

Calculation data on the received experimental values are listed in the table 2. 

          Table 2. Calculation data on the received experimental values 

1,  
[W] 

2, 
[W] 

3, 
[W] 

1,  
[%] 

2,  
[%] 

,  
[%] 

27,7 11,1 5,3 40 47,8 20 
 
As a result of carried out study and calculations, the efficiency factor of the converter 2 Figure 4 is 40,1%, the 

efficiency factor of the converter 3 Figure 4 is 48%. Summarized efficiency factor is 20%. This shows a very low 
efficiency of application of this scheme. 

 
2.2 The usage of solar batteries 
 

The usage of solar batteries and system without current converters (Fig. 4) has a great perspective. 
 

 
Fig. 4. LED illuminator connection scheme without using current converters: 1 – solar battery, 2 – current stabilizer, 3 – LED. 
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Figure 5 shows the scheme of low voltage lighting connection on the basis of LEDs without voltage converters. 
This scheme is relevant in that the voltage of energies worked out with the solar battery allows using LEDs of high 
power without conversion of energy, which in turn increases the efficiency factor of the system. 

For stabilizing direct current a self-made driver on the basis of microcircuit 4115 was used, its typical scheme 
is presented in Fig. 5, and the photo of this model is shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Scheme of current stabilization. 

 

Fig. 6. Self-made current stabilizer. 

For energy-storage and provision of stable operation of the scheme in Figure 8 there installed an additional 
accumulator 4 and controller 2, providing optimal charge of the energy and desired voltage for the work of low 
voltage system of lighting, Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Scheme of low voltage system of lighting using energy storage unit: 1 – solar battery, 2 – controller, 3 – low voltage 

illumination device, 4 – accumulator. 
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Direct current is supplied from the solar battery 1 in Figure 7 to the controller 2, which provides an uninterrupted 
supply of electrical power to the low-voltage lighting system simultaneously charging the accumulator 4. 

Testing of the system showed its full working efficiency. The system operated autonomously within seven days, 
while its energy consumption for lighting was only 10% of the generated by solar panels energy, that is, you can still 
add a load equivalent to 100 watts of electrical energy. 

One of the problems of integrating low voltage system is adapting of available electrical wires interconnection 
used for the voltage of 220V to the voltage of 24V. The problem is related to the increase in electric current intensity 
that results the increase in lighting cable heating up (raise of temperature).  

For integration of low voltage system we calculated the necessary wire section while using low voltage LED 
lamps. 

 
2.3 Calculation cross-section area  

 
For calculations there were used copper wires, with electrical resistivity 0,0175 Ohm×mm2/m, [13-14]. 
Wire resistance, Ohm, is defined by the formula: 
 

 R= ×(l/S),                                                                                                                                  (9) 
 
where  – electrical resistivity of a wire, Ohm×mm2/m; l – length of a conductor, m; S – its cross-section area, 

mm2. 
 
Cross-section area is determined by the formula: 
 

S= ×(l/R).                                                                                                                       (10) 
 
Current line in the cable is determined by the formula: 

  
I= /U,                                                                                                                                                        (11) 

 
where  – power consumed by the load, W; U – line voltage in the cable, V. 
 
To determine the coincidence of existing copper wires with the new low-voltage system we determine the cross 

section of the existing wire (results are shown in the table 3). 

              Table 3. Calculation data of existing wire cross-section  
, W U, V I,  S, mm2 

1000 220 4,54 2,5 
 
Required wire section for low voltage system is shown in the table 4. 

            Table 4. Calculation data of wire section for low voltage system 

, W U, V I,  S, mm2 

400 24     16,7 2,5 
 

Conclusions 

Thus, using low voltage system due to higher energy efficiency and higher efficiency factor of the system and the 
absence of two converters (Fig. 6) with available wire section of high lighting system with voltage 220V, we can use 
wires in the system which size is not less than 2.5 mm2. At the same time changing incandescent light bulbs for LED 
lamps does not require rewiring the entire system. 

With integration of low voltage system due to the results presented in the tables 3 and 4 there is no need in 
changing existing wires. 

The considered variants of using alternative energy sources for lighting system show that tradition ways of their 
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application are not effective. Double conversion of current makes the system inviable, its efficiency factor do not to 
exceed 20%. It was demonstrated that application of non-traditional lighting system with the voltage 24V without 
conversion of electrical energy is more effective and less traumatic. It was also shown that at the expense of 
application energy-efficient lighting system it is allowed to use existing electrical wiring with no risk of overheat 
problem. 
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Abstract 

The article discusses the creation an automated system by probe signal generator in radar. This system was created by means of 
National Instruments measurement equipment and LabVIEW software environment. The paper shows a block diagram of test 
system and describes its components. For this test system a test method, software and typical signals were developed. This 
system is used for the production monitoring of the probe signal generators. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern radar – is a complex system comprising mechanical, hydraulic, electrical and other elements. But the 
main importance is the radio equipment. Radio equipment is used for control of the radar, for generating and 
receiving radar signals, for transmit, receive, processing and storage of information [1-6]. In the production of radio 
is very important to monitor its performance. Currently, control is carried out by conventional methods which are 
based on measuring the values of input and output signals and reception waveforms at the control points. 
Unfortunately, these methods do not allow finding a failure and operational error, especially when verifying digital 
signal processing systems [7-9].  

One example is the evaluation of the main characteristics of the chirped pulse for probing signals that are 
generated by radar heterodyne. Radar heterodyne consist of frequency synthesizer for producing carrier, modulator, 
amplifiers, and balanced circuit. The efficiency of radar depends on quality of heterodyne signal. Therefore, 
parameter monitoring of chirp pulses is important part of the control system by radar. Due to the large number of 
measurements, parameter monitoring must be automatized.  
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One of the most effective ways to solve this problem is the using modular instruments from National Instruments. 
The redefined instrumentation approach provided by National Instruments uses open software and modular hardware 
with key elements (multicore CPUs, user-programmable FPGAs, PCI Express, data converters, and LabVIEW 
system design software) to address such demanding challenge. Using NI LabVIEW software with PXI modular 
instrumentation to create a test system that can be used in both characterization and production testing and delivers 
11X reduction in capital equipment costs, 15X reduction in footprint, 66X reduction in weight, and 16X reduction in 
power consumption over the previous automated test equipment used in production. With this approach, we can 
build test systems based on flexible hardware and scalable software resulting in savings in capital equipment, system 
development, and maintenance costs while realizing faster test execution. [10]. 

The aim of the presented paper is the development of an automated system for control of parameters of probing 
chirp signal. 

2. Methods of solving the problem 

A number of methods to creation of automated systems is referred in works [11-16]. Similar systems are 
described in works [17-19]. As we can see from that works, the optimum way is use modular measurement 
equipment with integrated software development environment. Modular measurement equipment from National 
Instruments is used for generating test signals, digitizing measured signals and measuring parameters. Software 
development environment LabVIEW is used for processing received information and display of results. 

3. Description of the system 

Block diagram of the measurement system is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the measurement system 

The system comprises: a heterodyne, a receiver and a measuring unit. To supply the heterodyne and the receiver 
uses an external power supply ±27 V. 

Heterodyne generates the following signals: 
pilot signal (PS), which is chirped pulse with a duration of 67 s and frequency deviation of 1.2 MHz in 
most measurement modes; 
start trigger (H1); 
coherent wave signal with frequency 24 MHz (H2). 
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The signals from the heterodyne through attenuators are fed to the regular radar receiver. Signals H1 and H2 are 
directly fed to the measuring unit. PS signal is supplied to the measuring unit only after transferring it to an 
intermediate frequency of 30 MHz. 

In the measuring unit is coherent digitizing of signal PS with the signal H2. Process of digitizing is triggered by 
signal H1. Measuring unit is used to detect and measure the parameters of chirped pulses generated by radar 
heterodyne. The main functions of this unit:  

visual display of digitized packets chirped pulses;  
calculation of the phase values in each pulse in degrees and determining the range of the phase change in the 
chirp pulses; 
calculation of the range of variation of maximum values of the amplitude chirp pulse; 
convolution chirped pulses; 
estimate of the range of variation of the maximum convolute chirp pulses; 
calculation of the range of variation of the maximum levels of side lobes in a pack of convolute chirp pulses. 

Measuring unit (fig. 2) is based on PXI chassis (PXIe-1085), composed of digitizer (PXI-5105) and controlled by 
a PXIe-8135. 

 

 

Fig. 2. A block diagram of a measuring unit 

Front panel of measuring unit is shown in Fig. 3. VI created in LabVIEW 2013 allows measurements in 
sequential mode and batch mode (from 2 to 12 pulses in batch). Before start measurements must be set frequency 
deviation and the base of signal. In batch mode we must set the number of pulses in the pack and each pulse 
repetition period. 

During the measurements, the front panel displays the digitized packs of chirped pulses before and after 
convolution. At each pulse in the packet is determined the amplitude and phase of the peak. Then we calculate the 
maximum, minimum, median value among the pulses of one pack. 
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Fig. 3. Original and convolute chirp pulse 

In each pulse calculated value of the phase of even and odd discrete. 
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Convolution chirped pulses works based on two algorithms: discrete convolution and fast convolution. 
For discrete convolution we used expression: 
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N – number of discrete in one chirp pulse; 
B – base of chirp pulse. 
Fast convolution algorithm consists from six steps: 
1. Forming of the reference chirp signal samples with Hamming (fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4 Reference chirp signal samples with Hamming 

2. Calculating FFT from reference signal. 
3. Calculating FFT from input chirp pulse (fig. 5). 
 

 

Fig 5. FFT from chirp pulse 

4. FFT samples from chirp pulse multiply on complex conjugate FFT samples from reference signal. 
5. By using inverse FFT we calculate cross correlation. 
6. For calculation of the range of variation of the maximum levels of side lobes we define envelope from 

cross correlation. 
In separate windows in front panel of VI shows a graph of relations of maximum and minimum peak convolute 

chirp pulses in the packet, difference between maximum and minimum of convolute chirp pulses in the packet, and 
the mean value of the phase, minimum and maximum side lobe level of the convolute chirp pulses. 

New automated system has successfully replaced the existing system based on desktop devices and expanded the 
possibilities measuring system. This allowed significantly speeding up the process of testing and improving the 
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quality of measurements. 

4. Summary 

New automated system is successfully replacing traditional test system based on desktop devices and expand its 
capabilities. New automated system accelerates all measurements and improves measurement quality. 
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Abstract 

The article describes the materials on the development of intelligent algorithms, hardware and software configuration of 
information-measuring system that automates the stand for the operational life testing of hydraulic machines - oil sediment and 
motors. The cRIO was selected as a basic hardware platform with a set of input-output modules interacting with a personal 
computer via Ethernet interface to start the test and display the results. The intelligence of the system is provided by the 
implementation of artificial neural networks that analyze the stand values and make decisions on its operation. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

In order to technological process automation of the product operational life testing of the factories producing 
hydraulic machines, reducing the proportion of defects, increasing the objectivity and observability of the testing 
process is required to develop information-measuring system for collecting, primary processing and transmitting to a 
personal computer information of the temperature, pressure, and flow levels in test stand nodes, as well as to 
develop and implement diagnosis algorithms of the condition of the test hydraulic machine using parameters on the 
PC. 
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2. Equipment And Software Used 

Creating software to solve the problem carried out in the programming environment NI LabVIEW 2013 using the 
module NI LabVIEW FPGA. For the implementation of the system has been used platform NI cRIO-9075 [1] with 
the connected modules: NI 9205 [2], NI 9403 [3], NI 9263 [4]. To supply information-measuring system (IMS) has 
been used module NI PS-15 [5]. Stand contain preset flow sensors (4 pieces), Pressure (4 pieces), temperature 
sensor, speed sensor motor stand. To power the sensors used power supply type BP15B-D2-12 [6]. 

3. Solution Description 

Technological scheme of hydraulic pumps and motors in general can be represented as a flowchart shown in Fig. 
1. 

Presented in Figure 1 is a block diagram of the production of hydraulic technology has some significant 
shortcomings, which appear in the final stages of testing and motor control. According to the requirements hydraulic 
motor should work a certain number of hours on test stands. To monitor the testing process human resources are 
engaged that not only increases the cost of the test phase and slows them. Process slowing of testing due to the 
limited staff time - 8 hours. The eight-hour working day leads to the fact that the pump test, requiring 720 hours of 
trouble-free operation is not reduced to one month of continuous testing, and by 3 months of tests during working 
hours. Automating this process will lead to significant economic and timing benefits. 
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the flow process of motors 

To solve the problem of automation of the scheme of electrical block data acquisition module of 
measurement/control unit information-measuring system shown in Fig. 2.  

In Fig. 2 following notation is used: PC - personal computer, providing information processing of information-
measuring system and process control tests, NI cRIO-9075 - control module of data collection process, NI 9205 - 
ADC module recording signals from the output of sensors, PS1 - power supply sensors BP15B-D2-12, PS2 - power 
supply for data collection manage module NI PS-15, FFS1- FFS3 - fluid flow sensors, PS - pressure sensor, TS - 
temperature sensor. 

The electrical block scheme of the control module of the measure/control unit of information-measuring system 
is shown in Figure 3. 

In Fig. 3 the following notation is used: NI 9403 [6] - module digital lines, NI 9263 - DAC module, PS1 - power 
supply unit BP60B-D4-24 for the control module for safety valve (CMSV) EDM-M112 / 20E0 , SV - safety valve 
PRE10-350 / 10N-D24K1 [7-9], YA1-YA4 ON/OFF - electromagnets involved in the process of testing, PK1-PK2 - 
starters AC. 

The unit of measurement/control transmits the values of the measured parameters in the process of hydraulic tests 
on a personal computer connected via Ethernet interface with a frequency of at least sample per second. The 
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measurement/control unit sends the digital control signals to a control unit (7 keys): the keys ON (4 pieces) and OFF 
(3 pieces) of electromagnets installed in the hydraulic system, the keys ON (2 pieces) and OFF (1 key) of starter 
motors AC current. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of data acquisition module of measurement/control unit 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the control module of measurement/control unit 

Control signals correspond to the next parameters: voltage 0-0.2 V - off; 4-4.5 V - on, current to 2mA, the 
switching frequency - less than 1 Hz. The measurement/control unit provides the ability to supply the analog control 
signal to the control module of pressure control valve in the hydraulic system of the stand-type PRE10-350 / 10N-
D24K1. 

The structure of the software of control system of test stend is shown in Fig. 4. 
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 Fig. 4. The modular structure of embedded software control system for test stand 

The structure of Figure 4 shows that the software (SW) has three levels: the software on a personal computer 
(PC) - the level of PC software on the real-time system (RTS) - the level of RT, the software on the field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) - level FPGA. Each of these levels are associated with each other, the FPGA with 
RT - via the RS232 interface inside the module cRIO, RT with a PC - via an Ethernet interface. At levels of FPGA 
and RT the collecting and primary processing of information is implemented and data is being transferred to the PC. 
At the top level (PC) in system intelligent control algorithms of the conditions of work with the use of artificial 
neural networks was integrated [10, 11]. All the results of the algorithms used directly displayed on the screen in 
real time and saved to a file for further investigation and possible treatment. 

Role of artificial neural network (ANN) [12] in this system is shown in Figure 5. 
Neural networks have been applied in various fields of science and technology [13-19]. Application of neural 

networks in control was to meet quite often in various publications [20]. 
 

NNThe test stand

Control of electromagnets

Control starters AC

 

Fig. 5. The block diagram of the interaction of ANN and the test stand 

Figure 5 shows the following symbols: Ps - signal from the pressure sensor, F1-3 - signal flow sensors, T - signal 
from the temperature sensor. 
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Multilayer perceptron with one hidden layer is used as ANN [21]. Based on the scheme in Figure 5 the input 
vector X and output vector Y of the neural network is equal to: 
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where x0 - bias unit. 
And input vector X compose of numerical values with a range of measured values from 0 to 1 and increments of 

0.01. Output vector consists of the Boolean variables that can take values of either 0 or 1. 
The number of neurons in the hidden layer is equal to the number of neurons in the output layer. The output 

vector A of the hidden layer and respectively output vector Y of the output layer of the neural network is: 
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where 1
ji  – transfer coefficient values from the i-th neuron of the input layer to the j-th neuron of the hidden layer, 

g(f) - the transfer function of the neuron, 2
ji  – transfer coefficient values from the i-th neuron of the hidden layer 

to the j-th neuron of the output layer.. At the current task sigmoid function is used:
)exp(1

1)(
f

fg . 
The structure of the neural network used is shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6 - The structure of the neural network used 

The main feature shown in Figure 5 scheme is its simplicity and efficiency simultaneously. The output of the 
neural network derived vectors are binary vectors control the test stand. Due to the small amount of data and a 
simple structure of ANN at a satisfactory rate responds to changes in the measured parameters. 

4. Implementation 

The device is embedded at OJSC "Shakhtinskiy zavod Gidroprivod" and is currently in trial operation. 
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Abstract 

This article shows the advantages in application of the brushless machines with combine excitation (excitation from permanent 
magnets and excitation coil) for small and medium power windmills. This type of electric machine is compared with a typical 
brushless motor and an induction motor. The main advantage is the decreasing of the outline sizes of electric machine and the 
reduction of price for an electronic control system. The design and the principle of operation of the electric machine are provided.
This machine was modeled using Solisworks program to create the design and Maxwell program to analyze the magnetic field. 
The results of testing are shown too.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).

Keywords: brushless electric machine, combine excitation, permanent magnet, excitation coil, regulation of magnet flow.

1. Introduction. 

Alternative power source systems are being developed rapidly. The main reason for that is the energy collapse 
appearing from the limitations of coal, gas, oil. 

Among all other renewables the wind turbine is one of the most developing machines due to several advantages: 

wind is the endless power source; 
it’s an ecologically clean machine. 
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One of the main aggregates of the wind turbine is alternator. High reliability requirements do not allow the use of 
brush electric machines in turbines. So only brushless machines can be discussed so far: 

asynchronous alternators with capacitor batteries as a excitation source; 
synchronous alternators with excitation from permanent magnets; 
synchronous induction alternators with excitation from winding; 
synchronous alternators with combined excitation with excitation from permanent magnets and winding. 

Practice shows that asynchronous alternators with capacitor batteries on more than 1 kW power are not 
competitive by a price comparing to other electric machines due to the high price of battery [2]. 

Recently synchronous alternators of the above mentioned types are dominating in wind power industry. 
Below there is a try to analyze these alternators. 
The distinctive feature of wind turbine operation is variable frequency of rotor rotation, which in turn depends on 

the wind speed. 
EMF of alternator changes with the changing of rotation frequency. The voltage on the output terminals changes 

as well. 
However though the frequency and loading are changing, the constant voltage on the terminals is the critical 

issue for the customer as the most appliances are made for the constant nominal voltage. 

The stabilizing of the voltage on the terminals of alternator is possible by 2 ways: Use of pulse-duration 
modulation for power circuit.  
Change of the excitation flux due to the change of rotation frequency. 

Alternator with permanent magnets is acceptable for the 1st approach. 
Alternator with excitation winding or combined excitation are acceptable for the 2nd approach. 
All these approaches are used in industry. But the main factor while making a choice for any specific power 

module will be: 
The price of alternator + control electronics + power electronics. 
The research shows that the total cost of combined excitation alternator could be less than others [3]. So let’s 

discuss this design in details. 

2. Design and operation principle of alternator with combined excitation 

Alternator with combine excitation has permanent magnet and excitation coil [1]. It gives the following 
advantage if compare alternator with electric machine another kind. The using powerful permanent magnet such as 
Neodymium-Iron-Bore or Samarium-Cobalt   allows decrease the outline sizes. The using of excitation coil allows 
to control voltage in circuit with low current and electronic control system will has low cost in this case. 

The design of AC alternator with combined excitation is illustrated by fig. 1, where the cross-section of alternator 
is shown. 

Fig.1. The cross-section of alternator 
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Alternator consists of stator and rotor. Stator consists of laminated packages 1 and 2 with slots. The slots have the 
same direction along the axis. Multi-phase winding 3 is located in the slots of packages. Laminated packages are 
pressed on the big parts of laminated core 4 and 5. Motionless excitation winding 6 is located between packages of 
laminated core. Rotor 7 of alternator is located outside stator. It has big poles 8 and permanent magnets 8 and 10. 
Permanent magnets and poles are alternated one after another along the circle. They form two rings which cover 
laminated packages 1 and 2. The rings are located so that the permanent magnet 9 is located opposite the pole 8 
along the axis direction. Magnets 9 and 10 have radial magnetization. In one ring the magnets have “south” 
magnetization 9 on the surface directed to the package, in another ring the “north” magnetization 10. 

Alternator operates as follows: 
Under the DC the excitation winding 6 generates magnetic flux which is looped by the following way: laminated 

package 1, air gap, big pole 8 of the first ring, back of rotor, big pole 8 of the second ring, air gap, laminated 
package 2, part of laminated core 5,  part of laminated core 4. 

Magnetic flux generated by magnets, is looped by the following way: laminated package 1, air gap, “south” 
magnet 9, back of rotor, “north” magnet 10, air gap, laminated package 2, part of laminated core 5, part of laminated 
core 4.  

Magnetic fluxes have the same areas in the bush and in the back of rotor. In the other areas magnetic fluxes are 
not crossing. Direction of magnetic flux generated by magnets, is constant, is not changing. Direction of flux from 
excitation winding depends on polarity of power source. Then flux either must be added to the flux of permanent 
magnets, or subtracted.  

During rotation of rotor the total flux induces EMF in stator winding 3. The value and direction of the current in 
excitation winding 6 during frequency changing is chosen so that the multiplication of rotation frequency on the flux 
value should be constant. 

Amplitude of output voltage of alternator is constant during changing of frequency in wide range. This result for 
alternator 8 kW,28V is shown in diagram below (fig.2). 

Fig.2. Diagram for generator 8 kW,28 V 

The electromagnetic processes and heating condition in equipment is very complex. To be sure in quality of 
engineering design it is necessary to use the exact engineering technologies for modeling these processes. In this 
case only the choice of engineering design would be correct. 

This modeling has been executing in South Urals State University with using supper computer and necessary 
software. In the fig. 3 is showed the fragments of electromagnetics analysis for this generator. 
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Fig.3. The result of magnet field analysis 

The authors hold the method of design such generators for different capacities and sizes and this method is based on 
the exact engineering technologies. 

This idea was used for alternator for windmill 3 kW. 
Bellow the prototype of windmill is shown fig.4 . 

Fig.4. Project for windmill 3 kw. 

The advantages of generator with combine excitation can be used for another autonomous power source 
operating from drives with variable frequency of rotation (cars, diesel generator, hydro-stations, wind turbines). 

A patent has been issued on this concept; 
The project has received some funding for development at the University. Inquiries for  Collaboration partners 

are invited. 

3. Conclusion 

The concept of generator with combine excitation is proposed for different application. Its allow decrease the 
sizes and cost for autonomous electric sources.  

The validity of the proposed concept is confirmed by complex engineering calculations using the finite element 
method and the results of the testing of prototypes. 

Power engineering faculty of the SUSU owns the methods of analysis and synthesis of the proposed drive and 
has the ability to conduct research and development on the proposed topics. It is possible to do design and 
manufacture necessary equipment  with using  skills and opportunities  the authors have. 
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Abstract 

The article shows the problem of energy shortage and justifies the necessity of energy-saving activities to be applied in the 
lighting of buildings. The analysis of solar radiation throughout the year and the length of daylight availability in Chelyabinsk
region is made. Based on the analysis of designs and technical characteristics of solar optical fibers their use in newly constructed 
buildings and social facilities is justified, disclosing the terms of using solar optical fibers in the Urals conditions. The data on the 
changes of the natural lighting in the room, depending on the time of the day, cloudiness, and the location of the buildings to the 
cardinal points is produced, the expediency of the combined lighting systems "solar optical fiber+ light-emitting diode" 
application, which will significantly reduce the lighting costs, is illustrated.  

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

The priority trend of social and economic development of the Chelyabinsk region is the development of 
medicine, education, sports, culture and arts, which leads to the construction of major sports complexes, swimming 
pools, schools, kindergartens, medical centers, clinics, exhibition centers, museums and other public buildings.  

Modern buildings have not only an interesting design, but also provide maximum comfort for guests: well-chosen 
lighting, ventilation and air conditioning, heating systems - resulting in an overall increase in electricity 
consumption in the region. But Chelyabinsk region already experiencing energy shortages (South Ural power plants 
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can provide electricity demand is only 80%). [1]. In addition, the annual growth of tariffs for energy in the region is 
about 4%. [2]. All of the above makes think seriously about energy efficiency. Since the share of energy 
consumption for lighting in public buildings is 30-50%, the introduction of energy-saving-measures in these systems 
is especially important. 

2. Rationale for the use of solar optical fibers 
2.1. Traditional light sources 

The traditional methods of energy efficiency increasing of lighting systems include: 
Replacement of artificial light sources others with greater light output and lower power consumption (for 
example,  replacing incandescent lumps with fluorescent and fluorescent  with light-emitting diode); 
Light flow of artificial light sources control using a variety of dimmers, light sensors, motion sensors and etc. 
Energy-saving light sources, in addition to high luminous efficiency, low power consumption, long life time, has 

a number of disadvantages: 
Pulsing the light flux;   
Ultraviolet radiation; 
The presence of mercury in gas discharge lamps; 
The poor quality of some of the manufacturers of lamps. 
All this leads to deterioration in health and limitation of the use of these light sources in public buildings, 

especially in children and medical institutions. 
An alternative source is the use of natural light by using the solar optical fibers. 

2.2. Solar optical fibers 

Solar optical fiber is the light conducting device transmitting light at a distance by multiple reflections within the 
hollow structure having a reflective surface. 

Advantage of solar fibers is that they can: 
To replace the source of artificial lighting during daylight hours; 
To reduce the heat inflow from the artificial lighting and thus the cost and power of conditioning equipment and 
operating costs; 
To receive the full spectrum of lighting (for the transmission of the completeness of colors of the interior space, 
as well as increasing operability and reduce fatigability, which causes the artificial light sources); 
To increase the level of comfort in the buildings; 
To include in the system a source of artificial lighting (for the dark time of day), adjust the brightness of the 
transmitted light or turn it off completely [3,4,5]. 
Thus, the installation of solar optical fibers in public buildings will not only reduce energy costs but also reduce 

the harmful effects of artificial lighting sources on human health. 

2.3. Goals and objectives of the study 

Objective: to investigate the possibility of using solar optical fibers in public buildings in the South Urals. 
The research problem:  
Evaluate the effectiveness of the use of solar optical fibers with regard to: 
Climatic features of South Urals;
The amount of solar radiation reaching the surface, for different areas of the Chelyabinsk region;
Lighting of buildings;
Design features of optical fibers.
3. The climatic characteristics of the Chelyabinsk region 

The climate in Chelyabinsk region is continental, which is determined by the position of the territory on the 
mainland. The main features of the climate are the long cold winter with frequent snowstorms, dry and hot summers 
with droughty periods. 
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The average value of total solar radiation over the region is 1150kW·h / m2 per year. By the magnitude total 
annual solar energy arriving on a horizontal surface, the region is divided into five areas [6]. Average annual 
duration of sunshine in the region is 12 hours. The duration of sunshine varies in the region around 2000 hours per 
year. Thus, only 50% of the days in a year are sunny, other days are cloudy (Table. 1).  

The length of daylight varies throughout the year and ranges from 7 hours in January to 17 hours in June (Figure 
1). Moreover sunrise starts at 10:30 in January and at 5:30 in July, and sunset at 17:30 takes place in January and at 
22:30 in July [9]. 

Table 1. An example of a table. Table 1. Zoning of the Chelyabinsk region [7, 8]. 
Magnitude V. Ufaley, 

Kyshtym 
Chelyabinsk, 

Chebarkul 
Plast, Chesma Troitsk, 

Varna 
Bredy, Kartaly 

The mean values of total solar 
radiation H, kW • h / m2

1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 

The average duration of sunshine 
S, h

70.2 67.9 71.4 72.5 79.1 

The percentage of sunny days per 
year,%

48.7 47.1 49.5 50.3 54.9 

A special feature of winter in the region is the presence of stable snow cover, on average, from November to 
April. The duration of snow cover from 160-170 days in mountainous areas up to 140-150 days in the south. The 
average height of snow cover in the region is 30-40 cm [10]. 

4. The research of the premises illumination 

One of the main factors of a comfortable stay of people indoors is to maintain standardized illumination in it, 
which is achieved by natural and artificial lighting. The construction of most buildings in the Chelyabinsk region has 
natural side lighting, an area which does not exceed 30% of the area of the outer wall.  

We conducted a research - the lighting dependence inside the buildings of the following factors: 
The location of the outer wall of the room from the cardinal point;  
The distance to the wall with windows; 
Cloudiness. 
Measurements were taken directly from the window aperture. 

Fig. 1- The duration of the daylight in Chelyabinsk during the year 

Research time: in July 2015, the average duration of daylight for the Chelyabinsk city is 16 hours, sunrise at 6:00, 
sunset at 22:00. Comparison of illumination changes from the location of the outer walls of buildings with windows, 
showed that the average illumination of the southern side to 3.73 times higher than the northern(Figure 2).  
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Fig. 2- Changing the lighting in the room, depending on the time of the day and buildings location by cardinal points 

Dependence the research of indoor illumination from the distance from the source of natural light (see Fig. 3) 
shows that the luminance decreases, and a distance of 5 m from the window, this value is an average of 13.3 times. In 
addition, the standardized lighting 200 lux for public buildings at a distance from the windows of 4 m or more can 
not be achieved at any time of the day, and at a distance of 3 m is achieved only until 12:00.Research of the effect of 
clouds showed that illumination indoors is reduced by 3.9 times in comparison with the clear day. Considering that in 
the Chelyabinsk region less than half the days in a year are clear, this fact is necessary to include in the design of 
lighting buildings systems. Thus, our studies indicate that in buildings with natural side lighting, it is not enough light 
during the day and artificial lighting is required. 

Fig. 3. - The dependence of the illumination indoors from the distance from the outer wall with windows 

We propose to increase the number of sources of natural light by installing solar optical fibers.
Analysis of Chelyabinsk region climate and our studies have shown that the use of optical fibers will increase the 

solar illumination indoors to standardized, subject to the following conditions: 
The location of the optical fibers domes on the south side of the building or on the roof; 
The dome has to collect not only the direct rays, but also scattered since more than the half of the days in a year 
are cloud; 
The dome should be placed above the height of the snow cover, i.e, higher than 40 cm. 

5. Choosing the design of solar optical fibers for the premises illumination 
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Today, solar optical fibers produce dozens of foreign companies. In Russia, widely spread only two: Solatube 
(USA) and Allux (Czech Republic). 

After studying design features of fibers of these firms, we chose the European company as more appropriate to 
the conditions of the South Urals. The Allux fiber dome is made of polycarbonate, which allows it to remain 
transparent to ultraviolet rays over the lifetime. The dome shape is a hexahedral prism, which allows absorbing the 
maximum amount of light even on a cloudy day. Special “winter” design of optical fibers is not subject to
condensation inside the fiber and prevents its freezing in the winter period of operation. The hollow Allux optical 
fiber inside has a mirror coating, consisting of a number of optical and protective layers coated on the base sheet of 
aluminum by chemical vacuum spraying that allows it not to burn up under the action of ultraviolet light and does 
not crack when the temperature drops. 

Modern structures of solar lighting systems have additional accessories, such as daylight regulator, which shuts 
off the light in the room, or reduces its amount or kit for night-time, containing an artificial light source, thereby 
reducing the number of lamps. Most often incorporated energy-saving lamps in them. The reflecting fiber length 
depends on the diameter of the cylinder. Thus, the manufacturer offers optical fibers with a diameter up to 400 mm 
length of the cylinder up to 10 m and with a diameter of 600 mm and more - up to 25 m [11]. 

Given that the average duration of daylight for the year in the South Urals is 12 hours, the use of combined 
lighting systems: "optical fiber + light-emitting diode" will significantly reduce energy costs, while allowing a 
person to feel comfortable in the dark time of the day. Figure 4 shows the duration of light-emitting diodes 
switching-on in the system "optical fiber + light-emitting diode" during the year for the 12-hour working day from 
10:00 to 22:00. 

Fig. 4- The duration of the light-emitting diode bulbs operation incorporated in solar optical fibers, h 

Thus, making natural illumination of public buildings with solar optical fibers with the set of light-emitting 
diodes for working in the dark time of the day, will reduce the time of energy consumption to an average of two 
hours a day, therefore, save energy up to six times. 

6.Conclusions

The increasing energy consumption for newly constructed public buildings lighting requires a search for new 
energy-saving technologies and devices. 
Research of the changes of the natural lighting in the room, depending on the time of the day, cloudiness, and the 
location of the buildings to the cardinal points revealed that the lighting does not correspond to standardized, 
therefore, the installation is required for additional artificial lighting.
If the average total solar radiation in the South Urals is 1150kW· h / m2 and the duration of the daylight in
average is 12 hours per year, the most expediency is the use of the dome solar optical fibers installed on the 
south side of the roof or buildings. 
The use of combined lighting systems "solar optical fiber+ light-emitting diode", significantly reduce energy 
costs, while allowing a person to feel comfortable in the dark period of the day. 
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Abstract 

The use of lithium batteries in the conditions associated with the operation at low temperatures requires studying the effect of
temperature factor on battery performance. Using the simulation, and particularly equivalent circuit models method, may be 
useful at the initial stages of the study. The paper describes the use of lithium battery model with one voltage source, one series
resistor, and a single RC block for simulating the LiFePO4 battery operation at low temperatures. The model was validated using
experimental data obtained by LiFePO4 battery discharge at different temperatures and showed good accuracy. The simulation 
results allow estimating the negative effect of low operating temperature on battery parameters and making a conclusion about 
the need for systems creating optimum operating conditions for batteries working under severe temperature conditions. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 

Batteries (chemical sources of electricity) are now widely used in various technical systems – from mobile 
phones and power systems to backup power. One of the most perspective and promising application include electric 
and hybrid vehicles, as well as energy storage systems for stand-alone power systems. [1,2,3] Distributed and 
autonomous energetics is particularly relevant for Russia, since according to various estimates from 60 to 70% of 
the territory is not covered by centralized power. About 20 millions of people and up to 15% of natural resources of 
the Russian Federation are concentrated in this area. [4] The use of autonomous energy systems based on renewable 
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energy sources is the most appropriate in these areas. Application of autonomous power covers all aspects of human 
life, which requires a source of power: power supply of remote settlements, equipment for the protection of borders 
and critical facilities, oil and gas pipelines, temporary parking camps, engineering constructions, mobile operators 
equipment. The battery is an essential part of the autonomous power supply system, smoothing the curve of 
electricity generated by the renewable sources and ensuring the load operation 

2. Task formulation 

Battery performance and lifetime are affected by a number of factors (charge and discharge dynamics, depth of 
discharge, operating temperature, storage temperature, etc.). [1,5] It is especially important to emphasize the factor 
of temperature, which become critical in the severe temperature conditions of Russia, where the average annual 
temperature is –23 °C  in some regions. [6] Battery's available discharge capacity and lifetime can dramatically 
decrease under such conditions. 

Studies of severe temperature conditions influence on the batteries characteristics can be performed both by full-
scale tests [7], and simulation. Conducting full-scale research requires significant financial and time costs. 
Therefore, at the initial stage it is rationally to use computer simulation, which allows to simulate the battery 
operation, analyze obtained characteristics and dependences, as well as predict the behavior of batteries under 
various environmental conditions. 

There are a number of batteries models developed [8,9,10], but the most common approach is the equivalent 
circuit model (ECM) method, which provides acceptable accuracy and low computational cost. The lithium battery 
ECM with a single RC-block developed by Robin Jackey at Mathworks [11] was used in this work. This model (Fig. 
1) includes voltage source Em, RC-branch of the capacitor C1 and resistor R1, and the series resistor R0. The 
parameters of all elements of the equivalent circuit are changed depending on the battery temperature (T) and the 
state of charge (SOC). This change is realized by means of two-dimensional tables of values of each element, where 
the rows represent the values of the SOC and temperature columns. The model is able to predict changes in the 
battery voltage during operation and estimate an SOC in real time based on changes in ambient temperature [12], 
but it needs to be validated – the model parameters must be estimated so the behavior of the model adequately 
represents battery operation. 

Fig. 1. (a) Electrical scheme of cell ECM; (b) Matlab Simulink ECM. 

3. Experimental testing and simulation 

LiFePo4 (Lithium iron phosphate) battery Zippy Flightmax was used for experimental testing. Some 
characteristics of the selected cell that are necessary for further simulation are given in Table 1. 
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The values of 955.4 J/kg K as specific heat capacity of the cell (as a standard value for LiFePo4 batteries [13]) 
and 10 W/m2 as the heat transfer coefficient between the cell and the environment (which corresponds the natural 
cooling) were selected for simulation. 

                        Table 1 Cell characteristics. 

Parameter Value 

Nominal capacity 2100 mAh 

Weight 0,063 kg 

Height 0,121 m 

Width 0,044 m 

Thickness 0,006 m 

The experimental setup for the investigation of temperature influence on the battery performance consisted of the 
Imax B6 AC Charger, the cell with the attached temperature sensor, a laptop connected to the charger via RS-485 
for data collection using Logview software. 

The cell was discharged with 0,5 A and 1 A current at a 25 °C temperature, and with 1 A current at –15 °C 
temperature in a climatic chamber. Received dependencies of discharge voltage from SOC at different temperature 
and discharge current, approximated in Matlab, are shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Dependencies of discharge voltage from SOC at different temperature and discharge current. 

The lookup tables for each circuit element were chosen to be based on 13 different points of SOC (0; 0,01; 0,02; 
0,5; 0,1; 0,3; 0,5; 0,7; 0,9; 0,95; 0,98; 0,99; 1). SOC breakpoints spaced with a bias toward low and high SOC in 
order to more accurately reflect the change of the cell voltage at the beginning and end of the discharge. 

The discharge curves UI1(SOC, 25°C) and UI2(SOC, 25°C) where I1 = 0,5 A, I2 = 1 A (Fig. 2) were used to 
determine the internal resistance of the cell at  25 °C temperature using the following equation: 

1 2

2 1

( , 25 ) ( , 25 )
( , 25 ) I ISOC C SOC C

R SOC C U U
I I

  (1)
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The calculated values of the cell internal resistance and their approximation curve are shown in Fig. 3. The cell 
EMF was calculated knowing cell internal resistance and discharge voltage in the breakpoints using the equation: 

1 21 2( , 25 ) ( , 25 ) ( , 25 ) ( , 25 ) ( , 25 )I IE SOC C SOC C R SOC C SOC C R SOC CU UI I   (2)

Fig. 3. Calculated and approximated cell internal resistance at 25 °C. 

EMF of the battery is weakly dependent from temperature, the resistance, on the contrary, significantly increases 
with decreasing temperature. [13,14,15]. Cell internal resistance at –15 °C temperature was calculated using 
parameter estimation to make the simulation curve match the experimental data with the maximum accuracy. The 
dependence of the cell internal resistance from the SOC and the temperature is shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen from 
the Fig. 4, the cell internal resistance at –15 ° C temperature is 3,5 times greater than at 25 ° C. 
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Fig. 4. Cell internal resistance at different temperatures. 

The simulation of the cell discharge with 1A current at 25 °C and –15 °C was conducted and the results were 
compared to the experimental data to test the accuracy of the model. Simulated and experimentally obtained 
discharge curves are shown at Fig. 5. 

a)         b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Simulated and experimentally obtained discharge curves at 25 °C; (b) simulated and experimentally obtained discharge curves at –15 
°C

Analysis of the results (see. Fig. 5) shows good alignment of simulation results with experimental data. The 
validated model can be used to predict the battery performance under a variety of operating conditions. To estimate 
the effect of low temperatures the discharge with 1 A current at different temperatures was simulated and the results 
are shown on Fig. 6. 

Fig.6. Simulated discharge curves at different temperatures. 

The simulation showed the cell discharge capacity of 1800 mAh at –23 ° C temperature, which is more than 20% 
less then discharge capacity at 25 °C temperature (2300 mAh). These simulation results provide an estimation of the 
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negative effect of low operating temperature on battery parameters and help to make a conclusion about the need for 
systems creating optimal operating conditions for batteries working under severe temperature conditions. 

4. Conclusions 

• The use of equivalent circuit models method in the applied battery allows to obtain the results which are align 
with the experimental data. 

• The simulation results of the LiFePO4 battery operation showed the increase of internal resistance with the 
factor of 3.5 and the decrease in available discharge capacity more than 20% with the decrease of ambient 
temperature from 25 ° C to –23 °C. 

• One of the methods of increasing the performance of the batteries, working under severe temperature 
conditions, is the application of the systems creating optimal operating conditions for batteries. 

• The verified battery model can serve as the basis for its further development by taking in the account changes in 
the battery characteristics caused by aging, widening the temperature range of the model by adding more 
temperature breakpoints, as well as adding of the devices creating optimal operating conditions for batteries. 
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The paper presents the approach for solving the task of development of technology of high accuracy measurement digital 
information transmission via communication system from remote terminal unit on the base of adaptive digital combined current 
and voltage transformer (ADCCVT) to SCADA-system. We showed the design and technical characteristics of the said 
transformer, ADCCVT–SCADA communication system structure and also the programming model of data exchange between 
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1. Introduction 

One of the actual modern scientific and technical areas is the Smart Grid concept development. This area of 
scientific-technical progress characterizes by rapid development of a new intellectual electronic devices (IED). The 
IEDs are the physical devices which partly contain the system of automation of substation. They should be 
connected with SCADA-systems on the software level and should exchange data with control devices via digital 
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communication system on each section of grid in real time. Integration of IED into electric grids together with active 
components changing its parameters along with the parameters of grid depending on the grid operation mode, 
arranged the conditions of building the electric grids of new technological structure, characterized by higher 
efficiency, reliability and controllability. 

Due to the said demands we have started the applied scientific-technical research and experimental development 
with the goal of construction the scientific base for building the automation, control and protection devices for smart 
electric grids with algorithms of automatic adaptation to topology and electric grid mode parameters change using 
the modeling of electric grid operation on the base of usage of modern technologies of control on the base of 
ADCCVT prototype connected with the alternating current electric power transmission line (EPTL) on 220 kV 
voltage class, with current measuring range 300–2000 A, accuracy current rating 0.2S, voltage rating 0.2. 

2. ADCCVT design features determining the technology and means of data transmission 

Basic document regulating the architecture of digital substation (DSS), is the Federal Standard [1]. The 
development of ADCCVT should be implemented in accordance with its requirements. Technical solutions for 
digital electrical substation automated control systems are presented in [2]. Standardization points in the 
development of digital substation concept could be found in [3]. Experience of the development of digital 
substations is shown in [4, 5]. The outlook of development of digital software-hardware combined digital 
substations described in [6]. General approaches of automation of digital substations are presented in [7]. 

The group of important parameters of electric grid are currents and voltages in EPTL, incoming to the 
substations. Currents are measured recently by high voltage electromagnetic measuring current transformers with oil 
or gas-insulated high voltage insulation, converting big currents of high voltage into small currents of low voltage, 
which in turn could be converted into digital codes with the help of analog-digital converters (ADC) [8]. These 
devices have such disadvantages as a large mass and dimensions, complicating their montage at substations. In 
addition to that the oil transformers have high explosion and fire hazard, and gas-insulated require regular pressure 
control of insulation. During recent years a Faraday effect based optoelectronic measuring current transformers 
measuring the currents of high voltages, became one of a basic research areas [9, 10]. Such devices are fabricated by 
lots of foreign (NxtPhase T&D Corporation, ABB, etc.) and domestic (NPP OptoLink, Profotech, etc.) companies. 
These converters have a substantially less mass, measure both alternating and DC current, and transfer optical 
signals about current on a significant distance. The main disadvantage of optical converters is their high price [11, 
12]. 

At the same time the traditional structure of current converters output into digital code on the base of the system 
«electromagnetic current transformer – ADC – fiber-optic communication line (FOCL)» is still actual and didn’t 
exhausted all its opportunities. Application of amorphous alloys for magnetic conductors [13] and compensation 
feedback communications [14] allow significantly decreasing device accuracy. Moreover, the price of one combined 
current and voltage transformer is less than of two current and voltage transformer made in two devices separately, 
and the reliability is higher. 

In accordance with the above mentioned requirements to the modern trends and the level of engineering 
development, we developed the experimental prototype of ADCCVT. The structure and technical characteristics of 
the device are shown in [15]. It contains the high voltage part (HVP) and low voltage part (LVP) divided between 
each other by the high voltage support. We presented the high voltage components of ADCCVT in Fig. 1. 

HVP includes primary current and voltage converters, primary converter and primary power source. HVP and 
LVP are connected between each other with the FOCL located inside the high voltage support. 

Secondary converter operates with digital signals only and converts the received from HVP data into standard 
format output package, and transfers it to the final receiver. The package contains data about measured current and 
voltage, transformer status and several other parameters. The transformer status informs about its operation modes 
adapting in accordance with the value of voltage at EPTL. Final receiver for secondary converter is the terminating 
unit of ADCCVT, which presents the process bus merging unit (MU). MU is assigned to collect data from 
measuring current and voltage transformers and transfer this data by IEC 61850-9-2LE protocol to equipment of 
relay protection and automation (RPA), and other IEDs on digital substation. 
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Fig. 1. Components of ADCCVT: a – ADCCVT with protecting cover, b – ADCCVT without protecting cover; 1 – current-carrying high voltage 
conductor, 2 – protecting cover, 3 – high voltage insulation support, 4 – HVP equipment. 

3. Development of communication system structure 

According to IEC61850 the DSS has three-level architecture. The lower level represents the local devices of 
communication with the object and digital RPA devices [16]. Medium level represents the basic system servers, 
time synchronizing devices and computer-gateway. Upper level is presented by workstations (WS) of operators and 
off-site SCADA-systems. One or several servers in such a system perform the functions of centralized collection, 
storage and transmission of signals. The number of servers determines the degree of system reliability. The number 
of WS determines degree of convenience of system usage. Algorithms of «hot» reservation are used in power object 
SCADA-systems. In case of emergency they allow automatic changing of basic components of the system by 
reserved ones (without personnel action), providing the permanent operability of the system in general. 

The said structure of complex is not a hard one. There are many variants of its variations. For instance the usage 
of server combined with the gateway, or one operating station including the server, gateway and WS. Different 
variants provide a different degree of reservation and reliability. We propose the following communication system 
structure to provide the information exchange between ADCCVT and SCADA-system (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Structure of ADCCVT–SCADA communication system: 1 – combined current and voltage sensor on ADCCVT base, 2 – communication 
system, 3 – merging unit, 4 – process bus, 5 – RPA, 6 – station bus, 7 – SCADA server. 

Algorithm of communication system operation is as follows: after MU received the data from ADCCVT by 
proprietary protocol, it should convert this data into SV message described in IEC 61850-9-2LE. This is hardly 
structured frame containing 4 phase currents and 4 phase voltages data. Measuring signal sampling frequencies are 
also to be recorded. They present 4000 Hz (80 samplings over a period) for relay protection and commercial 
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accounting goals, and 12800 Hz (256 samplings over a period) for control of energy quality. Standardized Ethernet 
frame then should be formed to transmit the SV message. Frame format is shown in Fig. 3a. 

The structure of APDU is shown in frame format. This structure contains a group of current and voltage 
measures. It is shown in Fig. 3b for the frame transmitting 80 samplings over a period (SV80). 

Difference between SV80 and SV256 frames is in the number of APDU, presented in message. When the 
sampling frequency is 80 samplings, there is 1 ASDU in message, when the sampling frequency is 256 samplings, 
then there are 8 ASDU in message. The RPA devices receiving these messages should be subscribed on SV80 
delivery in process bus. 

Further so-called reports would be adjusted on the RPA devices received the SV80 messages. The reports will 
store a data about substation status and will be transmitted by MMS protocol to SCADA-system via station bus. 

Whilst developing a communication system it’s required to take into account that the development of MU needs 
such a special technical characteristics for Ethernet of DSS to operate normally in accordance with the requirements 
of IEC 61850 standard [17]. 

 

Fig. 3. Features of Sampled Value (SV) under IEC61850: a) SV frame format; b) structure of APDU for SV80. 

4. Programming model of data exchange between ADCCVT and SCADA-system 

The scientific aspect of modelling of data exchange between ADCCVT and SCADA-system is not only the 
analysis of ADCCVT–SCADA information network operation efficiency and the development of recommendations 
for IED speed performance made on the preliminary development stage [18], but the problems of DSS equipment 
compatibility with IEC-61850 standard and upper level software. Also there is a need of study the opportunity of 
usage the universal SCADA-systems for new IEDs. 

For modelling the interaction of ADCCVT with SCADA-system we used software products from SCADA-
system MasterSCADA and OPC-server MasterOPC_DI_61850, presented by InSAT company [19]. Software part of 
MasterScada system is the complex of software means based on the technology of object linking and embedding 
(OLE) for industrial automation for Process Control ( ). The used MasterOPC_DI_61850 in modelling (Fig.4a) 
was tested with configurations of the most equipment distributed on Russian substations (SIEMENS, ABB, 
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AREVA, GE, SATEC, etc.) and showed the full compatibility with it. Loading testing of server has shown its high 
speed performance [20]. 

As we showed above, when ADCCVT communicates with SCADA-system, the data from ADCCVT are 
transmitted to SCADA via RPA. The chart of data transmission is presented in Fig. 4b. 

 

Fig. 4. Data transmission to SCADA-system: a) Window of control of MasterOPC_DI_61850 server; b) Chart of data transmission to SCADA-
system. 

5. Results 

We arranged generation, request and transmission of MMS-reports in IEC 61850-8-1 standard for SCADA-
system in modeling software complex developed on the base of interaction of MasterSCADA and OPC-server 
MasterOPC_DI_61850. The reports contain metrological information about high accurate current and voltage 
measurements, as well as the status of ADCCVT. The results of modeling of ADCCVT with SCADA-system are 
presented in Fig.5. 

 

Fig. 5. Window of view/setting the values of variables and trends of corresponded current values of current and voltage 

The above presented screenshots identify the evidence of correct mutual operation of ADCCVT, MasterSCADA 
and OPC-server MasterOPC_DI_61850. Integration of these software and devices became possible as a result of 
mutual work with the developers of software. 
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6. Conclusions 

The research results allow making the following conclusions: 

The developed models of IDE are adequate. 
The developed technology of ADCCVT-SCADA data exchange allows transmitting metrological information 
data in real time according to IEC 61850 standard. 
It is reasonable to make a final device of ADCCVT in the form of separate module. 
Usage of universal SCADA-systems in the development of adaptive devices of automation, control and 
protection for smart electric grids is technically justified and reduces the development cost. 

To summarize the research results we consider that the usage of standardized international protocols allows 
increasing the reliability and accuracy of information transmission, standardize the corresponding technical means 
and increase the efficiency of IED interaction in general. The most complete solution of the IED integration problem 
will be developed with wider usage of IEC 61850 communication protocol. 
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Abstract 

A wide variety of rapidly evolving algorithms of lithium-ion battery charge leads to the lack of statistics on the differential 
coefficient of a specific battery degradation, or in other words, a misunderstanding of the difference in the state of charge after 
several charge-discharge cycles as compared to a single one. As a solution of the problem the authors propose the usage of a 
universal integrated algorithm of LiFePO4 batteries charging with initial and final trickle charge, which will both train the battery 
and reduce the differential coefficient of degradation, as well as allow testing of local grid power which the battery is charging 
from. This approach, if distributed widely, may give rich statistic information to be used for further improvement of charge 
algorithms. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: lithium-ion battery, accumulating battery, charge-discharge, differential coefficient of battery degradation, LiFePO4, state of charge 

1. Application of Trickle Charge in LiFePO4 batteries 

Our earlier published materials on the development of charging algorithms for lithium-ion batteries intended for 
the heavy load electric vehicles and city transportation, had caused a living feedback in the part of optional trickle 
charge [1]. The reason of variances is the proposed universality of charging algorithm.  

In particular a lot of lithium-ion batteries used earlier, were dangerously explosive [2]. This type of batteries is the 
electrochemical device using chemical reactions, leading in some cases to the internal short circuits caused by 
overheating. That was actually the main reason of their failure. During a few milliseconds the chain reaction of 
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“dominoes” type leads in specific conditions to the explosive effect. One of the ways of reliable defense was the use 
of copper jumpers between electrodes in battery, melting when the temperature  exceeds 10000C, which leads to the 
chain breakup.  

We carefully studied this type of batteries for the application of trickle charge. In the algorithms proposed in [1], 
there was no any data about the type of battery or temperature control and thermal chain/charge disconnection. 
Nevertheless this research was actually in mind during the scientific experiments planned step by step in the iterative 
sequence “problem study – analysis and generalization – heuristic approaches and hypotheses – experiment 
verification”. 

2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Trickle Charge 

Trickle charge proposed in some cases for charging the Li-ion battery after it is fully charged (i.e. 95-99% from 
the initial state of charge), in most cases can be dangerous because in accordance with manuals, the batteries of this 
type cannot consume energy when overcharged, and can be damaged. And vice versa, the lack of trickle charge leads 
first to the progressive steadfast aging (degradation) of battery because of partly not full charged, and second to the 
non-efficient usage of the battery. Thus the “golden mean” is required, and the problem could be solved by adding 
the temperature feedback into the charging algorithm. This entry would help to avoid the overheating, switching to 
the trickle charge in time, and even during the trickle charge stage would help to control the battery state of charge, 
and therefore to prolong its life from charge to charge. Today a lot of equipment for batteries trickle charge, is 
available on the market. However there is no available accurate data about the time of charge and thermal features 
for specific batteries and in particular about the impulses duty factors, excluding the only [14]. 

It is necessary to note that as a rule there is no any information about trickle charge even in manual 
documentation on the batteries, which causes some apprehensions in the usage of trickle charge in general, moreover 
in automatic duties. However due to the research of lithium-ion batteries’ structure and the results of long term 
testing [4,5], we can make a conclusion that the main charge could be applied without trickle charge [15-21]. But in 
this case every charge will slowly be aging the battery as the memory effect is also presented in this type of batteries 
according to the research of [5], in analog with nickel-cadmium and nickel-metal-hydride batteries. Thus lithium-ion 
batteries are liable for degradation and the charging processes require exclusively important attention.  

Degradation of LiFePO4 batteries is caused by the fact that the electrode material consists of multitude minute 
micrometer size particles which charge and discharge individually one after another. This model of charge-discharge 
is known as a “multi-element model” [6]. During the charging process the lithium ions are being released. Fully 
charged particle becomes free of lithium presenting the phosphate ion FePO4. Discharge is vice versa returns lithium 
ions back and phosphate ion becomes a lithium-phosphate ion LiFePO4. The difference between the number of 
lithium ions repeatedly interacting with phosphate ions, reflects the battery voltage reduction. In this case this 
difference represents the specific battery differential coefficient of degradation which has a non-linear aging 
characteristic known as a dependence of SOC (state of charge) on different charging currents varying from 0.1C to 
10C. Thus the difference in the number of ions leads to some critical results which in turn lead to the reduction of 
chemical potential [22]. 

3. Individuality of Battery Differential Coefficient 

In accordance with the above mentioned arguments each charge-discharge cycle of lithium-ion battery leads to 
some its degradation, the differential coefficient of which is individual not only for different types of batteries, but 
for the products of the same type because of different structure of materials [23,24]. So the only instrument for 
“pulling” the weak battery with the big differential coefficient to the strong one, is charging with low currents taking 
into account all applicable cautions for keeping the original battery chemical structure.  

In the proposed algorithm [1] the trickle charge was optional (or secondary). We assumed that the most important 
was the initial trickle training charge included the series of charge-discharge impulses for the determination of SOC 
and charging current value. However due to the recent research results [5] the trickle charge on the final stage of 
charge starts dominating to prevent the early aging of batteries. 
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4. Algorithms of Charge with Adding Temperature Control and Trickle Charges 

In accordance to these data we found one serious disadvantage in algorithm [1] – the lack of the temperature 
control. It is being obvious that each battery type would require specifically determined individual boundary 
conditions. In our case we researched LiFePO4 batteries as the most explosively safe and having high 
electrochemical potential. 

Adding the temperature control feedback into the algorithm taking into account the initial and final trickle charge, 
will represent the following chart of charging algorithm for the said batteries [7,9]: 

 

Fig. 1. Algorithm of charge for LiFePO4 battery with trickle charge and temperature feedback. 

In Fig. 1:  
UOC – open circuit voltage of battery, IB – charging current, 0 – temperature of battery,  – battery capacity. The 

bold elements represent the temperature testing. 
In accordance with the proposed chart we then may form the stages of battery charge (discharge) algorithm which 

contains the following number of algorithms as it is marked in Fig. 1: 
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1 – algorithm of initial temperature testing; 
2 – algorithm of initial (test and/or training) trickle charge; 
3 – algorithm of the main charge by DC current; 
4 – algorithm of permanent temperature testing; 
5 – algorithm of the main charge by DC voltage; 
6 – algorithm of permanent temperature testing; 
7 – algorithm of final (finalizing) trickle charge. 
The time of the trickle charge N depends on the battery type and developer or manufacturer [25]. Therefore the 

duration has to be determined in accordance with the operation manual, recommendations of developer and/or 
experimental data. Fig.1 shows that the processes of initial and final trickle charge are relatively long. For shortening 
the time of charge the trickle charge could be eliminated. In this case the end-user should make the appropriate 
economic calculations taking the following conditions into consideration: 

Eliminating the trickle charge the charger cannot detect the unbalance in battery, therefore the charge would be 
finalized by the timer, but the battery wouldn’t be charged in full. In this case it’s necessary to make a calculation 
of the probability of this event appearance, then form (determine) a mathematic expectation value of the event on 
the base of statistic approaches, evaluate the harm and make a decision about elimination or usage of the said 
charging stage. 
In case of eliminating the final trickle charge the battery is the subject of irreversible aging. The characteristic of 
degradation is not linear. In this case it’s necessary to evaluate statistically the curve of degradation of batteries 
being charged, without trickle charge comparing with the batteries charged up to 100%. The gradient of 
differential coefficient will give the information for making a decision on the base of economic analysis about the 
usage of the entire trickle charge, taking into account the expenses on energy delivery, idling time on the 
charging station and small but unavoidable degradation. 
When applying the algorithm to the other, different from [7] batteries, it’s required to use another charge 

parameters in accordance with [1,8] and nominal parameters according to the product operation manual(s).  
We have to note that the algorithm is a universal tool, and following the above mentioned conditions it cannot 

accelerate the battery degradation.  
Thus using the proposed algorithm, the positive effect is absolutely predictable but differential coefficient of 

degradation must be numerically determined for each type of batteries in the process of the appropriate experimental 
research. 

5. Temperature Sensor 

Special topic of applied research is the determination of location of temperature sensor. As a rule the material of 
lithium-ion battery housing is a polymer and it would bring a hysteresis effect and/or data displacement into the 
curve of temperature registration recorded by thermal control system on external wall of the battery cell. Moreover 
the influence of the next cells may lead to the high differential error in calculation of the cell internal temperature. 
Therefore to increase the reliability, the manufacturer of the batteries should be recommended to place temperature 
sensors inside each cell. The cost of this arrangement would be significantly less than placing the components of 
balancing system into the battery which is widely used now in the production of modern lithium-ion batteries [26]. 

6. Grid Power Determination 

The automatic determination of grid power is required for the evaluation of charging availability for specific 
accumulating battery from the given local source. The power source may be in the form of either main or local grid 
on the base of low power generators, and therefore the proposed condition should be obligatory for the charger. To 
meet these conditions the vehicle should be equipped by the appropriate control apparatus. In some cases, especially 
when charging at the stations on the base of renewable energy sources, the grid power determination is required 
because in case when the grid charging parameters are insufficient for qualitative charge, the differential coefficient 
of degradation will be increased considerably.  
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Algorithm of grid power determination is worth the process of determination of available power, in measuring the 
voltage drop on terminals of the battery. In general the algorithm of charger control could be proposed in the 
following succession:  

Charger should be connected galvanically separately to the grid and battery in accordance with the electric device 
connection circuit operation manual. The charger after turning on, measures the voltage both on terminals of the 
battery and grid voltage in open circuit duty (the grid and the battery are galvanically disconnected).  
Control system of the charger generates a short impulse(s), 3-5 seconds duration to charge a battery.  
Charger voltage sensor generates a voltage value on the terminals of the battery and the grid, after that the control 
system compares the recorded data and those earlier measured on the open circuit duty. If the charger detects the 
voltage drop as acceptable value then it shows the appropriate information on display and starts the charge. If the 
voltage was sank more than acceptable, in accordance with the optional commands the charger either disconnects 
the batteries using the internal contacts, or turns to the duty of charging by small (but available in local grid) 
currents, notifying the operator. 
To turn on the small current charge it is necessary to use the following extra algorithm of diagnostics: when the 
voltage drops on significantly higher value than available, the charger reduces the voltage on 30% or 70%, acting 
by Fibonacci search by coordinate-wise descent with bringing the penalty functions for the most rapid detection 
of available voltage. 
After the available voltage is determined, the charger computes the available charge current and turns on the 
charge, using the main algorithm but with the applicable corrections. 

7. Summary 

From the point of view of the general scientific research approaches, the proposed method is a compilation of the 
wide spectrum of approaches described in the World literature. Nevertheless the proposed algorithm is the new 
instrument in the applied research, proposed as a result of studying the specific batteries [7,9]. Taking into account 
that it combines the methods, approaches and algorithms, using in the operation of lithium-ion batteries, with 
generating the mass statistics of degradation differential coefficients, the proposed algorithm is important for 
improvement of quality and increase of efficiency of charge for newest modern Li-FePO4 batteries and can be 
applied for any type of lithium-ion batteries, using the appropriate re-counting of charge-discharge parameters. 
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Abstract 

An intelligent method of diagnosing the technical condition of electrical equipment and mechanical devices connected with it is 
described. The method is based on the combined use of fuzzy logic and neural networks. Fuzzy submodel determines the degree 
of development of each fault. The neural network determines the state of the object as a whole. The experimental study of the 
method for the diagnosis of a brushless DC motor and associated equipment at different speeds is presented. It was found that 
this method allows troubleshooting at any speed. The most informative rate equals half of the maximum. The fault detected in the 
experiment was confirmed during the inspection of electrical equipment. 
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1. Introduction 

Electrical equipment is very important link in the country's energy supply and demand, which places special 
demands on reliability and performance. Operation in poor technical condition of generators, motors, transformers and 
cable lines leads both to direct financial losses related to unpredictable failure of equipment and a consequent violation 
of the technological process, and significant indirect unproductive expenses of electricity, due to increased power 
consumption at the same useful power. Therefore, the actual problem is to ensure reliable and efficient operation of 
high-voltage electrical equipment. One way to solve this is to control the current condition of the application of 
methods and means of diagnosis. The main problem of the development of such methods is the large amount of non-
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formalized qualitative information that can’t be used with conventional modeling methods. To solve this problem 
allows the use of artificial intelligence methods. 

2. Intelligent method for diagnosis of electrical equipment 

Long operation activity of the electrical equipment at the large reversed loads can produce faults. Therefore it is 
necessary to supervise periodically the high-voltage electrical equipment inspection done by means of a systematic 
diagnosing. 

One of the most simple and accessible methods of diagnosing is the method of the spectral analysis of stator 
current signals, as it does not require additional material and time expenses and can be made directly on the working 
equipment. 

The spectral analysis of the stator current signals allows to carry out diagnostics of the electric motor and the 
mechanical devices connected with it at which during the set time interval the steady-state currents consumed by the 
motor are recorded as exemplarily shown in Fig 1,a 

 
 a  b 

Fig. 1. (a) Steady state time series of the current consumed by electrical equipment; (b) frequency spectrum of the electrical equipment 

The received data are converted into the frequency domain using the Fourier transformation (refer with: Fig  1,b). 

3. The neuro-fuzzy based diagnosis model 

Characteristical frequency peaks contain the electrical equipment faults and can be extracted from spectral 
analysis of the stator current. For the analysis the current signal of a new serviceable motor, which is accepted to be 
the basic reference standard, is measured once before the long-time exploitation. When faults advance there is a 
change in the common level and single amplitudes on the characteristic frequencies. The search of faults is carried 
out by comparison of a currently spectrum with the basic reference spectrum done by means of computational 
intelligence. Midrange current signal (refer with: Eq. 1), which can be considered as a bias arising from process 
noise is obtained from all amplitudes of a current spectrum without characteristic frequencies/ 
where  - current signal amplitude ; - frequency indices; - frequencies of a spectrum interval;  - characteristic 
frequencies of diagnosing. 

The spectrum analysts is restricted to the normalized characteristic frequencies under consideration (refer with: Eq. 
2). 

 

where - amplitude of the analyzed spectrum on the i-th characteristic frequency;  - amplitude of a reference spectrum 
on the i-th characteristic frequency;   - midrange current signal of the reference spectrum;  
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- absolute deviation of the midrange current signal;  - midrange current signal of the 
analyzed spectrum. 

If the analyzed spectrum is equal with the reference one then the normalized factor . If a fault occurred 
then the change of the midrange current signal and amplitude on characteristic frequencies lead to a change of 
normalized factor [1].  

If all normalizing factors are «nearby 0» the object is serviceable. If all normalizing factors are «nearby 1» that 
the object is corrupt. These data is written down in the form of predicate rules: 

 

 

where – current amplitude on characteristic frequencies; – S and Z shaped functions of sigmoid type  
(Fig. 2,a); –predicted output fault;  – conclusion «object is supposed to operation»; – conclusion «object is not 
supposed to operation». 

 
The output is defined by means of an algorithm of the fuzzy logic Takagi-Sugeno[2]. 

It is supposed, that the input variables offer some determined values  and there are  - levels of 
precondition for each of the rules: 

 

 

For each individual rule the outputs are computed  and . 
The output of the fuzzy logic system is determined by  

 

The simulated results of an exemplarily two-dimensional output surface are referred with: Fig. 2,b. 
Similar sub models are involved for making each fault decision, having received a set of current factors of faults 

progress . As a progress of any faults leads to the object refusal an approximating minimum function 
is chosen. The approximation is carried out by a radial basic network with Gauss functions of activation [3], with 
displayed target layer linear neuron (refer with: Fig. 3). 

a       b 

 

Fig. 2. (a) membership functions of the fuzzy sub model of diagnosing; (b) surface of the fuzzy sub model of diagnosing 
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Output of the radial neuron (refer with: Eq. 3): 

 

where N - the number of neurons in the hidden layer; - the center vector for neuron i;  - Gaussian; 
- the Euclidean distance. 

Outputs of the radial neuron are multiplied by weights vectors of the linear neuron. Weights vectors of the linear 
neuron are set on an interval [-1, 1] such that maximum  corresponded the minimum weight. As training 
function is the minimum then the output of the linear neuron: 

 

where  - are the weights of the linear output neuron. 
The received output value allows to estimate a current condition of the object, having carried it to one of the following 

classes:  - serviceable;  - operative; - corrupt. 

4. Experimental results 

The proposed method of diagnosing has been evaluated on the BLDC actuator having the principal structure as 
depicted in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig.4: Block diagram of a BLDC drive 

 
Rotary motion of the BLDC motor is transferred through the coupling of the reducing gear connected to an 

actuation mechanism. Current measurement is carried out within a low level BLDC control, therefore using a 
spectrum current it is possible to determine only the technical condition for BLDC with the full load which is 
directly connected with it. Reducing gear is a constant passive load and there is no variable influence on a frequency 
spectrum of the current consumed by the motor. In Fig. 5, the basic typical faults of the BLDC motor and their 
characteristic frequencies are summarized. 
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Fig. 3: Structure of a neural network of the used approximation 

BLDC motor Coupling Reducing gear 
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Time series of the consumed current of the motor are recorded at frequencies of rotation 1, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 

Hz. Two types of equivalent measurement were performed, once with a priory faultless coupling, and once with a 
damaged coupling that exhibits a side crack. The collected data is converted by fast Fourier transformation to the 
frequency domain and scanned by the aforementioned method. Results of diagnosing at various frequencies of 
rotation of the BLDC motor are referred with  Table 1. 

Table 1. Value of diagnosing function at various frequencies of rotation of the motor 

Fault type 

Rotationfrequency, Hz 
1 10 15 20 25 30 

Commutation faults 0.5 0.6324 0.9398 0.5 0.5 0.9470 
Rotor faults 0.5 1 1 0.5 1 1 
Voltageripples 0.0011 0.7964 1 0.5 0.4984 0.5154 
Coupling faults -1 -1 -1 -0.1354 -1 -1 
Statorfaults 1 1 1 1 0.9753 0.7871 

 
Results of the diagnosingtestifies the coupling fault. From the Tab. 4 it is visible, that to the same faults on various 

frequencies of rotation there are corresponding various values of diagnosis function. For an establishment of the 
reasons of these divergences it is necessary to carry out the analysis of amplitudes on characteristic frequencies of 
diagnosing. The characteristic frequencies given allows to make the following classification (Figure 7). 
From the listed classification follows, that all characteristic frequencies are the natural either of the rotation 
frequency or of the power line frequency. The commutation and coupling faults have identical characteristic 
frequencies. Therefore the values of dividing functions for commutation fault are decreased. 

The reason for decrease of the dividing functions at 1 Hz frequency is a noise by the switching of the windings of 
the motor [1]. 

Voltage ripples are shown on 1., 2., and 3. harmonics of a power line (50, 100, 150 Hz). Low stator faults 
variations defect are shown on the second harmonic of the frequency of a power line (100 Hz). Characteristic 
frequencies of diagnosing of other faults are harmonics of the frequency motor rotation. Commutation faults are 

Characteristic frequencies of diagnosing 

Harmonics of frequency of rotation Harmonics of frequency of a power line 

Commutation 
faults 

 

 

Rotor faults 
, 

 

Coupling faults  

Voltageripples 
 

Stator faults 
 

where  - frequency of power supply for the rectifier, Hz; 

 - rotation frequency of the motor, Hz;  
 - current harmonic number; 

 - number of poles. 
Fig 5. Classification of characteristic frequencies of diagnosing 
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shown on 1 - 4, 8 and 12, rotor defect - on 4, 5, 6 and 7, coupling defects - on 1, 2 and 3 harmonics of frequency of 
rotation (refer with: table 2). 

Table 2.Value of characteristic frequencies of diagnosing 

Number of a 
harmonic of 
frequency of 

rotation 

Frequency of rotation of the motor, Hz/ frequency of a power line, Hz 

1 10 15 20 25 30 

1 1 10 15 20 25 30 
2 2 20 30 40 50/50 60 
3 3 30 45 60 75 90 
4 4 40 60 80 100/100 120 
5 5 50/50 75 100/100 125 150/150
6 6 60 90 120 150/150 180 
7 7 70 105 140 175 210 
8 8 80 120 160 200 240 

12 12 120 180 240 300 360 
 

From the Tab. 2 it is visible, that at the fifth harmonics of frequencies of rotation 10, 20 and 30 Hz are equivalents with 
the first, second or third harmonics of frequency of the power line. It is a reason by decrease in value of dividing function 
for voltage ripples and rotor faults on the frequency 20 Hz.  

The fact, that the values of dividing function for «coupling fault » are larger than -1 can be explained by the 
oscillation damping of the second and third harmonics rotation, which be balanced out by increase on the 4 and 6 
harmonics of rotation. 

The imposing of three harmonics of a power line on 2, 4 and 6 harmonics of rotation on the frequency 25 Hz are 
decreased of the second and sixth and increase of the fourth and eighth harmonics of frequency of rotation. Decrease in 
the values of dividing function «stator faults» at 30 Hz is characterized by increase on the second harmonic of the 
power line which compensates at the fifth harmonic of rotation and at the second harmonic of the power line.  

5. Conclusions 

The neuro-fuzzy method of diagnosing BLDC motor on a current spectrum is described.  
The analysis of initial data has shown, that the spectrum of the current which has been removed on low 

frequencies of rotation (1 Hz), has a large noise contribution which hinder to analyses properly the characteristical 
fault frequencies. In the current spectrum which has been obtained on frequencies 10, 20, 25 and 30 Hz there is an 
impose of harmonics of a power line and rotation that can give an uncertain information about a currently technical 
condition of the motor. The most informative spectrum is obtained on the frequency of rotation of 15 Hz at which 
there are marginal imposing harmonics. 

The described neuro-fuzzy method of diagnosing allows to determine the technical drive condition, using the current 
spectrum of the steady-state drive, from which the normalized characteristical values are determined. The latest ones 
constitute an adequate input for the applied neuro-fuzzy method.  
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Abstract 

The need for the isolation selective monitoring for networks with the isolated neutral of 6, 10 kV is shown. The lack of 
monitoring systems possessing selectivity of action is presently noted. A possibility of isolation selective control on the basis of 
regime parameters measurement in networks of 6, 10 kV, such as voltage and currents at the beginning and the end of the line, 
and also angles between them is proved. According to the regime parameters measurement for the most difficult case, the line 
with tap, the analytical dependences for determination of isolation conductivity concerning the earth is given. Errors of the 
network conductivity determination concerning the earth in case of lines with tap in it are analyzed. It is shown that at isolation
conductivity determination of a network concerning the earth by the formulas offered the error won't exceed 10%. The increase 
of measurement accuracy can be provided with measurement of regime parameters at the beginning of the tap line. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction 

It is difficult to overestimate the role of isolation in power industry: in both reliability of power supply, and 
electrical safety, and fire and explosion safety. In spite of the fact that the first monitoring systems of isolation 
appeared on coal mines of England in 1912, this problem isn't solved yet. 

The analysis of the existing schemes of continuous control of isolation [1-14] showed that common fault for each 
of known schemes of isolation monitoring is the lack of action selectivity. Sites or accessions where there was a 
decrease in level of isolation concerning the earth, don't come to light, and, at best, the condition of a network 
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isolation in general is estimated. It results in emergence of electro dangerous situations or to failure of power supply 
[15]. 

The idea about the use of regime parameters of an electric network (currents and voltage at the beginning and the 
end of the line, and also shift angle between them) for continuous monitoring of isolation concerning the earth in 
networks with the isolated neutral was offered for the first time in [15]. 

Further this idea was developed and received official confirmation by the patent for the invention [16]. 
In radial electric networks with the isolated neutral realization of this idea doesn't cause any technical difficulties. 

However in practice the number of pure radial networks is considerably small among the networks of 6, 10 kV. 
The more difficult case is the existence of tap on the line. We will show the possibility of isolation conductivity 

determining of a network concerning the earth in this case. 
In fig. 1 the P-shaped equivalent circuit of one phase of the tap line is presented. 

Initial phase of voltage at the beginning of the line 1U  we accept equal to zero, therefore, 11 UU voltage at the 

end of the main line, 2
22

jeUU  tension at the end of the tap line, 3
33

jeUU  where �2 and �3 – shift angles 

between voltage at the beginning of the main line and respectively in the ends of the main and tap lines. Angles �2

and �3 are necessary to be defined. 

Fig. 1. P-shaped equivalent circuit of a tap network section for one phase. 

Using the method of nodal potentials, we write the equations for a circuit in fig. 1: 

,
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where the conductivity of branches wiring in knots are defined as follows: 
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and the general conductivities between knots are equal: 
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Solving the system of equations given above, we get dependences for defining required conductivities Y  and 3Y :
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For simplification of expressions we will introduce the following symbols: 
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where ,2
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As a result we obtain the following: 
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From the equation (1) we state (express) 0U :
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Y
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Replacing the voltage 0U according to the expression (20) in the equation (1), and conductivity according to 

expressions (2-9) we will transform it to the following: 
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In the equation obtained we replace conductivities Y  and 3Y  with expressions (18, 19) and we consider that 

11 UU , 2
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jeUU , 3
33

jeUU . After a regrouping with association of members containing identical 

degrees at " e " and divisions on )32(je  we receive the following equation: 
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The received equality (22) has to be true for the actual and imaginary parts. As a result we obtain the system of 
two equations concerning two unknowns – �2 and �3:
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To find �2 and �3  angles it is necessary to solve this system (for example, in Mathcad package by minimization 
of a mean square error method) [17-19]. 

For defining of formulas errors, numerical experiments on digital model of the analyzed network section were 
executed in a Mathcad Professional package [18, 20, 21]. 

The analysis of errors allows us to draw the following conclusions: 
It is possible to determine precisely the total conductivity of isolation of the line concerning the earth by the 
offered formulas, thus the error won't exceed 10%. 
The most significant errors are observed when determining tap line conductivity by means of the offered 
formulas, thus errors can be more than 10%. This results from the fact that the offered formulas don't contain 
information on regime parameters in a tap accession place (i.e. at the beginning of the tap line), and only data on 
mode parameters at the end of the tap line are used.  
However the last shortcoming can be almost completely excluded by installation of the recloser in a tap place. It 

has the opportunity to provide information on regime parameters at the beginning of tap (at the end of tap such 
opportunity is available). 

Thus, we received and investigated the analytical dependences allowing to define isolation conductivity 
concerning the earth according to the results of regime parameters measurement in distributive electric networks of 
6, 10  kV with taps. It provides possibility of selective continuous isolation monitoring in networks of 6, 10 kV. 
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Abstract 

The inter-stand tension inferential control systems are used to stabilize the rolling motor torque. To stabilize the motor torque the 
electric drive system with the properties of the rolling motor torque supply may also be used. An alternate option may include 
torque stabilization by to the effect on speed of the previous, further or controlled mill stand. The tension control accuracy 
depends on how exact the unhindered rolling torque is determined. Nevertheless, a change in tension due to this factor may result 
in improving gauge accuracy in some systems. Using the model of the continuous rolling mill, the paper considers the force 
interaction between the stand electric drives for different technological conditions of rolling. It analyses the operation of the 
rolling mill using different system for tension inferential control. The finished studies prove that size alignment is provided with 
the tension control system affecting speed of the further stands. The paper verifies that the characteristics of the rolling mill 
including aligning ability depend on the rolling speed. It is a good practice to apply those results during the selection and 
calculation of the inferential tension controllers. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 

On the modern bar and wire mills inter-stand tension is controlled at rolling [1, 2]. For a variety of reasons, it is 
impossible to use tension direct control systems that is why tension value is inferred by the rolling motor torque. The 
rolling motor torque is defined with the torque of unhindered rolling that at a first approximation can be specified as 
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constant during rolling and torques affected by the front and back tensions. If there is no back tension for the first 
stand, so after the torque of unhindered rolling of the stands has been estimated with one of the possible methods, we 
can evaluate torque components from tension effect for each stand of the rolling mill. With these values, we can 
develop the systems for inter-stand tension control while stabilizing the torque of the rolling motor. 

2. Relevance 

To stabilize the motor torque the electric drive system with properties of the rolling motor torque supply may be 
used. An al-ternate variant may include torque stabilization due to the effect on speed of the previous, further or 
controlled mill stand. A disadvantage of such systems is sensitivity of the unhindered rolling torque to fluctuating 
technological conditions of rolling. It ultimately affects accuracy of the tension control. In some cases, however, 
resulting tension deviations at rolling with such systems may have a beneficial effect on size alignment. Because of 
the need to increase gauge accuracy and provide stability of continuous rolling it is relevant to study and compare 
different tension control systems. 

3.  Problem statement 

According to the studies [4–7], when the rolling motor torque is controlled by effecting the roll speed of the 
further stand this system can adjust tension as well as align sizes at measuring technological conditions of rolling. It 
is associated with elastic ex-pansion of the stand at changing rolling conditions. Specifically, when increasing the 
original size of rolled products, yield stress and friction coefficient in the deformation zone that should result in gain 
of the motor torque; rolling product size in the reduction direction due to the stand elastic expansion the front tension 
for the stand will also grow. It will influence size reduction as at raising tension the roll pressure and stand elastic 
expansion are decreased. As a result, changing roll product size occurs to a lesser extent, that is, gauge alignment is 
enabled [8]. 

The study aims to determine effect of the fluctuating technological conditions of rolling on distribution of inter-
stand tensions and loads of rolling motors for three variants of the continuous rolling mill: with the speed control 
system only, for electric drive of the rolling mill with properties of the torque supply as well as for the system 
stabilizing the torque due to the effect on speed of the following stand of the inter-stand gap. 

4. Theory 

We consider the wire mill with four-roll passes that uses a variable frequency electric drive with the 
asynchronous vector speed control motor [9-12].  

The rolling mill is simulated by means of MATLAB environment and SIMULINK application [13, 14]. Structural 
diagrams of the asynchronous motor with frequency converter and vector speed control have been developed, the 
structural diagram of strip within the inter-stand gap is also provided.  

Equations describing operation of the asynchronous motor in the rotating coordinates are offered in [9]. 
According to these equations, the structural diagram of the asynchronous electric motor at alignment of the rotating 

-  coordinates due to the vector of rotor's flux linkage (Fig. 1) is provided. Inputs of this model are U1  and U1  
projections of the voltage space vector, the Ms value of static torque of the electric drive. Output variables are the  
rotor speed of the asynchronous motor and value of the flux linkage of 2 rotor. The model relies on saturation of the 
motor magnetic system [15, 16]. 

The structure of the automatic speed and motor torque control system accounts for the principle of the 
subordinate coordinate adjustment (Fig. 2). Flux linkage is controlled with double-circuit; speed is controlled with 
two-circuits for control of the current component in -direction, motor torque and speed [8, 9]. Inputs of this model 
are signals setting motor speed and rotor flux linkage, feedback signals of the i1  and i1  current components, rotor 
flux linkage and motor speed. Outputs are U1  and U1  projections of the voltage space vector. 
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Fig.1. Structural diagram of the asynchronous motor model 

 

Fig.2. Structural diagram of the speed control system model 

For simulation of strip behavior within the inter-stand gap the known tension expression in the integral form, 
proposed first by D.P. Morozov [17, 18], is used. Speed calculation considers the values of leads and lags of the 
metal speed related to the roll speed in the deformation zones. Strip behavior model is shown in Fig. 3. Input 
variables of this model are rotation speed of rolls of the adjacent stands; an output variable is the value of tension 
within the inter-stand gap. 
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where E – elasticity modulus of the rolled material; Qi  – cross-section of strip between i and i+1 stands; li,i+1– length 
of the inter-stand gap; vi,vi+1 – speed of metal output from rolls of the stand with i order number and metal entry to 
the stand with i+1 order number. 
 

 

Fig.3. Structural diagram of the strip model in the inter-stand gap. 

At simulation, each model has the form of subsystem with input and output parameters. It enables a relatively 
easy simulating the multi-stand mill with stand electric drives correlated through the rolled strip.  

The established model of the continuous three-stand rolling mill is shown in Fig. 4. 
 

 
Fig.4. Model of the continuous three-stand mill 

(ASCS– automatic speed control systems of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stands; AM– models of asynchronous motors of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stands; 
M – torques of motors of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stands, Mrol – torques of rolling of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd stands; v – peripheral speed of rollers of the 

1st, 2nd and 3rd stands; F12 , F23 – tensions in the first and second inter-stand gaps). 
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Torques of the stand motors change due to the variations of the rolling technological conditions. So, the torques at 
rolling are effected by the origin size of the rolled products, friction coefficient in the deformation zone and yield 
stress of the rolled strip. During investigations, such changes were simulated by setting a deviation of the rolling 
torque to 10% in one of the stands and changing values of the inter-stand tensions and motor torques of every stand 
was calculated. Investigation results are provided in Table 1 and 2. 

Table 1 Tension Alterations at Rolling Torque Fluctuation in the Stand 

Specified Conditions Change of Trol in the 
stand by 10% 

Inter-stand Tension Alteration, T 
Stand 1 – 2  Stand 2 – 3 

ASCS 

Rate of the output 
stand 178 1/s 

in the 1.  117.7 10.7 

in the 2.  -79 80 
in the 3.  -67.3 -69.3 

Rate of the output 
stand 17.8 1/s 

in the 1.  472 181 
in the 2.  -219 297.7 
in the 3.  -102 -328 

Tm3=const 
Tm2=const (ED- 
torque source) 

Rate of the output 
stand 178 1/s 

in the 1.  0 0 
in the 2.  -1000 0 
in the 3.  -1000 -1000 

Rate of the output 
stand 17.8 1/s 

in the 1.  0 0 
in the 2.  -1000 0 
in the 3.  -1000 -1000 

Torque 
stabilization Tm1 
,  Tm2   due to 
the front tension 

Rate of the output 
stand 178 1/s 

in the 1.  464 -58.1 
in the 2.  -32.8 373 
in the 3.  -3 -48.1 

Rate of the output 
stand 17.8 1/s 

in the 1. 870 600 
in the 2. -30 765 
in the 3. -10 -110 

Table 2 Motor Torque Alterations at Rolling Torque Fluctuation in the Stand 

Specified Conditions Change of Trol in the 
stand by 10% 

Motor torque alteration, Tm 
1 2 3 

ASCS 

Rate of the output 
stand 178 1/s 

in the 1. 88.8 10.8 1.5 

in the 2. 8.5 82.6 7 

in the 3. 0.4 6.3 93.5 
Rate of the output 
stand 17.8 1/s 

in the 1. 52.6 29.2 18.3 

in the 2. 21.9 48.3 30.5 

in the 3. 10.4 21.9 67.3 

Tm3=const 
Tm2=const (ED- 
torque source) 

Rate of the output 
stand 178 1/s 

in the 1. 100 0 0 

in the 2. 99.8 0 0 

in the 3. 99.9 0 0 
Rate of the output 
stand 17.8 1/s 

in the 1. 100 0 0 

in the 2. 100 0 0 

in the 3. 99.9 0 0 

Torque 
stabilization Tm1 
,  Tm2   due to teh 
front tension 

Rate of the output 
stand 178 1/s 

in the 1. 53.6 52.2 -5.5 

in the 2. 3.3 59.3 37.5 

in the 3. 0.3 4.5 95.5 
Rate of the output 
stand 17.8 1/s 

in the 1. 10 30 60 

in the 2. 2 20 80 

in the 3. 2 10 90 
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At low speeds and the same deviation of the rolling torque, that is, similar changes of rolling conditions, 
variations of inter-stand tensions and motor torques are established to increase significantly. 

For instance, when rolling conditions in the first stand are changed at high speed the deviation of tension in the 
first inter-stand gap is 117.7 N, at low speed– 472 N; here, tension variations in the second gap amount 10.7 N and 
181 N, correspondingly. At this, the most essential motor torque changes take place in those stands where rolling 
conditions vary while motor torques of other stands alter due to the changing inter-stand tensions.  

For electric drive with properties of the toque supply [19] all alternations of rolling conditions in the second and 
third stand are proven to result in changing motor torque of the first stand. As we can see, changes of the rolling 
conditions in the mill stands of such system spread against rolling direction and may significantly load motors of the 
first mill stands. Furthermore, the value of the rolling speed with the use of the system considered does not effect on 
the value of variations of inter-stand tension and rolling motor torques.  

In the systems stabilizing motor torque due to the front tension alterations of the rolling torques in the stands lead 
to substan-tial changing front tension enabling alignment of the rolled product sizes. In this case changes of the 
rolling conditions in the mill stands spread in the rolling direction increasing loads of the further motors. Here, when 
rolling conditions undergo changes in the third stand only the motor torque of this stand will essentially raise.  

It should be noted that the system stabilizing inter-stand tensions cannot promote alignment of the rolled product 
size as at constant tension elastic expansion of the stand does not depend on this factor.  

The results provided prove that properties of the mill depend on rolling speed. To estimate dynamic 
characteristics of the continuous mill with different speeds the frequency response characteristics of the three-stand 
mill (Fig.5) were determined that associate tension alternations in the inter-stand gaps and changes of the signal 
setting speed for the first stand at different rolling speed. 

 

 

Fig.5. Frequency response characteristics of the rolling mill at change of the speed setting for the first stand 
(1,2- for rolling speed 1.78 m/s, 3,4- for rolling speed 17.8 m/s; 1,3- for the first inter-stand gap, 2,4- for the second inter-stand gap). 

The analyses of characteristics show that dynamic properties of the strip have the main influence on the 
frequency bandwidth in the case under consideration. At the change of rolling speed, the strip speed ratio and its 
time constant will significantly vary in the inter-stand gap. Coefficients connecting speed alterations in the first 
stand and inter-stand tensions have the highest values at low speeds. Speed alterations in the first stand have more 
pronounced influence on the tension change in the first inter-stand gap when compared to the second. This is due to 
the impact of the second (intermediate) stand acting here as a kind of damper. At low rates, the phase delay is 
shifted towards the lower side under influence of the strip properties. 

The frequency response characteristics obtained testify that at the use of the system stabilizing motor torque with 
change of the further stand speed the rolling mill will have the best alignment capacity at lower speeds; at raising 
speed the size alignment will be less efficient. However, even in that case when technological rolling conditions are 
changed at higher speeds it will have less effect on the tension alteration, so improve the operation of the rolling 
mill, too [20-24]. 

To maintain dynamic properties of the control system at change of the rolling speed one should consider a 
significant alteration of speed ratios connecting the stand speed setting and values of the inter-stand tensions [25-
28]. 
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5. Conclusion 

1. It is a good practice to use the principle of the three-stand mill modeling developed at investigation of rolling 
mills with different number of the continuous stands. 
2. The actual rolling mill has been quantitatively evaluated with regard to the force interaction of the electric drives 
at fluc-tuations of the rolling conditions. 
3. The finished studies prove that gauge alignment is provided with the tension control system effecting on speed of 
the following stands. It verifies that the characteristics of the rolling mill including aligning ability depend on the 
rolling speed. 
4. At higher speeds the alignment property is reduced but at the same time the inter-stand tensions undergo less 
alterations at fluctuations of the rolling conditions, that is, rolling operation is improved. 
5. It is advisable to apply modeling methods and obtained findings to selection and calculation of the tensions 
regulators for continuous rolling mills. 
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Abstract 

The article discusses the information-measurement system used for testing of protective elements medical equipment for their 
resistance to the discharge of a defibrillator, which is designed to test medical products, which may be exposed to high voltage 
defibrillator pulses, up to 5000 V while in operation. The Information-measurement system should provide a fully automated 
testing process in accordance with the international standard IEC 60601-1, as well as analyze the result and diagnose the 
parameters of elements the of a defibrillator block simulating the pulses. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Information-measuring system 

To ensure the automation of the testing process of the developed information-measuring system that fully 
automates the testing process and allows [1][2][3] for self-diagnosis storage capacitor C3 of the high voltage [4] 
source [5][6][7]. The General scheme of application of the test voltage to the medical device [8] shown in figure 1. 
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Fig. 1. The General scheme of application of test voltage to medical device 
VT – test voltage, S – switch test voltage, R1, R2 - resistors with a tolerance of ± 2% for voltage less than 2 kV, R3, R4 - resistors with a 

tolerance of ± 2% for voltage less than 5 kV, R5 - limiting resistor, D1, D2 - miniature silicon small signal diodes (remaining components have a 
tolerance of ± 5%), 1 - the output of the switching control part, 2 – output of conclusion control the high voltage source, 3 - the sync output from 

the measuring. 

2. Functions of IMS 

The basic functions of the design information-measuring systems is the provision of a process of testing medical 
devices and self-diagnosis function of the parameters of the high voltage source such as the voltage on high voltage 
plates of capacitor C3 and its capacity[9][10][11]. In operation, the high voltage capacitor can change its settings 
and deviate from the values of the normalized standard[12][13]. 

The control voltage is produced by connecting the microprocessor control system to the terminals of the 
capacitor[14][15]. The program converts the analog signal into the voltage value on the capacitor plates. Resistors 
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R1, R2 form a voltage divider 5000/5 Volts. The scheme of connection of capacitor for the microprocessor shown in 
figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The scheme of connection of the capacitor to the microprocessor 
C - high voltage capacitor, R1, R2 – ladder, MCU – microprocessor. 

A general algorithm for read voltage shown in the figure.3 

Fig.3. The general algorithm for read voltage. 

The capacity control is performed by determining the time constant [16][17][18] of the capacitor charge, which is 
63.2% of voltage a full charge, and is calculated by the formula (1) 

R C .           (1) 

The scheme of connection of the capacitor to measure the capacitance shown in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. The scheme of connection of the capacitor to measure the capacitance 
C - high voltage capacitor, R1- limiting resistor, R2 - resistor capacitor discharge, MCU – microprocessor. 

A general algorithm for measuring the capacitance of the capacitor [19][20]shown in the figure.5 
 

Fig.5. The algorithm for capacitance measurement. 
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3. Conclusion 

Thus, the design of information-measuring system will ensure a process of testing medical equipment, but also 
possess the self-diagnosis function of the parameters of the high voltage source. 
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Abstract 

In course of the new development in construction materials, micro and nanoelectromechanical systems, a new sophisticated class 
of machinery are rising. This has created the need of diagnostic and inspection algorithm matching with the level of artificial 
intelligence implemented in the end product. In this paper, we present a case study, a simulation on inspecting airplane wings 
using unmanned quadrotor. The aim is to automate the inspection process, maximize the efficient allocation of resources and 
minimize possible risks caused by human errors. In order to achieve wing inspection, a laser setup is mounted on the quadrotor, 
which trajectory and flight stabilization is controlled by optimized fuzzy logic position controllers using particle swarm optimiza-
tion. .  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: robotic inspection, quadrotor, fuzzy logic, swarm optimization, aircraft diagnostic. 

1. Introduction 

Laser inspection has been used to identify cracks on a smooth surface. In particular, such technology is imple-
mented in car assembly lines [1,2] and glass, metal and plastic manufacturing [3]. In parallel, inspection methods 
were developed based on machine vision algorithms or X-ray scanning [4,5]. The monitoring results are satisfactory. 
On the other hand, such solutions are immobile, need preparation and activation time and are dependent on site con-
ditions. Per instance, setups used to scan granite-building facades cannot reach difficult corners, require additional 
manpower, smooth working ground and perfect climatic conditions. In Order to achieve the aim of automating any 
process, it is necessary to use resources efficiently. Here, multitasking is an essential pillar to consider. It allows 
reducing time consumption to achieve a project milestone and maximize the technical and financial earned value.  
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Particularly speaking about aerospace industry, statistics shows that aircraft crashes are increasing. The reasons 
seem to be hidden. This number of accidents cannot be allowed in parallel with the advances in information tech-
nology, communication and artificial intelligence. Human errors and operating inappropriate interventions are being 
pinpointed to be the reason behind 17% of the accidents [6].  

Underlining these facts and limitations, we suggest in this paper a solution based on miniature unmanned aerial vehicle 
(UAV). A quadrotor, basically a vertical take off and landing rotorcraft (VTOL), equipped with laser, can perform aircraft 
wing inspection for cracks. In order to achieve reliable results, sensors readings have to be recovered from noises caused 
by rotors’ vibration and external disturbance. In addition, the quadrotor flight has to be stabilized. Optimized fuzzy logic 
controllers using particle swarm optimization achieve precise positioning of the UAV.   

2. Related Works 

With the new development in technology, robots became cheaper and they are implemented more frequently is 
civil field. Researchers lunched a variety of special inspecting robots. Typically, these robots are inspired by the 
nature creatures and their type of movement: sliding, swinging, extending, flying and jumping. A new-sophisticated 
field has born: the Bionics. As end product, we got new generation robots. For instance, The StickyBot has a hierar-
chical adhesive structure to hold itself on any kind of surfaces [7], the climbing RiSE V3 robot is designed for high-
speed climbing of a uniformly convex cylindrical structure, such as a telephone or electricity pole [8]. The efficien-
cy of these robots was satisfactory but still their acquisition is not justifiable financially.The success achieved by 
using the UAV in military tasks has expedite the migration of such technology to the civil market. Nowadays, UAV 
is being used to perform several diagnostic tasks such as inspection of building facades [9], high-rise structure [10], 
municipality lights [11], bridges and performing indoor radiation safety tests [12]. Quadrotors are a good alternative 
for the climbing robots; they are cheaper and more service friendly. An autonomous quadrotor is not Wi-Fi depend-
ent and can fly for longer range. Also, it can carry several sensors due to the new development in nanotechnology. 
Nowadays, quadrotors can be equipped with double or multiple high definition cameras, digital and auto calibrated, 
enough internal storage to capture long videos and necessary position sensors that assist in achieving better flight 
control. 

Regarding the topic, X-ray setups and 3D laser immobile machines are used to scan airplane wings. Firstly, hu-
man-inspector carries out the diagnostic process, searches for viewable cracks. The second step consists of passing 
manually laser waves on the wing surface (fig.1). Readings on crack depth are acquired and filtered out according to 
safely norms and conditions. Hereafter, a decision is taken to send for maintenance team or to allow using. This pro-
cess is made also for helicopter blades and others rotorcrafts. As it can be seen, the workflow requires high precision 
diagnostic, time and repeated steps. Automating the inspection process using quadrotor can be adequate solution. 
Moreover, quadrotors can scan multiple airplanes at the same time. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Manual laser wing scanner. 
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3. Quadrotor Model 

3.1. Quadrotor dynamics 

As it is name underlines, a quadrotor has four rotors working in two sets to achieve six degrees of freedom. The 
quadrotor changes its positioning by modifying the rotation speed of the rotors. This allows a change in positioning 
according to one of the following flight regimes: roll, pitch, yaw and hover. The first three regimes are rotational 
movements and correspond to variation in position along axis X, Y and Z respectively. A change in a value of one 
of the three angles causes horizontal linear movement of the quadrotor. The hovering is the fact of vertically stand-
ing over an assigned area. Hence the quadrotor dynamics can be described using the following equations: 

1U
X sin sin cos sin cos

m
;         (1) 

1U
Y cos sin sin sin cos

m
;        (2) 

1U
Z g cos cos

m
;          (3) 
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;          (6) 

where, ,  and  are the projection of the linear acceleration of the quadrotor in the Earth fixed axis,  ,   and   are 
projection rotational acceleration of the quadrotor in the body fixed axis,  g is the gravitational acceleration,   the 
torque generated from the rotors, m is the mass of the quadrotor, ,  and are the projection of the Inertia of the 
quadrotor,  is the rotational speed of the propellers, ,  , and  are the roll, pitch and yaw angle consequently, 

,  ,   and   are the torques requirement for the hover, roll, pitch and yaw flight regimes respectively. 

3.2.Observer  
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l – is the distance between the center of the quadrotor to each 
motor,  is the coefficient of the peripheral thrust, R – propeller radius, Jr – is the moment of inertia of the drive, 

,   and are the projection of the linear velocity, ,  and   are the projection of the rotational velocity.  
The differential equation that describes the six states of degree of freedom of the quadrotor and their derivatives 

is illustrated in (8) 

,         (8) 

–1 matrix 
size of (nxn), J- matrix size of (nx1).   

w
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Fig. 2. Adaptation of the observer with reference to the applied external noises w 
(a) The gyroscope signal to left (red curve), the integrated filtered signal to the right (red curve); (b) the roll angle (blue curve). 

 

3.3. Optimized Fuzzy logic controllers 

As it is important to know the value of the error, it is similarly critical to understand how it is changing over time. 
The error and its derivative in time are one of the possibilities to configure a Fuzzy logic controller. It is an artificial 
intelligence approach that computes mathematical operations based on degree of truth rather than the conventional 
True-False Boolean logic. The Fuzzy logic allows having more adaptable controller specially when dealing with 
nonlinearities (i.e. nonlinear aerodynamic model of the quadrotor as described in equations 1-6) and uncertainties 
(i.e. permanent changes in the flight circumstances, wind, temperature, obstacles positions etc.).Although in many 
cases, heuristic algorithms were ruled out, due to the time consumption, we saw a need to include this algorithm in 
our survey to cover most of the techniques used. We would like to clarify that the term heuristic is used to describe 
the estimation ability in artificial intelligence.   Moreover, the linguistic power of the fuzzy logic may be extremely 
useful while navigating in totally unknown areas.   

We assign the following labels for the numeric values: Negative big (NB) =-1, Negative Small (NS) = -0.5, Zero  
(Z)=0, Positive Small (PS)= 0.5 and Positive Big (PB) =1. As a result we obtain the linguistic rules listed in ta-
ble (1). A linguistic rule defines the output of the fuzzy controller based on discrete logic (i.e. if e (t)= NB and 
d(e(t)= PB, then the output is Z). The inputs of the fuzzy controller de(t) and e(t) are represented using triangular 
membership functions. The output of the fuzzy control is also 5 triangular membership functions.  

The optimization method is a Runge -Kutta solver of differential equations. In particular, it uses six functions to 
estimate and calculate the fourth and fifth tolerance order. The difference between these solutions is taken as an er-
ror. This error estimate is very convenient to design adaptive algorithms, such as the use of fuzzy logic to control the 
process. The optimization algorithm works as follows: each particle in the swarm has a position. PSO determines the 
next best position the particle should migrate to, with reference to optimum criteria. The cycle continues until the 
particle reaches the most optimal position. Consequently, the system moves to the global best value updating the 
swarm positions to the target. Equation (10) describes mathematically used PSO model 

,     (10) 

where, is next value speed, w-weight function, -current moving speed, ,  are weights, is the personal 
best value for the particle,  is the current position of the i – th particle and  is the global best position or the target. 
The optimization diagram is illustrated in figure 3. 

a             b 
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Table 1. Fuzzy rules 

        de 

  e 

NB NS Z PS PB 

NB NB NS NB NB Z 

NS NS  NS NS Z  NS 

Z NB NS Z PS PB 

PS NS Z PS PS PS 

PB Z PB PB PB PB 

 

 

Fig.  3. Optimization of FLC using PSO. 

The results of controlling the quadrotor using fuzzy logic regulators are shown in fig. 4. 
The results shown in fig. 5 gives a fair idea about the reliability of the fuzzy controller. For instance, figure it illus-

trates the fact of stabilizing the linear movement of the quadrotor (described in equations 1-3, X (red curve), Y (blue 
curve), Z (green curve)) without overshooting. This allows the quadrotor to move along Earth-axis OXYZ smoothly. 
The other advantage of avoiding overshooting is contributing to better energy-efficient control systems (i.e. overshoot-
ing in altitude control means flying higher and consuming more power). Taking into consideration the nonlinearity of 
the aerodynamic model of the quadrotor, linear movement cannot be achieved unless stabilizing Euler angles (roll (red 
curve), pitch (blue curve) and yaw angles (green curve)). Control signals are generated in order to increase or decrease 
Euler angles (equation 4-6) with reference to linear position control task (equations 1-3). 
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Fig. 4. Quadrotor position control with reference to waypoints. 
Horizontal axis – time [s], vertical axis- position [m] 

3.4. The Verdict 

In this paper, a simulation of controlling quadrotor flight performing aircraft wing inspection is presented. The 
quadrotor dynamics were illustrated mathematically, based on which a control algorithm was suggested. The opti-
mized fuzzy logic controllers using particle swarm method was implemented. Thestability of the quadrotor was 
achieved base on the reliability of the control approach. In addition the observer has played an important role by 
filtering out the noises acquired from external disturbance and rotors vibration. The feedback signal from the gyro-
scope in particular was recovered, which reduced the overshooting in roll, pitch and way angles.  

This paper contributes with the simulations results obtained to form a platform for further modeling and physical 
experience.  
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Abstract 

The article deals with set-valued estimation of dynamical system state when there is no statistical information about the initial 
state, disturbances and noises but the sets of their possible values are available. In some cases we can have additional information 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of dynamical system state estimation appears in different technical areas like aircraft control 
systems, tracking systems, target detection systems, automatic control systems for manufacturing processes and 
companies[3,13,15]. 

The processes in the control system are described with equations: 

,1x Ax w
k k k

   (1) 
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1 1 1,k k ky Gx Hv 0,1,..., ,k N   (2) 

where n
kx R , kw , m

ky R , kv  are state, disturbance, measurement, noise vectors at a sample time k
correspondingly; A , , G , H  are known matrices. 

Different estimation algorithms can be applied depending on suggestions about the behavior of initial state, 
disturbances and noises. When disturbances, noises and initial state are assumed to be stochastic values with known 
distribution functions, Kalman filter has widespread application [3,4,15]. However in real applications there is 
usually no prior statistical information, for example, when only one realization of the process can be performed, but 
the sets of possible values of initial state, disturbances and noises are available. It involves set-valued estimation that 
is construction of feasible set at each sample time k  that contains real state [5,6,9,10,12,14]. It is supposed that 
initial state 0x , uncertain disturbances kw  and noises kv  at a sample time k  are bounded with some convex 
polyhedras which are described with linear inequalities systems:  

0 0 00 0
: ,x xx X A x b

: ,k w k ww W A w b   (3) 

:k v k vv V A v b .

In this case set-valued estimation is performed. It consists of a construction of feasible sets 1kX , which are 
guaranteed to contain all state vectors at the sample time k  [5]: 

1 1/ 1[ ],k k k kX X X y 0,1,..., 1k N ,

1/ ,kk kX AX W      1 1[ ] ,n
k kX y x R Gx v y v V . (4) 

Feasible set construction (4) involves performing set operations like Minkowski sum, set intersection, linear 
transformation. But when the system state vector dimension increases troubles in performing set operations real-time 
occur. Then feasible set outer approximations with some canonical forms, like ellipsoids [2,7,16], parallelotopes [8], 
and zonotopes [1] can be applied. These methods rely on computing set-valued estimates through Minkowski sum 
and set intersection; but the results of these operations are upper approximated with the corresponding canonical 
form. This approach allows to reduce computational complexity but it can cause loss of accuracy, i.e., the 
approximating set can be much more larger than the real feasible set.  

Additional information about uncertain system parameters can also be used to reduce computational complexity 
and to increase estimates accuracy [6,11]. For example, in some operating conditions disturbance kw  can be defined 
not only with some convex set W , but with some dynamical model. Let us suppose that there is some prior 
information about disturbances kw , 0,1,...,k N  and it has decomposition as a system of functions m

ik R :

1

m

k i ik
i

w , 0,1,...,k N ,   (5) 

where i , 1,2,...,i m are constant coefficients, which are computed real-time after getting measurement ky ,
1,2,...,k N . In matrix form the disturbance can be represented as 

k kw ,

where 1 2 ...k k k mk , 1 2 ...
T

m . Then the dynamical system model can be represented as 

1k k kx Ax .
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Consider next algorithm of set-valued estimation of dynamical system state and coefficients in disturbance 
decomposition. The paper describes feasible set polyhedral approximation that allows to construct set-valued 
estimate as a polyhedra of any shape. The algorithm consists of solving a row of linear programming problems and 
can be easily programmed.  

2. Algorithm of set-valued estimation 

Step 1. Set the iterations counter at 0k .
Step 2. Let us present dynamical system state model using extended state vector 

1 ,k k kz A z

1 1 1,k k ky Gz Hv

where k
k

x
z ,

0
k

k

A
A

I
, 0G G .

Step 3. At a sample time k  the system dynamics starting from initial state is described with the linear equations 
system: 

Step 4. At a sample time k the bounds for initial state, disturbances and noises are described with linear inequalities 
system: 

00 0x xA x b

(7) 
1w wA b ,

2w wA b ,

….

w k wA b ,

1v vA v b ,

2v vA v b ,

….

v k vA v b .

Step 5. The systems (6) and (7) implicitly describe the dynamical system state at a sample time k . It is necessary 
to solve these systems for variable kz  , i.e., we need to get approximating polyhedra :k z k zZ A z b  such that k kz Z  . 
Matrix zA  prescribes the shape of the required polyhedral and it is defined in advance. In a simple case when we 
need to determine the bounds of parameters the polyhedra is presented as parallelepiped T

zA I I  , where I  is 
identity matrix of size n n . To compute the vector zb  for each direction ia  ( i -th row of matrix zA ) the following 
linear programming problem is solved: 

               * arg max ,k i k
zk

z a z  subject to (6) and (7),     (8) 

where ,i ka z  is a scalar product of vectors ia  and kz , then i -th coordinate of vector zb  is equal to *( ) ,z i kb i a z .

Step 6. If k N , then the algorithm stops; otherwise set 1k k and go to Step 2. 

1 1 0 ,z A z

2 1 1,z A z

.... 

1 1,k k kz A z

1 1 1,y Gz Hv

2 2 2 ,y Gz Hv

….

k k ky Gz Hv

(6) 
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3. Numerical Example 

Suppose matrices in the system (1), (2) equal: 

0.9976 0.0464

0.0928 0.8584
A , 30.1189

10
4.639

, 2 2G I , 2 2H I .

Set of possible values of initial state, disturbance and noise are: 

0 0

1 0 0.00075

0 1 0.03
: ,

1 0 0.00075

0 1 0.03

X x
1 1.5

: ,
1 1.5kW w

1 0 0.000145

0 1 0.0228
:

1 0 0.000145

0 1 0.0228

kV v .

The disturbance is composed as system of functions (Fig.1): 

1 2sin cos
6 6k

k k
w , (9)

where 1 , 2  are unknown constant coefficients. When modelling the process the coefficients were equal to 1, 
measurement noises kv  were generated randomly within set V .

Fig. 1. Disturbance realization (dotted line shows the real value of disturbance,  
solid line shows the border of set of possible values of disturbance). 

Set-valued estimates were constructed in two cases:  

when only the set of possible values of disturbance is available (Fig.2);  
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when the kind of disturbance decomposition (9) is known (Fig.3). 

Fig. 2. Set-valued estimates in case when only the set of possible values of disturbance is available (dotted line shows the real system state, the 
solid line shows the border of set-valued estimates, ,1kx  and ,2kx denote the first and the second coordinates of state vector kx  ). 

Fig. 3. Set-valued estimates in case when the kind of disturbance decomposition is known (dotted line shows the real system state, the solid line 
shows the border of set-valued estimates ,1kx  and ,2kx denote the first and the second coordinates of state vector kx ). 

In the second case, when the kind of disturbance decomposition (9) is known, the set-valued estimates are more 
accurate than in the first case. For example, when the kind of disturbance decomposition is known at a sample time 
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20k  the range of possible values of the first coordinate of the state vector kx  is 2.8 times tighter, and the range of 
possible values of the second coordinate is 15.8 times tighter than corresponding ranges in the case when only the 
set of possible values of disturbance is available. 

The presented algorithm also allows compute set-valued estimates for decomposition coefficients. Longer we 
collect measurement data more accurate estimate of the coefficients we have (Fig.4). For the parameter 1  after step 

14k  the bounds are 10.94 1.07 , for the parameter 2  after step 17k  the bounds are 20.95 1.07 , that is 
11 times more accurate than the prior bounds of 1  and 2 .

Fig. 4. Set-valued estimates of disturbance decomposition coefficients (dotted line shows the real value of system state vector,
the solid line shows the border of set-valued estimates). 

4. Conclusion 

We have presented the algorithm for set-valued estimation of dynamical system state and coefficients in the 
decomposition of disturbance as the system of functions. The numerical example for set-valued estimation when the 
disturbance has harmonic decomposition was performed. The example showed that the information about the kind 
of decomposition allows to improve set-valued estimates of dynamical system state by several times in comparison 
with the case when only set of possible values of disturbance is available. 
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Abstract 

The passive neutralization oscillations systems for high-rise construction are under consideration. Their advantages and 
disadvantages have been revealed. A roller oscillation neutralization system for high-rise constructions subject to seismic 
affecting is offered. The principle of its work is described and its advantages are estimated. A mathematical movement model for 
carrying and carried bodies is made. Low-frequency oscillation vibration protection systems under the influence of external 
harmonious impact are considered. Optimum adjustment parameters for a roller damper in the structure of the compensation 
system are defined. 
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1. Introduction 

The urgency of seismic protection of buildings and constructions is explained by constant presence of seismic 
activity in various areas of the Earth. For only the last decade there have been registered more than 4 thousand acts 
of nature. The passive and active systems of oscillation damping are applied for solving vibration protection 
problem. They are classified by the activity principle as: damping, adaptive, inertial (with oscillations damper), 
constructions regulating rigidity, and isolating ones. The last three groups can be referred to as the most effective 
and less cost price. Systems of active vibration protection are aimed to suppression of residual undesirable 
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oscillations of a building after working off the passive system. Therefore to form an active compensation system is 
possible only after studying the efficiency of the passive one 

This paper considers the isolating system of compensating oscillations of a high-rise building with kinematic 
relations. Similar systems have been offered by M.Viskordini and V.V.Nazin [1-4]. However application of systems 
with kinematic support is studied  insufficiently, especially if the horizontal effect with prepotent phase is more than 
1 s. In this case the building with kinematic support receives considerable displacement, at which there  occurs a 
stability loss of the entire construction and its full collapse.  

Some investigations of dynamic behaviour of mechanical systems constrained by kinematic relations, are 
presented in works [5-9]. 

2. Setting the problem 

The dynamic behavior of a three-mass system of absolutely solid bodies is considered: bearing body in mass ; 
The spherical rotating joint with roller mass ; working body with mass  under the influence of external 
kinematic excitation F(t). 

The carried body models a construction installed on column piles, each of which built in the form of a "glass". The 
bottom part of a pile is equipped by concave cycloidal concavities of radius r (see, fig. 1). Quantity of gettings is 
symmetrical by horizontal coordinates in order to save the pile's stability. The pile's weight and its loading is the mass of 
the carried body. The pile leans against spherical homogeneous hinges with the roller's mass  and radius r. 

As the pile glass is located in the soil layer so the stiffness and disspative soil characteristics are presented in 
parametres 11 yx CC  and 11 yx kk  accordingly. 

In addition impulse neutralizers with dissipation 33 yx kk  are installed between the pile and the glass. Any 
number of impulse neutralizers can be appllied, but not less than two from each side of a pile. 

The carried body movement represents the dynamics of the upper structure of a building which leans against the 
basement through the system of spherical balls. It models a construction or a building design oscillations of which 
we will be considered only according to the first form of the basic tone frequency. 

It models a construction or a building design, oscillations which we will consider only under the first form with 
frequency of the basic tone. The movement of the bearing body reflects the dynamic behavior of the base. 

The offered system of Oscillation Neutralization compensating  oscillations realises the principle of 
seismoisolation of a building from the base, with its being able to return to a starting position after a seismopush 
under the influence of the building’s body weight.  

 
     (a)                   ( ) 

 

Bv

 
Fig. 1. The basic scheme of seismoprotective system: ) the top view; ) a side view.   
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Besides, the piles slippage concerning the base in two directions is provided. Restriction of relative displacement 
is carried out with the help of cycloidal concavities. 

The given system is well entered in a design of the pile base, it does not demand additional space, it is noiseless. 
Moisture, ice, and dust are not accumulated in cycloidal dredgings due to their upwards convex construction 

This factor is essential as the system is established in a hard-to-reach place of a construction. 
The purpose of the present work is a construction of dynamic model of Neutralization system with roller dampers 

and definition of optimum tuning parameters. 

3. Geometrical and kinematic relations 

Let's consider the plane OXZ. On fig. 2 arch KBN - a cycloid representing a working curve roller damper. Points 
A and B are points of tangenting of a roller and working curve KBN. 

Let's enter two generalised coordinates: 1 is moving of the centre of the carried body mass;  
 is an angle of a deviation of a roller at changing the position of point B of the cotact of the roller and the bearing 

body getting. 

Co-ordinates of a vector of a normal are equal in the contact point of surfaces: 

)cos;0;(sinn . 

The condition of a roller's movement on a working getting without slippage is the equality of linear speeds of the 
carried body surfaces and the roller in the contact point B: 

               nrjixvB 1 , 

where  - angular speed of a roller concerning the centre of its weight C2; 1x - the speed of a bearing body gained 
owing to a seismopush; r - roller radius; ji ,  - unit vectors of co-ordinate axes. 

 
Projections of speed of a point B on the axis of coordinates at bearing weight movement to the right the following 

(fig. 2) 

sin,cos1 BzBx vrxv ; 

or at movement of the bearing weight to the left (fig. 3) 

sin,cos1 BzBx vrxv . 

As working body makes a translational motion, that a square of a point B speed, consequently and the centre of 
weights 3, is equal 

cos2 1
222

1
2222

3
rxrxvvvv BzBxCB . 

General form of Lagrang's equation is the following: 

QTT
dt
dQ

x
T

x
T

dt
d

x ;
1

11
, 
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where QQx ,
1

 - the generalised forces corresponding to generalised coordinates 1 . They include external 
influence, potential and dissipative components.  
 

 

Fig.2. 
Fig.3. 

 
As for a carried body the work is performed by: a gravity gmP 33 ; force of viscous resistance in the in a damper 

133 xxk ; for the spherical hinge - work of a frictional force in a roller sign32 gmm , where - coefficient of 
friction; in a bearing body - elastic work 11xC ; forces of viscous resistance in the a damper 11xk and force of external 
harmonious excitation )(tF . 

Entering designations
1

12

3

3

1

1

1

3 ,2,2,
m
C

m
kn

m
kn

m
m

kx  and expecting 0
3

2

m
m , we will transform the 

received equations to a form 

             
1

2
1

2
11

)(sincos2)1(
m

tFrxxnx kx ; 

signcossincos2cos1 r
ggrnxr .  (1) 

Let's establish frequency  and period T  of own fluctuations a roller damper. For this purpose we will fix the 
bearing body 0:1x  and, having put 0,0n , from the second equation (1) it is received 

g
r

r
g 2,,0cos 22 .  (2) 

Thus, frequency of fluctuations damper inversely is proportional to roller radius. 

4. Linearized model of object with roller system of the seismoisolation 

The equations (1) represent the system of nonlinear differential equations the study of which is inconvenient. 
Research of dynamic behavior of compensating system will be carried out with the help of linearized mathematical 
model.  

Let's consider plane OXZ. On fig. 4 arch KBN - a cycloid representing a working curve of the roller's damper. 
Arch of cycloid AB is divided into rectilinear sites with angle of inclination . Then the angle turn of a roller  is 
equal to the relation of arch  to roller radius r. We consider, that the angle  is constant on a corresponding site of 
a cycloid. Vector S approximately equal to cycloid arch  on the module defines the change of weights center 
position of a working body. 
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1S

1

2S
2

3S
3

4S
4

S
zS

xS

Fig. 4. Kinematics of the compensating system. 
 
Let's enter two generalized coordinates: 1 - moving of the weights center of a bearing body; S- moving of the 

weights center of a working body, and its projections on axis of coordinates and speeds are equal: 

sin,cos,sin,cos 11 SSSxSSSSxS zxzx . 

Kinetic energy of three-mass system: 

22
32

2
2

2
2
11

2
32

2
2
11321 222 zxBy SSm

r
Srmxmvm

r
SJxmTTTT , 

where 1T  and 3T  - kinetic energy of translational movement of a bearing and working bodies; 2T  - kinetic energy of 
rotary movement of a roller; yJ  - the moment of roller inertia accepted in the form of a homogeneous body of 
radius r. As 12 mm  and 3m  by kinetic energy of a roller it is neglected r. 
 

Expression for the generalized work looks like: 

.signcossin)(

signsin)(

3
2

3311111

3113311111

S
r
SgmSkPxxkxCtF

S
r
SgmxSxSkSPxxkxCtFA xx

 

By Lagrange’s equating of the movement we obtain: 

,22

;)(2

11333

3
1

3

1
1

2
11

xnxnx

x
m
k

m
tFxxnx

xx

kx   (3) 

where mark out: 
1

12

3

3
3

1

1
1 ;2;2

m
C

m
kn

m
kn kxx . 

System (3) will be subjected to Laplas's transformation and transfer functions will be fulfilled: 
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with oscillations damper the roller's 
pknnppnpm
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xxkx 333
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The varied damper parametre is the damping factor 3xn . For the numerical analysis we use parameters 
vibroprotection systems: frequency of the basic tone of oscillation of the working body 1k Hz, frequency of 
seismoexcitation is close to frequency of the basic tone 9.0v Hz, 3.01.01xn  (for a flexible construction and 
a construction raised in the sliding casing); F0=0.3 0.5g (seismic impact by intensity 7 9 balls). Maximum AFC 
(Amplitude-Frequency the Characteristic) constructions without damper A( )=5.025. 

The technique of defining parameters of damper adjustment is based on the fact that  FC vibroprotection system 
with optimum adjusted parameters looks symmetric to frequency 2/21  [10]. 

We find the fixed frequencies 1  and 2 , at which the maximum FC with damper is to obtain. From fig. 5 we 
define 5.01 Hz and 2.12  Hz.  

  
Fig. 5. FC of construction without damper A( ) and with 

optimum parameters of roller's damper ),( 3xnAG . 
Fig. 6. Definition of factor damping optimum.

 
Further we define graphically a point of crossing of two graphs ),( 31 xnAG and ),( 32 xnAG , constructed at 

change 3xn . Value 3xn , at which this crossing takes place and defines optimum value of damping factor 2.03xn , 
see. fig. 6.  

The amplitude-frequency characteristic of a construction without damper A( ) and with optimum adjusted 
damper is showed on fig. 5. 

Amplitude-Frequency the Characteristic of construction without damper A( ) and with optimum parameters 
damper is resulted on fig. 5. The maximum amplitude of construction oscillations with roller damper 

35.0),( 3xnAG , that testifies the high effectiveness of compensation system. 

5. Conclusions 

The dynamic model of a roller compensation system developes a new method of vibroprotection of flexible 
constructions operating on basic oscillation frequency in the low-frequency range. 

The offered system is compact and effectively reduces the level of the maximum amplitudes of high-rise 
constructions compelled fluctuations in the specified frequency range. 

The received equations of compensation system movement have allowed to define equations AFC. On their basis 
the graphic method of roller vibrodamper optimum parameters definition is offered, which allows to adjust it on 
frequency and amplitude. 

The results of research obtained in this paper represent scientific and practical interest for experts in the field of 
fluctuations theory. They also can be used by developers of roller vibrodamper for decreasing compelled fluctuation 
level of various objects in a low-frequency range. 
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Abstract 

The article covers the methodology used to design safety control systems for unattended points of technological communication 
on oil and gas pipelines; it gives the review of safety control system design, the relevance of the researched area and research 
methods; it describes the structure of an unattended point of technological communication, specific hazardous factors, affecting 
factors; the article focuses on the possible safety system structures, suggests the ways to select the necessary safety system 
structure, the design of its central block and qualitative content of information sources on hazardous factors; it describes the 
mathematical model for quantitative safety assessment, and shows the results of the research outcome implementation in the  
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1. Introduction 

Currently oil and gas branches are deemed as significant industry areas for Russia. One of the crucial factors in 
these branches is the most effective and safe transportation of oil and gas from the fields up to the consumer. This 
activity is generally performed via oil and gas pipelines. The control of pipeline conditions requires diverse systems 
of Telemechanics; the connection with these systems is provided by the lines of specialized technological 
communication set along the pipeline. Technological communication efficiency directly affects the efficiency of 
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transportation – communication break, and namely the lack of data about real-time pipeline condition, is taken as a 
kick and has to be removed immediately. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Simplified scheme of a standard technological communication point. 

 
Simplified scheme of a standard technological communication unit is given in Figure 1. 
APTC (attended point of technological communication) is defined as communication construction where data 

transmission system equipment is installed. The operation personnel are working 24 hours.  
UPTC (unattended point of technological communication) is defined as communication construction where data 

transmission system equipment is installed. In this case no personnel is required; the point either operates 
automatically (not typical on oil and gas pipelines) or is fully distantly operated (also in most cases not typical on oil 
and gas pipelines), or operates in an automated mode, when the operator is required only in specific non-nominal 
cases.   

Data transmission channel is a physical environment where data transmission is performed (copper cable, optical 
cable, radio channel).  

If we consider the technological communication as a consecutive system when the break of any component leads 
to the breakdown of the whole system in general, we can say that the efficiency of technological communication is 
determined by the efficiency of the weakest element.  

The weakest point of technological communication is unattended communication points as there are no personnel 
at these points who can react in non-nominal situations.  

Hence we face the problem of controlling the efficiency and safety of the operation of unattended technological 
communication points. Safety control systems are to be applied in order to tackle this issue; these systems should be 
specially designed for the technological communication of oil and gas pipelines. 

2. Survey 

The issue of the methodology of safety systems’ design is generally covered in a big number of scientific and 
practice oriented works. 

Tikhonova V.A. and Vorona V.A. thoroughly focus in their papers on the methodology of design and different 
elements of safety control systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].  

Ryzhova V.A. develops certain methodology aspects [8].  
Petrov S.V. [9] gives in his paper the set of recommendations how to provide the safety of production units.  
The issues of efficiency assessment are covered in the works of Ryabinin I.A. [10].  
You can read more about the elements of alarm system in the works of Vinogradov Yu.A. [11] and Magauenov 

R.G.  [12, 13].  
One of the most significant components of almost any safety control system and namely video surveillance is 

taken up in the works of Gedsberg Yu.M., [14], Peskin A.E. [15] and Gvozdeka M. [16].  
 Fire protection tools are considered in the paper of Lepeshkin O.M., Kopytov V.V. and Zhuk A.P. [17]. 
Certain methodology elements are given in the government regulations [18, 19]. 

3. Research relevance 

Despite the considerable research of the issue that has been done in the general context, the issue of the 
methodology of safety control systems applied to the unattended points of technical communication hasn’t been 
taken up in any of the works given above as unattended points of technological communication on oil and gas 

APTC
UPTC

pipeline

data cable

UPTC

APTC
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pipelines started to be massively used quite recently.   
It should also be stressed out that currently there is a steady trend towards the growth of the amount of 

unattended points of technological communication on oil and gas pipelines. This growth is explained by the 
construction of new communication lines, initially designed as automated lines; the re-equipment of existing 
technological communication lines also contributes to this growth. Automation is triggered by the steady current 
trend of minimizing the impact of a human factor on communication efficiency; it can also be explained by 
economic reasons, and namely the decrease of overhead expenses and the increase of profitability.     

Hence it can be concluded that the development of the methodology for the design of safety control systems and 
the efficiency of unattended points of technological communication on oil and gas pipelines is a crucial and relevant 
task nowadays; currently this issue hasn’t been fully solved yet. 

4. Research methods 

Based on the experience of theoretical and practical activities in the sphere of providing and assessing the safety 
the authors suggest the following research program:   

Define object structure (“What are we protecting?”); 
Determine typical hazardous factors and their affecting factors (“What are we protecting from?”); 
Determine the structure of the safety system (“How do we protect?”); 
Determine safety methods (“What do we use for protection?”); 
Define quantitative safety parameter (“How to assess the protection?”). 

5. UPTC structure 

Refer to the works of the following authors [20] to study this issue in the context of the facilities set on the point. 
The structure is given in the Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2. UPTC Structure in the context of the facilities set on the point. 

6. Typical danger for UPTC and their affecting factors 

That issue was studied in the works of the following authors [20].  
The typical UPTC hazardous factors are as follows: 
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The factors of a natural character: icing of premises, high humidity in premises, flooding of premises; 
Technogene factors: fire in the premises, compressed air cylinder explosion, significant decrease of 
communication quality, power supply interruption; 
Social factors: vagrancy, thefts. 

Find below the list of affecting factors that are to be controlled by UPTC safety system (set by decreasing the 
priority): 

Communication quality; 
Electric current; 
Electric voltage; 
Air temperature; 
Air moisture; 
Unauthorized access; 
Pressure in compressed air cylinders. 

7. The structure of safety control system 

Generalized structure of safety control system is given in the Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Generalized structure of safety control system. 

 
UPTC safety control system necessarily should connect with the remote operator in order to run manual 

monitoring of unit safety and take solutions in complicated non-nominal cases.   
As already mentioned in the papers [21], there are different kinds (concepts) of the structure (architecture) of 

safety control systems described bellow. 

7.1. Module architecture concept 

Module architecture concept is shown on Figure 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Module architecture. 

 The central block that is responsible for taking safety control solutions includes the minimum number of 
functions, but can connect with a big number of additional divergent modules. This approach makes system 
architecture more complicated via additional  communications and reduces the efficiency via a big number of 
connections; at the same time the space of system application significantly increases and labor input is decreasing. 

7.2. Monolithic architecture structure 

Monolithic architecture structure is shown on Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Monolithic architecture. 

The central block includes all the functions and gives no possibility to extend them. Such approach simplifies 
system architecture and increases the efficiency, but in this case application space is constricting and labor input 
expenses are elevating. 

7.3. Mixed architecture concept 

Mixed architecture concept is shown on Figure 6. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Mixed architecture. 

The central block contains a number of functions set as main functions; all minor functions are connected via 
extension modules. By such approach there is a combination of flexible application, slight increase of system 
complexity and labor input as well as slight reduction of efficiency.       

We suggest taking mixed architecture concept for UPTC safety control system; the validation of this idea is 
given below:   

The place of system application is determined, which means that the factor of wide application is not relevant; 
hence module architecture is irrelevant either; 
Despite the fact that all main affecting factors are defined some typical UPTC hazardous factors might occur 
which means that the possibility should be considered to expand the system; hence monolithic architecture is 
irrelevant. 

Therefore UPTC safety control system should contain in the central block sensors’ supports to control all the 
typical affecting danger factors (described above) and have interface to connect extension modules. 

8. The control of hazardous factors 

The control of hazardous factors is performed with help of the information that comes from the tool that 
measures hazardous factors into the central block (Figure 3).  

According to the paragraph “Typical UPTC dangers and their affecting factors” UPTC safety control systems 
require the following tools: 

Temperature sensor; 
Smoke sensor; 
Air moisture sensor; 
Sensor of water in the premises; 
Measuring indicator of current value in the network; 
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Measuring indicator of voltage value in the network; 
Measuring indicator of communication quality; 
Video cameras. 

We cannot generally define specific characteristics and measurement permission of each sensor or indicator that 
measures an affecting factor, as by different UPTC we can deal with different conditions, therefore we need a wide 
range of sensors or differently configured sensors.       

It should be noted that if possible hazardous factor measurement tools should have a unified interface to connect 
with the central block in order to reduce the number of mechanical connectors and consequently increase general 
system efficiency. 

9. Protection methods 

The follow protection methods are offered: 

From natural character’s danger factors: frosting of the room – setup of heater, high humidity of air into the room 
– setup of air driers or automatic ventilation systems, flooding of the room – setup of exhaust pumps; 
From industrial character’s danger factors: fire in the room – setup of fire-prevention systems, power supply 
termination – setup of reserve power supply sources, explosion of cylinders with compressed air – maximum 
removal of cylinders with compressed air from communication equipment (into the territory of UPTC) in special 
room; 
From social character’s danger factors: plunder – setup of closed-circuit television systems. 

More than, at any object’s protection-reduce situation UPTC must send signal to the similar APTC. 

10. Quantitative safety assessment 

Based on the following works [22, 23, 24] we worked out a simplified mathematical model (1) for quantitative 
safety assessment.  
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where T – temperature, V – moisture, U – electric voltage, I – electric current, Tlim  - maximum temperature limit, 
Vlim  - maximum moisture limit, Ulim  - naximum electric voltage limit, Ilim  - naximum electric current limit, lim  - 
naximum time limit  of exposure duration,  lim  - maximum distance limit of exposure, Ti(t), Vi(t), Ui(t), Ii(t), i(t), 

i(t)   – respectively the current values of temperature, moisture, electrical voltage and current, exposure time, 
exposure distance. T, CV, CU, CI, C , C   - the truncation coefficients of the truncated normal law of temperature, 
moisture, electrical voltage and current, exposure time, exposure distance. M(Ti(t)), M(Vi(t)), M(Ui(t)), M( Ii(t)), 
M( i(t)), M( i(t)) – mathematical expectation of a random variable of temperature, moisture, electrical voltage and 
current, exposure time, exposure distance. lT, lV, lU, lI, l , l   –manifestations’ intensity of random changes of 
temperature, moisture, electrical voltage and current, exposure time, exposure distance. t – current time. 

 
In this model we don’t consider the hazardous factor of unauthorized access and a number of other specific 

moments; but many authors believe that in most cases received values are relevant enough and by the determination 
of legitimate values of safety parameter the algorithm can be used in safety control system. 

11. Implementation results 

Theoretical data that were received in the research were used by running the updating works for safety control 
systems of the production organization Science & Technology Center “SIMOS” JSC, city Perm, Russia. The 
following results were received (extract from implementation act):    

«The recommendations <…> were used at  the Science & Technology Center “SIMOS” JSC, city Perm for the 
further development and improvement of safety control systems and the efficiency of unattended points of 
technological communication on oil and gas pipelines which were developed and produced by the enterprise. 
Particularly the implementation was performed in the system of video surveillance. These recommendations extend 
the functionality of the system and increase its efficiency. The Chief Constructor Tchumakov O.B., Science & 
Technology Center “SIMOS” JSC”. 

12. Conclusion 

The article describes the methodology of safety control systems’ design for unattended points of technological 
communication on oil and gas pipelines; it shows the results of implementing research outcome in real-time 
operating safety systems. 
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Abstract 

The condition of the loading process research, working out the principles and installations of automatic control of supplying the 
loading machines with grabbing claws is considered. The experience of application of discrete control system with regulated 
upper and lower levels of turning in the adjusters of loading the grabbing part engines is based. The task of automatic control 
providing, with the consideration of occasional character of forming the load with the grabbing claws, the achievement of 
maximum productivity at keeping power and energy limits, is formulated. The necessary mathematical models and control 
algorithms, the peculiarity of which is preliminary modeling of the process, putting the results into the system of microprocessing 
control and consideration of deviations from the standard variant, are worked out. Using the offered system provides with the 
productivity increase up to 15 %, increasing the reliability and reducing labour capacity in the machine control. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: loading machine of uninterrupted action; productivity of the machine; automatic supply to the pile; mechatronic system of control; 
occasional character of loading to the drive; maximum frequency of the drive switching on; sensors of the main parameters; defence from 
overloading; turning in the adjuster of current level; control algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

Loading machine with grabbing claws was patented for the first time by Joseph Joy in 1916. The unique 
trajectory of the claws movement became the standard in the branch and is used at underground loading macines, 
and cutting combines all over the world. The machines of 2PNB-2 type produced in Russia are the greatest part of 
the loading machines parks at the Eastern Donetsk Basin mines. They are equipped with twin grabbing claws and, in 
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spite of their having been industrially produced, are hand-operated. Casual character of forming loads to the drive of 
grabbing claws mechanism owing to non-homogeneous characteristics of the pile material and changing conditions 
of forming the volumes of grabbing the material with the claws makes impossible to use the machine resources 
completely even at the considerable experiences of the operator. In consequence of it the problem of creating an 
automatic equipment which would give the possibility to increase the reliability and efficiency of the machine in the 
whole and decrease the labour capacity of the loading process for the operator is quite actual. 

2. Short history of working out the system of controlling supply 

The collective bodies of scientists of the Novocherkassk polytechnical institute (now Platov South-Russian state 
polytechnic university (NPI)) [1, 2], the Communarsk mining metallurgical institute (the town of Altchevsk, 
Ukrainian SSR) [3], the institute of geotechnical mechanics of the Academy of Science  of the Ukrainian SSR (the 
city of Dnepropetrovsk) [4], as well as the Copeisk and Yasnogorsk plants producing the machines of this type had 
been going in for working out the systems of the automatic control of the loading machines of the PNB type during 
the last 50 years. 

The main problem is the principle of the supply control which is determined with physics of the process of 
interaction of grabbing claws with the pile. The two conceptions are based: 1) the velocity of automatic supply 
should change smoothly into the functions of loading in the drive of the grabbing part [1]; 2) interrupted supply of 
the machine the beginning and ending of the cycle of which depend on the level of load in the drive [2]. Among the 
realized in the experimental and tested models there were machines with a regulated drive of direct current [3], 
double-differential hydrodrive [1], asynchronous drive with relay-controlled and impulsive regulators [2, 5]. 
Produced by the Copeisk machine building plant the machine 1PNB-2D with relay-controlled regulator of supplying 
passed industrial test successfully [2, 5], other models were tested in stand conditions. 

3. Peculiarities of the loading machine interaction with the mining mass pile 

Working out the system of automatic control of supplying the loading machine should be based on the results of 
the analysis of interactions in the system of “the pile – loading organ – travelling part – drive – control system”. 

The conclusions about the interaction of the pile and the loading organ of the machine with grabbing claws are 
based both on the materials of the preceding research [6-8] including the loading organs with grabbing spiders 
having the similar regularities [9, 10], and on the results of computer and physical modeling conducted in the 
mechatronic system of automatic control [1-4, 11, 12]. The interaction of the control system and the loading 
machines is reflected in the works [13-15], the influence of casual processes at loading large lumps material is 
reflected in the works [16, 17]. 

As the preceding investigations showed, at loading the pile of large lumps rock of more than 0.5 m high, discrete 
supplying control (i.e. the cycle of supplying should include 2-4 scooping) is the most effective. However, unlike 
the previously created relay regulator [3], for the concrete conditions automatic choice of regulating parameters 
should be realized, i.e. the upper Ju and lower Jl levels of turning in the adjusters of loading in dependence on the 
current load to the drive of the aggregate of limitations. When the loading reaches the meaning Ju, the supplying 
stops, when the loading reaches the meaning Jl, the supplying renews. Besides, on the previous investigations casual 
character of forming loads is not considered, but it is especially essential at loading large lump material. 

Load M to the claws, and therefore the current of engines of the grabbing part in the period of every disc rotation 
is the separate realization of the casual function M from corner of turning the driving crank . Moreover, the 
considered casual function M = f( ) has a number of peculiarities: 

mathematical expectation and correlative function at changing the corner of turning 0    2  do not stay 
constant but consist conditionally of four parts – inculcation of the claw into the pile, scooping the portion of the 
material, pushing the portion of the material into the conveyer and idle running; 
in the process of loading the machine and the loading organ installed on it are in two conditions: 

immovable – with working some quantity of scooping; 
supplying – moving the machine to the pile. In each of these conditions some conditional depth of 
inculcation and the volume of the material in the active zone is realized, that is why the characteristics of the 
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casual function will also be changed not only because of angle of turning the driving crank, but also because 
of the place of the loading organ concerning the pile; 

distribution of the mining mass lump in the zone of grabbing claws plays an important role at forming every 
realization of the casual function M = f( ). This function is also unstable and is dependent on the pile loading out 
the machine approaching to the face, large size of the lumps is increased. 
The enumerated factors and peculiarities of forming casual load at the entrance to the system of dripping of the 

loading organ should be taken into consideration at working out the principles of creating automatic control of 
moving the machine to the pile. 

4. The control object construction and structure 

The loading machine consists of a loading organ, receiving–transmitting conveyor, moving part, electro- and 
hydroequipment. The loading organ situated on the front part of the machine is rigidly connected with the receiving 
part of the conveyor. In modern machines of PNB type drives of the main parts are fulfilled according to the 
individual scheme. Grabbing claws are moved from two electrical engines via the mechanical reducing gears 
connected with synchronizing shaft or a gear. The grabbing claws movement trajectory is provided by crank-level or 
crank-link mechanisms the leading parts of with qre driving discs with eccentrically situated fingers. The scraper 
receiving-transmitting conveyor has an immovable and manipulation parts. The last serves for loading the following 
transport means. The running part is usually of a caterpillar type and consists of two bogies with group drive. Every 
caterpillar bogie has independent turning on and turning off via a multidisc clutch controlled from the valuable 
hydrodrive with the help of electrohydrovalve. The grabbing claws move uninterruptedly, and the operator's task is 
to form the maximum volume of the material moving the machint to the pile. 

The peculiarities of the process of controlling the loading machine are (Fig. 1): 
the machine is given only forward to the pile; 
making the decision on turning on the supply is realized after finishing the next in turn cycle of scooping the 
materials with the claws; 
the end of giving the machine is realized according to the condition of forming on the feeder the most permissible 
volume of the material for the load on the drive of the grabbing claws, it results in the maximum productivity of 
loading. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Structural-functional scheme of the loading machine 2PNB-2. 
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5. The main task of controlling 

The purpose of creating mechatronic system of automatic control of supply is reaching the maximum possible 
value of average productivity of the loading machine at loading out the volume of a pile between two next in turn 
cycles of maneuverings considering the maximum power, energy possibilities of the machine, fulfilling the demands 
of reliability and safety, considering the following limitation: 

equivalent power of drives of grabbing and running parts should not exceed the permissible meaning; 
frequency of turning on the supplying mechanism should not exceed the maximum  permissible meaning; 
pressure effort of the running part should be in permissible limits with consideration of the factors of adhesion of 
caterpillar with the ground and the power of running drive. 
These limitations should be kept in the concrete conditions of work of the loading machine: the angle of 

inclination of the underground working, hardness, coarseness and humidity of the mining mass being loaded, the 
pile high. 

An addition the demands of adaptivity are made to the system of automatic control, i.e. self-turning for the 
optimal meaning of lower and upper levels of turning in the adjusters of loading in the adjusters of loading in 
dependence on the conditions of work of the loading machine. 

6. Mathematical model and algorithm 

Mathematical model of control is the combination of mathematical correlations and algorithm of microcontroller 
actions with the help of which, after finishing every complete revolving of the leading disks, the forming of 
controlling signal of  “turning on / turning off electrohydrovalve of the running mechanism” with the purpose of 
reaching the maximum meaning of the average productivity of the loading organ takes place. 

Analytical function for the purpose can be written as [16]: 

21
0

21

0 maxTT
cp dt

TT
qq   (1) 

where q0 – normative productivity; 
1 – time of giving the machine to the mining mass pile; 
2 – time of loading of the rock mass during stationary feeder; 
 – coefficient of productivity (  = qmin / qmax). 

With the consideration of the peculiarities of physical phenomena of mining mass loading by twins grabbing 
claws it is established that the automatic system of controlling the supply of the loading machine of uninterrupted 
action is mainly reduced to discrete acts of comparison and correcting the meanings of the levels of turning in the 
adjusters of upper Ju and lower Jl after each next in turn scooping. Comparison is fulfilled by confronting “standard” 
and actual processes pf forming the loading organ productivity and loading the engines of grabbing part with the 
consideration of fulfilling the combination of limitations. 

For modeling on a computer the standard coming of the working process of loading mathematical models 
received as a result of complex experimental investigations on physical models and natural samples are used: 

of a grab volume in a single scooping; 
the volume of the material on the active zone; 
calculated depth of penetrating after finishing next in turn scooping; 
maximum depth pf penetration of the nose of the plate restricted by the pressure effort on linking the 
caterpillar with the ground; 
resistance to penetration of the inclined plate into the pile; 
mathematical expectations of a casual function of the moment on the shaft of the leading disk (on phases of 
the claw movement, from the depth pf penetration and other factors); 
forming the frequency-response component of casual function of the moment on the shaft of the leading 
disk — spectrum density; 
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electromechanical characteristic of the grabbing part drive; 
mathematical models of limitation: 

on power of drive of the loading process and breaking for the maneuvering; 
on maximum loading with consideration of casual character of the process and the velocity of increasing 
the signal; 
on the frequency of turning on the frictional clutch and electrohydrovalve with the considerable of heating 
the construction. 

Using the results of preliminary modeling gives the possibility to prognose with the necessary the character of 
changing the load, its value for scooping. The analysis of changing the main coefficients — productivity, the level 
and character of loading the drive of the grabbing part (according to the value of mathematical expectation, spectral 
density of the load, availability of throwing out behind the upper level of forming in the adjuster), active volume of 
the pile and others — give the possibility to choose optimal algorithm of control, i.e. to turn in the adjusters of upper 
and lower levels and to choose the algorithm of their changing in such a way to provide the maximum meaning of 
the function in purpose with keeping all the restrictions. 

The system offered for correcting and turning in the adjusters of loading levels is used the measurement of 
deviation of the four main indexes: productivity, the engine temperature, the engine current frequency of turning on 
the mechanism of supplying. As for every measured index there are two possible variants of correlations demanded 
and real indexes: productivity, the engine temperature, the engine current, frequency of turning on the mechanism of 
supplying. As for the every measured index there are two possible variants of correlations demanded and real 
indexes: the first one – derivation is in the normal limits, the second one – the derivation increases the adopted 
value, we receive 16 possible variants of the system state, the program action of microprocessor controlling system 
on changing the level of turning in the adjusters in the next in turn cycle of scooping corresponds to each of them. 

7. Short conclusions 

The task of automatic controlling the process of loading by the machine with grabbing claws is formulated. 
Mathematical models and algorithms of searching maximum productivity of the loading machine with 
consideration of casual character of the process of loading. 
Computer modeling has demonstrated the possibility of automatic controlling the process of loading and 
shown the possibility of increasing the productivity for 5 - 15 %, the reserve on the frequency of supplying 
being 5 - 10 %, in heating the engines of the grabbing part being 10 - 20 % in comparison with manual 
control of loading.  
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Abstract 

The paper shows the results of the truck driveline dynamic loading processes made with an imitation modeling approach. The 
developed mathematical model of a vehicle motion includes the functioning features of all principal automotive mechanical 
systems and units. We considered one of the most difficult driving conditions, when the potential necessity of interaxial 
differential locking arises. The loads acting in transmission at the differential locking unit engagement were estimated. 
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1. Introduction 

Trucks are one of the most widely spread kind of vehicles used in different road conditions. The off-road 
movability is a very important property of the trucks that determines the general vehicle efficiency. 

Vehicle movability and other principal exploitation characteristics are widely studied in the world. To make the 
functioning of trucks in difficult and extremely difficult conditions more effective the development of the power 
distribution system is required [1, 8, 10, 11]. The application of lockable power dividing units is one of the most 
effective and popular methods of vehicle off-road movability enhancement. 
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The lockable differentials are extensively used in many kinds of vehicles: road cars, military and ground trucks 
etc. [9]. Active differentials are the most effective type of lockable power dividing unit as they enable to improve 
fuel efficiency, vehicle maneuverability and stability [4, 5, 6]. It should be noted, that active differentials have been 
successfully applied in car transmission. Further research in the sphere of automotive industry lies in the active 
differentials’ application for heavy-duty trucks. 

The development and implementation of a new technical item require significant financial expenses with an 
experimental part being the most expensive stage of a design process. However, nowadays simulation modeling 
methods are increasingly developing [2, 3, 7]. Mathematical models allow to get the necessary features of a 
developed vehicle without any experiments at a design stage. It enhances the quality of the launched products and 
decreases their costs. Carmakers have successfully used simulation and PLM modeling over the years. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Research tasks and problem formulation 

The tasks of this research are all-terrain threeaxial truck “KAMAZ-65222” (Fig. 1), the layout scheme and the 
typology of differential mechanisms [9] shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 1. All-terrain truck “KAMAZ-65222”. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Driveline layout of all-terrain truck “KAMAZ-65222” 
(1, 2 – interaxial lockable differentials; 

3, 4, 5 – interwheel differentials) 

2.2. Mathematical model description 

To obtain the valid results of vehicle dynamics’ processes a mathematical model must include the description of 
all principal vehicle systems with real parameters of the research subject. The truck scheme with forces acting in a 
straight line motion mode is shown in Fig. 3. 

To model the vehicle dynamics we use CAE LMS AMESim. The created mathematical model represents a 
vehicle motion process for all the required driving modes taking into account the dynamics of principal vehicle units 
and subsystems. 

1 2 
3 4 5 
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Fig. 3. Truck scheme in a straight line motion 
( G  – truck center of gravity (COG); XYZ  – axes of global coordinate system; ,j yP P  – axes of local coordinate system with origin in vehicle COG; 

ijxR  – wheel longitudinal force; ijyR  – wheel lateral force; ijzR  – wheel normal force; ijrc  – wheel damping; ijrk  – wheel stiffness; pc  – suspension 
damping; pk  – suspension stiffness; wP  – aerodynamic resistance force). 

The common view of model is shown in Fig. 4. This model includes all the most important subsystems: engine, 
driveline, suspension, and car body. It describes all the necessary physical characteristics of a vehicle and 
environment: masses and inertias, tire/road interaction, road adhesion, aerodynamic resistance etc. 

 

Fig. 4. The mathematical model made in LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim 

Powertrain units, environment and driving conditions influence the truck body. Vehicle body equations of motion 
in Lagrange II kind formulation in steady fixed coordinate system are presented below: 
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here 
 - Vehicle body rotational velocity; 

sG  - Total sprung mass; 
G  - Vehicle mass; 

COGh  - Center of gravity height; 
 - Roll angle; 

xV  - Velocity in longitudinal direction; 
yV  - Velocity in lateral direction; 
zJ  - Vehicle body moment of inertia; 
xR  - Longitudinal wheel reaction; 
yR  - Lateral wheel reaction; 

a  - Distance between vehicle front axle and center of gravity; 
2b  - Distance between vehicle center of gravity and middle axle; 
3b  - Distance between vehicle center of gravity and rear axle; 
1B  - Front track width; 
2B  - Rear track width. 

The powertrain unit comprises an engine, functioning according to a throttle position. A detailed driveline model 
includes a clutch, a gearbox, a transfer case, compliant driving shafts with cardan joints, five differentials (two 
interaxial and three interwheel) and bevel gears on each axle. 

The suspension takes into account drive connection, the dynamics working process of the solid axle distributing 
force and vibrations to the truck body. A built-in tire model of Rocard/Brossard [12, 13] provides the wheel/road 
interaction with the following assumptions made: 

The deformation of the tread centerline is the result of two independent orthogonal components: side and 
longitudinal slip. 
The modeling does not include the longitudinal and lateral coupling of the tire. 
The vertical load is evenly distributed over the contact patch. 
After the point at which the sliding between tread and road begins, tread deformation remains uniform 
(application of the Coulomb's friction theory). 
The friction coefficient is independent of normal pressure and independent of the relative sliding velocity. 

The “virtual driver” system maintains the driving mode. It comprises the set of probing vehicle technologies and 
logic elements. The “virtual driver” solves the following tasks: to throttle position, to provide clutch control, to 
control vehicle speed, to monitor breaking and driving trajectory. 

The model created enabled us to get a loading process of interaxial differential locking unit engagement. So, we 
consider the following controlling case. The vehicle starts driving on the first gear along the sloped road and 
continues driving without gear shifting and full throttle position. The full description of controlling case is shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Initial conditions of controlling case parameters 

Driving process  

Initial vehicle state State of rest with 
the further start 

Slope angle, grad 35 

Road friction coefficient 0,8 

Driveline mode  
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Differential conditions All are open 

Gear number 1 (i = 13,8) 

Throttle position Full supply 

3. Results 

During the straight line motion on the sloped road the vehicle COG moves back. This leads to the reduction of 
normal forces on front wheels. As a result, the truck front wheels slip and resist to further motion. The change of the 
efficiency criteria for vehicle motion is shown in Figures 5-8. 

 

Fig. 5. Change of vehicle speed, km/h 

 

Fig. 6. Change of rotational velocities in the driving process, rpm 
(1 – change of rotational velocity of transfer case output shaft to the front axle; 
2 – change of rotational velocity of transfer case output shaft to the rear axles) 
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Fig. 7. Change of torques in the driving process, Nm 
(1 – transfer case output shaft torque to the front axle; 
2 – transfer case output shaft torque to the rear axles) 

 

 

Fig. 8. Vehicle centre of gravity displacement in longitudinal direction, m 

The figures 5-8 show that the vehicle motion on the road with the slope angle equal to 35 degrees is not feasible. 
Front wheels slippage is the main reason. To solve this problem the mathematical model of active interaxial 
differential with simple control algorithm was developed. During the vehicle movement the active differential 
control system evaluates the difference between transfer case output shafts rotational velocities. When the difference 
is 50 rpm the differential locks. The obtained results for the same controlling case are shown in Figures 9-11. 

 

Fig. 9. Change of rotational velocity and vehicle speed 
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(1 – transfer case output shaft rotational velocity to the front axle, rpm; 
2 – transfer case output shaft rotational velocity to the rear axles, rpm; 

3 – vehicle longitudinal speed, km/h; 
4 – control signal for differential locking) 

The results prove the efficiency of active lockable differentials applied to all-terrain truck to improve truck 
movability on the sloped road. The values of obtained loads at differential locking are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. The values of obtained loads at differential locking unit engagement 

Front axle driveshaft rotational velocity, rpm 189,2 

Rear axles driveshaft rotational velocity, rpm 137,4 

Torque value on front axle driveshaft at 
differential locking unit engagement, Nm 

1848,5 

Torque value on rear axles driveshaft at 
differential locking unit engagement, Nm 

3753,0 

Torque maximum value on front axle driveshaft 
after differential locking unit engagement, Nm 

1848,5 

Torque maximum value on rear axles driveshaft 
after differential locking unit engagement, Nm 

6140,0 

 

Fig. 10. Change of torques in the driving process, Nm 
(1 – transfer case output shaft torque to the front axle; 
2 – transfer case output shaft torque to the rear axles; 

3 – control signal for differential locking) 

 

 
Fig. 11. Vehicle centre of gravity displacement in longitudinal direction, m 
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According to received torque changes shown in Fig. 10, the differential locking unit engagement leads to the fast 
increase of rear axle driveshaft torque. Hence, the stress in coupling unit and other differential joint connections 
increases. So, the dynamic loads values obtained can be used in the future for the design of transfer case interaxial 
differential locking coupling unit and actuating mechanism. 

4. Conclusions 

The created mathematical model of all-terrain truck motion can be applied for researching vehicle dynamics of 
different exploitation modes. The model includes the “external” car body dynamics and dynamic processes in all 
principal vehicle subsystems and powertrain units. With the help of an imitation of a typical driving mode driveline 
dynamic loads at differential locking unit engagement was estimated. The received results allow evaluating 
transmission dynamic loads and stresses’ values that are necessary for future coupling unit design. 

Using the mathematical model developed the control algorithm of transfer case active differential depending of 
different environment condition was made. 
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Abstract 

The problem of two-dimensional magnetic field during the calculation in electromechanical systems comprising a ferromagnetic body with 
nonlinear magnetic characteristics is described. New geometric patterns in the form of block finite and infinite elements of arbitrary shape are 
proposed to be used in the simulation of magnetic field in a piecewise homogeneous medium electromechanical systems, in which an error can be 
controlled to perform the linearization of the material characteristics of ferromagnets. Two scalar potentials are used to find the field. Potentials 
form a complex magnetic potential, which is defined on the boundaries of block elements. Cauchy's integral formula is used for the purpose. The 
system of algebraic equations for the nodal values of the potentials on the boundaries is solved using the software developed by minimizing the 
functional errors. The results of the simulation of the magnetic field of the induction motor with a complicated geometry of magnetic systems are 
shown. The proposed method allows simplifying and improving the accuracy of calculation of the magnetic field in the design of 
electromechanical systems containing moving ferromagnetic elements. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: electromechanical system, the ferromagnetic body, block elements, the complex potential 

1. Introduction 

The calculating problem of the magnetic field in a non-linear ferromagnetic environment occurs at the design 
stage of electromechanical system development. It connected with a mathematical model which have the aim to 
select design parameters, providing required technical and economic indicators [1]. The main issue here is that the 
systems contains movable elements. The movement leads to dynamic changes in the geometry of the computational 
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area as well as the spatial distribution of the field in the ferromagnetic domains and modes of local magnetization 
reversal. The usage of the finite element method for magnetic field calculation requires to specify initial data for the 
triangulation of a calculation with each change of design parameters, but also with every position change the of the 
magnetic systems [2]. Such a process considered to be extremely time consuming. It motivates us to develop new 
methods for the calculation of a physical field in a technical system with dynamically changing geometry and 
modify existing ones [3]. The article is dedicated to the solution of this problem. 

2. Formulation of the calculating problem 

Let calculation of the magnetic field in the plane xOy  must be done in a piecewise-homogeneous bounded or 
unbounded area , which contains ferromagnetic bodies k  boundaries k , as well as an area 0  not filled with a 
steel (Fig. 1). Let the contour 0  be its outer boundary when an area 0  is limited. The properties of a material in 
an area 0  bounded by contour i  are defined by the equation BBvBFH . 

We suppose that the calculation of the field is performed with an iterative algorithm based on time layers 
,,, 210 tttt , and the field distribution is known at the primary level 0t : MBtMB 0

0, . 
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Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic bodies in an external magnetic field. 
 

The field is described by the system of following equations at each fixed layer ktt  in the area 
r

i
i

0
: 

       0Bdiv  in 0 ; BFHHrot ;0  in ; HBJHrot 0;  in 0 . (1) 

The following conditions are met at the separating boundary 
r

i
i

1
  

 
       nn BB ; HH . (2) 
 
Let us assume a distribution of induction and (or) intensity vectors are defined on the outer boundary 

02010  if the area 0  is limited: 
 
        tMB Mn ,

01
; tMH M ,

02
, (3) 

The field tMB , , tMH , , M  is supposed to be determined at the previous layer ktt . So it needs to be 
calculated at the next layer tttt kk 1 , where t  is a sufficiently small value. Vector fields ktMB , , 
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ktMH , , 1, ktMB , 1, ktMH  are the solutions of the equations (1) and (2). Increment vectors 

kk tMBtMBMBB ,, 1  and kk tMHtMHMHH ,, 1  are small while so is t . They 
satisfy the following system of equations: 

 
       JHrot ; 0div B ; HB 0  in 0 ; (4) 
 
       0rot H ; 0div B ; BH ˆ  in k , rk ,1 , (5) 
 

where ˆ  is determined as a result function BFH  linearization  kk tMJtMJJ ,, 1 . 

3. Numerical problem solution 

A solution of the system (4) is sought in the the form 
 
       JBBB 0 ; JHHH 0 . (6) 
 
In the equation (6): JB , JH  – increment fields generated by currents which are distributed in the area  with 

predetermined density in the absence of ferromagnetic bodies tMJJ ,  – considers the influence of the 
ferromagnetic bodies k . 

Vectors JB , JH  satisfy the equation (6). Therefore, we have following in the field 0 : 
 
       00Hrot ; 00Bdiv ; HB 00 . (7) 
 
Vectors 0B , 0H  and B , H  can be set using two potentials yxu k , , yxv k , , 1,0k  as it follows 

from (6) and (7): 
 
       0

0 graduH ; zevB 00 rot  in 0 ; (8) 
 
       1graduH ; zevB 1rot  in . (9) 
 
The area k , rk ,1  can be split into  simply connected small sets (block elements) with any geometric shape 

and boundaries k . It can be selected so that magnetic induction tMB ,  and intensity tMH ,  vary within the 
limits of allowable at points  that belong to the sets qs , pq ,1 . Then value ˆ  is assumed to be constant with an 
error, which can be estimated through accuracy linearization function BFH , in the area qs . We define it by the 

average value of the induction qB  in the area qs  considering that qq B . 
Taking into account (9) we obtain: 
 

       
x

vv
y

uH
y

vv
x

uH yx

1111
ˆ;ˆ . (10) 

 
Functions yxu ,1 , yxv ,ˆ 1  satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations in each element of the partition as it 

follows from (10). Potentials yxu ,0 ; yxv ,0
0 ; 00 1  have similar property in the area 0  as it can be 

seen from (8). Therefore, these potentials can be regarded as the real and imaginary parts of the complex potentials 
zvvzuz kkk ˆ , ;1,0k  yixz  in 0 . The functions z0   z1  are analytic, respectively in the 

areas 0  and qS . So they are expressed in terms of their values on the boundary with Cauchy's integral formula [4]: 
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0

0
0

2 l
d

zi
z , (11) 

where 0l  is the boundary of the area 0 : 
r

jk
kl

0

0 ; 1, 00j  if the area 0  is bounded and 1 , 10j  

otherwise. 
 

Similarly, we obtain for the area qs  with boundary ql : 
 

       
ql

d
zi

z
1

1

2
; 1; pq ,1 . (12) 

 
Let us introduce the node system mn

jjmz
1
 on each circuit ml , pm ,0 , where mn  – the number of nodes on the 

boundary ml  and the approximate boundaries with broken lines ml
~

. Segments of these lines are connected with 
selected nodes. Complex potentials zk , 1;0k  can be approximated with piecewise linear functions at the 
boundary  

 

       
r

m

n

j
ji

k
ji

k m

zeG
0 1

; 1;0k , (13) 

 
where k

jm  – the value of the function zk at the node jnz ; ze jm  – function that varies linearly on the 
segments adjoining to the node jmz , and is equal to zero outside of these segments and satisfying 1jmjm ze . 
 

Let us substitute functions (13) in the equations (12). So we obtain a representation of the potentials zk  in 
the areas 00 k  and 1kSq  through the nodal values k

jm  on the boundaries. Let the inner point z tends the 
node jmz . We obtain the following system of equations for nodal potential values by calculating the limit: 

 

       
fmfm

fmfmk
fm

fmjm

fmjm
n

j jqjq

k
jmjmfm

k
jmjmfmk

fm zz
zz

zz
zz

zz
zzzz

i

m

1

11

1 1

11 lnln
2

,  (14) 

 
       mnfrmk ,1;,0;1,0 , 
 

where the terms that appropriate fj  and 1fj  are not taken into account, and 11 mnm zz
m

 by definition. 
 

We get in view of the of (6) that the condition of field continuity (2) are satisfied if the following equations are 
valid on the ferromagnetic bodies boundaries k : 

 
       

kkk
uuu J

10 ; 
kkk

vvv J
10 ; ,,1 rk  (15) 

 
where: Jv  – the module of the vector potential field: zJJ evrotB ; 

jkL
JjkJ ldHzu . 

 
Conditions (3) can be written in finite difference form for the nodes that lie on a boundary 0 . 
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The number of the equations exceeds the number of variables in the system. Special software is developed for 
this purpose. The linearization of the material equation has to be done at the next layer tttt kk 12 , when 

solution for the previous layer is known and average values of induction qB  are set in the each area qS , pq ,1 . 

The average value of induction yxB ,  on the boundary k  of element qs  is taken as qB . 

4. The example of the method of block elements application 

The described method was used to calculate the magnetic field of electric traction motor (Fig. 2). The calculation 
was performed in the idle mode when the current in the rotor winding can be considered as zero. The field 
distribution was based on the nonlinear characteristics of the magnetic system of the rotor and stator at the time 
when the current in the phase winding C is maximal ( AiC 712 ), and the currents of the phases A and B are equal: 

Aii BA 356 . Following conditions were set on the boundary of the computational area (Fig. 2) 
 
       0BCnCDnABn BBB ; 0ADH . 

 
The results of the calculations is shown on Fig. 3. It shows the lines of the field induction for the moment when 

the distribution of the currents in the windings are AiC 712 ; Aii BA 356 . 
The calculation of the magnetic field of the engine was performed by finite element method with the number of 

elements of equal to 9545 for comparison. The results of the two methods of calculation coincided with an accuracy 
of 2%. 
 

 

      
 

Fig. 2. Geometry of the computational area  
and its partition into block elements. 

Fig. 3. Lines of magnetic field induction  
in the pole pitch of motor. 

 

5. Conclusion 

This method of block elements is particularly effective when multiple calculations of the magnetic field of 
electromechanical systems have to be performed at the stage of their design. The block elements, covering an area 
filled with ferromagnetic bodies, retain their configuration. The movement is taken into account by simply changing 
the coordinates of the nodes lying on the boundaries of the block elements in a vacuum. 

The application of two potentials simplifies the solution and increases the accuracy of finding the integral 
characteristics of electromechanical systems: magnetic fluxes, inductances, forces. The latter is achieved due to the 
fact that these characteristics are the result of a differentiation potential in the direction tangent to the boundaries of 
the ferromagnetic bodies. 

The described method can be developed in the three-dimensional case if canonical shapes (ball, a box, etc.) is 
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used the block elements. These shapes has to have an analytic representation of the solution for a given change in 
the potential on the boundary. The solution of the problem is reduced to solving the system of equations in this case. 
It follows from the boundary conditions, written in an approximate or weak forms. 
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Abstract 

Improving energy and resource efficiency of food production technological processes, particularly the processing of raw agricultural 
materials, based on the use of modern physical methods, is presently one of the directions of food and processing industry 
development in Russia. Successful implementation of knowledge-based approaches and innovative solutions in this field is a 
guarantee of sustainable development of food and processing industry. Simulation is a key tool in solving this problem. The 
construction of adequate mathematical models of technological processes based on fundamental principles for developing a set of 
qualitative and functional characteristics of plant origin raw materials allows you to create differentiated technologies of 
processing and storage to ensure consistent quality, storage capacity and minimize losses of the target product. Using 
mathematical models we defined the next task as to organize the production of food grain-based target quality when using grain raw 
materials with predictable consumer characteristics at a certain level. We have investigated the processing of barley grain brewing by 
electrophysical effects and optimum parameters of this impact: the heating rate of 0.4 °C/s and the exposure processing 90 C; the 
heating rate from 0.4 to 0.8 °C/s and the exposure processing from 30 to 60 C; heating rate of 0.6 to 0.8 °C/s and the exposure 
processing from 30 to 45 s; heating rate of 0.6 to 0.8 °C/s and the exposure processing from 60 to 90 s. The values of these 
parameters allowed us to obtain stable disinfecting effect of saving, and for some indicators – improving malting grain quality of 
barley. Overall, it can be noted that electrical effects can reduce energy consumption, along with efficient contributes to the 
destruction of the grain pathogenic microflora of various etiologies, to ensure the safety of the protein complex, the quantity and 
quality of starch in barley, as well as improve the whole complex of physical and chemical parameters that determine malting quality 
of barley, and, most importantly, allows obtaining environmentally safe products. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

The decision of the majority of scientific and engineering tasks associated with the design and optimization of 
technological processes of production, forecasting of development of processes in time, based on mathematical 
modeling [1,2,3]. 

Mathematical modeling in solving the problem of increasing energy and resource efficiency of food production 
primarily involves obtaining mathematical models of the studied processes accurately and adequately describe them 
[4,5,6]. 

The construction of such models enables further research of the process of food production on the basis of his 
analysis of mathematical models, which greatly reduces material and human resources to address specific tasks – 
food manufacturing grain-based target quality when using grain raw materials with predictable consumer 
characteristics a certain level. 

Thus, to solve the problem of increasing energy and resource efficiency of food production, using methods of 
mathematical modeling, we have investigated the processing of barley grain brewing by electrophysical effects and 
optimum parameters of this impact, which yielded grain a given level of quality. 

2. Relevance, the scientific importance of the question with a brief review of the literature 

Today sharply there is a question about the environmental safety of the grain food commodity. Every year 
increasingly deteriorating health of the population and the process of depopulation due to high mortality rates [7,8].  

In this regard, a priority in the food industry is providing the population of Russia high quality and ecologically 
safe food products. Food security of the population and the sustainability of food products are one of the most 
important criteria of their socio-economic well-being [9]. 

Considering that food security is a critical component of national security of the population; recognizing that 
Russia's dependence on foreign producers of food products and agricultural raw materials makes it vulnerable 
because of the possibility of penetration into the domestic market of low-quality products, we note that at present 
this problem is very actual, especially in adverse environmental conditions of the human environment [10]. 

Grain resources are the basis of food security of Russia. Grain of various crops used in milling, bakery, 
confectionery, pasta, cereal industry, in addition, grain is the raw material for starch, beer and soft drinks, alcohol, 
oil and other industries [11].  

The main task in the production of food grain-based is the most complete preservation of the useful natural 
properties of the grain, therefore, timely monitoring of its quality at the stages of reception, storage and processing 
are crucial. The quality of grain and products of its processing are characterized by a set of technological, biological, 
physical, chemical and consumer properties that contribute to its suitability for intended use. Maintaining a certain 
level of grain quality continues to remain a challenge: the crops are affected by microorganisms in the process of 
vegetation and maturation; during harvesting, transportation, storage of grain germs remain, only their quantitative 
and qualitative composition gradually changes [12,13]. 

Microorganisms are the most physiologically active part of such geo-ecological system, as the grain mass. Years 
of studies have shown that the leading role in the deterioration and spoilage of grain, even at short-term storage, is 
played by microorganisms, primarily filamentous fungi. Exactly filamentous fungi, which has a powerful enzyme 
aid, contribute to the loss of dry matter, the deterioration of the nutritional and technological qualities of the grain 
during storage. For this reason, grain party may become unsuitable for food production, which may entail large 
losses [12]. 

The products of vital activity of microorganisms not only reduce palatability of products, but also can give people 
food poisoning, goiter, allergic reactions, aseptic angina and other serious diseases. Many species of filamentous 
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fungi may develop in the product during its storage even at low temperatures, forming toxic products of metabolism 
[12].  

It is therefore necessary to carry out activities aimed at the reduction of microbial contamination. This can be 
achieved through the use of highly effective and ecologically safe methods. 

3. Statement of the problem 

To optimize the technological process of production of food grain-based certain level of quality based on the 
formation of the fundamental principles of developing a set of qualitative and functional characteristics of vegetable 
raw materials for the creation of differentiated technologies for its processing and storage to ensure consistent 
quality, storage capacity and minimize losses of the target product, using innovative technological methods and 
modern methods of mathematical modeling. 

4. The theoretical part 

Traditional methods such as grain cleaning from impurities; heat treatment at a temperature of 40-50 ° C; storage 
in a refrigerated state with the moisture content of the grain to 15.5 %; dielectric fractionation; sound processing; 
chemical preservation; the use of enzyme preparations, antibiotics; exposure to ultrasound, infrared radiation, -, -, 
-rays, etc., with varying degrees of satisfaction were adequate, but not always able to provide environmentally 

friendly products [14,15,16,17]. 
Today effective is environmentally safe decontamination of grain energy of the electromagnetic field of ultrahigh 

frequency. The novelty of this method is confirmed by the patent of the Russian Federation [18]. 

5. Practical significance 

Two patents of the Russian Federation: No. 2283861 (2005) and No. 2292164 (2005) [18,22]. The results of 
researches of influence of modes of electrophysical effects on fungal microflora of grain produce an 
environmentally friendly product, improve quality and improve technological properties of grain and products of its 
processing. The results of experiments and research methodology used in the educational process of the Department 
of equipment and technologies for food production, South Ural state University, and also at the course and degree 
designing. 

6. The results of experimental studies 

With the aim of creating effective technologies that improve the quality of food is grain-based, was conducted a 
complex of studies on the question of the degree of influence of electrophysical influence on the number of fungus 
infection on grain quality indicators, defined and effective modes of this impact. 

During the experiment, the methodology of active planning, according to which was chosen as the experiment 
plan Kono 2, which allows to study the influence of two factors: the exposure treatment and heating rate on 
microbiological and technological characteristics of grain of barley. The experimental setup consisted of 10 options, 
including one control, for control (option 10) was taken as a sample of barley grain, which is not subjected 
electrophysical effects. 

Table 1 presents the experimental data of the research of the degree of influence of electrophysical effects on 
phytopathogenic complex and technological parameters of grain quality of malting barley. 

The adequacy of the obtained equations was assessed by the Fisher test. Two-factor design of experiments 
allowed to establish the optimal range of temperature of heating of the product  58 60 °C, which gives the effect of 
disinfection and bacterial filamentous microorganisms, while maintaining the viability of the grain. 

Mathematical modeling of processes allowed to establish laws associated with purposeful management of the 
studied process by changing input parameters, and to examine the degree of influence of these parameters on the 
technological properties of the object, thereby to obtain a finished product of the required quality level. 
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So defined two modes of electrophysical influence in which there is a maximum disinfecting effect and maintained the 
viability of barley grain: option 1  the heating rate of 0.4 °C/s and the exposure processing with 90; option 2  the heating 
rate of 0.6–0.8 °C/s and the exposure processing, 30-45 s. 

The effectiveness of disinfection was compared with indicators of the biochemical composition of barley grain 
[14].  

Table 1. These studies of the influence of the energy field of ultrahigh frequency on phytopathogenic complex and indicators of quality of grain 
of malting barley. 

Number 
options 

The heating 
temperature, 

[°C] 

The infestation of fungal infection [%] 

The energy 
of 

germination 
[%] 

The 
protein 
content, 

[%] 

The 
starch 

content, 
[%] 

Extract, 
[%] 

. 
Aspergillus 

. 
Alternaria 

. 
Penicillium 

. 
Fusarium 

. 
Mucor 

1 78 0 0 0 0 18 0 7.15 38.8 74.0 

2 35 0 14 7 3 20 88 8.15 44.8 73.9 

3 52 0 19 10 2 30 71 7.65 42.4 73.0 

4 30 93 37 8 5 35 89 7.8 52.0 72.3 

5 63 0 2 0 0 23 13 7.4 35.2 75.8 

6 33 13 41 10 1 26 86 7.8 45.4 72.6 

7 62 0 0 0 0 12 38 7.15 25.6 73.8 

8 48 37 44 8 3 25 72 8.4 49.6 72.6 

9 55 0 14 5 1 14 67 7.4 44.8 75.8 

10 23 100 31 21 6 49 80 8.4 52.0 72.4 

Statistical processing of experimental data, regression and ANOVA allowed us to obtain an adequate mathematical model 
in the form of regression equations of the second order (1)  (10) [19,20]: 

,                                          (1) 

2
2 1 2 1 2 2ˆ 55,2 5,2 4,8 1,3 45,2y x x x x x ;                (2) 

2 2
3 1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ 8,7 7,4 13,1 1,1 2,9 3,8y x x x x x x ;                (3) 

2 2
4 1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ 4,4 2 1,6 0,8 1,5y x x x x x x ;                (4) 

2
5 1 2 2ˆ 2,9 1,1 1,2 1,6y x x x ;                  (5) 

2 2
6 1 2 1 2ˆ 15 1,6 6,7 8,6 2,3y x x x x ;                (6) 

2 2
7 1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ 56,3 29,8 18,1 17,5 1,5 4,5y x x x x x x ;                (7) 

2 2
8 1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ 7,5 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,03 0,2y x x x x x x ;               (8) 

2 2
9 1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ 39,7 4,3 5,8 0,9 3,3 0,4y x x x x x x ;              (9) 

21
2
1211 4,56,65,72,169,54 xxxxxy
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2 2
10 1 2 1 2 1 2ˆ 75,0 0,69 0,62 0,14 0,45 1,45y x x x x x x ,           (10) 

where 1ŷ   the heating temperature, [° ]; 2ŷ  6ŷ  – infestation by fungi . Alternaria, . Fusarium, . Penicillum, . 
Aspergillus, . Mucor, [%], accordingly; 7ŷ – the energy of germination, [%]; 8ŷ – the protein content, [%]; 9ŷ – the 
starch content, [%]; 10ŷ – extract, [%]. 

In the course of the investigation it was determined that the content of total nitrogen (Fig. 1) slightly decreases 
with consideration of temperature effects (1.29±0,4) %, which determines the subsequent decrease of the mass 
fraction of protein in the grain to (8.12±0,4) %. 

 

Fig. 1. Mathematical model of the proces of electrophysical effects on grain protein content of malting barley, [%]. 

 

Fig. 2. Mathematical model of the process of electrophysical influence on the content of starch in barley grain brewing, [%]. 

A slight decrease in protein content provides the ability to get beer, more resistant to the formation of turbidity. 
The most effective will be the next mode of action: heating rate from 0.4 to 0.8 °C/s and the exposure processing 
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from 30 to 60 s.  
The brewing properties of barley are defined in the same amount of starch and structure, the ratio of large and small starch 

grains. Usually, the more barley contains starch, the higher the yield of the extract, the difference between the content of 
starch in barley and its extract is in the range of 10–20 % [15]. 

Under the influence of microwave field is observed some changes in the carbohydrate fraction by raising the 
temperature. The change of starch under the influence of microwave field is presented in Figure 2. 

Processing of experimental data has allowed to establish effective exposure field of ultrahigh frequency, which is 
heated to 55 grain 63 °C and simultaneously stimulated the hydrolysis of starch, increases the amount of extractives, 
namely: the heating rate of 0.6 to 0.8 °C/s and the exposure processing from 60 to 90 s. 

7. Conclusions 

Treatment of the grain field of ultrahigh frequency heating rate of 0.6 to 0.8 °C/s and the exposure processing 
from 60 to 90 C causes the disinfectant effect for almost all types of fungus infection, the heating temperature of 
grain in this case is from 60 to 70 °C. 

As a result of electrophysical influence changes the biochemical composition of barley grain. Effective you 
should consider modes with a heating rate of 0.4 to 0.8 °C/s, the exposure processing from 30 to 60 sec and a 
temperature of from 30 to 64 °C, and the modes at a heating rate of 0.6 to 0.8 °C/s, the exposure processing from 60 
to 90 C, a temperature of 32 to 77 °C, at which stored the technological parameters of grain, namely, increases the 
vigour 1.1 times; reduced content of proteins 1.1 1.2 times; decreases the starch content of 1.1 1.2 times; increases 
the extract of barley grains brewing in 1,02 1.1 times. 

Thus, a detailed analysis of the technological process of processing of grain raw materials by means of mathematical 
modeling allowed us to determine the optimal parameters of the flow of the process and to obtain products with desired 
characteristics, thereby the products of a certain level of quality. 
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Abstract 

The article describes a three-dimensional non-linear dynamic model of a 8×8 wheeled vehicle. The authors used the “Universal 
Mechanism” MBS software to build the model. The article also presents a tire – rigid terrain interaction model built in 
Matlab/Simulink. The authors tested the process of linking a Matlab/Simulink DLL to the vehicle MBS model. The authors used 
the developed model to analyze the wheeled vehicle dynamic behavior at different operation conditions. The article contains the
results of the lane change test simulation. The simulation results confirmed the validity of the model. The developed model 
allows the estimation of the wheeled vehicle dynamic behavior at various operation conditions at the design stage. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).

Keywords: vehicle dynamics; simulation; tire model; multibody dynamics simulation software. 

Introduction 

Reliable estimation of the wheeled vehicles main operation characteristics at the design stage needs development 
of three-dimensional dynamical models describing suspension and steering gear kinematics. The number of bodies in 
the models of multi-axle wheeled vehicles can amount to several dozen which makes the analytical deriving of 
equations of motions extremely complicated. The multibody dynamics simulation (MBS) software is an effective 
tool for solution of this sort of problems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In the MBS software, the user describes the mechanical 
system as a set of rigid bodies, joints, and force interactions from the library of standard elements, and the software 
generates the equations of motion automatically and provides built-in means for their numerical solution. Besides, 
most of the MBS software packages allow linking user models of the force interactions as DLLs. 
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This article deals with the problem of building the dynamical model for calculation of the main operation 
characteristics of a multi-axle wheeled vehicle in the MBS software package “Universal Mechanism” and linking the 
Matlab/Simulink tire – rigid terrain interaction model developed for this purpose to the MBS model. 

1. Wheeled Vehicle Model 

The subject of the research is a 8x8 wheeled vehicle having mass 36 t, two steerable axles and a hydropneumatic 
double wishbone independent suspension for all wheels. The vehicle model consists of the subsystems shown in Fig. 
1. Models of the braking system and power train system are included into the model of the assembled vehicle.  

Fig. 1. Structure of the 8×8 wheeled vehicle model. 
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The sprung mass model consists of a massless geometry model and a mass-inertial model presented by the point 
mass and tensor of inertia. 

Suspension and steering linkages are modeled as a set of rigid bodies connected by ideal joints and force 
elements. Masses of the suspension and steering system bodies are input as the model parameters and inertia are 
calculated from the geometry models.  

The hydropneumatic spring is modeled as a system of spring and damper coupled in parallel and having tabular 
characteristics. There are no hydraulic connections between the hydraulic cylinders of the suspension.  

The braking system model distributes the total braking torque generated according to the control signal of the 
braking system between the wheels of the vehicle by the selected scheme. The power train model distributes the 
engine output torque generated according to the control signal of the power train system equally between the wheels 
of the vehicle, which corresponds to the drive train with open differentials for all axles. For simulations of different 
tests we used two different power train models. For the tests which require maintaining constant vehicle velocity we 
created the variant with the engine having a constant output power and a constant gear ratio of the transmission. For 
analysis of the dynamics of the vehicle acceleration we built the powertrain model with analytical description of the 
external characteristic of the internal combustion engine and a variable gear ratio of the power train. 

Fig. 2. Interaction of the “Universal Mechanism” MBS model and the Matlab/Simulink tire model. 

2. Tire-Road Interaction Model 

Road reaction forces and moments acting on the wheel are calculated by the tire model created in 
Matlab/Simulink and compiled as the DLL module Tire.dll. The schematic diagram of the interaction between the 
tire model and the “Universal Mechanism” model of the wheel dynamics is shown in Fig. 2.  
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The MBS model of the wheel dynamics transmits kinematic parameters of the wheel to the tire model. On the 
base of these parameters the tire model calculates the forces and moments acting on wheel and send them to the 
wheel dynamics model. The models use the following coordinate systems (see Fig. 2): 

wheel stability coordinate system (SCS) OXYZ  – a movable coordinate system whose origin is at the wheel 
center, Z axis is perpendicular to the road plane, X axis is perpendicular to the wheel rotation axis; 
road fixed coordinate system (FCS) rrrr ZYXO  – an orthogonal coordinate system fixed on the road. 

The transmitted parameters include the following: projections of the wheel center radius vector O  onto the axes 
of the FSC, projections ZYX VVV ,,  of the wheel center velocity onto the wheel SCS axes, projections yx ,
of the wheel rotation velocity onto the wheel coordinate system axes, and wheel camber angle .

Schematic diagram of the tire – rigid terrain interaction model is shown in Fig. 3. 
The vertical reaction is calculated by the visco-elastic model: 

1.5

_
_

z
Z z st z Z

z st

hR P b V
h

,        (1)

here stzP _  – static wheel load, stzh _  – tire static deflection; zb  – vertical visco-elastic resistance force coefficient ; 

zh  – tire normal deflection: 

0min(0, cos( ) )z lh r r ,         (2)

Fig. 3. Tire – road interaction model. 

here 0r  – unloaded tire radius; lr  – loaded tire radius which is the projection of the wheel center radius vector onto 
the vertical axis of the road FSC. 

The reaction in the road plane can be calculated by the following equation [6, 7]: 

s k ZR S R ,          (3)

here kS  – tire slip; ks S  – tire – terrain interaction coefficient. 
For the cohesive soils the following equation for ks S can be applied [8, 9]: 

max
0 11 1

S S
S S

s K sS e e ,      (4)

here 10 , SS  – constant parameters of the curve shape; maxs – coefficient of the tire – terrain interaction at 
complete slip: 
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,      (5)

here maxsx , maxsy – friction ellipse parameters (see Fig. 4). 
Coefficient kS is calculated as: 

s
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y e
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r
,          (6)

here er  – free rolling tire radius which can be approximately calculated by the following equation [10]:  
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sV – sliding velocity defined as:
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;

.
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         (8)

The tire – terrain interaction force vector R  is opposite to the slip velocity vector V . Angle  between the 

slide velocity vector and the wheel SSC X axis can be found from the following equations: 

sin ;

cos ;

Y

X

V
V
V
V

         (9)

Fig. 4. Friction ellipse. 

The projections of the tire – terrain interaction force in the road plane are calculated in the following way: 

cos ; sin .X YR R R R        (10)

The moments acting on the wheel: 

sin( )
;

cos( )

;

0;
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Y X e f
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M R r R r

M R r M

M
       (11)

here fM  – tire rolling resistance torque: 
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f Z e yM R r f sign ,        (12)

here f – tire rolling resistance coefficient: 

2

0 f Xf f k V ,         (13)

here 0f – tire rolling resistance at low speed (about 5 km/h), fk – tire rolling resistance growth factor describing 
increase in the rolling resistance with the growth of the forward velocity. 

3. Vehicle model testing  

The authors tested the model by performing simulations of the vehicle motion at different operation conditions. 
Figures 5a –5b show the time histories of the vehicle motion parameters obtained during simulation of the lane 

change test performed within 20 m interval according to the standard [11] at the speed 40 km/h, the maximum 
attainable speed at which there is no wheel lift-off. Fig. 5 shows snap shots of the characteristic positions of the 
vehicle.  

The maximum velocity is rather low for a vehicle of this class. This can be explained by the fact that the vehicle 
is not equipped with antiroll bars and there are no hydraulic links between the cylinders of the hydropneumatic 
suspension. Considerable roll of the sprung mass during the maneuver (see Fig. 6a) implicitly confirms this 
conclusion. 

The obtained results of the lane change test simulation confirm validity of the model.  

Conclusion 

The “Universal mechanism” MBS software allowed to build a spatial non-linear dynamical model of the multi-
axle wheeled vehicle and to link it to the Matlab/Simulink tire – terrain interaction model compiled into a DLL 
module.  

The developed model can provide estimation of the vehicle handling and stability as well as the vehicle dynamics 
at acceleration and braking at the early design stage before the production of the first prototypes.  

The research was funded by the Russian Ministry of Education as a part of the contract between KAMAZ and 
Bauman Moscow State Technical University. 
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Fig. 5. Snap shots of the vehicle motion obtained during simulation of the lane change within the 20 m interval at speed 40 km/h.

Fig. 6. Time histories of the parameters of the vehicle motion obtained during simulation of the lane change within the 20 m interval at speed 40 
km/h: 

 (a) lateral acceleration of the sprung mass center of gravity; (b) vertical reactions of the tires of the steerable wheels (L –left side wheels; R – 
right side wheels);(c) roll, yaw and pitch angles of the sprung mass; (d) lateral reactions of the tires of the steerable wheels (L –left side wheels; R 

– right side wheels). 
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Abstract 

Problems of electrical circuits' simulation are known for a long time. However, the simulation quality and speed are far from 
perfect, especially when it comes to non-linear circuits. The method offered is based on table form of electrical circuits' 
equations. Differential-algebraic equations of electrical circuits are converted to the systems of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) 
with finite differences method. It is important that SLAE are solved with Conjugate Gradient Algorithm (CGA) that is well 
adapted to systems with sparse matrixes. The solution of the SLAE at previous time step is a good initial approximation of the 
solution at present time step. That is why CGA reduces calculations to 20-40% of the full algorithm typically. The possibility of 
using CGA for solving SLAE with matrixes that have no specific sign is proved by numerical experiments. A method for 
acceleration of solving electrical circuits' SLAE is proposed. It differs from the Nodal Voltages Method as no apparent avatar of 
circuit SLAE is formed. A comparison of program "Electroscope" based on proposed method with programs "PSIM" and 
"Fastmean" is presented. "Electroscope" is leading in terms of quality and speed of test circuits' simulations. 

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering 

(ICIE-2015). 

Keywords: Electrical circuits; simulation; table form of equations; Conjugate Gradient Algorithm; matrixes with no specific sign; simulation 
speed; reliability; comparing. 

1. Introduction 

Problems of electrical circuits simulation and methods for their solving are known for long time. However, 
quality and speed of existing computer programs are far from perfect, especially for nonlinear circuits. For example, 
it is shown in article [1] that well known programs Micro-Cap 10.8.0, Multisim 10.0.144 and PSpice 9.1 produce 
solutions with rough defects, and by the way work much slower than programs Electroscope, Fastmean 5.2 and 
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PSIM 9.0. That also can be said about program TINA Version 10.1.30.22 DT-DS build date 22 January 2015. As it 
is shown below, programs Fastmean 5.2 and PSIM 9.0 also generate solutions with defects and have not best 
simulation speeds. Program Micro-Cap does not allow contours of "voltage controlled elements" – ideal voltage 
sources or inductances, and their combinations. Programs Multisim, PSpice and Micro-Cap do not allow nodes that 
have no DC connection to grounded base node. 

Existing programs for electrical circuit simulation cannot cover all needs of engineer calculations, because new 
devices often contain original components that are not provided by authors of programs. Circuits with switching and 
nonlinear elements and semiconductor devices which resistances vary by several orders are common in digital and 
power electronics. Nonlinear inductances of electrical machines that furthermore depend of the rotor rotation are 
also complicated circuit elements. Existing methods of circuit simulation are complicated and bulky, or they have 
considerable restrictions and are not universal. That is why development of new algorithms and programs that can 
effectively simulate electrical circuits for designing of new devices is an actual problem. 

 
2. Simulation of Resistive Circuits 

Popular practical electrical circuits' simulation methods usually are variants of the Nodal Voltages Method. 
However, for this method simulation of circuits with magnet coupling may have problems. Equation systems for 
circuits with big difference of resistances are poor conditioned. 

So called table form of electrical circuits equations has some advantages [2, 3], main of them are simplicity and 
universality. Both voltages and potentials usually are present in the table form of equations. But voltages can be 
easily expressed via potentials and then they can be removed from the system. In this case an equation system of 
resistive circuit can be written in the form: 

T i eR K
jK 0

 ,         (1) 

where R is diagonal matrix of branch resistances; K is incidence matrix without string and column that correspond 
to basic node with zero potential; 0 is zero submatrix, i is vector of branch currents,  is vector of node potentials; 
e is vector of EMF (electromotive force) sources; j is vector of current sources. Let us denote A matrix of the 
system (1).  
 

For example, for the circuit shown at Fig. 1, the system (1) will have such appearance: 
 

10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
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Matrix A is several times larger compared with the matrix of the Node Voltage Method, but it is very sparse and 
does not require any calculations for its forming. Its structure is so simple that it is no need to form it in any apparent 
avatar in the computer memory. It is sufficient only to know for each circuit element numbers of nodes to which it is 
connected.  
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the electrical circuit. 

 
It is principally important that structure of the matrix A is suitable for use Conjugate Gradient Algorithm (CGA) 

[4-12], that is very effective for solving of systems of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) with sparse matrixes. This 
algorithm does not change matrix of the SLAE, and thus it makes possible to use the sparsity completely. CGA uses 
multiple multiplication of vectors by matrix A, and also scalar multiplications of the vectors. Multiplication of 
vector by matrix A requires only N arithmetical multiplications and less than 4N additions, where N is number of 
circuit branches. 

CGA is useful also by another reason. Voltages and currents of the electrical circuit are continuous or piecewise-
continuous functions. That is why state of the circuit at previous time step usually is a good initial approximation for 
its state at present time step, and CGA requires little number of iterations – typically 20-40% of the matrix A 
dimension. In addition, CGA can be easy combined with parallel calculations. 

Researches [13] have shown that probability of CGA fail during solving SLAE with symmetrical matrix with no 
specific sign is vanishingly small, though it is not zero. Practically, only special constructing of particular case can 
lead CGA to fail due to critically little value of denominator ),( kk sAs  in one of the CGA formulas, here sk is 
"direction vector" of the CGA. But even if CGA fails, the fail can be easily and quickly detected in the computer 
program, for its correction it is sufficient to take another initial approximation. 

Singularity of the matrix A also does not prevent using CGA. This fact is proven by simulations of electrical 
circuits in which submatrix K was full incidence matrix of the circuit graph (including all nodes), and also by 
simulations of the circuits that were sectioned into insulated parts (with "floating" potentials). Circuits consisting of 
separate parts, present one of two variants of topological degeneration. It is important that circuits at the edge of 
such degeneration often appear in practical computations. For example, a diode rectifier working in parallel with 
load and capacitor, periodically closes all of the diodes and thus separates source from the load. 

Let us describe using of proposed method for simulation nonlinear circuits. Let us suppose that we have some 
initial approximation of branch currents and nodal potentials of the circuit. Using these values, we can calculate 
static resistances of nonlinear branches and insert them into the system (1). Having solved it, we get the next 
approximation of the currents and potentials. Then we shall continue the process until desired accuracy will be 
reached. This practical method of nonlinear circuit calculation is known in electrical engineering and is briefly 
presented, for example, in the book [14]. This method is called in mathematical literature as "method of false 
position", "method of linear interpolation", or "regula falsi". All currents and potentials are known at each time step. 
It makes possible easy using of volt-ampere characteristics of the elements either if they are presented as voltages 
depending on current, or as currents depending on the voltages. 
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This method always converged after few number of iterations, usually 1, 2 or 3, for huge number of simulations 
of different circuits with diodes, transistors and nonlinear inductances.  
3. Simulation of Circuits with Reactive Elements 

 
Equation systems of the electrical circuits with reactive elements are systems of differential-algebraic equations 

(DAE). Finite-difference method [6] makes possible to convert DAE systems into SLAE. Three-point backward 
differentiation formula (BDF) generally gives solutions with quite satisfactory accuracy if we do not consider such 
cases as long transient processes in the circuits with high reactance factor. For example, tree-point BDF of the 
inductance current calculated at the time moment t looks like this: 

( 2 ) 4 ( ) 3 ( )
( )

2

i t t i t t i t
L L Li t

L t
,        (2) 

where iL is current of the inductance, t is time, t is time step. 
 
Derivation of the capacitor voltage can be obtained like formula (2). Taking into account that 
 

( ) ( ) ( )1 2u t t t
C C C , 

 
where uC is voltage of the capacitor, C1 and C2 are potentials of the nodes to which the capacitor is connected, we 
gain: 

 
( 2 ) 4 ( ) 3 ( )

( )
2

( 2 ) ( 2 ) 4( ( ) ( )) 3( ( ) ( ))1 2 1 2 1 2 .
2

u t t u t t u t
C C Cu t

C t
t t t t t t t t t t

C C C C C C
t

   (3) 

 
After substitution of expressions (2) and (3) into equations of inductance and capacitor respectively, we gain 

equations similar to the equations of resistive branches: 
 

3 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 2 ) 4 ( )1 22 2
L L

i t t t i t t i t t
L L L L Lt t

 ,     (4) 

2 ( ) ( ) ( )1 23
1 4( 2 ) ( 2 ) ( ) ( ) ,1 2 1 23 3

t
i t t t
C C CC

t t t t t t t t
C C C C

     (5) 

 
where L is inductance, C is capacitance, iC is current of the capacitor, L1, L2 are potentials of the nodes to which 
the inductance is connected. 
 

Equations (4, 5) make possible to write an equation system of electrical circuit with reactive elements in form (1) 
for an equivalent resistive circuit, and then solve it by the CGA at each time step. The coefficients of the currents in 
the equations (4, 5) play role of quasi-resistances. Adding magnet couplings to the circuit inductances only makes 
submatrix R non diagonal, but does not change something essentially. 

In equations of the circuits with time-dependent (including nonlinear) reactive elements there is necessary to 
consider capacitances and inductances as differential parameters, calculated in some point of the charge-voltage or 
flux-current characteristic: 
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dq
C

dt
, 

d
L

dt
. 

In this case there are no derivations of the parameters C and L present in the differential equations of the 
capacitors and inductances, the equations preserve their common form: 

  
dq du

i C
dt dt

, 
d di

u L
dt dt

. 

 
If capacitance and inductance are considered as static parameters 
 

q
C

u
, L

i
, 

 
then their derivations also must be taken into account in the equations. That makes equations too complicated with 
no need. 

 
4. Acceleration of Simulation by Substitutions 

 
If matrix R is diagonal and does not contain little resistances, it can be easy inverted. In this case multiplication 

by the matrix A that is necessary in CGA, can be done in two steps. First, we calculate fictive currents that are 
caused by branch voltages without sources: 

 
1 T

0i R K . 

 
Then we substitute these currents into equations of the first Kirchhoff law and find vector 
 

1 T
0 KR K . 

 
Right part of the system (1) must be previously conversed to the form 
 

T10 j KR e . 

 
That correspond converting EMF sources to the current sources and temporary replacing real currents i with 

fictive currents i0. As result of all these transformations, only vector of potentials  will be found as solution of the 
SALE, and thus number of unknown variables and number of the SLAE equations will be reduced comparing to 
immediate solving the system (1). Real branch currents are calculated after solving SLAE as 

 
1 T( )i R K e . 

 
Described procedure gives a method of multiplication of vector  by matrix of the Node Voltages Method 

equation system that looks like 
 

1 T 1KR K j KR e . 
 
Such multiplication is useful for solving this system by the CGA. Difference between proposed procedure and the 

Node Voltages Method is not calculating of the SLAE matrix in any apparent form. That considerably reduces 
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calculations and simulation time. A variant of such substitutions for circuits with very little and zero resistances, and 
also with magnet coupling is developed and successfully tested. 

Besides that, simulation time can be reduced by eliminating of branches that consist only of ideal EMF sources. It 
can be done by transferring of the sources via the nodes (reduction of the EMF sources). 

 
5. Comparing of the Programs 

 
 Fig. 2 and Fig 3 show test circuits for comparing program "Electroscope" based on proposed method, with two 

most qualitative and fast programs of considered in article [1] – with American program PSIM Professional Version 
9.0.3.400 and Russian program Fastmean ver. 5.2 (issued Oct 30 2012/08:38:55). EMF sources of first test circuit 
give square pulse voltage with minimum -10 V and maximum 10 V, duty cycle 50%, frequencies are 50 Hz and 
111 Hz. All EMF sources of the second test circuit give square pulse voltage with minimum -400 V and maximum 
400 V, duty cycle 50%, frequencies are10,1; 10,3; 10,7; 10,9; 11,3; 12,7 and 13,1 kHz. 

Program "Electroscope" has only nonlinear diode models. Programs PSIM and Fastmean can use either simple 
linear diode models or nonlinear models. Tables 1 and 2 show simulation time for different time steps (all of the 
programs use fixed time step). 

There are used such notifications for variants of the "Electroscope" program: "Cur+EMF" – for program with 
acceleration by substitution of fictive currents and EMF reduction; "Cur" - for program with acceleration by 
substitution of fictive currents without EMF reduction; "Sys (1)" – program with immediate solving of the 
SLAE (1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Test circuit # 1. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. A part of the test circuit # 2. The whole circuit consists of 7 such parts connected in parallel to resistor 10 Ohm. 
 

Table 1. Comparing of simulation time (in seconds) for test circuits. Modeling time 0.2 s, time step 1 us. 
 Electroscope Fastmean PSIM 
Circuit # Cur + EMF Cur Sys (1) Linear model Nonlin. model Linear model Nonlin. model 

1 1,031 1,531 5,484 1,750 3,312 2,3 57 
2 5,719 12,391 31,265 12,89 13,94 10,3 111 

 
Table 2. Comparing of simulation time (in seconds) for test circuits. Modeling time 2 s, time step 10 us. 
 Electroscope Fastmean PSIM 
Circuit # Cur + EMF Cur Sys (1) Linear model Nonlin. model Linear model Nonlin. model 
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1 1,141 1,547 6,344 1,828 3,094 2,0 50 
2 13,297 16,734 93,125 34,36 33,218 17,8 112 

 
It is critically important that program "Electroscope" produces solutions without rough defects. Programs PSIM 

and Fastmean show significant (double and more) false peak overvoltages of the diodes. Program PSIM apparently 
uses Newton-Raphson method for solving nonlinear equations. During simulation of both test circuits it gives 
numerous warnings "The program fails to converge after 10 iterations when determining switch positions". Quality 
of simulation results you can evaluate from Fig. 4 – Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Program "Electroscope". Circuit # 1, voltage of diode VD2 [V] vs time [ms], time step 1 us. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Program PSIM. Circuit # 1, voltage of diode VD2 [V] vs time [s], time step 1 us. Linear model of the diodes. 
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Fig. 6. Program Fastmean. Circuit # 1, voltage of diode VD2 [V] vs time [s], time step 1 us. Linear model of the diodes. 

 
6. Summary 

 
Proposed method of electrical circuit simulation is universal and makes possible simulation of any processes in 

any electrical circuits consisting of two-terminals. It makes simulation simply, fast and with little computational 
work. Resistances of the two-terminals can vary by some orders, that situation is typical for circuits with nonlinear 
and switching elements. Circuits divided into several insulated parts or circuits at the edge of such condition also 
can be simulated. Multi-terminal elements of the electrical circuits can be presented as equivalent connections of 
two-terminals. 

Possibility of simulation of electrical circuits with arbitrary magnet couplings is one of important advantages of 
the proposed method comparing with widely used Nodal Voltages Method. Apparently, limitations of the last are the 
main reason of absence possibility of arbitrary magnet coupling in many electrical circuit simulation programs. 
Meanwhile, presence of complicated magnet couplings is typical for example, for transformers and electrical 
machines. 

Proposed method has high simulation speed and reliability that can be seen from comparing of program 
"Electroscope" with other programs. Defects in their simulation are caused probably by incorrect using of finite-
difference formulas, by lack of accuracy in calculations of the time moments of diode switching, and also by failings 
of convergence in processes of solving the nonlinear equations. 

Let us notice that developed mathematical apparatus may be useful not only for electrical circuits simulation, but 
also with help of the well known analogies it can be used for simulation of hydraulical, pneumatical and mechanical 
systems, and also for simulation of heat spreading in solid state constructions. To this purpose the corresponding 
objects must be presented as equivalent electrical circuits. In addition, there are methods for converting various 
problems of physical field computations into problems of electrical circuits' computations that can be solved by 
proposed method. 
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The task of circle heating by a thermal source moving along the circle edge with a constant angular velocity is considered. The
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1.Research foundation

The differential schemes of the heat conductivity equation approximate solution are divided into explicit and 
implicit ones [1,2,3]. Implicit schemes are absolutely steady, but they require solution of complex equation system, 
storing of big data array. Moreover, it results in rounding errors accumulation. Explicit schemes don't demand 
storing of big arrays, but these schemes are relatively steady (the step size maximum of time is determined by the 
step of coordinate; violation of this condition results in instability) [3]. This explicit scheme drawback can be 
eliminated by application of the explicit differential-difference scheme [4,5,6,7,8,9]. 

2.Materials and methods

 We will use the following designations: t' - time, r' - distance from this point to the center of a circle, Q' - heat 
source power density on the circle edge, ' - the angular speed of circle rotation, ' - heat-transfer coefficient on the 
circle edge, R - circle radius, q - heat conductivity coefficient, c - thermal capacity per the unit of volume, T -
ambient temperature, - polar angle. Let’s introduce nondimensional variables and parameters [10,11] 

, , , ,r t Q using the formulas: 

2 2' , ' / , ' / , ' / , ' /r rR t tR c q q cR Q Qq R q R .     (1) 

Dimensionless radius of a circle in this case will be equal to 1. The heat source affects the part of the circle edge (for 
example, heat emitted when polishing a circle surface). Other part of the edge is cooled according to the Newton 
law. The equation of heat conductivity has the form [12,13]: 

2 2

2 2 2

1 1u u u u u

t r r r r
.        (2) 

Instead of the variable r  we will introduce the variable s by the formula: 

2s r .           (3) 

The equation of heat conductivity will take the form: 
2 2
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1
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.                                                                                                          (4) 

Condition on the edge ( 1s ):
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Fig. 1. The grid used 

We break the radius (length 1) into n identical elementary parts of 1 /h n  length, a circle – on m identical
sectors of 2 / m  length. When replaced (1) elementary segments turn into rectangles of the same (radius 
independent) sizes. To provide edge conditions we will add the so-called fictitious layer [14,15,16] to the external 
part of the  circle, i.e. we will increase the radius for the value h  . We place knots of a grid in the center ( ,i j ) of an 
elementary rectangle, where i   – the number of radius part, j – the number of sector by angle. 

Throughout each time interval of the dt  length we will designate temperature as iju  at the beginning of this time 
interval and as ijU  – the current temperature. We will designate also: 

2

8 2
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i i
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h ih
,          (6) 
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As a result we will obtain the differential-difference scheme with partial derivatives of the 1st order: 

ij ij
i ij ij

U U
p U f

t
.                                                 (8) 

We will choose a dt time step so that the circle turns on  angle for this time. Then at the end of a time interval [0,
dt ], solving the equation (8), we will obtain [17]: 

, 1 , 1
, 1 2
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.                                                (9) 

On the elementary part containing the center of a circle, the formula (9) for temperature 0U in the center of the circle 
will be the following: 
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m
.                                                (10) 

Having obtained values of temperature ijU in the circle (where 0,1, , 1i n ), on a fictitious layer for edge 
conditions satisfaction we determine 

nj
U temperatures from the equation: 
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Obtaining such scheme is due to the results of research work [4,6,7]. Stability substantiation of the scheme offered is 
similar to the one given in the following works [18,19]. 
The numerical method was considered under the initial condition (23) and with the radius step of 1/10 and with the 

/ 5  angle and was compared to the exact solution (with the first lena of Fourier’s method solution). The relative 
error didn't exceed 6%. The schemes obtained were used for a blank temperature field modeling in the process of 
flute grinding of spiral drills [20,21]. 

3.Conclusions

 The explicit differential-difference scheme offered is absolutely steady in comparison with purely differential 
scheme and allows calculating the thermal field of a circle (cylinder) beyond the differential scheme stability. 
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Abstract 

This paper considers a production line with continuous loading at the first automation service station or machine and buffers 
placed forward the queuers. Each machine operates within an indefinite service time. There is much data available on modeling 
and analysis of the transfer lines. However, most of the results are for the steady-state operation. The system under consideration 
operates within the finite time interval. A method is suggested to study the production line. According to the method, we chart 
the system operation process; calculate of distribution formula for the remaining durations of time period of the system being in 
the states marked at the chart. Then we calculate the state indexes. A detailed description of the states allows calculating, for 
example, blocking machine indexes and machine down time probabilities and durations. 
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1. Introduction 

Functioning of a real production line is a complicated process and falls a long way short of any simplified 
description. Real system service time as a rule does not obey the exponential distribution  as the process runs during 
a real shift rather than infinite time. Therefore, it is clearly an important task to investigate production line 
characteristics. 

Tandem queueing systems modulate the line manufacture flow. Manufacturing line is a linear network of 
machines separated by buffer storages. The majority of studies investigate two–stage tandem queue  within 
exponentially distributed processing times. These systems are observed under general conditions, reliability of 
devices (reliable – unreliable) and types of buffers (finite - infinite), for example [1 – 7].  In  [8, 9] the Markov 
systems capacity was assessed. The systems consisted of five or more machines within unequal service periods. The 
Markov systems transient results were discussed in [10]. 

A multiphase system research suggests a method aimed at continuous and discrete random processes [16]. In [17] 
the method was applied to obtain machines blocking characteristics of a four-phase unbuffered tandem queueing 
systems with continuous loadings.

2. Method description 

The following assumptions are made: 
the system consists of three successive reliable machines which perform single-line service; 
the first machine receives demands continuously. The second and the third machines have two objects 
capacity buffers; 
if the buffer placed forward the machine is filled up the served object blocks the service station; 
service time Ti  for i-machine has a random value and is characterized by general distribution function 
formula F(ti); 
the system operates within the t  period.  

According to the method, we chart the system operation process including its states and states transitions. We 
define state as a set of durations of simultaneous service processes. Finite time interval represents a state as any 
other duration. However when the duration ends up all other processes are suspended. Each state is assigned with a 
number. A state ends up when the machine service time or finite time interval is over. So the general process enters 
another state. At the chart it is represented by an arrow. The machine (phase) that completed the service is a point 
when an adjoint state transits to the next state. The machine gets a number at the chart marked at the arrow in 
brackets.  

The first application served by the first machine and the finite time interval make up the system initial state. At 
the Figure 1 both are marked as 11 and  accordingly.  is omitted. The figure critical distinction from the chart is 
represented particularly in [18], are one-side transitions. It helps to explore system indexes during the target periods.  

 

Fig. 1. First part of tandem queue system operation scheme.  
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Initial state is over either due to the end of finite time interval so the process proceeds to state 0*, or due to 
service end. In this case the process proceeds to state 1 (number, right to the arrow) characterized by the first object 
serviced at the second machine (12), the second one at the first machine (21) and the remaining time interval ( 1). 
Therefore, there are three alternatives of general service process implementation. The service of the first object at 
the second machine may be completed first so the general process enters state 2 as well as the second object service 
at the first machine may be completed first so the general process enters state 3. Moreover, there is a third option. 
The finite time interval may be over (it is a state transition 1*). 

State 3, for example, is characterized by the first object service in operation at the second machine, the third 
object service in operation at the first machine and the remaining time interval while the second object is at the 
standby mode at the buffer preceding the second device. i - machine blocking state is characterized by object service 
completion at the machine, filled up buffer preceding the (i+1)- machine and object service in operation at (i+1)- 
machine. 

The next step is calculations of distribution formula for the remaining durations of time period of the system 
being in the states marked at the chart and probabilistic jockeying.  

Calculation algorithm for service period distribution formula. 

Single an ik -process performed at the machine with completed service out of the multitude of service 
processes representing the k-state. The ik process is characterized by service period distribution formula 
Fik(t) = P{Tik  t}. We need to find distribution formula )()(

jk tF x for the j machine with service in operation. 
The formula deals with the service period remained in transition from the k-state to the -state. Fjk(t) is a 
service period distribution formula for application by j machine which is in k- state. 
Calculate a time distribution formula for z machines service equal to k-state not taking into account ik- and jk-
machines: 

z zkzkkxkx tFtTPtYPtR )](1[1}){min(}{)(
 

Calculate a conditional service period distribution formula for ik machines. The service period in this case is 
less than for a group of machines which make up k-state not taking into account ik and jk machines: 

,)()(}|{}{)( kxkxkxikikkxkx QtQYTtTPtXPtQ         

                              
where  

t

ikkxkx zdFzRtQ
0

)()](1[)( .                        
 

Use the formula for remaining service period from the k-state for jk- machine which is already in -state 

,)0()()0(|)( )()()( x
jk

x
kj

x
kjkxjkkxjk

(x)
jk

(x)
jk FtFFXTtXTPtTPtF

 

where  )()()()( zdFtzQtF jk
t

kx
x

jk

./           
Further calculations of indexes for -state require rewriting )()(

jk tF x  into Fjx(t) as well as for k-state. 
Vkx-durations of the system transited in the state characterizes unrestricted k-state. Only under condition that each 

ik- machine is accomplished individually in a due time from the whole number of services performed in this state 
[19]. If the conditions are met the sate transits into x-state. The distribution formula for Vkx duration is calculated as 
the following: 

 
Skx(t) = P{Vkx  t} = P{Tik  t | Tik < Ukx},  
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where Ukx = min{Tjk}. 

3. Numerical example 

We investigate the indexes connected with system blocking and device standbys for three-unite service systems. 
Finite time interval  is tO equals to 10 time units. The first part of tandem queue system operation is charted at Fig. 1. 

We took the service period distribution subordinated by the Weibull distribution and the distribution formula. 
Fi(t) = 1 – exp(– i·t i) .We counted machines service period as equal which means F1(t) = F2(t)  = F3(t). 

The following indexes were calculated (see Table 1): 
– probability s1 that at least one machine may be blocked out once within a finite time period; 
– average duration  b1 for the first blocking of at least at one work position within a finite time period; 
– probability s2  for the second blocking within a finite time period where b2 is a blocking duration. 

    Table 1. Blocking time probabilities and durations. 

)303,2exp(1)( 1,05ttF
94,0,45,0t

)46,0exp(1)( 2ttF
52,0,31,1t

)68,3exp(1)( 53ttF
23,0,83,2t

s1 0,204 0,068 0,002 

b1 0,60 0,49 4·10–5 

s2 0,069 0,014 1·10–6 

b2 0,32 0,57 0,50 

 
According to the Table 1 there is a direct proportion between variability index v and blocking probability and 

duration despite that the average service duration t  rises if  = 5 rather than  = 1,05. Therefore, it is recommended 
to reduce the spread of service period in comparison to the average index. 

Detailed description of the states allows to calculate machine down time probabilities and durations (see Table 2). 

 Table 2. Machine down time probabilities and durations. 

 )303,2exp(1)( 1,05ttF  

94,0,45,0t  
)46,0exp(1)( 2ttF

52,0,31,1t  
)68,3exp(1)( 53ttF

23,0,83,2t  

 probability duration probability duration probability duration 
Device 2, first down time 0,585 0,24 0,590 0,82 0,590 1,72 
Device 2, second down 
time 

0,339 0,44 0,339 0,59 0,337 0,38 

Device 3, first down time 0,582 0,32 0,580 0,55 0,636 0,57 
Device 3, second down 
time 

0,353 0,37 0,356 0,58 0,381 0,50 

 
4. Conclusion 

  
The method allows to examine the system during the finite deterministic time interval in detail. It will be 
helpful for the system analysts and engineers in order to provide quantitative and qualitative insight and to 
improve their systems. 
The method extends to more complicated queueing systems. In the case of tandem system with arbitrary 
distributed arrival time this time is added to the initial state 0. In addition, systems with more complicated 
configuration can be studied 
Service system research is applied by a single performance summary and further changes of time distribution 
and finite time intervals. 
The generic method (whatever the process is, it can be described by identical structures) provides computer 
task programming comfort. 
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Abstract 

The variety of problem solving algorithms models over set of the alternative solutions determines the application of the principle 
of equivocation logical reduction by narrowing of the solutions set. The choice of an optimum decision comes to the logical 
conversion of alternative solutions set to the feasible solutions set and to the effective solutions set. The alternative solution set is 
transformed to the feasible solution on the constraints set. The article explains the application of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
for the choice of optimum problem solving algorithm concerning the observable consistency. In this case we use the maximum 
likelihood criterion with the constraints in the form of normalizing conditions and semantic measure of the information 
expedience of A.A. Harkevich for the optimization of unknown parameters of the problem solving algorithm. The “committee” 
constructions are used for the “integration” of some algorithms for collective decision. We receive the optimal parameters for the 
algorithm of the collective decision using estimation of the posterior probabilities of algorithm appliance. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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Keywords: Hidden Markov Model, alternative solution set, feasible solution set, effective solution set, optimal solution. 

1. Intorduction 

In the real-world problems concerning decision-making the great information uncertainty is remained during the choice of 
optimal solution algorithm. This uncertainty is governed by the great initial variety of the problem solving algorithms models 
on alternative solutions set Y. It is difficult to make choice of the problem solving algorithm from the given set. In this 
connection we use the principle of the logical reduction of uncertainty. It comes to the narrowing of the problem solving set. 
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As is known there are three stages of this procedure. During the first stage the initial set of the alternative 
solutions Y is narrowed down to the feasible solution set Yg Y. During the second stage the feasible solution set is 
narrowed down to the effective solution set Y0 Yg. During the third stage we realize the choice of the optimal 
solution. That is the choice of the optimal solution comes to the sequence of the set transformations Y Yg Y0 Y*. 

The alternative solution set is transformed down to the feasible solution set (we take into account constraints set). 
Performing constraints is the pre-requisite for the solution algorithm choice. That’s why the singular finish making 
decision Y* is in the good-enough solution set. Narrowing of the solution set down to the feasible solution set begins 
at the stage of the initial set forming. Narrowing of the feasible solution set down to the effective solution set raises 
the definiteness of optimal solution choice on the effective solution set. All initial information is completely used for 
the extraction of the effective solutions from the feasible solution set. That’s why the optimal solution choice is 
possible when we receive new information, method of its introduction. 

The optimal solution choice concerning observable consistency O comes to the characterization using Hidden 
Markov Model *. They maximize probability of the observable sequence appearance O=o1o2...oT, [1-5] 

 
       *= ))((max OP .  (1) 

 
The aim of this article is the characterization  of the problem solving algorithms using HMM. Parameters must 

satisfy the optimality criterion of maximum likelihood.  

2. Constraint qualification for criterion 

The important element of the algorithm model is the constraint of the performance criterion of the problem solving. These 
problems are determined by the information features used in the algorithm. We can be limited by the minimum constraint 
group during the algorithm parameter optimization. We allocate two constraints required for algorithm synthesis. 

1. The constraints in the form of the normalizing conditions which are applied on the density of distribution of the random 
variables. Thus for probability Pk of the model belonging k is non-negative and the sum of the probabilities equal to one 

 

       
l

k
k

1
,1  Pk 0  k= l,1 . 

 
2. The second constraints type for the criterion of the problem solving algorithm optimization is determined by 

the feature of the algorithm function which comes to the purposeful logical transformation of the A.A. Harkevich 
information semantic measure [6]. We appreciate amount of information taking into account the change of the action 
expediency degree, the goal attainment of the algorithm function which is controlled by the information influence in 
the form of the some message. Using this constraint we have alternative solution set. Feasible solution set is formed 
from these alternative solutions in accordance with the aim of the algorithm function. Given constraint decreases the 
limitations of Bayesian approach because it is determined by the posterior information on the goal attainment of the 
algorithm function. Numerical measure of the conditionality of the information value introduced by Bongard and 
Harkevich [7, 8] is determined by the goal attainment probability during the information pull and equal 

       )/(log 012 PPI , 

where P0–the goal attainment probability before the information pull; P1– the goal attainment probability after the 
information pull and its using. This expression is transformed into (2) when the control action influences the algorithm: 

     )/(log 2 j
v

ij
v
i PPI ,  (2) 

where v
iI – numerical measure of the controlling factor force in the form of the machine instruction vi to the 

algorithm transition from i state to j state. 
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Given constraint in the condition of the synthesis of the problem solving algorithm determines the condition of 
the problem solving goal attainment in the form of: v

VVP ,1 =1, i.e. 

)/1log()/og(l 0
0

1,
0

PIPP
V

i

v
ii

v
ii

V

i
, 

where v
iiP 1, –probability of the transitions from i state to j=i+1 state. It’s given by the value of the machine 

instruction vi; V–sequence of transitions forming Viterbi method which receives the most probable sequence of the 
states [9] and gives the problem solving algorithm. 

 
Other constraints can be used besides given constraints. Thus the constraints of the variance of the distribution 

law are required for the algorithm of signal extraction from the signal-noise mixture. The constraints of the signal 
swing are required for the algorithm of the signal determination. 

3. General approach to the models parameter estimation 

Conceptual model of the deterministic algorithm is represented as the sequence of the machine instructions vi 
determined on the machine instructions set V={vi}, i= mkn,1 , where nmk – number of the machine instructions which 
are in the algorithm class fetch. They are represented as the system of the instructions of used processor class.  

The stochastic algorithm is represented as the doubly stochastic problem which consists of the set of the known 
discrete observed variables O={o1,..., oN}, which describe the appearance of the machine instructions on Rd and 
hidden variables Q={q1,..., qN}. Hidden variables Q determine the changes N of the model states (state variables). 
Values of the observed vector oi taken in the instant i depend on the i state 

       P(oi|oi, oi–1,…, o1)=P(oi|oi),  (3) 

i. e. it doesn’t depend on the time and hidden state qi, in previous instant qi–1, that is the transition function 

      P(qi|qi–1,..., q1, o1)=P(qi|qi–1),  (4) 

we don’t know how many states and how much connection there are between them.  
Given axioms determine the algorithm in the form of the hidden Markov process. It is represented as 

bicomponent random process with hidden component and observed component of the observation symbol 
appearance (handles of the assembler language machine instructions). 

Hidden Markov Model HMM [2, 4] has the form 

       =(N, M, A, B, ), 

where N – number of the model states. Model states set is represented as S={si}, i= N,1 , model state-of-the-art in 
the instant t–as qt from the sequence Q, which is the implementation of the hidden process; M – number of the 
possible symbols in the observed sequence.  

 
These symbols are appeared from the model and form the alphabet V={vk}, k= M,1 ; A={aij}–transition 

probability matrix, where aij=PA[qt=sj|qt–1=si], 1 j, i N–probability of the model transition from the state qt–1=si in 
instant t–1 into the state qt=sj next moment t, qt – the state in the instant t=2, T, T – length of sequence; B={bj(k)}–
probability distribution of the symbols appearance in the state j, (1 j N), where bj(k)=PB[ k=vk|qt=sj] – reference 
probability distribution that in the instant t system in j state (state sj) gives k symbol (vk) into observed sequence O, 
k=1, M – number of the different observation symbols ok. They can be given by the model (dimension of the 
discrete alphabet) V={vk}; ={ i}–probability distribution of the initial state i=P[q1=si], 1 i N, where q1–the state 
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in the instant t=1 from the sequence Q, which is the implementation of the hidden process i.e. the probability that si 
– initial state of the model.  

HMM realizes cybernetic model “black box” which generates observed sequence after performing of the given 
steps number O=o1o2...oT. 

This observed sequence is formed by the symbols of discrete alphabet V, which consists of the machine instructions 
handles vk=ot, where ot R – observation fixed in the instant t=1, T, T – number of the symbols in the observed sequence. 

4. Parameter optimization of hidden Markov model problem formalization 

Problem statement: observed sequence in the form of the machine instruction chains is the initial data. HMM is 
determined for every machine instruction chain. Three problems connected with HMM are underlined [2]. 

The first problem comes to the estimated probability P(O| ) that given observed sequence O=o1, o2,..., oT was 
created only for model =(A, B, ) 

       P(O| )=
Q

QOP ),( . 

In the second problem for the sequence of observations O=o1, o2,..., o  and HMM we must choose the states 
sequence Q=q1 q2...q , which determines the sequence of observations P[Q|O, ] and has maximum probability 
P[Q|O, ]. In the third problem we must select model parameters =(A, B, ) maximizing P(O| ). 

Required: for three problems solving connected with the determination of structure and parameters  of the 
problem solving algorithms (1) we must choose correct criterion of the maximum likelihood optimization.  

Task solution: we introduce hidden variables Q of HMM model for problem solving given by incomplete 
function of likelihood (1) with the observed variables O and parameters . We estimate the vector of parameters  
of complete function of likelihood log p(O, Q| ), for which 

       log p(O| )=log },({
Z

QOp . 

We determine the joint distribution of HMM variables. From the conditions of independence (3, 4) in the 
determination of HMM we realize that the generation probability by the sequence Q={q1, q2,..., qT} of the hidden states 
the observation sequence O={o1, o2,..., oT} is calculated as: 

)(),,...,,,...,,(),(
1

2121
T

t
ttBTT qoPqqqoooPQOP . 

The probability of sequence appearance Q={q1, q2,..., qT} equal 

1

1
1121 ),(),...,,()(

T

t
ttAqT qqPqqqPQP  

i.e. probability of observation of some symbol depends on the model state in the given instant. 
Because of the appearance of the concrete sequence of the states and the appearance of the sequence of 

observation for HMM is autonomous, probability of the sequence observations O which was formed from the 
sequence Q in the form of the joint distribution is given by the formula 

       P(O, Q )=P(O Q, ), 

and 

      P(O )=p (q1)
N

n
nnAnn

N

n
B qqpqop

2
1

1
)()( , 
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where O={o1, o2,..., oN} – observed states of the model with the hidden variables; Q={q1, q2,..., qN} – hidden 
states of the model which describe its inner state;  – model parameters with hidden variables. 

 
Apart from the probability of transition between the hidden states qn of the model algorithm which describes magnitude of 

connection between the states we’ll introduce Viterbi variable in the form of k-measure binary random vector zi, j {0, 1}K its 

component equal to one, i.e. 
K

j
njz

1
1 . This vector determines the hidden states choice and their sequence. Given sequence 

in the form of the Viterbi approach V gives the conversion direction of the dataflow in the algorithm 

       P(O, Q )
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For the parameters estimation  we use the method of maximum likelihood 

       ),(logmaxarg),(maxarg QOpQOpML , 

for the logarithmic likelihood function 
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Parameters which enter  cannot have arbitrary values. Hence the optimization takes place in the conditions of 
the constraints  

       KiP
VN

j
ij

K

j
j ,1  ,1   ,1

11
, 

where NV–number of the transitions forming algorithm Viterbi approach.  
 
We use the rule of Lagrange multiplier [10] and we have 

extr1)(logogl11),(log),,,(
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5. Characterization of hidden Markov model 

Lagrangian (5) allows determining HMM structure and parameters. 
1. For the distribution of the probability of the initial states we determine Lagrangian derivative using the element 

j of the matrix of the initial states probability   

0),,,( 1

j

j

j

zL , hence, 1 j
j

z
. 

We sum this expression using the Viterbi variable taking in account that 
K

j
j

1
1 , we have 

K

j
jz

1
1 1, 

i.e. the element j estimation of the matrix  has form  
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       j=z1j.  (6) 

2. For the distribution of the probability of the model transition from the state i into the state j we determine 
Lagrangian derivative using the element Pij of the matrix of transitional probabilities A 
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Sum this expression taking into account that 
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As a result the estimation of the elements Pij of the matrix A 
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Sum the expression (7) on the set K  
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and receive the expression for the average value of the coefficient  
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3. For the distribution of the probabilities of the symbol appearance in j state we determine Lagrange derivative 
using the element P(ok qn) of the matrix of the conditional probabilities B 
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Sum this expression and have
K
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kK

1
. Taking into account this result we receive the element )( nn qoP  of the matrix B 
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6. Parameter optimization of the algorithm (committee) model 

For the collective decision we use some algorithms mix “integration” into the “committee” instructions which use 
the estimation of the posterior probabilities of the belonging to the initial algorithm class.  

At the “committee” model of the algorithm in the form of the mixture l of algorithm the initial dependence p(y|x) 
is expressed as the models composition p(y|x, k): 

       ),(),()()(
11

k
l

k
k

l

k
kk xypgxypxGxyp , (9) 

where gk=G( k x) – the gate of mixture in the form of the belonging to the model k with the normalizing condition 
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As the objects in the sampling are autonomous, the density of the joint distribution (9) is transformed into the 
product of the distribution densities of every object 
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For the characterization of the mixture parameters we maximize p(y|x). We change the order of summation and multiplication 
and use the principle of maximum likelihood. We form Lagrange’s function [10] from (10), (11) in the form of: 
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For the determination of the models gates we equate Lagrange’s function derivative (12) on gk to zero: 
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For next transformation of this equation we denote the probability P(y, k| x) that the object (x, y) is determined 
by the component k, P( k|yi, xi) – the probability that k component of the model is determined by i-object. Every 
object was created by some model with the formula of the complete probability 
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For the object (x, y) the probability of its determination by the model k with the formula of conditional 
probability equal: 

       P(y, k|x)=P( k|x)p(y|x, k) gkp(y|x, k).  (15) 

We substitute the equality (15) in the Bayes’ formula for P( k| yi, xi) and receive 
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We multiply both parts of the equality by gk and sum on k=1...l. Taking into account the equality (16) we receive 
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Using received result we have from 13 
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The equality 18 allows determining the gate gk of the committee model. 
2. For the characterizing of the committee model components we calculate Lagrange’s function derivative using 

the parameters k of model k: 
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Received equality determines necessary conditions of the maximum of the committee model likelihood function. These 
conditions match the conditions of the maximum of the likelihood function of the committee model components. 

7. Problem solving algorithms of the algorithm parameter optimization 

The choice of the problem solving algorithm of the algorithm parameter optimization is performed for the given 
select (O, Q) in the form of one or several sequences with known values of the hidden components. Matrices of the 
probability distributions A, B,  of the model are filled by the equiprobable values (stage of the initialization). 

I. For the probability of the generation P(O ) of the sequence of observations O=o1, o2,..., oT for the model =(A, B, )  
in the first task [2] we use the algorithm of forward-backward procedure [2,3,11-13]. 

Forward procedure. We calculate logically the intervening forward variable t(i) as  

t(i)=P(o1, o2...ot, qt=si| ), 

i.e. the probability that for given model  till the instant t we observed the sequence o1, o2...oT. In this instant it is situated in 

the state si. Required probability P(O| ) is represented as P(O| )=
n

i
T i

1
)( . 

We calculate the value t(i) by the method of induction using next algorithm: 
1. At the stage of initialization we calculate the probability of the state sj and the first observation o1 overlap 

1(i)= ibi(o1), 1 i N. 
2. At the stage of induction we find the method which shows how the system in the instant comes into the state sj 

from N possible states of previous instant. As t(i) – joint probability of observation display o1o2...ot and system 
location in the state si in the instant t 

t+1(j)= ),()( 1
1

tj
N

i
ijt obai  1 t T–1, 1 j N. 

3. Finish at the step T: 

P(O| )=
N

i
T i

1
)( . 
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Backward procedure. We introduce backward variable t(i) – conditional probability that system will be situated 
in the state i by the instant t. The sequence of its observations t+1, t+2,… o -1, o  

t(i)=P(ot+1...oT|qt=si, ). 

1. For all i from 1 to N we take T(i)=1, then using induction. 
2. For all t in the reverse direction from T–1 to 1 and for all i from 1 to N 

            t(i)=
N

j
ttiij joba

1
11 )()( . 

3. At the completion phase we determine P(O| )=
N

i
ii iob

1
11 )()( . 

II. For the solving of the second class problems we denote Viterbi algorithm [14-17] which uses dynamic programming 
for finding the calculation of the best chain of the states (fig.1) with the maximum probability P[Q|O, ]. 

We introduce the auxiliary variables in the form of the maximum probability to reach the state si at the stage t 
among all methods with observed variables  

       t(i)= ),...,,,,...,,(max 2121
,..., 11

tit
qq

oooxqqqP
t

. 

1. At the stage of the initialization we determine 1(i)= ibi(o1) and 1(i) – the most probable states sequence, 
reliable for the appearance of the first observed symbols. It finishes in the state i. 

2. At the stage of induction the most probable states sequence q1,…, qT is given by the recurrent relations 
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3. At the final stage T we calculate  
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the most probable sequence of the hidden states *
Tq , reliable for the appearance of the first t observed symbols. It 

finishes in the state n 

     )( *
11

*
ttT qq . 

o1           o2             o3            ...             
oK 

Fig. 1 Viterbi path 1(i) of algorithm 
 
III. In the third task we use the iteration Baum-Welch algorithm. It’s the modification of the Estimation 

Maximization algorithm (EM). It allows determining the parameters A, B,  which maximize the likelihood function 
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of the given model =(A, B, ) [2]. It performs this action for the appropriate sequence of the observed values O 
iteratively with given accuracy threshold  [2].  

At the E-step we calculate expectation model parameters values aij, bn(n), i in the condition of the given data. 
We introduce the third auxiliary variable as the probability that with the given sequence of observations in instant t – 
in the state si, in instant t+1 – in the state sj 

       t(i, j)=P(qt=si, qt+1=sj|O, ), 

which have the form through the first and the second auxiliary variables 

       t(i, j)=
i j
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and the forth variable 
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which is represented as containment probability in the instant t in the state si with the given sequence of observations 
O and the model . 

 
At the M-step (maximization) we have next probability approaching:  
 
expected rate of the i state in the instant t1 i = 1(i); 
expected rate according to the expression (7) as the doubled ratio of the number of the transitions from the i state 
to the j state to the number of the output appearance in the i hidden state without 1 
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expected rate according to the expression (8) as the ratio of the couples number (qn, on), mq–number of the hidden 
states, mo–number of the observed states (symbol vn) to number of the appearances n hidden states qn 
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In the iterative repetition of two steps EM-algorithm beginning from =( , , ), we determine ),,( , 

then we calculate the parameters again and so on. 
Given algorithm was offered by M.I. Schlesinger [18]. It was covered all over again as the EM-algorithm 

(expectation – maximization) [19]. Application of the auxiliary hidden variables Q into EM-algorithm provides 
algorithm convergence [20, 21] and its conditioning with HMM. It simplifies the calculation of the likelihood 
maximum for the determination of the values of the parameters vector =(A, B, ). 
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8. Summary 

1. Great information ambiguity typical during the choice of optimal problem solving algorithm and caused by the 
great initial variety of algorithms models on the alternative solution set determines necessity of the logical 
transformation of initial set of the alternative solution to the feasible solutions and to the set of the effective 
solutions which is narrowed down to the set of the optimal solution. 

2. We take into account many constraints during the transformation of the alternative solution set to the feasible 
solution set. These constraints must conform to the informal specificities of the problem solving. We must take into 
consideration the specificities of the operation formalization of the synthesizable algorithm during the algorithm 
synthesis. Constraint satisfaction is the necessary condition for the choice of the solution algorithm that’s why the 
final solution is situated in the set of the feasible solutions. 

3. The likelihood function in the form of the Lagrange equation is formed for the parameter optimization. The 
constraints in the least compound are formed by way of the normalizing conditions for each model variable and in 
the form of the Harkevich information. 

4. The common approach to the estimation of the HMM algorithm optimal parameters determines the probability 
distribution of the initial states by the expression (6), model transition probability from the state i to the state j (7), 
probabilities of the symbol appearance in the j state (8). 

5. We use Mixture of Experts in the form of the “committee” constructions during making collective decision. 
They use the gates estimation (a posteriori probability of the algorithm belonging to the class).  

6. During the optimization of the algorithm committee model: 
the optimal values of the gates parameters are determines by the expression (18); 
the optimal parameters of the algorithm committee model are given by the necessary conditions of the likelihood 
function maximum of the algorithm committee model. They match the conditions of the likelihood function 
maximum of the committee model components. 
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Abstract 

The vortex tube of the water desalination evaporator system is studied based on the Ranque-Hilsch vortex effect. Vortex effects 
mathematical model is based on Reynolds Equations which is completed by k-w SST turbulence differential model. One of the 
goals of the research is to define the geometry of the vortex tube scaled model. Another goal of the research is to define the input 
parameters for Reynolds Stress Turbulence Model. The results of the research are the defined optimal geometry parameters of the 
vortex tube prototype and input parameters required for Reynolds Stress Turbulence Model analysis. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays in Russia the desalted water is mainly produced using chemical demineralization. This technology is 
expensive, harmful for ecology and obsolete. The introduced design of the evaporator system allows the water 
desalination employing the intensified heat and mass processes in the centrifugal force field. 

An effectiveness of the vortex tube operation depends on its design and operating parameters. Therefore, the key 
term of the vortex tube implementation is determination of its optimal design and operating parameters. 
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For the numerical simulation of viscous turbulent flow of gas a mathematical model based on the system of 
Reynolds equations [1, 2] completed by k-  SST turbulence differential model [3, 4]. 

2. Formulation of a problem 

The main goal of the numerical simulation is to determine the geometric and technical parameters of the vortex 
tube evaporator water desalination, which are necessary for the design and further produce the prototype model of of 
evaporator system. The second goal is to determine the input parameters for numerical simulation with use 
mathematical model based on Reynolds Stress Turbulence Model. 

Schematic drawing of the vortex tube is showed in Fig. 1. Vortex tube dimensions choosing according 
recommendations of [5] and summarized in tab. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the vortex tube. 

Table 1. Dimensions of models. 

Model name L, mm l3, mm d1, mm d2,  d3, mm d4, mm 

Model 1 488 50 60 13.5 6.75 21.6 

Model 2 488 50 60 13.5 10.125 21.6 

Model 3 488 50 60 13.5 13.5 21.6 

Model 4 418 50 60 13.5 6.75 21.6 

Model 5 488 50 60 21.6 21.6 47.1 

Model 6 488 50 60 21.6 10.8 47.1 

Model 7 418 50 60 13.5 6.75 21.6 

Model 8 303 50 60 13.5 3 21.6 

Model 9 3030 500 600 135 30 216 

Model 10 3030 500 600 135 30 216 
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Models from 1 to 7 are prototype model which will be used in full-scale experiment for correction mathematic 
model of vortex tube of evaporator system of water desalination. Models 8, 9 and 10 are full-scale industrial models. 
Boundary conditions of mathematical model and their names is showed in Fig. 2. The numerical values of the 
physical parameters which set up at the boundaries conditions summarized in tab. 2 and 3. Thermophysical 
properties of vapor chosen in accordance with the recommendations [6, 7]. 

Fig. 2. Scheme of boundary conditions. 

    Table 2. Grid value and  material of fluid. 

Model name Number of Elements in 
computing model 

Fluid material 

Model 1 640 742 Air 

Model 2 653 580 Air 

Model 3 657 833 Air 

Model 4 604 087 Air 

Model 5 826 909 Air 

Model 6 817 558 Air 

Model 7 4 852 368 Air 

Model 8 4 212 802 Air 

Model 9 4 212 802 Air 

Model 10 4 212 802 Vapor 

Table 3. Material properties. 

Fluid material Tinlet ,  Poutlet-01, Poutlet-02, Pa , Pa·s cp, J/(kg· ) ,W /(m· ) R, 
J/(kg· ) 

Air 373.15 -9700 1.83·10-5 1004.4 0.0261 287 

Vapor 373.15 -9700 1.85·10-4 2042.0 1.4000 461 

Tinlet  – fluid temperature in inlet;  cp  – specific heat capacity for constant pressure; 
Poutlet-01 – reference pressure of fluid in outlet-01;   – thermal conductivity; 
Poutlet-02  – reference pressure of fluid in outlet-02;  – dynamic viscosity. 
R – gas constant for state equation; 
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3. Mathematical model 

For the numerical simulation of vortex flow used Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) [1, 4, 8] 
closed by two-equation k-  SST turbulence energy model [3, 4, 8].  

The solution of the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) closed by two-equation k-  SST 
turbulence energy model was using program DinamLGTM [10] which based on control volume approach [9]. 

4. Results of numerical simulation 

Schematic eddy generation in vortex tube for models 6, 7 and 9 is shown in Fig. 3. These eddy generation is 
typical for all considered flows. Fig. 3 is shown separated on cold flow and hot flow according Ranque-Hilsch effect. 

Fig. 3. Scheme of eddy generation in vortex tube. 

The main goal of the calculations is the choice of optimal geometric parameters of the prototype. The results of 
the calculations for all cases are summarized in table 4. 

The main characteristic of the quality of the process of desalination is ratio of mass flow of hot gas to mass flow 
of cold gas, which advises boundary condition “outlet-01” and “outlet-02”, Fig. 2. The model 1 to 4 has the same 
structure partitioning the computational domain into control volumes. The difference between models was only in 
geometry. As shown by calculations, the most successful geometric dimensions model is model 4, Fig. 4-a. 

Models 5 and 6 differ from models 1 to 4 the increased volume inner section of tube where reduce (generate) 
vortex flow. The model 6 has productivity by 4 times less than the model 4, Tab 4, Fig. 4. 

Model 4 and 7 differ in the quality of approximation of the computational domain. The number of control 
volumes of the computational domain differs by 6 times (tab. 2). The summarized time of the calculation for the 
model 4 is 10 hours and for model 7 is 0.8 hours. On structurally stable grid (coarse mesh) more comfortable to 
make a preliminary calculation and the next step is use of fine mesh for refinement parameters of calculation model. 
Comparison results of calculation showed that the grinding significantly affects the final results and for similar 
vortex flow necessary to carry out the analysis grid independence for all models, Fig. 4-b. The influence of the 
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length of inner section of tube where reduce (generate) vortex flow is showed comparing model 7 and model 8 
(model 8 shorter on 30% then model 7). Results of calculation between model 7 and model 8 the similar (tab. 4, fig. 
5-a), but length of inner section of tube model 8 shorter on 30%. Model 8 is more compact and is preferable for 
manufacture of the prototype model. 

Model 8 and model 9 different by scale, model 9 is 10 times more model 8. Scale vortex structures formed in the 
volume inner section of tube are substantially different, as the transition from air to vapor (Fig. 5-b). 

Table 4. Results of numerical simulation. 

Model name Inlet 
Velocity, 
m/s 

Inlet Pressure, bar Ratio of the 
mass hot flow 
and cold flow 

Difference 
between hot 
flow 
temperature 
and cold flow 
temperature, K 

Average 
reference 
pressure in  
domain, bar 

Mass flow of 
gas (vapor), 
kg/s 

Volume-flow 
rate of gas 
(vapor), l/min 

1 100 0.09 6.9 7.1 -0.05 0.01644 818.5 
1 150 0.53 7.7 31.9 0.09 0.03468 1727.0 
1 200 1.52 8.0 63.5 0.37 0.07610 3789.2 
1 250 3.65 9.2 104.1 0.96 0.17549 8738.1 
2 100 0.09 11.1 7.1 -0.05 0.01645 818.9 
2 150 0.54 9.8 28.5 0.07 0.03497 1741.5 
2 200 1.77 7.4 65.0 0.40 0.08370 4167.4 
2 250 6.06 7.5 109.3 1.51 0.26651 13270.2 
3 100 0.001 30.0 1.1 -0.14 0.01513 753.4 
3 150 0.41 20.3 11.7 0.00 0.03191 1588.7 
3 200 1.70 12.0 49.7 0.32 0.08153 4059.6 
3 250 8.07 10.0 122.0 1.85 0.34243 17050.5 
4 100 0.09 6.8 7.1 -0.05 0.01642 817.5 
4 150 0.56 6.2 32.7 0.09 0.03536 1760.4 
4 200 1.73 6.1 69.1 0.41 0.08249 4107.2 
4 250 4.46 5.1 110.3 1.11 0.20614 10264.2 
5 100 -0.04 1500 -0.8 -0.09 0.01443 718.6 
5 150 0.02 316.4 0.6 -0.08 0.02312 1151.2 
5 200 0.16 192.2 3.4 -0.07 0.03504 1744.8 
5 250 0.43 111.2 1.5 -0.05 0.05418 2697.8 
6 100 -0.04 22.9 0.4 -0.09 0.01453 723.7 
6 150 0.05 21.3 3.0 -0.08 0.02375 1182.8 
6 200 0.20 18.4 8.4 -0.05 0.03614 1799.5 
6 250 0.56 22.6 21.6 0.01 0.05903 2939.3 
7 100 -0.04 22.9 0.4 -0.09 0.01453 723.7 
7 150 0.05 21.3 3.0 -0.08 0.02375 1182.8 
7 200 0.20 18.4 8.4 -0.05 0.03614 1799.5 
7 250 0.56 22.6 21.6 0.01 0.05903 2939.3 
8 100 0.06 13.3 5.1 -0.07 0.01601 797.1 
8 110 0.14 16.2 10.3 -0.04 0.01896 944.3 
8 120 0.26 28.0 15.4 -0.01 0.02283 1136.5 
8 130 0.33 27.0 17.8 0.00 0.02605 1297.3 
8 140 0.40 26.4 20.7 0.02 0.02952 1469.8 
8 150 0.47 27.1 24.5 0.04 0.03331 1658.6 
9 100 0.06 12.8 4.1 -0.07 1.59833 79585.0 
9 120 0.24 47.1 10.1 -0.03 2.24131 111600.7 
9 150 0.46 48.2 21.1 0.02 3.29885 164258.0 
10 100 0.34 26.5 3.1 0.00 1.27337 63404.4 
10 120 0.79 17.2 11.5 0.14 2.03187 101171.7 
10 150 1.42 17.1 17.2 0.29 3.43358 170966.5 
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Fig. 4. Ratio of the mass hot flow and cold flow (a) for models 1 to 4; (b) for models 5 and 6. 

 

Fig. 5. Ratio of the mass hot flow and cold flow (a) for models 4, 7 and 8; (b) for models 8 to 10. 

5. Conclusion 

For manufacture prototype according calculations more reasonable is model 8, which is scaled-down industrial  
model 10. Manufacture of prototype and running of physical experiment for air make more precise setup calculation 
with use Reynolds Stress Turbulence Model. 

Analyzing of vortex in the tube of evaporator water desalination with appear separation flow according Ranque-
Hilsch effect for Reynolds Stress Turbulence Model necessary make calculation with fine grid where minimal 
controls volume of domain will be 4.5 million. The next necessary condition for get reliable data is achieved grid 
independence. This work is planned to be performed at the next step of calculations. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a mathematical model of a hydraulic drilling perforator, which takes into account the effect of the 
reciprocating movement of the drill mounted on a flexible shaft, as well as the effect of the physical and mechanical properties of 
reservoirs, on the operation processes. The transition process during channel perforation by a hydraulic drilling perforator is 
modeled. The calculation results for the mathematical model of a hydraulic drilling perforator demonstrate that due to the 
concurrent use of both rotational and reciprocating movement of the drill mounted on a flexible shaft, it is possible to reduce the 
time spent for the perforation of a single channel in a productive formation by a drilling perforator by up to 90 % 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

The problem of the fullest extraction of hydrocarbons from the earth sets important tasks for the oil producing 
companies, related to the development and adoption of new technologies and technical means aimed at increasing the 
efficiency of oil field development. Experts estimate that a wide application of new oil recovery methods and modern 
technical facilities during oil field development will enable a 30 – 50 % increase in the recoverable oil reserves [1]. 

A promising area for the enhancement of oil recovery of productive formations is the improvement of oil 
recovery technologies through the application of modern resource-saving field development systems, using low-
impact methods for opening of productive formations.  

From the point of view of getting the maximum possible oil recovery of a formation, the most promising method 
appears to be drilling perforation. The use of drilling perforation enables the operation of facilities under complex 
geological and technical conditions: high-viscosity oil pool with a low productivity and small thickness, oil pools 
with formations contacting closely with bottom water, facilities with poor-quality cement sheath where productive 
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formations are divided from the water-bearing part of the pool by a thin unstable bridge, as well as facilities with 
alternating permeable and compacted interlayers.  

2. Topicality and task definition 

At the present time, drilling perforation is not widely used due to a relatively low productivity of reservoir 
perforation and a small depth of perforation channels which is, in some cases, insufficient for passing through 
clogging zones (table 1) [2 – 6]. 

     Table 1. Time and depth of perforation of a single channel by drilling perforators. 

Drilling perforator name  Manufacturer Time of channel 
perforation, (min) 

Depth of 
perforation 
channel, (mm) 

PS-112 OJSC NPP «VNIIGIS» 5 50 

PS-112/70 OJSC NPP «VNIIGIS» 5 70 

PS-112/18/500 «PITC «Geofizika» LLC, 
NPF «ERGIS» at least 30 500 

Electrical drill for side-tracking OJSC «OSKBP» about 45 up to 850 

 
The borehole operation conditions of drilling perforators, associated with a wide variation range of pressure and 

temperature characteristics combined with different geological features of a perforated rock, determine the complex 
and ambiguous nature of the physical and hydrodynamic processes running in the  flow section of a drilling 
perforator. Currently, the mathematical modeling of perforation of productive formations by borehole drilling 
perforators has a rather experimental character. The absence of any mathematical models of the process of 
perforation by drilling perforators, corresponding to real borehole facilities, creates certain difficulties during the 
development of new advanced technical means for perforation of productive formations. This determines the need 
for works dealing with design of drilling perforators and modeling of the process of perforation of oil-and-gas-
bearing formations by drilling perforators.  

At the present time, there is a topical task to develop and design drilling perforators ensuring an enhanced 
productivity of formation perforation, as well as the perforation of channels with the required length in complex-
structure reservoirs that contain alternating productive and impermeable interlayers, thin oil-filled formations 
located near water-bearing formations, oil rims. 

3. Mathematical model of a hydraulic drilling perforator 

On the basis of the technical conditions of opening of oil-bearing formations and analysis of scientific and technical 
literature, the main technical specifications of hydraulic drilling perforators have been defined (table  2) [7, 8, 9]. 

     Table 2. Main technical specifications of a hydraulic drilling perforator. 

Technical specifications Values of the characteristics 

Time for perforation of a single channel, (min) not more than 2.5 

Perforation channel depth, (m) at least 0.2 

Perforation channel diameter, (m) 0.2 

Maximum number of drilling operations per one run in the hole up to 40* 

Time for channel perforation, (s) not more than 120 

Energy-independent system of perforator release in a borehole available 

* determined by the drilling tool life, as well as the geological and technical conditions of a borehole 
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Figure 1 shows the layout diagram of a hydraulic drilling perforator [10, 11]. 
 

    

a    b 

Fig. 1. Fragment of a layout diagram of a hydraulic drilling perforator: 
(a) fixation circuit; (b) perforation circuit. 

Channel perforation by a hydraulic drilling perforator is ensured by a coordinated operation of  three circuits: a 
fixation circuit, a drill feeding circuit and a perforation circuit. 

The fixation circuit ensures the fixation of the drilling perforator’s body in a casing with the help of  the stems of 
two hydraulic cylinders for fixation, which extend uniformly, taking up the clearance between the perforator’s body 
and the casing (normally, to a length not more than 0.02 – 0.1 m within 2 – 10 s). The drill feeding circuit ensures 
the feeding of a drill head mounted on a flexible shaft to the target perforation depth (0.2 – 0.5 m). The perforation 
circuit ensures, if necessary, a concurrent rotational and reciprocating movement of a drill mounted on a flexible 
shaft (the rotation speed is from 200 to 800 rev/min, the percussion frequency of the drilling perforator is 1800 min-
1), thereby increasing the productivity of perforation of productive formations by a hydraulic drilling perforator. It is 
rational to use the concurrent rotational and reciprocating movement of the drill when perforating a rock, and to 
conduct perforation of a casing and a cement sheath using the working tool’s rotation.  
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where DU , PU  is the voltage of the electrical direct-current network in the drill feeding circuit and the perforation 
circuit, respectively; DR , PR  is the resistance of the electromagnet’s control winding in the drill feeding circuit 
and the perforation curcuit; ( )Di t , ( )Pi t  is the function of electric current in the electrical network of the drill 
feeding circuit and the perforation circuit; DL , PL  is the inductance of the electromagnet’s control winding in the 
drill feeding circuit and the perforation circuit; CED

K , CEP
K  is the coefficient of the counter-electromotive force 

in the electrical network for the hydraulic distributor (HD) controlling the drill feeding hydraulic cylinder (HC) and 
the perforation HC; ( )Dx t , ( )Px t  is the displacement of the spool of the HD controlling the drill feeding HC and 
the perforation HC; SD

m , SP
m , HCD

m , HCP
m  is the mass of the spool of the HD controlling the drill feeding HC 

and the perforation HC, as well as the mass of the drill feeding HC and the perforation HC, respectively; SD
b , 

SP
b  is the coefficient taking into account the friction in the plunger – liner friction couple in the drill feeding circuit 
and the perforation circuit; SPRD

, SRPP
is the stiffness of the spring of the HD controlling the drill feeding HC and 

the perforation HC; FiD
K , FiP

K  is the coefficient of current in the electrical network for the HD controlling the 
drill feeding HC and the perforation HC;  is the coefficient of fluid flow though the spool in the HD controlling 
the fixation HC; Df  is the area of the spool in the HD controlling the drill feeding HC; PB is the slit width of the 
spool in the HD controlling the perforation HC; 1 ( )

D
t , 1 ( )

P
t , 2 ( )

D
t , 2 ( )

P
t  is the pressure of the 

hydraulic fluid  in the cavities of the drill feeding HC and the perforation HC, respectively; SUP , DR  is the 
supply pressure and the drain pressure of the hydraulic system;  the density of hydraulic fluid; PD

A , EFD
A , 

EFP
A  is the effective area of the piston of the drill feeding HC and the perforation HC on the side of the piston and 

the stem, respectively; ( )Dy t , ( )Py t  is the displacement of the piston of the HC; HCD
W , HCP

W  is the volume of 
the hydraulic fluid in the chamber of the drill feeding HC and the perforation HC; E  is the reduced elastic modulus 
of the hydaulic fluid; STATD

R , STATP
R  is the static load on the drill feeding HC and the perforation HC; HC D

b , 
HC P

b  is the coefficient taking into account  the force of viscous damping in the drill feeding HC and the perforation 
HC; PR  is the force required to fracture a rock;  is the coefficient taking into account the rotation speed of the 
drill head and the hardness of a rock.   

4. Results 

Figure 2 displays the results of mathematical modeling of the hydraulic drilling perforator. 
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Fig. 2. The results of modeling of channel perforation  by a hydraulic drilling perforator: 
I – hydraulic drilling perforator; II – cement sheath; III –  casing; IV – productive formation; V – perforation channel; 

1 – perforation of a casing; 2 – perforation of a cement sheath; 3, 4, 5 – perforation of sandstone, limestone and dolomite, respectively 
 

The results of modeling of channel perforation by a flexible drill of the drilling perforator, taking into account the 
physical and mechanical properties of reservoirs (1) and the reciprocating movement of the perforation hydraulic 
cylinder (2), demonstrate that, when perforating a channel with a depth of 0.2 m in dolomite, the perforation time 
has decreased 15-fold and 8-fold in comparison with the perforation time for the drilling perforator PS-112 and the 
electrical drill for side-tracking, respectively (fig. 2) [12, 13]. 

5. Conclusion 

The developed mathematical model of the hydraulic drilling perforator enables, on the basis of the numerical 
method for solving a formed system of differential equations, to model the process of perforation of productive 
formations by borehole equipment, taking into account the geological features of the perforated rocks. The results of 
the mathematical modeling show that the main time during channel perforation (up to 80%) is spent for the 
perforation of a rock. It is possible to increase the efficiency of perforation of productive formations by drilling 
perforators by way of using concurrently the rotational and reciprocating movement when perforating rocks. It has 
been established that when perforating dolomite, one of the hardest hydrocarbon-bearing rocks, the time spent for 
the perforation of a single channel with a length of 0.2 m is less than 1.5 min. Thus, the productivity of perforation 
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of productive formations by low-impact methods increases (by up to 90%). This approach ensures the perforation of 
a productive formation without any deformation and fracture of casings and cement sheath, which cumulatively 
increases the oil recovery of a formation and promotes a more rational development of well stock. 
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Abstract 

A control system of actuators based on ferromagnetic shape memory alloy is considered. The distinctive feature of the devices is 
the usage of the distributed magnetizing system and the pulse mode of magnetic reversal. A definition algorithm of ampere-
winding of magnetizing system coils with application of the methodology based on the inverse problem solution is developed. A 
mathematical model of the actuator considering influence of eddy currents and losses of energy on a hysteresis on dynamic 
processes in active elements is developed. The results of experimental studies are given. The values of ampere-winding in coils 
and delay time of a magnetic field in pulse control mode of the actuator with active elements from Ni2MnGa alloy are defined. 
The offered approaches allow raising the efficiency of the control system of actuators based on ferromagnetic shape memory 
alloy. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction  

Development of industrial control systems using intellectual materials in measuring and actuation mechanisms is 
on the front burner nowadays. Such intellectual material is ferromagnetic shape memory Ni2MnGa alloys (FSMA), 
which generate stress and change their geometrical shape in the magnetic field. This distinctive feature allows 
increasing conversion accuracy, simplifying design of devices, reducing quantity of the components subject to 
breakage or wear and, as a consequence, increasing efficiency of industrial control systems [1, 2]. Therefore, 
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development of the theory and the principles of creation of the control systems containing actuation and measuring 
mechanisms on the basis of FSMA is an actual task. 

2. Statement of the Problem 

The strict requirements are set up in the industrial control systems to actuation mechanisms (actuators). They are 
to have fast response time, small dimensions and weight. In familiar devices [3-8] the magnetizing system 
containing coils with the ferromagnetic core is used, that increases their inductance, the reaction time and mass of 
the device. In the paper [8] the actuator design is offered with two active (subject to deformation) elements from 
FSMA allowing providing stable position of the drive without continuous consumption of energy. We developed the 
design which uses positive properties of the specified actuator, but it has the distributed magnetizing system 
containing n pairs of coils without ferromagnetic cores, with pulse magnetic reversal of active elements being 
applied (Fig. 1) [9]. All the above allows increasing high-speed response, reducing weight and dimensions of the 
device. Usage of the distributed magnetizing system increases sensitivity and flexibility of control as this provides 
opportunity to realize the demanded laws of movement of the executive mechanism due to deformation of an active 
element in the magnetic field, created by separated coils. While in-feeding one couple of coils the length of active 
element increases by value nm , where m – the maximum increment of the element length at in-feeding of all n 
pairs of coils.  

 

Fig.  1. General view of an actuator with two active elements (1), distributed magnetizing coil (2) and actuating mechanism (3). 

The purpose of the present article is to develop a control system of the considered actuator, to define active 
elements for ampere-windings of coils required for deformation control, and to assess delay time of a magnetic flux 
in active elements due to eddy currents, magnetic viscosity and hysteresis applying the methodology based on the 
inverse problem solution. [10]. Devices for program setting for implementation of the demanded law of movement 
of the executive mechanism and formation of impulses do not differ from the known ones, therefore are not 
considered in the article [11]. 

3. Computational  algorithm 

The algorithm of the inverse problem solution for definition of coils’ ampere-windings iw consists in performing 
the following stages for every ,...2,1,0k : 

 
A. at kiwiw  direct problem to be solved: calculation of three-dimensional stationary magnetic field by method of 

final elements. Internal cycle of specification of magnetic permeability of active element with the use of 
dependence B(H) is applied. As a result, k

zH min  in active element is defined; 
B. the value of target function kk iwJ  to be calculated and fulfillment of the condition to be checked; 

z 

y 

x 
0 
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min zz
k

z
kk HHHiwJ           (1) 

where  – set fractional error, zH  – z-component of intensity of magnetic field, at which lengthening of active 
element along axis 0y is maximum ( m). 

If the condition (1) is satisfied, the external cycle of calculations is completed, the target value of ampere-
windings kiwiw  . If the condition (1) is not satisfied, we pass to the following stage. 

C. We minimize the target function by gradient method and define the following approximation 

k
k

kkk iw
iw

Jtiwiw 1               (2) 

where kt – step. The derivative in (2) to be defined in number. 
D. Coming back to point 1. 

 
For assessment of magnetic flux delay time influencing high-speed response of the device, we transform the 

Maxwell’s system of equations which describes three-dimensional quasistationary electromagnetic field using 
vector magnetic A and scalar electric  potentials to the view 

0gradrot1rot
t
AA          (3) 

0divgrad             (4) 

jA 0rotrot             (5) 

0rotrotA              (6) 

where j  – current density in coils;  – electric conductivity,  – magnetic permeability  of ferromagnetic elements; 
0 – magnetic constant. Equations (3), (4) are valid for ferromagnetics, (5) – for coils, (6) – for other space. The 

solution of the given equations system with the corresponding boundary and entry conditions is carried out by 
method of final elements [10]. 

 
Not only eddy currents, but also magnetic viscosity and losses of energy on FMSA hysteresis have impact on the 

dynamic parameters of actuators. 
To consider magnetic viscosity the Georgie's equation is added to the system of the equations (3) – (6)  

t
BTHH

dt
HdT st

0

,  2

0

0

1 sBHB

TT         (7) 

where Bs – saturation magnetic induction; T0 – magnetic viscosity constant; stH  – coercitive force of hysteresis 
static loop. 

 
To consider losses of energy on a hysteresis Jiles-Atherton model is used. [13, 14] 
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where Man – unhysteresis magnetization, that is magnetization that would be in case of absence of closing domains 
wall process;  –elastic displacement constant of ferromagnetic domain borders; k – positive constant of 
ferromagnetic properties;  – positive constant of magnetic domain coupling,  

dtdHsign ; 
caseother ,0

00,1~ anan MMdHMMdH
 

The equations (3) – (8) form mathematical model for dynamic parameters study in the devices containing active 
elements from FMSA. 

4. Results and discussion 

Experimental studies of the actuator with two active elements (Fig. 1) were carried out to check the offered 
algorithm and the model developed for control system of the actuator on the basis of active elements. The active 
elements made from Ni2MnGa alloy in the form of parallelepipeds with 2021  mm sizes produced by Adaptamat 
Inc. were used. [15]. 

Dependence of B(H) and specific electric conductivity 81065.1  Cm/m of FSMA is considered to be known. 
It is required to provide 6n  discrete conditions of active elements. Fig. 2 shows the sizes of the magnetizing 
coils: A = 3 mm; B = 2 mm; C = 0,5 mm; H = 2 mm; LS = 0,5 mm; R = 0,2 mm. 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Form and dimension of a magnetizing coil segment. 

It is necessary to define ampere-windings of each coil with which the minimum intensity of a magnetic field in 
active element meets zz HH min  condition. For the material chosen 370zH  kA/m. 

On the basis of scoping calculations   40000iw  A. On the iteration 5k   100005iw  A is obtained by 
using algorithm of inverse problem solving for determination of necessary ampere-windings of coils. In this case 
magnetic field pattern in active element from FSMA takes the following form (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows distribution of 
magnetic field along active element. 

Application of model (3) – (9) for determination of dynamic parameters of active elements from FSMA in some 
cases is complicated due to the lack of data in literature on values of constants (T0, , k, etc.) at calculation of 
influence of viscosity and losses of energy on hysteresis on these parameters. Experimental definition of constants 
for active elements from alloy Ni2MnGa is planned in future work [16]. At this stage of the research delay time of 
magnetic field may be estimated approximately, considering that the energy losses caused by eddy currents make 
one third of total losses. Then, the total delay of magnetic field is defined by ratio ec3 , where ec  – the delay 
caused by action of eddy currents. As shown in [17], for active elements from FSMA 2.0ec ms. Hence, duration 
of control impulses is to be more than 0.6 ms. 
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Fig.  3. Pattern of magnetic field in active element from FSMA 

 

Fig. 4.  Distribution of magnetic field along active element 

5. Conclusions 

Application of active elements from FSMA in actuators of pulse magnetic reversal allows increasing high-speed 
response, reducing the weight and dimensions of the device. Usage of the distributed magnetizing system increases 
sensitivity and flexibility of control due to realization of discrete control mode. To choose optimum parameters for 
control impulses it is rational to use the developed algorithm for coils ampere-windings definition of the 
magnetizing system with application of the inverse problem solution methodology and the developed mathematical 
model of the device considering influence of eddy currents, magnetic viscosity and losses of energy on a hysteresis 
on dynamic processes in active elements. The approaches offered allow solving a problem of efficiency enhancing 
of synthesis of actuators control on the basis of  FSMA. 
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Abstract 

The article presents the results of an object-oriented approach applied to modeling the dynamics of complex mechanical systems 
when it is used in the educational process. The results of formalization the mathematical model design in the form of the second
kind (conventional) Lagrange equations and the resulting Cauchy problem are considered. The article contains the authors’ 
presentation of the corresponding information flows diagram. The ways to use of object-oriented approach discussed in this 
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1. Introduction 

Computer simulation of the dynamics of complex mechanical systems is an essential task in many practical 
applications. A task to teach students of technical and informational training areas is very relevant to create new 
CAD/CAM systems, including specialized software with support the functions of modeling and simulation to design 
of mechanical systems. The basis of student training to construct of mathematical models of mechanical systems is 
the study of the basic principles and methods for solving classical problems of theoretical mechanics [1-4]. It should 
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be noted that at present there are a number of software systems designed for computer simulation of the kinematics 
and dynamics of certain types of mechanical systems such as russian software systems "Euler" [5], “Universal 
Mechanism” [6], as well as a specialized module “Simulink” [7] of software system "Matlab”, and also software 
tools [8] for implementing simulation technology using the international standard VHDL-AMS. Mathematical 
modeling units of these software systems are based on classical methods of theoretical mechanics [1-4], and is used 
also methods, algorithms, fnd mathematical models [9-13], which are based on the principles of graph theory, affine 
transformations, tensor analysis and the existence of electromechanical analogy with the use of elements of the 
circuitry.  

The main shortcoming for application of above-mentioned software of educational process is fact that the 
demanded mathematical model, which is a basis of the analysis of characteristics of mechanical system,  is usually 
not available to the user to direct adjustment of parameters. Software  mathematics is hidden in internal 
representation of  a program complex in most cases. 

2. Design of mathematical model 

The aim of teaching to the principles of mathematical and computer modeling of mechanical systems is: a student 
should understand the impact of the type of motion of each  system element, its inertial and geometric 
characteristics, the way of interaction of solids in the system to the contributions of the solids and relationships in the 
system of differential equations describing the system dynamics.  

As mathematical tools to describe the dynamics of the classical problems [1-4] to modeling of mechanical 
systems it is convenient to use the method of conventional Lagrange equations (Lagrange equations of the second 
kind), the algorithm of which is described in [1, 3]. The mathematical tools and method for forming the conventional 
Lagrange equations are tools, original intended to describe dynamics of complex mechanical systems with many 
degrees of freedom, what is clear considered in article [15].    

The relationship of data sources and stages of constructing a mathematical model that allows implement 
adequately a solution of standard educational tasks within a model of a solids system are identified in proposed in 
figure 1 scheme of generalized information flows.  

In the shown scheme iq  denotes a generalized coordinate, iq  denotes the generalized velocity, T  denotes the 
kinetic energy, Ï  represents the potential energy, Ô  represents the Rayleigh dissipation function. Generalized 
force iQ  describes the effect of forces that are outside Ï  or  Ô . The scheme can be a basis for the implementation 
of the object-oriented approach for modeling of complex mechanical systems.  

For planar mechanical system corresponding to the standard tasks of the study discipline "Theoretical (classical) 
mechanics" [4], there are three possible types of motion, namely: translational, rotational and plane-parallel, which 
in turn is decomposed into translational motion together with the center of mass and rotation around its center of 
mass. The type of movement and type of solid body (set of its parameters) allow only one way to determine the 
expression of the kinetic energy of each body and of the complete  mechanical system. The number and type of 
generalized coordinates are determined by the type of the relationship and interaction between bodies. Within the 
system (subsystem) with one degree of freedom the number of ways of connection between bodies is limited and 
definitely sets the speed ratio expressed through a generalized speed. The use of these ratios in the expression of the 
total kinetic energy of the complete system allow to find the the expressions of "reduced mass" of the system to each 
particular generalized coordinate. The presence of the elastic connection between the bodies defines an additional 
degree of freedom and its associated generalized coordinate and generalized velocity. An additional degree of 
freedom and generalized coordinate, of course, is also determined in the case of independent motion of one body 
relative to another moving body in one system. 

The type of external constraints in a flat system, first, determines the type of motion of the solid and, second, the 
external force reactions including external forces of elasticity or friction (which can be considered as "dry" or 
"viscous"). The right side of the conventional Lagrange equations describes the impact of potential forces, with the 
power function, dissipative forces, depending on speed, and also forces which aren't entering the described 
categories. Each expression in the right part corresponds to the some generalized coordinate. The expression should 
be constructed in depending on external forces that are reaction forces and active forces. 
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Fig.1 Generalized scheme of information flows. 

Formalization of data flows and interrelation of objects easily leads to object-oriented [14] modeling and program 
realization: to encapsulation of data, formal definition of classes and establishment of communications between 
them. Similar methods of application of object-oriented technology are currently widely used to solve mathematical 
and specialized tasks [16, 17], including by multi-agent approach as a development of object-oriented programming 
technology [18, 19]. 

Design of equations of dynamics of mechanical systems with many degrees of freedom can be a complicated 
procedure as it discussed in [15]. This is due to the growing complexity of the expressions for the kinematic 
variables that determine the position, velocity and acceleration of solids included in the system, by increasing the 
length of kinematic chains. Object-oriented approach is very convenient to two-step mathematical dynamics macro-
modeling of mechanical systems [20] with many degrees of freedom, similar to the "transport type" system (railway 
or automotive vehicle), presented in figure 2. From the point of view of theoretical mechanics separation of macro-
elements means splitting system into the interconnected subsystems for such task, each of which has one degree of 
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freedom and is characterized by own generalized coordinate. The complete system of macro-elements can be 
considered as translational moving system. 

Fig. 2. System with display of sampling, active forces and velocities. 

In figure 2 are denoted the gravity forces iG , force moment M  applied to the axis of the driving wheel pair, the 

angular velocity i  of the wheelsets and velocities 1v , 2v , 3v  of centers-of-mass of macro-elements, where total 

(absolute) velocity  

e r
2 2 21v = v + v            (1) 

 is the sum of velocity of transporting body and the relative velocity. 
As a result of preparing [15] the conventional Lagrange equations the mathematical model is obtained in the form 

of a system of strongly coupled differential equations of the second order, as: 
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                                           (2) 

The force in (2) have [15] expression  

sinC dF m g F ,          (3) 

where Cm  is the total mass of all system elements, and the driving force dF  generated by the traction of the 

supporting surface and depends on the moments acting on the axis of the driving wheelsets. The mathematical model 
[15, 20] can be easily transformed into a representation of the standard form Cauchy problem to further solving by 
numerical methods. The quality is not quite evident at first glance of the results of mathematical modeling in [15], it 
is possible to note the fact that when driving on an inclined plane in the equations for bodies 2 and 3 connected 
elements of elasticity with the first body, the resulting removal of the force of gravity due to the initial elastic 
deformation of compounds that persist in the law of motion of these bodies relative to the first body during the 
whole time of motion of a system. Significantly, the sliding friction "on ground" present only at the stage of braking 
and it is only for items with driving wheel pairs, which is reflected in the inheritance of the options classes in the 
software implementation. The relevant components of the equations (2) are marked by asterisks. 

Rational way consists in the complex [20] application of methods that use an object-oriented approach to define 
the inertial characteristics of the macro-elements and to describe the relationship between subsystems. To do this 
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should first identify the subsystems (macro-elements) with one degree of freedom and then to do some stage of 
simplified modeling by method of the conventional Lagrange equations for each subsystem. Only those actions 
which will allow obtain correctly parameters of system for application of a method of the generalized energy phase 
variables (GEPV) have to be executed [20].  

Described in [9] method GEPV is based on the principles of the existence of analogies mathematical description 
of the energy processes occurring in the systems of different physical nature. This method uses the equations in the 
form of dependences of the energy variables of type “I”–“stream" and type "U”–“potential" corresponding to the 
standard VHDL-AMS [8, 12] "global" variables "through quantity" and "quantity across". 

Further formal modeling of the translational motion of a system of macro-elements sufficient to carry out the 
GEPV method as discussed in [15, 20]. A mathematical model (2) of the method of conventional Lagrange equations 
can easily be brought to an absolute coincidence [15] GEPV constructed mathematical model by adding the 
equations the equations arising from the mathematical representation of the law of elastic interaction. 

The formal method GEPV is useful in educational process. In the algorithm of this method not only the principles 
of Electromechanical analogies and circuitry are used clearly, but also representation of mechanical systems in form 
of oriented graphs is used with the further constructing the topological equations by formalism of discrete 
mathematics. Formalization of the description of the basic "energy elements" by types of energy storage (C and L) 
and by energy dissipation type R is an independent source to use the principles of object-oriented approach to 
designing a mathematical model of the mechanical system and its computer realization. 

3. Computer simulation 

With the help of the described approaches in laboratory practical course on "Computer Modeling" by languages 
object-oriented programming designed a number of software products, performing simulation of mechanical systems 
as composed vehicle with different layout of macro-elements. Computer simulation using the created software 
allows the student to get a clear understanding of the impact of system parameters on the consistency of the laws of 
motion subsystems and the nature of the changing force of the elastic interaction between the subsystems.  

As an example figure 3 shows the concerted velocity graphs of five macro-elements at the stages of "speed up", 
"inertia" and "braking". The figure 3 presents the results of computer simulation "vehicle" system, which is 
represented in figure 4. For clarity, the use of the software product in the interface (fig. 4) also includes a display of 
the simulated phase of the "movement" of the system using the display "traffic light" (the token "green-yellow-red"). 

The software product also enables to get graphics accelerations, displacements and forces changes in the elastic 
elements of the connection of subsystems and make changes to the system parameters for the analysis of the motion 
coherence of its elements. Thus, in Fig. 3 clearly displayed a gradual damping of the velocities of subordinate 
elements of the kinematic chain.  

Fig. 3. Graphs of velocity of macro-elements. 
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Fig. 4. The simulated system. 

4. Conclusions 

Discussed in this article ways to use object-oriented approach to construction of mathematical models of 
mechanical systems from the point of view of the authors are useful for use in the educational process to establish 
interdisciplinary connections, as well as when creating e-learning resources [21] for students applied mathematics, 
information technology and engineering directions, in-depth learning of mathematical and computer modeling of 
mechanical systems. In other works of authors of this article the various approaches [20, 21] to the organization of 
the corresponding material and opportunities of use of interactive multimedia tutorials at realization of the similar 
electronic training resources are considered in more detail. 
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Abstract 

The article is devoted to the formalization [1] of the design of mathematical model for the computer simulation of complex 
mechanical systems. The simulation object is the mechanical system of the transport vehicle (railway or automotive). The 
complete system is split into subsystems (macro-elements), each of macro-element has one degree of freedom. The whole system 
of macro-elements can be considered as a translational moving system. A two-stage algorithm to construct a mathematical 
macro-model of the transport vehicle mechanical system - is presented. The results of the computer simulation are presented. 
This modeling method is beneficial to be used in the educational process to establish interdisciplinary connections, as well as to 
create e-learning resources for students of applied mathematics, information technology and engineering profiles. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction 

One of the significant areas of research in the field of solving the problems of modeling through the use of 
modern computer technologies is a computer simulation of complex mechanical systems. 

It should be noted that at present, particular significance is the formalization of mathematical models of systems 
and processes in the context of solving specific practical problems, due in no small measure to solving of the urgent 
problem of import substitution in the field of software systems CAD/CAM/CAE. A very important problem is the 
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problem of teaching students to create new, including specialized software systems that support the functions of 
mathematical modeling complex mechanical systems [2-11]. 

The problem of modeling the dynamics of mechanical systems of vehicles [1,4-9] is a good example of the object 
of research in teaching students the principles of computer simulation [10, 11]. This task allows student to have the 
intuitive interpretation of system parameters. Intuitive interpretation also corresponds to results, which are presented 
in the form of dependency graphs from the time the motion. From a practical point of view, to the area of the 
considered mechanical systems are included trains and railway crews, and it includes means of road (automotive) 
transport, including vehicles of auto truck transport. 

2. The ways to modeling of mechanical systems 

Due to the practical importance of a problem, currently the considerable number of works is devoted to creation 
of adequate mathematical model of mechanical systems of transport vehicles and their computer realization. In 
particular, for several years the design of the relevant modules of software system "Universal Mechanism" (UM) is 
developing under the supervising of prof. Pogorelov D.Y. [5, 6, 12, 13]. However, it should be noted that the study 
of models and methods [5-9, 12, 13] for implementation of mathematical software of software complex UM [14] is a 
separate task that requires a good mathematical training and deep knowledge in the subject area. This task is beyond 
the base curriculum for computer simulation training course for the bachelor studying, for which mechanical 
transport systems are not the main and only object to study. 

As a different approach to the construction of mathematical models of complex mechanical systems process can 
be used formal methods based on the principles of the existence of the Electro-mechanical analogy and on the using 
of "global" variables, objects, and elements of circuitry [15, 16]. An example of such approach is the use of 
simulation technology of mechanical systems by means of a formal language and a graphical representation of the 
modeled mechanical system using similar electronic circuits in accordance with international standard VHDL-AMS. 

However, in order to establish interdisciplinary connections in the learning process more rational approach may 
be the use of the method of generalized energy phase variables (GEPV) proposed in [10] for the design of 
mathematical models within CAD systems. The topology of the system in this method can be represented as in the 
form of the electrical circuit analog electronic devices and as in the classic form of a directed graph. The 
implementation steps of this method are based on mathematical and formal tools of the disciplines of applied 
mathematics. Objects for modeling by method GEPV can be discrete dynamical systems and sub-systems of 
different physical nature. It is worth noting that the GEPV analogy of phase variables, of topological and of 
component equations for different physical systems are consistent with the standard VHDL-AMS in which the 
corresponding phase variables appear with the names "across quantity" and "through quantity". The construction of 
mathematical models of complex mechanical systems can be carried out using classical methods of theoretical 
mechanics [2-4] with the use of modern technology implementation in an object-oriented approach also. Object-
oriented approach is widely used now to solve different mathematical and specialized problems [17-20] by means of 
simulation by tools of object-oriented programming technology.  

Method GEPV and object-oriented approach at the correct introduction of the parameters of the system elements 
allows to construct a mathematical model which fully corresponds [1, 4] to the model obtained by mathematical 
tools of theoretical mechanics. It should be noted that when modeling systems consisting of the solids that perform 
various types of mechanical motion, the basic method GEPV [10] require to design of a complex system of circuits 
and the imposition of laws of interrelation variables based  from the subject area.  

3. Two-stage method to modeling of mechanical systems of transport vehicle   

As discussed in [1], for use in the educational process rationally [20] integrated application of methods of 
classical mechanics with GEPV method. When using the proposed technology the resulting system to describe the in 
relation to each other of movement of macro-elements in the direction of the main (target) movement can be seen as 
performing translational mechanical movement that corresponds to one of five basic types of physical subsystems, 
adequately simulated by the method GEPV [4]. Under the proposed approach, the macro system, shown in left part 
of figure 1, means to split the system into interconnected subsystems, each of which is characterized by separate 
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generalized coordinate. In right part of figure 1 shows a directed graph of the relationship of macro-elements, 
constructed to apply the method GEPV.  

F

Fig.1. Left: sampling of the system and the interaction effects to method GEPV; Right: directed graph.

Directed graphs in a method GEPV allow to present conveniently and visually the topology of the system with 
different types of layout and interaction of the elements, as its are shown in figures 2, 3. 

F

Fig. 2. Left: second system; Right: directed graph to second system.

F

Fig. 3. Left: third system; Right: directed graph to third system.

Proposed by the authors in [1] for use in the educational process the two-stage algorithm to construct 
mathematical macro-model of the mechanical system of the transport vehicle in the general form is presented below. 

Stage 1. First, it should make splitting (left parts of figures 1, 2, 3) of the system into subsystems (macro-
elements). Using the principles of the second kind Lagrange equations it should determine the inertial characteristics 
(reduced mass) of each object and the external action on the system. 

Stage 2. It should identify interaction effects of macro elements (subsystems) between themselves and with the 
external environment (constrains). It should build equivalent circuit and a directed graph (rights parts of figures 1, 2, 
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3) in accordance with the principles and algorithm of method application GEPV for the mechanical translational 
system. By formal tools should construct the mathematical model in the Cauchy problem form. 

Generalized information flow diagrams to implementation of the formalized steps of the proposed algorithm are 
showed in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Left: scheme of information flows of stage 1; Right: scheme of information flows of stage 2.

The most important aspect of drawing up of mathematical model by proposed methodology [1] is the correct 
description of the topology of the system: correct numbering of macro elements (subsystems) and indexation of the 
parameters of the energy elements in accordance with the following elements in the kinematic chain, i.e. a sequence 
of "transfer" to move from item to item.  

The reduced mass for the subsystem k  that contains ‘ n ’ wheels pairs: 

2

2
1 22 1

k
k k k

k rm
k

im m m n m R , (1) 

where the notation means: 1m  – mass of main element; 2m  – mass of each wheel; R  – radius of wheel;  

i  – inertia radius of wheel.  

The force of external actions on the system causing its translational moving on the inclined surface consists of 
two parts:  

sin sinj
d C C

j j

M
F F m g m g

R
.  (2) 

This force [4] is directly applied to a driving macro-element, at the movement on an inclined surface it depends 
on the mass of whole system Cm  representing the total mass of all elements of system, but not their reduced mass 
analogs. At the movement up the inclined plane the component of influence of gravity has, naturally, the negative 
sign, and at the movement on a horizontal surface in general is absent.  

The traction force dF  is generated by the adhesion of the wheels with the support surface and depends on the 
moments acting on the axis of the driving wheels pairs with index ‘j ‘. At the stage of the braking system, the driving 
force is absent. It should be noted that only at this stage, the mathematical model must have components of friction 
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about "the earth" that are shown in graphs of right parts of figures 1, 2, 3 by dashed lines for subsystems (macro-
elements) that are including driving wheels pair. 

The resulting mathematical model [1, 4] when it presented in the form of the classical Cauchy problem contains 
the basis phase variables as absolute velocities mU  for all macro-elements and as forces LI  of elastic interaction. 

The interaction of subsystems « i j » of any type (elastic jiL  or friction jiR ) introduced in the mathematical 

model by dependence on the difference of velocities 

ji m mi j
U U U , 0 0j m mj j

U U U .  (3) 

To automate the construction of a mathematical model by means of object-oriented programming is convenient to 
introduce a generalized representation of the components of the right side of the equations: 
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4. Resulting mathematical model 

So, for the system presented in figure 1 the resulted mathematical macro-model beyond the stage of "braking" has 
the form: 
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The resulting system of equations must be complemented by an unambiguous definition of the initial conditions 
of each stage of the movement. 

5. Results of computer simulation 

In figures 5, 6 are presented the results of computer simulation of the dynamics of the five macro elements with 
the help of a software product that is implemented using object-oriented programming based on the described 
algorithm for the construction of mathematical software. 

Fig. 5. Left: graphs of displacements; Right: graphs of velocities.
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Fig. 6. Left: graphs of accelerations; Right: graphs of elastic forces.

Object-oriented approach to the implementation of the technologies of constructing mathematical software allows 
simulate the behavior of the system in different modes: controlled motion, inertia and braking, which is clearly 
reflected in right part of figure 5. The definition and treatment of "exceptions" in the software product also allows 
you to track the permissible limits of relative movement of macro-elements.  When reaching these values the 
characteristics of the elastic connecting elements change automatically. 

6. Conclusions 

Presented in this article, the technology of constructing mathematical models of complex mechanical systems is 
useful for use in the educational process in order to establish interdisciplinary links at example that is clear and 
intuitively understandable to the student. Development of electronic educational resources in this area allows you to 
combine educational material relating to the principles and foundations of mathematical and computer modeling, 
classical problems and methods of the subject area, use the principles of object-oriented approach to modeling, the 
characteristics and limitations of formal methods computer-aided design. When you set out the way to solve the 
described problem presents material [20] relating to such sections applied mathematics like graph theory, theory of 
algorithms, numerical methods of solution of problems of mathematical analysis and other sections of educational 
material related to the problem of modeling specific tasks programmatically. Additional elements which increase the 
quality of e-learning resources is also developing expert systems for selection of model parameters and their 
adjustment in accordance with the formal characteristics and analysis of the obtained results in order to improve the 
adequacy of the model. 
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Abstract 

This article describes the preparation methods for solid models of gears of different geometries using emulation cutting tooth 
profile generating circuit rack and further processing in Autodesk Inventor. The parameters of the rack contour can be set at a 
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1. Intorduction 

In assessing the stress-strain state of gears it is necessary to obtain solid models that accurately reflect the 
geometry of the tooth profiles, depending on the parameters of the tool and the trajectory of its movement. 

The analysis of existing software products has shown that at present there are no universal developments, 
allowing the generation of gears produces complex shapes of working surfaces of teeth. These software products 
represent only a graphical representation of the gear, and the libraries of CAD systems are a simplified 
representation, usually a standard profile. 

The aim of the study was to develop solid models that accurately reflect the shape of the surfaces of the teeth 
obtained when profiling tool rack with different parameters of the original circuit. 

2. Production models of gears 

The basis of the working surfaces of the teeth getting laid emulation software package cutting gear rack 
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generating circuit [1]. The developed program allows for the processing of cylindrical  gears  with  different  
parameters  of  the original contour ( , ha *, hf *, c *,  *) and different coefficients of x bias generating circuit rack 
(Fig. 1). For the further construction of three-dimensional model using a program Autodesk Inventor, with which 
obtained on the basis of the profile, you can create models of various gears. 

Fig. 1. The scheme forming the tooth profile in the face section wheels.

3. Spur and helical gear 

To create the model spur gear (Fig. 2) is sufficient to use the extrusion operation. In contrast to the spur gear 
created by standard means of Autodesk Inventor (via the Design Wizard gears) profile tooth surfaces completely fit 
the profile, really get at run-rack instrument to the settings of the original path. In the case of a helical gear (Fig. 3) 
extrusion is not a straight line, and the spiral. You can use the application spring. In this application, given shape in 
the form of a sketch prepared tooth profile and its position relative to the axis of the wheel. The angle of the tooth 
wheel  is given through a step helix and the length of the pitch circle. 

 

 

 Fig. 2. Spur gear.    Fig. 3. Helical gear.     
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4. Involute-bevel gear 
 
Solid models of gears with more complex geometry surfaces of the teeth, you can create a combination of the two 

above-described software systems. For example, involute bevel wheel (Fig. 4). Involute-bevel gear (IBG) - the 
wheel, sliced tool rack type (Gear comb, hob, grinding wheel) with variable displacement along the axis of the wheel 
tool [2]. A feature of such wheels is that in each face section profile is obtained with a certain offset coefficient 
which is changed in each section by the amount 

x = s  tg  / m, (1) 

where s – move; x – increment of bias;  – taper angle IBG; m – module. 
 
Coefficient of radial clearance: 

 
(2) 

 
 

The coefficient of the tooth head height tool: 
 

cos
cos**

aat hh ,           (3) 

 
Socket module: 
 

cos
m
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.            (4) 

 

 

Fig. 4. Involute-bevel gear 

With the help of emulation tooth profile rack-type tool to create a number of profiles with a certain step s along 
the axis of the wheel. In Autodesk Inventor, create work planes at a distance from each other at a pitch s, and copy 
to the appropriate profiles. IBG get a solid model using the Loft applications. 

5. Bevel gears with teeth profile non-involute 

These wheels are formed on the basis of the wheel and producing involute gear is used for special purposes [3]. 
To construct a model using the software package: "The calculation and analysis of the geometry of the links 

cylinder-conical gears", created at the Department of technical mechanics, a branch of South Ural State University. 
[4] 

* * cos .
costc c
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The complex consists of several modules: 
a) a module for calculating the coordinates of points of the lateral surface of the conical wheels non-involute tooth 

profile, is an executable file exe MS-DOS (KOORD.exe); 
b) a module for calculating the coefficients of the displacement of various sections non-involute bevel gear, is an 

executable file exe MS-DOS (KOSM.exe); 
c) a module for preparing data for profile modification non-involute bevel gear, which is a file-aided calculation 

and data storage applications Microsoft Excel (MOD.xls); 
d) a module for calculating the trajectory of the cutters, is an executable file exe MS-DOS (FREZ.exe); 
e) detailed operating instructions of «calculation and analysis of the geometry of the links cylinder-conical gears", 

including a step by step description of the actions of the operator workstation (a solid copy and electronic version in 
format PDF). 

The procedure for constructing a solid model of the conical wheels non-involute tooth profile with the parameters 
(z = 38, m = 2 mm.,  = 0o, b = 5 mm.), As follows:  

1. With the help of the module software package [4] calculated the parameters of face sections of the wheels 
through a step along the axis of the wheel (Table 1);  

2. Using a complex emulation gear cutting rack generating circuit formed end section of the tooth. The 
parameters of initial contour are selected from the table for each value of w. 
 
Table 1. The parameters of the mechanical section of the conical wheels 

Applicate  
section 

w 

Coefficient  
bias 
xt 

The average  
radius of the  

tooth r1 

Thickness  
tooth s t h*

ta  h*
te *

t 

0.0 2.584 42.517 2.815 19,887 1,006 2,012 0,252 
0.5 2.556 42.447 2.853 19,865 1,007 2,015 0,252 
1.0 2.525 42.377 2.886 19,841 1,009 2,017 0,252 
1.5 2.491 42.307 2.912 19,815 1,010 2,020 0,253 
2.0 2.453 42.236 2.934 19,788 1,012 2,023 0,253 
2.5 2.414 42.166 2.951 19,759 1,013 2,027 0,253 
3.0 2.371 42.096 2.964 19,728 1,015 2,030 0,254 
3.5 2.325 42.026 2.972 19,695 1,017 2,034 0,254 
4.0 2.278 41.955 2.977 19,660 1,019 2,038 0,255 
4.5 2.229 41.885 2.978 19,624 1,021 2,042 0,255 
5.0 2.178 41.815 2.976 19,586 1,023 2,046 0,256 

 
Before the formation of the toothed wheel in the program Autodesk Inventor, you must in each profile format 

AutoCAD allocate segments with one tooth as in the construction of helical wheel. In Autodesk Inventor, create 
sketches of the mechanical section of teeth at a certain distance from each other along the axis of the wheel and 
insert in each of its segments. With the application "Loft" form a solid-tooth, which were formed by applying an 
array of bevel gear (Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5. The conical wheel non-involute tooth profile. 
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6. Summary 

Thus, using the software "Simulation cutting involute spur gear generating rack contour" software "Calculation 
and analysis of the geometry of gearing helical bevel gears" and of Autodesk Inventor, you can get a solid model of 
involute bevel and bevel gears with non-involute profile teeth, which further allows to produce a study of stress-
strain state of the transmission data composed of gears. 
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Abstract 

The article considers the problem of spatial objects recognition in geographic information systems. The solutions for this problem 
are given, a classification of the methods and algorithms already available is executed and the ways of development in search of
the optimum decision on the matter are offered. Firstly, it is the improvement in the quality of recognition. Secondly, it is the
creation of general rules of sufficient accuracy rating to prevent erratic classification of objects of a certain type. Thirdly, it is the 
establishment of rules defining correlations of spatial objects of different classes. 
Models and algorithms of spatially distributed objects recognition can be classified based on the following directions: with using 
external and internal topological relations, with application of neural network approach and mixed methods. Not only the issue of 
object recognition importance, but also the importance of accounting of their relative positioning and determination of spatial
characteristics in relation to each other is considered. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 

The person can perceive information visually therefore he studies considerable part of information by means of 
sight, considering pictures, drawings, maps and diagrams [6]. Recognition of spatial objects is one of the most 
complex and interesting challenges in digital image processing. Therefore separation of required objects in pictures 
of the district remains the actual task which requires the optimum decision. 
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Recognition of spatial objects in a topographical or space picture is a task of separation significant for the user of 
part of the image from a background, that is classification of copies of some type (class). There is a set of algorithms 
of separation of objects on the image. The number of the proposed solutions for recognition of objects is also great, 
but, as a rule, the decision is applicable to the separate task. Purpose of this article is to make the review of the 
existing methods and algorithms for recognition of objects on raster maps. 

2. Recognitions of objects on the topology basis 

One of fundamental tasks in topological data analysis consists in that to treat information on the spatial 
distributed objects in topological space. In operation [3] some sets are represented and reviews of the discrete theory 
of the Morse and its generalization are given. The sets of closeness considered in a method have the equivalent 
double determination which are used in this operation. Delaunay set is often used in case of topological data 
analysis. The algorithm is generalized by the following methods: settings of parameter; settings of scales which 
influence “importance” of points, and also operation in the Euclidean space of any fixed dimensionality. 

In work [10] the task of automated recognition on images of topographical plans of contours of buildings is 
considered. In this method signs of spatial object like “building” are specified. The algorithm includes the following 
stages. These are creation of “skeleton” of the source binary or halftone image and creation on it linear and nodal 
structure in the form of a graph, and also preliminary processing of “skeleton”. Also the method includes such 
operations as creation on the basis of a skeleton of closed polygons, finding in potential contours of buildings of 
texts and receiving a final set of contours of buildings and creation of vectorial objects in geographic information 
systems with record of semantic data from the recognized text. Results of recognition shall possess the following 
signs. These are isolation, saving right angles, absence of excess points of “fracture” of a contour, false contours, 
coincidence of boundaries of adjacent objects, and also requirement for the maximum error of a rejection of rather 
initial raster original. 

In work [1] approach to application of the topological relations is considered in the group spatial analysis of 
cartographical objects. The task of algorithm of topological selection - fast execution of spatial request of the user. It 
is possible on the basis of determination of the spatial relations prior to processing of request, besides information 
on them shall be placed in a random access memory for fast processing. The concept of an array from matrixes of 
the topological relations storing correlations between objects that allows to make their selection according to the 
given rules is entered. Three classes of the topological relations are selected. These are intraobject, conceptual and 
interobject. The interobject relations can be such types as isolation, intersection, an enclosure, the neighbourhood, 
closeness, remoteness. This method is based on preliminary formation of matrixes on number of the basic 
interobject topological relations. Binary matrix elements show existence or absence of the topological relation. The 
method allows to organize fast data sampling by topological rules and simplifies operation of the user in case of 
object search which advantages of use are especially visible in case of execution of a set of procedures of selection 
of data on different rules. 

In operation [2] algorithms of separation of such objects as buildings, the land plots and reservoirs are offered. 
Spatial characteristics for these classes of objects are set. This technology assumes existence of the input image with 
which preliminary processing is made. It includes such operations as binarization and a skeletization. The 
technology assumes the minimum set of settings in which the object type and color of separation for visual display 
of search results are set. This algorithm includes the following stages. These are search algorithm of closed objects; 
algorithm of separation of the object containing other object; the search algorithm of distinctions in closed objects. 
These algorithms assume operation with a bit image matrix. The search algorithm of closed objects consists in 
finding of offset of originating point to adjacent, applying a mask 3x3. Thus, if the contour is shorted, there is a 
resetting in originating point. If the contour isn't shorted, at some point it is found out that adjacent points aren't 
present at all. The algorithm of separation of the object containing other object consists in the following. A certain 
contour undertakes and in it the point is considered. From this point the straight line to an opposite point is drawn. If 
this straight line crosses any contour, so the object contains in itself other object or objects. If the straight line 
doesn't cross a contour, the following point undertakes and so to the middle of this contour. In case the object 
doesn't contain other objects in itself, it is classified either as the building, or as a reservoir. 
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The algorithm of search of distinctions in the closed objects assumes classification of objects on two types: 
“buildings” and “reservoirs”. The algorithm consists in consideration of all points of the classified object. 
Calculation of quantity of points of turn is made (such points that in them the contour starts appearing in other 
direction). On the drawn interest of such points the conclusion about object belonging to this or that class is drawn. 
It is supposed that the objects having required percent higher than 30, possess more roundish form, that is are 
reservoirs. 

Shortcoming of this algorithm is reference of object to a certain type on the sign revealed in the empirical way. 
For an exception of errors in recognition it is required to support experiment with new signs or provision of the 
mathematical description of this phenomenon. 

Shortcomings of this group of methods are need of creation of more exact signs of spatial objects to exclude their 
erratic classification [10], large volume for data storage [1], need of confirmation of experiment by mathematical 
rules [2]. 

3. Neural networks using 

In this group of methods the database of images is applied to training of a neural network. So, for example, in [4] 
the problem of the automatic analysis of satellite pictures for determination of level of marshiness of terrain is 
solved. The algorithm of segmentation of satellite images of the territory, on covered and uncovered by water area is 
developed. It consists of the following stages: formation of collections of satellite pictures on which there can be a 
water space; compilation of learning selection; implementation of methods of processing and the analysis of images 
for computation of local and global signs; machine training; implementation of results of training in system together 
with other methods of computation of signs. 

Signs of images which are used in this method are defined, and also the description of the neural network 
qualifier of points which is its cornerstone is provided. Results of the automatic analysis of real satellite images are 
given. 

Shortcomings of this group of methods is need of training of a neural network which can take the long time for 
obtaining the acceptable accuracy of recognition of objects. And only the limited circle of tasks can be solved. 

4. Mixed methods 

The methods considered in this group assume using of several algorithms of image processing for receiving 
better results. 

4.1. Analysis of images of moving objects 

One of the principal problems of synthesis of the color image of certain RGB canals is the impossibility of 
automatic combination of moving objects. As a result, on the  image, synthesized in the color, there are three RGB 
copies of each moving object (red, blue and green) which correspond to different timepoints. 

In case of detection of RGB copies of objects there can be following difficulties: the small size of objects 
concerning permission of space pictures, imposing of RGB copies of the friend on the friend, non-uniformity of 
brightness of objects in one color copy, distinction in the linear size of objects of one type. 

The offered algorithm of normalization of images of the moving objects [9] received as a result of sequential 
registration of RGB channels allows to integrate multi-colored copies of moving objects and to calculate their 
characteristics. The method is based on use of correlation of coordinates, sizes and orientation of multi-colored 
copies of objects. High quality of work of this method can be seen at normalization of red and blue copies of 
objects.
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4.2. The search algorithm of objects in high-precision pictures 

In operation [5] the analysis of the existing methods on separation of spatial objects on the bitmap image is made. 
The search algorithm of vehicles in high-precision pictures in tasks of the analysis of emergency situations is 
offered. The transformed high-precision picture with the spatial objects selected on it like “vehicles” is given as 
result of implementation of a method. Images' recognition happens automatically then layout of spatial object of the 
interesting user of type is defined. 

The algorithm includes such steps as binarization of the image, application of the Canny method, sifting of 
contours, using the removed mathematical formulas. 

4.3. Methods of the unified processing procedure of images 

The idea of this method [7] consists that the author offers practical implementation of the unified processing 
procedure of images which will allow to replace application of a set of methods for receiving the same results. 

It is supposed that there is some hypothetical “reference” conversion of the ideal image to the required day off. 
By reviewing enough the coordinated couples of input and output images as learning selection it is possible to make 
procedure of training of the qualifier which puts in compliance to a vector of the signs calculated according to the 
input image, the output image. In operation use of some limited two-dimensional areas is offered. After the recursive 
computation of the generalized moments is considered. The main task in case of this approach is algorithm 
elaboration and methods of formation of local signs of images in the sliding window. As signs local “the generalized 
moments” - the linear signs which are calculated by means of the discrete convolutions of the image are offered. 
Classification of counting of the image is given. In operation the qualifier which is realized in the treelike 
(hierarchical) form in case of the simplest piecewise constant approximation of function of decisions is used. Also 
process of synthesis of such qualifier is given. This unified processing procedure showed qualitative results in such 
tasks as separation of contours, recovery of the binary (two-graded) image like the printing text, filtering the 
halftone (fuul-gray-scale) image, detection of local two-dimensional objects, recognition of spatial objects on raster 
maps. 

In [8] the correlation method of detection of objects on the image is considered. It is based on computation of 
values of cross correlation between analysable function of brightness and a standard. Shortcoming of a method is 
that required coordinates of objects not always manage to be determined with the set accuracy. Therefore for 
elimination of this shortcoming two modifications of algorithm of correlation which increase the accuracy of 
calculation of coordinates of objects at recognition are offered. 

One of the offered modifications: “A peak filtration of a correlation field”. It allows to simplify procedure of 
detection of objects and to increase the accuracy of determination of coordinates. The peak filter belongs to the class 
the rank methods of processing of images. In them each output value is calculated on the basis of the analysis of the 
variation row constructed of counting of some vicinity which corresponds to a point of an entrance field. If entrance 
counting has the highest rank in set, he is sent on an exit without change, otherwise receives zero value. 

After such processing on a correlation field nonzero points are only local maxima the distance between which 
exceeds window “radius”. For reduction of number of false detection the area of a window has to be as much as 
possible. 

One more modification of a correlation method consists in transition to the adaptive indication of the purposes. 
At it for each provision of a window the calculated value of correlation can be referred to any point of the screen. 
Receiving narrower correlation peak that leads to improvement of a standard method is result of this modification. 
The given experiments show good operability of the offered modifications of algorithm of correlation. For practical 
tasks modification with the adaptive indication of the purposes provides higher quality of detection of objects with 
big noise level and smoothness that can be used at detection and allocation of spatial objects on raster images. 

4.4. Methods of recognition of objects in space pictures 

In a method [11] the question of recognition of objects of a road network is considered. This task is complicated 
by that the road network belongs to difficult spatial objects with various extent, geometrical and brightness 
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characteristics. Besides, complicates detection overlapping of a road network various objects of other classes. In 
work signs of a road network, in particular, the considerable extent of straight sections, identical width on an extent 
area, uniform distribution of brightness within object, accurate contours of a roadbed are created. 

Mathematical formulas which are applied at selection of objects are given. The filter with the final pulse 
characteristic which applications to the initial image are result of using: the map of average quadratic deviations for 
points with a nonzero response of function and the map of the directions of angles of rotation of a window of the 
filter.

In a method [12] information technology for recognition of pictures of buildings in topographic maps of the cities 
is considered. It is based on combinatory and geometrical approaches. 

Shortcomings of this group are false detection of green component of RGB channels and lack of automatic 
calculation of characteristics of moving objects [9]; need of improvement of quality of recognition of objects [5]; 
lack of special selection of signs with which efficiency of this group of algorithms would be higher [7]; loss of part 
of points of spatial objects therefore additional data processing is made [11]. It consists in use of the map of angles 
of rotation of a window of the filter containing information on the direction of a road network concerning image 
abscissa axis. 

5. Conclusion 

In work the question of detection and allocation of spatial objects on raster maps in geographic information 
systems is considered. Versions of solutions of this problem are given, classification of already available methods is 
executed. Algorithms and methods of such groups as are presented: based on topology and various topological rules, 
on the basis of a neural network, the combined methods in which solutions of questions on the basis of using of 
several methods and algorithms are proposed. Most often the combined methods are directed on the solution of 
certain practical tasks. For example, methods and algorithms of this group are used at the solution of such tasks as 
recognition of spatial objects, in particular, of buildings [10], vehicles [5, 9], an assessment of marshiness of 
territories [4], recovery of the binary (two-graded) image [7]. Ways of development in search of the optimum 
decision on the matter are offered. Firstly, this improvement of quality of recognition. Secondly, creation of the 
general rules possessing sufficient accuracy rating for an exception of erratic classification of objects of a certain 
type. Thirdly, creation of the rules defining correlations of spatial objects of different classes. In particular, without 
reducing importance of process of improvement of recognition of spatial objects, it is worth paying attention to a 
question of the accounting of interposition of these objects and other spatial characteristics. The partial solution is 
proposed in the form of algorithm [5], but this technology, firstly, demands improvement of quality of recognition; 
secondly, it is directed on a certain type of spatial objects that, certainly, doesn't resolve an issue in general. 
Therefore in parallel with a question of recognition of spatial objects it is necessary to pay attention to generalization 
of topological regularities and creation of mathematical rules. The topology will give the chance to leave from 
comparing of standards, and to determine an object type by a set of its characteristics. 
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Abstract 

The support of complete product life cycle (PLC) of mechanical facilities is very important. The consumer is a full participant in 
the PLC stages of the operation, so the producer is obliged to ensure his exploitative documents. The problems of ensuring PLC 
support of the operation stage - the complexity of perception, development and support of exploitative documents in a paper form 
is represented. The experience of domestic enterprises to develop interactive electronic technical manuals (IETM) is given. The 
tool for creating and managing IETM and the way of solving problems that arise in the creation and use of interactive electronic 
documents is proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

By now the complete support of the product lifecycle (PLC) is an important component of the competitiveness 
and efficiency of any industrial enterprise. 

Information technologies significantly increases the efficiency of the complete support PLC due to extensive use 
of 3D computer aided design (CAD) system, computer aided engineering (CAE) system, computer aided production 
planning (CAPP) system, computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) system, product data management (PDM) system 
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and others. All work should be carried out within the framework of the common information space (CIS) for the 
most efficient operation of enterprise services. 

The approach to design and manufacture of high-tech and science-intensive products, which is the use of 
information technology at all stages of the PLC, called the continuous acquisition and lifecycle support (CALS) or 
information support product lifecycle (ISP) [1]. 

On account of continuous information support to provide the uniform methods of process management and 
interaction of all participants in PLC: customers, suppliers, producers, exploitative and repair personnel. 

Current requirements for almost all design, technological, exploitative and repair documents gradually develop 
from the release of paper documents to the release of electronic documents and even interactive documents. This 
tendency is explained by the general development of technologies and is not confined to machine-building industry. 
Every company has to think about the development and support of such documents to ensure effective development. 
The process of development and support of such documents requires special approaches and techniques. 

One of these approaches is the integrated logistics support (ILP). ILP is a set of engineering activities types, 
which are implemented by the management, engineering and information technologies, aimed at ensuring a high 
level of products availability, while reducing the costs that are associated with their exploitative and repair. The 
development and support of exploitative and repair documentation is one of the major activities, which is included in 
the ILP concept [2]. 

The aim of this activity is to provide the customers the technical documentation (mostly in electronic form), 
which regulates the implementation of exploitation and repair of products, as well as information logistics support. 

The consumer is a full participant PLC during the operational phase, so the manufacturer shall provide the 
consumer with complete informational support. The exploitative document (ED) is used as a means of information 
support at this stage. 

Now one of the major problems of support process PLC on the exploitation stage is the difficulty of develops, 
support and perception the ED, which is being developed in the traditional paper form. So there is a tendency in the 
industry to create electronic ED, which is an order of magnitude more easily perceived by consumers and which is 
easier to support up to date. 

The ED includes text, graphic and multimedia design documents, that individually or collectively enable 
familiarization with the product and determination with the rules of product's exploitation. ED may be formed of 
paper design documentation and/or digital design documentation [3]. The electronic ED may be in the form of 
interactive electronic documents (IED). IED is a document, which a substantial part of the information is available in 
an interactive form [4]. Interactive electronic technical manuals (IETM) is generic name for a coherent set of 
exploitative documents, executed in the form of IED and is usually contained in a single database [3]. 

When develop IETM, problem of maintain the relevance arises, because the development of the interactive 
documentation is more difficult than the traditional. So there is a aim of creating a complex automation and 
multimedia content filling of the IETM, as well as the aim of full transition to the developing of ED immediately as 
IETM and receiving data to develop and support directly from the information and associative 3D-models, that are 
stored in the enterprise's CIS. 

At the same time it is necessary to determine the area of rational use of IETM. IETM use is not always justified. 
 

2. Theory 

For the most accurate identification of the area of the rational use of the developed technology is necessary to 
analyze the basic components of the cost of the process of development and support of operational documentation of 
various kinds. 

ED consists of data modules. Data module (DM) is a set of interrelated technical information on the operation of 
the product relating to specific topics and not allows their further split into its component parts, which contains text 
and multimedia content. [3] 
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where N is the total number of data modules. 
Let us consider: 

1  is the development costs the traditional paper ED; 
E2 is the IETM development costs by using a common database (DB); 
E1

3D is the development costs the traditional ED by using 3D models; 
E2

3D is the IETM development costs by using a common DB and 3D models; 
3  is the IETM development costs by using IS and associative 3D models. 

The cost of developing a similar IETM using a common DB assumes the form [5, 6]: 
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where DMS  is the average cost of developing a data module; in N  is the total number of DM ED in the i-th 

modification of the product; K  is the amount of modifications. 
The development IETM costs by using a common DB have a view [5, 6]: 
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where 0n  is the amount DM of in the basic modification of the product; iL R  is the DM share of i-th 
modification products which are borrowed from the basic product (the unification degree): 
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n
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where im  is the amount of borrowed DM from the basic product in the i-th product modification. 
Let us assume that: 

The average number of DM n  is not changed for all product modification. 
The unification degree  L  is the same on the average for all models. 

We obtain: 

1 1DMS n K   (5) 

2 1DMS n K K L   (6) 

where n N  is the average number of MD in the ED of all product modifications within the same product type; 
L R  is the average share of borrowing DM from the basic modification ED. 

Let us consider development costs ED using 3D models. 
Let us decompose the average cost of developing the DM on the components: 
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where P
DMS  is the cost of DM component containing text and other data, that are not associated with the 3D model; 

P
DMS is the cost of DM component containing multimedia and other data, that are associated with the 3D model. 
Because the multimedia content is created automated, costs should not be taken into account in the cost of ED 

developing. But we should not neglect it because it makes a significant contribution. We obtain: 

3
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3
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where R  is the average share of costs in the DM for multimedia data, that created on the basis of 3D models: 
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Let us consider development costs of IETM with using associative 3D models and IS. 

3 1 1DMS n K K L   (11) 

3. Conclusion 

So development costs of IETM with using CIS and associative 3D models (11) are equal development costs of 
IETM with using common DB and 3D models (9). However, it should be noted that there are benefits of using 
associative 3D models: 

simplification the development of multimedia content for MD filling; 
improving the quality of ED; 
automatic/automated updating of multimedia data, which are based on associative 3D models. 

Consequently, one of the advantages of using associative 3D-models is to reduce the costs of change documents. 
Should be noted that enterprises began developing ED at once in IED form using 3D models [8]. 
Currently, PSC "Motovilikhinskiye zavody" and the Perm National Research Polytechnic University are 

developing complex of technologies for the design, production, production management and exploitation of 
innovative hi-tech products [9]. The complex includes the development technology of interactive documents, which 
is intended to form the company policy in this area, and development and support of methods of IED creation and 
support up to date. The interactive documents include both IETM, as well as the interactive design documents, 
technological processes, repair documents and etc. 

The development technology of interactive documents includes the following subsystems: 

The subsystem of control the process of creating interactive documents, which is designed to regulate the process 
of develop or selecting software to develop various types of interactive documents, and which is designed to 
regulate the process of development the interactive documents; 
The interactive document management subsystem for managing electronic archives of approved interactive 
documents in the CIS. 
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So in the future there is task to realize the modern system of development of interactive documents and support 
documents during the PLC. At the same time ensuring the preservation of the level of development costs and 
improves the quality of IED. 
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Abstract 

The article is devoted to the experimental study of the possibility to use dimensionless signs of an object binary image contour. 
The basis for the attribute vectors formation is the characteristics of the image contour. The experiments on the identification of 
the objects are based on the calculation of standard deviation. 
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1. Introdution 

The paper presents the results of experimental studies on the identification of test flat objects (TFO) based on 
using dimensionless signs derived from the characteristics of the binary image contour of these objects, developed in 
[1].  

Detection and identification of objects is an integral part of human activity. An object is defined not only as a 
digital representation of a fragment of the local two-dimensional scene, but its approximate description, as a set of 
specific properties or signs. The main purpose of their description  - is their use in the process of establishing of  
object compability, carried out by comparison. The objective is to identify the recognition of any object to a 
particular class by analyzing the vector of values of calculated signs. The information about the relationship between 
the values of the object signs and its belonging to a certain class a recognition algorithm has to learn from the 
training set of objects for which the signs of attributes and classes are known [2-13]. 
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2. Methodology 

For the study proposed in [1] algorithm a set of binary images of individual test flat objects was chosen. It is 
shown in figure 1. 

 

Fig.1 Test images 

The experiment was conducted on a presentable display access of each of the 10 TFO. To do this, initially 
generating of a set of rotated images is performed. For each of the images centroids of objects are calculated and an 
array of rotated images of each of the 10 TFO in a step of 1 degree is formed. On the whole, we get 3600 images. 

Then we make simulation of accidental occurrence of an object in the field of recognition pattern. 
With the help of random number generators (RNG) with a normal distribution 10 sets of 2,000 images are formed 

from 360 rotated images of each of the 10 TFO. 
With the second RNG we get a number in the range of 0.364 to 0.720. This limitation is necessary to minimize 

the layout of images out of the operating field. 4000 numbers are generated for 2000 implementations of each 
object. We will assume the first number RNG the coordinate of the center of gravity on the axis X Xn of an object, 
the second number - Yn. Thus, the coordinates of the center of gravity of each of 2000 of the implementations of 
each of the 10 TFO can be defined. According to these coordinates 2000 of the implementations of each of the 10 
TFO are placed on the display space. 

Then we calculate the number of dots in each of 2000 of the implementation of each of the 10 TFO, that is 
calculate the area of object S0. The example of calculation result of 2000 of the implementations of each of the 10 
TFO is shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Parameter S0 

implementation  1 2 … 846 … 1999 2000 

Parameter S0 34041 22039  47925  44865 36684 

For each of the obtained object implementation single-point contours are formed according to the algorithm in 
[4]. 

For each of them the number of dots forming the contour of each of the 2000 of the implementations of each of 
the 10 TFO is calculated. The example of such a calculation is shown for implementations of the 1st TFO in table 2. 

Table 2. Parameter P0 

implementation  1 2 … 356 … 1999 2000 

Parameter P0 843 600  960  1054 778 

Next we define the metric length of the contour of each of the 2000 of the implementations of each of the 10 
TFO. The example of such a calculation is shown for the implementations of the 1st TFO in table 3. 
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Table 3. Parameter Lcont 

implementation  1 2 … 1875 … 1999 2000 

Parametr P0 927.91 690.29  1138.70  1236.25 1018.66 

For each implementation the value of the curvature at the points of each contour of the 2000 of the 
implementations of each of the 10 TFO is determined. According to the obtained points the reference point of 
convex and concave sections of the contour are determined. 

We determine the number of reference points of convex, concave and linear plots of contours. The example of 
calculation of the reference points 1st TFO implementations is given in table 4. 

Table 4. Parameters M1-M4 and K, T 

implementation  1 2 … 956 … 1999 2000 

M1 4 0  5  7 10 

M2 3 1  5  0 0 

M3 111 12  158  43 68 

M4 109 4  150  49 84 

K 528 374  716  526 120 

T 88 209  26  335 495 

where: 
1 - the number of contour points with a value of 90; 
2 - the number of contour points with a value of -90; 
3 - the number of contour points with a value of 135;  

M 4 - the number of contour points with a value of -135; 
 -  the number  of 4 connected contour points; 
 - the number of D connected points of the contour. 

With formulas (1), (2) and (3) we calculate the total length of the convex, concave and basic blocks of the entire 
contour of each object: 

Ltot.conv. = ½[ 12b + 3( +b)]  (1) 

Ltot.conc. = ½[ 22b + 4( +b)]  (2) 

Ltot.lin. =1/2( 2 + T2b)  (3) 

where: 
a - distance between 4th connected points;  
b - distance between D’s connected points. 

 
Example calculation results of the of parameters based on the formulas (3), (4) and (5) is  shown in table 5 

Table 5. Parameters Lcont. 

implementation  1 2 … 1233 … 1999 2000 

Ltot.conv. 139.64 14.485  197.79  143.26 96.23 

Ltot.conc. 135.81 6.2426  188.13  139.64 101.39 

Ltot.lin. 652.45 669.57  752.77  542.48 820.03 

Using calculated parameters, calculates the vectors of dimensionless signs of the 2000 of the implementations of 
each of the 10 TFO with formulas (4) - (19). 

1 = P0 / S0  (4); 
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2 = 1 / S0  (5); 

3 = 2 / S0  (6); 

4 = 3 / S0  (7); 

5 = 4 / S0  (8); 

6 =  / S0  (9);  

7 =  / S0  (10);  

8 = 1 / P0  (11);   

9 = 2 / P0  (12);   

10 = 3 / P0  (13); 

11 = 4 / P0  (14); 

12 =  / P0  (15); 

13 =  / P0  (16); 

14 =  L tot.lin. / Lcont  (17); 

15 = L tot.conc. / Lcont  (18); 

16 = L tot.conv./ Lcont  (19); 

The example of final signs for the 2000 of the implementations of the 1st TFO is in table 6. 

Table 6. Parametrs K1 – K16 

implementation  1 2 … 2000 

K1 0.0247 0.02252  0.02193 

K2 0.00011 0.00038  0.00032 

K3 8.812e-5 0.00044  0.00020 

K4 0.00326 0.0045  0.00358 

K5 0.0032 0.00428  0.00358 

K6 0.0155 0.00443  0.00449 

K7 0.0025 0.00840  0.00977 

K8 0.0047 0.0169  0.0147 

K9 0.0035 0.01955  0.00937 

K10 0.1316 0.2033  0.16332 

K11 0.1293 0.1903  0.16332 

K12 0.6263 0.1968  0.20481 

K13 0.0247 0.0225  0.02193 

K14 0.7031 0.5788  0.66199 
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K15 0.1463 0.2057  0.16675 

K16 0.1504 0.2153  0.17275 

 

3. Recognition 

After receiving vector signs for all generated realizations the standards for recognizing each of the 2000 
implementations of each of the 10 TFO is carried out in the dialog mode. In the histogram obtained while generating 
we choose a vector sign of the most frequently used  

options from 360 rotated variants, for example, the 1st TFO, while the formation of 2000 implementations. For 
this vector of coefficients of the standard deviation (20) we calculate Zi from 2000 implementations. 

2

1

1 ( )
1

n

i j jl
j

Z K K
n

  (20) 

where: 
n - number of signs;  
l – number of recognizable object (l = 1,2, ..., 2000);  
Kj - the value of the j- feature vector of coefficients K of the selected standard;  
Kjl - the value of the j-feature vector of coefficients K of the selected implementation. 
2000 implementaions are calculated Zi.  Among them are Zmin sought  

Zmin = min{ Zi }  (21) 

Found values Zmin indicate the number of implementations among 2000 images which vector signs coincide with 
the vector-sign selected as a reference implementation. Obviously, with one standard it is impossible to recognize all 
2000 implementations of the 1st TFO. 

Secondly, based on the histogram we select as a standard the reference vector of the next  most frequently used 
options from 360 rotated, for example, the 1st TFO, while formation of 2000 implementations. We calculate 2000 
standart deviation Zi. Among them  Zmin are searched by the formula (21). 

Found values Zmin indicate the numbers of implementations among 2000 images which vector signs coincide with 
the vector sign of a standard implementation, etc. Selecting of standards for the realization of the 1st TFO continues 
till until all 2000 implementations are recognized. 

Similarly, the choice of standards is carried out for all implementations of all other 9 TFO. The results of 
standard selection for 2000 implementations of each of the 10 TFO are shown in table 7. 

Table 7. Numbers of etalons of all TFO 

 TFO 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Number of etalons 28 35 17 25 43 27 34 28 8 33 

Thus, this training of the recognition system is completed. 
To check the operation of the system of recognition, an examination of 20000 trained implementations of all 10 

TFO on the basis of formulas (20) and (21) is carried out. The exam consists of comparing the vector signs of all 
20000 implementations of all 10 TFO with the selected standards. 

A random object is selected. It features all the above procedures of producing dimensionless signs of contours. 
The resultant vector of the unknown ITFO is compared to all standard vectors in table. 7. The type of TFO is 
determined according to min {Zmin}. 

The exam procedure is repeated for the 2nd unknown object, and so on for all of 20 000 realizations of all 10 
TFO. 
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4. Conclusion  

Object 9 has a simple symmetrical contour. Its rotated images do not differ substantially among themselves. 
Therefore, it took only 8 standards for the detection of the object. The object 5 has a complex shape. This led to the 
need to use 43 standards  for the full recognition of all implementations of the object. On average, it takes about 30 
standards. 

During the research the experimental studies have been conducted on the recognition of individual testing of flat 
objects on the basis of non-dimensional signs of their contours. Experiments were carried out on the basis of 
presentable selection  in 2000 images for selected 10 objects. 

The results showed high efficiency of the proposed non-dimensional signs. The amount of standards required for 
the recognition depends on the complexity and symmetry of the contour of the object. 

With this set of standard vectors of coefficients the detection of unknown objects was 100%. 
Recognition time indicators are obtained for algorithms for test selection circuit and for determination of the 

coefficients. The method of guided search was used as an algorithm for contour detection. This method and 
algorithm of marking reference points are the most time-consuming in this system and they can be optimized for use 
in a real system in order to reduce the recognition time. 
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Abstract 

The problem of finding correspondences is considered in the article. The main objective of this method is to reduce the number 
of false matches by using structural performance. The relevance of the problem is proven. The review of existing methods of 
finding correspondences is provided. The method presented is finding correspondences based on combined use of graphs and 
descriptors. Scott and Longuet-Higgins algorithm is used in the first stage. We construct a graph the vertices of which are the 
features on the two images. Singular value decomposition of the graph matrix is performed. The correspondences based on the 
descriptor are used. An example of the algorithm is shown. Test images are researched. A comparison of the algorithm with the 
RANSAC is carried out.  The proposed approach allows excluding a significant portion of false correspondences found using the 
existing descriptors. The algorithm has high speed. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction  

The problem of finding correspondences in images is the most important in computer vision. Finding 
correspondences is used in pattern recognition [1], tracking the movement of objects [2], reconstruction of three-
dimensional scenes[3-5]. The success of finding and comparing features depends on timing differences of shooting, 
shooting angles, the characteristics of a sensor. In addition, significant restrictions are imposed not only by shooting 
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parameters, but geometric and physical characteristics of the scene: the location of a light source and the elements of 
the scene, reflecting and diffusing capacities of surfaces. In the development of methods of finding correspondences 
the following indexes should be obtained: full automation process; resistance to noise, overlaps, optical effects; high 
speed processing, the invariance to affine transformations; the possibility of processing of images with different 
photometric characteristics, scale, etc. 

The proposed approach suggests using the information on relative location of points on stereo images with the 
help of graphs to improve the accuracy of comparisons. Thus, there is no comparison of separate points, and 
structures represented in the form of graphs.  

2. The review of the existing methods used to find correspondences 

To find correspondences in images, detectors and descriptors are used. The detector is a method of finding the 
characteristics of an image. Feature detectors used in computer vision can be divided into three main categories [5, 
6]: 

edge detectors: Roberts [7], Prewitt [8], Sobel [9], Hough Transform [10], Canny [11]; 
corner detectors: Harris [12], SUSAN [13], FAST [14], AGAST [15], STAR [16]; 
blob detectors: MSER [17], SIFT [18], SURF [19]. 

The descriptor is a method that identifies and compares the characteristics of image features. The most famous 
descriptors are: SIFT [18], SURF [19], DAISY [20], ORB [21], BRIEF [22], BRISK [23], HoG [24]. The drawback 
of the existing approaches is that it is necessary to compare some separate features in two images, which leads to 
errors when finding correspondences. 

The use of computer vision is limited by sound and optical effects, the textured background, mutual overlapping 
of objects. An important objective when using descriptors is to reduce the number of false correspondences. One 
approach to reduce the error of the first type is to use RANSAC method (RANdom SAmple Consensus) [5]. In this 
case, based on the detected features, there is a transformation in which the number of superposed points reaches its 
maximum. It should be noted that RANSAC method results often depend on particular implementation features. 

To increase the reliability it is proposed to use structured information in the form of graphs. The advantage of 
structural methods is that they give an opportunity to analyze a big set of elements on the basis of a small quantity of 
simple components and rules of forming the graphic model. Also structural methods allow to describe the 
characteristics of the object excluding its reference to another class that increases the reliability of the recognition. 
Scott and  Longuet-Higgins used graphs to find the corresponding [25]. Our method of finding correspondences 
based on the combined use of graphs and descriptors.  

3. The algorithm for finding correspondences based on approximate comparison graphs 

To avoid false correspondences a singular matrix layout is used [25]. Suppose there are two sets of 
correspondences m,,i|fS i 111  and m,,j|fS j 122  derived from images 1I and 2I . To represent the 
graph based on the characteristics, matrix of distances G is constructed (1):  

2

22

rij

ijG e ,  (1) 

where, jiij ffr 21  – the distance between features if1  and jf2 ;  – coefficient, regulating the degree of 
interaction between the features.  

The values of the matrix elements are in the range from 0 to 1. 
It is proposed to describe the degree of correspondence by using coefficient K . If a correspondence, based on a 

descriptor, is found, in this case K  = 1, otherwise K  = 0. 
In this case the algorithm for finding correspondences takes a look.  
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Step 1.The construction of matrix of distances G . 
Step 2.The performance of a singular matrix decomposition: TDUG , where, D – an eigenvalues matrix; T , 

U  – eigenvector matrix. 
Step 3: The calculation of the correspondence matrix by replacing matrix D with identity matrix E : TEUP . 
Step 4. The calculation of matrix ijijij PKM , where K  - a coefficient matrix, determining the correspondence 

between i  and j features of the first and the second images. For matrix M  values the threshold 10 z  is set. If 
value zM ij , then the correspondence, found on the basis of the descriptor used, is excluded from consideration. In 
this case, matrix L  value of  0 is recorded.

Step 5. A binary matrix formation. The idea is to get matrix L through matrix M  in which the values equal to 1 
indicate the presence of correlations between features if1 and jf2 . If a current matrix M  element is the maximum 
element in the line and the column, value 1 is written into binary matrix L  , otherwise value 0 is written. If the value 
of the element of matrix L  is equal to zero, the correspondence between the features do not exist. If the value of the 
element of matrix L  is equal to one, there is a correspondence between features with the index equal to the number 
of lines and columns. 

4. An example of the algorithm 

An example of finding false matches is shown below. The correspondence between the images found using an 
algorithm SURF (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. An example of finding of false matches is shown.  

The marking of the vertices as follows (Fig. 2): 196) (256,11f , 151) (292,12f , 147) (264,13f , 
98) (235,14f , 169) (469,21f , 152) (444,22f , 131) (477,23f , 99) (431,24f . 

 

 

Fig. 2. The marking of the vertices. 

The coefficient matrix is of the form (2). The line number indicates the number of features of the first image and 
the column number - is the number features of the second image. 
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1000
0010
0001
0100

K   (2) 

The coefficient is approximately equal to half the distance between the most distant  features d  in images.  For 
 values which are few times smaller than distance, the elements of matrix ijG tend to zero, which makes the 

comparison difficult. At values which are a few times greater than distance  d , the elements of the matrix tend to 
unity, which also leads to erroneous results. The coefficient  in the example is equal to 100.  

The matrix correspondence has the form (3): 

872041700.257-0.011-
31021600.7260.576-

371067900.1310.62
079056400.6250.533

..
..

..
..

P   (3) 

We obtain the matrix ijijij PKM  (4): 

8720000
000.7260
0000.62
0564000

.

.

M   (4) 

All the entries that are less than 0.6 is considered equal to 0. Thus, we obtain the following correspondences: 2-1, 
3-2, 4-4. This is true. The binary matrix has the form (3): 

1000
0010
0001
0000

L    (5) 

5. The study of the developed algorithm 

Studies were conducted on 30 stereo pairs of satellite images. At the initial stage correspondences were found on 
the basis of SURF method (Fig. 3). 
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Fig.3. Finding false correspondences by using the developed algorithm (false correspondences are highlighted by dark dashed lines) 

When choosing a threshold it was established that with z  decrease, the number of false correspondences 
increases, and vice versa. During the experiments it was found that at a threshold of 0.6, almost 90% of false 
correspondences are eliminated (Fig. 4). 
  

 

Fig.4. Graph representing the dependence of the number of false correspondences on selected threshold z. 

A comparison of the algorithm with the RANSAC was carried out.  The complexity of RANSAC
)))11()((( 22 nk/log/plogO , p  – the probability of error, n  – the number of features found,  k  – the number of 

possible correspondences for each feature. The developed algorithm has complexity )(mO , m  - the number of 
matches. 

6. Conclusion 

We developed the algorithm for finding correspondences using the approximate comparison graphs. We 
suggested the model of an image description using the features incorporated into the graph. The proposed approach 
allows us to exclude a significant portion of false correspondences, found using the existing descriptors. The 
algorithm has high speed. It may be used any descriptors in the implementation of the algorithm. The algorithm can 
be used in three-dimensional reconstruction tasks, determining the position and orientation of objects, image 
recognition, etc. 
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Abstract 

Vertical screw conveying bulk and powdered materials are an integral part of many production processes in various industries 
and agriculture. With a wide range of applications in various industries, vertical screw conveyors, along with such qualities as the 
ease of construction, the continuity of transportation, integrity, the ability to transport and dusty badly smelling goods, have a 
significant drawback - the material, in addition to the translational motion in the direction of the axis of the conveyor, makes a 
rotary movement towards the peripheral speed of the screw, which reduces the productivity and increases the power consumption 
of the conveyor. The use of a simplified model of the movement of the material leads to the creation of inefficient machines, the
structure and parameters of working bodies of which differ significantly from optimal. Adequate mathematical description of this
process should allow the designers to significantly improve the efficiency of the vertical screw conveyors by means of 
calculation and selection of optimum values for the geometrical, kinematic and dynamic parameters of working bodies. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).

Keywords:conveyor, bulk materials, auger, pitch, particle, screw blade, tube. 

1. Introduction 

Generally, conveying is accomplished by a combination of mechanical, inertial, pneumatic, and gravity forces. 
Conveyors utilizing primarily mechanical forces are screw, belt, and mass conveyors [1]. Screw conveyors are 
widely used for transporting and/or elevating particulates at controlled and steady rates. They are used in many bulk 
materials applications in industries ranging from industrial minerals, agriculture (grains), pharmaceuticals, 
chemicals, pigments, plastics, cement, sand, salt and food processing. They are also used for metering (measuring 
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the flow rate) from storage bins and adding small controlled amounts of trace materials (dosing) such as pigments to 
granular materials or powders. If not designed properly for the transported material, problems experienced include: 
surging and unsteady flow rates, inaccurate metering and dosing, inhomogeneity of the product, product 
degradation, excessive power draw, high start-up torques, high equipment wear and variable residence time and 
segregation [2].In a variety of industries meet screw conveyors: horizontal; vertical; in the form of combinations of 
the horizontal and vertical; inclined and combinations inclined conveyors and other [7]. 

2. The apparatus, operating principles and basic parameters of screw conveyors 

The screw conveyor consists of a shaft that carries helicoids flightings on its outer surface. These flightings are 
enclosed either in a trough for horizontal augers or in a tube for elevating augers. The tube or the trough is held 
stationary while the rotation of the flightings causes the material to move longitudinally. Figure 1 shows the 
essential components of a screw conveyor. At the inlet side, the auger flightings extend beyond the tube. Generally, 
a hopper is provided to hold the material while it is conveyed into the tube. Augers can be permanently installed in a 
machine, or at a site, or they can be portable. The augers are driven either at the intake side or the discharge side.  

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of a screw conveyor. 

The auger length is defined as the length of the tube assembly including any intake but not including the intake 
hopper and/or the head drive. The intake length is the visible flighting at the intake of the auger. The intake shall be 
guarded or otherwise designed to provide a deterrent from accidental contact with the rotating flighting. The outside 
diameter of the tube is referred to as the auger size. A standard pitch auger is the one whose pitch is approximately 
equal to the outside diameter of the helicoidalflighting. Generally, the pitch is not less than 0.9 and not more than 
1.5 times the outside diameter. Standard pitch augers are used for horizontal and up to 20° inclination angles. For 
inclination angles greater than 20°, half - standard pitch screws are used. Double - and triple - flight, variable - pitch, 
and stepped - diameter screws are available for moving difficult materials and controlling feed rates [8]. 

Screw conveyors are very effective conveying devices for free flowing or relatively free flowing bulk solids, 
giving good throughput control and providing environmentally clean solutions to process handling problems 
because of their simple structure, high efficiency, low cost and maintenance requirement. Screw conveyors vary in 
size from 75 to 400 mm in diameter and from less than 1 m to more than 30 m in length (Athanasiov et. al., 2006). 
The performance of a screw conveyor, as characterized by its capacity, volumetric efficiency, and power 
requirements, is affected by the conveyor geometry and size, the properties of the material being conveyed, and the 
conveyor operating parameters such as the screw rotational speed, screw clearance and conveying angle (Srivastava 
et al., 2006) [9]. 

Application of engineering principles for reducing energy requirement in the form of mechanical and electrical 
power is necessary to reduce cost of production. Factors affecting capacity include auger dimensions (diameter, 
auger geometry), shear-plane flighting orientation, auger speed, angle of inclination, commodity being conveyed, 
and entrance-opening configuration. For economical installation and dependable performance, the capacity and 
power requirement of each component of a system must be accurately predicted [9].  

3. Disadvantages of screw conveyors and work to improve them 

At the present time the most of investigations are based on the estimated scheme which substitutes the flow 
conveying with the conveying of a particle leaning against the screw blade and pushed to the tube. The particle's 
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moving for an upright screw conveyer in stationary condition can be described by following differential equations:  

cos sin cos 0N f N f N mgs R s s R t t ;

sin cos sin 0f N f N Nt t s s R s R                                                                                                    
(1)
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where sf = friction coefficient of material against the screw blade, tf = friction coefficient against the tube, m =

mass of the material particle, sN  = normal reaction of the screw blade, tN  = normal reaction of the tube, R  = 

screw blade radius, 
R2R

tarctg  = the helix angle on outer radius, RRtg=t 2  = lead of the screw,  = 

the angle contained by absolute velocity vector v  of the material particle and the screw axis, 0  = screw angular 

velocity, 
2/81,9g  = free fall acceleration.  

The equation for determination of angle :
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Analysis of amount results of handling process taken from solution of the relation (2) with using a computer 
shows that functioning efficiency of upright screw conveyers is considerably influenced by geometrical and 
kinematical parameters of the conveyer tools (the radius and the helix angle of the screw blade and rotational speed 
of the shaft). Indeed, material flow moving will be simulate with a particle moving, but the amount will be differ (2). 

The equilibrium of material volume element engaging sector of a blade with the central angle d is plotted in 

Fig. 2. In order to proceed from particle moving it's necessary to ascertain flow cross section shape. If consider 
moving granular material flow as moving liquid flow, as the pressure is the free surface, the flow free surface 
equation is the following: 

2 2

0 2

xz z
g

or 2z ax b ,  (3) 

where  = material angular velocity. 

To determinate coordinates for the intersection point of the flow free surface and the screw blade r  it's 
necessary to study particle equilibrium at this point. Suppose, the particle is on flow free surface, leans against the 
screw blade at the distance r  from the axis, pushed to material flow and gyrating by concentric rotational speed 0

There are equations of particle moving: 

cos sin sin 0N f N f N mgs r s s r t t r

cos cos sin 0f N f N Nm m r s s r s r  , 
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2 0
0

N mrm

where mf  = internal friction coefficient of the material, mN  = normal reaction of flowing material, 

)tg
r
Rarctg(= Rr  - the helix angle at the distance r  from the axis.  

Solving this set of equations and relation (3) simultaneously yields the following relation for coordinate of the 
intersection point of flow free surface and the screw blade: 

2 2 2( ) 0
0 0

f r f f R tg g r gRtgm s m R R . (4) 

Fig. 2. The equilibrium of material volume engaging sector of a blade.

As the helix angle changes from the axis to periphery, in order to describe material flow moving it's necessary to 
substitute in relation (1): 

sinN P Ss s v ; cosN P Ss s h .  (5) 

Taking into account (5) the set of equations (1) yields:  

cos 0P S f P S f P S Vs h s s v t t t ;

sin 0f P S f P S P St t t s s h s v ;                                                                                                                        (6) 

2
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where sP  - pressure of the material volume engaging sector of the blade with the central angle d  on the screw 
blade, hS  - horizontal projection of the sector of the blade with the central angle, vS  - vertical projection of the 
sector of the blade with the central angle d ,V  - material volume engaging the sector of the blade d ,  - the 
distance from the screw axis to the material volume element centre of mass,  - bulk weight of the material. 

Horizontal projection area of the sector of the blade d between the limits r  and R  (Fig. 3) 
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Fig. 3. The sector of the blade and its horizontal and vertical projections. 

Vertical projection area of the sector of the blade d :

R
S xtg dxv x

r
.

As xtg t constx , so that  
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R
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r
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Material volume engaging the sector of the blade d  (Fig. 2) is equal to material volume which is a part of 
body of revolution formed by plane xOy , cylinder surface formed by rotation (around axis z) of vertical elements 

passing through points of plane xOy of plot 2 2 2y x R  and curve surface formed as plot )(xfz  or 
2 2( )z a x y b  rotates around axis z . The equation for the material volume can be determinated by 

relation (3). 

2 2
2 2( ) ( ) ( ) 2

40

R R rV f d d d f d R r a b
S r

,  (9) 

where 2 2x y , cosx , siny .

Coordinate for the centre of mass of material element, taking into account (9), can be determinated by relation: 
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where is infinitesimal so that 
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1, so that after integrating. 
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Introducing relations (7-10) in set of equations (6) yields the following relation for angle beta 

22 sin sin0 0
cos( ) ( )sin ( )cos

f f S St s h vR
g S f S S f SR h s v v s h

. (11) 

4. Summary 

Establishment of laws of flow of material transported in the vertical screw conveyor is of practical importance 
because it allows the design of screw conveyors more reasonable to choose their design and operating parameters, 
creating the preconditions for the production of high-performance conveying machines. 
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Abstract 

Article describes a design and the principle of operation of the hydraulic impact device, with automatic control for a new 
operating mode, depending on loading on the working tool. The idea is based on the analysis of various schemes of management 
of hydraulic hammers taking into account requirements for their control and regulation for various industries. Article contains the 
general description of structural and hydro- kinematical schemes of a hydraulic hammer with automatic control of frequency of 
influences depending on loading on the working tool. The objectives have to be achieved by introduction of the regulator of a 
stream of working liquid in the control unit. The main element of such regulator has to be connected with the shock block on the 
special channel. It will provide rotation of the internal valve with various speed depending on loading on the working tool of the 
shock block. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Keywords: Breaking of rocks, mine workings, hydraulic actuator of mining machines, hydro- kinematical scheme, principal scheme of hydraulic 
hammer, automatic regulation of impacts frequency depending on the load on work tool. 

Introduction 

Breaking of rocks of increased rock hardness (   60 P ) with mechanical impact was recognized as one of the 
most promising directions when developing machinery, providing given performance at the lowest energy 
consumption during mine workings in complicated mining and geological conditions. 

In present-day hydraulic actuator of mining machines the mechanical impacts is implemented, using hydraulic 
devices of impact action (hydraulic hammers and hydraulic air hammers). At present time such devices are 
sufficiently mastered, including the issues of identifying of structural dimensions and output parameters that allows 
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inferring about the prospectivity of their applications in the mining machines and in particular in narrow mine 
workings. To do this, compact hydraulic hammers with under metal consumption and high impact capability. The 
last condition allows usage of them in operating devices of tunneling machines, for the purpose to extend the scope 
of their application according to the rock hardness. However, we know that the load on the work tool of operating 
devices of tunneling machines varies in wide range. This is stipulated by the flow chart of bottom hole processing 
with operating device, the variation of the thickness of the separated layer of rock (strip) in the course of one 
revolution of the work disk, frequency of contact of work tool with solid mass, anisotropic structure of the rock, the 
alternation of the tool operation in the mode of fine crushing of rock and fracture of chunks [1-3]. 

So, the specificity of hydraulic hammer operation as a part of group of hammers, with which the operating device 
of the tunneling machine equipped, is that its impact capability shall vary in wide range, depending on the load on 
the work tool, in what connection this process shall occur in automatic mode. However, the existing basic diagrams 
of hydraulic hammers do not allow varying the impact frequency in wide range and consequently impact capability, 
and the main thing changing the one depending on the load on work tool. 

As a result of operating experience of production machines with impact-shearing operating device the following 
wide field of their application was determined: mining one (construction, expansion and scalling of mine workings, 
crushing of boulders, access ways in open-cut mining); metallurgical one (slag cleaning, moving of old lining of 
converters in hot state); construction one (destruction of the coatings at reconstruction of highways, airfields, as well 
as brick and concrete at demolition of buildings), and other industries. 

Domestic and foreign specialists have developed dozens of models of production machines of impact action. The 
result is that the nomenclature of special-purpose and multiple-function machines that corresponds to a wide range 
of their applications was formed. 

On the basis of carried out analysis and comparison of parameters of hydraulic hammers, developed by foreign 
and domestic companies and organizations it was established the following: 

1. The defining trend in both design and construction of impulse mining technique is the development of 
parametric series of hydraulic hammers on the basis of energy-saving hydro-kinematical schemes. 

2. The overwhelming number of hammers was created on the basis of hydro- kinematical scheme with 
controllable chamber of operational stroke with differential actuation of anvil block and the switching of the power 
distributor according to position of anvil block.  

3. Output parameters of hydraulic hammers, agreed with technological application, therefore they are distributed 
in wide range according to energy from 120 J (manual air hammers and rock drilling machines) to 10,000 J  and 
impacts frequency  from 8 to 3000, per minute. 

4. Parametric series hydraulic hammers of number of foreign companies cover the range of the energy of one 
impact from 140 to 9000 J. 

5. Specific Gravity (metal consumption), of the most of the reviewed models is from 0.3 to 0.45 kg/J. 
6. The performance factor of present-day hydraulic hammers is 0.6 ... 0.7, and at the presence of a stabilizing 

system - is up to 0.8. 
7. Power of 40% of hydraulic hammers is less than 10 kW, thus at the individual models reaches up to 40 kW. 
8. Energy density in work tool mainly is kept in the range of 0.12 ... 0.3 J/mm2; 
 

Purpose of Research 

The issues of varying of both frequency and impact energy are solved in the construction of various 
manufacturers. It is achieved due to changing of parameters of the power-plant. However, the possibility of 
automatic regulation of impact frequency, depending on the load on work tool as a result of internal processes that 
occur at hydraulic impulse system, has not been implemented in known constructions of hydraulic hammers [4-10]. 

On the basis of analysis of various control schemes of hydraulic hammers the requirements for systems with their 
control and regulation for various fields of application were formulated; structural (fig. 1) and principal (fig. 2) 
scheme of hydraulic hammer with automatic regulation of impacts frequency depending on the load on work tool 
was developed. 
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P P – power-plant; C U - control unit; K1 and K2 - reversal and working stroke actuator (chamber); A1 and A2 - accumulators of actuating 
medium; B D – brake device; A B – anvil block; T – tool; SAR – system of automatic regulation of impacts frequency 
Fig. 1 Structure of hydraulic device of impact action with system of automatic regulation of impacts frequency depending on the load on work 
tool 
 

It was suggested principal solution of system of automatic regulation of impacts frequency of hydraulic hammer, 
depending on the load on work tool. The objective shall be achieved by implementation of flow regulator in the 
device design, the head end of which is connected to actuating chamber of anvil block, using special channel, while 
choke groove - with pressure mains and distributor chamber, in which the turbine is located that provides the rotation 
of the inner valve. 

 

Results and Discussion 

In fig.2 the scheme of hydraulic device of impact action is shown. Device contains body 2, where  differential 
four-stage anvil block 3 with brake step 6 with end planes, tool 1, distributor 8, flow regulator 16, pressure tanks 11 
and 21, safety valve 12 in  pressure main, pressure valve 23, adjustable throttle valve 13 and orifice 22 are installed. 
Enclosure 2 and anvil block 3, having ability of axial reciprocal movement, form the chambers: braking 4 reverse 5 
and working 7 strokes. At that braking chamber 4 is connected to reversal stroke chamber 5, which is separated from 
the working stroke chamber 7 by anvil block 3. Braking chamber 4 has diameter that by the value of calculated gap 
clearance is more than diameter of brake step 6 of anvil block 3. Reversal stroke chamber 5 has continuous 
connection with pressure mains and pressure tank 11 through adjustable throttle 13. At entrance of anvil block 3 into 
braking chamber 4, the one separates it from chamber 5 of reversal stroke. Distributor 8 has fixed sleeve 10 with row 
of slots that are connected to pressure and drain mains, as well as to chamber of working stroke 5, and revolving 
valve 9, on cylindrical surface of which along generatix are made grooves. The grooves are located circumferentially 
in such a way that when revolving of valve the sequential connection of work stroke chamber 7 with pressure or drain 
mains occur. Revolving valve 9, equipped with turbine 14, located in turbine chamber 15 of the distributor that 
connects to rod side of flow regulator 16 and drain mains. Flow control valve 16 includes piston 18 with throttle 
needle, adjusting screw 20  springs 24. Piston 18 forms with enclosure 16 the cavities: piston one 19 and throttle one 
17, where the spring 24 is located. Throttle cavity 17 is connected to pressure mains and turbine chamber 15 of the 
distributor, while piston one - with brake chamber, using regulated orifice 22 and pressure control valve 23, installed 
in parallel. In the same line pressure tank 21 is installed. Adjusting screw 20 is used for setting of consumption of 
operating fluid that reaches the turbine 14. Whereby the range of device impacts frequency in special cases of its 
application (processing of materials with pressure, driving of grounding pivots, impact compression of soils, 
concrete and etc.) is determined by limiting of stroke of piston 18 with throttle needle, blocking the channel, by 
which the operating fluid reaches the turbine 14. The device works as follows. On fluid supply by pressure main, 
accumulator 11 charging is  performed , filling with fluid of reversal chamber 5, as well as turbine 14 revolving  with 
valve 9, on which, using the flow regulator 16 the specified amount of operating fluid that enters the device is delivered. 

1 1 

P P C U 2 A B T 

SAR 2 B D 
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Fig. 2 Scheme of hydraulic device of impact action 

 
If anvil block end 3 is located in chamber of reversal stroke 5, then upon connection, using the grooves on the 

valve 9 of chamber of working stroke 5 with drainage mains, reversal stroke of anvil block 3 occurs (according to 
figure to the right). If anvil block 3 is located in brake chamber 4 and blocks access of fluid from reversal stroke 
chamber 5 to end plate, then the reversal stroke of anvil block 4 doesn’t occur, until enclosure 2 of the device won’t 
be displaced by steady-state force (according to figure to the left). After certain displacement of enclosure 2 under 
action of static force in direction of processed object, work tool 1 that rests on object, sliding into enclosure 2, 
displace anvil block 3 to the right and its end shall be come out from brake chamber 4 to the chamber of reversal 
stroke 5. Further displacement of anvil block 3 to the right is carried out by pressure force of fluid that flows to the 
chamber of reversal stroke 5 from pressure mains, while chamber of working stroke 7 is connected with the grooves 
on valve 9 to drainage mains and its pressure is decreased. 

Reversal stroke is carried out, during which the driving-out of liquid, which filled the chamber of working stroke 
5, during previous working cycle is performed into drainage mains. Simultaneously pressure tank charges 11. 

At revolution of valve 9 on given angle, the next groove on its surface connects the chamber of work stroke 7 to 
pressure mains. Now the chambers of reversal stroke 5 and working stroke 7 are connected simultaneously to 
pressure mains, however the area of work stroke chamber is greater, so the equivalent force, acting from its side, 
displays the anvil block 3 in direction of tool 1. The working stroke is  performed, during which the anvil block 3 
shall be displaced with acceleration in  direction of tool 1 and upon  completion of working stroke the one make 
impact on  tool with given energy. During the work stroke the fluid from reversal stroke chamber 5 overflows 
through throttle 13 and distributor 9 into the chamber of working stroke. Pressure tank 11 is being charged. 

There are three possible scenarios of development of physical process of implementation of tool into rock mass: 
- all  energy, accumulated  by anvil block shall be transferred fully to mine working at set displacement of anvil 

block together with tool before entrance of anvil block into the brake chamber 4; 
- energy, accumulated by anvil block isn’t sufficient for design implementation (displacement) of tool and anvil 

block stops; 
 energy, accumulated by anvil block, exceeds  required one  for tool implementation into mine working by 

specified value. Anvil block, following the tool doesn’t stop, but enter brake chamber 4. Such mode is called as 
“chambering”. 
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The first two variants are standard working modes of hydraulic device of impact action. 
In case of “chambering” for protection of construction from damage, anvil block 3 enters brake chamber 4, where 

the high pressure is  formed, impact of which on the anvil block causes its slowdown and stopping down.  
Liquid from brake chamber 4 is displaced into line with pressure tank 21, and the portion of liquid through the 

pressure valve 23, which set the value of excessive pressure, enters head end 19 of flow regulator 16, so piston 18 
with needle valve is displaced (per fig. down) and the one decreases the channel flow passage, by which the liquid 
from the pressure mains enters turbine 14 of the valve 9. As a result the rotation speed of the valve 9 is decreased 
and it leads to decrease of device impacts frequency. 

In the absence of repeated “chamberings”, piston 18 with throttle needle is displaced under action of spring 24, 
displacing the liquid from the head end 19 through the orifice 22, and opens the feed channel of the working fluid to 
the turbine 14 before the inlet section. Whereupon the rated rotation frequency of the valve 9 and frequency of anvil 
block impacts 3 against tool 1 are renewed. Pressure tank 21 smoothes pressure ripples in head end of the flow 
regulator 16, stabilizing the turbine rotation velocity 14 with valve 9. 

On the next “chamberings” that occur one after another that is upon decrease of material resistance under work 
tool, as well as at absence of tool contact with the mass that is being demolished in case of chipping of large pieces 
of rock, from brake chamber 4 to head end 19 of flow regulator 16 the successive portions of liquid are entered. The 
further displacement of piston 18 with throttle needle, which decreases the channel flow passage into turbine pocket 
15 is occurred. At numerous “chamberings” the throttle needle blocks the working liquid imput channel from the 
pressure mains to turbine 14 of the rotating valve, 9, which stops and as a result the work of hydraulic device of 
impact action is terminated. 

At increase of material resistance under the work tool, “chamberings” stop, excessive pressure in  head end of 
flow regulator 16 is decreased to working pressure due to overflow of the working fluid through the orifice 22. 
Piston 18 with throttle needle under the impact of pressure of working liquid that enters throttling flap 17 of flow 
regulator 16, and return spring force 24 is moved upward, forcing out the working liquid from throttling cavity 19 
through orifice 22. At that the flow passage of the channel is  increased, as a result, consumption of working liquid , 
which enters turbine 14, valve rotation velocity 9, and anvil block impacts frequency 3 on tool 1 are increased. 
Frequency of impacts is increased up to rated value if there are not new “chamberings”. 
 

Conclusion 

Usage of flow regulator 16 allows automatic regulation of impacts frequency of hydraulic device of impact 
action, depending on the load on work tool 1. Such structural scheme extends the technological capabilities, the one 
will allow using more efficiently the input power and lead to increase of efficiency factor of system: actuating motor 
- hydraulic pump - device of impact action. 
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Abstract 

The comparison of permanent magnet motors with integer and fractional number of slots per pole and phase was made. The 
torque developed by the motor and the torque ripples level were chosen as the major criterions. The comparison was made 
according to the results of equations of numerical calculation of magnetic field in active motors volumes using the finite element 
analysis.  The recommendations on the choice of the most suitable option are given.   
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1. Introduction 

The brushless permanent magnet DC motors are being developed fast over the years. Nowadays we can see a 
new intensive turn of their development. It is connected with the appearance and commercial exploitation of 
powerful and comparatively cheap high-coercive magnets, the development of power electronics.   

By nature an electric machine is a quite conservative drive part which is upgrading slower than electronic 
components and program control logic. Nevertheless, optimization of this unit is very important as it is the motor 
which determines to a great extent energetic data and weight-size parameters of the drive on the whole.  
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One of the last tendencies is application of the electric machines with fractional numbers of slots per pole and 
phase [1].  If a few decades ago such solutions were used for low power devices then now quite powerful motor 
electric drives appear with similar machines [2,3,4,5].  

It should be noted that analysis and synthesis theory of conversion devices to be observed is behind of practice 
requirements that is connected with complication of electromagnetic processes in the machines with fractional 
numbers of slots per pole and phase. In the academic circles we can observe active disputes concerning effectiveness 
of such machines. This article is directed to partial settlement of these disputes. The analysis was carried out with 
the help of modern program means of finite element analysis of electromechanic and electromagnetic devices 
ANSYS Maxwell.  

2. Task description 

The primary objective of this work is research of winding distribution influence on the value and ripples of 
electromagnetic torque of the permanent magnet motor.  

The electric motor DB-72 (variant 1) was chosen as a subject of research which is designed for usage in the 
respiratory medical device.  The passport specifications are given in table 1. The number of motor stator slots is18, 
the number of poles of the inductor is 20. Then, the motor is made with fractional number of slots per pole and 
phase q=3/10. The motor has a converse construction: the armature is located inside, the rotating induction coil  
outside.  

Table 1. Nominal data of the motor DB-72 

Parameter Value 

nominal power, (W) 25 

DC nominal voltage, (V) 24 

nominal speed, (rpm) 1000 

nominal current, ( ) 2.5 

nominal torque, (Nm)  0.25 

number of phases 3 

phase connection scheme Y 

 
The specially designed motor with integer number of slots per pole and phase having the equal dimensions with 

the base motor was accepted as an alternative variant (variant 2). The inductor of the alternative motor is the same as 
the base model. The stator has the number of slots per pole and phase q=1. At that the number of machine slots 
turned out to be equal: 

2 20 3 1 60z p m q ,   

where p  poles pair number, m  phase number of the armature winding. Note that value q=1 turned out to be the 
most possible on design considerations for given sizes and polarity of the machine: slots number increase crushes 
the stator teeth dimensions unacceptably.  

For comparison accuracy the number of phases ampere-turns of motors to be observed was accepted equal (180 
turns in the phase, phases currents  nominal, according to the nominal data of the base motor). The total areas of 
slots and teeth of motors to be observed are equal accordingly.  

3. Design models 

The designing of magnetic field in active motors volumes was carried out according to the finite element analysis 
in 3D task description. It allowed to take into account a possible stator slot skewing while analysis.  The developed 
models of the motors consider the properties nonlinearity of ferromagnetic materials, alternation of electromagnetic 
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quantity over time, machine members moving relative to one another. The magnets were made of alloy NdFeB 
(coercive force by induction Hc = 890 k /m, residual flux density Br = 1,23 T). 

The motors phases power was carried out by current supply, it allowed to exclude the resistance of armature 
circuit from the number of factors affecting the electromagnetic torque. The direct currents (nominal specified 
current) for the phase A and the phase C with corresponding marks and zero current for the phase B were set in 
accordance with 120-degree commutation algorithm. 

The models designed due to axial and radial symmetry of the electric machines are presented in fig. 1.  
In the course of experimental testing the nominal speed was imposed to the rotor, the torque on the motor shaft 

was measured, the torque average value was calculated in the closed interval corresponding to the intercommutating 
interval.  

The measurement of cogging torque caused by variability of the magnetic permeability of the air gap was carried 
out for the electromagnetic torque estimation. While the experiment the rotor was brought to rotation with nominal 
rate, the phases currents were accepted as equal to zero. The electromagnetic torque of the motors was calculated 
according to the results of conducted experiments by means of coordinatewise diminution of the cogging torque 
curve from the full torque curve:   

( ) ( ) ( )em cM t M t M t . (1)

4. The results of experiments 

The total torque tracings obtained while the experiment are shown in fig. 2. The cogging torque tracings captured 
in the process of the rotor turning are shown in fig. 3. The electromagnetic torque curves obtained by the (1) are 
shown in figure 4. 

The average torques values for each motor in intercommutating interval were calculated by the equation:   

0
( )T

aM M t dt , (2)

where T  intercommutating interval size, M(t)  torque dependence on instant.   
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Three-dimensional designed models of the motors to be observed: 
 ( ) with fractional number of slots per pole and phase; (b) with integer number of slots per pole and phase. 
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Fig. 2. The total torque tracing in the process of the rotor turn: ( ) for variant 1; (b) for variant 2. 

 

Fig. 3. The cogging torque tracing in the process of the rotor turn: ( ) for variant 1; (b) for variant 2. 

 

Fig. 4. The electromagnetic torque tracing in the process of the rotor turn:( ) for variant 1; (b) for variant 2 

 
The ripple factor in the intercommutating interval was calculated for full and electromagnetic torques [6]: 

max min 2
r

a

M M
k

M
, (3) 

where Mmax and Mmin  maximal and minimal torque value in the intercommutating interval respectively. 
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The cogging torque was estimated due to its maximum value. The calculations data were summarized in tab. 2, 
where: Ma  average torque on the motor shaft, M em

a  motor average electromagnetic torque, kr  torque ripple 
factor on the motor shaft, kr

em  motor electromagnetic torque ripple factor, M c
m  maximum value of motor 

cogging torque.   

Table 2. Experimental data 

 Ma, Nm M em
a, Nm kr kr

em M c
m, Nm 

Variant 1 0.271 0.272 0.129 0.101 0.040 

Variant 2 0.272 0.274 1.415 0.292 0.400 

5. Discussion of the results 

As the experiment showed both motors are approximately equivalent by the electromagnetic torque value but 
relating to torque ripples level variant 1 is ahead of variant 2 without doubt. It should be noted that torque ripples are 
common for all permanent magnet motors and connected with discrete behavior of position in vector space of 
armature magneto-motive force, however in this case the ripples have unacceptably high values.    

According to the obtained data the essential cogging torque and, to a lesser extent, torques from the interaction of 
non-fundamental harmonics of the armature and induction coil fields are the primary reasons of high motor ripples 
torque with integer q.  Actually in cogging torque generation in this case all stator teeth take part which are located 
equal on each polar pitch relative to poles.    

In the motor with fractional q these factors are expressed weaker. Moreover, the cogging torque is lower due to 
the smaller number of teeth which are the reason of air gap variation and thanks to the fact that teeth are located on 
different polar pitches asymmetrically relative to the poles.     

In the electric machine of variant 2 the winding has a full pitch, distribution is absent. In consequence of the 
specified characteristics of the motor winding in armature field curve except fundamental harmonic there are quite 
strong non-fundamental harmonics which are able to generate the electromagnetic torque ripples interacting with 
field harmonics of inductor . 

Non-fundamental harmonics of the armature field in the machines with fractional q are significantly weakened 
due to teeth shift belonging to one phase in relation to one another in the limits of polar pitch and it affects like a 
pitch reduction and winding distribution by the slots in the windings with integer q [7].  

For confirmation of these facts calculated dependencies of the time electromagnetic torques were expanded to 
harmonic series.    

The electromagnetic torque of the motor with fractional number of slots per pole and phase is given as 
fundamental harmonic which has amplitude 0.287 Nm. The torque non-fundamental harmonics amplitudes do not 
exceed 1% of the fundamental harmonic amplitude.  

The electromagnetic torque curve of the motor with integer q except the fundamental harmonic (0.290 Nm) 
contains a series of ultra ones, the strongest of them are the fifth (34% of the fundamental one) and the seventh 
(9.85% of the fundamental one). It should be noted that fundamental harmonics of the motors torques of both 
variants are approximately equal.    

It is possible to decay torques ripples of the motor of variant 2 having weakened the non-fundamental harmonics 
of the armature field and having reduced the cogging torque. The reduction of non-fundamental harmonics 
amplitudes of the armature field which in this case are tooth harmonics is possible by increasing the number of slots 
per pole and phase and that does not seem possible with the specified dimensions without reducing the number of 
the machine poles. The increase of machine air gap that is connected with its increase in dimensions gives the other 
opportunity for reducing the torques from tooth harmonics.     

The effective way of tooth harmonics influence reduction on the electromagnetic torque is a stator slot skewing 
[8,9]. At that the harmonics skewing of the armature field happens along the machine axis relative to similar 
harmonics of the induction coil field that weakens the torques to be generated by them. The slot skewing 
introduction affects favorably to the cogging torque reduction.    

Let us estimate the slot skewing influence on the total and cogging torques of the machine of variant 2.   
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The research was conducted on the same model in the process of slot skewing alteration from 0 to 1 of the tooth 
pitch. Higher skewing values are not used as that increases leakage significantly [10]. The current loading in the 
process of the total torque determination remained also constant.    

The best results were obtained in the process of the skewing to one tooth pitch. At that, the torque average value 
in the intercommutating interval was 0.279 Nm. The total and electromagnetic torques of the motor with integer q in 
the process of skewing to one tooth pitch are shown in fig. 5. The calculation results of the cogging torque maximal 
values and the results of the strongest harmonics amplitudes of the electromagnetic torque are given in Table 3.     

The experiments revealed that in the process of slot skewing to one tooth pitch the cogging torque reduces 
significantly, being still slightly higher than the cogging torque of the motor with fractional q. 

Table 3. The effect of the skew of slots on the torque of the motor with the integer q. 

 Mem
1, Nm Mem

5, Nm Mem
7, Nm Mc, Nm 

Without skewing 0.290 0.098 0.029 0.400 

Skewing to one tooth pitch   0.286 0.043 0.001 0.045 

 
The non-fundamental harmonics of the motor electromagnetic torque are weakened quite effectively also.  It 

should be noted that in spite of ripples decay by more than 50% their values remained still unacceptably high 
(kr = 0,37). 

Consequently taking into account all factors (value of total and cogging torques, ripples torque level) variant 1 is 
ahead of variant 2.    

Moreover, the following advantages of variant 1 over variant 2 should be pointed out:   
shorter half-turn length as the end parts of different coils do not cross over each other but entail only one tooth; 
consequently the armature coil has a lesser active resistance that affects the electric losses favorably; 
better usage of machine volume due to a lesser area of slot insulation; 
more simplified manufacturing technique: a lesser number of slots simplifies the punches and mounting for the 
winding works.   

6. Conclusions 

The permanent magnet motors with fractional number of slots per pole and phase can compete successfully with 
equivalent motors with integer number of slots per pole and phase having acceptable value of the electromagnetic 
torque, lesser values of the cogging torque, lesser torque ripples, copper losses in simplified manufacturing 
technique. 

 

Fig.5. The tracings of full ( ) and electromagnetic (b) torques in the process of the rotor turn for the motor variant with integer number of slots 
per pole and phase and slot skewing to one tooth pitch   
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In particular the distinct advantages of the machines with fractional number of slots per pole and phase should 
occur in extensively used electrical machines when the severe space restrictions are imposed on the requirements of 
high energy data of the motor. 
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Abstract 

The adverse health effects of magnetic fields affecting electrical personnel are studied; the magnetic field at converter stations is 
generated by the rectifiers. Harmonic composition of the rectified current is analyzed. The article shows that a rectifier converter 
is a source of AC harmonic components and has a variety of magnetic forces, whose harmful effects on the staff have not yet 
been studied. The basic analytical relationships are given, allowing to estimate the levels of harmonic components and induced 
magnetic field parameters by calculation current. The calculation of magnetic fields based on harmonic components of the 
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1.  Introduction 

A number of studies [1-6] shows that rectified voltage of a rectifier (RV) has a higher harmonics spectrum of the 
order (equation 1). 
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k m l ,                                                                (1) 

where m – number of pulsations of the rectified voltage curve; l = 0, 1, 2, 3… positive integer. 
 
To account for health effects of the magnetic field of rectifier currents, we consider primary current of a 6-pulse 

rectifier. 
With perfectly smoothed rectified current (Xd= ) and instant valve switching (X =0), the rectified primary 

current curve has rectangular or stepped shape. For the above conditions, the amplitude of the k-th harmonic of the 
primary current at 6-pulse converters is [2]: 

2 3 IdIk k kT
,                                                                  (2) 

The value of the specified maximum rectified current of Id   substation is determined by the formula 

T
dT

d

P
I

U
,         (3) 

where Ud  – nominal rectified voltage on substation bus bars (3.3 kV);    – train traction power set point (12700 
kW). 

2. Experimental  

2.1 Theoretical procedure  

For infinitely long wires with opposite currents, the magnetic field voltage can be determined from the expression 
for vector potential A of this field in accordance with Fig. 1. 

In addition to harmonics with ratio (1), harmonics having lower frequencies occur in the rectified current due to 
non-sinusoidal nature of the primary rectifier AC voltage [2]. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Diagram showing EMF generated by a source with two parallel wires with opposite currents (L ). 

All wire elements in the presented EMF source model [7] are directed along Y-axis, so the vector A has a 
changing component along Y-axis only. In this case, vector potential of the magnetic field can be determined from 
the relationship                                                                
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.                   (4) 

Assuming equality of currents in the "+" and "-" bus: I  = I  = I  and infinite length of wires in the network L  
 we obtain 

1 lno 2 2

I r
r

,                                                             (5)  

By differentiating the expression (4), we can derive the terms of the magnetic field intensity along Z and X axes 

1

0

A yHz x
,  1

0

A yHx Z
                                              (6) 

and total magnetic field intensity at the point M ( 1 ; 2; 3)  as a vector sum of intensity along Z and X axes 

H H HM Z X .                                       (7) 

Substituting the expression from (6) to (5), we find 

 

,2 2 2 22 ( )

I z z hH x
x z x h z                                                         (8) 

1 1 ,2 2 2 22 ( )

IxH z
x z x h z                                                                       (9) 

The module of the absolute value of magnetic field intensity vector from harmonic components at the point M can 
be found from the vector sum of the modules Hz and Hx  from the expression [7]:                 

2 2H Hz x .                                                                                 (10) 

2.2 Materials 

 The calculated values of alternating currents of higher harmonic components, with a 6-pulse rectifier ( Tk =3,16) 
are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Calculated values of alternating currents of higher harmonic components of the maximum rectified current (3849 ). 

k fk,Hz I ,  , at z=0 , at z=1 , at z=2 MPL N (EU), /m 
  Traction substation machine room 

1* 50 - - - - 400 
2* 100 - - - - 200 
4* 200 - - - - 100 
6 300 224 14,73 16,82 14,73 67 
12 600 112 7,36 8,41 7,36 33,3 
18 900 75 4,93 5,63 4,93 24,4 
24 1200 56 3,68 4,21 3,68 24,4 
30 1500 45 2,95 3,38 2,95 24,4 
36 1800 37 2,43 2,78 2,43 24,4 

 * Harmonics, calculated values of (1) are not available, but recorded the experiments  
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Maximum permissible limits of magnetic field intensity (MF) with frequency up to 10 kHz are regulated in 
Russia for 50 Hz and 10 kHz. 

To date, regulation of MF up to 10 kHz is carried out in the European Union. When comparing the obtained MF 
levels (Table. 1) with the EU limits [8], the MF values stay within maximum permissible limits. 

2.3 Experimental method  

Experimental studies of the magnetic field have been carried out at traction substation [9-10] at the points No. 1-9 
under the bus bridge at RU-3.3 kV switchgear (Figure 2).

 

 

Fig. 2. Layout of bus bars from RU-3.3 kV unit from 3.3 kV rectifier circuit to VAB high-speed switches - top view. 

Table 2 shows the measurements [9, 10] of magnetic field intensity at points No. 1-9 under the bus bridge at RU-
3.3 kV switchgear of the traction substation. 

   Table 2. Measurement of magnetic field intensity (A/m) under the bus bridge at RU-3.3 kV switchgear. 

       No. 
 
fk, Hz 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 , /m 

50 8 6 12 125 125 125 15 8,5 6,5 80 
100 6 5 5 8 10 9 6 5 4 Not regulated. 
200 2 1 1 5 7 7 3 2 2 Not regulated. 
300 3 2 2 10 10 5 11 3 3 Not regulated. 
Idk,  400 300 600 1000 1000 1000 750 420 350  
 

Table 2 shows that a certain MF intensity values correspond to individual current and frequency values. For 
points No.4-6, MF intensity is 125 A/m, which exceeds maximum MF values according to [11] by 1.56 times. There 
is a need to develop means of protection to reduce the duration of magnetic field exposure [12-20]. 

Table 3 shows MF values recalculated for maximum operating current in accordance with regulation method [11]. 

  Table 3. MF intensity values reduced to the maximum current (3849 ). 
   

No. 
 
fk, Hz 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 regul, /m MPL N 
(EU), 

/m 

50 76,98 76,98 76,99 481 481 481 76,9 77,86 71,48 80 400 
100 57,73 64,15 32,08 30,79 38,49 34,64 30,79 45,8 43,99 Not regulated. 200 
200 19,24 12,83 6,416 19,24 26,94 26,94 15,39 18,32 21,99 Not regulated. 100 
300 28,87 25,66 12,83 38,49 38,49 19,24 56,45 27,48 32,99 Not regulated. 67 
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Based on Table 3, it can be concluded that the obtained MF values do not exceed the maximum permissible limits 
applicable in the EU [8]. For points No. 4-6, MF intensity recalculated for maximum rated current is 481.12 A/m for 
MF 50 Hz, which exceeds MF MPL according to [11] by 6.0 times, and EU MPL by 1.2 times. 

The negative inductive impact of higher harmonic components of AC current so far has been assessed in terms of 
its effect on operation of automatic equipment, remote control and communication systems. The above shows that 
harmonic components of rectified AC current can have detrimental health effects on rectifier substation personnel. 

3.  Conclusion 

On the basis of the material presented, the following conclusions can be made: 
 

Rectified current of a rectifier converter has a spectrum of sinusoidal electric currents, and their magnetic field 
intensities may have a detrimental health effect on staff, which has not been considered so far as a scientific 
problem in Russia and abroad; 
For example, it is shown that in railway traction electric grid, in particular, when 6-pulse rectifier transformers 
are used (Kuebler scheme), realizable power of electric locomotives generates magnetic field intensities in the 
vicinity, which may exceed the regulated levels for individual harmonic component frequencies. 
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Abstract 

The article examines the main sources of EMF harmful effects affecting the electrical personnel. Harmonic composition of the 
rectified voltage at traction substations is analyzed. The article presents rectified voltage timing diagrams. Canonical and 
harmonic components of rectified voltage at the output of 6-pulse rectifier are shown. The article shows that a rectifier converter 
is a source of AC harmonic components and has a variety of electric and magnetic forces, the harmful effects of which on the 
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1. Introduction 

Generation and consumption of electrical energy involves its conversion in order to transmit electricity over a 
distance, as well as change of the current type, frequency of AC consumed and other parameters for a variety of 
purposes [1]. 
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Power supply systems (PSS) of energy-intensive DC consumers in ferrous and non-ferrous metal industries 
(aluminum, zinc, magnesium, iron and steel production), electrode and chemical industries, urban and mainline 
electric transport are built using high-power rectifiers. The quality of electrical energy at the output of rectifiers and 
efficiency of its conversion into DC power or other types of energy is determined by high harmonic spectrum of 
rectified voltage [2]. 

Typically, high harmonic spectrum of AC rectifier converter may be different, as it depends not only on the 
asymmetry and sinusoid laity of supply network current, but also on rectifier schemes, efficiency of smoothing 
devices and other technical features of the converter. 

Electrical personnel involved in maintenance of the above power supply systems may be exposed to harmful 
effects of electric and magnetic fields of various kinds of current and frequency [3-6] for a long time. 

Operating conditions of traction substation (TS) converters in electrical transport are very specific [7]. 

2. Experimental  

2.1 Theoretical procedure 

In accordance with the European standard EN 50163, adopted on 06.03.1995, the nominal voltage of the contact 
network on electric stock pantograph is 3.0 kV, maximum stable operating voltage is 3.6 kV and in terms of 
acceptable insulation standards (unstable) - 3.9 kV. The maximum voltage deviation on traction substation bus at 
nominal supply network voltage may reach 550 V, i.e., 14.3%, or within 3.85 ÷ 3.3 kV. At power system supply 
voltage tolerances (GOST 13109-67) of ± 5%, the upper level of 3.85 kV can reach up to 4.04 kW, and the lower 
level of 3.3 kW – 3.135 kW. Thus, the possible (normalized) maximum deviations of substation bus voltages are in 
the range from 3.135 to 4.04 kW (18.6%) [8]. 

The 6-pulse converters (m = 3, q = 6) with zero rectification circuit (Kuebler scheme) and bridge circuit 
(Larionov scheme) are currently used on traction substations, as well as serial and parallel 12-pulse converters (m = 
3, q = 12) [9]. Rectifiers with a larger number of pulsations may be used.  

 

 
Fig. 1. 6-pulse bridge circuit. 
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A rectifier built according to the scheme shown in Fig,1 consists of a three-phase two-winding converter 
transformer, with wye- or delta-connection secondary winding, and two groups of diodes (UD). 

In three-phase bridge rectifier circuit the load current passes through valves and valve side winding of two phases, 
and with commutations - three phases. Anode and cathode group valves are involved in operation, including valve 
groups VD2, VD 4, VD 6 and VD 1, VD 3, VD 5 respectively. 

We assume that voltage in power supply network, and, hence in the secondary winding of converter transformer 
is sinusoidal. 

The rectified voltage is generated as the sum of phase voltages (Fig. 2). 
 

 

Fig. 2. Timing diagrams of voltages u2, rectified voltage ud, diode arm uv, load currents id, i2, i1 and diode arm iv. 
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The voltage curve at the rectifier output is pulsating. The instantaneous value of the rectified voltage is the sum of 
the constant component Ud and a variable component consisting of an infinite number of harmonics [10]: 

sin
1

U U U nm d do n
n

        (1) 

where Ud - constant component; Udo – voltage amplitude of n-th harmonic; n – rectified voltage harmonics order;   
n – initial phase of n-harmonic. 
 
Let us consider the relationship between the voltages and currents of 6-pulse rectification circuit; when studying 

electromagnetic processes in the rectifier circuit, let us assume the following: 
 
Inductance in the rectified current circuit d = ; 
Valve current switching is instantaneous, i.e. valve current switching angle is  = 0. 

The calculated average rectified voltage when idle [10]:  

  0 2U K Ud                                                                       (2) 

where  – circuit coefficient for a 6-pulse bridge 1,73;  – rectification coefficient; U2  – effective phase voltage. 

2 sinm
m                                                                        (3) 

where m – number of pulsations of the rectified voltage curve. 
 

For a 6-pulse bridge A=1,352. According to [7], the average rectified voltage is: 

2 /3 3 61 2sin 2,340 2/3 /3

U
U U d Ud m            (4) 

where = t . 
 

During operation of the converter, the current passes from one converter arm to the other. This process is called 
current switching, and switching time expressed in angular units is called switching angle . 

The switching process changes current and voltage curve shapes in the circuits, average value of the rectified 
voltage, high harmonics of the rectified voltage and network current, as well as power factor and efficiency. 

The value of the switching angle  depends on the converter circuit, its operation mode and inductive resistance 
of the switching circuit. 

Switching angle  is a function of load currents Id =Id, per single converter and is determined by the formula, 
deg.: 

arccos 1 2 sin IdUm m Id
           (5) 

It follows from the equation that the use of complex bridge circuits with an increased number of rectified voltage 
pulsations reduces the switching angle. 
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The effective value of harmonics voltage for a symmetrical supply voltage is determined by the formula,  

20
23 1

UdU kdk
k                                      (6) 

2.2 Materials 

The results of analysis of variable high harmonic voltages, using a 6-pulse rectifier without smoothing filters on 
the traction substation are shown in Figure 3 [11]. 

 

Fig. 3. Canonical harmonic components of the rectified voltage at the output of 6-pulse rectifier. 

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that amplitude of rectified voltage harmonics increases with the switching angle. The 
presence of powerful single-phase loads leads to a phase voltage unbalance in three-phase voltage systems. The 
effective voltage of harmonic components at asymmetric supply voltage [11] is defined by the formula 

2 20 1 2 1 cos 1 223 1

kUdU b b k kdk
k ,                               

 
    (7) 

 

where Ud0 – idle voltage of the rectifier (3300V); k – number of harmonic component of the rectified voltage;      
b  – phase voltage unbalance factor of the supply line, determined by the ratio of the maximum phase voltage value 
on the secondary winding of traction transformer to its minimum value (1 and 1,03). 
 
The angle , is a function of unbalance factor, deg, 

2 1
3

barctg                (8) 

where k  – coefficient, which depends on the switching angle, can be found [11] using the expression: 

2 20,5 sin cos cos 1 cos sin sin cosK k k k k k k                              (9) 
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Voltage of harmonic components of the rectified current at the rectifier output depending on the switching angle at 
supply voltage unbalance b  =1,03 can be determined using the graph in Figure 4 [11]. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Harmonic components of the rectified voltage at the output of 6-pulse rectifier. 

 
The results of calculation of variable voltages of high harmonic components, with a 6-pulse rectifier, without 

smoothing filters on the traction substation are given in Table 1.  
      Table 1. High harmonic components of rectified voltage. 

k fk,Hz Udk,  at b  =1,03 , =40 
deg 

L, connection area 
height, m 

, W/m Threshold limit  
(EC), /  

2 100 54 1,8 30 5000 
12 600 150 1,8 83 833 
24 1200 60 1,8 33 0,61 

 
Threshold limits of electric field (EF) intensity are regulated in the European Union. When comparing the EF 

values obtained (Table. 1) with the EU thresholds, a 54-fold increase of the maximum EF intensity is observed (f = 
1200 Hz,  = 40). There is a need to develop means of protection to reduce the duration of magnetic field exposure 
[12-20]. 

3. Conclusion 

Based on the above analysis, the following conclusions can be made: 
 

A. Rectified EF voltage has a variety of electric and magnetic impacts, whose harmful effects on the staff have not 
yet been studied. 

B. It is shown that in railway transport traction networks, in particular, when using 6-pulse VP (Kubler circuit), 
operating voltages and electric traction currents result in the creation of electric field forces caused by harmonic 
components, which in some cases significantly exceed the maximum permissible forces regulated in foreign 
practice. 
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Abstract 

Transient processes arising in direct on line (DOL) start of powerful induction motor drives have a negative effect on the motor 
technical condition and the drive mechanism, reducing their operating life. One of the reasons of this effect is the electromagnetic 
torque oscillations of the motor when starting. Various non-equipollent in the limitation extent of the torque oscillatory 
component methods are used to facilitate the start conditions. In this paper integral quantitative criteria resulting from the 
analysis of the calculation oscillograph traces, making possible to estimate the oscillation degree of the electromagnetic torque 
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of starts per year, based on the estimation criteria of the torque oscillation degree was developed. The method allows to estimate 
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Relevance of the topic 

It is known that squirrel cage induction motors are widely used and consume the half of the all the world's energy 
output. Accordingly, there is a significant reserve of energy conservation in the operation of electric motor drives. 
One of the most effective energy saving measures is the shift of the unregulated electric motor drives from the 
continuous operation mode into a intermittent periodic, where technology conditions need it. High voltage electric 
motor drives can obtain the greatest economic effect. Such implementation is prevented by DOL start severe 
conditions of high-power induction motors. For the high inertia induction motor drives DOL start should be 
considered as dangerous emergency mode. The number of powerful high-voltage motor DOL starts is specified by 
the manufacturer and it varies from 250 to 500 DOLs per year.  

For total or partial neutralization of the negative influence of transient processes different starting methods are 
used: reactor start, auto-transformer start, star-delta start, start using thyristor voltage regulator (TVR) or frequency 
converter. When implementing one of these methods, the number of DOL starts can be increased without 
compromising the technical condition and engine service life. 

The negative impact of starting processes, as far as it is known, is determined by two main factors: large starting 
current and electromagnetic torque fluctuations of wide amplitude arising in process of starting [1]. All these factors 
have a negative influence on the mechanical and electromagnetic systems of electric motor drives, as well as on 
their thermal state. 

Existing methods of calculation the frequency of starts focused on compliance with the permissible heating 
conditions and based on the assessment of thermal losses in the motor. The negative impact of the oscillatory 
component of torque is not taken into account. At the same time, the oscillation energy of electrical and mechanical 
quantities in motor does not perform any useful work, and is converted into heat or in deformation and destruction 
work of the electromagnetic and mechanical part of the electric motor drive. Simultaneously energy oscillations are 
definitely determined by the electromagnetic torque oscillations. 

Different starting methods are not-equipollent as in expenses so in the restriction degree of the electromagnetic 
torque oscillatory component. 

Formulation of the problem 

1. To analyze the influence of different ways of starting on the oscillation degree of the starting electromagnetic 
torque of powerful induction motor drive. 

2. To develop a methodology which will make possible to evaluate the impact of different starting methods on 
the permitted number of starts. 

Research 

As the object of study was chosen an electric motor drive of the centrifugal fan equipped with high-voltage 
squirrel cage induction motor. The main technical characteristics of the analyzed motor are given in the Table. 1. 

Table 1. Basic technical data of the studied motor. 

Characteristics  Value 
Power (kW) 800 
Supply voltage  (W) 6000 
Rotation frequency (rots per min.) 1480 
Nominal torque of the motor (N·m) 5140 
Efficiency factor (%) 95,1 
Rotor moment of inertia (Kg·m2) 26 
Interval between starts, not less (hour) 3 
Starts quantity per year, not more 500 

The fan has an impeller with a moment of inertia J = 250 kg • m2. For such an inertial operating device the 
number of the sizable surges of the striking electromagnetic torque of the motor can reach ten times when starting 
[2]. 
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In modern conditions, it is reasonable to conduct the analysis of starting modes by means of computer simulation. 
Fig. 1 a, described in relative units the calculated time-dependent oscillograph trace of the electromagnetic torque of 
the motor, achieved while investigating the prototype of the described electric motor drive, developed in the Matlab 
environment. Fig. 1 b, shows the emphasized torque oscillatory component obtained with the help of the 
Butterworth’s digital filter of the eighth order with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. 

Fig. 1. The time-dependence of electromagnetic torque in DOL start: 
(a) the calculating oscillograph trace; (b) emphasized oscillatory component. 

Using different methods of the softened start, the striking torque start-amplitude takes smaller values than if using 
DOL start. As an example, Fig. 2 shows the calculating oscillograph trace generated as a result of reactor start 
simulation (fig. 2 a) and the two start modes using TVR (fig. 2 b). 

Fig. 2. The calculation oscillograph trace of the electromagnetic torque: 
(a)  reactor start; (b) soft start; 

(1) high rate of voltage rise; (2) low rate of voltage rise. 

The comparison of oscillograph traces shows that the problem of oscillatory component limiting can be the most 
efficiently solved by using thyristor voltage regulator and a choice of the rational starting mode. However, the high-
voltage starting systems based on TVR are expensive, that is why relatively cheap ways remain popular: reactor 
start, auto-transformer start, star-delta start. These methods often provide satisfactory results in reducing dynamic 
loads which may arise in the electric drive when starting. 

Under actual operating conditions, when using one of the ways of the softened start there can be the problem of 
determining the permissible number of the reduced-current starts under the chosen start method. This requires the 
using of quantitative criteria, reflecting the oscillation degree of the starting torque. 

Oscillatory component can be estimated differently. For example, it can be based on the peak amplitude, or the 
multiplicity of initial oscillation amplitude. However, as it is shown in the work [3], these values are not sufficiently 
informative, since the change of the starting conditions has little influence on them. In addition, these characteristics 
do not take into account the number of the torque surges and cannot be applied to any of the known starting 
methods. 
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Development of the calculation method of the permissible starts quantity 

For estimation of the torque oscillatory component when using different methods and modes of the start it is 
suggested to use an integral argument - the root-mean-square value (RMS) of the electromagnetic torque oscillatory 
component during startup moment of induction motor [3]: 

2

0

1 ;
startt

rms
start

T T t dt
t

   (1)

Where T (t) – time-dependence of the electromagnetic torque oscillatory component;  - motor start time. 
This argument is calculated from the electromagnetic torque oscillatory component, obtained from the calculation 

oscillograph traces (Fig. 1 b). Argument is universal and can be applied to any of the methods and modes of 
start [3]. Computer startup model research indicates that the argument  is very sensitive to changes in the DOL 
start conditions. 

Table 2. The values of integral criteria in different start conditions. 

Start conditions ,  
(N·m) 

DOL start in idle mode:  kg·m2;  2340 
Fan’s DOL start  on the closed damper:  kg·m2 4310 
Fan’s DOL start on the closed damper :  kg·m2 4600 
DOL start  with  reactive  torque on the shaft:  kg·m2,  4710 
DOL start with  reactive  torque on the shaft :  kg·m2,  4990 
DOL start with  reactive  torque on the shaft :  kg·m2,  5680 
DOL start with reactive  torque on the shaft:  kg·m2,  5860 

 
Then, the non-dimensional integral argument should be introduced - RMS oscillatory component multiplicity 

with respect to RMS oscillatory component in DOL start: 

0

rms

rms0

;T

T
k

T
   (2)

where  is RMS of the oscillatory component in the studied start method;  is RMS of the oscillatory 
component in DOL start. 

This argument determines the quantity of the oscillatory component in the chosen method and start mode with 
respect to the oscillatory component in DOL start. It is obvious that: corresponds to the conditions of the 
DOL start;  corresponds to better conditions than in DOL start; - the worst conditions than in DOL 
start. The latter is possible in the reverse, self-starting, reverse-current braking. 

Table 3. The arguments values and for the starting processes shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

Start method , (N·m)  

DOL start (fig. 1 a) 4310 1,0 
Reactor start (fig. 2 a) 1424 0,33 
Soft start (fig. 2 b, curve 1) 391 0,091 
Soft start (fig. 2 b, curve 2) 44,3 0,01 

Clearly, in these cases the reactor start allows to reduce RMS of the torque oscillatory component in 3 times in 
comparison with the DOL start and the soft start– in 10-100 times, depending on the chosen TVR operating mode. 
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On this basis, the use of the soft start devices based on TVR allows to drop the start quantity limits per year 
completely, that are determined by the torque oscillatory component, and keep only limitations related to the 
permissible heating terms.  

When implementing other ways of starting the oscillatory component is limited to the less extent, and it is 
unacceptable to ignore its negative impact. To calculate the permitted starts quantity in these cases, it is suggested to 
use the following method. 

Initial data for calculation are the calculated criteria  and installed by the manufacturer the allowable DOL 
starts quantity per year . 

Consider the situation where the induction motor with the permissible number of DOL start  is 
operated with opportunity to implement a DOL start and induction start. Let the torque oscillatory component be 
defined by the argument . In situations where DOL is needed, argument , is by definition. 

Obviously, the number of DOL starts  must come up to the inequality: 

;DOL permittedN N    (3)

where  is the number of DOL starts made per year. 
Given that this inequality can be rewritten as: 

;DOL DOL permittedN k N    (4)

In implementing of reactor start, negative impact of transients is reduced, and the argument (2) takes smaller 
value in comparison with the DOL start. For the reactor start can be written by the inequality: 

.r r permittedN k N    (5)

Then, the permissible number of the reactor starts is: 

;permitted
r

r

N
N

k
   (6)

Thus, in reactor engine start with the arguments given in the Table. 1 when ki = 0,333 the permissible number of 
the reactor starts per year will be . So, 4 starts are permitted per day. 

A similar calculation for the TVR start when = 0.091 gives the permissible number of starts per year = 
5494 or 15 starts per day. The result allows to run the engine every 1.5 hours. However, this is less than the 
permitted interval between starts t = 3 hours specified by the manufacturer. Thus, whatever the start method is, the 
number of starts should not exceed the value: 

24  ;N
t

   (7)

where  is an interval between the starts, an hour according to the motor certificate. 
In this case there are 8 starts per day. 
When operating the electric motor drive it is possible to carry out the start of the motor in different ways. 

Usually, it is a combination of the DOL and one of the methods of softened start. In this case, the permitted number 
of starts for the combination of DOL and reactor start is defined by the inequality: 

;r r DOL permittedN k N N    (8)
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Generally, if different methods are used: 

1

;
n

DOL i i permitted
i

N N k N    (9)

where n is a number of the used methods of softened start; Ni is a number of starts of this method;  is 
multiplicity of RMS of the oscillatory component of this start method in respect to RMS of the oscillatory 
component in DOL start. 

Conclusions 

1. On the basis of the research, it was found that the root-mean-square value (RMS) of the electromagnetic torque 
oscillatory component during the start time of induction motor, obtained from the calculation oscillograph traces is 
the most sensitive to the changes in the DOL start conditions.  

2. On the basis of the introduction of the non-dimensional integral argument - multiplicity of RMS of the 
oscillatory component in respect to RMS of the oscillatory component in DOL start was obtained the opportunity to 
quantify the impact of the different start methods to the improvement of performance for increasing the number of 
starts per year. 

3. Method of calculating of the permissible number of starts per year was developed, using the calculating 
oscillograph traces obtained on the basis of  the powerful induction motor model during the researching of DOL 
start and when implementing the startup system into the operation. 
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Abstract 

The work is dedicated to the application of the sequential reduction method use to evaluate structural reliability of the industrial 
enterprises power supply systems. The review of publications has shown the lack of attention to these issues. Most researchers 
are focused on the reliability of electric power systems; probabilistic-statistical approach and the approach from the standpoint of 
financial and credit policy dominate here. The algorithm of scheme reduction is considered in terms of the most common type of 
failure - the short-circuit failure. The algorithm includes the following main steps –the identification of scheme elements, which 
allow selecting a group of elements, the failure of which leads to the failure of the entire group; the grouping of selected elements 
for which the equivalent reliability indices will be calculated; the convolving of resulting calculation scheme to the selected user 
and the definition of equivalent values the failure intensity, restoration time, and other reliability indices of interest. The 
algorithm is illustrated by an example of calculation scheme of the power supply system fragment containing a branch line. The 
calculations are carried out for the existing industrial enterprise. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords:Power supply, structural reliability, failure, recursive function, scheme bypass, sequential reduction, equivalent reliability indices. 

1. Introduction 

The evaluation of power supply reliability is the problem solved, as a rule, at the stage of design and 
reconstruction of power grids; for complex electrical systems of large energy-intensive enterprises having closed 
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networks from the junction to the grid, their own power plants. This problem should be solved also in the process of 
operation, for example, when considering the dispatching applications for withdrawal of equipment in repair or 
reserve. The substantial margin of overload capacity of elements is laid  at designing of power systems, in particular 
for 35-110 kV levels; if this fact is considered the structural reliability should be first evaluated. The structural 
reliability consider only the connection layout of the network elements, but deviations of the regime parameters 
from allowable values are not taken into account, which is greatly simplifies the solution. 

The selection of a failure model is one of the component of the task of assessment of the consumers power supply 
reliability. In addition to the statistical characteristics it is necessary to determine the necessity of considering the 
such failures types as the "disconnection" or "short-circuit". Short-circuits in comparison with disconnections occur 
more often in circuits of power stations and substations, as well as in electrical networks. Disconnections occur on 
overhead transmission lines and flexible busbar switchgear and often lead to complex damages, such as open-phase 
fault of conductors with the closure of each other or to the ground. Thus, in networks 110-220 kV of Magnitogorsk 
energy hub the disconnections observed at the average rate of 2 times per year, while the short-circuits 
approximately 50-60 times. 

It should also be noted that the short circuit, regardless of whether they are symmetrical or not, lead to shutdown 
of the damaged area, while asymmetric disconnections are partial failures. It is also resulted to change of the 
functional reliability parameters, which is difficult to evaluate. 

2. Review of publications 

Significant part of publications devoted to the issues of reliability of the electric power systems. For example, in 
[1] the characteristics of software, which is developed by the authors, for assessing the adequacy indices, is given. 
The article [2] devoted to assessing the sensitivity of the reliability indices (primarily LOLP, loss of load 
probability), taking into account the regime restrictions of systems, which combine power transmission with direct 
and alternating current. Some of the work is focused on increasement of the reliability by improving the station  
power grid and equipment, in particular, due to the active implementation of devices FACTS [3]. Serious attention is 
paid to assessing the reliability primarily to the regime positions. In a number of works the reliability assessment is 
considered in the context of the larger task of planning the development of generation, supply and distribution 
networks, taking into account the costs of reconstruction [4], on the basis of a multi-purpose non-linear control 
model, in particular in [5] an approach based on a set of Pareto is used. Variety of mathematical apparatus is used, 
for example in [6] Bayesian networks was applied to account the impact of relay protection failures on the reliability 
of power systems; the adaptation of fuzzy Petri networks to the assessment of the reliability of power supply  is 
proposed in [7]; in [8] the integer nonlinear programming in conjunction with the medium-dispersion method is used 
to assess the effectiveness of investments in improving the reliability. In the work [9] two different regime situation 
in relation to the microgrid networks is considered: when the power flow direction through the network element 
(UPF and BPF) unchanged or change; for these cases approaches to the reliability calculation is developed. The 
work [10] is dedicated to the questions of reliability centered maintenance (RCM) in the competitive market. The 
authors advocate the position of evaluating the reliability solely on cost criteria "... the most understandable to 
decision-makers." The impact of demand management programs, aimed to the alignment of the load curve and the 
reliability of the power system, are examined in [11]. Logical and probabilistic methods are also used, for example, 
in [12] the fault tree method in conjunction with the Monte Carlo method are used for reliability analysis in 
SmartGrids, this approach is applied to assess the criterion LOLP and to quantify the risks on its basis. The 
theoretical studies related to the development of the failure models is also observed. Proposed in [13] the 
probabilistic model of consumers outages, which is a distribution of consumers failure probability by hours of the 
day, is focused on the practice of dispatching management. Another important issue for the consumers - the 
reliability of cogeneration system - is considered in the article [14]; Markov chains are used for the failure flow 
simulation. A number of works devoted to assessing the impact of the "human factor" on the reliability of energy 
systems [15], [16], [17]. 

In general it can be concluded that investigations in the field of statistical research of reliability indices and in the 
field of evaluation of economic efficiency of procedures for reliability maintaining are prevailed. Most studies 
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examine the reliability issues on the part of generating, electric distribution and retail electricity companies, but 
reliability assessment on the part of the consumer is considered less often. 

3. The algorithm for the scheme composition for the calculation of reliability in case of the "short-circuit" 
failure 

The distinguishing characteristic of power supply reliability calculation for the "short-circuit" failure primarily is 
in the fact that the scheme for reliability calculation will not coincide with the real electric connection diagram. This 
is because in the circuit elements, which are not separated by the circuit-breakers [18], in the context of reliability 
calculation are considered as connected in series. This can be applies to the busbars with the busbar disconnectors; 
to the branch lines with taps attached tightly or through tap disconnectors; to cable lines of several parallel laid 
cables, which are connected through a common circuit-breakers, and others. 

At the Industrial power supply department of Nosov Magnitogorsk State Technical University the algorithm for 
structural reliability calculation was developed. It allows to calculate of equivalent reliability indices relative to 
arbitrarily chosen consumer, taking into account only the circuit elements involved in the power transfer to that 
consumer [19]. The algorithm provides an opportunity to perform calculations for power systems, including open 
and closed networks, with nodes due to the regional power grid, its own power plants, and is based on the sequential 
reduction method [20]. The algorithm is implemented in the module "Reliability" of program complex (PC) 
KATRAN on in C ++. 

At the primary stage, the steady-state mode calculation is carried out. The power flow direction through the 
circuit elements is the main result of this operation. User selects an element-load, relative to which the equivalenting 
will be carried out. 

The next step in the calculation is the marking of the scheme elements; it will provide the elements involved in 
the transfer of power to the selected element (hereinafter - Group I; these elements in the code corresponds to the 
flag InstRel), as well as elements with the opposite power flow direction, which is associated with the elements of 
Group I directly (Group II and the corresponding flag FailSC). The elements of the Group II, which adjacent to 
circuit-breakers and form the boundary of the group (Group II-a flag FailSCEnd), are highlighted. 

The functions performing the marking of elements, primarily is called for the element, associated with the 
selected element, then its recursive call is made for the one of the element, associated with the current one, until all 
of the elements belonging to Groups I and II will not be passed. 

The grouping of elements belonging to the Group II is carried out after their marking. The values of failure 
intensity gr  and restoration time grRT  are passed as parameters to  the grouping function. For the “i”-element of 
the Group II, and for the previous “i-1”-element this parameters are determined according to the rules of serial 
addition (1), (2): 

iigrigr 1,, ,  (1)

 
iigr

iiRigriRgr
iRgr

TT
T

1,

,1,1,
, .  (2)

 
These values are assumed to be zero at the first function call. 
Inside of the grouping function, it is determined whether the current element is the beginning of a chain with the 

opposite power flow, included in the Group II. The flag IsReduct is set for all of the group elements which are 
already accounted. For each element is detected, whether it is related to the chain, for which FailSC = true, but that 
has not yet passed when grouping (IsReduct = false). In this case, for the current flag is set IsFirstFailSC. 

If the element associated with the current element has the flags values as InstRel = true, FailSC = true, IsReduct = 
false the recursive call of grouping function is carried out. In the opposite case, that element is the first for the 
concerned circuit and the final sums calculation (1), (2) is made for it. For the considered circuit elements the 
InstRel = false and they are excluded from the further equivalenting procedure. 
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The procedure of elements marking is shown in Fig. 1, 2 at the example of the fragment of power supply system 
comprising the branch line. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Fragment of the power supply system: : CB – circuit-breaker, L – load, Ss – substation, MSDS - main step-down substation,  
T – transformer, AT – autotransformer, HVL – high-voltage line. 

At the calculation scheme (Fig. 1) each of the elements of the power supply system is represented as a node, the 
number of bonds is equal to the number of actual connections with the other elements of the element (for the power 
transmission line, double-wound transformer, circuit-breaker - two bonds, for triple-wound transformer - three, etc.). 
HVL branch line is added to the scheme by fictitious node “2” with three bonds. The reliability indices of power 
supply are estimated with relatively to the consumer “L-2”. This consumer will fail supply in case of short-circuit on 
the line "HVL Branch line – Ss-2"and the line “HVL Branch line – Ss-1". Thus, the curcuit formed by the nodes 2 
and 3 (elements "Branch line" and "HVL Branch line – Ss-1") should be taken into account when analyzing the 
short-circuit failures. The circuit-breaker “CB-3” is its boundary, which is detected as a result of the marking 
function. The total failure intensity of this circuit will be equal 332332 CB . This value is assigned to 

42  in the result of call the grouing function as branches of 2-4 corresponds to the power flow 4-2, directed from 
the power source "MSDS". Then node 2 participates in equivalenting only as 42 . 

 

 

Fig. 2. The calculation scheme of the power supply system fragment after labeling and grouping of elements. 
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The algorithm discussed in [22] is used for further equivalenting procedure. The algorithm flowchart is shown at 
Fig. 3: ekv, TRekv, pekv – equivalent failure intencity, recovery time and the probability of no-failure, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The algorithm for calculating structural reliability. 
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4. Practical application 

As an example the fragment of the power supply system of Iron and Steel Works is considered (Fig. 4). The basic 
reliability indices were calculated in case of failure of the "short-circuit" and "disconnection" relatively to the 
selected load. The results of calculation are shown in Table 1. 

 

 

Fig. 4. The fragment of power supply system of OJSC "MMK". 

Table 1.The results of calculation. 

Operating mode pekv ekv,1/ year TRekv, year 

Short-circuit 0,9995 0,1576 0,0032 

Disconnection 0,9997 0,0607 0,00542 

 
Thus, the probability of system failure in the event of "short-circuit" is higher than the "disconnection", but the 

recovery time below and that can lead to more significant damage. 

5. Conclusion 

The developed algorithm allows to compare different variants of normal maintenance and repair schemes on the 
basis of reliability indices in planning mode or network reconstruction. Accounting of the power flow direction 
allows to take into account in the calculation of equivalent reliability indices only those elements that affect to the 
reliable operation of the selected item. Accounting of the failure types as "disconnections" or "short-circuit" – makes 
it possible to take into account the failure of equipment are most typical for the analyzed part of the network, as well 
as a course of accident is most often observed. For example, the example of the fragment of power supply system it 
was shown that erroneous choice of the failure type could give an error in determining the reliability indices 
approximately 40%. 
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Abstract 

The project is aimed at developing new person recognition algorithm, which deals with the problems using matching of filtered 
histograms of oriented gradients computed in circular sliding windows and using inverted index of histograms for efficient image 
retrieval. The project results have various scientific, industry and social applications, which require automatic non-cooperative 
indoors and outdoors person recognition at a distance using multimodal biometrics extracted from multisensory noisy data. For 
instance, new security and surveillance systems working under in open weather could be developed based on the proposed 
methods. The performance of the proposed person recognition algorithm in the actual environment is presented and discussed. 
The results of computer simulation obtained with the proposed algorithm are compared to those of available algorithms in terms 
of matching accuracy and processing time. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: face recognition, matching algorithm; local oriented gradient histogram; image search; inverted index; histogram analysis; vector-
space metrics 

1. Introduction 

Research in biometric person recognition has recently received a notable attention due to a growing interest in 
development of new real-time automatic security and surveillance systems. Many of the biometric features that are 
highly distinctive and have permanence (such as fingerprints and iris) require a cooperative subject in close 
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proximity to a biometric system. Existing reliable methods of active cooperative identification cannot be used for 
passive non-cooperative person recognition at a distance. Even under fully favorable conditions (controlled 
illumination, good image quality, sufficient resolution, frontal images, and neutral expression), the best algorithms 
of passive non-cooperative face recognition at a distance produce a high equal error rate, and thus, the performance 
is unlikely to be sufficient for most applications [1]. Therefore, it is extremely important to develop new non-
cooperative methods for person recognition at a distance using multimodal biometrics extracted from multisensory 
noisy data that are robust to uncontrolled environment conditions. Methods of face recognition is one of the most 
rapidly developing area and they just might provide a basis for constructing a non-cooperative person authentication 
system. Face recognition systems use different methods for obtaining information: by a single image, by a video, by 
a three-dimensional image, by using infrared light. Many approaches have developed to allocate face at images or 
video streams. Once the face is localized, different techniques can be applied on the base of face appearance or face 
geometry [2]. Facial recognition technology can be global [3] and local [4], different processing methods based on 
2D images and 3D face models. Face recognition systems based on 2D images possesses a drawback of sensitivity 
to light, effects of changing the face position. To compensate these effects, a 2D image is transformed to canonical 
position storage of facial images from different angles, and recognition uses generalized models of faces. The 
analysis of three dimensional data can help to overcome the drawbacks: using 3D image interpolation position can 
be reduced to turn restored 3D face model to a new position, and illumination affects only texture, while 
reconstruction of the surface retains its properties. Existing recognition methods can be classified as follows: global 
methods, statistical methods, parametric models. The most popular methods of face recognition are principal 
component analysis (PCA) [5] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [6], elastic graph models, local binary 
patterns, using 3D descriptors [7-8]. Recent methods of face recognition utilize 3D descriptors invariant to facial 
expressions, dynamic information, gait analysis and gestures. To achieve 3D face recognition, there are two parts 
devised: image matching and visual image search [9]. The most popular matching algorithms based on key points 
are SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) [10], SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) [11] and ORB (Oriented 
FAST and Rotated BRIEF) [12]. In the current research is considered image search method that uses features, which 
give an opportunity to detect near duplicates of given image examples by separation from the other images of the 
collection. The proposed method consists of the following stages: preprocessing, matching and image search. The 
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed matching algorithm based on HOGs descriptor are 
presented. In Section 3, the visual duplicates image search is considered. In Section 4, using inverted index of 
histograms for effective image retrieval is considered. Computer simulation results are provided in Section 5. 
Section 6 summarizes our conclusions. 

2. Matching algorithm based on HOGs Descriptor  

In this topic a new fast matching algorithm based on recursive calculation of oriented gradient histograms over 
several circular sliding windows is presented [13]. Let us define a set of circular windows {Wi, i = 1, . . . ,M}  in a 
target fragment as a set of closed disks: 

                                                                                           (1)  

where (xi, yi)  are the coordinates of the center and ri — is the radius of the disks. Numerous experiments have 
shown that the number of circular windows may be chosen from 2 to 4 to yield good matching performance.
Histograms of oriented gradients are good descriptors for matching because they possess a high discriminant 
capability and robust to small image deformations such as rotation and scaling. The histograms are calculated over 
the sliding geometric structure. At each position of the i-th circular window on a frame fragment we compute 
gradients inside the window with the help of the Sobel operator. Next, using the gradient magnitudes {Magi (x, y) : 
(x, y)  Wi}  and orientation values { i (x, y) : (x, y)  Wi},  quantized for Q levels, the histogram of oriented 
gradients can be computed as follows: 
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                                                                     (2) 

where  = {0, . . . ,Q  1}  are histogram values (bins), Med is the median value inside of the circular window, and  
(z) = { 1,  z = 0, 0, otherwise is the Kronecker delta function. The correlation output for the ith circular window 
at position k can be computed with the help of the fast Inverse Fourier Transform as follows: 

                                                                                                     (3) 

where  is the Fourier Transform of the histogram of oriented gradients inside of the i-th circular window 
over the frame fragment, and HRi ( ) is the Fourier Transform of  the asterisk denotes complex 
conjugate. The correlation peak is a measure of similarity of the two histograms, which can be obtained as follows: 

. The main advantages of the new fast matching algorithm are the following: the total decision is 
made using the results of combined comparison for all sliding windows; local threshold filtering of histograms is 
used instead of the classical pyramidal approach of low-pass filtering for speedup of the processing.                                   

3. Visual Duplicates Image Search 

Denote by I={ai|i=1..K} the image collection. It is necessary to match images from this collection using visual 
similarity estimation [14]. ach image  is described by vector of features . Two images a I 
and b I are visual similar, if holds the condition (a,b)=1-f( (a), (b)) fmin, where f(.,.) – is any normalized 
distance (or pseudo distance) in the space RN, and fmin – is boundary value of similarity. Proposing similarity 
estimation method is based on approach described in [15]. Consider the image as a set of points P(a)={(x,y)}. Color 
value C(x,y) is given for each point in chosen colorspace :C(x,y): P(a) . We have chosen RGB colorspace for 
our research. Histograms must provide adequate level of abstraction, therefore we transform the colorspace RGB 
(224 colors) to lower dimensional colorspace: =| | (4, 64, 128, 256 etc. colors). In this way histogram:  

,    (4) 

where , – i-th color channel in the colorspace with dimension . In 
some cases histograms of the whole images with different content could be similar. To account color distribution in 
different areas of the image we take histograms of the individual segments of the image instead of the full image. 
Each image  divides into areas S(a)={si(a)|i=1..K}  intersection of image areas is allowed. Each segment si(a) is 
square area of original image, K=r×r, where r, is dissection parameter. It is necessary to transform images into 
square shape to provide possibility of this dissection. For each segment si(a) we build histogram H (si(a)). Further 
comparison goes segment-by-segment: 

,  (5) 

where i=1..(r· ), J=[i/r], and [.] is the integer part of argument. In this way vector space of features is of dimension 
r· .  

4. Using Inverted Index of Histograms for Effective Image Retrieval 

To provide fast search and information analysis on big data could be used special data structures – inverted 
indexes [16-17]. Each vector component  contains information about the relative number of pixels, that has 
certain color channel from the colorspace  in one of the segments – Eq. (5). All components have to be associated 
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with "histogram words", that characterize original real values , i=1..(r· ) [18]. To do this we take finite covering 
of the interval [0;1] by intervals (they could partially overlap): . We 
associate each component  of (a) to the set of ordered pairs . That way 
we introduce the mapping: E: R , where  ={<j,i> | j N, i }, that means . Ordered pairs <j,i> we call 
"histogram words". Here i means natural index of [xi, yi], that cover value . This value could be covered by 
several intervals of . To index features without information loss it is necessary to use quantization with 
overlapping intervals. Consider mapping : RN . By the construction of the sets  we have , j j' , 
so we take . It is a set of "histogram words", which characterize all segments of image. 
Introduce linear order relation R1 on the set : pair <j,i> precedes pair <j',i'> if and only if: a) holds condition j<j'; 
b) hold equality j=j' and condition i<i'. Equality i=i' in condition b) is impossible because  is a set. Therefore 
using vector (a) we build the direct index of the image a I: . After 
that direct index has to be ordered according to order relation R1 by "histogram words" <j,i>. Inverted index of the 
image collection associates each "histogram word" <j,i> with linearly ordered set: , 
where ida is a natural numeric identifier of the image a I, and the order on the set of pairs  is 
introduced by ida. Inverted index is built on image collection using merge of linear ordered direct indexes DI(a). At 
the stage of visual duplicates search we build vector of features (c) for reference image c, then we build direct 
index of the image DI(c), which "histogram words" <j,i> ( (c)) are the query to the inverted index. Received for 
each "histogram word" sets II(<j,i>), <j,i> ( (c)) are transformed to sets of triplets: 

, <j,i> ( (c)) by adding j-th feature from (a) to .  Introduce linear order relation R2 for 
using merge operation of linear ordered sets S(<j,i>): triplet  precedes triplet  if and 
only if: a) holds condition ida<idb; b) hold equality ida=idb, and also condition j<j'. In this way, merge operation of 
the sets S(<j,i>), that are received from the inverted index for each <j,i> ( (c)), produces linearly ordered set 
S(c), which contains information about potentially similar images-candidates, that were detected in the inverted 
index.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1. Difference estimation a c
j j  based on the length of the intervals 

Similarity estimation of reference image and found images-candidates could be performed with help of single-
pass algorithm on set S(c) using pseudometric (e.g. based on Manhattan, cosine, Euclidian distances). Pseudometric 
is not symmetric since we know values  not for all j while using inverted index. In fact, we have information 
extracted from inverted index just about such "histogram words" and values j, for which  and  are covered by 
the same interval [xi, yi]. Otherwise we just estimate  – Fig. 1. 

5. Computer simulation 

For testing we used the following databases: Labeled Faces in the Wild, 3D Mask Attack Dataset, Texas 3D Face 
Recognition Database. The proposed algorithm outperforms the common algorithms for in-plane rotation (Table 1), 
yields a similar performance with the SIFT for out-of-plane rotation and a slight scaling, and requires processing 
time close to the SURF. One variation of the visual duplicates image search method based on inverted index of color 
histograms was implemented and experimentally-verified. The inverted index of color histograms was performed 
using library MongoDb (Python). Tests were performed on two subsets of the whole collection each containing 
1000 random images. All the images were transformed to the size 640*512 pixels using linear filter [19]. These 
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subsets were verified by experts to contain similar images. The first dataset was used to optimize the quality of 
search and find the parameters for indexing. The second dataset is used to test image search quality with these 
parameters. The optimal parameter set is presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 1. Accuracy of image matching for in plane rotations 

Matching algorithm Accuracy of matching 

0.8X 0.9X 1.0 X 1.1X 1.2 X 

 Scale Invariant Feature Transform 92 95 100 98 91 

 Speeded-Up Robust Features 79 90 99 97 92 

Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF 78 79 90 83 89 

Proposed algorithm 84 94 100 99 91 

 
Table 2. Optimized parameters 

Amount of segments Overlay, % Amount of color channels in histogram 

16 7 24 

 
We took =0.05 as a length of each interval of  with overlap =0.025, and used pseudometric based on 

Manhattan distance. We compare the baseline (“Base”) method that uses «brute force» for similarity estimation 
(reference image is being compared with each image from the Dataset-X). Method «InvIndex» is associated to 
visual duplicates image search using inverted index for each Dataset-X. The quality of visual duplicates image 
search is shown in Table 3. Gain in time using inverted index is 80% in comparison with “Base” method. With 
rising size of collection advantage of inverted index became greater. Person recognition or tracking algorithms 
usually employ prediction methods for evaluation of the person position and trajectory in a sequence of frames and 
for reduction of the search region [20]. The proposed algorithm in terms of the processing time are the following 
characteristics: 0.64 s. Therefore, a real time tracking based on the proposed algorithm becomes possible. 

 
Table 3. Quality of visual duplicates image search 

Method Dataset-1 Dataset-2 

Precision of image search 

Base 92 80 

InvIdx 88 78 

Recall of image search, % 

Base 92 79 

InvIdx 90 74 

F1-Measure of image search, % 

Base 92 80 

InvIdx 89 76 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper a matching algorithm based on recursive calculation of oriented gradient histograms over several 
circular sliding windows for face recognition at a distance was presented.. The simple method of color histogram 
comparison solves the task of near duplicates visual search with a good quality. The experimental results show that 
inverted index provides a good level of information abstraction. With correct setup of parameters it does not lead to 
significant information loss. The greater the size of an image collection is, the greater is the gain in time using 
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inverted index. Inverted index could be used to preselect a small set of similar images-candidates (in compare with 
the whole collection), and then similarity estimation for these candidates could be calculated on full sets of features. 
In such case recall of candidate retrieval is preferable than precision.  
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Abstract 

It is shown that one of the most efficient ways to obtain emulsion is cavitation treatment of the mixed stream in the jet boundary 
layer. The authors offer a model for calculating the operational process in the hydrodynamic mixer with multiple-jet nozzle as 
agitator of cavitation, based on hydrodynamic equations and data of experimental research on jet pumps. There has been 
considered and analyzed the characteristic of the cavitation mixer, which shows how relative loss of total stream pressure 
depends on relative nozzle square, and hydraulic resistance coefficient of flow-part elements. It is shown that gradual reduction 
of hydraulic resistance coefficient allows to decrease considerably the loss of total stream pressure. Besides, there exists the 
range of optimal relative square values where losses of total pressure are minimized. If the elements of the mixer flow-part are 
made hydraulically proper then the optimal values of the nozzle relative square are 0,66…0,76, whereas minimum losses of 
relative pressure don’t exceed 0,22. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

An urgent task of machine building, power engineering, chemical, oil and food manufacturing industries is to 
develop efficient and low-power mixer to prepare emulsions. For instance, in heat-power engineering burnout of 
diesel oil emulsion in steam boiler furnace units allows to reduce toxicity of stack gases, and if there is an optimum 
choice of parameters of fuel burnout and preparation of diesel oil emulsion, environmental and technical-and-
economic indexes of boilers will be increased [1]. However, application of high capacity mixers helps to prevent 
disposal of wastewater contaminated by petroleum products into environment. 
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The quality of emulsion is characterized by structure homogeneity and dispersion degree of components.  
Consequently, operational efficiency of mixers, i.e. devices for emulsion preparation, significantly depends on the 
preparation method. Creation of highly-dispersive emulsion by means of traditional mechanical stimulation of flow 
components is rather complicated. Cavitation treatment of mix elements, which generates local energy concentration 
(pulsations and cavitation bubble collapse) enough for diffusion of medium components on the micro level, allows 
to obtain highly-dispersive product resistant to breaking. [2]. Literature review devoted to cavitation in jet pumps 
has shown that one of the most efficient ways to create emulsion is cavitation in the jet boundary layer [3]. At the 
same time to increase emulsion dispersion degree it is necessary to equally distribute cavitation points along the 
standard cross-section of the flow, and to enlarge their number when possible. One of such devices – agitators of 
cavitation is a multiple-jet nozzle with equally spaced holes which form several high velocity jets in a flow-part of a 
mixer. 

The goal of this research is to perform calculation and analysis of characteristics of the jet cavitation mixer. 
 

2. The schematic diagram and calculation model, characteristics of the hydrodynamic mixer 

The schematic diagram of the jet mixer is shown in Figure 1. The mixer consists of a nozzle (1), the mixing 
chamber (2), and diffuser (3). The acceleration of a mixed stream and its dispersion into high-speed jets takes place 
in a multi-jet nozzle, where further in the jets’ boundary layers cavitation is initiated. Cavitation treatment of the 
flow results in the breakdown of jets and formation of highly dispersed medium. Due to equal distribution of 
cavitation points along the standard cross-section of the flow at a certain distance from the nozzle (1) vapor-liquid 
turbulent flow is formed in the mixing chamber (2) which further turns into low flow in the condensation shock. As 
a result emulsion is created near the outlet section of the mixing chamber. In a diffuser the part of kinetic energy of 
emulsion flow transforms into potential one. The pressure thus increases to the value smaller than before the mixer. 

 

Fig.1. The schematic diagram of the hydrodynamic ejector. 

Input equations which describe operational process in a mixer are the equations of balance of consumption: 

;constAvQ ii   (1) 

and specific energy of flow in the area between sections 1-1 and 4-4: 
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Bernoulli equations for the mixed stream in the area between sections 1-1 and 2-2: 
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expression of the Euler number Eu which characterizes cavitation phenomena in the jet boundary layer: 
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where  - density of the mixture; p  - equilibrium vapor pressure of mixture component with minimum boiling 
point; Q - volume flow rate of the mixture; i – number of section on the schematic diagram; ; Ai, vi, pi – square of 
the normal cross section, average velocity and static pressure in «i»-th section, 

__

4

__

1 , pp  - total (static plus dynamic) 
pressure at the input (i=1) and output (i=4) mixer section; s, k, d - coefficients of hydraulic resistance of the 
nozzle,  mixing chamber and diffuser;  - the coefficient of kinetic energy of the mixed stream at the nozzle exit 
(i=2); 

__

Pp  - specific energy loss due to abrupt deceleration of the stream from the exhaust velocity v2 of liquid 
mixture from nozzle holes to velocity v3 of the emulsion in the mixing chamber upon its total filling. 

According to the theory of Borda-Carnot [4]: 
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Simultaneous solution of these equations (1)-(5) results in the formula: 
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which is an expression of the basic characteristic of the hydrodynamic mixer, which establishes the relationship of 
the relative head flow loss h of the relative square of the nozzle  = A2 / A3, cavitation Euler number Eu, 
coefficient of hydraulic resistance of the flow-part elements. 

In the following works [5] an empirical formula of the relationship of the Euler cavitation Eu, and the relative 
square of the nozzle is proposed. 

)1(36.107.0Eu   (7) 

With regard to the latter Figure 2 shows performance characteristics of the cavitation mixer with a kinetic energy 
coefficient =1 and several values of hydraulic resistance coefficients. 

By comparing the lines, we can see that a steady decline in the hydraulic resistance coefficients of the flow-part 
elements allows to significantly reduce the losses of pressure in the mixer, and for each set of resistance coefficients 
there is a range of optimal values of the relative square of the nozzle, where the pressure losses are minimal. 

For example, with a resistance coefficient of the nozzle s = 0.14, the mixing chamber and diffuser k d + = 0.4 
minimum relative pressure losses are hmin = 0,255 with relative square of the nozzle opt = 0.6; and at s = 0.06, 
+ k d = 0,2 hmin = 0,185 when relative square of the nozzle is opt = 0.76. 
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Fig. 2. Performance characteristics of the cavitation mixer when =1: 1 – =0,06; + =0,2; 2 – =0,1; + =0,3; 3 – =0,14; + =0,4. 

3.Conclusion 
Hydraulically perfect performance of the flow-part elements of the cavitation mixer and the optimum relationship 

between the nozzle square and the mixing chamber square are the basic requirements for the development of the 
cavitation mixer.  
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Abstract 

The laboratory studies on the strength of oil were carried out by stretching it in the bellows and identified the opportunity of the 
strength index usage as a complex and diagnostic factor. The burst pressure and tensile modulus are used as a measure of 
strength. The authors study the ratio of burst pressure and the physical properties (viscosity, density, mass fraction of solids, 
acidity, flash point, etc.) of engine oils. The correlation with high reliability for the viscosity and the flash point is detected. This 
fact expands the opportunities of modeling oil viscosity and hydrodynamic cavitation. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

The usage of the high-quality oil, in other words the oil with required characteristics, continues to remain among 
the foundations and reserves of enhancement of machines’ sustainability. The composition and the condition of oil 
determine cavitation mode. The principle of this occurrence in the hydraulic transmission is the insufficient strength 
that is connected with its aging treatment and impurity: the particles become the centers or cores of oil discontinuity 
in addition to gas ones, and it causes the strength loss. The cavitation can significantly impair the operation of the 
hydraulic transmission, destroy its construction units and devices. So the main objective of these investigations is to 
determine the methodic opportunity of oil’s strength usage as a aggregated factor of its condition and the opportunity 
of oil’s diagnose by its cavitating characteristics [1, 3, 4]. 
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2. Strength physical bodies 

In science and engineering the comprehension of strength is broad. It is connected with the all types of materials 
and machineries disintegration as physical agents, with all types of actions of external forces, aggregative and limit 
states or deformations. Therefrom static and dynamic strength, or strength on compression, strain, fatigue, etc. 

Up to the present moment there are two conceptions in the strength investigations: 
 
Purely physics – the science of objects and their surfaces defects’ influence on theoretical; 
Purely engineering – the science of physicochemical influence of condition and circumstances on mechanical 
behavior of  actual materials and machineries.  
 
Fig. 1 demonstrates a universal scheme that shows strength’s rules in science and technology. The curve is based 

on the basic law about the dependence of the potential energy and interacting force of the insulating particles from 
the distance between them. The molecular forces of attraction and repulsion or resistance to compression and tensile 
strain determine the strength of particles’ interaction independent from the hypothesis about their physical nature. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The law (the resultative curve) of the physical agents’ particles interaction. 
 
The zero point A corresponds to the equilibrium state when attractive and repulsion forces counteract each other 

in the case of absence of outside forces, so their resultant force equals zero on the resultant curve. The dependence is 
approximated as a linear one at the initial section AB. Therefore the repulsion forces decrease faster than the 
attractive forces in the situation of stretching, in other words when the distance between the particles grows. 
However, at the point C the curve has its maximum that determines the outside force’s magnitude which is sufficient 
for the beginning of the progressive system breakdown and the depth of so called “the potential hole” which 
corresponds to the energy E of the particles’ dissociation in the process of the system breakdown. So it is reasonable 
to lay it down that the point B which indicates the getaway of the stretching from the linear law is the check point for 
the process evaluation. 

This rule is among fundamental ones in engineering science as a technical reflection of physics. Consequently, in 
material science and in the theory of strength of materials this rule is illustrated as a diagram of stretching which 
fixes the dependence of materials’ stretching  from strain . At the diagram the section AB that is congruent with 
the theoretical straight line corresponds to the elastic deforming region, particularly the metals of polycrystal 
structure. In the region of the elastic deformations (the section BC and further) the values of stretching and strain are 
not connected identical but they depend on the defects of construction and composition. In the material the existence 
of the pollution’s particles as the phases appears the essential factor of the materials’ strength reduction. The point B 
is indicative and can be taken as valuating and check in this case.  
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In tribology such a regularity appears in the all types of friction. On condition of unlubricated friction – when 
direct proportionality between the shear force and the displacement in the primary stage of the process is seen. On 
condition of boundary friction such a curve (diagram) represents a dependence of oil boundary film’s deformation 
on the solid bodies’ (phase’s) surface from the pressure [4]. 

In this case the diagram represents relevant modulus of elasticity and tensile strength of oil boundary films under 
the one-way compression (crush) and abruption. The last notion corresponds to the notion of adhesion as an 
adhesive-cohesive counterstand of oil boundary film to the abruption in the normal plane. In this case on the initial 
phase AB of the process or of the curve the dependence of the oil film’s deformation from the pressure (strain) can 
be taken as linear, but with another modulus of elasticity than in the situation of compression. It is notable that the 
section of pressure and compression that are correspond to the linear motion of the curve seizes the values of this 
magnitude from null (point ) to the high-high ones that appear in practice (point ). 

The limit of the asymptotic section of the curve with the point C and further corresponds to tensile strength under 
such a oil layer thickness when the value of disruptive force is indicated not by boundary but by volumetric 
characteristics of the layer. 

The quantitative and qualitative changes stipulate each other; the rule determines an inverse dependence: the 
qualitative changes conduce to the quantitative changes. The transformation is discrete and continuous at the same 
time: discontinuity is represented as quantum leap and continuity – as quantitative changes. Thus the process of oil 
stretching is constituted from three stages or modes that are gas development, evaporation and boiling. And they also 
determine gas, gas-steam and steam cavitation in oil. 

 
3. Destruction of oil 

The petroleum oil contains relatively large quantity of air in view of its extremely porous structure that is 
determined by its specific molecular structure and composition that provide its low density as a measure of packing. 

Gas content and gas development are extremely essential background factors that determine liquids’ strength. In 
particular the investigations [2] show that the tension stress can measure up =27 MPa. In the case of vapor free oil 
and high purity of unit. In such conditions the strength of water reaches the value of 0.5 MPa. 

During the gas development (the first stage or mode) the growth of the air bubbles’ quantity and sizes takes place 
in the oil, in other words, the free surface increases that leads to (the second stage or mode) the intensive evaporation 
of the oil with the enlargement of quantity and sizes of the gas-steam bubbles. Their growth and confluence lead to 
the cold boiling of the oil (the third stage or mode) [2–4]. 

Each of the three stretching process’ stages must be represented by its own physics bubble model. But it’s 
problematic to represent and to describe these models objectively even if it’s practically possible. It is connected 
with the complexity of  the cavitation  processes where a huge amount of bubbles at the same time comes up, grows 
up, blows out and collapses momentary, so they influence on each other’s and  liquid’s indexes in general [3].  

In chemmotology, especially in chemmotology of hydraulic gear, the volumetric oil’s strength is represented by 
cavitation characteristics that reflect  a technical compatibility of oils with the speed, power and temperature 
operating modes of hydraulic gear[2, 5]. It is notable for example that from a practical standpoint the minimum 
permissible pressure on entering the pump is usually not limited to the prime steam pressure but to the pressure of 
the permissible amount of air separation from oil. This pressure is significantly higher and is determinative for the 
current rip and the pump output reduction. That’s why the determination of the discharge pressure influence on the 
pump output is a technical substance of its cavitating characteristics.  

For example, according to the investigations [2] the absolute pressure at the pump’s absorption reached 220, 425, 
500 and 585 millimeters of mercury in accordance with the temperature of 18, 40, 60 and 100 °  when operated at 
the oil I-20A which causes bubbling. It is worth noting that the heavy vapor pressure of this oil amounted to about 1 
millimeter of mercury at the temperature of 60 ° . Today the most common recommendation for minimum allowed 
value of the pump’s operational pressure input is 0.08 MPa 

The essential factor of oils’ strength reduction is the presence of the embedded particles, in other words – 
inclusions, because naturally the oil matures and becomes soiled in operation. That’s why the oils are represented as 
the suspensions and emulsions that are the multiphase systems. All these impurities are the defects of a system that 
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decrease the oil’s surface tension. Also they are the cores or centers of primordial seats of oil’s destruction and 
decrease of its strength in particular. 

 
4. Laboratory research 

 
The investigations of different factors’ influence on the oil’s strength are conducted for a long time. The large 

variety of strength indexes and methods for their determination testify the complexity of the liquids’ strength 
investigation as a characteristic, an effect or a process. Thus the equilibrium vapour pressure (All-Union state 
standard 1756), tensile stress, negative pressure, burst pressure, etc., are accepted as a strength index [5]. 
Centrifugal, bellows-sealed, piston and other methods are used as methods of the liquid’s breaking strength 
investigation.  

It must be taken as the most preferable the investigation of oils’ strength by the method of their stretching in a 
bellow valve with the assessment of the toughness‘ change and the nature of the change. The fact is that a metallic 
bellow valve fits into totally leakproof and relatively easily deformable shell of the definite volume of the oil. The 
viscid, cohesive, adhesive forces resist better to oil’s stretching in the volume of its adsorb boundary film of the vast 
space that are also exposed to the slide because of the goffer’s deformation. 

The following ideas were taken as a basis of our investigation. 
 
1. The method of the investigation is bellows-sealed as the most simulative for the deformation up to oil’s definite 

volume abruption which is caused by micro- and macromovement of the slide valves, pistons, etc. in the hydraulic 
drive. 

2. The stretching as a deformation is opposite in sign to the compression and is characterized by the similar 
molecular mechanism: the molecules are under the effect of the stretching efforts that aspire to change the surface 
tension, molecular structure and density of the oil. In this behalf its strength together with the burst pressure or 
pulling stress can be estimated for the tensile modulus which is similar to the pressure modulus, as the production of 
the pressure p  that causes a deformation, and ratio of the initial volume W0 to its excess W:    

 

 
 

The scientific and practical value of the tensile modulus’ usage is that the tensile stress is relating to the unit of 
volume in this case, so, the complete model of oil as a three-dimensional solid is used. In particular, for this purpose 
the possibility exists for taking into account (leaving out) a dry bellow valve’s amenability by analogy with the 
valuation of a coil’s amenability which can be evaluated by the characteristic  that is like a displacement of a goffer 
under the influence of a fixed load (equal to 10 N) or by the characteristic  which represents the modulus to density 
of a bellow valve as a value that is opposite to the amenability. 

3. The oils are the strictly dosed and well-balanced compositions of the range of the petroleum hydrocarbons’ 
factions and groups. The oils are like the multiple-component or multiphase system (emulsion, suspension) that 
determines their relative strength as a display of variation of different materials’ interparticle interaction’s forces. 
The cavitation stages in the oil in such an order as gas development, evaporation and boiling can be designated as the 
external manifestations. It is naturally that a peculiar tensile modulus and a section of a curve of the law of stretching 
must correspond to each of these cavitation’s stages or modes. 

4. A comparison (overlapping) of the current curve of the oil’s strength with the basic, prelusory or preliminary 
one can be a foundation of oils’ quality diagnostic by the method of standard dependences, i.e. transient 
characteristics.  

 
In this case the investigations were conducted on the multilayer bellow valves that are made from the corrosion-

resistant steel (flexible high-pressure hoses) in 3 versions. The characteristics of the most utilizable bellow valve 
( 2) are described at the fig. 2. 

The fig. 2 illustrates one of the boundary curves of the most oil rigidity in the bellow valve’s composition during 
the investigation in normal conditions (t=20 ° , p=1 atm).  In this case for the purpose of the rise of the 
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experiment’s objectivity the double scale of the bellow valve’s movement was used during the elaboration. It allows 
to register the bellow valve’s rigidity in graphic form in the process of testing of oil’s rigidity and strength. Thus for 
the targeted load through the relevant point B the movement (0.02 mm) of the bellow valve with oil can be defined 
on the curve of the bellow valve’s deformation. And after that its movement and the expended load (0.2 mm, 4 N) 
can be defined by the relevant point in the of the dry bellow valve’s characteristics. 

The calculation demonstrates that the pressure in the oil will be about 10 kPa under the bellow valve’s load 
(about 10 N).    

 

 
 

Fig. 2. The indicative trend of the oil deformation under the stretching in the bellow valve’s composition: 1 – dry bellow valve; 2 – bellow 
valve with compressor oil Kp-8S. 

 
The regularities of the oil’s deformation that are described at the picture 2 correspond to the regularities that are 

distinctive for the processes of the materials’ abruption.  For example, for this case the rigidity of the oil with the 
bellow valve is a lot higher than the rigidity of the bellow valve. 

The beginning or the curve  (21) is like an indicative linear dependence of the movement from the load for the 
stage of gas development in this case. The change of this dependence in the point B at the part  (22) of the curve 
can be explained by the oil’s viscosity reduction which is caused by the intensive production of the bubbles because 
of the gas development and evaporation of the light fractions of the oil. Then there is a stage (higher than the point 
C) of the oil’s rigidity increase due to the resistance growth under the enlargement of the velocity of the oil’s flow 
with the froth balance increase.  

Therefore, the method of the control of the bellow valve’s deformation with the oil in it is acceptable for the 
diagnostic of the oil’s condition for its strength index. 

The investigations demonstrated that this method allows controlling the oil’s condition of viscosity with its 
strength. There are the examples of dependence of the burst pressure on the oil ranges’ viscosity at the fig. 3. 
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Fig.3. The influence of the oil (mark) viscosity on its strength. 
 

Fig. 3 illustrates the oil viscosity that is indicated at the oil grade and corresponds to the temperature of 100 °  
while the investigations were held under the normal temperature of 20° . Naturally, the oil strength increase with 
the viscosity growth, as a rule. The results of the investigation of the oil-flash temperature influence on the oils’ 
strength that are illustrated at the fig. 4 lend support to it. 

The presented dependences are determined by the chemical and fractional composition of oil and by the quantity 
of volatile factions of hydrocarbons, in particular, that is taken into account in the process of their classifications. 
Thus, the oils are classified by their composition into mineral, mineral with synthetic additives, semisynthetic and 
synthetic. It is must be taken into account during processing of the results of the researches similar to the held ones. 
The general conclusion over the investigations that were held is that the oil strength can be used as a complex index 
of its condition and can be measured indirectly by the bellows method. 

 

 
  

Fig. 4. The change of the oils’ burst pressure depending on the oil-flash temperature. 
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    Table. 1. Tensile modulus. 
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 22.59 14.29 15.36 8.16 14.12 21.59 
 

5. Conclusion 
 

The introduction to engineering practice of the indexes of the oil strength that are deduced by the method of their 
stretching in the bellow valve, i.e. static cavitation, expand the opportunities of their viscosity modeling essentially 
and also the hydrodynamic cavitation that includes gas, gas-steam, steam and in the machines. In particular, a 
polyharmonic pressure pulsation takes place at the side of absorption of the volume hydraulic pump as well as at the 
pressure side [5]. The magnitude of the pressure pulsation at the side of absorption increase with the growth of the 
injection pressure. Wherein the growth of the magnitude caused by the increase of the maximum value and by the 
reduction of the minimum value of the oscillatory pressure. The decrease of the minimum pressure to the absolute 
zero is possible under the increase of the pressure. It is evidence of the dynamic cavitation at the side of the 
absorption of the hydro machine under the high enough value of the medium pressure. 

The presence of the strength characteristics allows preventing or limiting this fact because it sets the optimal 
ranges of oils usage in a specific machine upon the viscosity, temperature and pressure. 
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Abstract 

Estimation of structures fatigue life under dynamic loading remains an unexplored area in the field of mechanical engineering. 
Accounting the asymmetry under operational loading is one of features of durability computation for a part of a structure. 
Common methods of asymmetry considerations result in significant errors in the lifetime of computed structures. This paper 
describes the methodology approach that allows to predict a fatigue curve for any asymmetry coefficients using the results of a 
limited number of tests with symmetry and asymmetry under random or cyclic loading. This approach is based on the 
experimental results of the herein presented research. The scattering signature of the material is necessary for fatigue probability 
calculations. The methodology also presents the recipes for prediction of fatigue curve and scattering signature with the given 
asymmetry coefficient and given probability of failure. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently, coefficient  is used for the estimation of fatigue life of a structure under asymmetric loading [1-4]. It 
is assumed that the Haigh diagram of stress is described by single straight line, and the value of the coefficient  
varies within a small range for various materials. According to [5], coefficient  varies from 0.1 to 0.2 for carbon 
steels, and from 0.2 to 0.3 for alloyed steels. The selection of a value for a material is difficult and it does not 
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correlate well with the experimental results in most cases. It is worth noting that the majority of researches study the 
cyclic loading [6-9], while random loading with asymmetry remains poorly explored [10, 11]. 

The purpose of this study is to determine the influence of asymmetry loading on the fatigue curve of a material 
under cyclic or random loadings. 

 
Nomenclature 

 coefficient of Haigh diagram 
a  stress amplitude value 

S standard deviation of stress value 
 asymmetry coefficient 
m mathematical expectation value of stress 

Rm tensile strength of a material 
G loading process structure parameter 
lgN logarithm of the lifetime 
A constant parameter of fatigue curve 
B constant parameter of fatigue curve 
S0 standard deviation of stress value corresponding to unbounded value fatigue strength 
P probability of failure 
r correlation coefficient 
Ss standard deviation of endurance strength 
vs coefficient of variation 
S  expectation value of endurance strength 
SlgN standard deviation of lifetime logarithm 
tq inverse normal distribution for the failure probability 

2. Fatigue curve equation 

Random asymmetrical loading process cannot be characterized by the standard parameters for the cyclic process 
without schematization of the original stress history. For example, the standard for the cyclic process stress 
amplitude a is not a valid parameter for random process. In this case, the amplitude for the random process is 
replaced by the standard deviation (S) of stress value. For cyclic loading with amplitude a, the standard deviation of 
stress value is calculated by 

2
aS .      (1) 

In this paper, the asymmetry coefficient for cyclic and random loadings is defined as the ratio of the 
mathematical expectation value of stress m to tensile strength Rm of the material: 

m

mR
      (2) 

The processes of loading (cyclic and random) characterize the combination of the following parameters described 
in [12]: the mathematical expectation value of stress m, the standard deviation of stress value S and the loading 
process structure parameter G. The number of the intersections by the process of the mean level of the mathematical 
expectation with the positive sign of the process derivative is taken as the lifetime of the random process. For the 
cyclic loading the value N0 is the number of cycles. There are many methods to process the results of fatigue tests 
[13-17]. The algorithm described in [12] is used in this work. The expectation of logarithm of the lifetime <lgN> is 
described by S-N curve equation: 

0 0lg lgi iN A B S S .      (3) 
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3. Fatigue tests 

The research was performed using random and cyclic types of loading. Flat-shaped specimens made of light 
alloys AMg-61 and MA-15 were tested (see Fig. 1). Chemical compositions of the tested alloys are given in Tables 
1 and Table 2. Fatigue properties of specimens were tested by the electrodynamic shaker LDS V780 that allows 
cyclic or random loading of different bandwidths. Description of the equipment is given in [18]. 

Table 1. Chemical composition of AMg-61 alloy (in %) 

Mg Al 

5,70 94,30 

Table 2. Chemical composition of MA-15 alloy (in %) 

Mg Al Si Ca Fe Zn Cd 

85,74 6,76 0,39 0,41 0,42 1,60 4,68 

At each stress level at least six specimens were tested. The specimens were tested until complete failure. 

4. Analysis of the results 

From the test results of AMg-61 alloy, the fatigue curves under cyclic and random loadings for the symmetry and 
asymmetry with the probability of failure P = 0.5 were obtained using Eq. 3. (see. Fig. 2). Each point in these plots 
is the expectation of logarithm of the lifetime corresponding to the stress level. From the plots it is hard to assess if 
the curves are parallel to each other thus we have to use different variables: the standard deviation of stress value S 
and the asymmetry coefficient μ. 

Fig.1. Geometry of specimen. 
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Fig. 2. (a) fatigue curves of AMg-61 alloy under random; (b) cyclic  loadings with asymmetry. 

According to [19], the range of interest for the high cycle fatigue life corresponds to lgN = 4 ... 7 for calculating 
the lifetime of structures. Therefore, the set of lifetimes lgNi = {4; 5; 6; 7} in increments of lgN = 1 was selected. 
The values of standard deviation of stress for each lifetime lgNi were found using the plots of fatigue curves (see 
Fig. 2) and Eq. 3, accounting for asymmetry. Points in Fig. 3 are well fitted with the linear function with correlation 
coefficients are r > 0,993. Each line corresponds to different value of lifetime logarithm. 

 

Fig. 3. (a) standard deviation of stress S vs. asymmetry coefficient μ for AMg-61 alloy under random; (b) cyclic loadings. 

As can be seen from Fig. 3, all lines converge in one point. However, as tests have shown, coordinates of this 
point depend on the loading process structure parameter G and cannot be predicted due to limited number of tests. It 
should be noted that the point of convergence of all lines has no physical meaning because it lies outside the region 
of tensile strength of the material. 

In order to verify the tests results, the vibration tests of MA-15 alloy under cyclic loading with asymmetry have 
been performed. The plots of fatigue curves and relations of standard deviation of stress value S to the asymmetry 
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coefficient μ are shown in Figure 4. As seen from the plots, the lines converge in a single point, same as in the case 
of AMg-61 alloy. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) for cyclic loading, fatigue curves of MA-15 alloy with asymmetry;  (b) standard deviation of stress S vs. asymmetry coefficient μ. 

The analysis of the plots shows the possibility of predicting fatigue curves with asymmetry. It is sufficient to 
perform fatigue tests under symmetric loading and just one additional test with an arbitrary value of asymmetry. 
Then, one needs to plot linear graphs of standard deviation of stress value S vs. asymmetry coefficient μ. If the lines 
converge in single point, then test results are correct. Thus, for any value of the asymmetry coefficient μ one can 
find the corresponding standard deviation of stress value S for each line. The number of these lifetime lines can be 
increased by adding more values lgN. Thus, it is possible to obtain the points (lgN; S) that are processed as in [12] 
and obtain the material fatigue curve for a given asymmetry with failure probability P = 0.5. 

For the probability calculation of lifetime it is necessary to know the characteristics of scattering signature of a 
material under asymmetric loading. Dispersion of endurance strength obeys the normal distribution and may be 
estimated from the standard deviation – Ss. However, in practice it is convenient to use the relative value – a 
coefficient of variation vs instead of Ss. According to [20], coefficient of variation vs is a constant value and does not 
depend on number of cycles to fracture 

s
s

S
v const

S
.      (4) 

The coefficient of variation can be found from the standard deviation of lifetime logarithm SlgN [20]: 

lg 02.3 N ii
si

i

S S S
v

B S
         (5) 

Thus, the standard deviation of stress value S with a failure probability can be calculated as follows: 

q sS S t S           (6) 

According to Eq. 4: 

q sS S t v S ,          (7) 

Consider the relationship of the standard deviation of stress value S and the asymmetry coefficient μ for AMg-61 
alloy under random loading from Fig. 5, where two solid lines for lgN = 5 and lgN = 7 lifetimes were plotted. For 
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each experimentally obtained point, the confidential interval with confidence level tq = 3 was obtained using Eq. 7. 
The regression values through the points were plotted in Fig. 5 using dashed lines. The smallest correlation 
coefficient is r = 0.995. These lines show the scattering signature for the failure probability. 

 

Fig. 5. Standard deviation of stress S vs. asymmetry coefficient μ for AMg-61 alloy under random loadings, and scattering signature. 

5. Conclusions 

The methodology has been developed and implemented. It has predicted fatigue curves of a material with 
different asymmetry under cyclic and random loadings using limited experimental tests. Furthermore, the 
methodology allows accounting for the scatter signature of a fatigue curve and plots this fatigue curve with given 
asymmetry and failure probability. 
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Abstract 

Volgograd State Technical University (Russia) has collaborated with BISS-ITW (India) and Test Rigs (Russia) to develop a 
unique research and testing servo-hydraulic complex designed to study various vehicles suspension units to determine their 
elastic-damping characteristics and vibration isolation properties. Bench equipment allows to test individual suspension 
components (hydraulic and gas-filled shock absorbers, coil springs, leaf springs, shock absorber struts, pneumatic and hydro-
pneumatic springs, wheels and tires, bushings) and the single support suspension unit as an assembly with sprung mass 
corresponding to the real load on the wheel. The test program set the operating modes of the suspension units at the kinematic 
and force excitation using servo-hydraulic equipment that is controlled by a special software suit. The capabilities of the test rig 
allow to obtain the real characteristics of the tested suspension system elements and a comprehensive assessment of their 
efficiency in the modes which are typical for operating conditions of the vehicle suspension. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction 

Testing of the vehicle suspension units and determination of their characteristics is performed on various types of 
special and universal test rigs. Industrial plants mainly use test rigs that have narrow functionality. They are usually 
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designed for endurance tests of a particular suspension element or suspension unit with the wheel. However, 
suspension systems development requires universal multifunctional test rigs that would allow to test various types of 
suspensions and wheels in conditions similar to operational modes of loading [1-25].  

Volgograd State Technical University (Russia) with the companies BISS-ITW (India) and “Test rigs” (Russia) 
developed a unique research and testing servo-hydraulic complex intended for analysis of the characteristics and 
vibration isolation properties of the various vehicles suspension units. The versatility of the test rig equipment allows 
testing individual elastic and damping elements of the suspension system, and the single-support suspension unit as 
an assembly with sprung mass corresponding to the real load on the wheel. In 2015, research and testing servo-
hydraulic system was installed at the Department of Automatic Units of the Volgograd State Technical University 
and included in the equipment of the Testing Laboratory of the university. 

2. Structure and functionality of the rig 

The main structural elements of the rig are horizontal support base 1, hydropulser 2, vertical post guide 3 with 
moving frame 4 and loads 5 simulating the sprung mass, and winch 6 (Fig. 1).  

Fig. 1. Solid model and photographic image of the test rig:  
1 – base frame stand, 2 – hydropulser, 3 – vertical post guide, 4 – movable frame, 5 – loads, 6 – winch, 7 – the test element 

In addition, the system comprises a pumping station with a radiator and servo-hydraulic valves, a box for 
electronic control of the test rig operation modes and for recording the registered parameters. The rig can test  
hydraulic and gas-filled shock absorbers, coil springs, leaf springs, shock absorbers struts, pneumatic and hydro-
pneumatic springs, wheels and tires, bushings, single-support suspension units with the sprung mass corresponding 
to the real load on the wheel. 

Main parameters of the research and testing servo-hydraulic complex are given in table 1. 
Test program sets various operation modes of the suspension units at kinematic and force excitation using servo-

hydraulic equipment controlled by a special software complex.  
Dynamic modes of operation of the rig provide:  

force excitation of the test element with a given vibration spectrum to determine its performance (in a closed 
loop); 
kinematic excitation of the test element by vibration within a given spectrum with the free vertical movement of 
the moving loads simulating the sprung mass of a vehicle relatively to the frame of the rig to determine forced 
oscillations (in an open loop), including undulation road test simulation, road profile playback of different levels; 
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definition of the free-damped oscillations of the sprung mass by the method of pull-up, drop or set a single 
hydropulser of the kinematic momentum; 
determination of power characteristics of the test element when simulating free fall horizontal force on the basis 
of the definition of the contact force interaction. 

     Table 1. The main parameters of the rig 

Parameter  Value Dimension 

Hydropulser stroke range  10-6–0,5 m 

Hydropulser stroke speed range  0,001–2,4 m/s 

Hydropulser rod oscillation frequency range 0,0001–50 Hz 

Hydropulser maximum force:  

- during compression (test element tension) 

 - during tension (test element compression)  

50 

12 
kN

Test element maximum vertical dimension   1,5 m 

Main modes of the hydropulser operation:  harmonic 
triangular 

rectangular 
random 

Sprung mass range   0,2–2 t 

Movable loads vertical stroke range  ± 0,25 m 

Maximum force of the winch  30 kN 

Winch cable speed range 0,01–0,1 m/s 

Using the instrumentation and sensors it is possible to record absolute and relative vertical displacements 
(deformations), velocities and accelerations of the sprung and unsprung masses of the vehicle suspension and 
hydropulser rod, vertical force in the test element attachment point on the stem of the hydropulser, friction forces, 
pressure and temperature in the working cavity and on the surface of the test elements.  Multifunctional system of 
fixtures, fasteners and holes provides versatility and modular design of the rig (Fig. 1), because it’s mechanical part 
can be quickly adapted to various configurations and geometries of the test elements. 

Fig. 2 shows a high-pressure hydro-pneumatic spring of a special-purpose vehicle, a suspension unit consisting of 
shock absorber strut, spring and pneumatic wheel, and a gas-filled shock absorber mounted on the rig. 

a    b   c 

Fig. 2. (a)  A high-pressure hydro-pneumatic spring of a special-purpose vehicle, (b) a suspension unit consisting of shock absorber struts, 
springs, and pneumatic wheels, and (c) a gas-filled shock absorber mounted on the rig 

Examples of the recorded force curves while testing various suspension units in a closed loop are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 (a, b) presents a series of force curves of gas-filled shock absorbers for BMW X5 (Fig. 3,a) and Hyundai 
Sonata (Fig. 3,b) recorded when using a multi-stage program mode. 

Fig. 3 (c, d) shows single force curves of the springs with linear and nonlinear elastic characteristics. The force 
curve in Fig. 3(c) relates to leaf springs, and Fig. 3(d) shows a force curve of a high-pressure  hydro-pneumatic 
spring (in this case, the spring pressure is 2.0 MPa) at various amplitudes and frequencies of vibrations. 

a      b 

c      d 

Fig. 3. Force curves for tested gas-filled shock absorbers (a, b), leaf springs (c) and a hydro-pneumatic spring (d). 

The software as well as the hardware of the test complex has a number of features that differentiate a new rig 
from the previously known analogues. The first feature is the ability to control the operation of the hydropulser 
through the channels of force and displacement. The second feature is automatic and manual fine-tuning PID-
parameters of the high-speed servo valve. The third feature includes a mode of loading history and multistage 
programming of the test modes which can be generated standard forms of loading and operator input loading 
profiles. 

3. Conclusion 

Research and testing servo-hydraulic complex allows registering actual characteristics of the test elements of the 
suspension system and comprehensive assessment of their effectiveness in the typical operating conditions of the 
vehicles suspension. This results in the reduction of material and time costs, and improvement of the accuracy of the 
results when checking the technical condition of the elements of the suspension system, configuration management 
systems, its internal characteristics, the development of new types of suspension elements and algorithms for 
controlling their properties depending on the desired operating modes and specified test conditions. 
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Abstract 

This paper considers the task of the dynamic synthesis of six-link lever motion with least vapor, where links provides the 
required overall action for strut because of optimal arrangement of masses and rational proportion of geometrical dimensions of 
the links. This task is formulated by the way of quadratic approximation and recovered analytical solution. The general solution 
for dynamic synthesis of non-harmonic vibration exciter has been derived. The analytical results allow defining the “generalized 
unbalances” directly from constraint equations. Below is given the essence of the proposed method. A number of alternative 
kinematic diagrams of mechanisms of non-harmonic vibration exciters of pulse action on the foundation is developed. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: dynamic, synthes, vibration, six-link lever, motion, kinematic pair, mechanism, Nedler-Midd algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

The vibration technique uses various types of vibration exciters designed to excite the mechanical vibrations [1, 
2, 3]. Planetary vibration exciters of non-harmonic action are the most widespread. The main failure of the existing 
mechanisms is the complexity of fabrication and increased wear of higher kinematic pair elements. 

An alternative way of solution is the use of linkages with lower pairs, the links of which provide the required 
cumulative impact on the rack through the optimal placement of the masses and the rational aspect ratio of the links. 

The technique of optimal dynamic synthesis of non-harmonic vibration exciters is developed on the basis of 
hinge linkages which allow generating the specified behavior of the force action on the frame in two orthogonal 
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directions [4, 5]. The most common of the known vibration exciters are harmonic with unbalances rotating in 
opposite directions [6, 7, 8]. The main difficulty in their operation is connected with the need to synchronize the 
drives for the provision of identical angular rotation velocities. The problem can be solved by mechanical means, for 
example, based on gearing, which is associated with the wear of profiles at considerable dynamic loads. In addition, 
the law of impact on foundation in both cases – is the harmonic. It is known that mechanisms with non-circular 
wheels [9, 10, 11] are used to obtain the non-harmonic (e.g., pulse) law of impact on foundation which is associated 
with the complexity of manufacturing, increased wear of higher pair elements. An alternative way of solution is the 
use of linkages with lower pairs, the links of which provide the required cumulative impact on the rack through the 
optimal placement of the masses and the rational aspect ratio of the links. "Generalized unbalances" are introduced 
which include the mass-inertial characteristics of the mechanisms that can be determined analytically. The nonlinear 
parameters are found by minimizing the Euclidean or Chebyshev norm of approximation error based on Nedler-
Midd algorithm [5, 8, 12]. 

2. Research Methods. Derivation of analytical dependences 

We propose a method of dynamic synthesis of vibration exciter mechanisms based on hinge linkages. Mass 
inertia parameters of the mechanism are found by minimization of the Euclidean or Chebyshev norm of 
approximation error. Numerical implementation of minimization procedure on the basis of Nedler-Midd algorithm. 

The essence of the proposed method is as follows. 
Let xOy – is some absolute system of coordinates. For convenience, we assume that Ox axis is directed along the 

line connecting the centers of two hinges on the rack. Components of total inertial force F, acting on the frame of 
the mechanism, are as follows: 

2
2 2

2
2 2

' ''

' ''

n n
x i iSi Si

i i
n n

y i iSi Si
i i

F m x m x

F m y m y
,       (1) 

where n  - number of movable links of mechanism;  and  - angular velocity and angular acceleration of input 
link. 

Let us divide both members of equation by 2Mr  to obtain equations in non-dimensional form and denote by: 

2

2

x
x

y
y

F
f

Mr
F

f
Mr

,          (2) 

where  

2
,

n

i
i

M m            (3) 

r – length of crank. 
Let us assume that normalized laws of actions of mechanism on foundation in 2 orthogonal directions are 

specified. 
Let’s consider the six-link hinge and linkage mechanism shown on Fig. 1. Let us assume (xA, yA)=0,   D=(1, 0). 
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Fig.. 1. The six-link hinge and linkage mechanism 

 Then equations (1) in non-dimensional form will be as follows: 
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Six-link mechanism on Fig. 1 has 15 inertia parameters: ( , , ), 1,...5.i i im s i  
Let us consider a specific task. Assume that all geometrical dimensions of mechanism are specified and all mass-

inertia parameters of links are known except for link 5, i.e. let us define the variables 5 5 5, , .m s  let us define mass 
5m  and discrete mass point of the 5th link, i.e. parameters 5 5, .s  
Let us introduce the following designations:  

1 5x m ;           (6) 

2 5 5 5cosx m s ;          (7) 

3 5 5 5sinx m s .          (8) 

Let us transfer the unknowns on the left member of equation, and knowns on the right member, and for each  k 
(k=1, N) of mechanism position we obtain 2 linear equations in the following form (total 2N equations for N 
positions of mechanism). 

Synthesis methodology and results testing. 
Hereafter, let us consider first a special case, when 3 0  to avoid bulky calculations and state the essence of 

methodology. 
Then the expressions for components ,x yf f  of total force will be as follows:  
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Let us write a system of equations (4) as follows:  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 3

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 3

1,
x x x x

y y y y

A x B x C x Dk k k k k N
A x B x C x Dk k k k

,      (11) 

where  

( ) 2 ''235
4 4 4 4 4

3

cos sinx
k k k k k

l
A l

l
.        (12 

As a result we obtain 2N linear algebraic equations with three unknowns: 
 

1 1 2 2 3 3 , 1, 2j j j ja x a x a x b j N ,       (13) 
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,        (16) 

( )

( )

, 2 1

, 2

x
k

j y
k

D at j k
b

D at j k
.         (17) 

Let us designate approximation error as j  

1 1 2 2 3 3 0,j j j j ja x a x a x b  1, 2j N .       (18) 

We can write equations in a matrix form: 

0Ax b ;          (19) 

1 2 3 2, , ,..., T
N ;         (20) 

1 2 3 2, , ,..., T
Nb b b b b          (21) 

Matrix A has number of dimensions 2N x 3 
Then let us use the method of square approximation to define the unknowns  
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1 2 3, , x Tx x x ;          (22) 

2
2

1

1( ) min ( )
2

N

j xj
S x S x .         (23) 

So far as

2
Td SH A A

dx2
;          (24) 

we obtain three equations with three unknowns multiplying both members of equation  

Ax b ;           (25) 

by AT

T TA Ax A b           .(26) 

 As a result we arrive at three equations with three unknowns: 
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1
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j j
j
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.     (27) 

3. Numerical example  

Let us assume that the law of action on foundation is preassigned by values given in Table 1. 

Table 1. The law of action on foundation in 2 orthogonal directions 

K k ( )x kf ( )y kf

1 00 -0,407 0,376 

2 150 -0,512 0,555 

3 300 -0,468 0,734 

4 450 -0,196 0,820 

5 600 0,214 0,675 

6 800 0,420 0,165 

7 1000 0,027 -0,233 

8 1200 -0,002 -0,334 
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9 1600 0,199 -0,192 

10 1800 0,110 -0,148 

11 2000 0,022 -0,169 

12 2200 -0,019 -0,243 

13 2400 0,001 -0,328 

14 2600 0,062 -0,365 

15 2800 0,112 -0,317 

16 3000 0,097 -0,189 

17 3200 -0,008 -0,017 

18 3400 -0,193  0,170 

 
Let us define the parameters of this mechanism: 
length of links l1 = 1, l2 = 0,28, l3 = 0,93, l4 = 0,73, l5 = 0,6, l6 = 0,7, l235 = 0,93, s3 = 0,46, mass of link - m3 = 0,93,  

and angle values  s3 = 0,46,  3 30, 0  
We pre-assign a value m5 = 0,560 and define 5 5,s  to simplify the task. 

   

Fig. 2 - Cart results

After that according to equation (27) and multiplying the obtained matrixes by transpose of matrix  , we 
find a system of two equations: 

5 5 5 5

5 5 5 5

1, 4083 cos 1,8067 sin 0, 4567
1,8067 cos 2,9294 sin 0,1634

s s
s s

.       (28) 

From where the unknowns 5, 5S can be found: 

5 0,017 ,          (29) 

5 0,3S ,           (30) 
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4. Conclusion 

The task of the dynamic synthesis of six-link lever motion with least vapor, where links provides the required 
overall action for strut because of optimal arrangement of masses and rational proportion of geometrical dimensions 
of the links was solved. This task is formulated by the way of quadratic approximation and recovered analytical 
solution. The general solution for dynamic synthesis of non-harmonic vibration exciter has been derived. The 
analytical results allow defining the “generalized unbalances” directly from constraint equations. Below is given the 
essence of the proposed method. A number of alternative kinematic diagrams of mechanisms of non-harmonic 
vibration exciters of pulse action on the foundation is developed. 
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Abstract 

The article is researching the vibration isolation properties of a flywheel dynamical absorber of the vehicle body oscillations. It is 
noted that the authors have previously proposed additional flywheel dynamical absorbers with mechanical drives and it is proved 
that they have improved the vibration isolation properties of the suspension system. However, such dynamical absorbers are 
heavy. That is why there is being developed a flywheel dynamical absorber with hydraulic drive containing a hydraulic cylinder 
and a hydraulic machine with a flywheel. The theoretical research identifies the parameters of the hydraulic drive, providing the 
minimum value of the sprung mass oscillation amplitude in the area of low-frequency resonance, and it is found out that the 
flywheel dynamical absorber with the hydraulic drive features a lower suspension mass and better vibration isolation properties 
than the flywheel dynamical absorber with a mechanical transmission. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: dynamical vibration absorber; flywheel; hydraulic machine; hydraulic cylinder; vibration isolation properties; car. 

1. Introduction 

In the monograph [1] published in 1976, it’s referred to the using appropriateness of the dynamical vibration 
absorbers of the car wheels in the form of additional spring-loaded weight. Conducted theoretical and experimental 
research of such absorbers [2-12] showed their effectiveness. However, for damping car body oscillations such the 
dynamical absorbers are not applicable due to their large mass.  
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The flywheel dynamical absorbers of the body oscillations in which the flywheel is driven in rotation by a 

mechanical transmission (Fig. 1, a) are proposed and studied in [12-24]. To avoid locking of the suspension at high 
frequencies in such a drive the clutch with optimal parameters is used [13-22]. In [23, 24] it is shown that to reduce 
the mass of the flywheel it’s necessary to increase the gear ratio of the mechanical transmission. However, it’s also 
increases the mass of the transmission, which limits the possibility of reducing the mass of the absorber as a whole. 
Finding ways to reduce the mass of the flywheel absorber of the body oscillations has led to the idea of using 
hydraulic machine, connected by pipelines with a hydraulic cylinder (Fig. 1, b) as a flywheel drive [16, 25-30].  

 
 a       b 

Fig. 1. (a) design schemes of suspensions containing flywheel dynamical vibration absorbers: with mechanical transmission of motion to the 
flywheel, (b) design schemes of suspensions containing flywheel dynamical vibration absorbers with hydraulic  transmission of motion to the 

flywheel 

This article is devoted to comparative evaluation of the vibration isolation properties of the considered flywheel 
dynamical absorbers. 

2. Mathematical model 

Any hydraulic machines have volumetric leakages. If we assume that the volumetric leakages of the working 
fluid in hydraulic motors and pumps are not available, so a constant volume (volume of fluid passing through the 
hydraulic machine during one revolution of the shaft) of the hydraulic machine is connected with the stroke of the 
piston in the cylinder by the dependence: 

a tQ F x            (1) 

where aF is the cross sectional area of the annular cavity in the hydraulic cylinder of the vibration absorber, tx is the 
stroke of the piston for one revolution of the flywheel. 

The dependence of the flywheel rotation angle  from suspension deformation x  can be determined by the 
formula 

2 2 a
t

x z qF
x Q

         (2) 

We denote a tranfer coefficient from the suspension deformation to the flywheel rotation: 
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2 a

z q Q b
F

          (3) 

Suspension dynamics with hydraulic flywheel vibration absorber without regard to leakages looks as follows: 

( ) ( ) 0J mz k z q z q
b

        (4) 

either 

2( ) ( ) ( ) 0Jmz k z q z q z q
b

       (5) 

Here J  and   are the inertia moment and the flywheel rotation angle; m and z  are the sprung mass and its 
displacement; c  – stiffness of the elastic element; k  – coefficient of the shock absorber resistance (damping factor); 
q  – kinematic perturbation. 

We divide left and right part of (5) on m  and get: 

2
02 0relz h z q z q J z q        (6) 

In this equation: 

2
0

c
m

           (7) 

2 kh
m

           (8) 

2

2

2
rel

FJ JJ
m Qmb

         (9) 

Equations (4), (5) and (6) coincide in form with the corresponding equations of the suspension with the 
mechanical drive of the flywheel without the handing over link and have the same solution [16]. So the solution of 
equation (6) in the form of the dynamic factor represents the following expression 

2 2 2 2
0

2 2 2 2 2
0

(1 ) 4
(1 ) 4

rel
z

rel

z J
K

q J
        (10) 

When accounting for the volumetric leakages in a hydraulic machine, a mathematical model describing the 
dynamics of the vibrating system, is complicated. When the flywheel is stopped during the movement of the rod-
piston in the hydraulic shock absorber fluid flows through the gaps in hydraulic machine, forming hydraulic 
resistance, which in linear form is: 

st./fl.st./fl.d.h. xxF          (11) 

where st./fl.x is a speed of the rod-piston movement in the hydraulic cylinder when the flywheel is stopped;  is        
a damping coefficient of the hydraulic drive. 
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Locking the flywheel does not lead to the stillness of the oscillating system in the presence of the volumetric 
leakages. Thus, the presence of the volumetric leakages provides an additional freedom degree of vibrating system. 
As an additional generalized coordinate we can consider the flywheel rotation angle . 

When the flywheel rotates, power of the hydraulic resistance to the rod-piston movement in the cylinder depends 
on the difference between the speed of the rod-piston movement and angular velocity of the flywheel rotation: 

d.h.F z q b           (12) 

Then the equality condition of the forces acting on the center of the sprung mass, and the equality condition of  
the moments on the axis of a flywheel constitute a system of differential equations: 

( ) ( ) 0,

0.

m z k z q c z q z q b

J b z q b
       (13) 

The second equation of the system admits a lower order. Considering this and the expressions (7), (8), (9), and as 
well as producing replacement 

2
m

           (14) 

we get: 

2
02 ( ) ( ) 2 ( ) 2 0,

2 2 ( ) 0.
rel rel

z h z q z q z q b

z q
J J b

      (15) 

The dynamic factor of the system relating to the sprung mass is equal to 

2 2
2 2 2
0 0

0
2 2

0 2 2 2 3
0 0

2 2(2 2 ) 2
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    (16) 

In relative parameters it is equal to 

2 22 2
0

2 22 2 20

2 (2 2 ) 1 2 2

2 (2 2 2 ) 1 2 2

fl d fl rel d fl
z

fl d fl rel fl d fl

Jz
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q J
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where: 

0
d

h            (18) 
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0
fl

relJ
          (19) 

0

           (20) 

The analysis of oscillatory systems with the flywheel absorber having the hydraulic drive without leakages 
(analogue of the mechanical drive), shows that the amplitude-frequency characteristics of this oscillatory system 
have the frequency at which the vibration amplitude of the vibration protection object (sprung mass) is equal to zero. 
When deviation from this frequency is in the direction of increasing or decreasing the vibration amplitudes increase 
considerably. This circumstance leads to the necessity of application in mechanical drives gearboxes with variable 
gear ratio or the introduction in the drive to the dealer links, for example, a clutch. 

We examine an oscillating system with a hydraulic drive of the flywheel for the existence of the invariant points 
at which all of the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the system with different values of the damping coefficient 
of the hydraulic drive intersect. In the absence of damping: 

2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

4 (1 )
4 (1 ) (1 )

fl rel
z

fl rel

J
K

J
       (21) 

The considered system has two invariant points: 

21 1rel rel
inv1

rel

J J
J

,   
21 1rel rel

inv2
rel

J J
J

.      (22) 

The coefficients in the invariant points are equal, respectively: 

112
rel

rel
inv1

J
JK    and   

112
rel

rel
inv2

J
JK .      (23) 

Invariant points break the whole range of relative frequencies into three intervals: (0; iinv1), (iinv1; iinv2) and 
(iinv2; ). Oscillation amplitudes of the sprung mass are reduced with increasing damping in the hydraulic drive on 
the second interval, and are increased on the first and third intervals. 

3. Simulation results 

Fig. 2 presents the amplitude-frequency characteristics of the considered system in comparison with the 
amplitude-frequency characteristics of the system without flywheel absorber and the system with the flywheel 
absorber having the mechanical drive. 
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a       b 

 
c       d 

 

Fig. 2. (a) amplitude-frequency characteristics of oscillatory system at 0,5fl ; 0,15d ; 0,5relJ ;(b) amplitude-frequency 
characteristics of oscillatory system at 0,5fl ; 0,15d , 1relJ ;(c) amplitude-frequency characteristics of oscillatory system at

0,5fl 0d , 0,5relJ ; (d) amplitude-frequency characteristics of oscillatory system at 0,5fl 0d , 1relJ  

Fig. 2 shows that the increasing a relative inertia moment lowers the natural (resonant) frequency of the system 
and reduces the oscillation amplitudes in the first two ranges (up to the second invariant point), and increases them 
in the third range. The existence of a standard shock absorber also reduces the oscillation amplitudes in the first two 
ranges, and increases them in the third range. The damping in the hydraulic drive also affects the oscillation 
amplitude of the sprung mass. The oscillation amplitudes of the sprung mass are reduced on the second range by 
increasing the damping in a hydraulic actuator, and are increased on the first and third ranges. The amplitude of the 
sprung mass at resonance depends on damping of the hydraulic drive. The minimum value of this amplitude is 
reached with the relative damping factor 0,5fl  for the parameters: 0d and 5,0relJ , and with           the 
relative damping factor 0, 4fl  for the parameters: 0d , 1relJ . 

4. Conclusion 

Conducted research have shown that the dynamical flywheel absorber with hydraulic drive provides better 
vibration isolation properties of the suspension than the dynamical flywheel absorber with a mechanical 
transmission, because it provides smaller amplitude of the vehicle body oscillations in the area of low-frequency 
resonance and at high frequency perturbations in the area after resonance. 
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The authors develop models of the combustion process and a program for calculating the operating cycle of a powerful diesel 
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1. The peculiarities of combustion process in the diesel engine and models for its description 

It is admitted that at fuel combustion the reaction rate initially increases, but as the process unfolded under certain 
conditions, it decreases. 

By the simulation, theoretical and experimental research of the fuel combustion in the diesel engine it is 
determined that in the compression volume the two areas, the higher temperature area and the lower temperature 
area, are distinguished [1]. And in some areas the temperature reaches 3000ºK (with the average temperature 1700-
1800ºK) and changes insignificantly within 50-60 degrees of the crankshaft position [2]. It indicates that when the 
temperature reaches 3000ºK, the processes of the carbon dioxide dissociation limit the further progress of the 
combustion, and in the expansion process the carbon monoxide afterburning sustain the higher temperature until it is 
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fully oxidized. 
The known models, which are used for mathematical formulation of the fuel combustion process in the internal-

combustion engine, either consider this characteristics incompletely, or consider them in the implicit form. 
Therefore, the development of the combustion theory and making new models for the description of the real in-
cylinder processes still remain urgent. 

All the known combustion process models may be divided into three principal groups: 

models in which the heat generation process is described by the preset function of time or the crankshaft position; 
models which describe in detail the kinetics of the combustion process; 
models which are based on the application of the general kinetic law (Arrhenius equation). 

Simple and useful combustion process models among which I.I. Wiebe’s model became widespread refer to the 
first group [3]. The real variation of the parameters of the actuating medium (pressure, temperature and 
concentration of the reactants) in the combustion process are not considered in the models of this group. The 
combustion products dissociation heat losses are taken into consideration in the implicit form, as a rule, with the 
other heat losses which are expressed in terms of the heat utilization factor or the combustion efficiency factor. And 
the value of the dissociation heat losses is considered proportional to the part of the burnt fuel, and in the expansion 
process this heat doesn’t return to the actuating medium. 

The second group includes models that treat the fuel oxidation process by atmospheric oxygen as the 
combination of chemical reactions with the intermediate products generation [4,5]. For each similar reaction there 
are constants of reaction rate, activation energy and reagents concentration. It is too difficult to realize the models of 
this group in engineering computations as it demands great computational power. 

The third group includes models that describe the combustion process in general and consider such important 
physical parameters as the temperature of the actuating medium and the fuel and oxygen concentration [1]. 
Meanwhile, in the models of this group there is no direct accounting of inert components (nitrogen, combustion 
products, etc.) that, as it’s well-known, inhibits the combustion process. The key parameter of the process in these 
models is the combustion rate depending of the temperature and the concentration of the mixture active components. 
The relative quantity of the reactive fuel is not frequently used.  

The parameters that characterize the time factor of the combustion process are applied to determine integrated 
timing values: an ignition delay period estimation and combustion duration with the constant reaction rate or 
isothermal reaction [6]. However, to model a variable reaction rate with the constantly decreasing fuel and oxygen 
molecule concentration and considerable temperature rise, it is necessary to control the time dynamics of the 
combustion process variation. Therefore, it became necessary to introduce the fuel oxidation reaction time factor 
which allows to control the state of the actuating medium in the engine cylinder in any time (on any process stage). 

The Internal-Combustion Engine department of South Ural State University developed a new single-area model 
of the combustion process based on kinetic equations which more accurately considers the features of in-chamber 
processes of internal-combustion engines. 

2. New models for computation of the fuel combustion process in the diesel engine 

2.1. The Combustion Process Model 

The Combustion Process Model is based on the following points: 

The whole combustion process is considered as a combination of successive oxidation reactions of active fuel 
molecules groups to carbon dioxide and water. These reactions progress according to Arrhenius equation and 
possess the energy that is larger than the conditional activation energy by the present temperature. 
The quantity of reacting active fuel molecules in the group depends on the total quantity of fuel molecules, the 
current mixture temperature and the conditional activation energy that changes according to the burnt fuel ratio. 
The conditional oxidation duration of active molecules in this group is considered dependent not only on the total 
quantity of fuel molecules but also such important for the combustion process parameters as the volume of the 
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combustion chamber, the oxygen molecule quantity, the inert component molecule quantity (nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide, water, carbon monoxide, etc.) and the turbulence inside the combustion chamber. 
The heat generating at oxidizing each active fuel molecule group is determined by the low fuel heat capacity and 
is consumed for the mixture temperature and pressure increase in the combustion area. 
At each step of the computation the quantity of molecules of all the substances is corrected as a result of the fuel 
combustion, the oxygen consumption for combustion, carbon dioxide and water formation, formation of carbon 
monoxide and oxygen at dissociation and the further oxidation of carbon monoxide. 

The feature of the model is an introduction of the new parameter, the conditional duration of the fuel molecule 
oxidation reaction, which considers the time factor on the molecular level. When studying any process which 
develops with time, the timing parameter is used to trace the alteration of the phenomenon under study. In the 
internal-combustion engine the timing parameter is a crank angle in degrees (under the assumption of the steady 
rotation of the engine crankshaft). But when studying the combustion process when the crank angle is dependent on 
time and the compression volume value, this substitution is not always proper. The variation of the compression 
volume definitely results in the temperature variation in the cylinder and the concentration variation of the reactants 
and, consequently, the oxidation reaction rate. In this case it is impossible to identify the cause of the combustion 
rate alteration uniquely: either it is the result of the temperature and concentration variations, or it takes place with 
time. The new parameter eliminates this disadvantage as it considers the quantity of molecules of all the actuating 
medium components and the compression volume value in explicit form. 

The equation to obtain the relative duration of the reaction oxidation of the active fuel molecule group is as 
follows: 

1
1 2 1 22 2

F
y p q p q

F FO O

Z V
const K K V C C const K K Z Z

,     (1) 

where ZF – the total quantity of fuel molecules in the volume under study V of the engine cylinder; const – the 
constant which considers the amount of collisions of active molecule reactants in time unit in volume unit; K1 – the 
coefficient which considers the influence of the inert components of the actuating medium and combustion products; 
K2 – the coefficient which regards the turbulence inside the combustion chamber, K2 1; CT=Z /V  CO2=ZO2/V – the 
concentrations of all the molecules of the fuel ZF and the oxygen ZO2 in the volume V respectively; p, q – exponents 
of power, and p+q=n – the kinetic index of the reaction, n=2.

Coefficient K1 is taken from the equation which is derived from the dependence of the ignition delay period [7] 
from the oxygen concentration in the oxidant (Fig. 1): 
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where 2NZ , 2COZ , OHZ 2   COZ  – the quantities of the nitrogen, carbon dioxide, water and carbon monoxide 
molecules in the rated volume V respectively. 

Coefficient K2 is worked in to model the influence of the combustion mixture motion (if it’s necessary). 
The active fuel molecule quantity (according to Arrhenius equation)  is defined by the following expression: 

RT
aE

FF eZdZ ,          (3) 

where Ea – the activation energy of fuel molecule. 
The quantity of the molecules which react at a computation step , is obtained from the equation: 
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Fig. 1. Influence of concentration of oxygen in an oxidizer on relative size of an ignition delay time [7] 

The mass of the fuel combusted at a computation step , is derived from the equation: 

0AZm Ficomb ,         (5) 

where F – the fuel molecule mass, 0 – Avogadro constant. 
The quantity of the heat generated by the fuel combustion at a computation step , is derived from the equation: 

ucombcomb HmQ ,         (6) 

where  - combustion effectiveness ratio coefficient; Hu – low heat value of the fuel. 
The more detailed description of the mathematical model is given in [8]. 
When the temperature in the fuel combustion area exceeds 1500-1700ºK, the carbon dioxide dissociation process 

starts to influence on the law of pressure changing in the cylinder through energy consumption on this process. 
Therefore, to model the combustion process in the real engine the carbon dioxide dissociation process model is 
developed, and it allows to determine energy dissipation and instant quantities of oxygen, carbon monoxide and 
carbon dioxide molecules in the engine cylinder. 

2.2. The model of the dissociation process of carbon dioxide 

The model of the dissociation process of carbon dioxide generated at fuel combustion in the diesel engine 
cylinder under the conditions of non-stationary heat and mass exchange consists of equations for dissociation degree 
determination for quasi-equilibrium state according to V.V. Pomerantsev [9], the quantity of carbon dioxide 
molecules dissociated into carbon monoxide and oxygen molecules, and also energy consumptions on this process. 
It is considered that at temperature decreasing in the combustion area the dissociation process is going on in the 
opposite direction with heat generation by the carbon monoxide oxidation. 

The carbon dioxide molecule quantity ZCO2 dissociated per the computation step is determined through the 
dissociation degree  at the current pressures, temperatures and the actuating medium composition. 

The dissociation degree  is obtained as the solution of the cubic equation by the Viete-Cardan method: 
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where p – the in-cylinder pressure;  – reaction equilibrium constant, is obtained from the equation 
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NN2 and water NH2O to the quantity of carbon dioxide moles NCO2 in the actuating media at the beginning of the 

computation step: 
2

22

CO

OHN
N

NN
. 

The equation (4) is obtained for the reaction 222222 22 COOHNOCOOHN  after the equilibrium 
establishing [11]. 

The energy consumptions on the dissociation of these molecules are determined according to the equation  

dCOCOd EAZQ 022  ,       (8) 

where 2CO  – the molecule mass of carbon dioxide; Ed – the energy consumed on the dissociation of one carbon 
dioxide molecule. 

2.3. The model of a operating cycle of the diesel engine 

The model of a operating cycle of the diesel engine assumes that the injected diesel fuel occupies only part of the 
current volume of the cylinder . Its value and changes in the law are set on the basis of experimental data on the 
results of the tests of mixture formation at motorlass stand. In this part of  is distributed evenly all the fuel ZF, filed 
into the cylinder at the moment. For the calculation of step  active molecules fuel dZF, defined by the formula (1) 
is the mass of fuel burned mcomb by expression (2). Herewith heat release Qcomb is determined by expression (3), 
which is consumed (goes) to heat the working fluid in the cylinder. 

Calculations the operating cycle diesel engine is produced through the steps from point 1 (the beginning step) to 
point 2 (end of step) according to known method [3]. Herewith is used the following equation to determine the 
pressure in the cylinder of the diesel engine at each step of the calculation [11]: 
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where Qwell – the heat transfer through the walls of the cylinder head, the piston, and the liner; m – in-cylinder gas 
mass; p, v – the in-cylinder gas pressure and specific volume; k=Cp/Cv – adiabatic index. 

The heat transfer through the walls of the cylinder head, the piston, and the liner is calculated under law Newton-
Rikhman 

n
TTFQ W

well 6
111 ,         (10) 

where 1 – the in-cylinder heat transfer coefficient from gas to inner cylinder wall; F1  Tw – area and the surface 
temperature of cylinder volume at the beginning of the step of calculating; 1 – temperature of gas in the beginning 
of the calculating step; n – engine speed,  – crank angle for a calculation step. 

The models described above are assumed as a basis of the methodic and algorithm of the program for engineering 
calculation of the operating cycle diesel engine with a given law of of mixture formation. The possibilities of the 
program are shown in the example calculation research the influence of temperature of a fresh charge after charge 
air cooler on the indicators operating cycle of a powerful diesel engine. 

Fig. 2 shows the results of calculation of the operating cycle of a diesel engine at different temperatures the 
actuating medium at the beginning of the compression Ta. The increase of this temperature from 360ºK to 430ºK at 
constant other parameters leads to a significant deterioration of indicated parameters and decrease of the maximum 
pressure of gases in the cylinder of a diesel engine. Best indicated parameters obtained at Ta = 360 K: mean 
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indicated pressure of cycle pi = 2,29 MPa, the specific fuel consumption indicator gi = 180,6 g/kWh, indicated 
efficiency i = 0,469. Maximum in-cylinder pressure pmax is 15.97 MPa. The deterioration of the indicated 
parameters and decreased of the maximum pressure in the cylinder occurs as a result of reduce the excess air ratio 
and changes of law heat release. 

The given dependence on rice. 2 will well be agreed with the experimental data on the influence of the 
temperature of a fresh charge after charge air cooler on indicated parameters of a operating cycle of a diesel engine 
of increased power. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The dependence of the parameters pmax, i, pi, gi from the temperature of the actuating medium at the beginning of compression 

Fig. 3 shows curves of the calculated the in-cylinder pressure and the heat release rate at various temperatures of 
the actuating medium at the beginning of the compression Ta. Here it is seen that the higher the temperature Ta, the 
earlier the start of the combustion process and less the maximum heat release rate. When Ta = 360ºK the largest 
ignition delay period during which a larger quantity of fuel being prepared. This results in to increased the rate of 
pressure increase, increasing the maximum pressure in the cylinder and improve the indicated parameters of the 
operating cycle  diesel engine. The maximum heat release rate in the main period (the second maximum) is almost 
does not change. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Diagrams of variation of in-cylinder pressure and heat release rate at various temperatures Ta the actuating medium at the beginning of 
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the compression 

Diagrams of pressure in the cylinder and the laws of heat release produced by the developed calculation models 
will well be agreed with the experimental data obtained in the analysis of the indicated parameters of diesel engines 
increased power. This proves the possibility of using the developed mathematical models for engineering calculation 
of the operating cycle of the powerful diesel. 

Thus, the use of the developed program allows on the design stage to simulate and plan a rational law for of 
mixture formation for getting effective combustion process and the best indicated parameters of the operating cycle 
of the powerful diesel engine 

3. Conclusion 

We can make the following conclusions based on the results of the research. 
The models and program for calculating the operating cycle of diesel engine with a given law of of mixture 
formation is developed. 
The novelty of the combustion process model is the introduction of the new parameter considering the time factor 
in this process – the conventional duration of the fuel molecule oxidation reaction and the equation for its 
determination, in dependence on the oxygen, fuel, nitrogen and combustion products in the combustion chamber 
molecule quantity, the volume of the combustion chamber, the physicochemical property of the fuel. 
The best indicated parameters the operating cycle of the powerful diesel engine produced at a temperature the 
actuating medium at the beginning of compression Ta = 360ºK and related to maximum cooling of the charge air 
cooler. 
Diagrams of pressure in the cylinder of the powerful diesel engine and laws of heat release produced calculation 
of the developed models will well be agreed with the experimental data. 
Using the developed program allows the design stage to simulate and plan a rational law for effective of mixture 
formation of the combustion process and the best indicators of the operating cycle of the powerful diesel engine. 
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Abstract 

This document describes how cutting force components influence the accuracy of processing complex profile surfaces of parts on 
CNC machines. It demonstrates how changing cutting zone geometrical parameters influences cutting force components. The 
article includes dependences for determining cutting force components. We propose a mathematical model to identify dynamic 
size-setting errors for 2D machining of complex profile surfaces.  We suggest a processing method to reduce error occurrence 
rate by controlling feed speed. This document includes a method of setting feed motion speed depending on the geometrical 
parameters of the machined surface. We recommend changing feed motion speed depending on machined surface pitch against 
the feed motion vector. We demonstrate that feed motion speed control allows to increase machining efficiency while assuring 
the set accuracy of the shape and dimensions of the components’ complex profile surfaces. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction  

Machine building industry has a task of increasing parts producing accuracy. We are talking about 10 times 
accuracy increasing and assuring roughness of up to Rz = 0.001 mm. Same time, approaches to designing 
technological processes of manufacturing parts on metal cutting machines mostly remain traditional. Process 
designing mainly uses reference data for evaluating processing accuracy per process steps. Cutting modes choosing 
reference books don’t demonstrate full relation to all parameters of processing accuracy [1, 2, and 3]. Often cutting 
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modes are determined by cutting tool strength and resistance. Lac of reference data on complex relation of all 
processing accuracy parameters with cutting modes, tool, fittings, and equipment parameters, leads to significant 
role of subjective decisions on designing technological processes. This leads to moving accuracy assuring tasks to 
technological process adjusting stage, leading to significant increase in its labor intense and cost. Taking into 
account small-scale of modern production with high concentrated process operations, accuracy becomes very 
critical. Processing of complex profile surfaces is the most difficult task if considering assuring accuracy. 

2. Cutting forces influence on processing errors  

Due to process non-stationary, main part of errors is due to dynamic setting size errors. In order to predict these 
errors it is necessary to evaluate cut forces and process system condition. Cutting forces can be determined with 
practical degree of accuracy on the basis of reviewing elementary components of cutting force, acting at 
infinitesimally small area of the tool cutting edge [4]. 

This approach allows creating universal mathematics model of the cutting force, invariant to different processing 
types. 

According to forces and stresses on elementary area of the tool forward and rear surfaces, cutting forces 
components during sharpening are determined by: 

1 1

1 1

sin 0 16 ;
3 sin cos

cos 0 16
3 sin cos

i i
xy i w

i i
z i w

a db
dP , l db

a db
dP , l db,

                (1) 

where: d xy – component of cutting force in main plain;  dPz – cutting force main component; i - cut-off layer 
thickness on tool cutting edge elementary area; db - cutting edge elementary area; 1 – reference shear plane pitch. 
Most often it is determined by chip thickening coefficient; i – intensity of stresses in shear area;  - angle between 
shear line and resultant force direction; lw – worn face length;  – friction coefficient. 

 
When knowing the force, acting on elementary areas of the tool cutting edge active zones, we can determine (by 

integration) cutting force components for any processing conditions as for simple surfaces, with generator lines, 
parallel to machine coordinate axes, as for complex profile surfaces, randomly located in the machine coordinates 
system. 

We shall discuss design accuracy prognosis on the example of 2D machining of complex profile surfaces in one 
stage [5]. 

We talk about 2D machining when performing contour turning, bore machining, and contour milling with core 
mills. This type of processing is characterized by the fact, that two cutting force components influence process 
system elastic displacements error and its changing. Px, Py for turning and Pz, Py for contour milling. 

Lets discuss analytical model of contour processing error forming )x(y  (Fig. 1). Resulting from joint acting 
of components Px and Py (for turning) and some extend of process system flexibility, point A, being a part of tool 
cutting edge with coordinates ii y,x , will move to point B with coordinates yy,xx ii

. Where x  and y  
are amounts of the tool elastic moving along appropriate coordinates. Part contour tangent line in point A is as 
follows: 

              
i i

yy y x x
x

.                   (2) 

In order to find size error in point A along normal line in this point we'll modify coordinate axes XOY by 
relocating there beginning point to point A. In new coordinates system point B is determined by coordinates ( x , 

y ), and equation (2) can be read as follows: ,ByAx 0  where 
x
yA , B= –1. 
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Distance N from point B to tangent line in point A is determined according to known equation: 
2 2N

A x B y
A B

 [6]. 

Taking previously determined designations into account, we'll have to following: 

2
1

yy xx .N
y
x

            (3) 

 
 

Fig. 1. Analytical model of determining errors for 2D machining. 
 
Considering instrument displacement along X axis, actually this moment of machining forms part profile error in 

point B , where error f  along normal line is equal to jog BB". Its size is determined from a triangle: 

cos arctg

Rk N Rf k

Rk N

 ,                                                        (4) 

where kR  – machined contour curve radius in point ; kR  – machined contour curve radius in point B ;  – 
elastic relative tool movement to tangent line in point A. 

 
Taking into account that cossin xy , and using value N  from relation (3), we'll obtain formula 

for determining dynamic setting size error for 2D contour machining: 

cos arctg .
2 2

1 1

y yy x y x
x xR Rf k k
y y yR y xkx x x

                                                (5) 

In formulas (4) and (5) (+) signs are used for external turning and contour milling of contour convex areas, ( ) 
signs – for bore machining and concave areas milling. x and y values are determined by dividing appropriate 
cutting force component by process system stiffness along machine coordinate axes directions. Stiffness can be 
determined by testing the process system [7]. 

Obtained relation demonstrates that kinematic angles changing in plan influence on machining error under all else 
being equal is as larger, as lower the machined part area curve radius is. 
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Calculations demonstrate that changing cutting forces, depending on part machined surface tangent line pitch, 
lead to errors of dynamic setting size, changing on different machined surface areas 4 and more times. This leads to 
machined part shape errors that, due to variability of their values within one surface, can't be compensated by 
introducing simple correction of static setting size. 

Non-stationary machining parameters influence on accuracy can be decreased at technological process design 
stage by directed control over feed speed, set in control program. 

3. Feed speed control  

Having error value f as a target and solving equitation (5) relative to feed S, we can determine law of feed 
control, assuring stabilization of pushing out the technological system elements. Graphs of feed changing for 
assuring dynamic setting size error constancy are presented in Fig. 2. 

 
 

Fig. 2. Graphs of changing feed for assuring error constancy depending on (a) cutting depth (b) cutter wear. 
 
Calculations and presented graphs demonstrate, that, when preparing control programs for complex profile 

surfaces machining, it is necessary to set different feed speeds for surface areas with different pitches of machined 
surface tangent line against machine spindle axis. 

Practical experience in cylinder parts machining modes setting is quite enough. Usually parts, machined on CNC 
machines, have combinations of cylinder and profiled surfaces. Due to this fact it seems reasonable to determine law 
of setting feed change at profiled surface, taking into account feed speed for cylinder part. In this case speed change 
law should assure same machining error for all part sections, or different with regulating feed for each section. 
Method of determining such law is as follows: 

 
feed for cylinder surface is set on the basis of regulatory recommendations; 
based on set feed and implementing relation (5) dynamic setting error for cylinder surface is determined; 
values of cylinder part predicted error are introduced into formula for determining law of changing feed 

depending on shape of the machined profiled surface. 

4. Conclusions   

Software control over feed speed allows assuring necessary accuracy of machined surfaces shape and improves 
machining effectiveness. 

In order to improve technological processes effectiveness on the stage of their implementation, it is reasonable to 
use machine computer for determining specific technological system status and to perform software customizing 
their parameters. 

a b 
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In this case it is reasonable to divide between designing and producing systems functions of assuring parts quality 
and assuring reliability of process operation performing. 

Following can be taken as the basis for software-customizing designing of technological operations: analytical 
dependences, determining relations between main machining process parameters (cutting mode, tool geometry and 
its wear rate, physical-mechanical parameters of machined material, work pieces errors, and technological system 
stiffness) and assured parts sizes and shape accuracy, as well, as dependences, taking into account physical condition 
of the technological system. Testing of the technological system  allows not only  determining transfer factors for 
calculating designed operation accuracy balance, but also specifying technological process model according to 
calculated machining stages quantity and their content for each part surface. Necessary tests, allowing determining 
actual technological system status, are chosen for specified model. Transfer functions of dominant effects at each 
machining stage are also determined. Initial technological operation parameters are corrected by means of 
mathematical models, functionally linking produced component output parameters (accuracy and degree of 
roughness) with current operation parameters (5). Feed speed software control, taking into account actual 
technological system stiffness, allows decreasing machining cycle duration for complex profile surfaces 1.5 times by 
means of decreasing time period, spent for adjusting CNC machine control program. 

Analyzed method allows controlling feed speed for 3D machining on CNC milling machines, taking into account 
three components of the cutting force influence on machining errors. 
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Abstract 

The intensity and the degree of blunting are the main factors which define the working capacity of a grinding wheel. When we 
consider the discrete contact of a grinding wheel with a work piece, the size of the blunting area can be such a factor. The article 
presents a mathematic model to calculate the blunting area of an abrasive grain whereby the main mechanisms of its wear such as 
mechanical and physicochemical phenomena are taken into account. The mechanical wear is studied from the standpoint of the 
kinetic theory of strength, a durability parameter for the abrasive grain is determined; the physicochemical wear is studied from 
the mass transfer theory, and coefficients of chemical affinity with the abrasive material are experimentally defined for the 
assortment of work piece materials. As mechanical and physicochemical wear of abrasive grain depend on the initial size of the 
blunting area, the suggested mathematic model is the first to consider nonlinear back-coupling, taking into account the size of the 
blunting area. The developed mathematic model is a multiple-factor one, which will allow to predict the worn area of the 
abrasive wheel for, and under different technological conditions. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
Keywords: grinding wheel, blunting area, wear of abrasive grain 

1. Introduction 

Different types of the abrasive grains’ wear in grinding are described in detail in scientific literature in the works 
by T. N. Loladze and G. V. Bokuchava [1], L. N. Filimonov [2], L. L. Mishnaevskii [3], E. N. Maslov [4], 
V. A. Nosenko [5], S. Yossifon [6], S. J. Deutsch [7], R. Neugebauer [8], M. P. Hitchiner [9], O. I. Medvedeva [10]  
W. Graham, C.M. Voutsadopoulos [11] and others. All these works contain researches aimed at investigating this or 
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that wear mechanism of the abrasive grain in different technological conditions of grinding done by empiricism-
theoretical methods. It is necessary to state that in the majority of technical literature mechanical and 
physicochemical wear of the abrasive grain in grinding processes are accepted as the main ones, which function 
while grinding the overwhelming majority of  alloys and steels. However, nowadays there are no dependences 
which allow predicting the size of the blunting area of the abrasive grain in different technological conditions. 

 
Nomenclature 

Ma.g.         the weight of the abrasive grain abraded by the interaction with the workpiece  
Ma.g.

m       the weight of the abrasive grain abraded by the mechanical interaction with the workpiece 
Ma.g.

ph.-ch. the weight of the abrasive grain abraded by the physicochemical interaction with the workpiece 
c             the durability of abrasive grain by cyclic load 

vw            the speed of the work piece rotation  
Vwh          the speed of grinding wheel rotation  
Dwh          the diameter of the grinding wheel  
dw            the diameter of the workpiece  
nw            the frequency of work piece rotation (the number of turns)  
vSrad         the speed of radial feed of the grinding wheel  
I0             the Bessel function of the imaginary argument  
q              the coefficient of interatomic bonds overstrain  
Mm          the atomic weight of Al2O3  

a            the density of the abrasive material  
             the tension in the abrasive grain 

k             the Boltzmann constant  
Tt            the absolute temperature of the abrasive grain (temperature in the interface) 
wa.g.

m      the elementary volume of the abrasive material  
T            the period of the grain work 
nwh          the frequency of grinding wheel rotation (the number of turns) 

w           the density of the workpiece material  
ma           the atomic weight of the Al2O3  
m            the atomic weight of the workpiece material  
C0           the limiting solubility of fused alumina in the workpiece material  
lbl.           the size of the blunting area on the abrasive grain  
Daf          the coefficient of the chemical affinity of the abrasive and work piece  
L            the length of the contact arc of the abrasive grain with the work piece 
V            the volume of the abrasive material outworn by the interaction with the workpiece  
lbl.i-1        the size of the blunting area on the abrasive grain at every previous time point 

2. Research results 

In general, the model of the wear of the abrasive grain in grinding processes which considers different 
mechanisms of its behavior is presented below:  

m ph.-ch.
.g. .g. .g.M = +          (1) 

Examining the mechanical wear of the abrasive grain as the process which develops in time, the equation of 
durability by cyclic load for conditions of external cylindrical grinding with radial feed [12, 13] is: 
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Then, having defined the elementary volume of the abrasive material wa.g.
m, which experiences tension  and 

separates from the grain in some period of time c, it is possible to estimate the weight of the abrasive grain which is 
outworn as a result of its mechanical interaction with the work piece taking into account the action period of the 
work : 

m
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m
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T
=           (3) 

If we put Eq. 2 in Eq. 3, we get the general formula to define the weight of the abrasive material which is 
outworn as a result of its mechanical interaction with the workpiece: 
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Very detailed researches were carried out by T. N. Loladze and G. V. Bokuchava aimed at studying 
physicochemical processes which take place in the cutting area. These scientists worked out a formula (5), to 
calculate the size of the abrasive grain weight which is outworn as a result of its physicochemical interaction with 
the work piece [14]: 
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D
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       (5) 

A complex of experiments was carried out to define the amount of the affinity coefficient Daf, the results of 
which allow to estimate the intensity of the physicochemical interaction of the abrasive and work piece [15]. 

Summarizing the research results of the mechanical and physicochemical wear of the abrasive grain in grinding 
processes and putting Eq. 4 and 5 into Eq. 1, we get a new formula to define the weight of the abrasive grain which 
is outworn as a result of the joint action of the mechanical and physicochemical wear: 
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In order to define the size of the blunting area depending on the volume of the outworn part of the abrasive grain 
we can present the abrasive grain in the form of a cone. As a result of geometrical transformations it is seen that the 
size of the grain blunting area at any period of time can be defined using Eq.7: 
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a.g.3 3bl.i bl.i-1 bl.i-1

33Vl =2 l + =2 l +         (7) 

Taking into account Eq. 6, we get an equation to define the size of the abrasive grain blunting area at any time of 
its interaction with the work piece: 
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Figure 1 shows dependencies of the size of the blunting area which were obtained using Eq. 8 and calculated for 
the initial period of the tool work, and also data of other researchers was used. 

It is clearly seen from the figure that the model of calculation of the size of the blunting area considering different 
wear mechanisms is appropriate and can be used to predict the size of the wear of the abrasive instrument in general. 

3. Conclusion 

The developed mathematic model of defining the size of the blunting area of the abrasive grain in different 
technological conditions is: 

recursive, allows to take into consideration the inverse nonlinear coupling according to the size of the blunting 
area of the abrasive grain which is generated as a result of the previous contact with the workpiece at every time 
point of the abrasive grain work; 
multiple-factor, allows to take into account a lot of technological conditions of grinding operations and the time  
of the tool work; 
complex, allows to take into account different mechanisms of the abrasive grain’s wear.  

The mathematical definition of the blunting area depending on the technological conditions, in which the 
abrasive tool is being operated, will allow predicting the amount of its operational performances [19–22]. 

Fig. 1. The dependency of the size of the blunting ground on the time of the circle working: 
1 – S. N. Korchak’s data – constant [16]; 2 – A. A. Matalin’s data – constant [17]; 3 – A. A. Dyakonov’s data (experiment) [18]; 4 – obtained by 

formula (8).  
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Abstract 

Physicochemical mechanism is one of the wear mechanisms of the abrasive grain in grinding. Existing scientific researches 
which deal with the wear of the abrasive grain show the presence of this wear mechanism but do not characterize it from the 
quantitative point of view. The article contains the results of the empirical studies on the physicochemical interaction between the 
abrasive grain and the workpiece material while grinding. The empirical studies allowed to determine the quantitative 
characteristics of physicochemical processes in grinding. The developed empirical models can predict the coefficient of chemical 
affinity for the workpiece materials with a variety of chemical compositions. The mathematical method used in this research 
makes it possible to define the size of the abrasive grain portion is worn as a result of such physicochemical interaction. In future, 
this circumstance will predict the extent of the abrasive tool wear under different technological conditions in order to define its 
operating capacity and apply the tool efficiently in multipart manufacturing. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: physicochemical wear, abrasive grain, grinding. 

1. Introduction 

Grinding is the process of mutual fracture of two contacting solids: work and abrasive grains of the grinding 
wheel. It is supposed that the work material breaks more, and the cutting abrasive grains of the tool are worn during 
a long period of time – efficient tool life. 
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One of the main ways of the abrasive grain wear in grinding is physicochemical one [1-10], while there are no 
quantitative characteristics of this wear in scientific and technical literature. To define the quantitative parameter 
(coefficient of the chemical affinity of the abrasive and workpiece material) we used experimental researches with 
the electron scanning microscope JSM 6460LV (JEOL, USA) [11]. As a result, we got the bulk of experimental data 
which allow us to estimate quantitative and qualitative influence of chemical composition of the material being 
grinded on the density of physicochemical interaction with the abrasive material (fig. 1). 

 
Nomenclature 

T            the temperature of the abrasive grain (temperature in the interface) 
Daf          the coefficient of the chemical affinity of the abrasive and work piece materials 

2. Research results 

Analyzing the influence of the temperature in the contact zone of the abrasive grain and workpiece it can be 
concluded that the rise of temperature in the contact zone of the abrasive grain and work leads to the rise of intensity 
of physicochemical interaction between materials. Therefore, in the cumulative volume of the worn spot abrasive 
the part of the wear increases as a result of this wear mechanism. 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) (e) 

Fig.1. Dependence of the chemical affinity coefficient of different steels on temperature:  
(a) 1 – steel 20, 2 – 30, 3 – 40; (b) 1 – steel 20 , 2 – 30 , 3 – 40 ;  

(c) 1 – steel 20 13, 2 – 30 13, 3 – 40 13; (d) 1 – steel 20 , 2 – 30 , 3 – 40 ; 
(e) 1 – steel 20 3 , 2 – 30 3 , 3 – 40 3 . 
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The experimental data give opportunity to estimate the influence of specific chemical elements on the intensity of 
behavior of physicochemical interaction in the work area (fig. 2) with medium grinding temperature of 600 ºC. 

 
 (a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Dependence of the chemical affinity coefficient of different steel on temperature: 
(a) 1 – steel 20, 2 – 20 , 3 – 20 13; (b) 1 – 30 , 2 – 30 , 3 – 30 3 . 

Table 1 cites data for the temperature 600 º . Figure 3 shows the dependences of influence of carbon (a), chrome 
(b), nickel (c) on the size of chemical affinity coefficient.   

The finding allows us to estimate the influence of the main chemical elements on the intensity of behavior of 
physicochemical interaction of the workpiece and abrasive material. Thus, the increase of carbon concentration in 
the workpiece leads to the decrease of intensity of physicochemical processes in grinding: increasing the carbon 
concentration in the workpiece by 0,1% the chemical affinity coefficient reduces by 10%. While handling materials 
which contain less than 1% of chrome in its composition, the interaction intensity with the abrasive material greatly 
reduces (3 times more) due to the increase of chrome concentration in the composition of the work material. Then, 
the rise of chrome concentration (more than 1%) increases the chemical affinity coefficient: when rising chrome 
concentration tenfold the coefficient increases twice. 

Nickel concentration in grinding material gives the reverse influence. When its concentration is less than 1% the 
twice increase of chemical affinity coefficient occurs. Further rise of nickel concentration leads to the decrease of 
the coefficient: every additional nickel percent reduces the coefficient twice.  

The given influence of carbon on the chemical affinity coefficient in grinding steel is preserved while processing 
chrome-nickel steel: the rise of carbon concentration reduces the intensity of chemical interaction between the work 
and abrasive material. 

 
 Table 1. Chemical affinity coefficient for materials, which differ in concentration of different chemical elements 
 (for the temperature of 600 ºC) 

Steel Make Chemical element Element composition, 
%, up to 

Chemical affinity coefficient  
Daf,10–10, mm2/s 

20 

Carbon 

0,2 19,88 

30 0,3 18,02 

40 0,4 15,58 

20 

Chrome 

0,25 19,88 

20  1,00 5,54 

20 13 13,00 10,22 

20  

Nickel 

0,30 5,54 

20  1,00 10,75 

20 3  3,00 3,26 
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30 

Chrome 

0,25 18,02 

30  1,00 3,67 

30 13 13,00 7,57 

30  

Nickel 

0,30 3,67 

30  1,00 9,68 

30 3  3,00 1,93 

40 

Chrome 

0,25 15,58 

40  1,00 2,43 

40 13 13,00 3,65 

40  

Nickel 

0,30 2,43 

40  1,00 4,29 

40 3  3,00 1,69 

 
Further study of the influence of the concentration of chemical elements on the intensity of physicochemical 

interaction with the abrasive material while grinding will help to create a complex of mathematical models to predict 
the coefficient of chemical affinity while abrasive materials processing of different chemical composition. It will 
allow us to discover peculiarities of physicochemical wear of the abrasive material in different technological 
conditions.  

 
 (a) (b) (c) 

Fig.3. Dependence of the chemical affinity coefficient of different steel on concentration in steel: 
(a) carbon, (b) chrome, when carbon concentration is 1 – 0,2, 2 – 0,3  3 – 0,4 % 

(c) nickel, when carbon concentration is 1 – 0,2, 2 – 0,3  3 – 0,4 % 

3. Conclusion 

Prediction of intensity of physicochemical interaction of different grinding materials depending on their chemical 
composition will help to take into account physicochemical interaction of abrasive and work material to define the 
size of abrasive grain wear. This opens up possibilities to predict grinding performance criteria – components of 
cutting force [12, 13], roughness [14] and also to predict output factors of material processing by grinding [15–22]. 
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1. Introduction

Electrochemical machining (ECM) is one of the non-traditional machining techniques; it can achieve a wanted 
shape of a surface using metal dissolution by electrochemical reaction and can be applied to metals such as 
hardened, high-strength and heat-resistant steel. E M is necessary to advance a wide variety of industries, such as 
mechanical engineering, aerospace, automotive, electronic etc. [1-5].  

Except forming surface finish also plays a vital role on the functional properties of the components such as wear 
resistance, energy loss due to friction etc. Engraving processes have been continuously developed due to high 
demand in various fields [6-7]. Manufacturing processes can be categorized according to the type of energy used in 
the process itself, such as mechanical, chemical, electrochemical, electrical and laser processes. The 
electrodischarge machining (EDM) machine converts the electrical energy into thermal energy in the plasma 
discharge channel during the spark discharge. The thermal energy melts and vaporizes workpiece material during 
the process [1,8]. The high temperature also generates the thermal stress in the workpiece. Laser surface treatment 
results in the homogenization and refinement of microstructures, change in the chemical composition, and phase 
transformation [9-10].  

At the ECM there is no mechanical contact, thus no thermal nor mechanical stress is brought into the material. 
The hardness of the metal does not influence the material removal rate and the process shows almost no toolwear.  

One of effective marking methods on conductive surfaces is electrochemical marking (ECMr) [11-12]. ECMr is 
also a good way to evaluate sheet metal formability. Knowing the level and distribution of strain in the critical areas 
of the stamping is the key with this technique. ECMr grid patterns are ideally suited for this purpose [13-14]. 

Typical installations of ECMr use solid electrode tools (ET) and a stencil with hollows in the image of the picture 
being marked, there being no electrolytic flow canal; the process is carried out by means of electrolytic damping of a 
porous layer. It limits the marking depth. Besides, such stencils allow to apply a limited number of markings, require 
special materials and printers or using photolithographic methods for printing. 

The installations having the minimized and equal inter-electrode gap (IEG) size, along the whole surface and 
providing the conditions for the uniform electrolytic flow allow actualizing the ECM advantages to the full extant 
[15]. 

In a photoelectrochemical cell for ECMr one of electrodes is executed from a semiconductor material on which 
the light image is projected. Depending on voltage direction, a material of electrodes, a design of an electrochemical 
cell and a used electrolyte, the image can be formed owing to electroplated coating, anodic dissolution of an 
electrode or in electrolyte volume (photoelectrochromic effect) [1,4,16-19]. The conductivity of semiconductor is 
several order of magnitude is less, than at metals and electrolytes, therefore for planar optoelectronic devices it is 
necessary to provide conditions for equipotential a current lead on all square light absorption surfaces.. For this 
purpose on a semiconductor surface superimpose a thin film metals or electroconductive oxides of metals. At 
sampling of a spending pellucid covering for contact to a semi-conductor material it is necessary to consider optical 
and electric parametres of this film, and also property of contact a film – the semiconductor [18-21].  

The ultimate goal of the present research activities was to develop new technological processes leading to highly 
effective optical coatings of a semiconductor wafer for application in electrochemical engraving and marking. 

2. The theoretical analysis

It is obvious that increasing the thickness of the deposited film, on the one hand, reduces the surface electric 
resistance of the film, but, on the other hand, leads to reduced transparency of the film. In [22] for definition of a 
necessary thickness of a film suggest to use the integrated factor of criterion Q, defined as the ratio of the 
normalized average transmittance to normalized resistivity. However, such optimisation, in our opinion, is justified 
for solar cells, light-emitting diodes, liquid crystal meshes of displays etc., where it is necessary to achieve 
integrated efficiency of photoelectric transformation of all element. In case of ET for ECMr, first of all, it is 
necessary to be aimed to equipotential surfaces, because the optical transmittance even if will decrease, all the same 
will be homogeneous for all surface. The decrease in transparency of the coating to actinic radiation, which accounts 
for the maximum of spectral photosensitivity of the semiconductor, can be compensated by increasing the light 
intensity. Besides, at correct sampling of a thickness of a covering it is possible to reduce light losses at reflexion 
from a semiconductor surface. The coefficient of reflexion A is defined by Fresnel's formula: 
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          ,   (1) 

where n is the refractive index. 
For silicon over the range visible light a mean n = 3.9, calculation by formula (1) shows, that light losses on 

reflexion attain 35 %. If the waves reflected from an external and internal surface of a thin film are in phase 
opposition as a result of an interference these two waves are mutually relaxed. The greatest easing will occur at 
equality of amplitudes of these waves which occurs under a condition n0 = , where n0 - refractive index of a film. 

Optical dispersion in semiconductors does not allow to solve a problem of elimination of reflexion completely. 
When choosing the thickness of the antireflection film on the premise, to reduce the reflection waves, which have 
maximum spectral photosensitivity. For tin dioxide, which is often used in optoelectronic devices [18,19,22], no in 
red light is approximately equal to 2, therefore, when the coating thickness d satisfying the condition nod = /4 can 
achieve significant attenuation of reflection. The corresponding calculation for wave-length  = 0.9 μm gives a value 
of d = 0.1 m. Thus, the SnO2 coating thickness must be a multiple of the size of 0.1 m. 

For metal films, the situation is more complicated because of strong absorption of light. For damped waves, the 
intensity of the transmitted light P at the depth d is determined according to Bouguer's law 

             ,   (2) 

where P0 is the intensity of the incident wave;  is the absorption coefficient. 
For example, at n  = 1 in metal on ways, numerically equal to wave length, intensity of an incident wave 

decreases approximately in 105 times. For copper n = 0.62, and magnitude n  = 2.57, for aluminium n = 1.44 and 
n = 5.23. Let's define a depth of penetration in a copper film for wave length  = 0.9 μm. Calculation by formula (2) 
gives value d  0.028 μm. Therefore, transparent metal films for optoelectronic devices have a thickness of about 10 
nm, and can perform the antireflective function. Moreover, as metal films are characterised by a considerable 
coefficient of reflexion of light, it is necessary to cover them with a clarifying dielectric film in addition. This 
clarifying antireflection coating simultaneously performs a protective anti-corrosion function. 

Let's define dependence of electric parametres of a thin film on its thickness. For semi-conductor planar ET there 
is the specific lapse of machining connected with an anode drop in a film of a conductor at removal from a current 
lead. It is thus broken equipotentiality surfaces that leads to emersion of a density gradient of a current in places of 
equal light exposure. We will size up this lapse. 

Let's observe a semi-conductor plate in the thickness d with surface radius r1 on which the thin film by thickness 
h is put (Fig. 1).  

Fig. 1. Estimate drawing for determining the voltage drop in the conductive transparent film. 
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The current lead is carried out on film ambit not shown). On a plate the light stain with radius r  is projected. 
From symmetry reasons it is obvious, that the maximum anode drop will be in case the light sonde gets to the plate 
centre. 

For definition of resistance of a film we will gate out the part of sector restricted to an angle d  and rounds with 
radiuses r and r+dr. Resistance of this section of sector will be equal 

                  ,  (3) 

where  is the resistivity of a film. 
 
The resistance of all sector restricted d   is given by  

                .  (4) 

Since the sector is connected "in parallel", the total resistance of the film on the site of the current supply to the 
light spot will receive 

                , 

from here follows 

           .  (5) 

The general resistance of a thin film and the lighted section of the semiconductor is given by 

          ,  (6) 

where  ph is the resistivity of the semiconductor at illumination (the light resistivity). 
 
Drop of potential in a semi-conductor electrode  is given by 

            . (7) 

From here follows, that the maximum drop of potential U  will be under a condition 
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at this size the light spot will be the maximum error processing caused by the voltage gradient on the film surface. 
The relative value of this error e is defined by the expression 

           
1

2
1092.0
hd

r

ph

,    (9) 

and this should be considered when determining the thickness of the coating. 
From the equation (2) follows, that ph depends on depth d. For practical estimated calculations it is necessary to 

define experimentally magnitude ph for the chosen magnitude of light exposure. With rather good accuracy it is 
equal 

             ,  

where 0 is the specific dark resistance of the semiconductor; /d phI I is the relation of a dark current to a 
photocurrent at used voltage (i.e. in the field of photocurrent saturation). 

Let's define a thickness of a copper film for magnitude =0.1. Typical parametres of semi-conductor plates in our 
experiments were the following: r1 = 30 mm; d = 0.38 mm; /d phI I =180. Matching calculation by equation (3) gives 
value h = 10 nm. 

Thus, with the account of estimated character of the spent calculations, it is possible to assume, that for reception 
of satisfactory results ECM the thickness of a metal film should not exceed 10 … 20 nm.  

3. Experimental technique 

For film deposition we used a method of thermal spraying of metal in a vacuum installation VUP-4, which allows 
you to adjust the thickness of the sprayed layer with the indicator deposition, located on the remote control. The 
locations of the sensor indicator thickness in a vacuum chamber and its main elements is shown in Fig. 2. (a). 
Measurement method based on the proportional relationship between the film thickness control of the glass 6 and its 
coefficient of optical transmittance. The measuring circuit of the indicator are collected in a bridge circuit, one arm 
of which includes the photoresistor SF-1 (on the basis of cadmium sulfide). Before you start deposition a variable 
resistor of the bridge circuit established the necessary thickness. A measuring device included in the emitter circuit 
of the matching load balanced DC amplifier, which is the second diagonal of the bridge. In the coating process, the 
light flux through the check glass decreases, the resistance of the photoresistor increases, the bridge unbalance, and 
when the deflection of the measuring device by an amount proportional to the thickness of the deposition layer, the 
unlocking circuit of the evaporator and the process is terminated.  

Calibration of the indicator deposition was carried out separately for each of the sprayed substance, the type of 
evaporator and the corresponding geometry of the deposition. In conditions of isotropic evaporation analytical 
calculation of the film thickness h was performed according to the formula 

               ,    (10) 

where m is the total weight of evaporated substance;  is the angle of incidence of a stream of evaporating 
corpuscles on a surface;  is the substance density; R is the distance from the evaporator to a surface.  
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(a)        (b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Location scheme of the indicator gauge thickness, semiconductor wafer, and "witness" in a vacuum chamber: 1 – heater; 2 – 
evaporable substance; 3 – the flow of evaporated particles; 4 – the capsule of the measuring sensor; 5 – light source; 6 – glass plate; 7 – 

photoresistor; 8 - "witness"; 9 - semiconductor wafer; (b) "Witness" for electrooptical measurements: 1 – a glass plate; 2 – the bonding pad; 3 – 
an deposition film. 

It should be noted that the thickness of the deposition layer on the glass plate 6 (Fig. 2. (a)) is not equal to the 
thickness of the deposition layer on the semiconductor substrate 7. These thicknesses are proportional, and the 
proportionality factor depends on the geometry of irradiation, namely, the distance from respective surfaces to the 
evaporated material and the angles of inclination of the respective surfaces to the flow of evaporated particles. Even 
more complex relationship between optical transmission ratios of the respective layers.  

With this in mind, for a more accurate measurement of optical transmittance and surface resistance of films on a 
semiconductor wafer in the coating process, next to it put "the witness" 8 (check glass substrate, Fig. 2. (b)). 
"Witness" (Fig. 2. (b)) consisted of a glass plate 1 positioned on contact pads 2. The width of the contact strips b 
equal to the distance between the contacts l. In this case, the resistance between contact pads Rp representation for 
equal specific surface resistance (or resistance per square). In this case, the resistance Rp of deposited thin film 3 
depends on the film thickness: 

             Rp =
l

bh h
, 

where  is the resistivity of a film.  
 
In general the resistivity is not equal to normal (reference) specific resistance of the material and depends on the 

conditions of film formation, therefore, the error in thickness measured by this method is small and is more than 
10% [10]. The presence of a "witness" in our experiments allowed to determine the coefficient of optical 
transmittance of the film and its surface resistance. For a more accurate determination of the thickness of the 
deposited film laboratory balances LLDP-100g with a scale division of 0.05 mg were determined mass of the 
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substance m deposition on a wafer. Film thickness h was determined by the equation h= m/S , where S is the 
square of a surface of a plate. 

This formula can be used in case the dimensions of the evaporation surface is much less than the distance from 
the heater to the surface. In our experiments, the radius r of the plate (excluding the site for current lead a width of 
0.5 cm) was 3.3 cm, the distance R to the evaporator 30 cm (Fig. 2. (b)). Relative non-uniformity  of the thickness 
of the deposited film in the center and on the edges of the plate, defined by the equation (4) is equal to 

             . 

Calculation by this formula gives the relative non-uniformity of the film thickness is less than 2%, and this error 
is less than the error due to the voltage gradient on the surface of a semiconductor (10%, equation (3)).  

The table presents calculated values of the film thickness by measuring the mass of copper precipitated on a 
silicon wafer with a diameter of 76 mm. In our calculations we used the density value of "solid" copper  = 8,93·103 
kg/m3.  

Table 1. Calculation of film thickness h measured mass m of copper precipitated on a silicon wafer with a diameter of 76 mm. 

m, mg  0.25 0.40 0.75 1.05 1.55 2.55 3.05 

h, nm 6 10 19 26 38 63 75 

 
Graph to determine the thickness of the deposited film h on the testimony of indicating instrument N for this 

experiment is shown in Fig. 3. (a). Similar curves were constructed for each of the deposition substance separately. 
For deposition used the analytical grade metals from Al, Cu, Ag, Ni, Cr, and conductive oxides SnO2, CdO. 

Scheme of electrochemical cell for the study of technological capabilities of ET on the basis of monocrystalline 
silicon with various conductive coatings are presented in Fig. 3. (b). 
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Fig. 3. (a) Graph to determine the thickness of the deposited film h on the testimony of N indicating instrument; (b) Scheme of the 
electrochemical cell to study a silicon ET: 1 – workpiece; 2 – dielectric strip; 3 –IEG filled with electrolyte; 4 – semiconductor wafer; 5 – 

transparent conductive layer; 6 – photostencil; the arrows indicate the direction of the light flux; PS – power source 

For definition of technical characteristics of ECMr through the photomask 6 image projected on the transparent 
conductive layer 5 connected to the negative terminal IE. The positive terminal of the PS was connected to the 
workpiece 1. Through the gap formed by dielectric spacers 2, the electrolyte was passed. The current distribution on 
the working surface 3 of the semiconductor is determined by the illumination of the relevant parts of its outside 
surface. The required operating voltage between the electrodes was determined on the basis of current-voltage 
characteristics from the condition of saturation of the photocurrent. 
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4. The conclusion 

Studies have shown that for electrochemical machining with semi-conductive transparent electrode tools for 
metal-coating for copper films better the results, you have the ET processing of single crystal cream nievoy plate 
thickness of 0.38 mm and a diameter of 76 mm (p -type KDB-10). On the surface of this wafer in a vacuum chamber 
VUP-4 was coated film thickness of 15 nm. The chamber pressure was 10-4 Pa, during evaporation plate was heated 
to 500°C. The transmittance of a copper film in the optical range was 45-55 % and surface electrical resistance was 
2.1 . 

The present electrode tools is expected to be useful in various applications such as micro-texturing of surface, 
electrochemical marking, fabrication of microgrooves in an hydrodynamic bearing, etc. 
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Abstract 

The paper analyzes the numerical model of interaction between the rough surfaces of a piston-cylinder liner tribosystem in the 
form of a Markov chain. It is based on a model that takes into account elastic and plastic deformation and fatigue failure under 
load. We have provided a system of equations for the distribution of time-varying heights of protrusions. We have also analyzed 
the evolution of distributions for the contact interface of the piston-cylinder liner tribosystem of the diesel engine. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction  

Existing methods for calculating of friction characteristics are approximate and often inadequate for the engineer. 
Friction characteristics determined by such factors as surface microgeometry, physical characteristics of materials, 
velocity and the applied load. There is an approach based on the representation of the relief function for the random 
arguments [1,2]. Such models can estimate the area of contact, the friction force, coefficient of friction, wear, etc. 
However, this approach ignores the surfaces change and, consequently, contact and friction characteristics over the 
time. In this paper model of random change of surfaces heights over the time for "piston-cylinder liner" tribosystem 
is developed. 
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The "piston-cylinder liner" tribosystem is mostly in the hydrodynamic lubrication regime. At high loading levels, 
near the TDC, tribosystem is in the mixed or boundary lubrication regimes. The latter is important for the 
determination of the service life of the tribosystem as a whole. 

2. Determination of the hydromechanical characteristics of the "piston - cylinder liner" tribosystem 

The main hydromechanical characteristics (HMC) of the "piston - cylinder" tribosystem are: minh  – 
instantaneous values of the minimum oil film thickness; maxp  – instantaneous values of the maximal 
hydrodynamic pressure; *

minh  – average value of minh ; *
maxp  – average value of maxp ; N  and *N  – 

instantaneous and average power loss of friction; *Q  – the average flow rate of oil in the direction of the 
combustion chamber; *

effT  – the average effective temperature of the lubricating layer. 
Since the contact interaction of the elements is experimentally confirmed by the formation of "rubbing" on the 

piston skirt of diesel engine after certain hours (Fig. 1), the calculated characteristics of tribosystem complemented 
the areas, where minimal thickness of a lubricant film less than the permissible value limh  – 

limh , %. 
The reactions of the lubricating layer were determined based on the results of the numerical integration of the 

modified Elrod equation for pressure in the lubricating layer and the degree of filling of clearance [3,4]. The 
modified Elrod equation contains the function z,  and takes the form of: 

3 31 1 1 1 1 ,
* 2 * 212 12

h h wg g h g h g
z z zaeff eff

  (1) 

where 0hhh ; 0
*
eff

*
eff ; aza ; Rzz ; xR ; RBa 2 ; t0 ; )R(ww 0 ; h , eff - 

dimensionless film thickness and the effective viscosity of the lubricant; R,B  –  the width and radius of the bearing; 
*
eff  – effective viscosity of the lubricant, the corresponding temperature to *

eff ; 0 , 0h , 0  – respectively lubricant 
viscosity, typical film thickness at the center position of the piston in cylinder and rotation speed of crankshaft; w  – 
the dimensionless linear velocity of the piston; g  – the switching function. 

The function z,  is related to the degree of filling of the clearance z,  and is characterized by a function 
that determines the mass content of the liquid phase (oil) in the volume of the clearance between the piston and 
cylinder using the relationship g11 .  

For calculating the trajectory of the piston on the lubricating layer in the cylinder, the system of coordinates is 
fixed to a stationary cylinder. At the start, the origin of this moving coordinate system is at the center of mass 
(point C) of the moving piston (Fig. 2). 

 

 

Fig. 1. The result of contact interaction of the piston-cylinder liner interface. 
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Fig. 2. The scheme of the piston-cylinder liner interface. 

According to [5-7], it is assumed that movement of the piston in the cylinder is only in the plane perpendicular to 
the axis of the piston pin.  

Given the initial data and the methodology for calculating the trajectory of piston's motion on the lubricating 
layer, as described in [8-10], we got the dependence of the minimum film thickness minh in function of a crank angle 

 for a diesel engine (Fig. 3). 

3. Markov chains 

To analyze the process of friction in the contact area we used the discontinuous model where surfaces are 
represented by asperities of random height (Fig. 4). Pairs of contacting asperities are changed when the shift occurs. 
Asperities in contact deform and destruct each other, that is why heights of contacting asperities may change. Total 
height change of all surface asperities leads to roughness transformations and variation of friction characteristics 
(real contact area, friction coefficient, wear). 

Let’s consider K pairs of asperities positioned in one raw. Time is discontinuous and is measured in shift counts. 
After n shifts heights of asperities of one surface are represented by vector K,...,k),n(k 1 , and heights of 
asperities of the other surface are represented by vector )n(k . The asperity height change of the thk pair in one 
shift is described by general equations: 

          )),n(),n(()n( kkk 11  (2) 

          )),n(),n(()n( kkk 11  (3) 

where K,k 1 , )n()n( K0 ,  and  determine stochastic mechanism of asperity interaction as a sphere 
interaction, [11], with random radiuses. Presented model of asperity interaction takes into account elastic-plastic 
deformation and wear.  
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Fig. 3. The minimal lubricant film thickness in function of the crankangle. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Model of surfaces and sketch of cyclical shifts 

Model is realized on a computer. After N  shifts are performed, asperity height histogram is depicted, real contact 
area; friction force and wear are measured. Presented results agree to well known observations, such as independence 
of “equilibrium roughness” from initial surface roughness. 

It is proposed to describe the trajectory of height changes of single asperity by means of Markov series, [12]. The 
height  of single asperity changes when it interacts with asperities of other surface, having heights t  at the 
moment t . Time step t  is selected in such a way, that values t  and tt  are close to uncorrelated. It is 
supposed, that asperity with the height  interacts with the series of asperities of the other surfaces with heights 

...,... n1 , distributed with density yq . Thus series of heights ...,... n1 is obtained, height value 1n  depends on 
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n  and 1n   

          ),,( nnn 11  (4) 

where  determines accepted mechanism of asperity contact interaction.  
Series ...,... n1  is Markov series. Moreover, heights ...,... n1  are discontinuous, series ...,... n1  becomes 

Markov chain. Similarly,  is distributed with density xp  and next equation is obtained: 

            ).,( nnn 11  (5) 

Once two functions  and  are elaborated the system of equations for stationary distributions *p  and *q  is 
obtained: 

            
,,pPqq
,,qPpp

***

***

 (6) 

where ),q(P *  and ),p(P *  are matrices of transition probabilities for series of n  and n . Elements of 

matrices are determined by distributions *p  and *q  – respondingly and by two functions  and . For example, 
elements of matrix ),q(P *  is obtained: 

             .lqi|jPP
jl,i:l

*
nnij 1  (7) 

Elements ),( *pP  are determined similarly. 

4. Results and discussion 

Initial data were determined on base of recording profile traces of specimens of the piston skirt and cylinder 
liner [9]: the surface  is the surface of the cylinder liner, surface  - the surface of the piston skirt. 

For period of time, where minh less  we estimated next parameters: the distribution of the heights of roughness 
of surfaces ( q,p ); the root mean square deviations (rms) of surface roughness ( , ); the average contact area; 
the friction force frF  and friction coefficient f ; the linear wear hI . 

Fig. 5 present the height distribution of surfaces in function of the friction distance. Changes of the surface (and 
consequently changes of the height distribution of the projections of the contact surfaces) due to fatigue failure is 
extremely slow, due to a low probability of this event. At the initial process of friction in contact come mostly high 
surface elements. The destruction of the high elements come into contact less high surface elements. 

Under the influence of fatigue failure is a redistribution of the elements of heights, and in particular in the area of 
contact. 

Fig. 6a, 6b confirm the existence of “equilibrium roughness”. 
Fig. 7a, 7b shows the dependence of friction force and friction coefficient on friction distance. Friction force and 

friction coefficient remain about the same. 
Fig. 8 shows the dependence of wear on friction distance. Wear increased slowly. The increase of wear is 

connected with change of the height of the surfaces roughness under the influence of fatigue failure, as well as with 
the convergence of the interacting surfaces.  
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Fig. 5. The distribution of the heights of roughness of contact surfaces for fiction distances 7 km (a), 35 km (b), 70 km (c), 350 km (d), 

700 km (e) and 1050 km (f): 1, 2 – initial curves for cylinder liner and piston respectively; 3, 4 – curves after interaction. 

 
Fig. 6. The rms of the heights of surface roughness of cylinder liner(a) and piston (b) in function of friction distance. 
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Fig. 7. The friction force (a) and friction coefficient (b) in function of friction distance. 

 
Fig. 8. The linear wear in function of friction distance. 

5. Conclusion 

1. The HMC of the "piston - cylinder liner" tribosystem were calculated for diesel engine, which allowed us to 
estimate the duration of the surfaces contact interaction. 

2. We proposed a Markov model of the interaction of rough surfaces, which allows to estimate the friction 
characteristics over the time for contact area of "piston-cilynder liner" tribosystem. 

3. Estimations agree with experimental observations. 
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Abstract 

The article provides a new design of crankless piston heat car (engine), which runs a two-stroke cycle. It describes its operational 
principles and dwells upon the forces that affect the main elements of the mechanical transformation of the reciprocating piston 
motion (MTM) into the rotation of a freight roller. The authors analyse the transformation-related peculiarities of a crankless car 
piston in comparison with the transformation-related peculiarities of the motion in engines (heat cars), which are equipped with 
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1. Introduction 

In the practice of the heat cars’ (HM) creation, demands on limitation of their mass, size, and capacity (in litres) 
appear often. Today more and more attention is paid to the two-stroke work cycle (WC), see example [1], and 
engines with increased cyclic recurrence.  

This circumstance is well written in constructing schemes of significant amount of cars: Revetec [2], Duke 
Engine [3], Dynacam engine (Axial Vector Engine) [4], Balandin engine [5, 6], Wankel rotary engine [7]. 

The instructors and stuff of Internal-Combustion Engine “ICE” Department of South Ural State University 
(SUSU) have been occupying with the named task for a long period of time, see particularly [8,9,10,11]. 
Constructing scheme of crankless piston heat car-engine (CPM), see Figure 1, working on the two-stroke cycle, 
refers to one of the new results of work. As it follows from the name the engine doesn’t contain crankgear: piston’s 
reciprocal motion transforms into rotatory one without usage of usual crankshaft and connecting-rod. 
Nomenclature 

D diameter of the cylinder   
Dr  medium diameter of bush where the treadmill is implemented 
dh increment profile treadmill 
d    increment shaft angle 
F squire of piston 
h profile treadmill 
M torsion torque 
N normal force 
N force acting along the normal line to the supporting treadmill surface 
n revolutions per minuts 
Pc for e, operating along the connecting rod 
Pg pressure of gases 
Pj force of inertia of the reciprocal moving masses 
P  algebraic sum of the forces 
p pressure of gases 
r crankshaft radius 
Sh full motion of the piston 
Smax maximum stroke 
s piston movement 
T   tangential force 
Z force acting on the crank 

 current value of the shaft turn angle 
 limited angle tangent line to the treadmill and the horizontal 
 deflection angle of the connecting rod 
 level of compression 
 ratio of the circumference to the diameter 
 rotation frequency 

2. Fundamental scheme and description of the CPM 

Two-stroke crankless piston heat car-engine contains piston 1 set in cylinder 2 attached to the block-crankcase 3, 
mechanism of transfer and transformation of the motion.  This mechanism contains two-horn Y-shaped outlet 
(freight) roller 4, which is connected to the carriage 5, the axis 6 of which has pins with the bush (roller) 7 set on 
them leaning against treadmill which has undulating (for example, sinusoidal) profile. The carriage 5 is connected 
with the piston 1 with the help of coupling rod 8, the lowest head of which is tied tough with the inner iron ring of 
the bearing 9 located in the socket of carriage, and the upper head is connected tough with the inner iron ring of the 
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piston 1.  Underpiston cavity is separated from block-crankcase 3 with deflector fin 10 with the cuff compression 11 
set in it. There is a hole for the coupling rod 8 held in the center of the deflector fin 10. Block-crankcase and 
deflector fin 10, which separates it from an underpiston cavity, make a cavity (bath) filled with oil where the most 
fraught elements of   MTM are located. 

Fig.1. The scheme of crankless two-stroke engine with rotating freight roller: 1 – piston; 2 – cylinder; 3 – block-crankcase; 4 – outlet (freight) 
roller; 5 – carriage of the motion transformation mechanism; 6 – carriage axes; 7 – bush (roller) of the carriage axis bearing;  8 – coupling rod; 9 

– bearing; 10 – deflector fin; 11 – cuff compression; 12 – bushes of the crankcase’s body. 

The described two-stroke crankless piston heat car-engine works on the two-stroke cycle with the loop fricative 
system of gas exchange. Given scheme and short description allows noting an important peculiarity of the concerned 
CPM.  

The piston is axisymmetric and connected, as it was marked before, with the carriage of the motions by coupling 
rod transformation mechanism, which implements only reciprocal motion. The axis 6 is located in the carriage, and 
on its pins the rolling bearings (bushes) are set. They lean against sinusoidal treadmill of the motion transformation 
mechanism formed by the butt cavity of the bushes of the crankcase’s body 12. Stepped outlet (freight roller) roller 
is connected with the piston through the carriage 5 of the motion transformation mechanism. The upper part of the 
freight roller is implemented in the form of two-horn plug. The carriage 5 has the ability to move along groove made 
by the horns of the roller’s plug. 

Implementation of the piston of axisymmetric shape and its connection through the thrust bearing with the help of 
the coupling rod with the carriage of the piston’s reciprocal motion transformation mechanism into the rotation of 
the freight roller in the period of WC provides the decrease of heat and mechanical deformations of the piston. The 
freight roller perceives and transfers only rotation. Except already mentioned advantages of the concerned 
constructing scheme, this heat car also obsesses other advantages. For example, the piston of the car undergoes the 
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operation of so called normal force, which is typical for the engines with the crankgear. The vector of this force (in 
ICE with the crankgear, see Figure 2) is directed transversally to the surface of cylinder. As the line of the operation 
of this vector changes its mark during the cycle, in the engines with the crankgear the oscillations (piston 
transposition) between the walls of cylinder in triviality passing through the axis of the connecting rod and 
perpendicular to the axis of the crankshaft take place. This circumstance increases the expenses (in the engines with 
the crankgear) on the piston and cylinder walls friction overcoming.   

Fig. 2. The scheme of the crankgear and forces, loading its elements. 

Axisymmetric construction of the CPM (cylindrical profile of the directing part, the absence of the boss for the 
crank pin setting) piston allows using more simple technology of its production. Symmetry of the construction, 
under the other equal conditions, leads to the decrease of the heat and mechanical loads level, the size and mass 
decrease. 

3. Principle of operation of CPM 

In order to give a comparative evaluation there is a typical scheme of the engine with the crankgear and forces 
loading its main elements shown on the Fig. 2.  

In the engine with the crankgear reciprocal motion of the piston is converted into rotation of the crankshaft due to 
the force T on the crank (connecting rod) crankshaft journal. This in turn requires the presence of swinging (and 
reciprocal motion simultaneously) connecting rod. 

In CPM the formation of a rotatory freight roller (carriage) motion is provided by the condition that the forces 
perceived by the carriage acting along the coupling rod axis transfer on the rollers (bearings) set on the pins of its 
axis which in turn encourages their rollers move (roll) on the undulating (for example, sinusoidal) surface of the 
running track formed by the curvilinear butt surfaces of the bushes 12 set in the body of CPM crankcase. And as the 
treadmill is closed, it provides the rotation of the carriage (and the freight roller accordingly).     
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Everything what was said before conformably to the CPM with two-periodical treadmill may be explained by the 
given scheme, see Figure 3. There is a profile (image dissection) of the treadmill (more precisely – the dissection of 
the lateral surface of one of the bushes 12 of the crankcase’s body on the butt of which the treadmill is located), the 
scheme of the carriage with rollers fixed on the carriage axis pins (the axis is not shown on the Figure), contacting 
with the track shown on the scheme. It (the scheme) corresponds in full to the constructing scheme of the CPM 
shown on the Figure 1:  if you fold the scheme (combine the top dead center (TDC) responding for the position of 

=360 degrees with the line CPM appropriate to =0 degrees), you will get a cylinder where the rollers move on its 
frontal surface along the line of the treadmill. As the result, the carriage rotates and makes reciprocal motion 
simultaneously. The scheme refers to the period of the cycle corresponding to the initial phase combustion passing 
and the initial phase of the combustion stroke. Conformably to this period (the start of the named phase) the forces 
acting in the mechanism of the motion transformation are marked on the scheme.  

Fig. 3. The fundamental scheme CPM-engine (shown conformably to the constructing scheme given on the     Fig. 1) and forces acting in the 
motion transformation mechanism. 

The analysis of the given schemes on the figures (1, 2, 3) allows noting an important peculiarity of the considered 
CPM scheme. The peculiarity is that in such scheme of the piston car the piston and coupling rod are loaded with the 
forces acting only in the vertical cavity. It gives the grounds for its constructing schemes simplification: piston as a 
coupling rod may be implemented asymmetrically with the short-cut leading part. This, in its turn, creates conditions 
for the improvement of the heat mechanical characteristics of the motion transformation mechanism. 

4. Torsion torque of the CPM 

According to the analysis of engine with the crankgear scheme (Figure 2) the torsion torque transformation 
mechanism (M=T•r ) follows from it. 
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In the CPM the formation of the torsion torque is a little bit more difficult: the force P  acting on the MTM 
carriage is distributed into two flows, each of them loads proper rollers of the motion transformation mechanism. It 
is possible to mark out two components from each P /2: N/2 – normal acting perpendicularly to the supporting 
treadmill surface, and T/2 (analogically to the force  acting in the crankgear, we will call it tangential), the motion 
line of which is perpendicular to the piston and coupling rod’s axis of MTM, see Figure 3. These forces (T/2) 
provide the carriage and freight roller rotation: produce indicator torsion torque M=(T/2)•(Dr/2)•2=(T/2)•Dr.  

Defining the named forces (P , T, N) and numeral values of proper moments  requires a detailed calculation of 
the machine’s working cycle parameters. The methodology of calculating of this task (the calculation of the current 
parameters of the HM cycle) comfortably to the crankgear is enlightened in detail in the technical literature, see for 
example [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. There are some papers where the methods of crankless and conrod-free cars 
calculations are concerned. For example, [5, 18, 19, 20]. One of them is a recently published paper of authors, see 
[10]. There is a method of defining the working body current parameters and WC indicators of crankless piston heat 
car (engine) with two-periodical treadmill expounded in this paper.  

The named condition allows not expounding the peculiarities of defining the working cycle current parameters in 
frames of this work but pay more reader’s attention to the peculiarities of defining the parameters and loads acting in 
MTM of crankless car. 

Thus, we will suppose that the character of movement (s) of the piston of crankless engine with two-periodical 
sinusoidal treadmill follows the dependence of   

1 2 , 
2

fS
s cos          (1) 

where Sf – full movement (motion) of the piston,  – current angle of the freight roller turn, articulated with the 
MTM carriage, see Fig. 1. The value  appropriate to the position of the piston in BDC takes as an initial point of 
change  (  = 90 degrees of ISS; s = smax = Sf), see Figure 3. The character of change of s is marked as a sinusoidal 
line on the figure. 

As the value of  = 90 degrees of ISS corresponds to the position of the piston in BDC (s = Sf), the MTM rollers 
(at this moment) are in the hollow of the treadmill. And the character of their vertical movement (h) defines the 
character of the piston’s motion. In other words, it is also fair (1) for h. We can write down the following:  

1 2 . 
2

fS
h s cos          (2) 

As it was noted before there can be defined current parameters of the working body condition in cylinder 
(particularly, the pressure as an a function) for any (arbitrary along a) moment of the cycle as the result of the heat 
calculation, then it turns out to be possible with the usage of (2) to define forces’ numeral values acting in the MTM. 
Particularly, Pg, Pj, P , T, N forces. 

The T and N forces (T/2 and N/2 marked in the Figure 3) can be defined with the graph-analytic approach which 
follows directly from the figure’s scheme (and what is quite laborious) or analytically. And here the main task is to 
find the numeral value of  angle which is limited by the tangent to the h line which runs over the point of the P  
application and corresponded to the , and by the horizontal line passing through this point.  

This task is can be solved analytically, guided by h = f( ). From (2) it follows:   

2 2
2

fSdh sin d
d

         (3) 

In the marked (3), d  carries out the role of a scale factor connecting the dimension of the movement (Sf) and the 
angle of the freight roller (carriage) turn. It (this factor, scale parameter) can be defined. Full movement of the piston 
Sf is been making during the angle phase of the MTM carriage turn on /2; the route projection passed by the MTM 
rollers to the horizontal surface which in the linear evaluation is equal ( •Dr)/4. Is relative to this phase. Therefore, 
the numeral value of the scale factor in (3) is ( /2)/( •Dr/4)=2/Dr. And then (3) will be rewritten: 

2 2f

r

Sdh tg sin
d D

        (4) 
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Thus we can find interesting for us  angle 
2 S

2f

r

arctg sin
D

        (5) 

Thus, it turns out to be possible (with the usage of (5) and the forces parallelogram given on the Figure 3) to make 
an analytical definition of T/2, N/2 and total engine indicator torsion torque: 

/ 2( / 2) ; / 2 ;  
2

PT P tg N M T r
cos

.      (6) 

5. The calculation of the loads acting in the CPM motion transformation mechanism 

Let’s view the example of the described means for the numeral evaluation of the parameters which characterize 
the loads of the crankless engine applicable to possible real conditions of its load. Let’s imagine that main 
constructing parameters of the car defined by the heat calculation: the diameter of the cylinder D, full motion of the 
piston Sf, the level of compression , parameters characterizing the load conditions (the indicator of the air surplus a, 
the rotation frequency and so on). Numeral values of these parameters are (for our example): D=58 mm; Sf=60 mm; 
=7,5; =0,87; n=2250 min-1. There has been gotten cycle indicator diagram «p- » on the basis of this heat 

calculation. 
Named results of the heat calculation (particularly, numeral values D, Sf, current p and maximum pmax of the cycle 

pressure) allow making a preliminary evaluation of the loads (current and maximum) of the MTM (for example,    
Pg max, P  max), making a selection of the materials (piston, coupling rod, the MTM carriage and its axis), carrying 
out a preliminary design of the main components (defining their size and mass). The results of these preliminary 
actions for the concerned example (taking into account WC data gotten by the heat calculation) are displayed in the 
Table 1, Figure 4, and Table 2.  

Table 1. Masses numeral values of the MTM main elements. 

Table 2. Maximum value of the voltages acting on the main components of the MTM  

Detail’s name Type of loading Voltage value,   MPa Material Limit of the material’s fluidity, MPa 
Piston Bottom curve 25,9 AlMg10 170 
Rod Compression 71,4 

37Cr4 1100 (heat-treatment with the cooling in 
oil, 48 HRC) 

Carriage axis Curve 259,2 

Treadmill Contact compression 1080 

Name and the mass of the element, gram 

Piston Rod Carriage Carriage axis rollers Total mass 

214,44 64,5 145,33 53,55 2*14,15 506,1 
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Fig. 4. The character of Pg, Pj, P , T, N forces’ change and the M moment acting in MTM of the two-stroke of CPM-engine. 

It is worth noting that the current and maximum values of the voltages acting on the elements of the CPM motion 
transformation mechanism was calculated with the usage of known methods [21, 22, 23] of such type of tasks.  

6. Conclusions 

The analysis of the principle of the realization of working cycle and forces, loading the force elements of the 
crankless piston car (engine) motion transformation mechanism working on two-stroke cycle  allows concluding that 
there are more favorable conditions for loading the MTM main elements in the concerned constructing scheme of 
such car (engine). The MTM scheme itself allows to exclude such difficult and expensive in the production elements 
that are mass-applied in the engines of the crankgear as a crankshaft, a coupling rod, allows simplifying the 
construction of the piston: making it (the piston) axisymmetric and releasing (it and cylinder line) from the lateral 
(perpendicular to the mirror of the cylinder) loads.  

The calculation materials given in the article (particularly, numeral values of forces and voltages loading the 
main elements of the MTM) give the grounds to make a conclusion that the research works on such type of cars are 
expedient. 
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Abstract 

This article includes an analysis of structure, operating principle, main mathematical relation of the self-blocking screw-ball 
differential gear operation in different modes of the vehicle motion. Relations of the half-axles rotation speed, as well, as of the 
blocking factor to time are presented for each mode of motion. These relations were generated during testing on a dynamic oper-
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1. Intorduction 

At the present time we can see the tendency on using the screw-ball differential gear (SBDG) in automobiles 
transmission systems. SBDG is implemented in order to rationally use the automobile weight on driving axles and 
draft on adherence for improving dynamic parameters. 

2. Design of SBDG 

SBDG is one of the promising designs of the self-blocking differential gears. This differential gear design was 
patented in the middle of the XX century [3], but due to more strict requirements to materials and manufacturing 
accuracy the SBDG was not mass-produced until recent time. Upgraded design was patented by Russian engineer 
V.N. Krasikov, its production was already mastered [2]. 
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This differential gear has simple design and consists of the few components. The SBDG design is illustrated on 
Fig. 1. 

The SBDG consists of a body 2 with two cylindrical half-axle elements (screws), located in central part and 
touching each other on butt ends. Half-axle elements surfaces have screw grooves of right-hand rotation on one 
screw, and of left-hand rotation on another screw. Pairs of parallel located close to each other holes 5 are penetrated 
in body 2. Holes diameter is equal to the used ball diameter. These holes ends join each other, forming closed 
channel, filled with balls 6. 

In case half-axle elements are removed, closed chain of balls 6 can move freely in channel 5 without obstacles. 
Balls chain in the channel forms an oval pinion - satellite, balls being its teeth. One branch of the channel 5 (located 
closer to the half-axle elements rotating line) is opened in order to place balls into half-axle elements grooves. 
Closed balls chain connects both half-axle elements into united kinematic chain. 

 

 

Fig. 1 - the SBDG design: 1) Final drive pinion flange, 2) Differential gear body, 3) Vehicle half-axles, 4) Half-axle elements, 5) Channel for 
balls passing , 6) Rolling bodies – balls. 

Rotating of the body 2 through balls chain transfers power to screw grooves of the half-axle elements 4, which 
transfer power to the vehicle wheels through the half-axles 3. When the half-axle elements 4 are rotated in reverse 
direction through the half-axles, than balls 6 chain starts moving, allow-ing half-axle elements free and easy 
rotation.  In this case the SBDG operates as a conventional differential gear [4]. 

Work was performed under financial support of the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation in 
the frames of the project Generating Scientific-and-Technical Solutions on Controlling Power Distribution in the 
Cargo Trucks Transmission Trains in Order to Increase their Power Effectiveness and Fuel Effectiveness under 
agreement No. 14.574.21.0106 dated 09.08.2014. 

Screw-ball differential gear operates as follows. Under uni-form moving, when the SBDG is characterized by the 
relative forces balance, balls chain freely moves over the channels and equally distributes power between wheels. 
The vehicle is maneuvering as if it was equipped with a conventional differential gear. Opposite to the limited-slip 
differential gear, in this mode the SBDG does not resist the turn. When forces balance is broken (different resistance 
coefficients on wheels, sharp speeding up or engine braking), the balls chain is loaded, and forces action balance in 
turning channel leads to locking the chain. The differential gear blocks. The higher is the driving wheels loads 
difference, the higher is the blocking factor. The SBDG reacts not on the wheels rotation speed difference, but on 
the difference between the driving wheels loads and engine power [2]. 

3. Screw-ball differential gears operating feature and mathematical relations. 

Moment on the wheel with higher friction coefficient depends on the differential gear blocking factor (Eq. 1), 
which is determined by the ball transmission components effectiveness (Eq. 2). 

max min bM M K    (1) 
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where: min – moment on the wheel with lower friction coefficient, Nm; max – moment on the wheel with 
higher friction coefficient, Nm; b – differential gear blocking facto. 

1
b

m

K                     (2) 

where: m – mechanical effectiveness of the force flow by the balls in channel. 
Total differential gear effectiveness is equal to (Eq. 3): 

2 4(1 2 ) 1
3 3

(1 )
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3

m
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M n

f f
f

tgq tgq
f tg

f
tgq

              (3) 

where n – ball angle of contact, degrees; n – quantity of balls, filling the toroid 3600; f – friction coefficient; q – 
screw spiral line slope angle, degrees. 

Screw-ball differential gear blocking factor is determined by the effectiveness of the force flow by the balls chain 
in turning and straight channel sections. Effectiveness is determined by the differential gear components geometrical 
parameters. [5] 

4. Study gear operating process 

Present work implementation included SBDG testing on the dynamic operating test bench [1]. 
Dynamic operating test bench (Fig. 2) includes mobile base with installed power electric motor, connected to the 

vehicle drive axle gear through the step down gear. Power distributing mechanism is installed into the vehicle drive 
axle gear.  Drive axle gear output shafts through wheels interact with loading device, simulating different vehicle 
moving modes. Data collecting and processing is performed by an information collecting and processing module 
with a socket for linking to a PC. 

Loading device simulates different moving modes (straight, turning with different radius, different wheels 
adhesion to surface). Test bench is controlled by the control panel by soft increasing of the power electric motor 
speed.  

Information collecting and processing module registers results by means of torque sensors and rotation speed 
sensors. 

Differential gears are tested as follows. Tested differential gear is installed into the drive axle final drive housing 
instead of the operational differential gear. Loading device generates necessary load separately for left and right 
wheels. Test bench is ready for operation after energizing power electric drive and information collecting and 
processing module. Drive axle output shaft rotation speed is regulated by a regulating device, located on the 
information collecting and processing module operating panel. Drive wheels loading parameters and input and 
output components rotation speed monitoring is performed by indicators, located on the information collecting and 
processing module operating panel. Measuring results are provided to the PC memory for further processing. 

Lets analyze the differential gear operating under following simulated vehicle moving modes: 

straight moving under constant speed; 
straight accelerated moving; 
straight accelerated moving under different wheels loads; 
turning under constant speed; 
turning under acceleration; 
turning under acceleration and under different wheels loads. 

Following parameters were analyzed during all bench tests: wheels rotation speed, and differential gear blocking 
factor (Kb). 
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Fig. 2 - Dynamic operating test bench: 1) Power frame; 2) Driving electric motor; 3) Driving axle gear; 4) Loading device; 5) Control panel; 
6) Information collecting and processing module 

Lets analyze the automobile traction condition when straight moving under different drive wheels adhesion 
coefficient. Input shaft rotation speed changed from 0 to 500 min-1, load on the right wheel was equal to 2,500 N, 
load on the left wheel was equal to 1,000 N. Obtained values are presented on Fig. 3 and 4. 

 

Fig. 3 - Rotation speeds 

Fig. 4 - Blocking factor 

When vehicle is moving under different load on the wheels, we can see a transition period, when Kb is growing. 
After wheels rotating speeds equalize, Kb value decreases and stays at a level, enough for even moving of the 
vehicle under these conditions. 
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Same investigation was performed for the differential gear operating under the vehicle turning and when 
maneuvering. 

Discussed experiment simulates automobile moving when turning with constant speed and equal loads on wheels, 
turn radius - 8 m, input shaft rotation speed - 500 min-1, driving wheels load  2,500 N. Obtained parameters for this 
mode are presented on Fig.s 5 and 6. 

Fig. 5 - Rotation speeds 

Fig. 6 - Blocking factor 

Presented earlier relations indicate, that differential gear operating assures constant wheels rotating speed 
difference under turning with constant speed. Blocking factor Kb for the differential gear increases and distributes 
the torque on the behind wheel, increasing the vehicle stability, having negative effect on passing turns, 
maneuvering, and decreasing the dif-ferential gear and transmission components service life. 

Next stage included the differential gear testing when sim-ulating passing the set radius turn under acceleration. 
Obtained in this experiment data on the differential gear parameters to a large extend determine its operating under 
all modes of vehicle moving, as uniformly accelerated or decelerated curvilinear motion is the most characteristic 
motion mode. Obtained parameters are presented on Fig.s 7 and 8. When performing the tests, load on driving 
wheels was equal to 2,000 N, and input shaft rotation speed increased from 0 to 500 min -1. 

One wheel slipping was noted in the beginning of the test, than speeds difference becomes constant. This moving 
mode leads to high Kb value, having negative effect on the automo-bile passing the turn. 
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Fig. 7 - Rotation speeds 

Fig. 8 - Blocking factor 

Lets discuss turning under acceleration and under different wheels loads. Tests performing conditions: Input shaft 
rotation speed changed from 0 to 500 min-1, load on the right wheel was equal to 1,700 N, load on the left wheel was 
equal to 1,500 N. Turn radius - 6.5 m. Obtained relations are presented on Fig.s 9 and 10. In this case running off 
wheel has higher set load, and the differential gear distributes higher torque to this wheel. Torque increases as input 
shaft speed increases. This leads to Kb increasing with moving speed increasing and to undesired transmission train 
loading. 

Fig. 9 - Rotation speeds 
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Fig. 10 - Blocking factor 

Based on the above mentioned, we can conclude that by finding geometrical parameters on the designing stage 
we can establish necessary blocking factor and obtain optimal parameters of the differential gear operating for 
vehicles, operating under different road conditions. Tests results are quite repeatable with maximum error of about 
15 percent. Calculated results differences are related to the fact that this equation does not take into account 
parameters of used lubrication oil. 
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Abstract 

The effects of heat and cold on the human body lead to a reduction in its protective power and reserve capacity. The productivity 
of operators is reduced by 25~55% with ambient temperature increasing up to 28~31°C. It is proved that the temperature and 
human performance have a strong correlation. The process of forming the thermal state of the human operators in the cabs of 
mobile machines is still to be understood by automotive engineers. On the basis of theoretical research, we have identified the 
main factors influencing the thermal state of the human body, justified the blueprint and design parameters of the proposed 
device for thermal regulation. There is a power dependence of heat flux on the thickness of the operator’s clothes, the power, and 
distance of their body from the local device. When experimenting with the relationships between the human operator’s thermal 
state (thermal sensation) indicator and the parameters of microclimate in the mobile machine cabs, we considered the operating 
modes of the device. Experimental studies were carried out in a climatic chamber based on a unified cabin. The experiments 
determined the value of the power density of the heat flow. It amounted to 486 watts; this will be needed in the future to calculate 
the constructive and regime parameters of the proposed device. 

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

The level of conditions and safety in the workplace operators of automotive engineering determines its demand 
and the competitiveness of the market. High power equipment and complexity of control systems in modern mobile 
machines (MM) requires a search for new solutions to create comfortable conditions for the work of the human 
operator. The causes and the degree of reduction human performance are defined by the thermal condition of his 
body and its heat content. Scientists say that high efficiency is maintained for 6 hours at the heat content in the body 
128 kJ/kg and decreases over time by 10~20%. But if you increase the value to the level of 129~131 kJ/kg return is 
reduced at the same time by 30~45%. In a cold climate an increase in the mass of clothes is the cause of poor 
performance. For example, the energy consumption of the body increases by 18% when performing the same job by 
increasing the mass of clothing from 4.3 to 6.5 kg. The effects of heat on the human body in conditions of heating 
microclimate leads to a reduction in its protective power and reserve capacity. The cold also affects the 
cardiovascular system and blood pressure. Observed dystonia and exacerbated chronic disease. The productivity of 
the human operator is reduced by 25~55% with increasing ambient temperature until the interval of 28~31°C, and 
reducing the skills of workers leads to a more intense decrease in performance [1 – 6]. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Theoretical research 

The influence of microclimate on the health of operators in the cabs MM devoted a significant amount of 
research. Human thermal comfort is one of the main factors that characterize the conditions of the production 
environment, the health and well-being, the degree of job satisfaction. It is proved that there is a high level of 
correlation between the temperature regime and the level of human activity. It was found that people performing 
work of moderate severity with the energy consumption of 313 watts (40 minutes work, 20 minutes rest) under 
conditions of heating microclimate occurs a pronounced decrease of efficiency, especially under thermal impact. 
Solution of tasks to ensure the comfortable state of the human operator in the cabins MM is a rather complex 
problem. The device of an artificial microclimate must meet the requirements of simplicity of design, low cost of 
fabrication, possibility of service personnel of low qualification, they must ensure that the design conditions with 
constantly changing modes of operation of the machines. Partial reduction of the air temperature in the cabin at the 
expense of natural ventilation leads to an increase in speed of air movement and dust accumulation in it. Currently 
numerous experimental studies have established a negative influence of adverse environmental conditions on 
productivity [7 – 25]. 

Many papers are devoted to the study of the formation of the thermal state of the human organism in the 
conditions of industrial premises. However, the process of forming the thermal state of the human operator in spaces 
of small closed volume, such as the cockpit MM remains poorly understood. This makes it difficult not only to 
control the thermal state (thermal comfort) of a person in the cockpit MM and evaluation of the effectiveness of 
normalization of the microclimate in their selection, testing and use, this hampers the development of new ways and 
means to ensure a comfortable state of the human operator [5, 6]. 

For the last time on the basis of the principles of control theory created a number of models of temperature 
regulation of man. In these models, represented the human body in the form of geometric segments, each subdivided 
into a number of layers and compartments. Passive thermoregulation system can be described using the heat balance 
equation for each compartment, taking into account the contact surface of the skin with the environment. On the 
basis of established reference temperature for each compartment in the system are formed by control signals, 
allowing you to modify physiological responses during exposure to various environmental factors, physical load and 
thermal resistance. Scientists recognized system Stolwijk J. A. J. in the field of thermoregulation, designed to study 
the thermoregulatory responses of the body in the field of positive temperatures. This model was the most 
appropriate for the interval of temperatures from 25~48°C and has a complex system of generation of control signals 
and their distribution, taking into account the deviation of the temperature values of each compartment and the 
reference level. The researchers obtained important information when using mathematical modeling to describe the 
thermal regime of the body. So, Gagge A. R. and co-authors have developed an index of effective temperature, 
which has been used in the practice of evaluation of physiological strain of an organism when exposed to a thermal 
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factor of the environment, using compartmental models. In the process of analysis of mathematical models 
describing the formation process of the thermal state of the human body, found that some authors do not take into 
account or neglected component of thermal balance – thermal conduction. Conducted targeted impact on certain 
portions of the surface of the human body will facilitate the process of heat exchange of the organism with the 
external environment under certain conditions, heating or cooling climate. To date remains unresolved question 
about the levels and modes of the thermal effects on the human body where there is no overstrain of 
thermoregulatory mechanisms of the body, where there is no local thermal discomfort. Conductive heat exchange of 
the human body contacting surfaces and means of ensuring thermal comfort of the human body deserves serious 
study [1 – 6, 12 – 14, 23 – 25]. 

2.2. Research methods 

The methodology of the experimental studies included the measurement of microclimatic conditions in the 
external environment and in the interior of MM, a survey of the human operator on its thermal state, i.e. about the 
thermal sensation. In addition, the recorded date, time, and place of the research, the type of work performed, age 
and clothing of operator, weather conditions (cloud cover and solar radiat). 

Objectives of the experimental studies was to obtain experimental dependencies between the indicator of the 
thermal state (thermal sensation) of the human operator and the parameters of the microclimate in the cabins MM, 
the justification of the thermal state of the body (heat content and thermal sensation) of the human operator based on 
the parameters and operating modes of local thermally regulating devices (LTRD) in the cockpit MM. 

Field studies were conducted in weather conditions of the transition period, the regions of the southern Urals and 
Northern Kazakhstan. The outdoor temperature varied in the range of 10~31°C, relative humidity – 20~80%; 
standard deviation-wind speed – 0.5 to 6.0 m/s, cloudy – one or two points. Measurement of microclimate 
parameters in the cabins was carried out at performance of technological processes when you load the engines by 
70% ( 15%) from the nominal value. For research were selected groups of people from 5 to 10 people in the age 
20~40 years old, not adapted to the specific working conditions of the operator MM. Performed work of moderate 
severity, the clothes were summer with a thermal resistance of 0.5~0.6 cl  (1 clo = 0,155 (m2 K)/W), the subjects 
familiarized with the modified scale of scores of thermal sensation, characterizing the thermal state of the operator. 
The studies were conducted during the working time. We measured microclimate parameters at the time of the 
evaluation in humans of one of established his thermal sensations in the cockpit MM. Measurements of 
microclimate parameters in the cockpit MM was carried out at three points: at the feet, at chest level and in the 
breathing zone. Repeated measurements were 25 times [3~6]. 

2.3. Experimental studies 

As optimization criteria have been selected heat content and thermal sensation of the human operator. They 
reflect a comfortable thermal state of the body and can be evaluated by the criteria of comprehensive assessment of 
comfort conditions of microclimate. On the basis of theoretical research identified the main factors influencing the 
process of formation of the thermal state of the human body. Below is the diagram of the LTRD (Fig.1) and 
parameters of its design – the diameter and pitch of the tubes (Fig.2). Criteria for evaluation of the thermal state of 
the human operator are its qh heat content and thermal sensation Sh. They are characterized by the parameters of the 
microclimate in the cockpit MM, are based on the characteristics and operating modes of the LTRD. For the purpose 
of characteristics of the comfort areas it is proposed to introduce the concept of criteria of comfort, a numeric value 
which can be determined from the following expressions in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) [1, 2]. 

( ) ,kS S ha hn hnk k S S S                   (1) 

( ) ,kq q ha hn hnk k q q q                   (2) 

where kks, kkq is the criteria comfort of microclimate due to the evaluation of thermal sensation and thermal content 
of man, conditional units; kS, kq is the normalizing coefficients of thermal sensation and thermal content of human 
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rights, taking into account the conversion into conventional units; Sha, Shn is the actual and normative values of 
thermal sensations, score; qha, qhn is the actual and normative values of specific heat content, (kJ/kg). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental sample local thermally regulating devices, 1 removable cover, 2 airbag, 3 back, 4 and 5 respectively the 
collector inlet and outlet, 6 pump, 7 a liquid flow regulator, 8 accumulator, 9 and 10 flexible tubing, from 11 to 14 respectively, of the tube outlet 

and inlet of the thermal unit and cooling unit. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The experimental sample of the device for the thermal comfort of the local action. 

 
Experimental studies were carried out in a climatic chamber, which was established on the basis of a unified 

cockpit MM [3-6]. Parameters of microclimate in a climatic chamber maintained at a predetermined level when the 
doors and Windows closed during the whole time of the experiment, the indicators were: air temperature 32 ±0.5ºC, 
relative humidity of 40~60% and air speed of 0.2~0.4 m/s. Periodically changed work LTRD by the method of 
experiment planning. The flow rate of fluid when the work has not changed and amounted to 120 liters/hour. 
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3. Results 

Effective operation of the device according to the criterion of comfort with regard to reflecting thermal sensation 
depends on the subjective perception of the environment. There is a dependence of the power thermal flux from 
such quantities as the gap between the body of the human operator and LTRD, thickness of clothing of the operator, 
etc. It is therefore necessary experimental validation of microclimate parameters with minimum absolute values of 
the criteria categories, such as modes of operation is the temperature of the liquid (tl, °C), and the design of the 
components is the total length of the tubes LTRD (L, m). The authors have built a graphic dependence (Fig.3), 
which links the parameters with the required power of the heat flux, fluid temperature, flow rate, etc. Thus, if the 
change in temperature of the fluid be in the range of 16~24°C, then the required total length of tubes will be in the 
range of 18~23 m. 
Of greatest interest is the dependence of the power density of the heat flow from the speed of increasing the 
temperature of the human body (Fig. 4), since this speed determines the degree of comfort to the proposed LTRD. 
The power density of the heat flux significantly increases with increasing speed of increasing temperature of the 
human body and is 150 W/m2 per 1°C. This is independent from the mass or growth. The required average power 
density of the heat flow is 268 W/m2 at mean values of body mass and human growth (70 kg and 1.7 m) and the 
normative value of the speed of increase of body temperature (2°C per hour). 
 

 
Fig. 3. Graphic dependence of the required total length of the tubes L [m] from the temperature of the liquid tl [°C] according to the condition of 

minimality criteria of comfort, 1 the heat content of the body, 2 thermal sensation, 3 integral criterion. 
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the power density of the heat flow qT [W/m2] from the rate of rise of body temperature tT/  [°C/h] for an average 

growth of Hh=1.75 m, at its mass mh [kg]. 
The values of power density of the heat flow is easy to determine the full power of the heat flux on the entire 

surface of the human body, essential for maintenance of a desired (comfortable) speed temperature rise by 
multiplying the power density of the heat flux on the surface area of the human body. In this regard, graphical 
dependencies for full power heat flux are not shown. However, the value of the total power of the heat flux with 
standard parameter values were calculated and amounted to 486 watts. This value of power density of heat flow is 
necessary for further calculations of the design and operation of the LTRD. 

4. Conclusion 

Cabin equipment LTRD has the following advantages in comparison with a serial cabin, having a conventional 
air conditioning system or ventilation. Usage in the cabins LTRD is effective to reduce the excess heat content of the 
human operator. The use of liquid as the coolant provides maximum heat transfer from the surface of the human 
body (the heat transfer coefficient from the human body to the liquid is greater than air, the energy costs for the 
circulation of liquid is smaller than for air circulation). The improvement of working conditions through the use of a 
LTRD involves increasing production per unit of working time without excessive tension of functional systems of 
the human body. Is the time savings due to the reduction of losses due to temporary disability. Creates an increase in 
the volume of manufactured goods by reducing non-productive expenditure of energy to overcome the adverse 
conditions of a human operator. 

It was established experimentally the relationship between comfort, climate and heat sensation and heat content 
of the body of the human operator. Becomes possible to make the best assessment of efficiency of functioning of the 
device, correcting the thermal state of the human operator. 

Developed experimental design sample the LTRD to ensure a comfortable thermal state of the human operator in 
the cockpit MM. The experimentally determined value of the power density of the heat flow required for optimum 
calculations, both constructive and regime parameters of the LTRD. 
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Abstract 

 The researchers have built a calculation model for comparative assessments of the heat balance, heat and stress-
strain state for the head and cylinder liner of forced diesel engine, which model takes into account the redistribution 
of the quenching fluid between the cylinder head and crankcase. Computational experiments have been performed. 
The trade-off approach to the design of a diesel engine cooling system has been demonstrated to find out that 
improved cooling of the cylinder head is accompanied by deteriorating thermal state of the crankcase and the 
cylinder liner. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

 Increasing load to cylinder head (thermal, mechanical, hydraulic and gas-dynamic) on the forcing  diesel engine 
can lead to warping fire surface, cracks in intervalvular crosspieces, in the sealing valve timing, disclosure gas joint 
and other factors that are indicative of the loss of its efficiency. Difficulties of estimate of the thermal state and the 
stress-strain state of cylinder head at the design stage are closely connected with the need of modeling 
interdependent non-steady thermodynamic movement processes of working gas, quenching fluid, heat exchange 
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with the environment, the contact interactions with the other elements diesel engine. Existing methods solve the 
problem of modeling the thermal state and the stress-strain state cylinder heads with different fullness and need to be 
improved. 

2. Review  

Modern approaches to the computational estimate of temperature fields, the strain and stress of the cylinder head 
is usually limited to a non-steady three-dimensional formulation of heat conduction problems and deformable solid 
mechanics based on numerical finite element method (FEM), embodied either by researchers independently or into 
one of the commercial software packages. The accuracy and adequacy of such a calculation model directly depends 
on representation and reliability of the boundary conditions (BC). 

The boundary conditions of the heat conduction problem on the surfaces of the firing bottom, the inner surface of 
inlet and outlet ports include the time-averaged heat transfer coefficient rez and the resulting temperature of the gas 
Tgrez defined on the recommendations of [1]. The coefficient of heat transfer from the working gas is determined 
using [2] and its distribution across the hot surface of the cylinder head is determined using Z. Slivinski equation. 
Boundary conditions in the contact zone of valve seats are estimated taking into account the recommendations of 
[3]. Heat transfer boundary conditions in the cavities of the liquid cooling of the cylinder head are defined as the 
average time for the heat transfer coefficient and the average Lrez resulting coolant temperature TLrez [4]. 

The boundary conditions of the problem of elasticity [5, 6] by the bottom surface of the combustion maximum 
pressure Pmax include gas in the cylinder during combustion. The gas pressure on the inner walls of the inlet and 
outlet channels in the head, respectively, is determined taking into account the parameters of charge air and exhaust 
gases. The pressure of the quenching fluid on the inner surface of the cavities is estimated from the water pump 
parameters. Loads of tightening nuts power pins are applied in the form of distributed force to the shim contact area 
with the surface of the cylinder head. 

There are also works based on the modeling of unsteady transfer processes of momentum, energy, mass, density 
and turbulent combustion in the cylinder of the engine [18, 19]. The simulation results are the values of velocity and 
temperature at all points of the combustion chamber and the local heat fluxes into the walls of the chamber, in such 
way is reached a clarification of the boundary conditions of the local heat transfer and heat transfer coefficients 
determination in determining the thermal state of the piston. However, these studies have not analyzed heat-stressed 
state of the cylinder head. 

Reliability of calculated results increased when comparing the results of numerical simulation of the temperature 
state of the cylinder head with the results of thermometry and refinement of boundary conditions for solving test 
problems [7, 8]. Using this approach is useful when checking the particular design of the cylinder head. However, 
the use of such approaches in the design and the search for the most effective design solutions is not always possible 
and economically feasible. 

3. Problem definition 

The purpose of work is to construct a computational model of the cylinder head and crankcase for comparative 
assessments of the thermal state and the stress-strain state with relatively small changes in the object of research and 
is focused on support of the design process of new technology and reducing time to market. 

A distinctive feature of the proposed calculation model is the quantitative estimation for parameters of heat 
exchange of the cylinder head by the solution of connected problem of motion of the gas flows and the flows of 
quenching fluid. After determination of the three-dimensional temperature field of the cylinder head and the cylinder 
crankcase of a diesel engine, the import of these results to the analysis of strain state is performed. 

Similar staging task used in [9, 10, 15, 16, 17]. The authors of [9] used the method of numerical simulation of 
fluid flow and heat transfer only in cavities cooling of the cylinder head of the forced diesel engines. In [10] is 
suggested the technique of mathematical modeling of the agreed boundary conditions for the calculation of 
temperature fields, field strains and stresses only the elements of the cylinder-piston (cylinder head, valves) diesel. 
In [15, 16] focuses on the state of thermal stresses crankcase of diesel and its impact on the performance of main 
bearings. The authors of [17] calculated the thermal state of the cylinder head and engine valves and left unattended 
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the questions of the stress-strain state. 

4. Model 

A geometric model is represented by single-cylinder fragment (Fig. 1a) of six-cylinder V-type diesel dimension 
15/16. As the main causes of stress in the component parts of the head housing unequal distribution of the volume of 
the head casing independent of the time component of the temperature (averaged over the cycle temperature) and the 
quasi-static force application of gas pressure in the cylinders are considered. Calculation model stress-strain state of 
head crankcase diesel engine considered in this paper focused on the selection of a preferred embodiment from the 
numbers involved compared to the limited number of distinctions. An analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of 
embodiment of the object of research is done by comparing the solutions of the stationary heat and power quasi-
static problems. 

Finite element method implemented in the application package Ansys v16.2 used for the settlement prediction of 
temperature distribution, thermal and mechanical stresses in the cylinder head. Numerical simulations were 
performed on workstation with six CPU and 64 GB of RAM. 

Used interdisciplinary technology FSI (One-Way Fluid-Structure Interaction analysis), in which the actual 
constructional calculation of solid mechanics (Structural Analysis) precedes the solution to the problem of fluid 
dynamics CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics). At the stage of solving CFD problems in geometric model of the 
object of the study was divided into four domains (Fig. 1a). There are two solid state domain (one of which includes 
a piston and connecting rod assembly, a fragment of the crankcase, the sleeve, the second - the cylinder head body 
fragments timing, intake and exhaust manifolds). There is gas domain representing the spatial region occupied by 
working gases while moving from the inlet manifold of the cylinder head into the cylinder and into the exhaust 
manifold (only used in CFD model). There is domain of quenching fluid communicating space formed of the regions 
occupied by the cooling fluid in the cylinder head, in the fragments of the crankcase, the outlet and inlet collectors 
(used only in the CFD model). 

An algorithm for solving FSI tasks implemented in the package Ansys for the heat transfer problems and to 
determine the parameters of liquid and gas flow, involves the use of a non-deformable Eulerian grid finite element 
(FE) with the subsequent transfer of temperature fields in the Lagrangian deformable mesh to calculate the stress-
strain state. Parameters FE models are shown in Table 1. Areas streaming domains in contact with the solid domains 
(parietal area) breaking-were five layers of prismatic elements, other areas broke tetrahedral with a typical size of 1 
mm.  

Power source of heat is determined by assessing the total irreversible heat loss of diesel. Flow of cooling fluid 
through a cylinder head performance was assessed by the power of a circulation pump. Airflow is determined by 
calculation of diesel engine working cycle. 

For cylinder head domain used the properties of aluminum alloy AMX-605, and for the crankcase - ductile iron. 
For solid domains accepted model of continuous, homogeneous, isotropic material. When select a characteristic size 
of the finite element mesh for the structural calculation takes into account the heterogeneity of the structure-material-
temperature case [13, 14]. For liquid-domain model used one- and two-phase medium (Homogeneous Binary 
Mixture), corresponding to the thermodynamic properties of water and steam. [20]  

5. Results 

Determination TNDS performed for two levels of heat dissipation from the diesel engine (see Table 2), and two 
variants of the cooling jacket (CJ). Differences between cooling jacket variants were reduced to open or closed the 
channels connecting the cavity cooling the head and intake manifold (Fig. 1b).  

Heat flow Q in the domains of computational model (as a fraction of total heat loss) (Fig. 1c) for the examined 
cases are shown in Fig. 2a. Averaging of temperature for combined surface formed by the criterion of performance 
of similar thermal features reveals pronounced dependence of heating different parts of the model from the 
formation of the coolant flow the cooling jacket (Fig. 2b).  
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The differences in the formation of flow of coolant to CJ options under intense heat sink shown in Fig. 2c (the 
line intensity is proportional to the current flow rate of fluid through the corresponding spatial region of cooling 
jacket). 

Table 1. FEA model data    Table 2. alculation options 

Quantity 
Computational 
Fluid Dynamics 

Structural 
Analysis 

 

Heat removal 
from the 
engine 

oolant 
flow, 

kg/s 

Temperature,  

coolant inlet 
outside the 
crankcase 

inside the 
crankcase 

Elements 8,78 mio 6,2 mio Intense 2 80 20 100 

Nodes > 2 mio > 9 mio Hindered 0,2 95 120 220 

a b c 

 
  

Fig. 1. (a) Components of the model, (b) Location connecting channels of cooling jacket, (c) Designation of heat flows between the components 
of the calculation model. 

 
a b c 

  
Fig. 2. (a) Thermal balance in the domains of the cylinder head and crankcase for different modes, (b) The average temperature (in ) 
major surfaces CFD model, (c) Options for flow of coolant in the cooling jacket: at the top - the inlet manifold channels in the head is open; 
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Opening of the connecting channels between the intake manifold and the cylinder head intensify quenching fluid 
motion through a head. In the crankcase from the side of intake manifold is formed stagnation zone. There is boiling 
in the crankcase part of cooling jacket in case of the hindered heat removal from the engine and "open" channel 
between the intake manifold and the cylinder head (Fig. 3). Option "closed" channel in the head allows to intensify 
the movement of the coolant in the crankcase and to avoid virtually boiling coolant (Table 3). 

 

               
                 Fig. 3 Location zone boiling of coolant 
                        in the crankcase cooling jacket.

In Fig. 5b can be seen to what extent the movement of heat (the change of the inner surface of the cylindrical 
shape) of the sleeve connected with peculiarities of the cooling system. In the case of boiling coolant in the cooling 
jacket of crankcase the difference mutual displacements diametrically opposite points by the height of the cylinder 
liner is increased by 4.5 times. 

 
                 a   b c 
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Fig. 4. The equivalent stresses in the elements of the cylinder head of a diesel engine: a) the edge of the window in the exhaust manifold; b) 

the edge of the cavity combustion chamber; c) the edge of the mounting surface of the exhaust valve seat. 

The results of the calculations show the greatest stresses in cylinder head occur in the areas of the windows in the 
exhaust manifold, the rib groove in the head flange of the sleeve and the seat of the exhaust valve (Fig. 4 a, b, c).  

Locking connecting channels between the intake manifold and the cylinder head intensifies the motion of the 
fluid in the crankcase reducing the temperature at the hottest points of the liner of more than 80 C . The decrease in 
the flow of coolant through the cylinder head temperature rises is reflected in its local zones 50 C . 

The contribution thermal load to the total stresses for the analyzed areas of the head is the primary (Fig. 4). The 
maximum thermal stresses occur in the head at a low temperature in the engine compartment, maximum 
performance water pump and "closed" the input coolant channels in the cylinder head. Interestingly, this mode also 
corresponds to a maximum heat flow both from the combustor to the head and from the head to the coolant (Fig. 
2a), but the average temperature of the outer surface of the head on the mode with the maximum heat stress is 
substantially (at 40 C ) below than with the hindered heat removal from the engine. But with the hindered heat 
removal from the engine (as seen from the graphs of Fig. 4), the highest values of thermal stresses in the analyzed 
fragments of the head are significantly lower: the most loaded by heat stress area of the window into the exhaust 
manifold - almost 5 times, to the edge of the combustion chamber - in 5.3 times, for the edge of the seat of the 
exhaust manifold - 1.7 times.  

Qualitatively this result was predicted: the thermal stresses is higher than the above temperature gradient. 
However, the established calculation fact such a significant relationship between the levels of maximum values of 
thermal stresses in the head on the conditions of the heat sink once again confirms the need for very careful attention 
to detail design of the cooling system. 

The redistribution of the coolant flow to the head at the open front into the head coolant channels allows to 
significantly reducing thermal stresses in it (Fig. 4a). However, the simultaneous reduction in the flow of coolant 
through the cooling jacket of the crankcase reduces the efficiency of the cooling sleeve. The result of reduced 
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cooling sleeve is to increase the danger of boiling coolant in the crankcase of the cooling jacket. One of considered 
calculation option leads to the boil (Fig. 3). 

  

 
Fig. 5. (a) A comparison of thermal stresses in the cylinder head and cylinder liner, (b) Thermal displacement opposite points of the inner 

surface of the liner in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the crankshaft. 

6. Conclusion 

Using FSI technology for the computational analysis of the cooling system of a diesel engine has allowed 
estimating quantitatively the dependence of the stress state of the cylinder head and crankcase of a diesel engine on 
the operating conditions of the cooling system of the diesel engine. 

It is shown that at the fixed level of power developed by the engine the maximum stresses in the cylinder head 
may vary up to 5 times depending on the cooling of the engine. 

Showed compromise sense of the design of the cooling system of a diesel engine: improving the cooling of the 
cylinder head is accompanied by a deterioration of the thermal state of the crankcase and the cylinder liner until 
boiling coolant in the crankcase of the cooling jacket. 

Boiling coolant in the cooling cavity crankcase is accompanied by the emergence of pronounced unevenness of 
the cylinder liner, resulting in take place a significant increasing (up to 4.5 times) of the distortion cylindricality 
inner surface of the cylinder liner with respect to the case of lack of boiling coolant. 
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Abstract 

This article presents results of research on microcutting mechanics and dispersed structure of metallopolymers. It describes 
dispersed materials structure and composition. Article includes experimental identification of the particularities of 
metallopolymers microcutting. It determines where metallopolymers cutting physics mainly differs from physics of cutting 
conventional steels and alloys. It is demonstrated that under enhancing dispersion of the metallopolymers, plastic cutting is 
almost absent; in case of grain included into solid metallopolymer inclusion, inclusion particles can stick to this grain resulting in 
cutting, performed by this inclusion. This document includes results of the inclusions metric parameters calculation and data on 
average metallopolymer matrix grain size, based on the microscopic study of metallopolymers dispersed structure. The research 
the authors have performed demonstrates that classical cutting theory is not applicable to metallopolymers; it is necessary to 
develop new models, taking into account the dispersed structure of these materials. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction  

Polymeric composite materials, namely – metallopolymers, are wider and wider used in modern machine building 
industry. As of now, metallopolymers are mainly used for surface repair of machines parts and structures. 
Metallopolymers are acting as repairing cover of worn-out surface. Different parts can be subject to repair: shafts, 
shafts bearing journals, cases bearing journals, covers, gear boxes covers, etc. Analysis of the metallopolymer repair 
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technics, performed in dedicated repair organizations of the Urals region and Moscow, revealed, that in 75 % of 
cases, metallopolymeric cover is finally processed by grinding. 

As of today, there are quite a lot of works, dedicated to issues, related to mechanical processing, namely by 
grinding, of metallopolymeric covers [1-5]. However, there are almost no any recommendations on processing 
modes for such covers, as almost all of present data are extremely empirical, resulting in their narrow applicability. 
In order to work out such recommendations it is necessary to reveal main mechanisms of the metallopolymers 
grinding processes - effects of grinding wheel and modes parameters on processed surface microprofile, assuring 
processing accuracy, assuring processing soundness, etc. All said processes are based on allowance removal 
mechanics, i.e. metallopolymer cutting. 

Metallopolymers are classified as dispersed materials – metal or its carbides particles are randomly (with even 
distribution) located in polymer matrix. This allows supposing than chip formation mechanics under cutting these 
materials will differ from metals processing. 

As no data on chip formation for metallopolymers cutting studies was found, first stage included qualitative 
analysis of such new materials cutting mechanics. 

2. Experimental research of the fracture  

Up-to-date interpretation of the grinding processes from the point of cutting model determines it as multiple 
stochastic micro cutting by abrasive grains [6]. Experiment on microcutting metallopolymers by a single abrasive 
grain under cutting speed of 35 m/s was performed in order to study metallopolymers cutting mechanics specifics 
under grinding conditions. 

Qualitative evaluation of the metallopolymers microcutting specifics was performed by comparing microcutting 
notches for metals and covers from metallopolymers, used for repair works. Leo-Stea' and Chester Super Metal BR 
metallopolymers were used for tests. Steel 45 (HRC 42…45) was used as reference metal. 

Experiments were performed on a special microcutting bench. Formocorund grains were used as cutting material. 
Cutting was performed in following modes: abrasive wheel speed V =35 m/s, sample temperature T=20º, cutting 
depth t=5 μm. 

Fig. 1 shows pictures of the reference notches (microcuts) on steel 45 under magnification x12.5, x25, and x82. 

              
Fig. 1. Pictures of Notches on Steel 45: (a) under magnification x12.5; (b) under magnification x25; (c) under magnification x82 

Fig. 2 and 3 show pictures of notches on metallopolymers Leo-Stel and Chester-Molecular Super Metal BR under 
same magnifications of x12.5, x25, and x82. 

a b c 
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Metals cutting process is the process of cut-out layer plastic deformation. Following metal cutting specifics can 
be observed: plastic deformation of metal at notch edges - crowdings; sharp form of the notch (Fig. 1). 

Metal filler particles size for Chester Super Metal BR metallopolymer is about 5 μm. This material can be 
considered as low dispersive against the deformation area. As it is demonstrated, under low dispersity, metallopolymers 
also demonstrate small crowdings at notch edges (Fig. 2). 

Under increasing metallopolymers dispersity plastic cutting is almost absent (Fig. 3). Leo-Stal' metallopolymer 
has metal inclusions of about 200 μm, so its dispersity against cutting area is essential. In case of grain included into 
solid metallopolymer inclusion, inclusion particles can stick to this grain resulting in cutting, performed by this 
inclusion. 

                   
Fig. 2. (a) Pictures of Notches on Metallopolymer CHESTER Super Metal BR under magnification x12.5; (b) Pictures of Notches on 

Metallopolymer CHESTER Super Metal BR under magnification x25; (c) Pictures of Notches on Metallopolymer CHESTER Super Metal BR 
under magnification x82 

                
Fig. 3. (a) pictures of Notches on Metallopolymer Leo-Stal' under magnification x12.5; (b) ) pictures of Notches on Metallopolymer Leo-Stal' 

under magnification x25; (c) ) pictures of Notches on Metallopolymer Leo-Stal' under magnification x82 

3. Study of the dispersive structure  

Composites surface structure was studied on the electron microscope IM7200 MEIJI TECHNO. Following 
processing of the digital pictures was performed by the Thixomet PRO software, being analyzer of the pictures 
dedicated for solving tasks on quantitative metallography of steels and alloys, as well, as of other materials. 

a b c 

a b c 
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Problem of the terminal objects, located on the field of vision edge, is one of the unsolved tasks of the 
conventional quantitative metallography. As part of such objects area is located out of the field of vision, seen 
through oculars or camera, it is impossible to evaluate metric parameters of such objects. Excluding terminal objects 
out of analysis leads to essential problems of results repeatability form one field to another. Another problem of the 
conventional metallography is impossibility to observe large area in the field of vision under high resolution. 
Thixomet PRO solves both of these tasks by creating algorithm of splicing adjustment fields of vision. This 
algorithm allows forming a panorama of several dozens or hundreds of fields of vision and resolution of several 
dozen megapixels. Specific area of the terminal objects decreases a hundred times. 

Software module Titan Alloys was used for calculating filler particles metric parameters. This module was 
worked out for evaluating two-phase titanium alloys but allows analyzing other two-phase alloys. 

Discriminating ranges are used for recognition of different structure objects, differing in brightness or color. 
Range processing is performed in the color histograms window. 

The simplest and most effective way of finding discriminating range, indicative for this type of the structure 
objects (nonmetallic inclusions, oxides, second phase, etc.) is implemented in automated mode. Thixomet PRO finds 
borders of the indicated object, as well as of all other objects, which color falls into found range. In case of inexact 
identification results it is possible to correct them by changing discriminating threshold. 

Fig. 4 includes digital images of the studied metallopolymers surfaces, received on the electron microscope. 

                        
 

                        

Fig. 4. (a) digital pictures of the metallopolymers surface Belzona 1321; (b) digital pictures of the metallopolymers surface Devcon Ceramic L; 
(c) digital pictures of the metallopolymers surface Diamant Ceramic FL; (d) digital pictures of the metallopolymers surface Leo- Ceramic 

Metric parameters of inclusions calculation results are indicated in Table 1. For display purposes Fig. 5 shows 
diagram of grains numbers in the frames of the effective range, indicating mode value. Significancy threshold is set 
on 85 % in order to exclude the smallest grains, having low effect on mechanical processing. 

Table 1. Inclusions metric parameters calculation results. 

Parameter Belzona 1321 Devcon Ceramic L Diamant Ceramic FL Leo- Ceramic 

Grains quantity 282 1,149 24 2,064 

Grains quantity for 1 mm2 31,869 4,800 152,012 8,902 

Average grain area, [μm2] 31 208 7 112 

Minimum grain area [μm2] 2.01 1.05 2.02 2.11 

Maximum grain area [μm2] 1,790.38 9,416.36 26.50 9,060 

Average grain diameter [μm] 5.60 14.43 2.56 10.60 

Grain number [G] 12 9 14 10 

Grain number G mode 9 7 12 6 

Grain number G and its frequency in the frames 
of the effective 85% range 

6 (20.2%) 

7 (10.3%) 

4 (15.4%) 

5 (18.4%) 

12 (33.4%) 

13 (11.1%) 

3 (11.4%) 

5 (14.1%) 

a b 

c d 
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8 (4.6%) 

9 (23.2%) 

10 (6.7%) 

11 (10.4%) 

12 (10.5%) 

13 (5.0%) 

14 (4.3%) 

15 (3.6%) 

6 (19.2%) 

7 (19.9%) 

8 (12%) 

9 (7.3%) 

10 (3.6%) 

14 (27.6%) 

15 (19.8%) 

16 (8.2%) 

6 (21.5%) 

7 (19.1%) 

8 (13.8%) 

9 (8.7%) 

10 (4%) 

Coefficient of material volume filling with 
filler particles [%] 4.6 12.4 0.4 8.3 

 
Mathematical expectation on grains size is indicated in Table 2. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Diagram of grans numbers distribution within effective range, indicating mode 

Table 2. Inclusions metric parameters calculation results. 

Metallopolymer type Filler particles average size 

Belzona 1321 9 

Devcon Ceramic L 6 

Diamant Ceramic FL 13.5 

Leo-Ceramic 5.5 

4. Conclusions  

Microcutting mechanics and dispersed structure of metallopolymers analysis allows to conclude that 
metallopolymers microcutting mechanism differs from the one, typical for metals. The higher is the metallopolymer 
dispersity, the significantly is the difference between metal and metallopolymer microcutting mechanism. Therefore, 
classical cutting theory is not applicable to metallopolymers; it is necessary to work out new models, taking into 
account dispersed structure of these materials. 
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Abstract 

The article describes the methods and equipment for cold cutting of large diameter pipes and shows their main advantages. It 
presents the design of a new machine for cold cutting of pipes, with independent electromechanical drives. Study was carried out 
of this design, based on the mathematical model of the drive machinery. The research has obtained dependencies for calculating 
necessary drive capacities. Results of the study were used to design a test prototype of the new machine. This new design allows 
to speed up the process of pipe-cutting, eliminates overload-caused tool breakage, enables a remote control of the machine, and 
makes the operator’s work safer. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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Keywords: cold cutting pipes, unbound drives machine, model of drive, optimum load machine. 

1. Introduction 

Currently, the oil and gas industry in the repair of the pipeline to remove the defective section used two methods 
of cutting pipes: using the energy of the explosion - cumulative cutting pipes (Fig. 1), cold method with the use of 
machines for cutting pipes (Fig. 2) [1]. 
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When using the cumulative method is difficult to ensure the safety of work in the field when cutting pipes. 
Damage to the pipes in the explosion, and possible structural changes of the pipe material are undesirable and 
unpredictable. 

In this regard, the greatest application received a cold method. In this case, mechanical cutting is done with a 
special machine equipped with a cutter or cutters. Currently, the most common are the car, where the cutting tool is 
used disc Millings [2, 3]. In Russia has used machine for cold cutting of tubes like "Volzhanka 3M". The machine is 
mounted on the tube and secured with a chain (Fig. 2 not shown) covering the tube. Securing the machine by means 
of tensioning devices, including tensioners, shock absorbers 1, lever 2 with tensioning sprocket 3 [4, 5]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Cutter cumulative ring: 
1 – semicircle with high explosive; 2 – holder; 3 – castle; 4 – electric detonator. 

 
Analysis of the MRI machine designs with mechanical drives showed that all machines have two major 

drawbacks: 
 

– constant kinematic relationship; 
– hand incut tools (milling). 
 

Permanent kinematic chain in a drive to move the machine, does not allow to adjust the cutting conditions, this 
leads to premature wear of the tool to increase the cutting forces. In the case of sudden tool breakage often occurs 
destruction of elements of the machine. Mechanical in feed tool is unsafe, because the operator carries out work in 
the cutting zone particularly dangerous is the first cut since  in the pipeline may remain remnants of flammable oil. 
In view of the above, the aim is to develop and research the new  machine design devoid of these shortcomings. The 
basis of the new  machine design is the idea of exclusion tool breakage under overload and improve operator safety. 
Operating experience cutting machines such as MRI showed that the main problem in the process of cutting the pipe 
is insufficient tool life, which is often not enough for one cut pipes 1220 mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 30 
mm. To increase tool life and elimination of breakage in  construction  proposed machine automatic adjustment of 
the cutting conditions, and in the case of a critical tool wear - light indication, signals the need for a tool change. The 
basis of the new machine design is the use of three independent electromechanical drives: the drive of rotation of the 
tool, the drive of movement of the machine and the drive of insertion tool in pipe. Kinematic scheme of the new 
machine design is shown in Fig. 3. the control system provides a consistent experience work drives machine. 

In the analysis of the kinematic scheme machines of a new design have been  adopted by the engines of drive  
tool and move the machine on the tube. To drive the cutting of tool and movement were taken valve engines with the 
frequency of rotation of the shaft 200 min-1 and a power of 40 watts. The drive of  the instrument rotation remained 
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without significant changes. Output parameters drive insertion of tool and move the machines in  specified  the 
technical regulations [6], which contains the value of the tool feed no more than 30 mm / min. The total gear ratio 
actuator to move the machine on the tube is i1 = 1923. From the experience of operation of machines is well known, 
that the filing the tool during plunging lower than when the  moves along the pipe, and is about 15 mm / min. 

An important step is to analyze the loading  drive of cutting and drive of movement. The drive movement has an 
impact of the following factors: the load on the milling cutter, machine weight and friction losses in the elements and 
components machines. Drive tool of insertion  accepts only  the load on the milling cutter during insertion. 

 

Fig. 2. Machine Cold cutting pipe "Volzhanka 3M". 

2. An analysis of loading of drive insertion tool 
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Fig. 3. Kinematic scheme of the new machine 

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a feed drive plunging tool. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Scheme drive  filing plunging tool 

The calculation of the load on the milling cutter  with PZ carried out by the known formulas of the theory of 
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cutting. The main component of cutting force in milling - circumferential force,   PZ [7, 8]:   
                                                                        

MPwq

uy
Z

x
P

Z K
n D

zB S  tC 10P , (1) 

 
 

where Cp – coefficient in formula of the circumferential force  PZ; , y, u, q, w – exponents in formula of the 
circumferential force  PZ; KMP – the correction factor for the quality of the processed material. 

 
Radial force PY [4]:  

 
.P)6,04,0(P ZY  (2) 

 
To determine the forces at the nodes of the machines of drive  at point B is divided in two parts. To determine the 

power geared motor drive supply incision it was necessary to to evaluate the axial force of the screw incision 
mechanism P , which equals: 

 
0

Z 2 2 Fr
î ñ

2

P (0,5 l cos -l cos(90 - )R )P
l  cos

. (3) 

 
Then torque .  on the screw plunging is: 
 

 )tg(
2
dP. . , (4) 

  
where d - nominal diameter of the thread,  – lifting angle of the threads,  – the resulted friction angle. 

Required power motor - reductor is determined by the expression: 
 

...P , (5) 
 
where .  – the angular velocity of rotation  the screw of mechanism plunging.  
 

To investigate the loading drive plunging using a mathematical editor VisSim were built graphics power demand 
(Fig. 5). The graphs show that when idling (the time interval from 0 to 30), the power consumption is constant, from 
the beginning of cutting to the end of cutting, the power consumption gradually increases (the time interval from 30 
to 95 seconds) after which the actuator is stopped. 
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Fig. 5. Graphs drive power plunging tool: 

a –  when cutting shaped milling  cutter Ø 170 32; b – when cutting the milling  cutter Ø 170 6
 
Moving the machine by means of the actuator to move the machine along the pipe. The analysis of external 

factors [5], showed that the drive power is: 
 

P.p ZVP . (6) 

where MZV – aggregate torque an asterisk drive of movement,   – the angular velocity of rotation an asterisk drive 
of movement . 

3. Analysis of the load on the drive moving the machine along pipe 

Aggregate torque an asterisk drive of movement MZV  is the sum of the torques: TR – torque from the friction 
forces in the kinematic pairs of friction units, Pyz – torque from the cutting force PYZ, G – torque from the weight 
of the machine G. Thus, torque is equal to: 

 
ZV TR Pz GM M M M . (7) 

Aggregate torque from the friction forces is calculated as the sum of the torque in  friction sliding and rolling: 
 

TR i iM N r f R k,  (8) 
 
where Ni – the normal force in a pair of sliding friction, ri – the radius  in a pair of sliding friction, f – coefficient of 
sliding friction, Ri – strength in support rollers machines, k – coefficient of rolling friction. 
 

As an example of a graph (Fig. 4, a). 
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a)       b)

Fig. 6. Graphs of torques: 
 – friction torque MTR( ); b – torque from the weight of the machine MG( )

The lowest value of the friction torque corresponds to the position machines at the bottom of the pipe, when the 
weight of the machine unloads the friction bearings (position at an angle 180  in Fig. 6 a). 

Torque to overcome the cutting forces is: 
 

,rPM ZPz  (9) 
 
where Pz – tangential cutting force; rf –  cutter radius. 

 
Significant impact on the movement of machines on the tube has its weight, the torque of the weight of machines 

changes sign depending on the angular position of the trumpet and is given by [9]: 
 

,rsinGMG  (10) 
 
where G – machine weight, r  – radius of the asterisk,  – angle of the machines on the tube.  
 

Torque by gravity machines Fig. 6, b. Such character generated due to the fact that the first half of the path 
weight of the machine facilitates movement machines, and the second half - interferes with. 

The set of expressions (6) - (10) to determine the required drive power move. 
On the basis of studies conducted in the work, it was manufactured laboratory prototype of a new design 

machines Fig. 7 [10]. Test sample confirmed the efficiency of the new construction of the machine. 
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Fig. 7. Laboratory model machines of a new design. 

4. Summary 

The proposed design allows eliminate the MRI breakage  tool and  elements of machine  during overloads, 
regulate the speed  movement machine and the speed of plunging tool, and increase the safety of the operator.  

Results of the study are used in the design of a prototype of the proposed construction of machine 
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An adaptive control algorithm of a fast electromagnetic actuator has been developed without using position, velocity, or 
acceleration sensors. The algorithm is based on the fluctuation rate of the current in the electromagnet coil, which is measured 
during anchor movement. The proposed method and control algorithm compensate for external mechanical factors and are based 
on the interconnection of electric processes in the electromagnetic actuator coil, with mechanical processes relating to the 
movement of the movable element of the magnetic system. A structural diagram of a hardware device and an algorithm that 
implement the proposed control method are presented for a resonance type electromagnetic actuator, where there is a current 
change in the coil of the electromagnetic actuator. At each switching of the drive, parameters are controlled, and the length of 
pulse-width-modulated pulses is adjusted to ensure reliable switching and regulation of the anchor end. The control system 
responds to the disturbance in the current switching cycle. To test the adequacy of the proposed algorithm, an experimental 
model of an actuator with the proposed control system has been constructed, and its characteristics have been studied. It has been 
found out that the proposed algorithm ensures the required performance in terms of the operation speed and the lowest speed of 
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1. Introduction 

The development of algorithms for the control system of an electromagnetic actuator (EMA) valve system air–gas 
exchange and fuel supply of combustion engines has been described in the literature [1–7]. Existing systems and 
methods of control that provide the required dynamic characteristics under the effects of external factors involve the 
use of specialized sensors (e.g., sensors of position, speed, and magnetic flux), which increases the system 
complexity, weight, size and cost and reduces the reliability of the system as a whole. A method of controlling a 
quickly moving actuator for air impulse charging, providing the minimum landing speed of the anchor at a 
predetermined switching time without the use of specialized position and velocity sensors, has been presented [8]. 
The drawback of this method is that the control system responds to a disturbance only in a subsequent switching 
cycle. 

2. Problem definition 

The present paper proposes an adaptive algorithm based on the rate measurement of current change in the coil 
EMA during anchor movement. This control method can be used to build control systems with electromagnetic 
actuators, allowing compensation of external factors [9]. These include the ambient temperature and external 
variable loads on the actuator and speed control of the anchor at the end of the armature stroke. A further advantage 
of the method is the compensation for slow switching, external effects (ambient temperature and the heating of the 
element of the electromagnetic actuator) and random mechanical action (e.g., vibration) affecting a movable element 
of the actuator during current switching. There is no need for specialized position, velocity or acceleration sensors of 
the movable actuator member, which would introduce additional load forces. Control is achieved with only current 
and voltage sensors, which greatly improves the durability and reliability of the electromagnetic actuator in general.

3. Main part 

4. The proposed method is based on the relationship of electrical processes in the coil of the electromagnetic actuator 
with mechanical processes resulting from the movement of the movable element of the magnetic system (Fig. 1) 
[10]. Permeance of the air gap changes when there is an anchor movement and thus a change in the magnetic flux 
therein, resulting in a change in the magnitude of the current in the winding at constant voltage supplied to the coil 
U1 given by: 

dt
dRiU1 , (1) 

where i is the current, R is the active resistance of the coil, and  is the flux linkage of the coil. 

Fig.1. The electromagnetic actuator of resonance type with a symmetrical four-pole rotary anchor: 1 - a laminated magnetic core; 2 – coil of 
control; 3 - a laminated salient-pole anchor; 4 - a torsion spring 
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In accordance with Eq. 1 during the motion of the anchor in the electromagnet coil than EMF of the self-induction 
Ei, and occurs EMF of movement E  its value depends on the speed of the armature of the electromagnet: 

,)()(
dt
d

idt
di

i
RtitU  (2) 

,
dt
di

i
Ei  

,
dt
dE  

where Ei is the EMF of self-induction, E  is the EMF of movement,  is the flux linkage of the coil EMA, and  
is the angular displacement of the movable part of the EMA. 

Equation 2 reveals that the EMF of movement, as well as the EMF of self-induction, affects the current and hence 
the mechanical force generated by the electromagnet. The implementation of control algorithms thus requires the 
generation of current i(t) in the coil of the electromagnet with the characteristic illustrated in Fig. 2. For a new cycle 
of switching in the holding coil in the time interval tL, the holding current Ih is turned off and falls to zero. To reduce 
and stabilize the pick-up time ta, a negative current pulse is generated in the holding coil (interval tN). A pause in 
current for time tA is needed to eliminate the possibility of counteracting the effect of the electromagnetic force 
acting on the anchor EMA generated by magnetic flux picked up by the coil. At each switch of the actuator, it is 
necessary to adjust the time interval tA to account for changes in the parameters of the drive under the effects of 
temperature and slowly changing external mechanical factors. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The description of the control method 
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Because EMA valve systems used in the air impulse charging and fuel supply of internal combustion engines are 

required to have high performance (a response time of about 5 ms), a rapid increase in current (magnetic flux) in the 
time interval tF1 is required to force inclusion. 

In the time interval tF2, to pick up the coil, by pulse width modulation from the power supply generated value of 
the current pick-up IF2. The end of the time interval tF2 is the time at which the first derivative of the current (di/dt)1 
in the coil is picked up. The value of the first derivative characterizes the position and speed of the anchor and is 
determined as 

.

i

dt
di(t)R

dt
di  

At time interval tF3, picks coil is put mode of circulating current (short-circuited coil terminals) and the value of 
the first derivative of the current with respect to time is determined by the moment that the anchor approaches the 
pole of the electromagnet in accordance with 

,)(

i

Rti
dt
di  

at the maximum angle of rotation  = max. 
For reliable pick-up and holding of an anchor at the pole, with the possible effects of external shock, an impulse 

of current IF2 is generated in the holding coil in the time interval tF4, ensuring that the anchor is held. 
During switching, the EMA controls the current derivatives (di/dt)1 and (di/dt)2, the moving time tb and executed 

adaptation of the timing phase of uncontrolled movement tA and the current pick-up IF2 at I(tF3) and (tF1 + tF2 + tF3) 
= const, in accordance with 
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here I'(tF3) is the holding current in the previous switching cycle and (tF1 + tF2 + tF3)' is the duration of the phase 
controlled motion in the previous switching cycle. 

Thus, at each switching monitored parameters of the electromagnetic actuator and corrects the parameters of the 
pulse width modulated (PWM) pulses to realize reliable switching and regulation of the end speed of the anchor. It 
should be noted that the control system responds to the disturbance in the current switching cycle. 

The initial parameters of the adaptive control algorithm (Fig. 2) determined according a method based on the 
solution of differential equations of motion resonance EMA for the target values of t, , , which are determined by 
the desired characteristics of coil current [11]. 

Figure 3 is a block diagram of a device implementing the method of controlling the electromagnetic actuator 
resonance type using the characteristics of change in current in the coil for a one-wire EMA of resonance type [12]. 

The modes of operation of the device are as follows. 
1. Generation of high-voltage U2 for the forced switching of a short-term method of connecting the solenoid coil 

to the power source U1 at U2 less than the required value (T1—open, T3—briefly opens, T2 and T4—closed). 
2. The mode of fast transfer inductive power of the coil (interval tL). Transistor switches T2–T4—closed, T1—

open. There is charge capacitance C2, and the coil current decreases to zero. 
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3. The mode of formation of reverse current (interval tN). Open switch T4 provides resonant overcharge of 
capacitor C2. 

4. The mode of uncontrolled movement of the anchor (interval tA). Transistor switches T1–T4—closed. There is 
no coil current. 

5. Forced power on (interval tF1). Transistor switches T2–T3—open, T1 and T4—closed. High voltage U2 is 
applied to the coil of the EMA. 

6. Time control closer to the pole of the anchor (interval tF2). T2 and T4 - closed, T1 - open, T3 - controlled PWM 

pulses that achieve the desired current in the coil IF2. The interval ends when 
1dt

di
dt
di . 

7. Control of the contact anchor at the pole (interval tF3). Switches T1 and T3 - closed, T2 and T4 - open. Current is 

circulated in the coil.  Conditions completion interval: 
2dt

di
dt
di . 

8. The mode of capturing and holding the anchor EMA (interval tF4). Switches T2 and T3—open, T1 and T4—
closed. The forced voltage U2 is applied to the coil. When transistor switch T2 closes and T1 opens, T3 controls the 
PWM pulses to achieve the desired current in the coil IF3. Next, holding current Ih is generated. Switch T4 closes if 
U2 is greater than a predetermined value, and then T2 opens and T1 closes; otherwise, T1 is open and T2 is closed. 
Switch T3—controlled pulse width modulation for a given current Ih in the coil of the EMA. 

 
Fig 3. Block diagram of a power circuit for the control method, Ri - current sensor; T - power metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect 

transistor switches; EMA - electromagnetic actuator 
 

For the experimental investigation of the proposed method of management and determination of the dynamic 
characteristics of a mechatronic actuator, we designed and manufactured a hardware and software system for an 
internal combustion engine. Figure 4 is a structural and functional diagram of the hardware and software system. 
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Fig. 4 - Structural and functional diagram of the hardware and software system: PS—power supply; CPU—control unit; SW—the power 

converter; CS—current sensor; EMA—electromagnetic actuator; PC—personal computer; PS—position sensor; SS—speed sensor; Osc—
oscilloscope 

 

5. Conclusion 

The experimental investigation confirmed the adequacy of the developed control algorithm. Tests showed that 
the application of the proposed control algorithm realizes a final landing speed of the anchor lower than 0.4 m/s and 
a switching time of about 3.6 ms (Fig. 5) under the effect of external disturbances. The proposed control algorithm 
of the electromagnetic actuator for air impulse charging of an internal combustion engine thus achieved the required 
performance of the switching speed and the minimum landing velocity of the anchor without the use of position, 
velocity or acceleration sensors in the presence of external disturbances. 

 

 
Fig. 5 - Experimental characteristics of the current and the speed of movement of the anchor EMA 
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Abstract 

This paper considers application of the Conservation Power Plant concept to integrated resource planning and control in 
metallurgical works. A structure of local energy saving measures is proposed. The researchers have reviewed optimization issues 
of combined heat and power plants where secondary power resources of metal manufacturing are recovered to upgrade fuel usage 
efficiency. It serves as the terminal point where the effect of energy saving is realized in decreasing the total consumption of the 
natural gas as the primary resource. Similar approach can be used for energy saving organization in large-scale industrial 
complexes. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Energy saving is the RF policy’s preference in all fields of business activities, including the heat and power 
facilities of iron and steel enterprises. To achieve the goals of energy saving in utilities the advanced nations’ 
experience suggests that integrated resource planning and power control taken in whole, as Conservation Power 
Plant generating negawatts of power are preferred. Amory Lovins introduced term negawatt in 1989 for utilities [1-
7]. 

However, the analogous approach may be used also for production plants. 
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2. The Concept of the Conservation Power Plant for metallurgical works 

Generally, energy generation, conversion and consumption are many-staged in complex industrial systems [8-
22].  

One of the approaches to comprehensive treatment of energy processes alongside energy efficiency is considering 
them in dual flows of energy – real energy flows and saved energy backflows. 

The introduction of conditional flows of saved resources allows showing the structure of energy saving processes 
as the negawatt generating, converting and consuming structure. It enables us to consider the structure of energy 
efficiency process as a distributed energy saving plant and thus estimate its efficiency, plan and control its work in 
the whole. Such approach allows reaching energy efficiency effect in complex plants in a consistent manner. 

Real resource consumers implementing energy efficient measures are the sources of saved resources. Converters 
of real resources are the saved resources converters considered in the context of the dual approach. Saved resources 
incoming is a dual interpretation of real resources converters’ decreasing of the target volume. Obviously, this comes 
to decrease the real consumed resources at the inlet of the converter dually interpreted as output of the saved 
resources.  

In the fig. 1, suppliers of real resources are consumers of saved resources. They are the final point where the 
economic effect of energy efficiency is made – this is the reduction of real primary resources consumption. 

Below there is an example of a typical structure of the production power unit (fig. 1). The Central Power Plant 
(CPP) working under the controlling mode of operation is the main part here. This plant is made in accordance with 
the cross-connection structure where the power boiler (PB) unit, the turbine generator (TG) unit and the main steam 
collector (Cs.) are its components. Power boilers consume natural gas ng and blast furnace gas bfg. If necessary, 
coke-oven gas and other secondary power resources (SPR) of coke and by-product process can also be used here. 
Plant’s turbine generators produce electrical W

e and heat energy in heating water Qh. Besides process steam Us 
extraction is made through the pressure-reducing and desuperheating station (PRDS) from the steam collector Cs . 

Blast-furnace gas bfg comes to the CPP’s boilers from the blast furnace gas main bfg. The blast-furnace gas 
main is connected to the primary gas source, i.e. blast-furnace process. Here Fbfg is the flare for extra blast-furnace 
gas burning in the atmosphere, Cbfg – blast-furnace gas consumers. 

Electric power We, heat power Qh and process steam Us produced by the CPP come to the electric Ne, district 
heating Ndh and steam Ns networks of the plant. Ce, Cdh, Cs – are consumers of electric, heat and steam power 
accordingly. 

The main source of the process steam Db is the base-load seam power plant (BSPP). Secondary steam sources s 
are additional. As secondary steam sources are variably loaded then steam accumulators (SA) are used for 
accumulating secondary steam. The flare Fs. is used to discharge extra steam to the atmosphere. If necessary, 
additional steam Ds is run to the steam network Ns to compensate sudden increase of consumers’ steam load. 

In the power structure presented here in order to save energy the secondary power resource, i.e. blast-furnace gas, 
is recovered at the CPP. Thereupon electric power cost price produced at the CPP considerably decreases in 
comparison with the electric power bought in the wholesale market. As the product cost price of such plants, e.g. 
rolling ones, highly depend on the electric power price therefore it is necessary to make the CPP produce electric 
power to the full. 

However, such a direct conclusion is not system wide proved. The fact is that the blast-furnace gas consumption 
volume by the CPP boilers depends on the load. Besides nonlinear extreme dependence of the blast furnace gas 
consumption on the load is typical for many types of boilers. There is an example in fig. 2 containing power features 
of the CPP boilers depending on their load. 

As a result, the relative blast-furnace gas consumption increases when the load is decreased, therefore relative 
natural gas consumption decreases and electric power cost price decreases. Thus to have system-based energy 
saving effect at the considered power facilities it is essential to deal with the totality of problems, including electric 
power production increase, electric power cost price decrease, natural gas consumption decrease and etc. 
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Fig. 1. Typical structure of iron and steel works power facility. 

 

Fig. 2. Power features of iron and steel works power facility. 
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The chart showing connection between the efficiency increase tasks of the taken power facility is given in general 
in fig. 3.  

Natural gas consumption minimization as a bought resource (minng) for the taken power facility is the main 
energy saving task. 

The natural gas consumption ng is determined by the total direct steam output of the CPP’s boilers Dds, by the 
consumed blast-furnace gas volume bfg and boilers’ efficiency ( h). Blast-furnace gas consumption increase leads 
to natural gas consumption decrease (–); therefore we have the task to consume blast-furnace gas to the maximum 
(m bfg). 

 

 
 – equality sign of the right and the left arrows 

Fig. 3. The chart showing connection between power facility efficiency upgrade tasks. 
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Total direct steam output increase leads to natural gas consumption increase (+); therefore there is a task to 
decrease direct steam output. But this task in the considered task chart is not the final one but an intermediate goal. 
Boiler efficiency increase leads to natural gas consumption decrease and thus there is a task to increase boiler 
efficiency (m ). In all the volume of the natural gas consumption ng is due to the influence of all the above 
factors bfg, Dds, h. On the other part the variable bfg is due to the solution of the contrary problem (minng). This 
duality is shown in the chart (fig. 3) by the equality sign. 

Direct steam production Dds chiefly influences on the volume of blast-furnace consumption bfg. But in 
accordance with the chart (fig. 3) this dependence is extreme and in relation to boilers’ load may increase (+) as well 
as decrease (–) the blast-furnace consumption. Loss at the blast-furnace gas flare BF

bfg is negative (–) and specifies 
the task to decrease flare loss (minF). This task is intimately related to the blast-furnace gas consumption 
maximization (m bfg). 

The total direct steam output Dds comes from the steam volume consumed by turbine generators Dds (+), and the 
steam volume Us (+) taken to control the total process steam Ds. Here the local task comes, i.e. to decrease steam 
consumed by turbine generators Ds tg (minds). This task closely relates to the tasks to provide the estimated volumes 
of electric We est and heat energy Q h est output. The tasks of mine, minh, mins  decrease of be, bh, bs power capacities 
of consumers of electric and heat energy, as well as the steam have great influence on the estimated volumes of 
electric We est and heat Qh est energy, steam Ds est output accordingly. 

The total process steam volume Ds is determined by the primary steam source to the extent of Db. Secondary 
source steam s is additionally provided to the steam network in order to save energy. Secondary source steam 
parameters are unstable over a wide range. Moreover steam consumption parameters are changing in a wide range. 
This is due to the fact that iron and steel works have significant process dynamics. In order to stabilize steam 
network parameters steam accumulators (SA) that produce stabilizing steam flow DSA are used. Flares are used to 
discharge extra steam DF to the atmosphere. The controlling steam flow Us is provided for the CPP. All the 
mentioned tasks are closely connected and make a unified system of the steam network power management (PMs) 

Collectively these tasks provide integrated planning and resource management of the power facility (fig. 2) to 
make efficiency upgrading. Integrally this efficiency may be seen in decrease of primary resource consumption, i.e. 
natural gas. System connection of the saved resource flows is given in fig. 3. 

3. Optimization of working Conditions of Combined Head and Power Plants 

As an example, consider the task of optimization of working conditions of combined heat and power plants, 
where secondary power resources (SPR) of iron and steel facilities are recovered to upgrade fuel utilization 
efficiency. Blast-furnace gas, coke-oven gas and other types of resources may be used as SPR. SPR recovering at 
iron and steel facilities gives great energy saving as it reduces natural gas consumption. 

Fig. 4 shows a typical structure of the combined heat and power plant consisting of parallel energy boilers which 
provide steam to the general steam collector where turbine generators, the steam consumers, are connected. 

Here PBi – power boilers, TGi – turbine generators; SC – steam collector. Natural (BNGi) and blast-furnace (BBFGi) 
gases are provided to power boilers (PBi). Superheated steam (DOSi) gained in the steam collector (SC) is generated 
at the boilers’ output. Turbine generators (TGi) consume overheated steam (DTGOS,i) and produce electric (WTG,i) and 
heat (QTG,i)energy. 

The structure (fig. 4) is the fuel-mix fired power plant (FMFPP) with steam cross connections.  
The general goal to upgrade energy efficiency of the considered FMFPP may be implemented based on the 

implementation of the following separate tasks: 

energy balance optimization; 
natural gas consumption minimization; 
power efficiency optimization. 
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Fig. 4. Fuel-mix fired power plant. 

Let’s consider the energy balance optimization task. It consists of two subtasks: optimization of load distribution 
of turbine generators and optimization of load distribution of boilers. 

Let’s first consider the subtask of optimization of load distribution of turbine generators. The simplified pattern 
can be got by considering the typical power feature of the turbine generator (fig. 5). 

Here WE is electrical capacity produced, QH,i – heating capacity, DOS – overheated gas consumption. Electrical 
capacity and overheated gas consumption of the turbine generator are limited by the values EW  and DOS accordingly. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Typical power feature of the turbine generator. 

Analytically power features of turbine generators may be described by the formulas: 
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Here jia , jib  - empirical coefficients of dependences. Corrections are determined for deviations of operating 
parameters of turbine generators from the nominal values. Typical operating parameters of turbine generators are: 
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temperature and pressure of overheated steam, steam pressure of heat extraction, temperature and condenser exhaust 
and etc. As a rule corrections are linear in relation to parameter deviations under nominal conditions. 

Total turbine generator characteristic: 
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          (2) 

The task is to find best values of electric W  and heat Q  loads of turbine generators in accordance with the 
minimum of the total steam consumption D under the set values of the total output of electric W  and heat Q  
energy. This task is a typical one for linear programming. 

Generally energy characteristics of turbine generators are nonlinear. In this case the task should be implemented 
based on the methods of experimental optimization, e.g. the steepest descent method. Related to the corrections for 
operating condition deviations it should be noted that depending on the sign of influence of condition deviation on 
the steam consumption decrease their values should be kept within the required tolerance limits of the process 
procedures. Because of the random nature of the process procedures the tasks to stabilize the operating conditions 
near to the said limits are separate tasks to make relative automated control systems. 

Farther let’s consider the following subtask of general optimization of the FMFPP energy balance, i.e. the task to 
optimize load distribution of boilers. 

Fig. 6 shows the typical energy characteristic of the boiler during burning of the natural gas and blast-furnace gas 
mixture. 

 

Fig. 6. Typical energy characteristic of the boiler during burning of natural gas and blast-furnace gas mixture. 

Here Qin - the amount of the heat energy coming into the boiler with the fuel; BFG - the share of the blast-furnace 
gas in the fuel mixture with natural gas: BFG= Bbfg / Bng ; Dos  - the steam load of the boiler. 

Analytic expression of the boiler energy characteristic is as follows 
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Here BFG,i - the maximum value of the parameter: BFG; ,m iQ  - the value of in,iQ  at the maximum value of the 
blast-furnace gas share consumption BFG,i, jia , jib  - empirical coefficients. 

Combined characteristic of the boiler unit: 
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Taking into consideration the following formula 

in, , , n , n , n( )NG BFG NG BFG
i NG i BFG i NG i BFG iQ B Q B Q B Q Q  (5)  

where , , n n,  ,  ,  NG BFG
NG i BFG iB B Q Q  - gas flow rates and caloric content accordingly, we can set the task to minimize the 

total natural gas consumption BNG,0  by the values of the boiler load DOS,i  and share consumption of blast furnace 
gas BFG,i having restrictions as in constraint equation (3), (4).  

4. Summary 

The conception of Conservation Power Plant may serve as a systems principle for energy saving organization in 
metallurgical works. A structure of local energy saving measures in metallurgical works may be formulated based 
on this conception. The central link is here the Power Plant-regulator. It serves as the terminal point where the effect 
of energy saving is realized in summary lowering of the natural gas consumption as the primary resource.  

Similar approach may be used for energy saving organization in large-scale industrial complexes. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with optimizing supply temperature at the district heating plant using simulations. It describes a new method of 
supply temperature optimization based on penalty functions considering indoor temperature and heat energy consumed. 
According to the method proposed the supply temperature is calculated and adjusted for maintaining the most comfortable indoor 
temperature in the buildings which lack an automated individual heating system. The article offers a scheme of the heating plant 
model predictive control making use of the optimization method developed. 
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1. Introduction 

District heating systems are widely used in cities over the world [1]. Such systems are composed of one or several 
heating plants and plenty of consumers linked with the help of pipelines. Consumers of such systems are different 
purpose facilities [2]: manufacturing units, shopping complexes, educational institutions, office and apartment 
buildings, etc. Along with it heat energy consumers may be equipped with automated individual heating system 
(IHS) operated by local controller in order to distribute heat energy to domestic hot water and heating systems [3]. 

However, big district heating systems are characterized by consumers which often may not be equipped with an 
automated IHS. In this case there is applied central temperature control strategy which makes it possible to regulate 
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heat energy supply by changing the supply temperature [4]. This stipulated the task to maintain supply temperature 
which will be enough to provide all the users with heat energy they need. 

The first problem solution was implementing control curves which reflect dependence between supply 
temperature and outdoor temperature. This solution, in fact, proved to be fairly good [5]. However, due to automated 
systems development it became possible to get access not only to current and statistic information on consumers’ 
state and characteristics [6-9] but to methods and tools for simulating of consumption parameters and heat energy 
distribution [10-12]. 

Simulation brought in ample opportunities for heat energy supply management. In the abovementioned task 
context simulation allowed quick calculation of the supply temperature sufficient for maintaining required 
parameters in the nodes of the pipelines network, pointed out by a simulation tool user, taking into account the 
current parameters and configuration of the pipeline network and its consumers [13,14]. In particular, this function is 
performed using Termis Software produced by Schneider Electric [15]. 

Moreover, along with quick calculation of the heating system state, simulation permits to evaluate the 
microclimate parameters of the space heated [16]. This work will treat temperature control over heat energy supplied 
by a heating plant taking into account the indoor temperature of buildings.  

2. Optimization problem 

In order to increase heat energy consumption efficiency for a heating system, two tasks are solved: 
Minimization of heat energy consumption; 
Maximization of heat energy supply quality by maintaining comfortable microclimate. 

In the district heating systems the main parameter regulated at heating plants is temperature of the heat energy 
T1S, supplied to the heating system. The heat medium temperature at building inlets depends on T1S, but it is lower 
than T1S, due to heat losses when transferred through the pipeline system from heating plants to consumers. 

Building heat energy consumption QD (Gcal) can be estimated according to [17] as follows:  

),q/1)G2/(1)F/(1/()( OUT1D kTTQ    (1) 

where T1 is the heat medium temperature at the building inlet, TOUT is the outdoor temperature, k is the heat transfer 
coefficient of radiators, F is the heating area of radiators, G is the heat medium flow rate, q is the heat transfer 
coefficient of the building. 

Heat losses QL of the building can be estimated according to [17] as follows: 

),( OUTINDL TTqQ    (2) 

where TIND is the indoor temperature.  
For heating systems the main indicator of the building microclimate quality is the mean indoor temperature TIND 

which one can get using Eq. 1 after substituting Eq. 2 according to heat balance (QD = QL):  

).1))2/(1)/(1(/()( OUT1OUTIND GFkqTTTT   (3) 

To calculate parameters of heating system consumers (T1  G) as a function of the supply temperature T1S, a 
simulation macro-model was used. The design concept of the macro-model used is described in [18,19]. The macro-
model allows calculating state variables of the heating system under the specified characteristics and configurations 
of the system facilities. 

According to Eq. 1 and Eq. 3 the heating plant must produce heat energy Q sufficient for maintaining the most 
comfortable indoor temperature in each building. This task can be referred to minimax problems of optimization and 
described using the following system of objective functions:  
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where Q is the total heat energy produced, sufficient enough to provide all the buildings connected to the district 
heating system with heat energy; MINDi is the assessment of the indoor microclimate quality of the i-building within 
the heating system; N is the number of buildings connected to the heating system. 

To assess the indoor temperature quality R1i of i-building let’s employ penalty function R1 of the indoor 
temperature which can be described using the following system:  
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where TINDi(T1S) is the mean indoor temperature of  i-building depending on heating plant supply temperature T1S 
and taking into consideration heat losses in the pipelines of the heating system. TINDi(T1S) is calculated with the help 
of the macro-model. TINDi

min, TINDi
comf and TINDi

max are, respectively, correspond to minimum, comfortable and 
maximum indoor temperatures of i-building according to its sanitary regulations; pi is the penalty coefficient for 
violating indoor temperature range required (pi>1).  

Fig. 1 represents the penalty function curve of the mean indoor temperature of building. 
 

 

Fig. 1. The penalty function curve of indoor temperature. 

To assess heat energy consumed while optimizing the heating plant supply temperature let’s introduce penalty 
function R2 which can be expressed by the following system:  
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where Q is the total heat energy produced; Qmin and Qmax are, respectively, total minimum and total maximum heat 
energy produced; p is the penalty coefficient for violating minimum heat energy produced (p>1). 

The total minimum heat energy produced is the one which is enough to maintain minimum mean indoor 
temperature for each i-building corresponded to its type (educational institutions, office or apartment buildings, etc.) 
according to the sanitary regulations. It is calculated while solving the optimization task which follows:  

,
)(

min)(
min

IND1SIND

1Smin

ii TTT
TQ

Q
 

  (7) 

where Q(T1S) is the total heat energy produced by the heating plant and calculated using the macro-model. 
The total maximum heat energy produced is the energy sufficient to maintain maximum mean indoor temperature 

for each i-building corresponded to its type according to the sanitary regulations. It can be found while solving the 
following optimization problem:  
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Fig. 2 represents the penalty function curve of heat energy consumption R2.  
 

 

Fig. 2. The penalty function curve of heat energy consumption. 

Using penalty functions of Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 the optimization problem of Eq. 4 can be reduced to the optimization 
problem described by the following cost function:  

,1 min,0))((1)1())((
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i
i TTR
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TQR   (9) 

where  is a coefficient identifying priority of optimization tasks. If  equals 1, heat energy economy optimization 
problem is solved according to Eq. 6. In this case optimization problem of Eq. 6 can be reduced to the optimization 
problem of Eq. 7. If  equals 0, comfortable indoor temperature optimization problem is solved according to Eq. 5.  
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3. Model predictive control 

The approach proposed describes optimization of temperature supplied by one heat plant T1S. So, the task of 
Eq. 9 is a one-dimensional optimization problem. Powell’s method was employed to solve the optimization problem. 
Fig. 3 represents the block diagram for an iteration of optimization problem solution.  

 

  

Fig. 3. The block diagram for an iteration of optimization problem solution. 

In j-step of the block diagram the simulation model calculates the amount of heat energy Qj produced by the 
heating plant and mean indoor temperatures of i-building TINDij using Eq. 3. The values obtained by the simulations 
are substituted in cost function Eq. 9. The estimated cost function value is transferred to the optimization module 
which determines the power plant supply temperature for the next iteration of Powell’s method. The initial value of 
heat plant supply temperature T1S0 is obtained using preset supply temperature curve depending on outdoor 
temperature. 

Solution to the optimization problem will enable to put into effect model predictive control (MPC) under which 
the optimization block using simulation calculates temperature correction of supply temperature for the heating 
plant. Fig. 4 represents the block diagram of model predictive control. On the block diagram Q is the total heat 
energy consumed by the heating system. INDi corresponds to the mean indoor temperature of each consumer, 1 is 
the optimized supply temperature, 1S0 is the initial supply temperature, 1C is a supply temperature correction which 
is calculated by the optimization module using the proposed method with the help of the simulation model.  

 

  

Fig. 4. The block diagram of model predictive control. 
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4. Simulation experiment 

District heating model of the South Ural State University was used to validate the proposed optimization 
approach. Temperature optimization was performed for heating subsystem which includes 1 heating plant, 4 
consumers with automated IHS and 3 consumers without automated IHS. Three outdoor temperature values were 
considered:  -10 ° ,  -20 ° ,  -30 ° . Three optimization scenarios were performed:  

Temperature optimization was not performed. Supply temperature was calculated using control curve of the 
heating plant depending on outdoor temperature.  
Temperature optimization was performed using Eq. 9 while priority coefficient  is equal 1. In this case the 
purpose of optimization performed is maximizing heat energy economy while maintaining the minimum 
indoor temperature requirements for each building. 
Temperature optimization was performed using Eq. 9 while priority coefficient  is equal 0.5. In this case the 
purposes of optimization performed are both maximizing heat energy economy and maintaining the most 
comfortable indoor temperature for each building.  

Optimization and simulations are performed using block diagram language VisSim [20].  
Table 1 represents the optimization results. It should be noticed that supply temperature optimization performed 

using the approach proposed affects consumers without automated IHS greater than consumers with automated IHS 
which have its own control curves. So, indoor temperature simulation results are under consideration in table 1 only 
for consumers without automated IHS. 

Table 1. The optimization results. 

Optimization scenario  
using simulations 

Outdoor 
temperature, 

 

Without optimization 
according to heat plant 

control curve 

Heat energy economy 
optimization ( =1) 

Heat energy economy and 
indoor temperature 

optimization ( =0.5) 

Heating plant supply temperature T1S,  
-30 95.0 94.9 96.1 
-20 85.0 80.0 81.0 
-10 75.0 65.1 65.9 

Indoor 
temperature for 

buildings without 
IHS,  

Academic building 3-D 
( IND range is  

20-24 ) 

-30 20.2 20.2 20,7 
-20 22.3 20.1 20,6 
-10 24.3 20.0 20,4 

Hangars 
( IND range is  

18-22 ) 

-30 19.5 19.5 20,0 
-20 21.7 19.6 20,0 
-10 23.8 19.6 20,0 

Valeology building 
( IND range is  

20-24 ) 

-30 20.1 20.0 20,5 
-20 22.1 20.0 20,4 
-10 24.1 20.0 20,4 

Total heat energy production Q, Gcal/h 
-30 4.169 4.167 4.189 
-20 3.454 3.367 3.384 
-10 2.742 2.554 2.575 

Heat economy in the case of optimization, % 
-30 - 0.06 -0.48 
-20 - 2.54 2.02 
-10 - 6.85 6.10 

 
The results show that more comfortable indoor temperature as a whole is reached using optimization which takes 

into account both indoor comfortable temperatures and heat energy economy requirements. But due to lower indoor 
temperature heat energy consumption is lower in the case of optimization which purpose is heat energy economy 
and maintaining of minimum comfort requirements. 
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5. Summary 

The optimization method offered is of special interest for district heating systems where central temperature 
control strategy is applied and some facilities don’t have their own automated IHS. The method allows calculating 
the heating plant supply temperature, which being maintained will result in the most comfortable indoor temperature 
of consumers in the heating system as a whole.  

It is worth mentioning that the simulation model used to assess the heating system state variables can be designed 
and run in any simulation environment for physics and engineering involved in exchange of input data and results of 
heating plant and consumers simulation using a third party software. 
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Abstract 

This issue is urgent. Russian 6 to 110 kV electric networks are among the most widespread and extended and supply power to 
both industrial and municipal customers. It is a frequent case that networks of the voltage classes are based on the radial principle 
that simplifies the relay protection and automation (RPA), but at the same time the use of a simple technical solutions is 
problematic in terms of technical and informational performance as compared to solutions of higher voltage class networks. This 
is particularly evident in the backup protection design. 
Herein are proposed solutions. Expanding the knowledge base of relay protection and the use of adaptive principles in design 
thereof can solve the abovementioned problems. The paper discusses the issues of improving the sensitivity of relay protection 
with the relative selectivity that ensures recognition of fault for the electrical "remote" objects. This approach is discussed as an 
example of relaying electrical networks, which include overhead lines and transformers. Increase in the number of monitored 
parameters in addition to the information signs in some cases can prevent damage and eliminate the "dead" zone with the fault 
recognizability effect. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords:"Relay protection; short circuit; selectivity; high-speed activity; transient resistance; electrical arcs."  

1. Main text  

Assessment of the informational signs, that characterize the reporting regime, such as the electrical distribution 
network shown in Fig. 1, is needed to solve the problem of recognition of phase fault with transient resistance of the 
electric arc (EA). Remote backup protection (RBP) are connects to current transformers TA1 and voltage 
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transformers TV1 on the side of power supply substation and provides monitoring of the currents and voltages and 
their components (symmetric, orthogonal, emergency, etc.). Local backup protection (LBP) is installed on the branch 
or intermediate substation and provides monitoring of the currents, voltages from the higher and lower voltage sides, 
neutral current, as well as, for example, the luminous flux inside the compartments complete switchgear low voltage 
side. This allows to expand the information base of local backup protection compared with RBP. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Explanatory scheme of remote and local backup protection in the electrical network with branch substation. 

It is necessary to specify ranges of parameters of informational signs of this type of fault on the base of the 
proposed classification for the minimization of the impact of the transient resistance on the functioning of the RBP 
and LBP: the increase in the active component and the stability of the reactive component of resistance of the short 
circuit chain, non-stationary EA processes, the presence of higher harmonics and symmetrical components in the 
current and voltage, the evolving nature of the fault, the presence of the luminous flux from the column of EA.  

Transient resistance of electric arc is an active character and its presence leads to a reduction of current modules 
and current arguments [1-12]. This causes an increase in the total resistance of the short circuit. Modules of the 
current of the short circuit are reduced to 80% of the current level of the metal short circuit (SC), the value of the 
argument is reduced to a value MSC 60556,0 , and transient resistance reaches values Z6,0  , when the 
voltage on the electric arc changing nomat U)3,00(UU .  

Transient resistance of EA that representing the non-linear resistance for phase short circuit, causes the 
appearance of the higher harmonic components (HHC) in voltages and currents. Currently, the use of HHC is not 
widely used to recognize the arc fault, and it led to these studies. 

Many factors affects the EA process [1,3-9]: airflow, electrodynamic effects, changes in the electrical 
conductivity of the medium, temperature changes, etc. There are as an extension of the arc column and its shortening 
by grafting individual sections with subsequent inflating by the air streams when electric arc is burning. 

Non-stationary processes arc appears in one period of industrial frequency and from period to period. The voltage 
drop on the arc columns of the various phases are not the same, that causes the appearance of asymmetry. It marked 
hysteretic current-voltage characteristics of an electric arc "phase voltage - phase current". Changes in arc length 
results in a change of the voltage drop on it aaa lEU . It is reason of change of the short circuit resistance, modules 
and arguments of the current, as discussed in [13-16], i.e. signal parameters controlled by the RBP and LBP are 
changing because the process of high-voltage electrical arc is non-stationary, it is a sign of an arc fault. 

Process EA may be associated with the movement of the arc column under the influence of air flow, 
electrodynamic forces on electrical parts and with changing of the type of fault. Single-phase ground fault can 
develop into a double-circuit to ground, and the next stage due to the small distances between under-voltage parts on 
the side of low voltage of 6-10 kV protected transformer develop in a phase to phase fault. 

Two-phase short circuit is accompanied by the appearance of symmetrical components of negative sequence, that 
allows to effectively provide for the recognition of short-circuit for the protected transformer, especially when it 
designed coils' star - delta "[13]. If it SC switches to a three-phase short-circuit, asymmetry not disappears due to 
inequality of the lengths of arcs and possible their combustion between the outer and middle phases [13-16]. At the 
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same time negative sequence current reducing and can be about (10 ÷ 15)% of the current of the three-phase short-
circuit for the transformer [13-16]. 

Authors of the article noted, when they had field tests on substations 110/10/6 kV, that zero sequence voltage 
500U3 0  appeared when it was phase fault with an electrical arc in electrical cabinet design of 6-10 kV. 

Solutions. 

Authors offers some ways for recognition of the arc SC [11–20]: 
 

cooperative monitoring of the current modules and the current arguments, their fault components, resistance 
(fault component); 
monitoring of the presence of negative sequence current and it values; 
monitoring of the higher harmonic components of the voltage; 
monitoring of the change of the type of the fault (single-phase ground fault, two-phase short-circuit, three-
phase short circuit), and non-stationary process of arc column ; 
monitoring of the luminous flux in conjunction with the current, especially in the electrical switchgear. 

 
It should be noted that the proportion of higher harmonics in the current is not more than 5% of the first harmonic 

component of the current of the short-circuit. Calculation of the fault components of the current and voltage at the 
installation site protection, including the harmonic components of the signal, is possible, if transient resistance of the 
arc in the fault on the low voltage side of the transformer of the branch substation presents in the form of a non-
linear resistance [3-7]. 

Authors developed a mathematical model of the electrical network by the software package Mathcad (Fig. 2) to 
determine the harmonic components in the presence of non-linear transient resistance, that depends on the 
instantaneous values of voltage and current. 

 

TT LjRZ)()( TWTW LLjRRZ

 

Fig. 2. The equivalent circuit scheme of 110 kV network "power supply - overhead line - transformer with resistance of electric arc". 

The current-voltage characteristics (CVC) of the electric arc described by the ascending and descending branches 
in form of straight lines in the field of the non-self discharge [3-7,14-16]. 

     ssaa,a IUiu   qqada, IUiu ,     (1) 

It can be assumed in the area of self discharge that the change in voltage on the electric arc is exponential and is 
described by the following expressions: 

 
)II(Ii3

minsminaa,
smaxsaeUUUu   at 0ia ,         (2) 
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The simulation results were used to determine the optimal set of information signs of harmonic components and 

the sensitivity analysis of the measurement signals of different harmonics as the distance of the observer from the 
fault location to the power source. Values of the relative magnitude of  voltage different harmonics (base quantities 
take the voltage fundamental harmonic of 50 Hz) are shown in Fig. 3. Relay protection device (conditional observer 
- the figure represented by the symbol ) could be in different locations of the equivalent circuit. Removes the 
observer from the point of fault have been assessed on the basis of the ratio eqsc ZZ1k , where 

)LL(j)RR(Z TWTWsc  – resistance of the branches that current flows from the observer to the place of 
fault. 

Greatest amplitude signals have the first, third, fifth, sixth and seventh harmonics. Comparison algorithm of the 
sum of the quantities of harmonic voltage components in fault location with the value of the voltage fundamental can 
be implement for identifying transient resistance. Comparison of the sum of the quantities of harmonic voltage 
components in fault location with the magnitude of the voltage fundamental harmonic conducted for the frequency 
range from 100 Hz to 750 Hz at a distant observer from the source to the point of fault 995.01.0k . 

Development of changes in the sum of voltage values of harmonic components in the short circuit site for the 
frequency range from 100 Hz to 750 Hz at a distant observer from the source to the point of fault 995.01.0k  is 
showed that the quadratic sum of a small deviation from the actual voltage value of the first harmonic 

08.10.1U *quad , and the algebraic sum has advantages for detection transient resistance in the short circuit - 
71.10.1U *alg . Using the algebraic sum of the harmonic components of the voltage in the monitoring location 

has the advantage compared with the parameter of the quadratic sum, because it varies considerably larger, for 
example, for values k> 0,9, that corresponds to an approaching of the observer to the fault site exceeds the maximum 
of the quadratic sum of the voltage harmonics of 1.7. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. The harmonic structure of a voltage at the protection installation site at a relative electrical distance from the protection installation to the 

fault. 
 
Additional information sign of the three-phase asymmetric short circuit is change of the ratio of the frequency 

structure of the voltage at the point of observation (installation site protection) when type of short-circuit is 
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changing, for example, if one of the three arcs is shunting and burning of two arcs between the middle and edge 
phase wires after that. For example, there are changing the ratio between the third, fifth and seventh harmonics. 

Ratio of the information sign of voltage harmonics are changing 6,227,1U/U 75 , 31,261,0U/U 36 , 
77,047,1U/U 67 , 66,415,1U/U 35  when arc resistance R/R  are changing  from 0,5 to 2 and 

CR is permanent resistance. 
 
Conclusion 
 
It defines the basic information signs of arc short-circuit: increase of the currents active component and their 

components; the presence of the higher harmonic components in the voltage; non-stationarity of the short circuit 
processes; the appearance of asymmetry at the three-phase faults with negative sequence current, that magnitude 
reaching 15% of the current of the metal short-circuit; appearance of the voltage zero sequence on the low voltage 
side of the protected transformer up to 500 V; the evolving nature of the fault "a single-phase circuit - a two-phase 
short circuit - three-phase short circuit", "two-phase short circuit - three-phase short circuit"; appearance of the light 
flux from the arc column, that represents the emitter. 

There are founded most informative higher harmonic components of voltage for three-phase symmetrical and 
asymmetrical short circuit arc. The modules of the second, third, fifth, sixth and seventh harmonics are within the 
range (7,5 18)% of the first harmonic component of the fault site. 

This work was performed under the Agreement  14.579.21.0083 with the Russian Ministry of Education.  
 

Nomenclature 

tU  voltage on the transient resistance 
aU  voltage on the arc 
nomU  nominal network voltage 

MSC  current argument of the metal SC 
Z  transformer resistance 

aE  electric field strength of the arc column 
al  length of the arc column 

aa,u  voltage on the ascending branch 
da,u   voltage on the descending branch 

sU  ignition voltage 
qU   voltage with quenching the arc 

sI  ignition current 
qI  current with quenching the arc 

minU  minimum value for the arc column 
eqZ  equivalent resistance of the short circuit 

WR   resistance of the overhead line 
WL  inductance of the overhead line 
TR  resistance of the transformer 
TL  inductance of the transformer 
SR  resistance of the system 
SL  inductance of the system 
AE  voltage of the power sources phase A 
BE  voltage of the power sources phase B 
CE  voltage of the power sources phase C 
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Abstract 

Creation of brand-new highly intelligent systematic and distribution electric grids in the Unified Energy System of Russia 
(intelligent grid - Smart Grid) is considered a priority of scientific and technical progress in the electricity industry according to 
the Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2030.  The concept of «Smart Grid» includes above all providing automated 
energy accounting; creation of intellectual protection and control; including alternative sources in the network of distributed 
power generation. 
One of the most important elements of modern electrical network is relay protection that provides localization of the damaged 
equipment for all possible fault regimes and minimize the amount of damage while maintaining the stability of the rest of the 
grid. The power system as a source and consumers with varying power consumption renders recognizing the fault regimes 
problematic due to various interfering factors, i.e. startups and self-startups of powerful electric motors, transformers switching to 
idle mode, large power flows on the transit lines, and the transient resistance of the electric arc at the fault location. 
Creation of state-of-the-art high-intelligence devices for relay protection at the stage of their development requires to verify 
functioning algorithms and to assess their ability to recognize the fault regime against the background of acceptable regimes. 
There has been developed a method for assessing information signs describing the regimes of electric networks with linear and 
polynomial decision functions. The article also proposes criteria for assessing information signs from the perspective of 
separating regime recognition areas. The authors discuss ways to build recognition systems in relation to relay protection of 
electric networks. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: electrical networks; relay protection; information sign; normal and fault regime; short circuit; recognition. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The subject of this work is to develop a methodology for assessing the information signs describing the regimes 

of electrical networks, and testing its effectiveness for detecting fault and acceptable regimes by relay protection 
(RP). It can be used signals from the sensors of electric and non-electric quantities for modern relay protection. 
Signals of electrical quantities are current and voltage, that are proportional, respectively, to currents and voltage 
high-voltage electrical network.  Signals non-electrical quantities are signals from optical sensors, temperature 
sensors, pressure sensors, position sensors switching devices and others. 

Part information signs is characteristic of only one type of mode: normal, abnormal, fault, and the other part is 
typical of all types and have different or partially common value ranges of monitored parameters. Recognition of 
fault regimes against the background of confounding factors in acceptable conditions is one of the basic properties of 
relay protection – sensitivity.  Use of traditional algorithms is not always possible to recognize an fault, so it needs to 
develop new multiparameter algorithms for operation of relay protection systems [1,2]. It needs to develop new 
algorithms that implement the principle of protection of multiparameter [3]. Authors suggest (developed) assessment 
methodology information signs describing the modes of electrical networks for the recognizability of alternative 
regimes and enhancing the effectiveness of the RP.  

2. Main Part 

The main stages of assessment information signs describing the regimes of electrical networks and their 
recognizability based on the proposed method in this paper, are presented in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Methods of assessing the information signs describing the regimes of electrical networks and their recognizability. 

Stages, that are previous to assessment of recognizability of regimes: formulation of the problem and 
development of the system requirements of relay protection, the description of the protected object and its basic 
regimes of operation. Next, it needs to perform a preliminary assessment and analysis of information signs of 
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regimes, formation criterion of recognizability and final assessment of the sensitivity of the RP. At the final stage it 
formulates conclusions and recommendations on the establishment of a system of relay protection and the efficiency 
of its use at the object.  

3. Selection criteria for assessment of the recognizability of regimes of electrical network 

The use of the criterion of recognizability of fault and alternative regimes is provided to quantify the information 
signs describing the regimes of electric network. Application of the criterion allows us to formulate a conclusion 
about the effectiveness of a particular characteristic or group information signs. The conclusion is made after the 
investigation of areas of information signs on the basis of the results of calculation and simulation regimes for 
considered network [4-11]. 

The areas of the regime are displayed graphically on a plane or in any other way, and then it determines the 
smallest distance between the nearest points belonging to the area of fault and alternative regimes. 

Monitored signals for backup protection in the multidimensional space of information signs can be formed, for 
example, [3, 12-18]: 

 

            
( , , , , , , , ) ( , ) ( , )

( , , , )

F U I U I U I U I A U I B U I
j i i is is i i is is j i i j is is

C U I U I
j i i is is

,    (1) 

 

where )I,U,I,U(C),I,U(B),I,U(A isisiijisisjiij  – signals, depending on the arguments module voltages and 
currents applied to the protection, their orthogonal components isis I,U , and fault components isisii I,U,I,U , 

isisiiisisii I,U,I,U,I,U,I,Ud  – the distance between the recognizable regimes. This condition 
max)I,U,I,U,I,U,I,U(F isisiiisisiiaj  must hold in the field of fault regime and it condition 
min)I,U,I,U,I,U,I,U(F isisiiisisiij  must hold in the field of load regime 13,14 , and 

 

, , , , , , , , , , , , , ,a

, , , , , , , ,

F U I U I U I U I F U I U I U I U I
j i i is is i i is is j i i is is i i is is

G U I U I U I U I
j i i is is i i is is

   (2) 

1 2, , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
S 1

N
G U I U I U I U I N d U I U I U I U I

j i i is is i i is is i i is is i i is is
  (3) 

Fig. 2. The choice of the settings of relay protection and assessment of recognition of fault regimes using (a)  linear decision functions; (b) 
polynomial decision functions. 
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Choice of criterion of the recognizability is illustrated at Fig. 2, which shows the acceptable and fault regimes.  
The criterion of recognizability of fault regimes and acceptable regimes with using linear decision functions is the 

fulfillment of the conditions to achieve the required minimum distance between the regimes 
max lsasmax lmin  fmin F)1kk(FFGI , where )5,12,1(F/Fk setmin ls  – the coefficient of sensitivity, sak  – a 

safety factor, that taking into account the set of possible errors in the determination of areas of the sign and in the 
measurement of parameters of information sign by the relay protection.  

It is intended to cover areas of the recognized regimes by some closed surface and assess the possibility of their 
separation on the criterion of minimum distance between the boundary regions (Feb and Flb) for using polynomial 
decision functions. The boundary region must absorb the acceptable and fault regimes Fe1 and Fl1, that is 
transformation of the initial areas Fe and Fl,  taking into account possible errors in the simulation and measurement. 
The maximum margin of error (unbalance) can be Fimb= Fe+Fl and minimum distance between the boundary 
regions modes must be at least Gmin ksa Fimb. 

It shown for example the starting regime and short-circuit for the transformer 6,3-16 MVA, that connected to 
radial overhead line with branches [19-21]. It monitors reactive components of the currents and their increments 
(fault components) (Fig. 3). 

The minimum distance GI  and IG  between areas of start-up regime (1, 2) and short-circuit (3, 4) is determined 
in the basis of the current of the metal short-circuit 0Ik  for the minimum power transformer on the branch 
substation: 

 

2( 1 sin( 1 ) 1 sin( 1 ))1
20 ( 1 cos( 1 ) 1 cos( 1 ))

IL Tk IL Tk IL Tkp IL Tkp
GI

Ik IL Tk IL Tk IL Tkp IL Tkp
,     (4) 

2( 1 sin( 1 ) 1 sin( 1 ))1
20 ( 1 cos( 1 ) 1 cos( 1 ))

I FTk I FTk I FTp I FTp
G I

Ik I FTk I FTk I FTp I FTp
.    (5) 

 

Fig. 3. Areas of the fault regime and the start-up regime for the electric transformer on the branch substations on the  plane "reactive 
component *Ir – active component of current *I » for the measuring elements, that controlling components and full increment (fault 

component): 1- Tkp1L1I , 2- ,FTp1I  3- Tk1L1I , 4- FTk1I . 

It should be noted that in the above example, the distance between the start-up regime area and  short-circuit 
regime area are almost twice the similar distance between the areas in the monitoring of the full component of the 
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currents (the base adopted for the nominal current of the protected transformer), if it is using the fault reactive 
current components. 

A second example of the proposed method can be a problem of recognition of the fault regimes of two-phase 
short-circuit and a three-phase short-circuit with the transient resistance of electric arc with unequal lengths of [19-
21].  

 

Fig. 4. The areas of  two-phase and three-phase fault for transformer of the branch substation on the plane "negative sequence current – positive 
current sequence" for measuring elements that measures the (a) complete components; (b) increment (fault components).  

The presence of asymmetry in the three-phase short-circuit for the transformers of different capacities (6.3, 10.0 
and 16 MVA) does not permit a linear decision function between the areas of the two-phase and three-phase short-
circuit (Fig. 4a) on the plane of the positive I1* and negative sequences I2* current in the base of current 0Ik . The 
minimum distance between these regimes does not exceed 5% of the current 0Ik . Using the fault components (Fig. 
4b) DI1* and DI2* leads to a positive result and the possibility of the division of areas of recognized regimes. The 
minimum distance between the regime areas is not less than 38% of the current 0Ik . 

This work was performed under the Agreement  14.579.21.0083 with the Russian Ministry of Education. 

Conclusion 

There is method for assessing the information signs, that are describing the regimes of electrical networks using 
linear and polynomial decision functions. 

There is proposed  criterion for assessment of information signs from the perspective of the separation of areas 
recognized regimes. 

It are shown methods of designing of systems of pattern recognition applied to the relay protection of electric 
networks. 

There is shown the effectiveness of the proposed methodology to determine the possibility of recognition of the 
regimes of motors start-up (self) and two-phase and three-phase short-circuit for the transformer on the branch 
substations.  

A more effective division of acceptable and fault regimes is achieved by using increments of monitored signals, 
symmetrical components of the currents, it orthogonal components.  
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Nomenclature 

jG  measure of proximity between recognizable regimes 
N number of regimes 

max lF  maximum value of the information sign in a acceptable regime 
min  fF  minimum value of the information sign in the fault regime 

setF  value of the parameter of information sign for recognition of the regime 
Tkp1L1I  motor starting current for the transformer 
Tk1L1I  current of the short-circuit for the transformer 

FTp1I  increment of motor starting current for the transformer 
FTk1I  increment of current of the short-circuit for the transformer 

Tk1IL  argument of the current of the short-circuit for the transformer 
Tkp1IL  argument of the motor starting current for the transformer 
FTk1I  argument of the increment of current of the short-circuit for the transformer 
FTp1I  argument of the increment of motor starting current for the transformer 
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Abstract 

An article describes a comparative analysis of windmill control strategies based on computer modelling in Matlab/Simulink 
software. For the research purposes, the mathematical windmill model we developed consisted of a wind turbine, an electric 
generator, an electric power converter, and an accumulator battery. The main feature of the proposed model is the universal 
charge controller module operating under the control of different algorithms written in a high-level programming language.  The
model imitates three different control strategies. The main comparative criterion of windmill efficiency is the power coefficient, 
i.e. the ratio of the generated electric power to the aerodynamic wind power. The testing setup was equipped with a windmill 
controller developed for operation under the control program that supports different control strategies. Results showed the best
control strategy is to maintain the optimal tip-speed ratio, and all the results can now be applied to other types of wind turbines. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction

At the present time, because of ecological problems and due to limitation of natural energy sources the renewable 
energy becomes widespread and more popular competing with gas and oil energy extracting technologies. 
Concerning the renewable energy sources, the most developing technology is the wind energy. Modern wind turbine 
stations and windmill farms compiles the complex system for electricity generation [21]. And research and 
investigation of such systems is not possible without modern mathematical theory operating on powerful computers 
and calculation clusters [5]. Usually this problem can be solved by numeric methods in mathematics [19] with the 
help of proper software operating on high-speed computers [11].  
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In wind energy industry during the developing of constructions, aerodynamic and mechanical properties there is a 
demand on improvement of operation control in a wide range of wind speed [1]. Many well-known researchers 
published their results about windmill speed control [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 15, 16] in order to improve the efficiency of 
electric energy generation. Thus, the task of improvement of wind turbine efficiency by using the optimal control 
strategy is important part of scientific problem of renewable energy cost reduction [20]. 

Main reason to use the different wind turbines control strategies is the fact that the wind speed varies in time and 
the rotation speed of wind turbine should follow the wind speed in order to extract the maximum power [4]. Now 
there are several basic control strategies of windmill what are wide-speared: 

– working at the constant rotation speed of wind turbine in a wide range of wind speed [17]; 
– working at step-fixed rotation speed of wind turbine in order to expand the wind speed range where the windmill 

operates with maximum efficiency [18]; 
– working at variable rotation speed of wind turbine in order to cover the whole wind speed range with maximum 

efficiency [1]. 

Main criteria for comparing of the strategies described above is a coefficient of power – ratio between generated 
electric power and aerodynamic power of wind [10]. Therefore, the task of research is to compare the coefficient of 
power obtained for different control strategies in wide range of wind speed.  

2. Materials and Methods

The research was focused on measurement of wind turbine efficiency at different wind speed. Assumed that the 
mathematical model of wind turbine has power coefficient defined in advance as known [13]. The model contains 
the following equations. The main differential equation, describing the rotation of wind turbine [18]: 

d
J M M

a edt
,         (1) 

where J  – inertia of wind turbine;  – angular speed; aM  – aerodynamic torque; eM  – load torque.  

Aerodynamic torque is: 

3

( )
2a P

S V
M C Z ,         (2) 

where ( )PC Z  – power coefficient (depends on tip speed ratio Z);  – air density; V  – wind speed; S  – swept area. 

Power coefficient ( )C Z
P

 is approximated by: 
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1
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Z
,        (3) 

where 1c  … 4c   – constants, tip speed ratio Z is: 

r
Z

V
           (4) 

where  – radius of turbine. 

The mechanical power of wind turbine is:  
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3

( )
2a PP
S V

C Z ,         (5) 

where  – mechanical power of the alternator shaft. 

Characteristic of ( )PC Z is shown on figure 1(a). Based on ( )PC Z  dependence we found the dependence of 

aerodynamic power on wind speed and rotational speed. Diagram demonstrating aerodynamic power versus wind 
speed and rotational speed is shown on figure 2 (b). Based on this diagram we can declare that for each given wind 
speed value there is a rotational speed where mechanical power of wind turbine is maximal [7]. 

a)        b) 

Fig. 1 Power coefficient versus tip speed ratio (a) and distribution of aerodynamic power according to wind speed and rotational speed (b). 

Mathematical model of electric generator consists of the following equations. Voltage for one phase: 

di
u e r i L

dt
.         (6) 

EMF in the phase is proportional to rotational speed: 

sin(2 ),

2
sin(2 ),

3
2

sin(2 ).
3

A
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C

e k p t

e k p t

e k p t

        (7) 

where k  is a constant.  

Output voltage after “star” connection is: 

; ;AB A B BC B C CA C Au u u u u u u u u       (8) 

Three phase rectifier bridge forms output voltage by: 
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(| |, | |,| |)out AB BC CAu max u u u ,         (9) 

and electromagnetic torque of alternator is [9]:  

out l
e

u i
M           (10) 

where li  is the current of load.  

Rectifier output is connected to power converter, which adjusts the current in alternator changing load impedance 
according to the modelling strategy [12]. For simulation the mathematical model of wind turbine was realized in 
Matlab/Simulink software. Diagram of wind turbine model and simulation setup is presented on figure 2. 

a)        b)  

Fig. 2. Diagram of wind turbine model (a) and simulation setup (b) in Matlab/Simulink software. 

Simulation setup consist of four modules of wind turbines named “Windmill:... ” where each module operates 
according to its own control strategy defined by algorithm described on high-level programming language in block 
“s-function” of Simulink. Module “Windmill:Theor_max” defines the maximum possible power at the given wind 
speed for the given wind turbine. Module “Windmill:Const V_gen” defines the operation of windmill with constant 
turbine speed where alternator shaft directly attached to the wind turbine. Module “Windmill:Geared V_gen” 
defines the operation of windmill with variable turbine speed and constant alternator speed provided by mechanical 
transmission with variable transfer ratio. Module “Windmill:Const TSR” defines the operation of windmill with 
variable turbine speed and constant tip speed ratio provided by alternator operating at variable speed. All the wind 
turbine models were affected by several wind speed influences [14]: 

1. Linear increasing wind speed. 
2. Periodic sine wave wind speed. 
3. Sampled real wind speed recorded using anemometer in the field. 

Each wind turbine module consist of three basic parts:  

– «Windmill» – subsystem, providing conversion of driving torque from wind speed, its diagram presented on 
figure 3. 

– «Alternator» – subsystem that converts the mechanical power to electric output, see figure 4(a). 
– «Charge Controller» – subsystem for determining the wind turbine control strategy, figure 4(b). 
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Fig. 3. Diagrams of «Windmill» subsystem for conversion of driving torque from wind speed.

a)       b) 

Fig. 4. Diagrams of subsystem for conversion of mechanical power to electric output (a) and subsystem for determining the wind turbine 
control strategy (b). 

Wind turbine control strategy using mechanical transmission with variable ratio needs additional subsystem for 
imitation of gearbox [13]. This subsystem converts the rotation speed and transferred torque according to given 
transfer ratio and should be located between wind turbine and alternator subsystems. Diagram of gearbox subsystem 
is shown on figure 5. 

Figure 5 – Diagram of gearbox subsystem. 

For measurement of the wind turbine efficiency at the variable wind speed the module “Measurement” was 

developed. Module provides the integrating of weighted values of PC  in time [8]. Contribution of PC  should be 

proportional to output power, and average value is as follows:  

( )i i
Pintegr

i

Pe Cp
C

Pa
         (11) 

where iPe – current output power; iPa – current coefficient of power; n – number of samples.  
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3. Results 

Simulation with linear increasing wind speed demonstrates the efficiency of each strategy in whole range of wind 
speed where wind speed is changing slowly (fig. 6).  

Fig. 6. Results of simulation with linear increasing wind speed. 

Top diagram of figure 6 shows the wind speed in simulation time. Next one shows the generated electric power: 
blue line indicates the maximum possible power limited by defined coefficient of power in the turbine model. Red 
line shows the output power for constant speed wind turbine; green line demonstrates operation with gearbox. 
Purple line indicates the output power for variable speed wind turbine with variable speed alternator. Bottom 
diagram shows real coefficient of power calculated according to generated electric power at given wind speed. All 
line colors are similar to the lines described above. The testing shows that using gearbox can improve the efficiency 
of wind turbine that operates at wide range of wind speed comparing to operating with constant turbine speed. 
Moreover, the most effective strategy is the operation at variable speed of wind turbine with variable speed 
alternator. 

Next test is the simulation of wind turbine models under sine wave wind speed influence, fig. 7. This testing 
demonstrate stability of operation for all control strategies. In addition, similar to previous testing the best operation 
strategy is for variable speed of wind turbine and electric generator. 

Fig. 7. Model response on periodic sine wave wind speed. 
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And final testing with sampled real wind speed shows the advantage of control strategy where wind turbine 
operates at variable speed and constant tip speed ratio, see figure 8.  

Fig. 8. Results of simulation with sampled real wind speed. 

On the bottom diagram of figure 8 we can see that sometime the coefficient of power for constant TSR strategy is 
more than theoretical maximum. This fluctuation around mean value is normal because average value does not 
exceed the maximum limit. Fluctuation of coefficient of power occurs when the wind speed changes and control 
system tries to adjust the tip speed ratio. At that time the wind turbine starts to collect the wind energy in kinetic 
energy of rotation and later gives it back to alternator, so the is a time shift between wind energy extraction and 
generated energy utilization. 

Conclusions

According to fulfilled research the results demonstrate the importance of choosing the proper strategy for given 
wind conditions. When the windmill location has a regular wind speed then the wind turbine can be designing for 
operations at constant wind turbine speed. This approach can reduce the cost of generated power because the 
constant speed windmills cheaper. However, if there is a task to extract maximum energy from the wind in a wide 
range of wind speed, the best solution is to use the windmill operating with variable wind turbine speed at constant 
tip speed ratio.  

Research was supported in part by R.F. Ministry of Education under Grant 14.577.21.0154 dated of 28.11.2014 
(unique identifier is RFMEFI57714X0154).  
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Abstract 

This article dwells upon the principles of constructing the control system for a group of electric drives with parallel regulation 
channels (for example, water supply pump stations, air ventilation and fire extinction systems, etc.) on the basis of multizone 
integrating regulator with frequency-pulse-width modulation. It contains functional charts of discrete control systems and 
combined smoothly discrete regulation. It also considers a system able to self-diagnose catastrophic malfunctions of the circuit 
components and an automatic switch of reserve control channels. Herein is presented the case of a discrete control system for 
enterprise-level pumps used to supply recycling water. This system contains four electric drives with water pumps and is able to 
switch on the reserve control channels automatically. The article may be of interest to specialists in the field of power electronics 
and information electronics, electric drives and process automation. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction   

The majority of electric drives of water supply pump stations for residential buildings and manufacturing plants, 
air ventilation and fire extinction systems are control systems with parallel regulation channels (hereafter SPRC) 
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[1, 2], where some electric drives are operating ones, and others are reserve. The SPRC control using digital 
information regulators and power converters makes the entire set of electrical equipment unjustifiably complex, 
which leads to reducing its operational reliability. SPRC is often classified as a low accuracy system. It should be 
taken into account for its technical re-equipment. For this reason a compromise between the simplicity of technical 
feasibility of control system and its performance data should be struck. In this article we use the method of SPRC 
developing based on of multi-zone integrating regulators (hereafter MR) [3 – 8] combining high-accuracy control, 
interference immunity, the possibility of automatic reservation of control channels and technical simplicity. SPRC 
structures based on multi-zone integrating regulators are presented below. 

2. Theoretical part 

2.1. Discrete Control Systems 

The structure of the simplest variant of the system controlled by the even number group of parallel-working MR 
electric drives (Fig. 1a) includes multi-zone integrating regulators, thyristor voltage regulators TVR1 – TVRi for the 
“smooth” start of asynchronous electric motors, actuating motors 1 – i, water pumps P1 – Pi and feedback 
sensor FS (e.g. pressure sensor) in the output main M . FS can also be a discrete action sensor, which is typical of 
M  as a detention tank. 

MR includes adder units 1, 2, integrator I, and uneven number ....7,5,3n  of relay elements RE0 – REn with 
switching threshold symmetry relative to zero level 1b  2b  ... nb , where « b » index corresponds to RE 
sequence number. RE output signals are changed discretely within  n/ . The number of MR modulation zones is 
equal to 2/)1(nk  (Fig. 1 b). Self-oscillation mode in MR always takes place in the relay element path that has 
the least value of switching thresholds. The MR transition from one modulation zone to another is specified by the 
value of control signal in its data entry (Fig. 1 b). In this case frequency pulse-width modulation (FPWM) is realized 
when discretization intervals 21, ii tt  and iT0  depend on the value of control signal IN  (Fig. 1 c). Signal average 
value at the adder unit output 2 iYY 001...  over the period iT0  is linear with respect to IN . The converter modes 
were considered in detail in work [3].  

The system considered is classified as electric drives with discrete regulation. Their   number corresponds to the 
value 1n . The control channels are switched on with thyristor voltage regulators (TVR), their control inputs being 
connected to corresponding outputs of relay elements RE2 – REn of MR.    

 The operating principle of the system is the following. Initially the MR moves into higher order modulation zone 
with input signal IN  when TVR1 – TVRi are turned on with the help of signal n/  from the outputs of RE2 – 
REn of MR. After the launch of  2 – i  with increasing pressure in main  the level of signal at the feedback 
sensor output is increased while the value of error signal at MR integrator input is decreased. As a result, MR moves 
into the lower order modulation zone when the RE2 output signal equals to n/  and TVR1 is turned off. As the 
pressure  decreases and the unbalance signal increases at the input of the integrator I, multizone regulator is 
reverted to high order modulation zone and the process is repeated. The value of the maximum regulation error is 
proportional to INi5,0  where INi  is  the amplitude of the input signal for the i-th MR modulation zone. Thus, this 
type of control system is applicable in electric drives of low accuracy class where easy technical realization and 
maintenance of the equipment are preferable.  

The regulation error can be reduced significantly by introducing the FPWM channel with its input connected to 
the output of RE1 (Fig. 1a). In this case the system will have an odd number of control channels according to the 
number of relay elements in the MR. However, this solution would require the infra-low-frequency self-oscillation 
mode in MR, which would prevent frequent on-off modes of the motor and the actuating mechanism. In terms of 
analogue electronics this task is rather complicated. So the implementation of MR based on microprocessor 
technology and programmable controllers will inevitably lead to the loss of one of such advantage of this system 
type as easy technical realization and maintainability.  
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Fig. 1. Function chart ( ) of discrete control system with even number of electric drives with parallel regulation channels on the basis of MR; 
time-diagrams of MR signals (b) and its characteristics (c). 

The system in Fig. 2 is designed for discrete controlling the group of electric drives odd number and implemented 
on the basis of MR with even number of relay elements.  Its specifics is the additional short-term switching of relay 
elements RE2 - REn in its moving from one modulation zone to another [4], which is inadmissible for electric drive 
control system as it leads to false tripping of  power electronics and actuating mechanisms. 

In the structure (Fig. 2) this disadvantage of MR with an even number of relay elements is eliminated by the 
introduction of a memory register RG, a device of codes comparing DCC and a delay element DL [5].  

In a steady mode the status of codes at the input and the output of RG are identical, so the output signals of DCC 
and DL correspond to a logic "0". During the moving of MR to another modulation zone and with the help of 
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unbalance signal when additional reorientation of relay elements is possible the output and input RG codes become 
different. DCC moves to the logic "1" condition.  

Fig. 2. Schematic structure of discrete control system with odd number of electric drives with parallel regulation channels on the basis of multi-
zone integrating regulator. 

But rewriting of a new code condition of RE in RG is delivered with a delay formed with DL. Time of the delay 
corresponds to the maximum value of the transient time in the MR with an even number of RE.  In practice, this 
time value is  2 to 5 seconds, which, on the one hand, provides the work of the MR in a steady mode, and, on the 
other hand, this value is negligibly small for electric drives of water pumps or, for example, blower installations and 
fume exhausters.  

After the end of time delay "1" is formed at the DL output, and the code conditions of MR relay elements are 
rewritten into the RG. As a result, the electric drives of regulating channels move to the ON (or OFF) position only 
after the end of the transition process in the MR. 

2.2. Control system with combined smoothly discrete regulation 

In AC drives with parallel channels the combined method of regulation is often applied, where one channel is 
controlled by the frequency converter and others - with the help of the TVR [9, 10]. The schematic structure of such 
system based on the MR is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic structure of combined control system with odd number of electric drives with parallel regulation channels on the basis of multi-
zone integrating regulator 

Its difference from the system shown in Fig. 2 is that the RE1 is activated in the process of modulating control. 
The smoothing filter F, e.g. the aperiodic link of the first order, is connected at the RE1 output. Thus the average 
value of the RE1 output impulses for the sampling interval is determined. The value is proportional to the imbalance 
signal at the input of element I. Frequency converter FC performs the functions of the power converter. Its output 
voltage frequency and amplitude depend on the voltage at the data input. At the same time the channel of 
modulating control operates continuously, and discrete channels operate in the "on/off" mode depending on the 
number of the modulation zone and associated RE2 - REi output signals mark. It should also be mentioned that any 
control mode may be realized directly on the basis of MR: proportional, integral, proportional-integral, etc. [5]. 

2.3. Control system with automatic reservation of regulation channels 

The structure of automatically reserved system with increased reservation multiple of (Fig. 4) [8] differs from 
systems discussed in [9 – 12] by the presence of smoothing filter F and the fixing element FE in each regulating 
channel (Fig. 4). It also allows to use the RE1 for controlling in "on /off" mode with additional regulating channels, 
which eventually increases the SPRC reservation multiple. 

The introduction of logical variables from protection unit (PU) of TVC and actuating mechanisms (AM)  into the 
closed loop of MR with blocking the work of the relevant relay element and placing it in the condition equal n/  
(logical "0") will be similar to the system discussed in [13]. 

The start condition of the corresponding regulating channel of the system, for example, the channel controlled by 
the RE1 is the level of the imbalance signal at the input I when the average means of impulses )(1 tYP  exceed the 
operating level of FE equal " 2 " (Fig. 5b). At the same time the fixing element switches to the logical "1" and starts 
the required TVR. If the signal at the input of the FE is less than " 1",  it switches to "0", and the electric drive of 
the relevant regulating channel is stopped. Time constants of filters F should be selected so that the pulsation 
amplitude of signals )(tYFi  would not exceed the switching level of the fixing element.  

Let's consider the situation when the TVR1-AM1 and TVR2-AM2 channels are in operation, and TVR1 is 
controlled by RE1, which is under the self-oscillation mode (Fig. 5 a) and the average value of its output impulses 
exceeds " 2 " and TVR2 is controlled by static signal equal " n/ " from RE2 output (Fig. 5 c). 
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Let's assume that at a time moment 0t  the RE1 moved to the uncontrollable state nA / (Fig. 5a). From this time 
moment 01t  (Fig. 5b), AM1 moves to a braking mode. After that the self-oscillation mode arises in the RE channel. 
This mode has the lowest value of switching threshold that comes after RE1, i.e. in the RE2 (Fig. 5c). MR is a 
closed system, thus, relative duration 2  of the impulses )(2 tYR  (Fig. 5c) is equal to the relative duration 1  of the 
previously operating RE1 (Fig. 5. a). As a result, the signal )(2 tYF  at the output of the filter of the second channel 
will be equal in amplitude to )(1 tYF  and the regulating channel TVR2-AM2 will stay in the ON position. The 
substitution of emergency OFF channel TVR1-AM1 will be done with the help of one of the reserve channels due to 
integrator I which seeks to minimize the control error by turning on the relevant relay element and the relevant 
actuating mechanisms TVR-AM. 

Fig. 4. Function chart of discrete control system with odd number of electric drives self-diagnosis and automatic reservation of regulation 
channels. 

Taking into account the successive substitution of RE1 with other relay elements of MR, the frequency of self-
oscillation falls, the time constants of filters F should be chosen so  as to guarantee that even at the lowest frequency 
of self-oscillation the pulsation amplitude of  F output signals will not exceed FE zone of ambiguity. 
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Diagnostic system (DS) (Fig. 5) controlling the operating condition of MR when RE1 is in self-oscillation mode 
[14 - 16]. Diagnostic system and LED indicator informs the maintenance staff about MR malfunction, but the 
system continues to operate as the self-oscillation mode is transferred to the next RE. This fact prevents the service 
personnel about the need to take measures to replace the failed element of control system during the stopping of 
technological process. 

Fig. 5. Time diagrams of control system signals with increased multiple of reservation.  

The structure shown in Fig. 5 can also be used for systems with modulating regulation of output signal, for 
example, with the usage of a frequency converter. For this purpose FE is excluded form the structural scheme, and 
data input of the frequency converter is connected directly to the output of the corresponding filter. 

3. Application

Figure 6 shows the schematic structure of a multi-zone control system with asynchronous electro drives of 
recycling water supply pumps of industrial enterprise. 

The system contains four water pumps P1 – P4; water pumps P3 and P4 are reserve ones. 50 kW electric motors 
are controlled with the help of TVR1-TVR4 for smooth start. Each TVR is equipped with an individual availability 
block (AB) which forms deactivating signal of the corresponding relay element of MR with TVR-ON and the 
absence of any protection operation. An overheat protection signal of actuating mechanisms M and P is also used in 
the availability block (don’t show on the fig. 6). A feedback is produced with low water level sensors (LLS), high 
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water level sensors (HLS) and the high critical level sensors (HCLS) operating in the self-oscillation mode [17 – 
19]. The diagnostic system controls the MR, LLS, HLS and HCLS operability parametrically if there is a self-
oscillation mode in them [20, 21]. MR contains five relay elements (Fig. 1 a), and RE2 - RE5 are connected to the 
control inputs of the TVR. The output signal of RE1 enters the diagnostic system. If any of the controlled elements 
breaks down, the diagnostic system generates a push installation signal of MR relay elements into the state n/  
in which TVR switches off. The system is also deactivated if there is a fault in the diagnostic system or the water 
level is above the high critical level.  When the water level exceeds the lower level, the M1 is in operation. If the 
low water level sensor actuates, the M2 is also put into operation. Both mechanisms M1-P1 and M2-P2 function 
until the water level drops below the lower critical level, then M1 and M2 are switched off. If any emergency signal 
actuates, the corresponding relay element of MR is forcibly converted to the position where the channel electric 
drive is switched off [14, 22 – 25]. After that the faulty electric drive is replaced by an efficient one. The cost of 
reconstruction is slightly more than 500 thousand RUB (2013). 

Fig. 6. Functional scheme of a multi-zone control system with asynchronous drives of the industrial circulating water supply system reservoir.  

There have been two cases of switching to reserve mode because of the pumping equipment failure during the six 
years of system operation. As estimated the company averted the economic damage for the sum of 50 million RUB 
(1 million USD). 
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Abstract 

This articles describes a way to increase operational reliability of selective heading machines by preventing sudden failures and 
adjusting the repair cycle based on the results of runtime diagnostics of executive unit drive in terms of technical conditions.
Based on the statistical examination of heading machine reliability, the authors have worked out a range of parts and assembly 
units with limited failure-free lifetime and subject to operational control. There have been developed techniques for expeditious
diagnostics of executive unit drive technical condition based on values of engine current with measured data presented in 
frequency domain, diagnostics being performed without interrupting the technological process of underground development. 
There have been found identification frequencies in current range corresponding to defects and failures of separate parts of the
electro-mechanical drive of the executive unit. There has been developed a microprocessor diagnostic complex that analyses 
compliance of hardware-obtained amplitude-frequency characteristics with actual technical conditions of the examined heading 
machine unit. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).
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1. Introduction

Increase in efficiency of building capital developments at mining enterprises, objects of underground city 
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infrastructure, road tunnels can't be carried out without tunneling cars, possessing high operational reliability. 
Considerable decrease in level of reliability of the equipment after its long-term operation, long equipment 

downtimes due to imperfection of maintenance system cause unreasonably high maintenance costs [1]. 
One of the ways to increase operational reliability of tunneling cars by preventing sudden refusals and making 

their consequences less painful is the use of modern systems of monitoring and diagnostics of their technical 
condition [2-4]. 

The importance of diagnosis problem is determined not only by possibility of preventing failure, forecasting 
remaining lifetime and adjustment of repair cycle, but also by the possibility to manage without repair of faultless 
units, to reduce expenditures on their restoration. Application of expeditious diagnostics is the cornerstone of 
solution of the problem of optimizing the operation of tunneling cars.  

2. Reliability of KP21 heading machine 

For assessment of operational reliability of tunneling cars there are a number of widely approved techniques of 
collecting and processing statistical information, which can be applicable for driving combines [5, 6, 7]. Production 
monitoring of operability of selective action combines KP21 was held during the construction of horizontal and 
slightly sloping preparatory developments with section of 14.5 sq.m. in rock of maximum hardness at monoaxial 
compression of 100 MPas. 

On the basis of statistical researches of reliability of KP21 combines the nomenclature of details and units 
limiting the period of trouble-free operation, their actual reliability index [8,9] have been defined. Mean mining 
volumes between refusals (V, m3) for details and units failing during the between-repairs period are presented in 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Mean mining volume between failures for parts limiting heading machine reliability during time between repairs

It should be noted that the majority of characteristic failures of KP21 combines are related to malfunction of 
bearing units in drive electric motors and elements of transmission. Accordingly these elements have the smallest 
values of mean mining volume. 
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Obtained results are used to define which elements of the combine are subject to operating control for failure 
prevention, as well as for working out rational strategy of replacement of parts and adjustment of maintenance cycle.  

3. Methods of diagnosing technical condition of mining machines

Vibration monitoring [10-12] is considered to be a modern method of expeditious diagnostics of technical 
condition of mountain cars, both stationary, and mobile, which proved as the most informative method reflecting a 
wide range of processes occurring in the working mechanisms. Along with vibration diagnostics methods of 
diagnostics of electric drives of technological machines based on monitoring of consumed current have been 
developed [13-16]. The subsequent spectral analysis of the received signals makes it possible to define technical 
condition of elements of the engine and transmission with high degree of reliability. Development of essentially new 
system of monitoring mining machines performance and their technical condition allows firstly, to keep exact 
account of operating time of the equipment and, secondly, having information on workload of units and structures, 
to predict their resource and to build system of operation with optimum parameters. 

To monitor and evaluate technical condition of heading machines of selective action, in particular their boom 
executive units, without interrupting mining technological process the technique of expeditious diagnostics of the 
drive has been developed. It is different from popular techniques by the fact that measurement of change of current 
over the time is used as incoming information acquired directly from the power device of the car. 

The identification frequencies in a current range corresponding to defects and malfunctions of separate elements 
of the electromechanical drive of executive body have been determined. Correlation dependences of values of rated 
amplitudes of a signal at the corresponding frequencies from the level of technical condition of the studied object 
have been established [17]. 

Hardware complex for diagnosing tunneling cars and acquisition of data necessary for the assessment of their 
technical condition in development workings has been developed. As a basis for the diagnostic device high-
performance RISC microcontroller of AVR ATmega16-16AU family with the picoPower [18, 19] technology was 
chosen. It is established that for the research of the polynomial characteristic and frequencies located about cut point 
in retardation strip it is expedient to use Chebyshev's filter with frequency of cut of 1200 Hz.       

4. Experimental results

Practical test using electromechanical drive of the executive unit of the KP21 combine with the asynchronous 
short-circuited engine 2EDKOFV250LB4 has been carried out. In the course of the experiment the developed and 
manufactured device for receiving and processing information was connected to stator winding of one of the electric 
motor phases. Measurements were taken for three different technical conditions of the studied object (Fig. 2): only 
put into operation (I – new engine), fulfilled 50% of a resource before capital repairs (II – engine that has been in 
operation) and with full working off of a resource (III – engine that wants repairing). After collecting all necessary 
data further analysis and data processing were carried out by means of applied computing  MatLab 6.0 [20] package.  

Changes of a range of current of the electric motor from 0 to 100 Hz at development of defects in the electric 
drive on a diagram characterizing condition of the whole drive of executive body of the KP21 combine (Fig. 2) may 
serve as an example. Representation of a signal in frequency area is evident and convenient, and significant 
amplitudes in a range confirm possibility of applying the method of spectral analysis of stator current of the engine 
for diagnostics of the drive of executive body of the combine. 
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Fig. 2.  Stator current spectrum of electric drive at emergence of defect in drive of executive unit

Fig. 2 shows the range of stator current acquired with clearly defined defects of electric drive rotor and stator of 
the electric motor and basic bearings of elements of transmission of executive body of the combine:  

Peak 1 at 50 Hz defines the frequency of supply voltage; 
Peaks 2 and 3 at 48 and 52 Hz respectively at such level of amplitude define the existing rotor defect; 
Variances 4, 5, 6 and 8 at 60, 70, 80, 90 Hz respectively confirm destruction of separators of basic bearings; 
Splash 7 at frequency of 87 Hz corresponds to calculated frequency in 86.9 Hz defining defect of the stator.  

5. Conclusions 

Comparative analysis of estimated data and experimental spectral amplitudes for different parts of electric drive 
and transmission of heading machine executive unit confirms their validity.  Under 0.9 confidence level the 
divergence of calculated values and values received as a result of measurements doesn’t exceed 12%, which is 
admissible [21]. 

On the basis of the contrastive analysis of the actual technical condition of the diagnosed units and values of rated 
amplitudes of signal at the corresponding frequencies in the measured range of current it may be concluded that 
defect needs to be fixed if amplitude of signal exceeds 10% of maximum, and defect is significant and demands 
eliminating if value of amplitude exceeds 30%. 

The obtained results of research make it possible to perform scheduled preventive works according to actual state 
of executive unit of KP21 combines during their operation in the considered mining and geological conditions.  
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Abstract 

A computer model of a synchronized asynchronous motor has been designed and divided into blocks. The computer model 
consists of units calculating magnetizing currents, stator and rotor current, the main electromagnetic flux and EMF of windings, 
electromagnetic torque of the rotor, the angular velocity, and the angle of the motor shaft rotation. The paper presents the results 
of the synchronization process transients as well as the dependences of the motor torque on the synchronization phase. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Objectives 

Computer model of a three-phase asynchronous motor with wound rotor (here is ADFNEW) is used as a 
universal, complete tool to research and study the following electric drive systems: 

 
«asynchronous motor with wound rotor with the resistor in the rotor winding»; 
«synchronized asynchronous motor» (rotor phase is energized by DC voltage); 
«double fed motor» (rotor is energized by three-phase AC voltage); 
«wound-rotor slip recovery system» (rotor winding is connected to diode rectifier).  
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1.2. Allowances 

1. The windings of the stator and rotor are distributed on the grooves perfectly and they consist of several coil 
groups and create a spatial sinusoidal magnetizing force [1]. The sum of currents of the windings is zero while Y-
connected. The phase resistance of the stator windings are equal. The rotor winding allows to connect any 
external resistors and voltages. 

2. Slot ripples of magnetic flux during rotation of the rotor are not taken into account. It is considered that this 
problem is constructively solved through the bevel grooves on one tooth division and mutual selection of the 
number of grooves of the stator and rotor. 

3. The inductance of the leakage flux of stator and rotor windings are assumed to be constant and independent on 
the saturation of main magnetic circuit. 

2. What is new 

the model has combined form, the calculations of the variables are in 3-phase coordinate system stator and rotor 
windings [2] and in two-phase rotating system; 
the main equation for creating the model is based on the vector sum of the currents that are the components of the 
T-shaped equivalent circuit 

1 2
I I I I

m C
.                                                         (1) 

To use equation (1), it is necessary to know the projection of all vectors on a rotating coordinate system. 

3. Block scheme 

Block scheme of the computer model ADFNEW (Fig. 1) is developed in MATLAB program and is divided on 
blocks. Each block of the program in accordance with the purpose of the model carries out the certain computational 
operations, has input and output variables. These variables at the level of the scheme links blocks of the program in 
one computer model, and if the blocks related by variables of the same type (vector variable), the relationship 
between the blocks is shown in bold line. Thin lines shows single (scalar) variables. Each unit can perform logic, 
non-linear operations, the solution of the differential equations system, etc for input variables. 

3.1 Stator and rotor currents calculation 

The magnitude of the phase current of the stator I1i depends on the magnitude of the stator voltage U1i, the 
magnitude of the back EMF E1i induced in the winding and the stator winding parameters. It is considered that the 
three parameters of the stator windings are the same and phase current in the operator form in three-phase fixed 
coordinate system ABC can be calculated by the formulas 
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                                                   (2) 

where: I – the index of phases of the stator, takes the values A,B,C; T1=L1/R1 – electromagnetic time constant of 
the stator winding, sec; L1 – the inductance of the flux, H, U10 – offset voltage winding neutral to the network 
neutral, V. 
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Calculation of the three phase currents of the stator IS in accordance with formula (2) is performed in the block 
1/Z1. The unit input receives three-dimensional vector of the supply voltage US and a three-dimensional vector of 
the back EMF ES. 

The magnitude of the phase current of the rotor I2j depends on the magnitude of the EMF E2j induced in the coil, 
the magnitude of the rotor voltage U2j and parameters of the rotor windings while rotor resistance R2j can be 
different. Therefore, the phase current of the rotor in the operator form in the three-phase abc coordinate system, 
rotating with the slip speed can be calculated by the formulas 

 

 

Fig. 1. Block scheme of the model ADFNEW. 
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                                                                (3) 

where: j is the index of phases of the rotor takes the values a, b, c; L2 is the inductance of the rotor winding flux, H; 
U20 – offset voltage winding neutral to the external circuit neutral, V. 

 
In the system with a resistor in rotor winding U2j = 0, R2j = R2 + Rdj. 
In double fed motor Rdj = 0 and voltage U2j is set by three-phase vector of a given amplitude and frequency 

shifted on 120° between the vectors. 
In the system of synchronized asynchronous motor additional resistance in the rotor Rdj = 0 and voltage U2j 

while synchronization is: U2a =Ud; U2b = U2c = 0. 
Calculation of the three phase rotor currents IR in accordance with the formula (3) is performed in the block 1/Z2. 

The unit input receives three-dimensional vectors ER, UR and three-dimensional additional resistance vector rd3. 

3.2 The calculation of the two-dimensional magnetizing current vector 

Equation (1) allows to calculate the two-dimensional components of the magnetizing current vector based on the 
components of the stator current vector, rotor current vector and current loss in steel. Three-dimensional vector 
components of stator current are converted by the known formulas from three-phase stationary coordinate system 
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ABC into two-phase stationary coordinate system , and then converted into two-phase rotating coordinate system 
xy [2]. Three-dimensional vector components of the rotor current is to be converted from three-phase rotating 
coordinate system abc into two-phase rotating system dq, and then converted into two-phase rotating coordinate 
system xy. 

These conversions are performed in the software unit Im(IS, IR). Further, in accordance with equation (1) the two-
dimensional projections of the vector of the magnetizing current and its module are calculating 
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Calculation of two-dimensional components of the vector of the main magnetic flux can be accomplished by the 

formulas 
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3.3 The calculation of three-dimensional vectors of the main magnetic flux and EMF of the windings 

To calculate the EMF it is necessary to perform the following operations: 
 
for a stationary three phase system of the stator winding it is necessary to convert two-dimensional vector of the 
main magnetic flux from the rotating coordinate system xy in stationary  coordinate system , then convert into 
three-dimensional stationary system ABC and after that into components of three-dimensional flux to calculate 
the three-dimensional EMF of the stator winding; 
for rotating three-phase rotor system it is necessary to convert two-dimensional vector of the main magnetic flux 
from the rotating coordinate system xy in a rotating one dq, then convert into three-dimensional rotating system 
abc and then into components of three-dimensional flux to calculate the three-dimensional EMF rotor windings. 
 
Software unit FFS R(Im) converts a two-dimensional main flux vector from the rotating coordinate system into 

three-dimensional stator vector in the stationary coordinate system ABC and into a three-dimensional rotor vector in 
rotating coordinate system abc. 

Calculation of three-dimensional EMF vector of the stator and rotor windings is performed in software units 
ES=f(FFS) and ER=f(FFR), respectively, by the equations 
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3.4 The calculation of the electromagnetic torque of the rotor 

The calculations and transformations allow to operate with values of the multidimensional vector in stationary 
and rotating coordinate systems, either in three-phase or two-phase systems. According to the Ampere’s law the 
force on the conductor with current in a magnetic field is proportional to current, induction in the gap and the length 
of the conductor in a magnetic field. Thus to calculate the electromagnetic torque of the rotor is enough information 
about the currents and fluxes of the rotor in three-phase rotating coordinate system abc [4] 
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The calculation of electromagnetic torque in the model is performed in block M=FF*I  by the formula (7) on the 
basis of information on three-dimensional vectors of the main magnetic flux and rotor winding current. 

3.5 The calculation of angular speed and rotation angle of the motor shaft 

The software block W,F,PM=f(MR,mc) provides the calculation of the angular speed of rotation and the 
mechanical rotation angle of the rotor winding according to the equations 
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where:  is the integration time, sec; J  is the total moment of inertia of the electric drive, kg*m2; ( ) is a 
resistance mechanism torque, Nm. 
 

The transients on the laboratory bench confirm reliability of the model. 

4. The results of the simulation 

 
Fig. 2. Transients of start and synchronization processes. 
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Computer model ADFNEW is implemented in the software package MATLAB [5], on the basis of which is 

developed a model of the synchronized induction motor [6]. Fig.2 shows transient of synchronization of the 
asynchronous motor F211-6 (9 kW, 915 rpm). Asynchronous start occurs at 1.0 sec on the frequency converter 
with scalar control. The engine synchronization starts at t = 1.0 s with energizing the phase  of rotor windings by 
DC voltage. Phases b and c of rotor winding are connected in parallel. The synchronization process is accompanied 
by an oscillating transient of torque of the motor that depend on the time of the supply voltage and in phase . 

 

 

Fig. 3. Transient processes of the motor torque as a function of phase current of the rotor. 

On the computer model has researched the impact of the moment of synchronization on quality of transient 
process of the engine torque. According to the results of computer simulation of asynchronous motor 
synchronization (Fig. 3) it can be concluded that the best moment of supplying a DC voltage is when rotor current of 
phase a increases from 0 to the maximum (phase current of the rotor from 0 to 90 deg.). 
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Present methods for evaluating reliance on the information system security do not take into account the socio-technical nature of 
the information system and modern humanitarian approaches to the evaluation of reliance on them. The article defines the term 
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1. Introduction 

According to the report on security leakage for the 2014 year of InfoWatch Analytical Centre in comparison to 
2013 year, the number of data leaks in the world increased by 22%, in Russia - by 73%. In the distribution of leaks 
in regions on the first position by the number of leaks traditionally are the United States (906), on the second 
position is Russia (167), on the third is the UK (85). Whereas 71% of cases the information leakage was caused by 
employees of companies - present or former (69.2% and 1.4%, respectively) [1]. These figures indicate that a user, 
an internal client as the most important link in the information system are greatly underestimated in the practice of 
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information security. This conclusion is confirmed by the analytical results of the established approach to the 
achievment of reliance on in the security of information systems. The Standard ISO / IEC 15408-3: 2008 
"Information technology - Security techniques - Evaluation criteria for IT security - Part 3. Security assurance 
components" [2] as well as an identic Russian National Standard ISO / IEC 15408-3-2013 "Information technology. 
Methods and tools of security protection. Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria. Part 3: 
Compomemts of reliance on security"[3] has a significant drawback. It attempts to solve the problem of reliance on 
security of the information system as a purely engineering system although nowadays any information system is a 
socio-technical. Therefore its safety can not be evaluated without taking into account trust to its users and, 
consequently, without the usage of scientific and humanitarian approaches. The problem of reliance on socio-
technical systems has been actively studied today in economics, sociology, psychology. Thus, A.B. Kupreychenko 
includes a number of basic structural elements of the to socio-technical system model trust into various types of 
people maintaining the system (the creators, providers, system moderators and other parties concerned) [4, P.435 -
436]. According to B. Uzzi, organizational trust is influenced by three groups of factors: organizational factors 
(characteristics of organizations) - the structure, the personnel organizational policy, organizational culture; 
relationship factors (situational characteristic) - the primary interaction, expectations, "cost of interchange"; 
individual factors (personal characteristics of the subject of trust) - the propensity to trust, self-efficacy, values [5]. 
However, the theory of information security pays insufficient attention to trust to the protected information system 
users although some personnel security issues are resolved up to standards [6] and even at the level of automation 
[7]. 

The contradiction between the increasing number of information leakage due to the fault of information systems 
users, on the one hand, and ignoring their users in the course of reliance on their security evaluation, on the other, 
determines the relevance of the problem of reliance on the information system user as its integral part, as well as the 
development of evaluation levels of the reliance on the personnel security of the information system. 

2. The reliance on the personnel security of the information system and its evaluation criteria  

"Reliance on the personnel security of the information system" we define as employers and employees 
subjective mutual expectation of constant observation of natural and moral laws, and commitment (personal 
component) as well as the competent actions in the field of information security (competence component) to 
ensure successful functioning and development of both entities. Subjective and objective ambivalence of a stated 
concept and analysis of modern approaches to the evaluation of reliance on the socio-technical systems made it 
possible to distinguish two groups of criteria for the reliance on the personnel security of the information system 
evaluation both for the employer and for the employee: competence and personal criteria. 

2.1. Personal criteria. The level of transformation the cultural capital of employees into the cultural capital of the 
organization (IDpers)  

It is stipulated by the modern needs of the person as a subject of economic life. According to the research, high-
priority for people in modern culture and having the greatest positive impact on economic development are the 
values of self-actualization, spirituality and search for pleasure [8]. It requires the observation of the employees 
cultural capital and its implementation on the organization. The research on the problems of cultural capital 
evaluation is in progress in modern economics [9 and etc.]. However, our developed technique of "cultural capitals 
relationship" appears to be the most heuristic to evaluate the reliance on the personnel security of the information 
system. Based on the identification of the reliance index as the ratio of employees cultural capitals in the 
organization and outside, it makes possible to monitor these capitals and the gap between them, to evaluate 
necessary directions of the organization's structural capital development for information security derisking in respect 
of each employee at any time. 

The index of reliance on each employee is calculated according to the formula as the ratio of two detected 
indicators for each employee: 

 
 ,                                 (1)  
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where: Dpers – the reliance index of an employee n; ICCISpers/corp – corporate cultural capital of the employee's n 
information security in the organization; ICCISpers – personal cultural capital of the employee's information 
security outside the organization. 
 

The task of the organization in achieving the goal of its information security protection is to convert employee's 
personal cultural capital (User IS) into the corporate cultural capital [10, p.9]. 

The developed technique makes it possible to solve one of the most difficult problems related to employee 
motivation, his subjective views and ethical and moral qualities, and not to be restricted only to the level of 
professionalism and the kind of personnel [11]. It affords the opportunity to get closer to solving the dilemma 
"manager-employee" ("Principal-agent problem" or "agency dilemma"), which raises when an employee (agent) 
carries out any action (makes a decision) on behalf of the manager (principal) and is ruled by his own 
considerations, interests and motivation, but not the employer's ones [12]. To solve the problem scientists have 
developed the principles of employee's incentive payments: informativeness (the maximum of information about the 
responsibilities and compensation payments); motivation intensity (extra payments from extra efforts, employee's 
response to motivation); monitoring of motivation intensity; equivalent compensation to the motivation intensity of 
the employee [13]. These principles underline the need for achieving the employer and employee feedback in the 
process of stimulating the latter to implement his cultural capital. 

2.2. Personal criteria. The level of mutual trust of employers and employees (LDD)  

Foreign publications offer the following classification and characteristics of the bases of trust: the absence of 
trust - based on deterrence; low level of trust - based on the analysis; confidence level - based on knowledge; high 
level of trust - based on relationships; absolute trust - based on the identification; authentic trust [14, 15, 16, 17]. To 
avoid abovementioned "agency costs" [18], experts propose to use commissions; remuneration as percentage of 
profit; piecework payment; performance measurement; the list of all agent's obligations; threat of dismissal of the 
agent [19]. In consideration of this bases of trust classification, note that not all of these measures can help improve 
trust between an employer and an employee. For example, the threat of dismissal of the agent is deterrence, and 
therefore it is the basis of absence of trust. The most appropriate level of trust for the information security begins 
with trust-based relationship whereas the interaction is the ontological basis of security, including information one. 

2.3. Competence criteria. The level of awareness in information security (LAP) 

The most well-known standards and recommendations on awareness building process are: PCI Council Best 
Practices for Implementing a Security Awareness Program,  NIST Special Publication 800-50,  ENISA The new 
users' guide: How to raise information security awareness, Russian National Standard ISO / IEC 13335-3—2007 
Security techniques, ISO / IEC TR 13335-3: 1998 Part 10.3 Personnel training on information security, ISO 27001, 
COBIT 5, etc.  Thus, ENISA recommendations include 71 awareness criteria, which can be divided into seven 
groups and brought in line with standard evaluation levels of the reliance on the personnel security of the 
information technologies. 

2.4. Availability of monitoring the dynamics of the cultural capital of the organization procedures covering 
organizational measures to enhance reliance on personnel security of the information system (DP) 

Personal and corporate cultural capitals in the organization should be objects of planning, accounting, 
monitoring, evaluation and improvement, and all these processes should be documented. This will indicate the 
level of management awareness of the importance of working with personnel on the usage of their knowledge, 
skills, experience and achievements for the economical growth of the organization and awareness of it. 

The analysis of the indicators on the abovementioned criteria helps discern the level of the categorical 
personnel structure (LPR) and  the level of labour risks. In any organization, there are four personnel categories 
which are selected depending on the performance of employees, on the set of their knowledge and skills, as well 
as psychophysiological peculiarities: personnel - capital, personnel - resource, personnel and staff. 
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The  structural relationship of these categories influences the level of possible labour risk: high, medium and 
low[20]. The more procedures are carried out in the organization the more personnel of the category "personnel-
capital" which can affect the economical growth it has and the lower is the level of labour risks. 

3. The multi-criteria classification of evaluation levels of the reliance on the personnel security of the 
information system 

      The abovementioned criteria can be taken as the basis for the multi-criteria classification of evaluation levels of 
the reliance on the personnel security of the information system.  Each level can be described by the model:  

                                                                               
(2) 

where: ELR PS  – evaluation level of the reliance on the personnel security; IDpers – the reliance index of an 
employee on the organization (the level of transformation the cultural capital of employees into the cultural capital 
of the organization); LDD – the level of mutual trust; DP – monitoring the cultural capital of the organization 
procedures; LPR – the level of labour risks on the ratio of personnel categories; LAP – the level of staff awareness 
of information security. 

Each of seven evaluation levels is characterized by indicators for each of the selected reliance criteria (Table 1). 
For example: 

 
  (3) 

 
       Table 1. The multi-criteria classification of evaluation levels of the reliance on the 
       personnel security of the information system. 

ELR 
PS     

IDpers Personnel 
categories      

LDD LAP DP LPR 

1 0,2 Staff The  absence of 
trust – based on 
deterrence 

1 - High 

2 0,3 Staff The  absence of 
trust – based on 
deterrence 

2 1 High 

3 0,4 Personnel Low level of trust 
– based on the 
analytics 

3 2 High 

4 0,5 Personnel Confidence level 
of trust – based 
on knowledge 

4 3 Medium 

5 0,6 Personnel
resource 

High level of 
trust – based on 
relationships 

5 4 Medium 

6 0,7 Personnel- 
capital 

Absolute trust – 
based on the 
identification 

6 5 Low 

7 0,8-1 Personnel- 
capital 

Authentic trust 7 6 Low 

4. Conclusions 

The growing number of information security incidents caused by corporate staff requires the development of 
methods of the reliance on the information security system evaluation by their personnel security enhancement. 
However, present methods of the reliance on the information system security evaluation do not take into account the 
socio-technical nature of the information system and modern humanitarian approaches to the evaluation of reliance 
on them. Determined on the basis of interdisciplinary research evaluation criteria of reliance  for the first time 
allowed to justify theoretically the multi-criteria classification of evaluation levels of the reliance on the personnel 
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security of the information system. Seven stated evaluation levels of reliance on the personnel security are relevant 
to seven evaluation levels of reliance on the information technologies embodied in the international standard ISO / 
IEC 15408-3: 2008 "Information technology - Security techniques - Evaluation criteria for IT security - Part 3. 
Security assurance components". The practical relevance of the research involves the possibility of expanding the 
content of evaluation levels of reliance in the abovementioned standard to improve the information technologies 
security. 
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Abstract 

Herein is proposed a system for adaptive speed control of the permanent characteristics of a wind turbine to ensure safe operation 
thereof. The design of wind turbines is generally calculated with the nominal power generation at a wind speed of 11 m/s, and it 
should be controlled at higher wind flow velocities. Rotation speed is the main control parameter of wind turbine system. In 
addition, the control system can provide normalized thermal conditions for the alternator and prevents exceeding vibration level. 
Adaptive control system contains mechanical and electromechanical modules intended for braking rotor using friction 
components. There is also a structure diagram of control system and transfer functions of system components. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Wind energy is well known and being utilized for a long time. During the last few centuries we saw a technology 
development in wind industry, as results we can find more and more wind turbines (WT) converting the kinetic 
energy of airflow into electric power (in some cases into mechanical one) [1]. Wind turbine companies are seeking 
for a different ways of the product cost reduction [2] including the wind turbines weight decrease. However, such 
lightweight constructions are not intended for a longtime operation in heavy duties and may fail [3]. Sometimes WTs 
are optimized to generate a maximum of energy in the most probable wind speeds (as a usual 11 m/s, but may vary 
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up to 25 m/s) [4]. Showing the nominal wind speed higher is a trick of sales managers to show higher performance, 
because well known that the higher wind speed is more rarely observed in the continental areas [5]. Meanwhile, 
often there is a demand for control of WT on the high winds. Otherwise, the rotor of WT may be destroyed, 
mechanical transmission can be damaged, and alternator may overheat [6]. Also, one of the dangerous factors in WT 
operation is the vibration generating by a construction as a result of resonances on several frequencies, as a rule. The 
vibration effect leads to the increase of radial flapping, bearing failure, reduction of lifetime, basement concrete 
cracking. All these negative effects lead to the damage of WT and increase the danger during its usage [7]. 

2. Adaptive control system 

We propose the adaptive control system as the way to provide the safe usage of wind turbine. The feature of this 
system is the control of wind turbine reaction. Since the control system is proposed initially to provide the safety 
operation, the main controlled parameters are the technical state of the wind turbine. In case of rotor failure caused 
over speed rotation, the turbine parts with high kinetic energy may damage the surroundings objects so the most 
important controlled parameter of wind turbine is rotation speed. The control of other characteristics (temperature of 
alternator [8]) can be taken into account as secondary or dependent on the primary values. There are many different 
modifications and variants of wind turbine design. Let’s focus the discussion on centrifugal cam braking system for 
Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT), presented in Fig. 1. However, it is possible to spread this design for any WT 
type because almost each wind turbine contains such components as rotor shaft, mast, housing, etc. [9].  
 

 

Fig. 1. Design of centrifugal cam device of mechanical action. 

When the rotor rotation frequency is above zero (  > 0) the centrifugal force Fc all geometrical points of rotating 
rotor (excluding those on the rotation axis). Its value is in proportion with the square of rotation frequency: 

 
                                ,  (1) 
 

where m – mass of rotating element, r – distance from rotation axis to the center of mass of this section. 
 

2
cF mr
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The cam moves in the slot along the radial direction, being connected with the shaft by a spring keeping cam 
moving from the slot. The spring stretching l can be calculated according to Hooke's law in relative form [10]: 

 
 

 (2) 
 

where Fsp –stretching force of spring on the length l, L – length of spring, S – cross-section wire,  – Young 
modulus. 

 
To move the cam from its initial position, the following condition is required: 
 
 
  (3) 
 
In this case, the centrifugal force exceeds the elastic force and the cam gets moving from the center. However, 

this condition is not enough for the cam to contact a friction surface of the internal wall of mast starting the rotor 
braking. The determined value of angular velocity should correspond the determined value of centrifugal force 
acting on the cam. Thus the cam should cover the distance equal to the difference of outside radius of the cam and 
internal radius of the mast wall l = D - d. Reaching of distance l the cam touches the internal mast wall and start 
sliding along its surface. 

Friction force in this case depends on support reaction force Nnormal, and on the coefficient of friction for 
contacting surfaces in accordance with the following equation [11]: 
 
 

  (4) 
 
Note that the friction coefficient depends also on the sliding speed. However, this dependence is quite small and 

the  could be a constant when the high accuracy of measurement is not required [12]. 
Air flow affects the rotor of WT making a rotating torque. Applying a contrary acting torque by the brake reduces 

rotation speed [13]. Taking into account the inertia of rotor, the braking process can considered as long in time that 
increases the failure probability. It is also known that the pressure on the blades has a wavy impact (as the wind 
gusts have a jumping type characteristic), and the system reaction speed should be relatively high to provide the 
safety operation in time [14]. Thus, it is necessary to generate a friction torque Mfr exceeding the torque generated by 
wind flow Mw to handle a braking process during a short time [13]: 

 
 
  (5) 
 
Apparently, having high rotation speed the cams may transfer the whole rotating torque. The value of this rotating 

torque Mfr (friction torque), transferring by cams from the shaft to the mast, can be determined as follows [15]: 
 
 
                                                                                                        

 (6) 
 

where z – number of friction parts (cams). 
 

Thus, the braking cams press the mast walls on nominal rotation speed with a force, when the rotating torque of 
wind rotor is not enough for driving the cams and rotor stops. It is important that the momentary stop or rotor may 
cause the high impact loading on all construction components, especially on the blades, and the aggregate may fail.  
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In this case, it is necessary to determine the optimal position between two boundary states of the system. I.e. we 
need a fast acting centrifugal system to reduce the risk of accidents to a minimum, but the time for response cannot 
be zero, as it lead to the destruction of the structure due to the critical loads. This means that the cams should have a 
soft braking characteristic, and braking process should start before rotation reaches the extreme speed. Therefore, it 
is necessary to operate in a vary o with limitation of the maximum speed by lim. In the speed range between o 
and lim the cam touches the mast wall, but keep sliding reducing the torque and rotation speed. By reducing the 
rotation speed of the rotor shaft, the centrifugal force gets less and the cams pressure on the wall reduces. Fig. 2 is 
a graph of torque transmitted by the cams and rotor speed. Up to o the rotor rotates without activating a braking 
system, then in accordance with the shaft speed coming to the range between o and lim, the system will be 
automatically activated by moving cams.  
 

 

Fig. 2. A graph of the torque transmitted by the cam(s) and rotor speed of the wind rotor. 

Such parameters as temperature of coils in the electric generator and the vibration depend on the rotation speed of 
the rotor [16]. One more feature of the adaptive control system is a possibility to monitor the abnormal temperature 
of the generator windings and vibration of the mast by respective sensors, and slow down or stop the turbine in the 
malfunction. In this case, some solenoids in the rotor shaft activate cams to stop rotation. The electric driven cam 
can touch the mast wall even in case when the rotation speed of rotor haven’t reach o value. 

Solenoid should be activated by an electric signal from a smart control system, which will send control signals to 
solenoids. The cam touches the mast wall when magnetic field is strong enough to affect the cam and thereby stretch 
the spring, and the following condition should be true: 

 
 
  (7) 

 
Process for getting a braking condition (5) requires the following: 
 
 
  (8) 
 
Thus, controller system of adaptive wind turbine control gets the information from three different sensors: 

temperature, vibration and shaft speed. Last sensor seems redundant, since the rotation speed is controlled by spring 
stretching characteristic independently on the control signal. However, in case of failure of any component of 
centrifugal cam system, the rotor will accelerate to nominal speed and the sensor can send the signal to the 
controller, which could eventually prevent the accident. 
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3. The control scheme 

For quantitative analysis of the processes during the signal exchange between the components of the control 
system, it is advisable to represent the system in the form of block diagram. The block diagram (Fig. 3) is a 
schematic representation of the control system as a set of functional blocks, each of which has a certain transfer 
function [17]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Control system in a block diagram form. 

The main regulating effect in the wind turbine control system (Fig. 4) is realized by pushing mechanism, which 
consists of solenoids and braking cams. The principle of control and adjustment is based on the control error 
compensation function. Control block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.  
 

 

Fig. 4. adaptive control system of wind turbine: 1 – shaft  speed sensor; 2 – comparing block; 3 – amplifier; 4 – pressing mechanism (solenoids) 
and moving cams; 5 – rotor; 6 – mast; 7 – alternator g temperature sensor; 8 – vibration  sensor. 

 

Fig. 5. Block diagram of wind turbine control system. 
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Since the temperature of the alternator windings g and vibration levels  are determined by wind turbine rotor 
speed , the rotor rotation speed will be the major controlled parameter. The nominal value of the shaft speed h1 is 
set up by sequential block as analog signal xtask. Information about current value of the controlled parameter h1(t) is 
obtained by the speed sensor and converted further into the signal x(t), coordinated by referring to the signal xtask. 
Comparison of the set and the true values for the control parameter is in the comparator block. It generates the error 
signal (t) = xtask – x(t). After the conversion required to obtain a signal suitable for testing by actuator, it implements 
the control action U(t) on controlled object in the form of pressing the braking cams to the mast wall by solenoids in 
accordance with the magnitude and sign of the error (t) [18]. 

Thus, the block diagram allows converting the quantitative dependences for cam motion estimation into the signal 
function to get a shaft speed distribution. Based on a spring rate and using formulas of elastic theory, the 
displacement of the cam is implemented into the contact with the mast wall to eliminate the deviation from the given 
value [19]. 

Transfer functions of system components: 
 
wind turbine speed sensor W1(p) = K1; 
converter (amplifier) W2(p) = K2; 
solenoids (actuators) W3(p) = K3 / (T1 p+1); 
braking cams (controlled object) W4(p)=1 / (T2 p+1). 
 
Specific values of coefficients Ki and time constants T1 are defined by property of the equipment, and could be 

easily determined. If the controlled object and the control system are developing is at the same time, this allows 
getting the best combination of their characteristics. For instance, if the preliminary calculation indicates a lack of 
processing speed, then there is a number of possible solutions for this problem. Usage of high power solenoids is 
also possible. It will increase the dynamic response of the system and decrease the mass of braking cams, or reduce 
the spring stiffness. If characteristics of sensitivity or precision control are unsatisfactory, then these problems could 
be solved by increasing the gain in sensor blocks and converting the error signal, or interpose corrective links into 
the structure [20]. 

This work was supported in part by Ministry of Education and Science of Russian Federation under the project 
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The paper describes an algorithm for the synthesis of neural networks to control gyrostabilizer. The neural network performs the
role of a state vector observer. The role of such an observer is to provide feedback on gyrostabilizer, which is illustrated in the 
article. The paper details the issue of specific stage-related peculiarities of classic algorithms: choosing the network architecture, 
learning the neural network and verifying the results of feedback control. The article presents an optimal configuration of the
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1. Introduction 

Currently, neural network technology is one of the fastest growing areas of artificial intelligence. It successfully 
applied in various branch of science, such as pattern recognition systems [2], nonlinear dynamic systems control [1], 
the signal processing application [9],[11] etc. This achievement by a some features of neural networks. One of these 
features is approximation any smooth function. The example of smooth function is the transient of state variables 
gyrostabilizer or control by time. But, general algorithm of the synthesis of neural network not formulated yet. Such 
of algorithms is the goal for scientists. This paper describes development of this algorithm for class of dynamic 
systems. 
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2. Problem definition 

Dynamic a channel of uniaxial gyrostabilizer can be described by the following system of linear differential 
equations [6],[18]: 

,0

;

HB

MMhHA ext
 (1) 

where H  - Kinetic moment gyro unit, A  - inertia gyro platform, B  - of inertia of the power gyrostabilizer gyro 
unit, h  - Damping factor,  - Angle pumping platform;  - Angle of rotation of gyro unit. 
We can measures only gyro precession angle .The problem of generating a control torque for compensation of the 
external torque. Control is expected to form the law gyrostabilizer )(gM .  Where )(g , in generally, non-linear 
dynamic link that is in a feedback loop. There some types of feedback controllers: 

1. correcting unit [17]; 
2. observer with regulator[20], 
3. neural network [4]. 

We consider case, when the feedback loop contains a neural network. 

                      

a)                                                                                              b) 

Fig. 1 The structure of the control system, 

The NN - neural network; MU- memory unit; 
extM  - external moment 

y  - gyroscope signal; u-control signal 

Two schemas of control are proposed. In the first scheme the gyro signal put into the memory unit. Memory unit 
is generated a vector containing the current value and the previous several values of the vector. This vector is input 
for neural network.  

The neural network connected to a motor. The motor creates a moment M , which balances external moment 
extM (case b at Figure 1). In the second case, neural network estimate of the state vector, which is connected to the 

regulator, the signal from the regulator is connect to the motors of stabilization (version "a" in Figure 1). 
In the case when gyrostabilizer has a several channels of stabilization feedback loop consists of several of parallel 

neural networks. This allows reduce the load on each neural network. 

3. Synthesis of a neural network 

We consider the "classic" algorithm for the synthesis of neural networks, which consists of five stages. The 
formalization of the problem performed at the first stage. The unknown function is determined that the neural 
network during its work will be interpolated, the number of input and output variables. Next the step is selecting the 
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structure of the neural network: definition of topology and network settings, type activation functions. After, the 
creation of the training sample is following, which should reflect all the possible modes. Next step is a choice of 
algorithm training parameters and train neural network. And the final stage is the verification of the trained neural 
network on the test sample. When a result of checking is positive neural network is considered trained and may be 
used in the work. 

Describe the algorithm for the synthesis of the control device consists of a neural network and regulator. So that    
the system (1) will be defined as [19]: 

,x̂p=M  (2) 

where T,,=x  - state vector, P  - regulator. 

3.1. The formalization of the problem 

In article describe case when a neural network works as a observer. The input of the neural network is vector of 
the measured signal and several previous values of it, and the output of the neural network - estimation of the state 
vector   . 

3.2. Structure and parameters of neural network

 Mathematical model of the neural network is described by the equation [7],[5],[13]: 

,...1ˆ 112 212 b+b+nkk,kWfWf=x  (3) 

where jW  - weighting matrix j-th layer of the neural network, jb  - bias vector of j-th layer of the neural 
network, jf  - activation function j-th layer of the neural network, k  -current values of the measured signal, x̂
- An output vector of the neural network,  n - depth of memory. 

In articles [14],[3] describes a result of the numeric simulation. A large number of neural networks were 
synthesized during experiments for detecting the relationship between the parameters of the neural network and the 
features of the transients in the stabilization of the platform. The main idea of these article is neural networks with 
small memory are optimal. Also should be correct inequality: 

).( )2(Wrankn  (4) 

 Neural network with non-linear activation, like “tansig” or “logsig” function in hidden layer and linear in output 
layer are preferred. These features also work when the neural network is used for observing a linear dynamic 
system. 

3.3. Selecting learning algorithm  

The goal of training the neural network is changing the weight coefficients, which the minimization of the 
functional [8],[10]: 

2ˆ1 xx
N

=E  (5) 

where x  - the measurement state vector, x̂ - the output of the neural network, N  - the number of the training 
samples. 

As shown by mathematical modeling, the most efficient is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [15],[16]. 
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3.4. Creating a training sample 

The training set is prepared with a special algorithm. The main aim is all system state variables are 
observable. Next, a closed system is formed by including a feedback loop controller by state. In some works are 
recommended use a harmonic signal with increasing frequency to the input of gyroscope stabilizer. But most prefer 
is use random normalized input signal or a harmonic signal at a fixed frequency. These results were obtained on the 
basis of numerical modeling. 

Fig. 2 The relationship between the number of iterations and the frequency of the disturbance 

For determining the optimum frequency of the input harmonic signal numeric experiment was conducted. The 
input to the reference model supplied harmonic signal with a fixed frequency, after which the obtained sample was 
trained the neural network. The number of epochs required training the neural network, and maximum angle 
leveling platforms comprising a feedback loop neural network was measured in the experiments. 

Fig. 3 of the maximum angle of the pumping frequency disturbance 

The results of numeric experiments are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The figure shows that increasing the frequency 
of the input harmonic signal decreases the maximum angle pumping platform, but after a certain frequency is a 
sharp increase in the number of periods required for training and, therefore, the time required for training the neural 
network. The frequency, then a sharp increasing the number of periods, was close to the cutoff frequency of the 
reference model (at figures marked as X). Thus, the optimum in terms of the ratio of the time of training and the 
maximum angle of pumping is situated at the cutoff frequency.  
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3.5. Verification of a neural network  

The neural network operates in a feedback loop of a dynamic system, so that traditional methods of verification 
of the neural network are not applicable. In this regard, the only method of verification is a simulation of a closed 
system.  However, in some cases, simulations can take time comparable to the time of training, and even exceed it. 
In this regard, in addition to mathematical modelling, it is proposed to check the performance of neural network at 
the Prototyping stand [12]. 

4. Results 

The article was considered a neural network algorithm for controlling a uniaxial gyro stabilizer. The optimal 
parameters of neural network based observer are determined. The optimum frequency of the harmonic signal input 
of ideal model for the formation of a training sample. The results can be used in the synthesis of control devices 
built using the device of neural networks for tracking systems.  
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Abstract 

The paper describes the development of a Smart Home control system that employs data on the man’s position. It describes a 
basic model of this event and action based system, simulating a bedroom to exemplify Smart Home operations. The researchers 
have developed a simulated model for system tests, test results provided. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern man uses a lot of devices that simplify the processes of life, making them more comfortable, as well as 
save time. According to research the person spends 1 hour per day on the average in the fulfilment of everyday 
operations, such as turning on lights, opening the curtains and so on. Home automation system will save time [9, 10]. 

One of the most promising directions of development of system "smart home" is the introduction of vision system 
[3, 8]. This technology has great potential for the development of cooperation of all possible systems with the person 
[5, 7]. One of the promising areas of automation system "smart home" is the recognition of human postures using 
vision systems. 
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According to the definitions of Labunskaya [13] and Ushakov [13], "pose" is a static position of the human body, 
the basic unit of the spatial behaviour of the person, characterized by a certain position of the body, head and limbs 
toward each other [6, 11, 12]. So determining the spatial characteristics of the body and limbs of the body, you can 
interact with the system "smart house", as well as to conclude the findings of his needs and even the mental state of 
the person [2]. Extracting this information automatically and objective description of it in the form that is accessible 
to automation system "smart home" is an urgent research topic [1, 4]. The solution to this problem is to create an 
automated system for the registration and description of the person posing for the recognition of known positions 
and reactions of the necessary systems to them. 

2. Functionality of the system "smart house" 

Most systems "Smart House" are based on an event-efficient model, which includes things such as rules, events 
and actions. 

In the given diagram the rule establishes the connection between the events and actions of the system. For 
example, the action of turning on the light in the room is caused by response of motion sensor. One event may be 
connected with several actions. Also there can be several events, if it’s dark and cold outside, floor heating should 
be turned on and window-blinds should be drawn [8].  

There is a need to determine the position of man in space, namely three states: sitting, standing, lying. This 
additional information will help the system to make decision. Even if the system is not an expert, the number of call 
options for action increased 3 times, allowing to control and make a decision and as a result to save energy. Table 1 
shows a simple example of event processing logic. 5 buildings are reviewed with a focus on actions related to power 
consumption, the actions of turn-on are given, the actions of shutting down are not shown, but implied. 

Table 1. An example of a table 

3. Research 

Simulation model, showing the operation of the home control system in real time, was developed to confirm the 
assumption that the energy efficiency of a system using human posture recognition. 

 Bedroom Sitting room Hallway 

Movement Time 6:30 Presence Presence  Time 6:15 Movement 

lying sitting standing lying sitting standing  

Switch on floor 
heating

+ - - + + - + + + n\a 

Switch on 
lightening

+ + - - + - - + - + 

Switch on soft 
lightening

- - + + - + + - + - 

Switch on 
multimedia 

- + + + - - + + - n\a 

Switch on 
kitchen hood 

n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a 

Turn the water 
off 

n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a 

Switch on tea-
kettle or 

coffeemaker   

n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a 

Water heating n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a n\a 

Open window-
blinds 

- + - - - - - - + n\a 
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The model allows doing research of the dependence of energy consumption (Watts), elapsed time (second) of the 
number of people in the system. The following entities were used: the switch, floor heating, lighting, man, 
checkpoint, room. Man moves between the control points arbitrarily. In the process of moving a man can take three 
possible postures: standing, sitting, lying, depending on these conditions in an automatic mode may turn on \ off the 
device. Testing was conducted in three possible modes: 

automation is shut down; 
automation detects the presence of a man; 
automation defines human’s posture. 

In the first mode the user has to approach the switch to enable\disable the devices, so it also takes time. 
The second mode detects the presence of a person and turns on\off the devices in one mode of consumption. 
The third mode turns on\off the devices in different modes of consumption. 
Testing was conducted at 1500, 3000 and 4500 model minutes. The test results on the 4500 model minutes 

clearly shown in the charts below. 

Fig. 1 The energy consumption depending on the number of people. 

Fig. 2 The average power consumption per person. 
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Fig. 3 Time spent in the system depending on the number of people in seconds. 

Fig. 4 Average time in seconds spent per person in the system. 

Charts of economy are presented only for the mode with disabled automation, because only this mode implies the 
need for time-consuming for turning the devices on / off. Fig. 3, Fig 4 clearly show the superiority of the proposed 
mode. 

4. Summary 

The control system "smart house" on the basis of data on the position of man is the subject of this article. 
Simulation model was built for testing. The advantage of the mode with the definition of man postures was shown 
by such parameters as power consumption and flow of time. Mode with the definition of human posture showed 
results of more than 3 times superior to other modes of energy saving. It is also shown that the mode with the 
switched on automation saves time for turning on \ off the devices. 
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Abstract 

The goal of this paper is to describe a forecasting model for the hourly electricity load. The model takes into account the 
meteorological factors (temperature and natural illumination) in the area covered by the Rostov utility dispatcher. In this study, 
support vector machine (SVM) with particle swarm optimization (PSO) were used to forecast electricity consumption. To get 
more accurate evaluation of the results of SVM model, the standard measures for quantitative evaluation of statistical 
performance and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) were employed to evaluate the performance of various models 
developed. The results also suggest that the SVM method can be successfully applied to the forecasting model for the hourly 
electricity consumption in the area covered by the Rostov utility dispatcher. 
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1. Introduction 

Short term electric load forecasting is one of the important criterions in the operation and planning of electrical 
power production. It concerns the prediction of power system loads over standard periods. The basic quantity of 
interest is usually the hourly total system load. It also concerned with the prediction of the hourly (operation term), 
daily (short term), weekly and monthly values (medium term) of the system load and the maximum values occurred. 
However, mush effort has been devoted over the past decades to develop and improve the short term electric load 
and its corresponding price forecasting models in order to make an appropriate market decision. 

In figure 1 shows the hourly values of natural illumination (left ordinate axis) and the hourly temperature values 
(right ordinate axis) during one day. 

 

 
Fig. 1. he hourly natural illumination and the hourly temperature for 25.08.2010 in the operating area of the Rostov utility dispatch. 

The dependence of the power consumption on the temperature is shown in Fig. 2. The points of this dependence 
are characterized by the period from 1 September 2010 to 31 August 2011 in the territory of the Rostov utility 
dispatcher. They are approximated by linear and polynomial 5th degree: 

 
           ;               (1) 

 
 ;    (2) 

 
Coefficients of determination, which have a sufficiently high value for the polynomial R2 = 0.8465, and the 

smaller the value of R2 = 0.6801 for a linear dependency, indicating the presence of a non-linear relationship 
between the power consumption and the temperature. 

Effect of temperature on power consumption is more definite than the Cloudiness and natural illumination. 
Power consumption depending on the natural illumination are much more vague. The fig. 3 is examples of 
dependences of the daily integrated power consumption on illumination for the operating zone of Rostov utility 
dispatcher during year. They are approximated by linear and polynomial 5th degree: 

 
 = -0.0093  + 2052.1;             (3) 

 
 = -2E-24  6 + 2E-19  5 - 1E-14  4 + 2E-10  3 - 3E- 07  2 – 0.0174  + 2056.4.    (4) 

  
Coefficient of determination for the linear R2 = 0.3894, and nonlinear R2 = 0.3542 models indicate a weak 

correlation. 
Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a set of classi cation and regression techniques, which was invented 

by Vladimir N. Vapnik in 1995 [1–3]. As previously outlined, SVM can  be used for either classi cation or 
regression, to which we restrict our attention for the remainder of this work. In the following, we brie y overview 
the theory behind the use of SVM for function estimation, introducing at the same time the most relevant notions 
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and parameters, with special attention to those parameters whose impact we investigate later on. In a sense, this 
overview is thus instrumental to the understanding of the performance evaluation section, but for a more thorough 
coverage of SVM we refer the reader to the excellent surveys [4–8]. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The dependence of the daily power consumption on the average daily temperature during the year in the operating area of the Rostov 

utility dispatcher. 

List square method of SVM (LS-SVM) was first proposed by J.Suykens [9, 10] et al, is an extension of the 
standard SVM. This method was applied for load forecasting of Rostov utility dispatcher [11, 12] and in [13] for 
region of England. 

Minimization principle, structure, LS-SVM optimization objectives can be expressed as 
  

(5) 
 
 

where, 1lRe  - the error vector,  the regularization parameter, which control error punishment;  the Lagrange 
multipliers, 1lR . Nonlinear predictive model expression: 
 

( , ) ,1 1

m
P K x x bi i ii

    1, , ,i m            (6) 

 
where ix - input vector: power , temperature  and natural illumination ; type of day; x – coordinates of 
the center of the scattering vector; bi , – linear coefficients; m : dimension of input vectors; ),( xxK i

– kernel 
function, which performs a nonlinear mapping the input space of input data (electricity, meteorological factors) in 
the feature space of higher dimension. 
 

The LS-SVM method applied to power system short-term load forecasting below support vector machine 
regression algorithm, summarized as follows: 

 
Let the training set is known ; 
Select the appropriate positive number nd C Select the appropriate kernel function ),( xxK i ; 

Construct and solve the optimization problem-optimal solution  T
ll ),,...,,( **

11 ; 
Construct decision function(6) , where  b  the value is calculated according to the formula : 

 

    ( , )
1

m
b P K x xi i ii

 (0, )Ci         

(7) 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the daily power consumption on the average daily natural illumination during the year in the operating area of the 
Rostov utility dispatcher. 

The radial basis function has the following advantages: (1) representation of simple, even for multi-variable input 
not add too much complexity; (2) radial symmetry, smoothness, arbitrary order derivatives are present; (3) Since the 
function of simple the parsing and good, and thus facilitate the theoretical analysis.  

These features based on radial basis function, this article uses the radial basis function as a of kernel function in 
the regression model. Specific form is as follows: 

 
2 2( , ) exp( / ),K x x x xi i              (8) 

 
where:  is the standardized parameter, determines the width of the function around the centre point , ixx  is 

the norm of the vector ixx , indicates the distance between x  and ix .Radial basis function non-linear 
transformation of the sample data to a high-dimensional space, Be able to handle the input and output of the 
nonlinear relationship.  Selection of parameters SVM ( , C) based on using algorithm particle swarm. 

         Particle swarm optimization is algorithm based on iterative optimization evolutionary computing technology, 
initialization for a group of random particles, and then search for the optimal solution by iteration [14–16]. In each 
iteration, the particles passing through the track of the two extremes to update the particle's position and speed, in 
order find the optimal solution.  

Each particle is determined according to their own flight speed and distance. Suppose that d  dimension in the 
search space, m  particles form a population.  The standard particle swarm optimization algorithm to update the 
particle velocity and position using the following formula: 

 
);()(

2211 idxgdprcidxidprcidwvidv           (9) 

 
.idvidxidx                  (10) 

 
where, ix  the position of the i -th particle in  - dimensional search space,  the optimal location of the i -th 
particle,   the flying velocity of the i -th particle in a d -dimensional search space, w is the coefficient of inertia 
weight, 1c and 2c the two are non-negative constant called the acceleration constant, 1r and 2r random 
numbers  between (0÷1). 
    

The simulation environment MALAB2011a, Search range of setting Particle Swarm Optimization is: C  
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(0,1÷100)  (0,1÷10). The number of particles m Choose 20, the more the number of particles, the more 
widely distributed, the greater the range of the search space, and thus easier to find the global optimum solution, but 
the longer running time. w  inertia weight factor. Range of w  selected as (0,4÷0,9). Acceleration constants 1c and

2c represent the weights of the stochastic acceleration terms that push a particle toward . ibestp  and bestg  
respectively. Small values of 1c and 2c allow a particle to roam far from target regions. Conversely, large values 
result in the abrupt movement of particles toward target regions. In this work, constants 1c and 2c  are both set at 
2,0, following the typical practice in [17–20]. 

 For the modeling of power consumption with the influence meteorological factors used procedures among 
MALAB2011a: (InitSwarm, BaseStepPso) for the implementation of the algorithm and particle swarm 
(AdaptFunc1, AdaptFunc) to create a predictive regression model of method SVM.  

Initial data are taken from the statistics of the Rostov utility dispatcher for the period 2009 - 2012, at the output is 
the data load on the day forecasting. The results of prediction in different seasons of the year are shown in Fig. 4, 5, 
6. Table 1 shows the prediction errors (mean absolute error percentage MAPE). 

 

 .           (11) 

 

 

Fig. 4. Load forecasting for 31.05.2011 with account temperature and natural illumination (MAPE= 2,26%). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Load forecasting for 31.05.2011 with account only temperature (MAPE= 2,60%). 
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Fig. 6. Load forecasting for 31.05.2011 with account only natural illumination (MAPE= 2,65%). 

Table 1. The result of error for each season.
 

 
Time of year

MAPE%
With account only natural 

illumination
With account only temperature With account temperature  

and natural illumination
Spring 31.05.2011   2.65% 2.6% 2.26% 

Summer 31.08.2011  1.23% 1.37% 1.41% 
Autumn 30.11.2011  2.13% 1.94% 1.61% 

Winter 26.1.2012  1.73% 1.9% 1.58% 

2. Conclusion  

In this study, SVM with PSO model was developed for forecasting the short term of electrical power 
consummation for Rostov region dispatcher utility. The results demonstrated that SVM with PSO can be applied 
successfully to establish accurate and reliable electrical power forecasting. Also results show that the account of 
temperature with natural illumination together improved the quality of forecasting by using SVM with algorithm 
PSO. 

Forecasting results presented in Table 1 show that the prediction error of summer and winter is less than of spring 
and autumn. This is explained by the greater dynamics of length changing of daylight (light time of day) and the 
instability of the weather. 
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Abstract 

Preliminary mathematical analysis of miscellaneous production data is presented in the paper. Research shows how strong is the 
impact of each parameter on the information picture of the enterprise. The article describes how critical deviations of production 
characteristics from the normal values can be timely identified. An algorithm based on least squares method, which allows to 
increase the efficiency and accuracy of identifying problematic situations in production is developed in the course of research. 
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1. Introduction 

Every company tries to increase its profits in the modern world of the market economy. Automation and 
modernization of the production process, minimization of costs and personnel are way to achieve the profitability of 
each enterprise. Mostly modernization requires serious private investments [1-3]. 

Implementation of automation on modern livestock enterprises is a difficult and lengthy process because there are 
a large number of intelligent information systems for production control. These systems are designed to improve the 
quality of milk, achieve full control of the herd, increase productivity and increase farm profitability in the future. 
The choice between intelligent systems is a difficult process because the market contains a large number of 
analogues. There is no one system with full functionality for solving all tasks of the enterprise. Therefore, farms 
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have to purchase multiple systems, which together allow them to automate the processes of production. But they 
partially duplicate each other, have different mechanisms for managing, storing information, user interaction, and 
are incompatible with each other. It is necessary to integrate the information systems. This task is time consuming 
and expensive and in most cases fails or is not seen through to the end.  Lactivator, NedapAgri BV, Groenlo, Alpro, 
DeLaval, Tumba are providers of this system. The existing system is fragmented and does not have a single 
intelligent mechanism, including cumulative analytical data processing [4]. Ultimately, the full automation of the 
livestock enterprise is impossible because there is no system that can simply utilize all of the enterprise components 
together. 

There are many applied tasks that require solutions, using scientific methods and approaches in the enterprise. 
For instance, it is logical for farmers to aspire to select more productive animals to continue the herd. There is also 
the problem of determining the maximum activity of the animal in the postpartum period, because the probability of 
successful insemination is higher in this period [3,5]. All these problems can be solved by the intelligent analysis of 
miscellaneous data in the workplace. Thus, the preliminary task is the primary analysis of enterprise data using 
mathematical and statistical methods, and also methods of the probability theory. 

2. Analysis of production factors 

Large data volumes from each animal’s censor come into automated information management systems on a large 
livestock enterprise. Let us consider a set of factors traditionally used to diagnose the state of cows (Table. 1). Each 
of these factors is used to analyze the condition of the animal. 

        Table 1. The main parameters for monitoring cows’ conditions. 

Characteristic’s name Unit of measure 

Daily milk yield Liters 

Average activity of the animal Steps / hour 

Milking time Seconds 

Conductivity Millisiemens or 
Ohm 

Weight of the animal Kgs 

 
Daily milk yield and milking time influence decision-making processes for the selection of animals. Fluctuations 

in daily milk yield may indirectly indicate problems with animal health or the equipment of the enterprise. If the 
index of the daily milk yield is 4-5 liters less than the previous value, the animal state is getting worse and the 
operator must know about it and react in time. 

The average activity of the animal is a direct indicator of the health of the animal’s activity. This parameter is 
important for determining estrous in the animal’s post-natal period. The conductivity of the milk influences 
viscosity, i.e. the product quality. Deviation from the norm of this factor may indicate possible hidden diseases, such 
as mastitis. Additional results from the data are shown in Table 1.  The hypothesis was made that the data conforms 
to the normal law of distribution. Pearson's chi-squared test ( 2-test) was used to test this hypothesis. 

The null hypothesis shows that the sample and theoretical distribution are identical. The hypothesis is tested by 
comparing the calculated value of Pearson's chi-squared test and the value found using Pearson’s table of critical 
points of distribution. Successful confirmation of the hypothesis that the numerical series conforms to the normal 
law of distribution allows us to carry out factor analysis.  

These data need analytical research of the work systems to process the large data volume and allow a possible 
reduction of information redundancy (Table. 2). 

Factor analysis is used in this study. If there is the possibility of a value determining the parameter from research 
of other factors, it eliminates that factor from further research. Factor analysis shows the most appropriate results of 
research when data conform to the normal law of distribution. The starting material for the procedure of factor 
analysis is a correlation matrix MxM; its elements are Pearson correlation coefficients between the factors. 
Calculation of characteristic values shows the power of independence of the values of each factor from the rest. 
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The characteristic values of the matrix are sorted in descending order so that the most important factor is at the 
top (1 Column, Table 2). Normalized characteristic values show the overall contribution of each factor in the overall 
assessment of the state of the animal when the sum of the characteristic value equals 100%.  The graph shows the 
power of information completeness when, descending step by step, we exclude factors from the study. Cumulative 
values show the percentage of the loss of useful information when we exclude one or more factors. 

Table 2. Numeric data of mutual influence factors 

Characteristic  Eigenvalues % Variance Cumulative variance % Cumulative 

Weight of the animal 1,538 30,77 1,5386 30,773 

Conductivity 1,078 21,57 2,6171 52,343 

Milking time 0,975 19,51 3,5931 71,863 

Average activity of the animal 0,874 17,49 4,4681 89,362 

Daily milk yield 0,531 10,63 5 100 

 

3. Development of algorithm for determining critical parameter changes 

Analysis of data from a large number of sensors and equipment allows us to monitor the status of animals in 
automated control systems in modern livestock enterprises. Well automation and robotized milking parlors allow 
farmers to make the right management decisions, improve the quality of production and reduce costs. Generally, 
automated milking systems and enterprise management systems include subsystems for monitoring animal welfare, 
such as automatically monitoring periods of insemination. 

The purpose of the section is the development of an algorithm for the automatic monitoring of postpartum estrus 
periods based on the analysis of the cows’ daily activity. There is also problem of investigating the algorithm on real 
production activity data. Testing of the algorithm to work with data from other sensors for early detection of critical 
deviations of vital signs in other production tasks is required. Time series of animal activity in one lactation cycle is 
shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Graph of the animal’s daily activity 

The graph is divided into several sections. There is a stable section (A-B) and sections with critical parameter 
changes (B-C), which show the changes in the behavior of the animal. The algorithm must identify spikes in the 
period B-C. The stable section of the chart values of daily activities can be divided into two parts: trend and 
deviation from the trend (Fig. 2). The interaction between a regular component is represented as an additive 
combination of: 

 
)()()( tEtTtY  (1) 

 
where Y(t) - value of activity in experimental day t; T(t) - the trend of activity in the day; E(t) the deviation from the 
trend. 
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Fig 2. The decomposition of the time series of the production parameters on the trend and deviation from the trend 

 
Trend T(t) shows the basic tendency of change in daily activity of the animal over time.  The straight line on the 

plane is defined by two parameters k and b. So the trend is described by the following mathematical formula taking 
into account the approach: 

 
T(t) = ktt + bt, (2) 

 
where k and b - coefficients of direct the trend line in the retrospective period. 

The most commonly encountered method of approximation of the time series function values is the method of 
least squares. k and b should be such that the trend line as much as possible approaches the point values of the time 
series. To solve this problem the least squares method is used. The mathematical condition for the method 
implementation is to minimize the sum of squared deviations daily distance from the trend line: 

 
tTtY min))()(( 2  (3) 

 
The most probable value of the next day’s activity can be predicted if the parameters of the trend line are found. 

Predicted value is the future benchmark for the detection of extremely high or low activity. Some deviations in the 
graph are not right. The search for such deviations is performed using the three sigma rule. 

We shall accept x as a current day observation of the animals. Let us assume D is the count of days in the 
retrospective period. The search algorithm for determining spikes and dips in animal data that indicate possible 
problems at the current time is designed according to a mathematical model. It consists of the following stages: 

1. Method of least squares may determine coefficients of k and b the changes in the trend line of the 
investigated parameters on retrospective interval [x-D, x-1] satisfying the equation (3). 

2. Function values calculated by the formula T(t) = kxt + bx to the retrospective period [x - D, x - 1]. 
3. Function values E(t) on a retrospective period is calculated using the formula (1). 
4. Expected predictive value for the current day T(x) is defined by the formula (2). 
5. The standard deviation  of function values E(t) is evaluated on a retrospective period. 
6. If Y(x) -T(x) > 3 , it indicates a spike in the parameter. 
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7. If T(x) -Y(x) > 3 , it shows a sharp decline in the value of the parameter. 

Fig. 3. The decomposition of the time series of production parameters on the trend and deviation from trend 

Received thresholds using developed adaptive algorithm are visually shown in Fig. 3. Only the values of biggest 
bursts and dips that describe the changing state of the cows are outside the received boundaries. 

Data for the research was received from 100 cows over the 330 days period from five sensors measuring 
parameters. The results of the algorithm were evaluated by four criteria. This is the most popular criteria when 
expert opinions are compared with the results of the algorithm work. These criteria are completeness, accuracy, F-
measure and identification of the error deviation (Table 3). 

Table 3. Experimental evaluation algorithm for detection of deviations. 

Parameter  Recall Precision F-measure Error 

Average daily activity 92,8% 94,9% 93,8% 0,34% 

Animal weight 98,9% 89,7% 94,1% 0,35% 

Conductivity 98,0% 93,5% 95,7% 0,26% 

Milking time 94,9% 97,9% 96,4% 0,23% 

Daily milk yield 94,7% 98,2% 96,5% 0,23% 

4. Conclusion 

Analysis of the results shows that even if we exclude the most insignificant factor of the study, we lose more than 
10% of useful information. This value is required for a finding of rational or optimal solutions to specific task 
management and execution of management activities. 

A new algorithm for identifying unplanned peaks in parameter values based on the three sigma rule and least 
square method is received in the paper. The percentage of error detection periods of deviation from the norm is less 
than one; that is significantly lower than analog systems. Numerical evaluation of the completeness and accuracy of 
the algorithm is more than 90%. This result applies to all parameters of research and is the highest rate for potential 
use in the enterprise.  
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Two kinds of optimization problems, which can be used in production planning, have been considered: interval linear 
programming (ILP), finding equilibrium position interval for the Von Neumann model (bilinear problem). Initial data for these 
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1. Introduction 

Methods for solving linear programming (LP) problems were greatly developed in the 20th century due to the 
development of mathematical theory together with hardware and software [1]. But in fact optimal plans obtained 
from LP were often ineffective, not applicable. There were different factors that could lead to this ineffectiveness. 
One of them was inexactness of initial data [2]. 

For real-world linear economic models, numerical values of input matrices items are obtained using statistical 
data and expert estimates, therefore there can be an uncertainty, which is commonly interval. Using of average 
values may cause ineffectiveness of optimal solution, because uncertainty wasn't taken into account properly. 
Another approach is stochastic linear programming. This method requires that probability distributions for initial 
data are known while in practice this requirement does not hold in most cases. 
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2. Interval Linear Programming Problem 

Let A  be interval matrix with size mn

];[];[ cc AAAAA , 

where 
A  and A  are point matrices of interval lower and upper bounds of  matrix A ;

 is a point matrix, ][ , ji , 0ij , ),1(,),1( mjni ;
cA  – matrix of interval centers A  [3],  

2/)( AAA c .
Let us introduce interval vectors ];[];[ cc bbbbb  with size 1n  and ];[];[ cc ccccc  with 

size 1m .
Hereinafter, parameters of productivity are meant by equilibrium position if it is not defined exactly. 
Vector mx R   is a weak solution of system of interval linear equations  

bAx , 

if it satisfies bAx  for some AA  and bb .
Oettli-Prager Theorem [2]. Vector mx R  is a weak solution of system bAx  if and only if it satisfies 

|| xx cc bA . 

Checking weak solvability of linear interval equations system is NP-hard. 
System of interval linear equations is strongly solvable if any system of point linear equations bAx  ( AA ,
bb ) is solvable. Checking strong solvability of linear interval equations system is NP-hard. 

Vector mx R  is a strong solution of system of interval linear equations if x  satisfies bAx  for any AA
and bb .

Theorem [2]. Vector mx R  is a strong solution of system bAx  if and only if x  satisfies both inequalities:  

cc x bA , 

0|| x . 

Existence of strong solution is a rare case. 
Vector mx R  is a weak solution of interval linear inequalities system  

bAx , 

if x  satisfies the system of point linear inequalities bAx  for  some AA  and bb .
Gerlach Theorem [2]. Vector mx R  is a weak solution of system bAx  if and only if x  satisfies  

bA || xx . 

Vector mx R  is a strong solution of interval linear inequalities system if x  satisfies the system of point linear 
inequalities bAx  for any AA  and bb .

System of interval linear equalities is strongly solvable if any system bAx  is solvable for any matrices AA
and bb .

It is proved [2] that if this system has feasible solution ),( 21 xx  then vector  
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21 xxx  

is a  weak solution.  
Checking strong solvability of linear interval inequalities system has polynomial complexity. 
ILP problem is a family of point linear programming problems (LP problems)  

}0,|min{ xbAxxcT  

for AA , bb  and cc .
Let ),,( cbAf  be optimal solution of point LP problem with matrices ),,( cbA .
Let

},,|),,(inf{),,( cbAcbA cbAcbAff  

be lower bound of optimum for ILP problem. 
Let

},,|),,(sup{),,( cbAcbA cbAcbAff
be upper bound of optimum for ILP problem. 

Note that these bounds for optimum can be infinite. 
Let us consider supplementary problem for upper bound using duality.  

}|sup{(),,( cAbcbA pppp T
c

TT
c . 

Let 1n  vector y  satisfy py sgn ,i.e. }1;1{iy , ni ,...,2,1 .
So there are n2  combinations for vector y , the set of these combinations can be denoted nY . If vector y  is fixed 

then we can solve LP subproblem for 

})(|)(max{()( cAb pyppypy TT
c

TTT
c . 

Value )(y  can be infinite. After using all combinations for vector y, we can calculate upper bound   

}|)(sup{),,( nYyycbA . 

To find lower bound of optimum  the following problem should be solved 

}0,,|min{),,( xxxxcf T bAbAcbA . 

This problem is a point LP problem which can be solved for polynomial time. 
Problems for  and f  can be split into series of subproblems, which can be solved using parallel computations 

with little exchange between processes. 
Theorem [2]. For ILP problem he following statements are equivalent: 
for any matrices AA , bb , cc  LP problem }0,|max{ xbAxxcT  has optimal solution; 
both lower bound and upper bound of optimum are finite; 
both lower bound and supplementary problem for upper bound are finite; 
system  

{ cpp TT

21 AA , 0, 21 pp ; npp R21, } 
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is feasible and value ),,( cbA  is finite. 
The range of optimum is )],,();,,([ cbAcbAf  in every case. 
The first step requires solving the only LP problem that is why it has polynomial complexity [2]. 
The second step requires solving of n2  LP problems therefore it has exponential complexity (in the worst case). 
Today LP problems can be effectively solved using parallel computations and exact rational-fractional 

calculations [4]. It is evident that each subproblem can be solved separately. So ILP problem has rather great 
potential for parallelism although coarse-grained parallelism is often used for each LP subproblem. CUDA C 
software engineering is suggested by author for parallel calculations. 

Another approach to solve ILP problem is interval simplex-method [3]. The idea is to use rules of interval 
arithmetic to calculate elements of simplex-table. But this method has a lot of restrictions and disadvantages, so it is 
rather controversial. 

3. Interval Linear Programming Problem 

A general equilibrium position for von Neumann's model ),( BA , where A  and B  are given mn  input and 
output matrices with numerical nonnegative items,  

0, ijij ba , ),1( ni , ),1( mj ; 

is defined as a solution wx,,  of the system of bilinear inequalities and equations 

0xBA , 1),( mex , 0x ,  (1) 

0wBA T , 1),( new , 0w ,  (2) 

where ll Re , 1l
ie , ),1( li .

A non-degenerate equilibrium position in the model under examination is an equilibrium position wx,,
satisfying the additional condition 0AxwT .

The extreme feasible values of  can be found by solving the bilinear optimization problems 

}0,1),(,0|min{ xexxBA m
n ;  (3) 

}0,1),(,0|max{* wewwBA nT . (4) 

The numbers n  and *  are called von Neumann and Frobenius numbers of the model ),( BA  respectively. The 
von Neumann number n  determines the maximum possible balanced growth rate, while the Frobenius number *
determines the minimum possible balanced growth rate and the workability of the model [7].  

Vectors x , w  of equilibrium position wx,,  are called primal and dual von Neumann's rays corresponding 
the value of .

An isolated pair for von Neumann's model is a pair of arbitrary subsets mS ,...,2,1  and nT ,...,2,1 , for which 
if Sj  and Ti  then 0ijij ba .

If there is no isolated pair in von Neumann's model then the von Neumann's number and the Frobenius number 
coincide [7]. 

Thus finding parameters of productivity (the Frobenius number * ) and stable equilibrium position for von 
Neumann's model lies in solving the following bilinear programming problem 
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.0,0,0
,1),(,1),(

,0
,0

),(

maxarg,,
),(),,(

***

wx
ewex

wBA
xBA

w
xBAD

wx

nm

T

BADwx T

  (5) 

Hereinafter, parameters of productivity are meant by equilibrium position if it is not defined exactly. 
Numerical methods of solving this problem (5) are discussed in [5]. They are based on finding the roots of the 

monotone functions 

m

j

jijij
nixexx

xbau
m

1
,...,2,10,1),(:

)(maxmin)(   (6) 

n

i

iijij
mjxeww

wbav
n

1
,...,2,10,1),(:

)(minmax)( .  (7) 

When  is fixed then the values of functions )(u  and  )(v  equal to optimal values of mutually dual linear 
programming problems 

}0,1),(,)(:min{ xexuxBAu m  

and

}0,1),(,)(:max{ wewvwBAv nT . 

When  is close to the roots of 0)(),( vu , problems (6) and (7) become degenerate because of appearance 
of zero basic variables u and v in optimal basis solution of this problems. That is why problems (6) and (7) cannot 
be solved with conventional means based on floating-point arithmetic.  

Let us introduce interval von Neumann’s model by interval matrices of input ]},[{ ijij aaA  and output 
]},[{ ijij bbB , ),1( ni , ),1( mj  [6, 8], which have matrices of centers  

2/)( AAA , 2/)( BBB . 

The proofs of theorems presented below are given in [8]. 
Theorem 1. Let triplet ),,( wx  be equilibrium position for von Neumann’s model ),( BA , and triplet ),,( wx

be equilibrium position for von Neumann’s model ),( BA ; then the Frobenius number 
~

 for any point 
von Neumann’s model )

~
,

~
( BA : ( AA~ , BB~ ) belongs to ];[ .

Strong solution ss wx ,  of interval model ),( BA  provides equilibrium position ss wx ,,
~

 for any exact (point) 
von Neumann's model )

~
,

~
( BA : ( AA~ , BB~ ). 

Weak solution for interval von Neumann's model ),( BA  is a pair of vectors ',' wx , under which set 
of constraints 

0,','
;1),'(
;1),'(

;0')
~~

(
;0')

~~
(

wx
ew
ex

wBA
xBA

n

m

T
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is feasible for any exact von Neumann's model )
~

,
~

( BA : ( AA~ , BB~ ). 
Theorem 2. If set of constraints 

0,

;1),(

;1),(

;0)(

;0)(

wx
ew

ex

w

x

n

m

TBA

BA

 

is feasible under pair of vectors ),( wx  then ),( wx  is a weak solution of interval von Neumann's model ),( BA .
Theorem 3. Let ',' wx  be a weak solution for interval von Neumann's model ),( BA . If exact von Neumann's 

model )
~

,
~

( BA : ( AA~ , BB~ ) has  

}0')
~~

(;0')
~~

(|max{' wBAxBA T , 

then ],[' n , where n  is the von Neumann's number for model ),( BA .
Theorem 4. Let ),( ** wx  be primal and dual Frobenius vectors for exact von Neumann’s models ),( BA  and 

),( BA , where 0ijijij aaa , 0ijijij bbb . Let the Frobenius number for model ),( BA  is equal to , and 
model ),( BA  has the Frobenius number  , . Let model ),( BA  has non-degenerate equilibrium 
position ),,( ** wx . Then 

**

**

)()(

)()(

xBw
xw

B
T

BA
T

. 

4.  Conclusion 

The main approach described is usage of lower and upper bounds to find different types of solutions. These 
solutions can be obtained from by solving series of exact LP problems by using parallel computations. It was shown 
that bilinear problem of finding equilibrium position for interval von Neumann's model can be treated similarly. 
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This paper dwells upon the problem of synthesising structures under indefiniteness. Herein is proposed a classification of initial 
information uncertainty types that influence the parameters of transport networks. It is shown that different types of uncertainties 
can be narrowed down to two types, internal and external. The article presents formal models of problems reflecting the said 
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1. Introduction

The article develops methods of synthesis of transport networks structures in view of uncertainty of initial 
information. The problems of designing transport networks arise at designing of different communications. 
Such communications can be exemplified by networks of highways and railways, power supply networks, 
product lines of different assignment, etc. In particular, such problem arises at designing of systems for 
infrastructure development of fields: oil, gas, coal, etc. Respective industries are most dynamic. Annually 
hundreds of fields are commissioned and developed in the country. Regions of mine field infrastructure 
development are characterized not only by commissioning of the fields themselves but also by establishment of 
their regional service systems.       
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Initial information is generally uncertain for any types of transport networks, but the uncertainty degree and 
the number of uncertain factors are particularly high at synthesis of infrastructure development networks 
structures. Infrastructure development networks are defined here as transport networks created for 
development and operation of mine fields in regions with lacking infrastructure. These networks are 
characterized by the following uncertain factors: the power of source, time of network exploiting, information 
about geological conditions of building, directions of network development, modes of building, etc. A peculiar 
feature of building infrastructure development networks lies in existence of the only sink. Whereas there is no 
consumption inside the field region, all the produced products are exported to other regions from the single 
cargo-generating station, which constitutes the network’s sink.       

The network’s cost consists of two components: 
capital, including the cost of construction of the network’s communications and expenses on maintenance of 

their operability; 
operating, equal to the cost of expenses on product transportation through the network. 
This type of networks is further considered, although the developed approach is universal and can be 

applied at designing of any transport networks structures.  
At designing of transport networks a large volume of information is generally attracted for determination of 

parameters of the designed network. As a result, already at this stage many initial data cannot be defined 
unambiguously.  

The basic factors taken into account in modern methods of automated designing include: 
1. Natural factors formalized as engineering-geological and hydrogeological characteristics of territories. 

Processing of available information generally depends in many respects on the expert’s experience and 
intuition and contains errors; 

2. Different design and process solutions of building a specific transport and communication network. 
Selection of a solution is influenced by appearance of new materials and modes of building, etc.; 

3. Operating characteristics of road structures determined by expenses on maintenance and current repair; 
4. Expenses on cargo transportation calculated on the basis of scheduled volumes over a period of network 

functioning; 
5. Expenses connected with the damage caused to the environment in the course of construction and operation 

of the network; 
6. Situations when the influence of natural or artificial facilities on selection of an optimal solution are taken 

into account.  
Formalization of the aforesaid factors generally contains errors, whereas it depends on completeness of 

available information and the designer’s experience. This fact allows to make a conclusion that in real 
conditions there is uncertainty of information about parameters of the designed network. This circumstance 
requires an adequate formulation of the optimization problem, selection of a mathematical model including 
uncertainty of initial data and, generally speaking, does not allow to use algorithms meant for solution of 
deterministic problems. The analysis of causes that give rise to uncertainty of parameters allows to 
discriminate two types of factors: 
1. factors that are external for the model and act equally to its parameters. They include: time of network 

using, power of source, modes of building, etc.; 
2. factors that are the consequence of incompleteness of engineering-geological information about building 

and exploitation conditions and influencing internal model parameters. 
The first group of factors defines the external uncertainty of the model, the second – the internal uncertainty 

of the model.  
In order to describe the internal and external uncertainty methods of the interval analysis [1,2] and the fuzzy 

sets theory [3,4] are used in the work. The procedure of selecting optimal variants of networks structures is 
based on introduction of preference relations and the decomposition approach [5]. 

The second section is devoted to formulation of the problem of synthesis of an optimal network structure and 
formalization of two introduced types of uncertainty. Decomposition approach to the solving of a problem is 
presented in the third section. The fourth section introduces preference relations by a set of variants of the 
transport network structures and describes the scheme of problem decomposition. The fifth section describes 
models and algorithms of transport networks synthesis based on the decomposition approach.   
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2. Problem formulation 

Usually the initial information for the transport network synthesis problem is set in the form of connected 
graph G=(V,E), where V is the set of vertex,  is the set of edges corresponding to admissible communications.  

The problem of transport network synthesis lies in minimization of objective function 
 

( ) ( ( , ) ( , ) ( , , )) min, ,
( , )

F T i j v i j y i j T T
i j T

        (1) 

 
where T is the spanning tree of graph G, w(i,j) is the edge (i,j) creation cost, v(i,j) is the cost of transportation of 
a product item along the edge, y(i,j,T) is the value of flow along the edge (i,j) determined unambiguously at the 
set sink, the set power of sources and the flow preservation condition.  – set of spanning tress of graph G. 

 
In case of external uncertainty the problem of transport network synthesis can be presented as follows: 

( , , ) ( ( , ) ( , ) ( , , )) min, ,
( , )

F T i j v i j y i j T T
i j T

       (2) 

where ,  – uncertain parameters. 
In case of internal uncertainty the required objective function is presented as follows: 

( ) ( ( , ) ( , ) ( , , )) min, ,
( , )

F T i j v i j y i j T T
i j T

      (3) 

where w(i,j), (i,j), (i,j)  – uncertain parameters set on edges of graph G  
For description of both external and internal uncertainty it is proposed to use methods of the interval analysis 

and fuzzy sets. 

3. Decomposition approach to problem solution 

The problem of transport network synthesis is characterized by such properties as discreteness, high dimension 
and non-linear nature. The aforesaid factors allow to refer the problem posed to problems of mathematical 
programming, which have no universal efficient solvation methods.    

The considered problem is a synthesis of two problems: the first problem is designing of the network structure 
and its topology; the second is distribution of flows along the designed network. Such problem structure enables 
decomposition and organization of an efficient procedure for optimization of private problems.  

The approach developed by Peltsverger B.V. and Khavronin O.V. [6] seems most expedient for solution of 
problems (2) and (3). The said approach is based on outlining of a class of NP-hard problems of combinatorial 
optimization, including problem (1), which are efficiently solved on the basis of the decomposition approach. As a 
result, solution of the initial NP-hard problem can be reduced to solution of a sequence of problems of polynomial 
complexity. Problem decomposition allows to increase significantly dimensionality of the solvable problem and is 
based on outlining of private criteria coordinated with the initial and further selection of a solution out of a Pareto 
set of solutions of a multi-criteria problem. Application of the decomposition approach is most expedient when a 
global problem and problems with private criteria have different complexity classes. The said scheme allows to 
reduce solution of the initial NP-hard problem (1) to solution of a sequence of private problems of polynomial 
complexity. The article proposes to apply the said scheme for solution of problems (2) and (3). The guaranteed 
estimation of complexity of such problems allows to modify the known algorithms in case of inaccurate initial 
information almost without prejudice to their efficiency.              

4. Preference relations for a problem with interval and fuzzy estimations 

Whereas estimation of an alternative in problems (2) and (3) is either an interval or a fuzzy set, for solution of 
such problems it is necessary to introduce non-vector and vector preference relations (PR) for a set of alternatives 
and to generalize the scheme of decomposition in case of these PRs. For problem (2) the introduced private criteria 
are deterministic. The description of the decomposition scheme for problem (1.2) with fuzzy estimations is set out in 
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paper [7]. It is evident that the above method is applicable for solution of problem (2) with interval estimations. As 
opposed to problem (2), in problem (3) private criteria are also nondeterministic and prescribed by some PRs. 
Consequently, for application of the decomposition approach it is necessary to formulate the condition of 
consistency of the global PR with private PRs. The PR consistency condition is a generalization of the condition of 
criteria monotonicity in the deterministic case [3], namely, PR  is consistent with relations 1,…, m only when it 
follows from the fact that i x’ dominates over " by PR i that x’ dominates over " by PR . It is easy to check 
that in case of consistent PRs the set of non-dominating solutions by PR  is contained in the set of non-dominating 
solutions by the vector PR ( 1,…, m). 

1.1. Preference relations for the case of interval estimations 

 In case of one criterion the PR is introduced naturally: two intervals I1=[a1, b1] and I2=[a2, b2] are 
incomparable only when (b1–a2)(a1–b2)<0, I1 dominates I2 (I1<I2) only when a2> b1. The solution of the problem 
is a set of non-dominating intervals (which are incomparable with each other). For multi-criteria problems with 
uncertainty several PRs are introduced in paper [8,9], but their application in problems with interval uncertainty 
is inexpedient, whereas in this case the problem becomes fully deterministic, which leads to a partial loss of 
information laid in the model and an unjustified narrowing of the selection area. 

Let us introduce the vector PR for a multi-criteria problem with integral parameters  
(U1(x), U2(x),…, Um(x))  min,  

in such a way, so that each alternative  corresponds to m-dimensional parallelepiped in the space of criteria 
D(x) =[a1, b1]×[a2, b2]×…×[am, bm], where [ai, bi] – interval of values of criterion Ui(x). Parallelepiped D ( x ’ )  
dominates over parallelepiped D(x") only when i bi’<ai". 

1.2. Preference relations for a case of fuzzy estimations 

 Non-vector PR for fuzzy sets is defined in paper [4] as a PR induced by a natural order (<) on the number 
axis. The vector PR for this case is described in paper [7]. However, these PRs do not allow to consider the 
shapes of the curves described by the membership functions and depend only on mutual location of spheres with 
maximum values of the membership functions. In this work it is proposed to express these PRs through the PR 
for interval estimations. 

Suppose a fuzzy set is prescribed by membership function : R1 [0, 1]. Subject to [4], a set of a-level of 
fuzzy set v is set X  = {x| x R1, (x) }, 0< 1. 

It is evident that for convex fuzzy sets X  is an interval. Fuzzy set  dominates over fuzzy set  at level  
only when X  dominates over X . Sets  and  are incomparable only when respective intervals are 
incomparable. The vector PR is introduced analogously at level . It should be noted that for normal convex 
fuzzy subsets the introduced PR in case =1 coincides with PR [4], and the set of alternatives, which are non-
dominating by this PR, grows monotonously with reduction of . 

In case estimations are nonconvex (X  is not continuous), instead of X  we take an approximating interval, 
which lower border coincides with the minimum lower border, and the upper border coincides with the 
maximum upper border of intervals making up X . In this case, this set of non-dominating solutions can only 
increase. 

5. Algorithm of transport network synthesis under uncertainty 

The algorithm of solving problem (2) for the case of fuzzy estimation is described in [7]. Whereas the interval 
estimation is a private case of a fuzzy set, the described algorithm can be applied for solving problem (2) with 
interval estimations. 

In order to solve problem (3) with interval estimations private cases of polynomial complexity are introduced: 

Tji
TjiTU

),(
1 ,min,),(~)(        (4) 
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Tji
TTjiyjivTU

),(
2 ,min,)),,(~),(~()(        (5) 

The problem can be solved in the course of building a set of efficient solutions Pu of problem 
(U1(x), U2(x))  min,  

Field D(Ti) corresponds to each solution Ti of problem (3) in the space of criteria. 
D(Ti) = [a1

i, b1
i]× [a2

i, b2
i],  U1(Ti)= [a1

i, b1
i], U2(Ti)= [a2

i, b2
i]. 

By definition Ti Pu, if there is no such Tj that U1(Tj)  U1(Ti) and U2(Tj)  U2(Ti) besides, one of the 
inequalities is strict. 

The algorithm of solving problem (3) with interval estimations is described in [10]. 
As it follows from cl. 3.2. problem (3) with fuzzy estimations of alternatives can be reduced to problem (3) 

with interval estimations. 
As for selection of level , at which fuzzy estimations are compared, it is generally difficult to give specific 

recommendations. It can be only noted that with decrease of  the number of non-dominating alternatives 
monotonously grows. In a specific problem  shall be selected empirically, based on the required power of the 
set of non-dominating alternatives. 

6. Conclusion 

The offered model of solving the problem of synthesis of the transport network structure is universal and 
allows to generate a set of non-dominating variants of networks in case of internal and external uncertainty. 
Implementation of the considered approach is used in software complexes at designing of oil field infrastructure 
development networks in West Siberia.  
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Abstract 

An analysis of enterprise performance is considered. The problem is solved based on the analysis of the base indicators of 
enterprise performance in terms of improving economic stability. An autoregulation mechanism of the economical stability of an 
enterprise is developed. An eigenstate method is proposed to analyse the basic indicators of the enterprise as it allows to construct
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1. Introduction 

In modern market conditions the basis for the stable operation of the enterprise is economic stability. When the 
enterprise is economically stable, it has several advantages over other companies in the same field for loans and 
investment,  in the selection of suppliers and  qualified staff. The higher economic stability of the enterprise makes 
the enterprise more autonomous  from unexpected changes in market conditions and leads to decrease of  
bankruptcy risk. Lack of economic stability can lead to enterprises’ insolvency, to  lack of funds to finance current 
and investment activities, to bankruptcy at aggravation of a financial state. The excess of economic stability puts 
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obstacles in the way of enterprise development, burdening them with unnecessary costs. There is no doubt that the 
effectiveness of the enterprise is caused by  its financial capacity and efficiency of financial management. The low 
level of financial management leads to a crisis and deterioration of enterprise’s financial condition, i.e. to the loss of 
its financial stability. 

The issues of economic stability of enterprises are considered in a large number of scientific works [1-12]. 
Economic sustainability as the enterprise's ability to provide  economic growth and efficiency by using accumulated 
economic potential  is considered by researchers in Reference[13]. 

Nevertheless, the problem of economic stability companies demands further studying from the point of view of 
creation and using the tools that prove operating of the mechanism of autoregulation. Mechanism of economic 
stability autoregulation of companies  includes a regular assessment and forecasting of the main indicators of 
functioning and also acceptance of reasonable administrative decisions on the basis of this analysis. In Reference 
[14] it is said that "main objective for many enterprises in Russian economy there is survival and such mechanisms 
are extremely necessary to provide their sustainable development". 

Here introduce the paper, and put a nomenclature if necessary, in a box with the same font size as the rest of the 
paper. The paragraphs continue from here and are only separated by headings, subheadings, images and formulae. 
The section headings are arranged by numbers, bold and 10 pt. Here follows further instructions for authors. 

Competent approach to administrative management is  basis for  stable existence in modern economic conditions. 
It’s impossible to build the effective control system of enterprise based only on intuition. The effective control 
system has to provide fast and proper response to the changes  of activity conditions of the enterprise. In paper we 
describe the overall control algorithm, which is based on the regular analysis of the deviations of the reference 
values from real values of indicators to identify the reasons of these deviations and making decisions  for correction 
of negative influences. Each corrective action is tested for the possibility of increasing the economic stability of the 
enterprise, but it is possible only when forecasting indicators of the enterprise activity is used. 

The principal component analysis effective approach allowing establishing and measuring the causal relationships 
between various processes within the socioeconomic systems [15-17]. One of the important advantages of the 
method of principal components is that it allows presenting the behavior of the system under investigation as a set of 
(statistically) independent components, each of which can be analyzed separately.  

In paper the methodology of the analysis of economic stability of enterprise with the use of eigenstate method is 
described [18-20]. The analysis of economic stability of enterprise includes formation of model which uses only 
eigenstates satisfying the economic stability conditions. The use of analysis on the basis of eigenstate method allows 
to reflect the complex  tendencies of development of enterprise in the simplified form (model) and to analyze their 
development in the real world with the help of the  obtained model. 

2. Mechanism of economic stability autoregulation 

Mechanism of economic stability autoregulation of enterprise is based on an information system of the enterprise, 
for example, the 1C: Enterprise. It allows to regularly provide to the management personnel the main indicators of 
business processes of enterprise and factors of stability with a list of signs of instability on the basis of the 
registration data obtained by information system. In Fig. 1, the diagram of mechanism of maintaining economic 
stability of enterprise is shown. 

This diagram allows the leader of the enterprise to monitor the enterprise state real-time. Information system of 
enterprise can be used for data collection. The model of economic stability of the enterprise is formed using sample 
of data generated. The obtained model allows to compute the value of the indicator of economic stability of 
enterprises, to analyses the signs of instability and quickly take the corrective actions.  

Thus the leader of enterprise analyse the indicators of the company in the terms of economic stability, but also to 
forecast the enterprise activity on the basis of a economic stability model and make competent administrative 
decisions to support the sustainability of the business. For example, resource reallocation, incoming cash flow 
increment and implementation activities can be such administrative decisions  
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Fig. 1. Functional diagram of adoption of the administrative decision to maintain the economic stability of enterprise. 

Effective way of analysis of enterprise economic stability is eigenstate method, which is the development of 
principal component analysis. In fact, when we use the principal component method,  we implement transfer from 
the initial indicators to new indicators which are called principal components. The principal component is 
combination of initial indicators in which members of group (initial indicators) are connected among themselves, but 
group (principal component) as a whole is independent from other groups (principal components). The weighted 
coefficients of the principal components are determined by calculation of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. 
Each eigenvector corresponds to its eigenvalue. The eigenvectors are sorted in descending order of the eigenvalues. 
Thus, k-th eigenvector comprises weighted coefficients of k-th principal component, and the eigenvalue 
corresponding to the eigenvector is equal to the dispersion k-th principal component.  

Each eigenvector has the same length as the state vector of the economic system, which makes it possible to 
interpret it as an eigenstate of the economic system. Thus, at any moment of time the state of the economic system 
can be described by weighted combination of eigenstates. Then the state of system is described not by a set of initial 
indicators, but by as a set of principal components. But each principal component reflects not a separate initial 
indicator, but group of initial indicators which are called eigenstates. Eigenstates have two important properties [20].  
Property 1: In describing the state of the economic system  as a weighted sum of eigenstates, the principal 
components of the eigenstates are statistically independent. 

Property 2: The change of the unit state associated with the change of the principal component of the j-the 
eigenstate can only be proportional to the coefficients of the j-th eigenstate. 

These properties play an important role in the construction of economic systems models. To analyse the economic 
stability of enterprise the model of economic stability is proposed to build. The model represents a combination of 
eigenstates, satisfying the conditions of economic stability of enterprise. The economic stability conditions represent 
restriction on interrelation of a number of key indicators. For example, profit mark up of the enterprise must be 
accompanied by a decrease in production costs. The economic stability model is an idealization of a real business 
and serves as a model of the system in terms of its economic performance.  

Any enterprise is sufficiently complex system with a large number of indicators that change over time. 
Management of economic stability is primarily a regular analysis of performance indicators of economic systems 
and planning strategies for their improvement, including the determination of the required funds and resources. 
Usually some indicators of the system are improved, others are deteriorating, which affects the economic stability of 
the enterprise. But it is very difficult to determine how the stability of the enterprise changes when the parameters 
change.

A set of indicators that characterize the behavior of the system forms the economic state of the enterprise. The 
state space of enterprise is a finite-dimensional space, which belongs to the state of the enterprise. Economic stability 
analysis of enterprise includes the formation of a model that uses only eigenstate satisfying the conditions of 
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stability. This condition is imposed on communication of volume and quality of the products sold with the volume 
and quality of the resources of the unit.   

Economic stability of enterprise at any time interval is estimated by comparing the actual and reference values of 
the indicators. Reference values of indicators are calculated using  economic stability model of enterprise. Large 
deviations from reference indicators are interpreted as signs of destabilization of the enterprise. Thus, the main 
objective of management enterprise is timely detection of the deviations destabilizing activity and definition of 
possible threats, research of sources and reasons of their causes and their elimination that provides economic 
stability of the enterprise as a system, in condition of the changing environment.  

The complex economic stability indicator of the k-th moment of time can be obtained by the formula  

   (1) 

where is a mean square value of penalty functions which is determined as

   (2) 

In equation (2)  is the value of penalty functions of j-th basic parameter of the k-th unit. The penalty function 
is defined as 

  (3) 

where are actual values, are  reference values, lim – permissible variation. As we can see the penalty 

is assigned only if the deviation exceeds the allowable value.  

3. Research of economic stability of trading company 

The proposed methodology is demonstrated on the example of the analysis of stability of the large company 
trading in jewelry. The indicators of financial and economic activity were chosen as the initial data for the analysis. 
They are: 0

1x  – accounts payable (billion rubles), 0
2x  – revenue (billion rubles), 0

3x  – current assets (billion rubles), 0
4x

– accounts receivable (billion rubles), 0
5x  – profit on sales (billion rubles), 0

6x  – cost price sales (billion rubles), 0
7x  – 

accounts payable turnover ratio, 0
8x  – accounts receivable turnover ratio, 0

9x  – current assets turnover ratio, 0
10x  – 

return on sales, 0
11x  – margin costs, 0

12x  – the profitability of the organization, 0
13x  – price of gold (thousand rubles per 

gram), 0
14x  – price of silver (thousand rubles per gram). 

The cost price is understood as the costs of trading activity, including administrative costs. The values are 
presented in Table. 1. 

Eigenstates are used to build the economic stability model of company with the help of eigenstates, which are 
calculated from second initial moments matrix (the data not centered). The weighted coefficients of the eigenstates 
are represented in Table. 2. 

Building the economic stability model of the company requires the formulation of requirements of economic 
stability of the considered company. Such condition is the following requirement: the growth of gold and silver 
prices leads to increased cost (rising price of purchased goods), but at the same time profit margins and sales should 
not be reduced. Restrictions on other parameters are not imposed, although it is possible to make claims to other 
indicators of financial and economic activity of the company, i.e. this requirement may be supplemented by other 
restrictions on indicators change. 
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Table 1. Financial and economic activity of the company. 

 Feb March Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 

x1 0.053 0.047 0.046 0.055 0.054 0.058 0.060 0.058 0.061 0.061 0.065 0.083 

x2 0.031 0.040 0.042 0.024 0.032 0.038 0.036 0.041 0.035 0.034 0.034 0.065 

x3 0.445 0.451 0.447 0.468 0.470 0.475 0.476 0.497 0.494 0.502 0.503 0.540 

x4 0.083 0.093 0.096 0.087 0.091 0.100 0.111 0.126 0.147 0.170 0.194 0.224 

x5 0.018 0.015 0.006 0.022 0.007 0.003 0.004 0.022 -0.005 0.006 0.002 0.022 

x6 0.013 0.025 0.035 0.002 0.025 0.034 0.032 0.019 0.040 0.028 0.032 0.043 

x7 0.588 0.837 0.896 0.443 0.594 0.650 0.598 0.699 0.571 0.564 0.527 0.779 

x8 0.376 0.427 0.433 0.278 0.354 0.376 0.323 0.324 0.235 0.203 0.178 0.289 

x9 0.070 0.088 0.093 0.052 0.068 0.079 0.075 0.082 0.070 0.069 0.069 0.120 

x10 0.570 0.380 0.150 0.920 0.220 0.080 0.120 0.530 -0.160 0.180 0.060 0.330 

x11 1.350 0.620 0.180 11.680 0.280 0.090 0.130 1.150 -0.140 0.220 0.070 0.500 

x12 0.560 0.370 0.220 0.920 0.210 0.070 0.130 0.550 -0.150 0.180 0.060 0.330 

x13 1.667 1.694 1.669 1.570 1.560 1.659 1.669 1.680 1.736 1.779 1.733 1.712 

x14 0.030 0.032 0.033 0.031 0.029 0.029 0.028 0.029 0.032 0.035 0.032 0.033 

Within the first and second eigenstate increase in the prices of gold and silver leads to increased costs (increasing 
purchase prices for jewelry), profit and profitability of sales. Therefore, the first and second eigenstates are used in 
the formation of a sustainable development model of the trading company. The other eigenstates do not correspond 
to conditions of sustainable activities, as they describe the process by which the increase in the price of gold and 
silver results in a decrease in profitability. 

Table 2. Coefficients of eigenstates. 

Indicator 
Number of eigenstate 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

x1
0 0.008 0.029 -0.013 0.040 0.081 0.225 

x2
0 0.005 0.020 0.006 -0.013 0.103 0.156 

x3
0 0.069 0.239 -0.078 0.141 0.155 0.659 

x4
0 0.015 0.067 -0.063 0.181 0.551 0.263 

x5
0 0.003 0.004 0.027 0.007 0.040 0.053 

x6
0 0.002 0.016 -0.022 -0.020 0.063 0.103 

x7
0 0.081 0.338 0.169 -0.727 0.487 -0.182 

x8
0 0.045 0.159 0.155 -0.490 -0.593 0.435 

x9
0 0.010 0.041 0.015 -0.047 0.145 0.222 

x10
0 0.094 0.077 0.663 0.262 -0.036 0.181 

x11
0 0.955 -0.279 -0.090 -0.040 0.007 0.000 

x12
0 0.094 0.080 0.661 0.162 0.057 -0.216 

x13
0 0.237 0.840 -0.224 0.280 -0.185 -0.237 

x14
0 0.004 0.015 -0.005 0.001 0.011 -0.021 
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Fig. 2 shows the value of the "Revenue" indicator, and Fig. 3 demonstrates the value of the "Profit on sales" 
indicator. Actual values are shown by the solid line, and the values of parameters obtained using the economic 
stability model are represented by the dashed line. We assume that the deviation of actual values from their reference 
values by more than 20% is a sign of instability. Thus, the value of the penalty function is calculated by formula (3) 
where =20%.   

Values of penal functions for the indicators are presented in table 3. The table shows the values of the penalty 
functions for indicators "Profit on sales", "Return on sales", "The profitability of organization" reach their maximum 
values in September. The value of the penalty function in April is equal to zero. 

The complex economic stability indicators of company are calculated according to the formula (1) and their 
values are shown in Fig. 4. The solid line represents change of complex economic stability indicator, calculated with 
using penalty functions of first 12 indicators, and the dashed line shows the change in stability indicator, obtained by 
the penalty functions of the first six indicators. 

Fig. 2. Functional diagram of adoption of the administrative decision to maintain the economic stability of enterprise. 
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Fig. 3. Sales profit: solid line (actual values), dashed line (reference values). 

Table 3. Penalty function values. 

x1
0 x2

0 x3
0 x4

0 x5
0 x6

0 x7
0 x8

0 x9
0 x10

0 x11
0 x12

0

Jan - - - 0.36 0.41 0.52 - - - 0.49 - 0.47 

Feb 0.24 - - 0.32 0.35 0.21 - 0.21 - 0.35 - 0.31 

Mar 0.24 - - 0.30 0.29 - 0.23 0.24 - 0.29 - - 

Apr - - - - - - - - - - - - 

May - - - 0.26 - - - - - - - - 

June - - - 0.22 0.63 - - - - 0.59 - 0.65 

July - - - - 0.50 - - - - 0.39 - 0.36 

Aug - - - - 0.52 0.35 - - - 0.47 - 0.47 

Sept - - - - 1.00 0.25 - 0.24 - 1.00 - 1.00 

Oct - - - 0.22 0.30 - - 0.37 - - - - 

Nov - - - 0.34 0.74 - - 0.43 - 0.69 0.24 0.70 

Dec 0.26 0.37 - 0.39 0.55 0.28 - - 0.29 0.28 - 0.26 
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Fig. 4. Dependencies of complex economic stability indicator within a year. 

4. Conclusions 

In paper the solution of analysis of economic stability task of the company has been considered. Relevance of 
problem of economic stability analysis and development of the mechanism of enterprise management by criterion of 
economic stability led to that today in economic literature, along with works of foreign authors, there is enough the 
domestic works devoted to methodologies of the analysis of economic stability of the enterprise. The most of 
methodologies of the economic stability analysis of company are based on calculation of economic stability 
indicators and comparison with their standard values. When one of indicators goes beyond standard values, the 
enterprise is considered economically unstable. Such the result often incorrectly estimates economic stability of the 
enterprise. Thus, now there is no effective approach of the economic stability analysis of company. For the solution 
of task of company the economic stability methodology with use of eigenstate method is offered. The methodology 
allows to reveal structure of their interrelations at simultaneous reduction of number of the economic activity 
indicators of the enterprise and to build the complex indicator characterizing economic stability of the enterprise. 
The basis of this methodology is the development of economic stability model of enterprise (reference model), 
which is formed from their eigenstates satisfying the economic stability conditions. New indicator was proposed in 
order to assess the company development stability. It is named the economical stability indicator. The complex 
indicator of economic stability is defined by comparison of parameters of the actual and reference activity of the 
enterprise with the help of method of penal functions. The offered methodology includes formation of a set of 
indicators, the describing financial, production, ecological processes; the formulation of requirements of economic 
stability of the enterprise, the representing restrictions on changes of a number of indicators, calculation of eigenstate 
of the enterprise characterizing a certain tendency of development of the enterprise and check of compliance of own 
states to requirements of economic stability of the enterprise describes own state. Formulas for calculation of the 
complex indicator of economic stability of the enterprise are given in work. The eigenstate method can be used in 
the analysis of such complex systems, as the company (enterprise), the city, the region. The methodology of 
economic stability analysis of enterprise on the basis of eigenstate method represents the tool for effective control 
over assets of the enterprise and successful management of its expenses, and also reduction of time of adoption of 
administrative decisions is described. The developed methodology can be used for the companies of various fields of 
activity. The effectiveness of the methodology is demonstrated on the example of economic stability analysis of the 
large trading company.  

As a result of research the model of economic stability of the company is constructed, also the complex economic 
stability indicator of the company is calculated. Results of researches can be used for development of the regulation 
mechanism of economic stability of the company. 

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation Basic Research (project no. 14-01-00054). 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a method of resonant series-parallel identification of resistive-capacitive sensors parameters and the solution 
of the system object model that allows you to define its parameters, inaccessible to direct measurements. Computational 
experiments showed that the method of resonant series-parallel identification allows defining the parameters of RC-objects with 
distributed parameters. The proposed method has the following advantages: high speed while maintaining the desired accuracy of 
measurement and small error in calculations. 
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1. Introduction 

Control of the main process parameters is carried out in order to obtain the information necessary for timely 
elimination of operating modes of the equipment [1]. In the measurement of process parameters are widely used 
potentiometers [2, 3]. With a large number of positive qualities such sensors they have a major drawback: a limited 
number of cycles due to wear the sliding contact portion of the sensor. The reason for this friction between the 
resistive layer and the collector movable element [4]. This lack deprived resistive-capacitive sensors with distributed 
parameters [5]. 

In currently prevalent resistive-capacitive sensors, which are a potentiometer with a movable electrode is moved 
by the measured value of the resistive element, without touching the latter. As a result, a circuit diagram of 
parametric resistive-capacitive sensor is a multi-element multi-pole circuit. The resistive-capacitive sensors with 
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distributed parameters is not used galvanic and capacitive coupling of the movable element with the resistive layer. 
However, changes its average value with respect to the tank connection in an actual operation of a resistive-
capacitive sensors distributed parameter, while moving the movable member to cause distortion of the transfer 
function of the sensor, and hence the output [6, 7]. To achieve permanence capacity communication is problematic 
without a significant appreciation of the sensor. Thus the control of the capacity of communication and information 
about its deviation is very important for accurate measurement, mathematical and circuit simulation of the 
measurement process in the design of a resistive-capacitive sensors and the development of transducers for them [8]. 

2. The method of resonant series-parallel identification 

To determine the parameters of a resistive-capacitive sensors with distributed parameters is proposed to use the 
method of resonant series-parallel identification. It combines measurements on the physical object in three modes 
(normal, resonances, voltage and current), and the solution of equations of the model that allows you to define the 
parameters of the equivalent circuit, inaccessible to direct measurements [9]. 

Algorithm of a series-parallel resonant identification comprises the following steps: 
 
Measuring the physical object in three modes: normal, the resonance voltage and current; 
Preparation of the equivalent circuit of the object; 
The preparation and the solution of equations of the model parameters for the desired object. 

 
The generalized scheme of measurements of currents in the above modes is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig.1. The generalized scheme of the experiment. 

By measured object generator is connected sinusoidal voltage e(u). You can connect using the keys K1 and K2 
variable inductance LH and LT series in parallel with the object of study. 

In the normal mode (the key K1 is in position 1, switch K2 open) produced by rms value of I, the voltage U and 
the phase difference  therebetween. In a second experiment measuring mode (resonance voltage) key K1 is 
switched to position 2, the key K2 is open. By changing the inductance LH are seeking to phase shift  between the 
current i and voltage u is zero. In this mode, the measured current I=I  and the voltage U. In the third experiment, 
the measurement mode (mode resonance current) key K1 has been set to 1, and the key K2 is closed. By changing 
the inductance LT to achieve a phase shift  between the current i and voltage u is zero. In this mode, the measured 
current I=I  and voltage U. 

RC-sensors distributed parameter corresponds to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2 [8]. 
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit. 

For model describing the operation of the plant, set up a system of equations, and accept the capacity C1 and C2 
are equal. 

In the first (normal) measurement mode: 
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Mode voltage resonance: 
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Mode resonance currents: 
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The solution of (1-4) gives the desired parameters of the circuit: C1, C3 and R1, R2. 
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3. Implementation of the method of resonant series-parallel identification 

Experimental study of the method produced by performing a computational experiment. Measurements of 
currents, voltages and phase shifts made using the emulator Micro-CAP [10]. Driving computational experiment is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

The output of the generator V1 sinusoidal voltage U = 3, the frequency f = 50 kHz. The values of equivalent 
circuit parameters R1 = 100 ohms, C1 = C2 = 1 nF, R2 = 16 ohm, C3 = 0,1 nF. 

 

 

Fig. 3. The equivalent circuit in Micro-CAP 9.0. 

In a first mode, measurement results are as follows: I = 207,5 microamps, U = 3,  = 0,98 rad. In the second 
mode inductance LH = 21 mH gives resonance current IH = 231,2 mA, and the third – L  inductance = 200 mH gives 
IH = 237,7 mA. 

The system of equations performed at Pomo-soup program Maple [11]. This package is widely employed, it 
forms an electrical engineering in solving problems, and medicine related to solving systems of equations [12-14]. 
Listing of the program is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Listing of calculations in the program Maple. 
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In the course of solving the system of equations obtained the following results: R1 = 99,708 ohms, R2 = 16,002 
ohms, C1 = C2 = 0.999 nF, C3 = 0.099 nF 

We find the error of the result obtained by the ratio of [15-17] 

100%,
X X

CALC
X

   (5) 

where X - the true value specified in the emulator Micro-CAP, XCACL - value obtained from the system. 
 
According to the formula (5) are calculated following error: R1 = 0,3%; R2 = 0,02%; C1 = C2 = 0,3%; C3 = 1%. 
Of computational experiments showed that the method of resonant series-parallel identification allows you to 

define the parameters of RC-objects with distributed parameters. This can be identified four parameters of the 
equivalent circuit. If you want to define more parameters measuring experiment must be carried out at several 
frequencies, thus allowing a system containing a large number of equations. 

4. Conclusion (Conclusion) 

The proposed method allows to determine the parameters of the resistive-capacitive sensors with distributed 
parameters. If you want to define more parameters measuring experiment must be carried out at several frequencies, 
thus allowing a system containing a large number of equations. This experiment shows that with this method the 
calculation error does not exceed 1%. 
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Abstract 

The dynamic characteristics of hydraulic drive with proportional control are investigated by experimental and modeling 
approaches. The article presents research on linear motion drive based on hydraulic cylinder with electrical position feedback. 
The mathematical drive model is developed taking into account the characteristics of pump station, hydraulic cylinder, inertial 
load, dynamic characteristic of proportional valve, and electrical position feedback. The proportional valve characteristic is 
determined based on experimental static flow characteristics and transfer function of spool displacement on input current. Bode 
diagram for displacement of cylinder is obtained experimentally and by modeling for frequencies of 0.05 to 5 Hz. It is shown that 
for frequencies of up to 3 Hz, the proposed model provides a 3% accuracy. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

Proportional hydraulic drives are used widely for the systems of processing equipment in various engineering 
industries [1…8]. Proportional hydraulic directional valves became widely used as control system in these systems. 
Proportional hydraulic directional valves have some disadvantages like wide deadband, low frequency bandwidth by 
contrast to servo valves but  lower price, less sensitive to the purity of fluid are their advantages [8]. This is the 
reason of their wide use in proportional control systems.  
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Nomenclature 

G  conductivity 
I current 
k ratio coefficient 
p pressure 
Q flow rate 
y displacement of spool              

A quantity of published works are addressed to research of hydraulic drives with servo valves [1,3,4,6,7]. As a 
rule, servo valves have better characteristics in the view of drive control, allow to get a greater precision in tracking 
systems or regulation of characteristics as positioning, velocity, force. In general hydraulic characteristics of servo 
valves are described by linearized equations in drive researched. The essential values of deadband of proportional 
hydraulic valves reach the value to 20...25% of maximum spool travel, and the researches of drive characteristics 
should be carried out with regard to these values. Wide production tolerance of spool and sleeve sizes does not allow 
to use correctly the analytic description of hydraulic characteristics. Nevertheless it is a good idea to make  some 
mathematical model of hydraulic drive with proportional control to reduce expenses for experimental development 
of this drive. The suggested model is based on the partial use of experimental characteristics of directional valve. 
Proposed model allows to reduce the experimental researches due to use only the experimental static hydraulic 
characteristic of directional valve.  

In this work the model of drive are suggested based on the static experimental pressure-flow characteristics of 
directional valve. The determination of these characteristics is less difficult beside the testing of drive.  

Mathematical model are developed for the drive that diagram is shown on figure 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The hydraulic diagram of drive. 

2. The description of proportional directional valve 

The experimental static flow-current characteristic of directional valve with proportional control are shown on 
figure 2 for some fixed values of pressure differential on orifice depending on current.  

Flow rate Q throw orifice may be calculated in this way [1,3,4,6,7]:  

Q G p , 2G f  ,         (1) 

where G – the conductivity of the orifice; μ – flow coefficient depend on Reynolds number, land form and etc.; f – 
orifice area depend on spool location y; p – pressure drop on orifice;  – fluid density. 

It is useful to take into account the non-dimensional parameter of conductivity: 

MAX

GG
G

,           (2) 

current:  

MAX

II
I

,           (3) 

the displacement of spool: 
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MAX

yy
y

,           (4) 

and the ratio of conductivity to current: 

GI
Gk
I

.           (5) 

The maximal values of conductivity GMAX and current IMAX are defined experimentally. 

 
Fig. 2. The flow rate (lines - , - ) of four-port hydraulic proportional directional valve vs current. 

 
It is introduced the dimensionless current and spool displacement of deadband: 

NS
NS

MAX

II
I

,            (6) 

NS
NS

MAX

yy
y

.           (7) 

Then the dependence (1) taking into account the diagrams (fig. 2) may be presented in the form:  

GIj NS MAX j NS
j

NS

k I I G p ,    I I
Q

0,   I I
.       (8) 

From experimental data the values of coefficient GIjk  was defined for each j combination from four combination 

of working orifice. The conductivity directly depends on spool position y that is the function of current. Dynamical 
characteristics of spool displacement usually give in datasheet of valve. The dependence of spool displacement y(t) 
on current I(t): 

Vy t W I t ,          (9) 

where VW  – transfer function of proportional directional valve that close to second-order oscillatory link or two 
aperiodic link. 

In dimensionless variable the equation (9) is of the form: 
Vy t W I t .          (10) 

Static spool displacement is proportional to current: 
Vy k I ,           (11) 

where Vk  – the ratio of spool displacement to current. The equation (6) can be transformed to next: 
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NS
GIj MAX j NS

j V

NS

y y
k G p ,    y y

Q k
0,   y y

.       (12) 

Using (10) the equations for flow throw each orifice of valve can be obtained: 
NS

GI_ PA MAX 0 1 NS
V

1 NS NS

NS
GI_ AT MAX 1 T NS

V

NS
GI _ BT MAX 2 T NS

V

2 NS NS

NS
GI _ PB MAX 0 2 NS

V

y y
k G p p ,    y y

k
Q 0,   y <y y

y y
k G p p ,    y y

k

y y
k G p p ,    y y

k
Q 0,   y <y y

y y
k G p p ,    y y

k

;      (13) 

where Q1 – flow rate to cylinder piston side; Q2 – flow rate to rod side of cylinder, 1 and 2 – pressure in piston and 
rod sides respectively. 

The pressure in piston and rod sides of cylinder may be obtained from next equations: 
1 1

1 1
1

2 2
2 2

2

E dpdxQ A
dt V dt

E dpdxQ A
dt V dt

,          (14) 

where 1, 2 – piston and road side areas respectively; 1, 2 – efficient elastic modulus for deformable system 
fluid-pipe [1, 2, 3]. 

The equation of cylinder dynamics: 
2

1 1 2 2 CF2

d x 1 dx dxp A p A b F sign
dt m dt dt

,       (15) 

where b – viscous friction coefficient; FCF – Coulomb friction force.  

3. The description of hydraulic power station 

The characteristic of hydraulic power station was obtained experimentally and shown on figure 3. 
This characteristic can be mathematically described by bilinear approximation: 

0 PQ1 PQ1 prv

0 PQ2 PQ2 prv

p k Q a ,  Q Q

p k Q a ,  Q Q
,        (16) 

where Qprv – flow rate according to the relief valve opening,; kPQ1,2 and aPQ1,2 – linearization coefficient.  
The discharge pressure of directional valve can be defined by  

2
T lam turbp Qk k Q , 

where klam and kturb – coefficients that obtained experimentally.  
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Fig. 3. The characteristic of hydraulic power station. 

4. The description of electrical control system 

The electrical feedback control system can be described using linear equation:  
ER REF FBU U U ,          (17) 

where UER – error signal that transfers to electronic amplifier of valve; UREF –reference signal; UFB– stroke 
displacement feedback signal.  

Proportional hydraulic directional valves have large values of overlap up to 20% of spool travel.  The electronic 
correction system are used for reducing of influence of this overlap for low input voltage signal. For this reason 
electronic amplifier has nonlinear characteristics with initial bias current. This characteristic is shown on figure 4. In 
consider system input signal to electronic amplifier gets from feedback system.  

 
Fig. 4. Nonlinear transformation of input voltage signal to output current in electronic amplifier. 

 
Output current signal of nonlinear electronic amplifier can be estimated by next equations: 

IU1 ER BS1 ER DZ

DZ ER DZ

IU2 ER BS2 ER DZ

k U I ,    U U
I 0,   U U U

k U I ,    U U

;        (18) 

where kIUi  – the ratio of current to voltage of nonlinear amplifier that can be defined for positive and negative input 
voltage separately, IBS – bias of current; UDZ – deadband of amplifier to input voltage signal. 

The equations presented above with the function of reference signal from time form closed equation system 
describing dynamic system. This equation system are solved numerical using computer. 
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5. Results 

Investigated hydraulic drive includes hydraulic cylinder with one-side stroke, piston diameter 40 mm, stroke 
diameter 20 mm. Mass load is 40 kg. Control directional valve – proportional valve Atos DHZO-A-071-L1 with 
amplifier Atos E-BM-AC-05F/RR.  

It is good to have the equal velocity of cylinder for equal by modulus input voltage signal but stroke and piston 
sides have different areas. This differ can be compensated by orifice areas of valve for straight and back action of 
cylinder. Orifice area depends on current so it can be adjusted by amplifier coefficient kIUi. 

The large values of positive overlap of spool (fig. 2) are compensated by adjustment of current bias IBS. 
Experiment and modeling are performed for next condition: input voltage signal amplitude 2 V, that corresponds 

displacement of stroke with amplitude 50 mm; Coulomb friction force was obtained experimentally and equal 
FCF=100±16N; adjustment pressure of relief valve 6 MPa. Bias current at an electronic amplifier of directional valve 
was IBS=0.5A, that corresponds deadband current INS=0.5A, the ratio of current to voltage of nonlinear amplifier 
kIU1=1,8 /V, kIU2=1,4 /V. Different ratio provides different flow that result in approximately equals straight and 
back velocity of stroke for equal error signal UER (fig. 5).  

 
Fig. 5. The flow rate (lines - , - ) of four-port hydraulic proportional directional valve vs input voltage signal UER. 

 
Displacement of stroke that obtained experimentally and by modeling for input signal amplitude 2 V and 

frequency 0.5 Hz are presented on figure 6, Bode diagram for drive is presented on figure 7. 
The estimated value of relative error between model and experimental displacement of stroke does not exceed 

2% for frequency 0.5 Hz. 

 
Fig. 6. The displacement of stroke vs time for harmonic reference signal 2V - 0,5 Hz (dash – model, line – experiment). 
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Fig.7. Bode diagram for drive. 

 
The approximation of hydraulic characteristic of proportional directional valve allows to define the amplitude of 

displacement correct to 2–3%, for frequency 0.05–3 Hz, at that phase error does not exceed 10°. The amplitude error 
is less than 10% for frequency 3–5 Hz. 

6. Conclusion 

Hydraulic drive based on cylinder and proportional directional valve is nonlinear dynamic system with unknown 
parameters that depend on valve producing technology. Nevertheless, comparison between experimental researches 
and modeling results demonstrate that using experimental static flow characteristics allow to obtain the 
mathematical model of drive. This model describes the drive at frequency up to 5 Hz with enough accuracy for 
engineering design tasks. Modeling of drive at higher frequency requires taking into account elasticity and 
dissipative properties of system element such us high-pressure hose, pipe, connection socket, etc. and dynamic 
characteristic of hydraulic power station.  
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Abstract 

This paper is to provide up-to-date information on the state of acoustic ignition system development, with such systems seen as 
one of the most promising alternative to the traditional electrical systems. The article summarizes the principles of the gas-
dynamic (acoustic) ignition systems, describes the most commonly used igniter designs, and also describes some unusual and 
potentially promising igniter designs. It also contains a survey of contemporary domestic and foreign theoretical and 
experimental research in the field of gas-dynamic ignition. Descriptions of promising igniter designs are provided. The paper 
analyses identified strengths and weaknesses of the construction designs described. On the basis of accumulated and presented 
materials, recommendations are drawn for the future course of development, which comprise the need to address the thermal 
issues of such igniters, their lifetime and the need for more comprehensive studies on atypical designs, which can be more 
efficient than their currently used counterparts. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering 
(ICIE-2015). 

Keywords: ignition system, Hartmann generator, acoustic ignition, rocket engine, thruster, resonance system 

1. Introduction 

Traditionally, to launch rocket engines and thrusters using non-hypergolic propellants electrical or pyrotechnic 
ignition system are used. However, in some cases usage of such systems is not desirable, impossible (limited 
number of ignitions pyrotechnic system offers results in its inability to be used in pulse modes of an engine), or 
entail additional costs related to mass growth of the propulsion system and overall spacecraft mass. In this regard, 
attempts to develop alternative ignition systems not having aforementioned drawbacks and providing reliable 
ignition of various fuel compositions in the broad range of operating conditions are constantly taken. 
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Acoustic method of ignition using Hartmann generator is often proposed as one of such methods of non-electrical 
ignition [1, 2]. The scheme of Hartmann generator is shown in Fig. 1. The source of acoustic oscillations in sound 
generators of this type is a Mach disk moving (oscillating) along the axis as the time passes. The first and the main 
usage of Hartmann generators is to produce acoustic (sound) oscillations, but during this process some of initial 
energy of working fluid (compressed gas at high pressure) is dissipated into heat energy due to compression shock 
effects. Thermal energy formed in such way is accumulated in the stagnant zone of the resonator. The most common 
scheme, as shown in Fig. 2, consists of a nozzle performing injection of working fluid (sonic or supersonic) and a 
resonator (typically a blind hole in a wall) disposed co-axially and positioned in such a way that its outlet is directed 
towards the injection nozzle. In this scheme the resonator is a long tube in general case comprised of two parts: 
conical inlet part ant cylindrical end point part. There are other implementations of the resonator design however. 
For example, work [3] describes a design in which a flat wall with adjustable position is used as the resonator. 

2. Research in the Field of Acoustic Ignition Being Conducted Abroad 

Paper [4] describes the most common nowadays acoustic ignition workflow as shown in Fig. 3. According to the 

  

1 – injector nozzle, 2 – working fluid stream, 3 – Mach disk, 4 –
 resonator 

Fig. 1 – Hartmann generator 

1 – injector nozzle, 2 – working fluid stream, 
3 – Mach disk, 4 – resonance tube 

Fig. 2 – Acoustic igniter design 

  

1 – fuel injector, 2 – igniter injector, 3 – ignition chamber, 4 –
 resonator, 5 – apertures, 6 – main combustion chamber 

Fig. 3 – Thruster scheme as proposed in [4] (oxidizer as working 
fluid variant) 

1 – fuel injector, 2 – igniter injector, 3 – ignition chamber, 4 –
 resonator, 5 – protective cavity 

Fig. 4 – Acoustic igniter scheme [6, 7] 
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source, this scheme consists of the working fluid (inert gas or oxidizer) injection nozzle, possibly devoid of the 
diffuser, injecting a jet of the working fluid into the resonator 4, which usually consists of two sections (the first 
section is a tapering cone and the second section is a cylinder with a wall on its end). The walls 3 span the volume 
around the system “nozzle – cavity” thus forming the ignition chamber separated from the main combustion 
chamber 6 by the wall having apertures 5 located “in suitable places” and made integral with the resonator. Fuel 
components injection is carried out by the means of disposed co-axially fuel and oxidizer nozzles. Additionally it is 
stated that in order to improve the uniformity of mixing the inert gas may be replaced with gaseous oxidizer and fuel 
injection (through the nozzle 1) can be implemented directly into the oxidizer injector confuser 2 as described in [5]. 
Thus the resonator is supplied with already pre-mixed fuel components and when under the influence of acoustic 
heating the mixture is ignited it ignites other portion of mixture (which was already there but did not ignite on its 
own) and the flame front propagates leaving the volume of the resonator and spreading into the whole ignition 
chamber. After that the flames leave the ignition chamber through the apertures spreading into the main combustion 
chamber. 

The authors point out considerable disadvantages of existing nowadays acoustic resonator drafts associated with 
the fact that up until the ignition moment the igniter is in constant contact with cold fuel components which draws 
out part of available thermal energy and extends the time required for ignition. 

In order to mitigate the aforementioned drawback authors of [4] have chosen the design described in [6, 7] (as 
shown on Fig. 4). The core idea of this design is to eliminate the physical contact of the resonator and combustion 
chamber structure by means of inserting additional (as a variant – vacuumed) protective cavity around the resonator 
preventing the contact of the resonator wall material with the cold fuel components. The other idea is to choose a 
material with low heat conductivity (less than 25 W/m) as the resonator wall material which, under authors' 
expectations, should lower heat loss in the resonator and as a result accelerate the ignition process. 

Another research team from “ORBITEC” company also achieved considerable success by designing their 
“SYREN” acoustic resonance igniter (or “Acoustic Resonance Reaction Control Thruster”). In 2008 (Phase I) [8] 
and 2010 (Phase II) [9] the research team successfully applied for participation in NASA SBIR (Small Business 
Innovation Research) program. 

The research team's work resulted in development of the “ARCTIC” rocket engine validated during the P-15 
rocket [11] test launch. A patent [12] describing the design used in this igniter was issued. 

3. Research Being Conducted in Russia 

One of the collectives working on the problem of creating acoustic ignition systems is the FSUE “R&D Institute 
of Mechanical Engineering” (“NIIMash”) research team. In particular, the researchers proposed igniter scheme 
(Fig. 5) incorporating two injection nozzles 1 with resonance cavities 2 opposing them with orifices 3 at their end 

 

1 – injection nozzles, 2 – resonance cavities, 3 – orifices, 4 – ignition chamber 

Fig. 5 – Conceptual igniter design using thermal separation in the resonance cavity [10] 
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walls, through which the most warmed-up propellant portions expire into the ignition chamber 4 while colder 
portions of propellant components leave the resonance cavities through the gaps between them and injection nozzle 
edges [10]. The hot and cold propellant component separation occurs as a result of heat accumulation in the region 
near the resonator end wall. The researchers also proposed rod-type [13] (Fig. 6) and disk-type (Fig. 7) acoustic 
resonance igniter schemes. In their work [14] authors describe the proposed design of the 100 102 engine (with 
rod-type igniter) and its later modifications (100 459 and 100 560), as well as the 100 168  engine (with disk-
type igniter) operating on “oxygen – hydrogen” fuel composition. It is reported that the engines have passed a series 
of fire tests, proven their reliability of ignition (during the 24 starts of the 100 168  engine no failures of the 
ignition system were observed), besides, the engine start-up time taking into account the time required for the valve 
to open did not exceed 25 ms. The authors noted the problem of the thermal state of the igniter: the wall of the 
ignition cavity of the 100 168  engine (Fig. 7) collapsed after 24 start/stop cycles due to exposure to high 
temperatures. The collective has chosen to study the influence of the mixing and cooling systems parameters on 
combustion stability and the thermal state of the structure issue. 

The authors' collective from Moscow Aviation Institute (National Research University) had conducted the 
work [15] of acoustic igniter design optimization. The scheme presented on Fig. 2 was taken as a basis. The work 
mostly focused on injector efficiency improvement by using supersonic nozzle and introduction of central body in 
order to create an annular flow. The researchers had conducted mathematical modeling of the igniter design and 
performed optimization of its geometrical parameters. For a number of schemes of interest a test study was 
performed. Considering acquired results for the proposed igniter designs [16, 17] the authors give recommendations 
on the choice of geometrical parameters: the angle of the supersonic nozzle diffuser should vary in range from eight 
to fifteen degrees; geometric expansion ratio of the nozzle should be in range from 2.56 to 4.41; resonator conical 
part outlet to inlet diameter ratio should be not more than 0.2; and the length of the resonator cylindrical part should 
be from 12 to 15 injection nozzle minimum cross-section diameters. It is noted that the usage of the nozzle with a 
central body provides igniter auto-tuning for any pressure drop up from the critical drop without sacrificing its 
performance. 

The researchers from Bauman Moscow State Technical University have conducted their work in the field of 
application acoustic igniters to decomposition of nitrous oxide (used as a monopropellant). In their paper [18] the 
authors presented the results of carried out theoretical calculations of engine designs using combined ignition 
scheme (acoustic igniter with catalytic end wall). 

 
 

1 – injection nozzle, 2 – central rod (doubling as injection nozzle), 3 – resonator, 
4 – chamber wall, 5 – main nozzle 

1 – ignition cavity, 2 – oxidizer injection orifices, 3 –
 annular slotted fuel injection nozzle, 4 – annular 

resonator, 5 – combustionchamber, 6 – engine nozzle 

Fig. 6 – The design of the 100 102 experimental thruster [14], equipped with 
rod-type acoustic igniter 

Fig. 7 – Principal scheme of the experimental 
100 168  thruster [14], equipped with disk-type igniter 
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In work [19] the authors described theoretical calculation research aimed at the acoustic igniter geometric 
parameters optimization relating to an engine using a single injector supplying the combustion chamber with 
“nitrous oxide – hydrogen” fuel composition as a working fluid. The selected scheme is the one depicted in Fig. 2. 
Calculations were carried out by means of numerical computer simulation. It is stated that for any size of the gap 
between the nozzle exit and the entrance into the resonance cavity ascribed to the minimum cross-section diameter 
of the nozzle ( ) an optimum value of the resonance (or tube) ascribed to the same minimum cross-section 
diameter of the nozzle ( ) exist and can be found. The authors suggest that this is due to concurrence between 
the natural frequency of the resonator and the frequency of pulsations of the straight shock wave in it. It is further 
noted that the temperature change in the igniter is cyclical and local changes in temperature may exceed the total 
inlet temperature more than 7 times, which is sufficient for self-ignition of fuel compositions, and the start-up time 
of the engine is not more than 15 ms. In paper [20] the authors describe dynamic characteristics obtained from the 
experiments for the selected igniter scheme and fuel compositions “N2O – H2” and “H2 – air.” For “H2 – air.” fuel 
composition with excess oxidant ratio close to 1 the start-up time equals to 150 ms. 

In paper [21] the authors present the results of the theoretical calculation research of thermal state of acoustic 
ignition system with cylindrical resonance cavity. Nitrous oxide was used as fuel and a working fluid. During the 
research several igniters made of several materials were simulated and tested with selected materials being: 
12 18 10  stainless steel, 60  chrome-nickel alloy, 08 bronze, niobium and carbon-carbon composite 
material with a surface siliconizing. Based on the results obtained during the tests it is stated that a construction 
made of niobium has maximum operating time (46.5 s with a resonator wall thickness of 3 mm in the continuous 
mode, and up to 98.5 s for the same wall thickness at the pulse mode with a frequency of 1 Hz and a duty cycle of 
50%). Other materials are significally inferior to niobium: the best result for the pulse mode is approximately 20 s. It 
is further noted that at present time manufacturing of parts of complex shape made of carbon-carbon composite 
material with a surface siliconizing is technologically difficult. The authors point out that the test results show that 
initial destruction of the resonator wall originates from its outer surface. 

In paper [22] the authors described experimental test of selected in [21] theoretical models of igniters and provide 
acquired amplitude-frequency characteristics; the authors deduced that the heat genetation in the cavity is practically 
independent of the pressure drop in case of inlet pressure of the working fluid before the nozzle to the ambient 
pressure ratio exceeding 10 and the frequency of the pulsations does not depend on the distance between end faces 
of the nozzle and the resonator, as well as the pressure drop when the latter is greater than 5 times. The authors 
found a good correlation between theoretical model and experimental data. 

4. Conclusions 

On the basis of the domestic and foreign publications it is possible to conclude that the subject of acoustic 
ignition is one of the promising areas being intensively developed nowadays. 

 

1 – 12 18 10  stainless steel, 2 – 60  alloy, 3 – 08 bronze, 4 – niobium 

Fig. 8 – Ignitor operation time graphs depending on wall thickness on (a) continuous and (b) pulse (f = 1 Hz) engine work modes [21] 
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At the moment it is theoretically [15, 19] and experimentally [4, 11, 14] proven that gas-dynamic (acoustic) 
ignition systems are able to provide reliable ignition of a variety of both gas and gas-liquid [4, 20] fuel 
compositions, and current advances in resonator design improvement allow to achieve engine start-up time of less 
than 150 ms [20] and even 25 ms [14]. 

The main trends in acoustic ignition systems improvement are: works aimed at maximizing of thermal energy 
generation, for example, by introducing new structural elements [4, 6, 7, 10, 14] or geometry optimization of 
existing schemes [16, 17, 19] and developments aimed at the adaptation of existing schemes to work in real 
conditions [8, 9, 14] (such as tests in real engines and power plants during test launches). The authors of [14, 21] 
note that one of the main challenge impeding widespread adoption of acoustic ignition systems, is the task of 
ensuring acceptable thermal mode for achievement of durability of the construction during operation. 

It should be noted that most of described design schemes are based on the use of resonance tube igniter (Fig. 2). 
Rod-type and especially disk-type igniters described in [14], are studied insufficiently and have the potential to be 
more efficient than traditional igniter schemes. 
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The article dwells upon the peculiarities of using granulated sawdust (pellets) and identifies the ways to improve the efficiency of 
plants by applying unsteady modes of drying granulated sawdust with thermal units (pumps). 
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1. Introduction 

The issues concerning low-cost fuels for heating low-rise constructions, administrative and industrial structures 
are highly urgent for the areas far enough from gas-supply systems. Thus, wood wastes (pellets) and their utilization 
as fuel are considered to be very promising. 

The process of pellet production is rather energy-intensive. The production cycle includes the following steps: 
sorting, grinding, drying, pressing and packing, with the drying process being the most energy-intensive step. The 
other steps of the production cycle (sorting, grinding, pressing, packing) are less energy-consuming [7, 8]. 

2. Plants for unsteady moisture removal 

In production the following plants for moisture removal are used most often: chamber dryers; belt dryers; vortex 
dryers; fluid-bed dryers [9]. 

The technical and economic performance of the most of the above mentioned drying plants (with one exception 
being batch-operating chamber dryers) can improved when using recirculation systems and unsteady (oscillating) 
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drying modes [2, 3, 6]. 
Despite the fact that the equipment used operates due to different physical principles but the drying process 

occurs uniformly and generally with a one-pass movement of the drying agent. This leads to pollution of the 
environment, as drying products containing not only moisture, but also volatile substances are emitted into the 
atmosphere, and moreover, it is not always economically effective. 

In mobile plants the drying agent (fuel gases) is produced due to burning the feed stock up to 50%, but in our 
opinion it is very wasteful. Systems with partial or complete recirculation of the drying agent are used relatively 
seldom as described in the scientific literature. 

To dry granular fuel it is necessary to use the so-called “soft” modes, with the temperature of the drying agent not 
being above 1400  and the moisture of the resulting product not exceeding 12%. From our point of view the most 
effective drying plants are the ones with partial recirculation and heat regeneration when heat pipes and heat-pump 
units are used. 

To implement everything above stated the following scheme is proposed to be used in a dryer. 

 

Fig. 1. A combination dryer diagram with partial recirculation. 

Fig. 2. A dryer diagram with partial recirculation, heat recovery and a unit to provide its unsteady (oscillating) operating mode. 

A heat-pipe thermal exchanger allows transferring the heat from the removed drying agent (with a temperature 
about 120-1350 ) partially to the circulating gas.  

Such thermal exchangers are necessary to use Freon heat pumps, with a maximum temperature of the heated 
medium not exceeding 1200 . This is a peculiarity of the circulating gas.  

Thus, a heat-pipe thermal exchanger can reduce the temperature of the drying agent up to 90-1000  to ensure a 
more effective functioning of heat pumps. 

The next and most important factor in improving the efficiency of drying plants is reducing the time of drying. 
When drying wet materials, both the connection form of the moisture with the material and the drying mode are 

of great importance. Nowadays there exist three types of connections (bonds): chemical, physico-chemical and 
physic-mechanical ones [1, 2]. 
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Chemical bonds occur due to ionic and molecular forces, they remain unchanged after drying and as they are very 
strong. 

Physical-chemical bonds can be: 
 
adsorption-based when a thin water layer of a few hundreds of molecules is adsorbed on an active sawdust 
surface due to the adsorption force gravity; 
osmotic when the moisture penetrates into cells due to the osmotic pressure; 
structural (immobilized) when the moisture is slight with a very low binding energy, and it is captured by newly 
formed helium structures. 

 
There are also two types of physical-mechanical bonds, with the main criterion of division being the size of the 

capillary radius. Thus, the first type is for the size greater than 10-5cm and the second one is for capillary radii less 
than 10-5cm [5]. 

3. Drying process with unsteady moisture removal 

During the process of drying the moisture will move from the inner layers to the sawdust surface, and then 
evaporate into the atmosphere. To analyse drying processes the following notions are used: the intensity I and the 
drying rate N. The intensity of liquid evaporation from a free surface during a steady operating mode can be 
determined due to Dalton’s formula [2, 6, 9]:  

,   kg/(m2·sec),      (1) 

where W is the amount of the evaporated liquid, kg; F is the evaporation surface, m2;  is the time, sec; p is the 
mass-transfer coefficient, related to the difference of partial pressures, a moisture kg/(m2·sec·Pa); p  is the partial 
pressure of the diffusing substance over the liquid (solid) surface, Pa; p  is the partial pressure of the diffusing 
substance away from the interface, Pa.  

 
For approximate calculations the following formula can be used 

, kg/(m2·sec),      (2) 

where  is the air speed, m/sec.  
 
To calculate the evaporated liquid we use the following formula 

, kg/(m2·sec),        (3) 

where  is the mass-transfer coefficient related to the concentration difference of the diffusing substance, m/sec; p  
and p  are the concentrations of the diffusing substance on the liquid (solid) interface and away from the interface, 
kg/m3. 

 
The mass-transfer coefficients  and  are interrelated [10] 

,         (4) 

where R  287 J (kg· ) is the universal gas constant for dry air, m/sec; T is the temperature of the evaporated liquid, K.  
 
The following relationship between the amounts of the evaporated liquid and the supplied heat becomes 

noticeable: 
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, J/(m2·sec·0 ),      (5) 

where r is the specific heat of evaporation, J/kg;  is the heat exchange coefficient, J/(m2·sec·0C); t , t  are the 
ambient temperature and the evaporation surface temperature, 0C. 

 
The drying process can be divided into several periods: the warm period, the period of constant evaporation rate 

(as it is characterized by the highest rate of moisture evaporation), the period of the falling drying rate. 
During the period of constant evaporation rate the temperature of the material is constant dt/d =0, the rate of 

moisture diffusion to the surface is equal to the evaporation rate, and the heat necessary to evaporate the moisture is 
obtained from the ambient drying agent due to heat exchanges (convection and radiation in some cases). The 
evaporation intensity I, in this case, is directly proportional to the heat flux density on the body surface. 

,      (6) 

 
where N=(dw/dr) is the drying rate during the period of constant rate, Rv=V/F is the ratio of the body volume to its 
surface, m;  is the density of the absolutely dry material, kg/m3. 

 
According to the law of heat and moisture conductivity disclosed by A.V.Lykov the moisture in the material 

moves along the direction of the heat flux and the gas passes in the opposite direction [6]. Thus, during the drying 
period the moisture in the material can move to its surface due to the difference in its concentrations, the influence 
of heat and moisture conductivity and the gradient of the excess pressure (when the temperature of the material close 
to or greater than 1000C, there occurs a filtration transfer [2]). 

In general the equation of the mass transfer when drying the material can be written as follows: 

,      (7) 

where Im is the amount of liquid moved inside the material per a time unit over an area unit, kg/(m2 h); am is the 
coefficient of potential conductivity (experimentally found for every particular material), m2/h;  is the moisture 
concentration, kg/kg; x is the coordinate, m;  is the density of the absolutely dry material, kg/m3;  is the thermal 
gradient coefficient, 1/0C (experimentally found for every particular material);  is the coefficient of the filtration 
transfer, m2/h, N/m2 (experimentally found for every particular material); du/dx, dt/dx and dp/dx are partial 
derivatives that are proportional to the gradients of moisture, temperature and pressure. 
 

A number of researchers [1, 4] consider the value and the direction of the temperature gradient to vary when 
cooling the material. This causes the moisture movement from the center towards the periphery due to the heat and 
moisture conductivity.  In this regard, the results given in the papers [1, 3, 4] are of special interest. To intensify the 
drying process a mode with intermediate heating and cooling may be appropriate to be used. 

When researching we used the method of mathematical modeling and the following system of equations 

,      (8) 

.        (9) 

We found the mass of the removed moisture according to 

,                   (10) 
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where T is the temperature, u is the moisture content, x is the current coordinate,  is the heat diffusivity,  is the 
diffusion coefficient, r is the latent evaporation heat,  is the evaporation criterion (  = 0 for moisture diffusion and  
= 1 for vapour diffusion),  is the time,  is the coefficient of the thermal diffusion, c is the specific heat. 

Conclusions 

According to the mathematical modeling intensification of the drying process is proved to be possible due to 
periodically supplying of the drying agent with the invariant temperature. Thus, unsteady modes can increase the 
intensity of the drying process, and in some cases improve the quality of the resulting product. 
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Abstract 

This work is dedicated to minimizing power consumption for a vehicle propulsion, with power distributed non-uniformly 
between axles under different soil conditions for wheels on the right and on the left side of the vehicle. We present a method of 
calculating minimal total power required for the driving wheels of the mobile vehicle, for different transmission types. We've 
compared total required power for most common methods of controlling power flows in transmissions of the mobile vehicle, 
such as implementing unlocked differential gears, limited-slip differentials and their full locking, and systems of optimal power 
control. This document includes an efficiency assessment in case of alternating specific load on axles under different soil 
conditions for right and left wheels. We have formulated requirements to controlling differential gears locking based on road 
conditions. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

World science intensively deals with power distribution between mobile vehicle wheels in the frames of these 
vehicles theory [1–10]. Solving task of optimal power distribution between mobile vehicle wheels allows finding 
law of controlling power flows depending on vertical loads and traction resistance [11]. 

Let's discuss task of optimal distributing of power under different soil conditions. 
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2. Task solving method 

Let's assume that two axial AWD wheeled vehicle at some point of time moves with one side wheels on high 
traction soil (solid soil; 1= 3=0.55; d1= d3=0.8; where di, i  — parameters, characterizing traction forming 
properties of the soil areas, contacting with wheel number i), and with other side wheels — on low traction soil (soft 
soil, ice, etc.; 2= 4=0.55; d2= d4=0.4).  

Wheels are numbered according to [8] (Fig. 1). Resistance to motion factor is equal to  f=0.3. Each wheel is 
loaded with vertical load with weight component of i . Vertical load is equally distributed among wheels. 

Conditions of uniform linear movement, [11]: 

1 1 2 2

3 3 4 4

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 1 2 3 4

(1 ) (1 )
(1 ) (1 )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0

c c

c c

V V V V
V V V V

f
,     (1) 

where Vi   — theoretical wheels speeds; V   — actual vehicle centre of gravity speed; slipping coefficient i and 
specific traction loads — i, relate to soil parameters by equations  

,
( ) tanh( )i

i i di
i

.          (2) 

Diagrams of slipping and specific traction loads dependences on these soils are presented on Figures 2 and 3. 
Depending on transmission scheme, system of equations (1) is supplemented by equations of constraints. For the 

AWD vehicle with transmission with non-locked symmetrical interaxial and interwheel low friction differential 
gears we should add equations of equality of the traction loads at wheels of each axis and sums of traction loads 
between axes:  

1 1 1 2 2 2

3 3 3 4 4 4

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4

( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0

.       (3). 

For the AWD vehicle with transmission with locked symmetrical interaxial and interwheel differentials we 
should add equations of equality of ideal velocities for all wheels: 

1 2

3 4

1 2 3 4

0
0

0

V V
V V
V V V V

.          (4). 

 

Fig. 1. Wheels numbering 
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a       b 

              

Fig. 2. (a) slipping dependence of specific traction force hard soil; (b) slipping dependence of specific traction force soft soil 

 

Fig. 3. Specific traction force dependence of slipping 

For the AWD vehicle with transmission with non-locked symmetrical interaxial differentials and interwheel 
limited-slip differentials we should add equations of sums of traction loads at axles. Draw forces relations for each 
of the axles will be determined by differentials torque bias d:   

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4

1 1 1 2 2 2

3 3 3 4 4 4

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) 0
( ) ( ) 0

d

d

.      (5) 

For AWD vehicle with transmission with interaxial low slipping differential we should add equations of equality 
of the traction forces at each of the axes. Relations between sums of the traction forces between axes are determined 
by interaxial differential torque bias d:   
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0

0

0d

.      (6) 

3. Calculations results 

Following (Fig. 4 and 5) indicates calculations results for vehicles, equipped with transmissions with different 
power distributing units. 

Curve (Fig. 4) demonstrates that total power on driving wheels essentially depends on scheme of its distribution. 
Full differential lock allows decreasing total power on driving wheels up to minimum, allowed by power 
distribution control system. Partial lock allows significant decreasing of power on driving wheels but does not allow 
its minimal value. Transmission without differential locking is less effective: while motion resistance factor f 
increases, relation between total power and minimal value increases and increases without limit under above 
conditions when f = 0.46. 

The curve (Fig. 5) shows that implementing of the interaxial low slipping differential with constant torque bias 
instead of the low friction differential leads to decreasing total specific power on driving wheels under sufficiently 
great difference between loads on axles. For each constant torque bias there is a vertical axis load value, under 
which  total specific power becomes lower than for non-locked differentials, so partial unlocking becomes 
reasonable (points of curve 1 crossings with curves 2, 3, and 4). 

Each of the curves 2, 3 and 4 has a minimum upper than curve 5. So each torque bias value has specific vertical 
load on axles  under which total specific power on the wheels becomes maximum. Minimal values of the total 
specific power are the same for different constant values of the torque bias, and they are higher than value, assured 
by the power control system or by full differentials locking. In other words, for each value of the specific vertical 
load on axles there is a torque bias, assuring minimum specific power on driving wheels. So, we can decrease total 
specific power, spent for moving the vehicle, by controlling the torque bias. 

Figure 4. Dependences of total specific power on driving wheels on motion resistance coefficient: 1 — for vehicle with optimal distribution of 
power or with all differentials locked; 2 — for vehicle with non-locked differentials; 3 — for vehicle with inter wheels low slipping differentials. 
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Figure 5. Dependences of the total specific power (N) on driving whees from load on rear axle ( ): 1 — for vehicle with non-locked differentials; 
2, 3, and 4 — for vehicles with interaxial low slipping differentials with constant torque bias 2, 3, and 4 accordingly; 5 — for vehicle with 

optimal power distribution or with all locked differentials. 

4. Conclusion 

In that way solving the task of external resistances power minimization allows not only evaluating effectiveness 
of implementing different kinematic schemes and transmission designs taking into account nonuniformity of load 
distribution between the vehicle wheels and different soil conditions, but also allows formulating requirements to 
controlling differential locking under different road conditions. 
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This article is about the features and advantages of non-motorized estimates of the unit charge parameters (especially 
compressor) of a combined piston engine (engine). The scheme research facility equipped with measuring and control means to 
identify the numerical parametric values of the gas-dynamic flow moving along the flow of the supercharging compressor, with 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most important tasks of the present piston engine design (eg, diesel) is an increase in specific weight 
and size and economic indicators. At the present time combined power plants (based on diesel engines), ensuring the 
implementation of the mean effective cycle pressure pe of 2.5 ... 3.0 MPa or more are created. And the use of 
machinery with pe of 1.5 ... 2.5 MPa may be considered as already solved problem (see. Eg [1]). 
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Implementation of such values of mean effective pressure cycle in aspirated engines is practically impossible: 
even pe levels, equal to approximately 0.8 MPa, in naturally aspirated engines (with reference to the conditions of 
use of air as an oxidant) can not be ensured due to the impossibility of oxidant to be supplied in combustion chamber 
in amount sufficient for combustion. This objective (ensuring supply to the combustion chamber of the machine 
required amount of oxidant) is solved using the pre-compaction (compression) in the supercharging compressor 
device. Here, in most cases, preference is given to gas-turbine drives of such devices, ie, using of gas-turbine units of 
boost (GTUB) [2]. 

The task of matching and identify the numerical values of parameters of a combined power plant (ICPE - GTUB) 
is solved at the stage of pre-project, project, and after that, and during the pre-testing and debugging machines. At 
each of these stages, a lot of attention is paid to the identification of the individual characteristics of ICPE, GTUB 
and, in particular, an important component of these units - compressor supercharging. 

In the experimental evaluation of the numerical values of the parameters of the charge unit (charge compressor) it 
is important to ensure conditions of his work (the numerical values of parameters such as mass flow rate, the 
temperature and the pressure, flow pattern) closer to the terms of use ICPE, for installation on which the unit is 
planned. The importance of this fact is confirmed by the fact that the beginning of the massive use of composite 
piston power plants (supercharged diesel engines), evaluation parameters and test GTUB (including compressors) 
are engaged in leading national organizations and researchers [3,4,5]. 

 
Nomenclature 

 temperature coefficient of thermal resistance conversion, SCI. GOST 6651 
c* total pressure ratio 
c* total-to-total efficiency of compressor 
* total pressure at the outlet of the compressor 
* total temperature at the outlet of the compressor 
* total pressure at the inlet of the compressor 
* total temperature at the inlet of the compressor 

Nc required to drive the compressor capacity 
G   mass flow rate of air through the compressor 

  mass specific heat of the air 
Gcor corrected mass flow rate of air through the compressor 
ncor corrected rotation speed of compressor wheel 

corG  depending on the relative corrected air mass flow 

2. The circuit test rig and its features 

Figure 1 shows a schematic layout of the charge compressor and turbine (as a source of energy for its drive) with 
appropriate devices for controlling the parameters of their work in the non-motorized research facility. Non-
motorized installation is a device, which analyzed the boost unit (compressor) is represented as a separate object: it 
does not have the mechanical and gas connections with a piston machine (ICPE as an object of study is excluded 
from the scheme). 

Moreover it is possible to play with the place of real gas dynamic relations corresponding to the specific 
combination GTUB-ICPE settings are saved. Parameters state working bodies of the turbine (as a source of 
mechanical energy), compressor (as a consumer of energy) recorded respective sensors, range and location of which 
is indicated in the diagram. 
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Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the study of non-motorized units Charge: RT-resistance thermometer; T – 
thermoelectric converter; PT - pressure transducer; M - pressure gauge;  - Selection of static pressure; n - the wheel speed sensor of the 

compressor. 
 
To measure the temperature of the working fluid at the compressor inlet is provided the use of resistance 

thermometers (sensor - copper) with a grading 50M (  = 0.00428 oC-1) and at the outlet of the compressor - 
resistance thermometers (sensor - platinum) with a grading 100P (  =0.00391 oC-1) or Pt100 (  = 0.00385 oC-1). For 
the care of specialized connections, (4-wire or 3-wire) resistance thermometers to measure the secondary means (SI) 
used in the temperature normalizing converters (NTP-2.xx) 4 ... 20 mA. To determine the parameters of the gas, the 
temperature can reach 900 °C, it used a chromel-alumel thermocouple, also in conjunction with the temperature 
transducer. All temperature measurement specifically dissected with the recommendations contained in the special 
literature [4]. 

An important property of (and an essential requirement), the charge imposed on modern units are requirements 
governing their weight and dimensions [3]. This fact in the design of such units makes it necessary to use a 
relatively small sizes of the flow parts, which makes it difficult to complete the control parameters (braking 
parameters, in particular temperature and pressure) of gas streams flowing through the blower (compressor). This 
requires the use of special (a special kind of) the measuring instruments. The use of special measuring tips for 
determining the parameters of the braking flows in such cases, is inevitably linked to the changing nature of the 
motion of gas flows and changing conditions of the units and their parameters. In this connection (to avoid 
interference of the title) in the measuring circuit unit is provided with control static pressure gas streams, and 
characterizing the flow through the blower. 

In determining, the static pressure as the primary measuring means (MM) used converters: AP (absolute 
pressure), GP (gauge pressure), DP (differential pressure). The output signal MM of temperatures and pressures 
under standardized 4 ... 20 mA, which greatly simplifies the selection of the secondary measuring means. 

Total parameters are provided to be calculated on the basis of the results of measurements of mass flow rates of 
air flowing through the turbine and the compressor, on the results of control of static parameters and  on using gas-
dynamic functions of pressure and flow (appropriate algorithmic tools are developed and included in the software of 
processing of results of observations [6]). 

In particular, total pressure ratio and total-to-total efficiency of compressor are defined by  the formulas: 
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where *, * - total pressure and total temperature at the outlet of the compressor; *, * - total pressure and 
total temperature at the inlet of the compressor (often, when the speed of flow in the inlet device is slow, called 
parameters can be taken equal to the atmospheric). 

 
Required to drive the compressor capacity is determined by the expression: 
 

0N G c , kW                   (2) 

 
where G  – the mass flow rate of air through the compressor, kg/s;  – mass specific heat of the air, kJ/kg·K. 

 
The control scheme of parameters (Fig.1) to determine the rotation speed of the compressor wheel, which may be 

in the range from 0 to 240000 min-1 (0 ... 4000 Hz), is provided by the use of proximity sensors are inductive type. 
This sensor is made in the form of a coil with a side of the magnetic core. It (the sensor) is installed in the housing 
compressor above the nut attaching the wheel to the shaft. When passing under the magnetic core faces of the nut 
duct, the sensor changes, the sensor's coil is induced electromotive force. A corresponding signal is transmitted to a 
registering apparatus. 

As a secondary means of measurement modular collection station data LTR-EU-8-1 of company L-CARD is 
selected [7]. An important quality of this station is that its design allows configuration of measurement system by 
universal and specialized modules of LTR-series: analog to digital converters (ADC), digital analog converters 
(DAC) converters and discrete I/O signal. The station can be connected to the computer (PC) through a unified 
interface Fast Ethernet or USB. 

The General scheme of primary measuring tools used for non-motorized installation with data acquisition system 
is shown in Fig.2. 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Schematic diagram of the connection used for installing sensors with a recording system and a computer: LTR 43 – module output of 
discrete signals; LTR 22, LTR 27 – input module of analog signals; LTR 51 – input module of digital signals. 

 
To ensure joint work of computers (PCs) with modular data collection system LTR, as already mentioned, the 

specialized software is developed [6]. Software is written in Delphi and runs on the operating system Windows XP 
SP3 and above. During testing, the software automatically calculates the main parameters of compressor (and 
turbine, as an energy source for driving the compressor), the processing results are given to the computer display. It 
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should also be noted that the scheme of installation can be used for the purposes of non-motorized tests of a turbine 
of turbochargers. In this case, the compressor can function as a load device. 

3. Non-motorized tests of compressor with different types of vaned diffusers 

Investigations of compressors with different design schemes of vaned diffusers are provided on created non-
motorized installation. In particular, two-row and two-cascade vaned diffusers are investigated [8-13]. Diagram of 
compressor stage with such diffusers is shown in figure 3. 
 

 
Fig.3. schematic Diagram of turbocharger compressor stage with different variants of vaned diffuser: 

variant 1: compressor stage with two-row vaned diffuser; variant 2: compressor stage with two-cascade vaned diffuser. 
 

Figure 4 illustrates the results of these research. They are represented in the functions of corrected mass flow rate 
Gcor through compressor and corrected rotation speed ncor of compressor wheel. Corrected parameters were defined 
with account of requirements of the Russian standard [3] that provided by the appropriate software [6] for 
registration and monitoring of parameters. 

 

 

Fig.4. Parameters of the compressor, depending on the relative corrected air mass flow corG *1: (a) General characteristics of the compressor with 
two-row and two-cascade vane diffuser; (b) Total temperature c* 

and total-to-total compressor efficiency c* 
related to different corrected 

rotation speeds ncor of compressor wheel; 
 compressor stage with two-row vaned diffuser; 

 compressor stage with two-cascade vaned diffuser; 
Note: *1 – the counting measure of the relative mass flow of compressor is the maximum mass flow corresponding to the rotation speed ncor = 

60000 min-1. 
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3. Analysis of the research results 

The analysis of the results gives grounds to conclude that the compressor stage with two-row vaned diffuser 
(variant 1) allows a wider load range compared to a compressor provided with a two-cascade vane diffuser (variant 
2). In particular, to such a compressor, the area of stable (free from surge effects) modes of operation is within the 
limits defined by the relative values of corrected air flow corG , numerically equal to 0.35 ... 0.72 (for ncor = 45 000 
min-1) to 0.78 ... 1.0 (ncor = 65 000 min-1). In the compressor stage with two-cascade vaned diffuser stable operation 
area is more narrow. It is determined by the values corG   0.45 ... 0.68 (ncor = 45 000 min-1) up to corG   0.72 … 1.0 
(ncor = 65 000 min-1) (Fig. 4a). In this compressor stage surge line  is under a significantly larger inclination angle to 
x-axis than in the case where the compressor is provided with two-row vaned diffuser.  

It is important to note the fact that in both cases (two-row and two-cascade vaned diffuser), compressor stage 
ensure high total pressure ratios c. The value of this parameter is at the level of 4.2 … 4.5 (see fig. 4a). Thus, the 
efficiency of the compressor reaches values of 0.80 ... to 0.82, see Fig. 4b. 

Thus, the analysis of the results of non-motorized tests of compressor stages, equipped with two-row or two-
cascade diffusers, allows us to conclude that both compressors are of good parameters (by numerical values of  c*, 

c*, c*, corG ). 

Conclusions 

Preference to any of them is determined by the intended use of propulsion of specific destination.  In the case 
where internal combustion engine is planned to be used on the transport unit, we choose a compressor stage 
equipped with two-row vaned diffuser. With regard to less loaded in dynamic relation machines (stationary units), 
compressor with two-cascade vaned diffuser may be preferred. 

But in these two named cases should be taken into account heat characteristics of the internal combustion engine 
as a source of working fluid (turbine) and the consumer of compressed air. 
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Abstract 

The article presents the results of developing software for calculation and optimization of diesel operating processes and fuel 
injection. The software is intended for calculation and optimization of operating processes and fuel injection for supercharged 
and naturally aspirated diesel engines, including those running on alternative and mixed fuels, with a multi-phase injection and 
exhaust gas recirculation, at the start mode and partial loads. The software consists of related modules: user interface for data 
input, running control and calculation results display, data exchange between modules, a module for one-dimensional calculation 
of processes in the common rail fuel systems, a module for thermodynamic calculation of operational processes and conjugate 
calculation of the thermal state of combustion chamber parts using finite element method, a module for three-dimensional 
calculation and optimization of operations in the combustion chamber using computational fluid dynamic (CFD) method. A 
distinctive feature of the software is a conjugate calculation of fuel injection, operational processes, and thermal state of the 
combustion chamber parts. The use of this software can significantly reduce the time required to optimize operational processes, 
solve problems of engine forcing, reduce fuel consumption and reduce emission rates. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

Research Institute for engines (JSC "NIID") with the participation of Bauman Moscow State Technical University 
and the South-Ural State University has developed software, named as "Bas relief", for calculation and optimization 
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of operating processes in piston engine combustion chamber and fuel system of four-stroke diesel engines with and 
without supercharging, including: 

running on alternative and mixed fuels; 
with multi-stage injection of fuel; 
with exhaust gas recirculation; 
at start-up modes and partial loads. 

 "Bas relief" include  related software modules: 

common graphical user interface for data input, running control and display the results of calculations, data 
exchange between modules; 
software module for one-dimensional calculation of processes in the common rail fuel systems; 
software module for conjugate thermodynamic calculation of operating processes in the engine combustion 
chamber and axisymmetric calculation of the combustion chamber parts thermal state by finite element method; 
CFD-module for three-dimensional gas-dynamic calculation of working processes in the engine combustion 
chamber; 
optimization module. 

"Bas relief" software can operate in Linux operating systems (64 bits) and in Windows operating system (64 bits), 
using the virtualization technology. 

Initial data for calculation are entered via the GUI, see Fig. 1. 
 

 

Fig. 1. "Bas relief" software graphical user interface. 

For combustion chamber geometry introducing can be use: 

graphical user interface; 
computational grid prepared by using third-party software (for example, ANSYS, KIVA, STAR-CD). 
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User can prepare a parameterized geometry templates (like AVL ESE diesel software). 
The calculation results are displayed in a graphical interface, spatially distributed parameters can be visualized 

and processed in the free software Paraview or similar. 

2. One-dimensional calculation of processes in the common rail fuel systems 

In accordance with the concept of building a unified calculation module for developing and optimization 
processes in cylinders, commensurate with a reasonable complexity of their implementation and feasibility reliable 
description, mathematical model of the fuel system based on the one-dimensional description of the fuel movement 
in the long acoustic channels and zero-dimensional description of the processes in the volumes and local hydraulic 
resistance. All hydraulic, mechanical, electrical, thermodynamic processes described in relation to the conditions of 
high unsteadiness. The mathematical model used, on the one hand, developed in accordance with the requirements of 
the specific characteristics adequacy to real fast physical processes, on the other hand - the maximum calculation 
rate. That is particularly important for time-consuming CFD calculation, must to ensure creating a new generation of 
fuel systems. Another feature of "Bas relief" software - simultaneous calculation of processes in combustion 
chamber and in fuel system, that allows to improve fuel supply equipment, as a component of the engine. 

Description of the major fuel injection - elastic properties - was carried out using an equation of state for any 
practically significant fuels which can be used in diesel engines according to the current pressures, temperatures, gas 
content in the fuel. This form of description allows to describe the two-phase state of the fuel and calculate the 
properties of mixtures of fuels. In contrast to the widely used estimates of simplified hydraulic resistance pipeline for 
steady flow and an infinitely long pipeline, in the "Bas relief" software is used correct calculation of hydrodynamic 
friction for unsteady flow of fuel. It is based on an adequate theoretical concept and unique experimental results. 

For modern fuel systems with electronic control applied a detailed calculation of working processes in high-speed 
motor drives controls. Calculation of the electromagnets includes calculating pulse process in electrical circuits, fast 
magnetization reversal, calculation of motion parts with the electromagnetic, mechanical, hydrodynamic effects. 

The conjugate calculation of fuel hydrodynamic  and torsional dynamics of high pressure fuel pump parts allows 
to analyze the emergence and development not resonant torsional vibrations in the drive. Thus, it is possible to 
calculate the amplitude loads are repeatedly exceeding quasistatic. Because of this it is possible to design a reliable 
drive for high pressure fuel pump and not make worse the characteristics of the fuel supply by reason of the torsional 
vibrations in it. 

Comparison of the calculated and experimental diagrams of fuel pressure at the inlet of the nozzle shown on 
Fig. 2. 

3. Thermodynamic calculation of operating processes in the engine combustion chamber and axisymmetric 
calculation of the combustion chamber parts thermal state 

Software module for conjugate thermodynamic calculation of working processes in the engine combustion 
chamber and axisymmetric calculation of the combustion chamber parts thermal state is used for: 

preliminary optimization of working processes in combustion chamber of diesel engines, including running with 
alternative fuels, and mixed fuels, with the exhaust-gas recirculation, that can significantly reduce the time of 
CFD calculations; 
determination of initial and boundary conditions for CFD-module; 
evaluation of the thermal state of the combustion chamber parts. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the calculated and experimental diagrams of fuel pressure at the inlet of the nozzle. 

This software module is based on: 

system of energy and mass balance ordinary differential equations of the gases in the combustion chamber, to be 
solved using Adams-Bashforth methods; 
Vibe [1] equation for single zone with two maximums; 
ignition delay period equation; 
equation of gases mass flow through the valve gap in the quasi-stationary formulation; 
Woschni [2] equation to determine the current value of the heat transfer coefficient in the combustion chamber; 
system of equations for calculation of the combustion chamber parts thermal state, based on the finite element 
method. 

4. Computational fluid dynamic 

CFD-module is based on open source codes OpenFOAM, and used for: 

calculation and optimization of mixture formation, fuel (including alternative and mixed) ignition and 
combustion, formation of harmful substances, multiphase injection and exhaust gas recirculation on the different 
running conditions and engine loads; 
optimization of the combustion chamber shape and characteristics of the fuel injector nozzle, fuel injection 
strategies. 

As the basis of a CFD-modules mathematical model are used: 

fuel breakup submodels: primary - LISA (Lianearized Instability Sheet Atomization), secondary - Reitz & 
Diwakar [3], TAB (Taylor Analogy Breakup), ETAV (Enhanced Taylor Analogy Breakup), Reitz KHRT 
(Kelvin-Helmholtz & Rayleig-Tailor) [4]; 
submodel of interaction in the spray (O'Rourke [5], N.Nordin [6]); 
submodel of fuel droplets interaction with the combustion chamber walls; 
submodel of fuel droplets motion; 
submodels of heat transfer in fuel spray and the evaporation of the droplets; 
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submodels of fuels combustion chemical kinetics (including non-traditional fuels), based on the Arrhenius 
equation; 
submodel of the physical processes in combusting spray PaSR (Partially Stirred Reactor); 
submodels of nitrogen oxides (Y.Zeldovich) and soot particles (H. Hiroyasu [7]) formation; 
submodel of heat transfer in parts of the diesel engine combustion chamber; 
submodel of turbulent reacting gas flow in the combustion chamber RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) 
with standard k-  model or Launder-Sharma k-  model; 
equations of mass, momentum, energy and turbulent parameters conservation. 

During software development, the source codes has been modified and supplemented, in particular: 

specified to determine the coefficients of the normal heptane and other fuels thermophysical properties; 
included kinetic mechanism of alternative and mixed fuels combustion; 
included model of soot particles formation (H. Hiroyasu). 

Examples of the gas and fuel droplets temperature,  concentration of soot and nitrogen oxides calculation are 
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

 

a b  

Fig. 3. (a) Temperature of the gas and fuel droplets; (b) concentration of soot. 

 

a b  

Fig. 4. Concentration of nitrogen oxides: (a) without exhaust gas recirculation; (b) with exhaust gas recirculation. 
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5. Optimization 

Optimization techniques implemented in "Bas relief" software, based on a complex system of energy and 
environmental efficiency criteria and the algorithm includes: 

the choice of fuel with properties in accordance with the diesel engine running conditions; 
determination of the fuel pressure at the injectors and indicator diagram of gas pressure in the cylinder to 
determine the parameters of the injection process and the characteristics of fuel combustion in a diesel engine 
operating cycle; 
determination of basic characteristic of fuel burnout process parameters: duration, timeliness, monotony, 
specificity and adiabatic. 
definition of the criteria and the rate of control by comparing the actual parameters of the combustion process in a 
diesel engine operating cycle with optimal; 
selection of diesel engine operating cycle management strategies using required level at the classification scale 
according to the principles of improving the combustion process; 
determine the effectiveness of diesel engine operating cycle fuel supply optimization using numerical modeling. 

6. Conclusion 

The developed "Bas relief" software has been verified by the results of new diesel CHTZ 4T371 bench testing, 
see Fig. 5, compared with the experimental data obtained using a special fuel stand, see Fig. 6, and calculated data 
obtained with use of AVL Fire software, see Fig. 7. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Diesel engine CHTZ 4T371 on the HORIBA test bench. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the calculated (top) and experimental (bottom) forms of fuel spray. 
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Fig. 7. Mass fraction of soot in the diesel engine CHTZ 4T371 combustion chamber. 

"Bas relief" software passed the state registration of copyrights. 
"Bas relief" software for calculation and optimization of operating processes in piston engine combustion 

chamber and fuel system is a single logical unit, which allows to carry out calculations associated impotent diesel 
engine processes, including fuel supply, injection, spraying, gases movement in the cylinder, fuel evaporation and 
combustion in the combustion chamber of arbitrary geometry. The value and is unique of "Bas relief" software is a 
conjugate description of interrelated processes in the diesel engine fuel equipment and cylinder. Using the developed 
software can significantly reduce the time consuming debugging diesel engine operating processes, help to solve 
problems engine forcing, fuel consumption and emissions of harmful emissions reducing.. 
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This article shows an application of a double source generator for windmills. It is shown the design and the principle of operation 
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1. Introduction 

A common problem encountered with many forms of alternative energy is that the speed of the power source is 
variable.   Windmills are an obvious case, but many other forms of energy produce variable speeds. Flywheel energy 
storage is the very definition of variable power and variable speed.  Small hydropower systems will have variable 
speeds depending on water flow. Waste gas such as methane from landfills will have variable energy density.  
Combustion of natural fuels like wood, grass, paper, etc. result in variable amounts of power  being produced.  
Sterling cycle engines operating from different thermal masses will  get different amounts of power depending on 
temperature cycling.  Since the power varies a typical conversion system using a prime mover (Internal combustion 
Engine, turbine,  sterling engine etc.)  to  drive a rotary generator will  result in variable speeds. 

For a grid connected system variable speed presents a significant problem.  The frequency and voltage of the grid 
is very precisely controlled, a generator that is operating at variable speed normally can not be directly connected to 
the grid, instead the power must be converted and conditioned to be made acceptable for grid connection.  This 
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conversion process is expensive in terms of equipment costs, but also in energy cost as there are losses in the 
conversion process. 

For a permanent magnet type alternator, the voltage increases as the speed increases, the frequency of its output 
also increases. Like the alternator in your automobile, the output of this “wild ac” is usually tamed by converting the 
out put to direct current (DC), which in the case of the auto is used to charge the battery. This conversion approach 
works well when the amount of power is relatively small. However we can’t simply connect a battery to the grid, 
and the grid is where most of the real equipment of the world resides. So an inverter is used to convert the DC power 
to grid compatible AC power, there is an equipment and an energy cost to these conversions, limiting the economics 
of this approach to  relatively small amounts of power. 

For large amounts of power, the standard approach is an AC generator connected to the grid, but that generator is 
operating at the precise speed, frequency, voltage and phasing  necessary to be compatible to the grid.  That set of 
requirements conflicts with the available alternative energy resources; so the authors set about resolving this 
conflict. 

We first started with a design to create a constant voltage over a wide speed range. This was accomplished by 
using a combination of permanent magnets and electro magnets to create the magnetic fields in the alternator.  By 
using the electro magnets to adjust the magnetic field strength we were able to generate a constant voltage over a 
broad range of speeds.  However because the control is in the low power excitation circuit, we were NOT converting 
the high power output, thereby avoiding typical  power losses in the conversion process. This constant voltage, 
combined excitation, design was implemented for a battery charging system on diesel powered generator sets.  To 
be clear this constant voltage design is one step toward the solution to an AC grid compatible system. 

2. Design and operation principle of a combined excitation constant voltage alternator 

The alternator was designed using both permanent magnets and electromagnets to provide the magnetic fields for 
the primary alternator (fig.1). The use of powerful rare earth magnets reduces the overall size of the unit, while 
controlling the electro magnets with a low power, low cost, control circuit we were able to maintain a constant 
output voltage over a wide speed range. In a sense we created an electro dynamic amplifier, where low level signals 
in the excitation windings become high power outputs in the stator windings of the primary generator [1]. 

Fig. 1. The cross-section of alternator. 

The alternator consists of a stator and a rotor.  The stator is comprised of two laminated stacks (1 and 2) The slots 
in the lam stacks are along the axis. Multi-phase winding (3) is installed in the slots. Laminated stacks are pressed 
on the laminated core (4 and 5). A stationary excitation winding (6) is located between sections of the laminated 
core. Rotor (7) of alternator is located outside stator. It has large poles and permanent magnets (8 and 10.) 
Permanent magnets and poles alternate around the circle. They form two rings over lam stacks (1 and 2.) The rings 
are located so that the permanent magnet (9) is located opposite the pole (8) in the axial direction. Magnets (9 and 
10) have radial magnetization. In one ring the magnets have “south” magnetization (9) on the surface directed to the 
package, in another ring the “north” magnetization (10.) 
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Operation: 
With DC excitation in winding (6) a magnetic flux is created that follows the magnetic circuit comprised of: 

laminated stack (1), air gap, large pole(8) of the first ring, back iron of  the rotor, large pole (8) of the second ring, 
air gap, laminated stack (2), section of laminated core(5),  section of laminated core (4). 

Magnetic flux generated by magnets, is looped by the following way: laminated package (1), air gap, “south” 
magnet (9), back of rotor, “north” magnet (10), air gap, laminated package (2), part of laminated core (5), part of 
laminated core (4).  

Magnetic fields from the rare earth magnets are increased or decreased by the direction and amplitude of the 
fields from the electro magnets, the result is the ability to control the output. Voltage over a wide speed range. 

Building upon the concepts developed for  this constant voltage generator,  we found that we could excite the 
input with a synthesized AC wave,  and produce a frequency in the output that could be controlled as needed to be 
compatible with the grid.  Initial experiments used slip ring assemblies and external equipment to produce the PWM 
synthesized  waves. For a practical implementation, we propose a design where the electronics and feedback are 
incorporated into the rotor assembly.  This approach eliminates the brushes and slip rings.  However funding is 
required to complete the development and produce the prototypes. 

The stator of the motor generator is of standard construction, with iron laminations and copper coils in a three 
phase arrangement. These windings are directly tied to the grid. 

The rotor is a wound construction with three phase windings. These windings are excited by a typical three phase 
PWM type drive.  When in motor mode, the PWM signals are phased to take power from the grid until the motor 
gets the flywheel up to speed.   During this acceleration ramp, the voltage applied to the motor windings is adjusted 
to compensate for the BEMF being generated by the motor.When the unit is in generator mode, the phasing is such 
that power is feeding into the grid, and the PWM drive is maintaining the voltage at a level that is compatible with 
the grid. 

A version of this type alternator has been built and tested as part of a diesel powered generator system. However 
the unit built only produced a constant voltage.  The frequency and phasing functions are at this time theoretical, we 
believe they are feasible,  but a device has not been built and tested. 

Why is this different than other approaches? Note that the power extracted from the flywheel is not being 
converted in the electronics; it is being modulated using much lower amounts of current. In effect we have created 
an electro mechanical amplifier, where the majority of the current is carried in the stator windings, and a much 
lower current is being controlled by the electronics in the rotor of the alternator. 

As with all technologies there is a price to pay: The recovery time of bringing the flywheel back up to speed is 
going to be significantly longer than the time it takes to extract the power from the flywheel, because the amount of 
power the electronics can deliver to the rotor is less. 

3. Principles of operation 

The basic idea is to employ two sources of power to excite a the field windings for an induction type generator, 
by using this approach brushes are eliminated while the ability to retain a constant voltage output  over a wide speed 
range is accomplished [2,3]. 

A rotating machine is driven by a prime mover such as a flywheel. There are two sections to this electro dynamic 
machine. The first section is a standard brushless device with permanent magnets, coils and a rectifier circuit. The 
purpose of this brushless section is to provide power to the rotor of the alternator without the use of brushes and slip 
rings. This power is modulated by electronics using a set of coils in the induction alternator to provide the proper 
voltage, frequency and phasing needed for output directly tied to the grid from the alternator stator. The rotating 
stator of the alternator is a wire wound rotor of typical construction for motors or generators, but it incorporates 
some mechanical changes to the laminations to accommodate the frequency shifts needed. 

In effect we create an electro mechanical amplifier, where the low power excitation wave generated by the 
electronics gets a large power increase as the result of the electro dynamic functions of the rotating alternator. This 
allows the large currents from the stator windings to be directly fed into the grid, without conversion, thereby 
avoiding power losses in the electronics. This results in both a cost and efficiency savings. 

To accomplish field excitation the permanent magnet alternator provides initial power to the primary alternator 
field winding, the rotation of the machine creates a larger voltage in the primary alternator stator windings. Some of 
this output power is fed back into the permanent magnet alternator field coils to create the desired voltage. 
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A portion of the excitation voltage comes from coils moving past the permanent magnets of the excitation 
generator, in addition there is a set of electro magnets, that are have controlled currents to increase or decrease the 
magnetic field as a means of providing a controlled excitation voltage to the primary alternator. Sensors detect 
rotational speed to allow control of the output voltage. 

The electronic controls(fig.2) imbedded into the rotor assembly, provide voltage, frequency and phase shifting so 
that the output of the primary alternator can be matched the grid, or the unit can operate as a stand alone. Since the 
excitation wave is adjustable, the speed of rotation can change, yet the power output remains at a fixed frequency 
and voltage. 

Fig. 2. Electronic control system. 

The proposed structure (fig.3) is a stack of flywheel disks, each with their own magnetic support rings. These 
flywheels may be on a common shaft which drives a large motor generator or there can be a set of parallel axial gap 
units. It may be desirable to develop both approaches as there will be different markets for different capacity 
machines.

Fig. 3. The assembly of high power generator and excitation generator (1. Rotor of high power generator,2. Stator of high power generator, 3. 
Rotor of excitation generator, 4. Stator of excitation generator). 

The input to either type  motor is 3 phase power from the grid, and output power will be three phase power to the 
grid.  It is very likely that the local utility will require an isolation transformer so we have flexibility in selecting the 
operating voltages, but we will be constrained by the physical size of conductors.  Selection of unit size is going to 
be a complex exercise as it is difficult to estimate costs without a design and a significant amount of the cost is the 
design. 
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Conclusion 

Since there are multiple technologies and multiple approaches that can be applied to this technical problem, the 
authors are confident that technical solutions can be found and implemented. It will only be after a significant 
amount of the design has been accomplished that it will be possible to do a cost analysis that is anything more than 
educated guesses. 
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Abstract 

The evolution of mechatronics indicates that Technical Cybernetics (TC) was its progenitor, the parent science of informatics that 
at the present stage of human development has ensured the transition from an industrial to an information society, information 
(IT) and cognitive technologies (CT). However, we should recognize that the IT and CT, as catalysts for development and 
progress, represent only a shell, which acquires the substantive content when solving specific practical problems. In engineering 
practice, the MS act as such filling, defining the image of the technosphere of the 21st century [1]. A similar example is Common 
Dateware (CDW) [2] that translates the kinetic energy of an operating mechanism (OM) movement in mechatronics through the 
Resolvers-to-Digital Converters (RDC) [3], in which the output orthogonal signal resolvers are converted into an analog or 
digital equivalent of movement, realizing the connection between space and time [4]. 
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1. Application areas and effectiveness of mechatronics 

Outlining in 1954 a new paradigm forecast of TC N.Wiener drew attention to the fact that the computers will be 
actively used for direct control of the OM [5–7]. This required improving the electromechanics based on electronics, 
which led to the formation of the term «MECHATRONICS». It is a neologism of the words "Mechanics and 
Electronics", proposed by the Japanese engineer Tetsuro Moria in 1969. 
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The term «MECHATRONICS» registered as a trademark in 1972 by Yaskawa Electronic (Japan), which is 
considered one of the world leaders in the development of contactless electric machines with permanent magnets 
(CMPM) [8]. S. Yaskawa confirms development effectiveness of mechatronics in the XX century, he said in the 
report "Future Trend in Intelligent Mechatronics Systems" at the Seventh Mechatronics Forum, Sept. 2000 in 
Atlanta, USA: "This concept increased productivity in industries such as automotive, computers, 
communications equipment and enabled global development. This led to the efficiency of mass production. It 
was focused on material gain. Now we need to take at our disposal the concept of the environment - the full 
life cycle and "shake off the dust" – our business. As we move from the era of the "closed balanced society" 
to "open an unbalanced society", management and global standardization are required". 

These recommendations are relevant to the South Ural region, where it was possible to “shake off the dust” 
carefully and to give sufficient attention to the improvement of innovations aimed to improve the radiological 
situation. From this perspective, radiation-resistant MS for robotic vehicles for elimination of consequences of 
incidents and accidents at the nuclear industries (NI) are of interest [5, 6]. 

During relatively short existence of mechatronics it has penetrated all spheres of human activity. In industrialized 
countries mechatronics is a priority for the development of science and technology, determining the level of 
production, product competitiveness, quality of life, the defense capability and security of the nation. Mechatronics 
is a vivid example of the impressive results of interdisciplinary cooperation. Besides, mechatronics achievements 
have the greatest application in mechanical engineering and instrument making, machine tool construction and 
automotive industry, robotics, aerospace, medical, office and home appliances. The logo shown in Fig. 1a illustrates 
the application areas. MS for transport engineering and high-rise buildings lifts [9], which significantly increases 
energy efficiency by energy recovery during coasting, should be noted as the innovative applications. 

The actual formation of mechatronics coincides with the withering in the 70s of the last century of TC and with 
the dawn in the 80's "informatics", which is a neologism of the words "information" and "automatics", introduced in 
France. 

2. Structural Electronization of Mechatronics 

Structure of Mechatronics can be presented in the form of the logo (Fig. 1b), reflecting its functions, taking into 
account the above neologisms, and corresponding the supplementing [4] definition: "Mechatronics is a computer 
paradigm of TC, that provides the translating the energy type between mechanics and electronics by 
converting information through automation". 

The main feature of the MS structure is the presence of electromechanical (EMC) and automated information 
(AIC) components carrying, respectively, energy type converting and information forms conversion.  Selecting 
CMPM justified not only by its broad functionality, but also its energy efficiency, contactless, controllability and the 
ability to eliminate gear which have been used in the electric drive (ED) for over 200 years. The presence of the gear 
in EMC prevents the establishment of precision MS due to backlash, which, according to the criterion of Miller, 
doubles the dynamic error. In practice, in continuous operation it is difficult to ensure the gear backlash less than 5  
due to wear gearwheels [7, 10]. 

Electronization, the consequence of which is to increase the effectiveness of the MS, achieved in gearless 
electricomechatronic system (GEMS), which implemented on the basis of CMPM. Its effectiveness, in turn, is 
largely dependent on the level and extent of dataware (DW), structural and algorithmic features of GEMS, which are 
determined by quantitative and qualitative indicators of the DW [11]. Therefore, the choice of the DW structure is 
an actual problem that typically contains primary measuring sensor (PMS), directly related to the OM and the 
CMPM rotor. In this respect the advanced design version of the EMC proposed by Danaher Motion and shown in 
cross section in Fig. 1c is a demonstrative variant [12]. The unit contains a CMPM, in which resolvers and clamping 
sleeve for interfacing with the OM are integrated. 
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a    b     c 

Fig. 1. (a) logo of mechatronics application arrears; (b) logo of  Mechatronics;  (c)  EMC 

3. Common Dateware of Mechatronic Systems  

The equivalents of "authorized" As   and Ac   signals [8] determining the actual position of the rotor relative to its 
stator are needed for switching CMPM. For analog control the rotor position sensors (RPS) are used based on 
reduktosin, which is a kind of contactless resolvers, in which the number of pole pairs coincides with CMPM. 

Restructuring MS, change of control algorithms of CMPM and transformation of displacement components occur 
as a result of evaluation by the ring transformer (RT) set and actual values of displacement components. Topical 
question is the question of choosing a device that provides an information exchange between EMC and AIC in MS 
having high functionality in terms of sustainability, accuracy and high-speed performance. The TC principles for 
this purpose provide the application of feedback loops [11], representing the analog or digital equivalent of 
displacement components. For their synthesis one can use special RDC [13], chips with an average degree of 
integration [14] and digital signal processors (DSP) in conjunction with the ADC and DAC. With the help of the 
DSP you can compensate the low-frequency drift, stray amplitude modulation and phase shifts of the convertible 
signals [8]. 

To suppress the quantization noise is advisable to use tracking converter resolver outputs [14], which are referred 
abroad RDC [3]. They are closed tracking systems with second order astatism, which is in the process of converting 
the output signals of resolver allows sequentially synthesize the analog equivalent of, respectively, the acceleration  
and velocity  by analog integration. Subsequent analog-to-digital integration allows synthesizing a digital value 
equivalent  of displacement in absolute binary code which changes continuously. Self-organizing design of RDC 
[14] allows improving the dynamic indicates of conversion under rapidly changing inputs. This eliminates the main 
drawback inherent to foreign RDC analogues [3]. The recommendations set out in [15] help to improve utilization in 
mechatronics. High-speed ADCs are used to digitize analog equivalents of velocity  and acceleration . In the 
application for the conversion of the microcontroller (MC) digitization is performed by integrated ADC. 

The operations necessary to form all components of the common dateware (CDW) to the MS with various 
embodiments of the PMS are shown in the table 1. 

4. Common Dateware Primary Measuring Sensor 

Among the PMS, based on the converting of electric power, dynamoelectric resolvers are most widely used. 
They are produced with windings on the stator and rotor. There are resolvers without windings toothed rotor (Fig. 
2a), which is called the vernernym resolver [16] or reduktosin. Contactless resolver contains a ring transformer (RT) 
(Fig. 2b) for transmitting to the rotor excitation, which frequency is 0.4 ... 10 kHz. Contactless induction phase 
shifter type BIF are used (Fig. 2c) when operating at frequencies of 1.5 ... 350 kHz [13-15]. 

The practice uses of resolvers showed that the most effective in terms of improving the accuracy are two 
reporting PMS with mechanical (see. Fig. 2c) or rather with an electrical reduction. Its principle lies in the fact that 
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for a small rotation angle of input axis PMS amplitude or phase of the output signal changes for one period, and 
when turning the rotor at 360  the number of periods is equal to the velocity ratio of the electric reduction (VRER). 
Multi-pole resolvers, reduktosins and inductosyns are widespread in practice. The conversion error of the PMS is 
reduced by a factor equal to VRER. Furthermore, there is a weakening influence their technological and 
manufacturing errors, including irregularities in the air gap [14]. 

Table 1. Variants of CDW in MS with various PMS. 

 
/  The type of primary measuring sensor The displacement components 

on the PMS outputs 
The operations necessary for the formation of the 

remaining components of the CDW 

1 Coder Position Gray N G or Barker 
N B code Conversion to a binary code  and double 

differentiation for getting  , ; generation of AS  
and AC   in the MC or DSP 2 Incremental sensor (IS) Unitarian code N , marker N0 

at  = 0 

3 Elektromashina sine-cosine resolver 
(ESCR) 

Analog orthogonal 
displacement components US  

and UC  

Conversion , ,  , AS  and AC   by RDC and 
ADC 

4 Optical absolute encoder (OAE) Conversion , , , AS  and AC   y ADC and DSP 

5 The detector of the magnetic field (DMF) Binary Codes , S  and C  Conversion S  and C  DAC in US , U , generation 
,  , AS  and AC  in DSP or MC 

5. Common Dateware Primary Measuring Sensor 

Among the PMS, based on the converting of electric power, dynamoelectric resolvers are most widely used. 
They are produced with windings on the stator and rotor. There are resolvers without windings toothed rotor (Fig. 
2a), which is called the vernernym resolver [16] or reduktosin. Contactless resolver contains a ring transformer (RT) 
(Fig. 2b) for transmitting to the rotor excitation, which frequency is 0.4 ... 10 kHz. Contactless induction phase 
shifter type BIF are used (Fig. 2c) when operating at frequencies of 1.5 ... 350 kHz [13-15]. 

The practice uses of resolvers showed that the most effective in terms of improving the accuracy are two 
reporting PMS with mechanical (see. Fig. 2c) or rather with an electrical reduction. Its principle lies in the fact that 
for a small rotation angle of input axis PMS amplitude or phase of the output signal changes for one period, and 
when turning the rotor at 360  the number of periods is equal to the velocity ratio of the electric reduction (VRER). 
Multi-pole resolvers, reduktosins and inductosyns are widespread in practice. The conversion error of the PMS is 
reduced by a factor equal to VRER. Furthermore, there is a weakening influence their technological and 
manufacturing errors, including irregularities in the air gap [14]. 

 

a   b    c

 

Fig. 2.  (a) contactless reduktosin; (b) resolvers; (c) phase shifte 
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Unlike reduktosins (see. Fig. 2a) from resolvers (see. Fig. 2b) is that both the primary and two phases of 
secondary windings located in the stator slots and the rotor is a gearwheel. The ratio between the numbers of teeth of 
the stator and rotor may be any. The main advantage of reduktosin is its contactless. At high rotor speeds of 
reduktosin it becomes possible to use its output signals, the amplitude of which depends on the rotor speed, for 
tachometry. However, the attenuation of the reduktosin output signal at more than multipolar resolvers, and in a 
small area of the stator slot can reach 40. Thus the slope of the tachometer signal is 1 mV/rpm that hinders the 
formation of a digital equivalent of velocity at low speeds of GEMS [11]. 

Electronization of PMS led to the creation inductosyns whose rotor and stator are discs of isolated (non-
conductive) material, arranged coaxially and in parallel at a short distance from each other. Two primary multipole 
windings and one secondary winding are applied to the discs lithographically. The current powering with a 
frequency of 2 ... 20 kHz is produced by the method of pulsing or rotating field. The first mode is the amplitude, and 
the second is phase. Output signals not intended for broadcast over large distances [17].  

All kinds of resolvers can determine the angle within one pole pitch. To increase the range of conversion one can 
use two samples or a device that allows you to record the number of pole pitches, fixing zero-crossing of accurate 
reading signal.  

6. Application Features of the PD in Precision Mechatronics Systems 

Precision MS requires using PMS with the error less than 20". Their maximum tracking speeds at a resolution of 
16 bits reach 1000 rpm and the tracking error of ±2'+1 LSB, which corresponds to ± 7 LSB at a resolution of 16 bits. 
The most effective method of resolver’s error compensation is the calibration that was used originally and in the 
first sample it is allowed to reduce the error from ± 50" up to ± 10" [17]. Over the past 60 years it is managed to 
bring the error to 1" [18]. The resolution 1.5" is attainable for RDC with electric reduction and 14-bit ADC under 
cyclic arctangent converting [13]. 

However, because of the PMS error high resolution of conversion does not provide high accuracy. Therefore, the 
implementation of precision GEMS used structural and algorithmic methods providing for increasing the resolution, 
repeatability and, in fact, accuracy [16]. As the RDC inferior absolute encoder in high-speed performance and 
accuracy, they can be used to check the error re , which is shown in Fig. 3a. Her character makes it possible to use 
the Fourier series. Fig. 3b shows the error curve, which decrease on the order after the injection of correction [8].  

Fig. 3.(a) error curves before correction; (b) error curves after correction 

7. Summary and Conclusions 

Creating precision positioning devices, which began in the XX century [16], is obliged not to success in creating 
digital and discrete PMS. It is obliged to continuous improvement of resolvers that till now surpass coders and IS in 
terms of accuracy, resolution, high-speed performance, resistance to external factors, reliability, cost and efficiency 
of signal processing algorithms. 
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A common drawback of multi-pole resolvers and reduktosins is the difficulty of placing multiple windings that 
significantly increases the complexity of manufacturing contactless electromechanical PMS. They increased cost is 
not conducive to widespread use, but their use is justified by the need to obtain a long service life, high reliability 
and resistance to external influences. 

There is an important ability of radiation-resistant resolvers to generate output two reporting signals, which 
parameters allow for interference-free transmission in the phase or amplitude modes, respectively, 3 or 5-wire cable 
interface from the EMC, located together with the OM in the area of increased radiation, to the distance providing 
reduction of radiation to values that allow the operation of microelectronics in the MEC. Digital information about 
the displacement components, formed in the AIC and necessary for controlling the energy converting, returns to the 
EMC through power circuits. This simplifies the robotization of vehicles operating at high levels of radiation [11]. 

Attempts to produce complete replacement resolvers code sensors did not give the desired effect because of the 
high cost of manufacturing the code sensors and complexities associated with the transfer of multi-bit digital 
equivalents of movement required to obtain components of the velocity and acceleration of operations of 
differentiation in digital processor with extremely high speed and noise immunity in MC. 

The application of IS fit into the concept of using a serial interface. This version of the PMS not solved the 
problem of the dynamics and noise immunity of the formation of velocity and acceleration components. As a further 
disadvantage, it has a real possibility of data loss during transmission and lack of its self-healing after a power 
failure. "Sensorless" variants of dateware [19] accumulate these shortcomings of coders and IS. Getting information 
about the displacement with the help of indirect methods using models of electromechatronic converter can be 
carried out only approximately, because in most cases on the basis of modern microprocessor only simplified 
dynamic models of electromechatronic converter can be implemented [20]. 

High functionality and efficiency make resolvers and absolute encoders leaders of PMS mechatronics. They 
complement each other. The first exhibits higher rates of stability when operating in harsh operating conditions and 
the second has smaller error. The prospect of format of output orthogonal signals of RDC and OAE is confirmed by 
successful convergence of nanotechnology in mechatronics. The result of innovation was the emergence of DMF 
encoders having a space-time communication. Their orthogonal output signals are generated by the induction of the 
permanent magnet performing the functions of the PMS using Hall-effect or the anisotropic giant tunnel 
magnetoresonance. Unlike ESCR based on the principle of electro-mechanical energy conversion DMF do not 
require powering and they are general type sensors. They are not used in the phase format [21]. They do not apply 
the modulation-demodulation of signals. 
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1. Introduction 

As the urban distribution networks develop, maintaining operational reliability and optimization of 6 (10) kV 
cable lines (CL) operation depending on the efficiency and resource conservation criteria becomes a challenge. Our 
case study of common urban networks schemes (of two cities) shows that the insulation conditions of CL have an 
impact on each other. This fact is due to the specific configuration of a distribution network and to the location of 
relay protection and automation devices that act on the head feeder circuit breakers (entire network connected to the 
switch 2, Fig. 1 (a)) [1,2]. An example of estimation of no-failure operation of a CL with impregnated paper 
insulation in the circuit of a distribution network feeder is shown in Fig. 1 (b). 
 

Fig. 1. (a) Example of a distribution network feeder section; (b) Estimation of no-failure operation of a CL in a 
feeder circuit. 

 
Existing standards of reliability assessment in the Russian Federation and the IEC mandate using several 

methods: those based on the reference data; according to the reliability of analogues; based on the materials’ 
properties data, available at the time of the calculation; that include forecasting methods; structural methods of 
calculation; physical methods (experiments) [3,4]. 

It should be noted that classical methods of calculation of reliability indicators of a feeder with many connected 
CL (analytical and table-logic method) are hardly applicable in most cases. The first method involves the 
construction of block diagrams consisting of n interconnected elements, each of which can be in two states – 
operation or failure. The disadvantage of this method is that cumbersome calculations are unavoidable every time 
the network configuration is changed (accidents, routine switching, etc.). The number of such configurations in a 
real network can be high. Table-logic method has similar drawbacks. Thus, these methods do not have the required 
flexibility when the network configuration is changed. This entails excessive use of computer resources. 

Regulatory documents allow the development of calculation methods of reliability indicators for certain objects 
(identified weak links) that solve various optimization problems, where the reliability indicators serve as objective 
functions, control parameters or boundary conditions. 
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Reliability of a CL in a distribution network, taking into account redundancy and relay protection, can be 
calculated by a program that takes into account the regulatory documents and retrospective analysis of CL operating 
data.  

Several models that estimate reliability and predict damage rate of a CL have already been proposed: statistical 
models; neural network based model; model using technocenosis approach; probabilistic and statistical approach [5-
16]. It is stated in [17] that preliminary cable line data acquisition is necessary for the CL insulation conditions 
assessment. Otherwise, the data may be misinterpreted. In [18] the existence of several dominant failure processes in 
cable networks is pointed out. So in addition to the partial discharge analysis, a dielectric analysis should be 
conducted to determine the actual conditions, taking into account the age of the CL. 

2. 2. Virtual model of damage and reliability assessment of a "6(10) kV cable line - distribution network 
diagram" unit 

For the probabilistic estimation of the damage caused by energy curtailment, of the probability of failure-free 
operation of the feeder consisting of several CL, as well as the estimation of the main reliability indicators (failure 
rate; mean time to repair, mean time to failure; total number of failures during CL lifetime, steady-state availability; 
forced outage rate) a model and a program was developed in LabVIEW software environment (S/N: M62X10849) 
(programming language G). The model provides ability to assess the damage and reliability of the unit "6(10) kV 
CL – distribution network diagram" using the Monte Carlo method and taking into account the analysis of the CL 
failure probability and the experiment planning theory. Figure 2 shows the program module that implements the 
algorithm for a section consisting of 3 CL. For a bigger number of CL in the network the structure of the program 
and basic modules are identical. 

The program consists of several interconnected modules: 
Cable line parameters input module. The following historical operating data is entered: failure rate during 
three periods (early failure period, operational period, intensive aging period); average time of power supply 
interruption and damage caused by energy curtailment due to cable insulation breakdown. To account for the 
circuit connections, distribution network configuration and relay protections criteria are introduced. 
Main calculation module. A random process is generated using Monte-Carlo method, based on historical 
data and taking into account reliability and possible damage caused by CL failure and the experiment 
planning theory. Elements from 12 to 20, Fig. 2, generate the random process. 
Result output module. 

Fig. 2. Diagram of the reliability assessment program of a network section consisting of 3 CL. 
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3. Sample testing of the virtual model 

The program is used when the process is repeated to obtain a representative statistical data that can be analyzed, 
for example, using the experiment planning theory. 

Preliminary studies show that the feeder uptime and possible damage caused by energy curtailment depend 
nonlinearly on the failure rates of the feeder cable lines (determined by their age, length, operating conditions, 
insulation conditions) [15-16]. Therefore, according to the mathematical modeling theory, a second order regression 
equation should be used, and the experiments should be carried out according to the second order plan (Table 1), 
using a vector representation of variable factors (Fig. 3) [19-20]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Vector representation of factors (failure probability of a CL). 
 
In a virtual experiment cable lines with failure probability (Q1, Q2, Q3) of 0.05; 0.5 and 0.95 were used. This 

was necessary to provide all possible combinations in the experiment matrix (Table 1) that corresponds to the 
selected second order plan, each experiment was repeated three times. The order of 45 experiments was randomized. 
Randomization is necessary for a uniform distribution of inaccuracy, it was carried out using a random number 
generator. Number of realization of experiments is presented in the 2nd column of the Table 1. The experimental 
results are also presented in Table 1. 

The following input data was used for the analysis of the circuit configuration shown in Fig. 1 (a): average 
statistical downtime 1.2 hours; damage from energy curtailment Y=1 c.u. per 1 kWh; number of experiments is 
equal to the number of hours in one year: 8760 hours. The failure probability parameters are those shown in Fig. 3, 
with the gradation required for the experiment matrix. It is assumed that the failure of one of CL causes immediate 
automatic tripping of the whole feeder. If the circuit configuration has redundancy, it is accepted that the breakdown 
of CL 1 the feeder is disconnected during routine switching, breakdown of CL 2 disconnects transformer 
substations TS 2 and 3, and breakdown of CL 3 disconnects only transformer substation TS 3. 

 
Table 1. The matrix and virtual experiment results (for a circuit with 3 CL and no redundancy). 

Ex
pe

rim
en

t 
 

Realization  

X1 1 X2 2 X3 3 Yi – damage 

Calculated value, 
Y 

Ph
ys

. 

C
od

e.
 

Ph
ys

. 

C
od

e.
 

Ph
ys

. 

C
od

e.
 

Y1 Y2 Y3 
Average value,  

Y  

1 17, 28, 7 0.05 -1 0.05 -1 0.05 -1 202 204 201 202 258 
2 3, 40, 32 0.95 1 0.05 -1 0.05 -1 2321 2312 2308 2314 2284 
3 31, 23, 14 0.05 -1 0.95 1 0.05 -1 1246 1240 1236 1241 1210 
4 8, 18, 43 0.95 1 0.95 1 0.05 -1 2371 2375 2374 2373 2429 
5 27, 12, 30 0.05 -1 0.05 -1 0.95 1 584 599 590 591 561 
6 24, 6, 37 0.95 1 0.05 -1 0.95 1 2347 2344 2332 2341 2397 
7 33, 2, 29 0.05 -1 0.95 1 0.95 1 1263 1257 1259 1260 1315 
8 42, 22, 16 0.95 1 0.95 1 0.95 1 2374 2378 2373 2375 2345 
9 26, 5, 38 0.05 -1 0.5 0 0.5 0 824 820 830 825 826 
10 13, 15, 21 0.95 1 0.5 0 0.5 0 2356 2353 2358 2356 2354 
11 36, 4, 19 0.5 0 0.05 -1 0.5 0 1355 1374 1376 1368 1367 
12 1, 34, 9 0.5 0 0.95 1 0.5 0 1810 1818 1816 1815 1816 
13 45, 10, 25 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.05 -1 1532 1526 1525 1528 1527 

14 20, 44, 35 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.95 1 1645 1627 1636 1636 1636 
15 11, 39, 41 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5 0 1576 1598 1603 1592 1582 
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The coefficients of the regression equation were calculated using L-matrix that corresponds to the experiment 

matrix [20]. The second order regression equation Y = f (Q1, Q2, Q3), taking into account accounting the feeder 
configuration and relay protection with redundancy, is as follows: 

 
2

2

Q1 0.5 Q2 0.5 Q3 0.5 Q1 0.5 Q1 0.5 Q2 0.5
Y 1581.9 764 224.7 54.5 8.3 201.7

0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45

Q1 0.5 Q3 0.5 Q2 0.5 Q2 0.5 Q3 0.5 Q3 0.5
47.3 9.6 49.4 0.03

0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45

2
.

 

 
Where, Y is the damage, Q1, Q2, Q3 is the probability of failure able line 1, 2, 3. 
Table 2 shows an example of assessing the impact of the renovation of cable lines on the cable section failure 

probability. In Table 2 the probability of failure of three CL (QCL 1, QCL 2, QCL 3) is taken as a source of 
historical data, and the results of the calculation are the probability of failure of one (Q-1-CL), two (Q-2-CL) or 
three CL simultaneously (Q-3-CL), the probability of failure of the whole feeder (Q feeder) and damage (Y, c.u.). 

 
 

Table 2. An example of assessment of a virtual experiment results. 

 

The obtained results show that not accounting for the circuit configuration, relay protection and redundancy leads 
to errors in prediction of the probability of failure-free operation of the feeder. It can be noted that in the case of 
redundancy in the network the damage from energy curtailment is reduced most by replacing the CL 1, despite the 
fact that it is not the oldest. Without redundancy, the CL 2 must first be updated. Our analysis shows that in more 
complex schemes the renovation stage assessment is not always obvious. 

4. Conclusions 

An algorithm and a program are proposed for the evaluation of cable network section reliability, taking into 
account historical data. 

1   historical situation 2   historical situation (CL 2  renovated) 

Configuration 
and 

redundancy 
taken into 
account 

QCL 1 QCL 2 QCL 3 Y, (c.u.) QCL 1 QCL 2 QCL 3 Y,  (c.u.) 
0.29 0.51 0.48 

1236 
0.29 0.01 0.48 878 

Q-1-CL Q-2-CL Q-3-CL Q-1-CL Q-2-CL Q-3-CL Effect, % 
0.43 0.32 0.07 0.49 0.14 0.001 29 

Configuration 
taken into 
account 

QCL 1 QCL 2 QCL 3 Y,  (c.u.) QCL 1 QCL 2 QCL 3 Y,  (c.u.) 
0.29 0.51 0.48 1987 0.29 0.01 0.48 1538 

Q feeder  Q feeder Effect, (%) 
0.82 0,63 23 

3   historical situation (CL 3 renovated) 4   historical situation (CL 1  renovated) 

Configuration 
and 

redundancy 
taken into 
account 

QCL 1 QCL 2 QCL 3 Y,  (c.u.) QCL 1 QCL 2 QCL 3 Y,  (c.u.) 
0.29 0.51 0.01 1161 0.01 0.51 0.48 752 

Q-1-CL Q-2-CL Q-3-CL Effect, (%) Q-1-CL Q-2-CL Q-3-CL Effect, (%) 
0.50 0.15 0.002 6 0.50 0.24 0.002 39 

Configuration 
taken into 
account 

QCL 1 QCL 2 Q L 3 Y,  c.u. QCL 1 QCL 2 QCL 3 Y,  (c.u.) 
0.29 0.51 0.01 1600 0.01 0.51 0.48 1832 

Q feeder Effect, (%) Q feeder Effect, (%) 
0.66 20 0.75 8 
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The program allows carrying out various experiments and getting rich statistical data to assess the functional 
relationships of the probability of no-failure of a feeder that consists of several cable lines with different historical 
failure data. 

The dependencies of reliability indicators of a distribution network configuration, established as a result of virtual 
experiments, allows estimation of how much the cable network needs to be upgraded to reduce the possible damage. 
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Abstract 

Modern electromagnetic actuators, in particular proportional solenoids, are complex mechatronic systems, including both an 
actuator and its control system. Electromagnetic actuators are often used in control systems of increased liability and therefore 
continuously evolving. The development of new types of electromagnetic actuators is based on experimental configuring of 
parameters of regulators and comprehensive product testing. The complexity and the continuous improvement of the currently 
used magnetic systems require new approaches to the management of high-precision position of the movable elements. This 
article discusses an integrated approach to research, monitoring, diagnostics and control of DC proportional solenoids. This 
approach is based on sensorless measuring of the complex flux-ampere characteristics of the electromagnetic system employed 
detecting malfunctions, and for determining the position of the movable drive member. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: flux-ampere characteristic, sensorless control, sensorless diagnostics 

1. Introduction 

The complexity and the continuous improvement of the currently used magnetic systems requires new 
approaches to the management of high-precision position of the movable elements [1]. To implement an effective 
approach in [2] proposed an automated system of automatic control of the production of intelligent actuators [3], a 
major element of which is stand for the diagnostics and configuration controls. In the development and pilot 
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production of new proportional solenoids DC said stand may be in the form of automated systems for research and 
complex tests. These operations are designed to enhance process performance design optimization electromagnets, 
including the use of new materials or materials known in limit operating conditions. 

2. Methods, Equipment And Software 

For the design of automated systems for research and complex tests proportional magnet DC platform National 
Instruments is chosen. The basis used industrial computer chassis-based NI PXIe-1078 [4] under the control of a 
controller NI PXI-8133 [5], with an extra set: NI PXIe-6341 [6], a multimeter NI PXIe-4071 [7] power supply NI 
PXI-4130 [8]. To control the operation of the electromagnet used specialized board NI sbRIO-9636 [9], which 
operates on the FPGA and real-time controller. To determine the position of the movable member used proximity 
sensor type LS5-15 / 10-232-2-V- (12-24) -A [10]. The object of research is a solenoid type KTS P25A00-24. 

The developed algorithms for diagnosis and management based on the principles of natural-model testing and 
measurement sensorless flux-ampere characteristics of electromagnetic systems [11 – 14]. To implement the 
developed algorithms used programming environment NI LabVIEW [15]. To realize full-scale tests [16 – 20] used 
software packages GMSH [21] and GetDP [22], is used to calculate the magnetic field finite element method [23].  

3. Solution Description 

The position of the movable element of the electromagnet x determines the degree of closed magnetic circuit d. 
Degree of closed magnetic circuit d determines the level of the magnetic flux F at a given value of the 
magnetomotive force Iw [24]. The level of magnetic flux has a direct relationship with the magnetic flux of the 
winding . Thus, there is a physical link between flux-ampere characteristic of the electromagnet  (Iw) and the 
position of its movable element x: 

( ) ( )x d Iw Iw . 

Under the conditions of complexity and uncertainty of the individual parameters of new experimental models of 
products, traditional methods of developing control systems are not effective. To solve this problem are encouraged 
to use the controls on the basis of neural networks. 

The block diagram of the automated systems for research and complex tests of electromagnets shown in Fig. 1. In 
Fig. 2 following notation is used: Chassis NI PXIe-1078 - a block that implements the interaction between the 
individual elements of the system; CBS NI PXI-8133 - Controller of operating system, implements, including 
modeling functions and training of the neural network; ADC NI PXIe-6341 – conversion block, which provides 
measurement of flus-ampere characteristics and the control position of the armature of the electromagnet; UKEP NI 
PXIe-4071 - control device electrical parameters of the electromagnet; DPJ LS5 - anchor position sensor; BP NI 
PXI-4130 - power supply of the sensor position of the armature; CD FPGA sbRIO-9636 – control device for the 
actuator; CCS - controlled current source; OR KTS P25A00-24- object of research.  

 

 

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the automated systems for research and complex tests electromagnets. 
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The algorithm for the system is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The algorithm of the automated systems for research and complex tests electromagnets. 
 

The system operates as follows. After connecting the electrical connections to the electromagnet system via 
UKEP PXIe NI-4071 (Fig. 1) is executed measurement of electrical parameters of its windings (Block 1, Fig. 2). In 
the second stage (Block 2, Fig. 2) there is a pulsed signal to the working coil of an electromagnet (using CD FPGA 
sbRIO-9636 by CCS, Fig. 1) is sufficient to carry out a full stroke of the armature, sensorless measuring its flux-
ampere characteristics (without installing additional measuring coil - the measured current and voltage at the 
operating winding ADC NI PXIe-6341 with the following calculation flus-ampere characteristic in CBS NI PXI-
8133, Fig. 1) and fixing the position of the armature depending on the time (via DPJ LS5 and CBS NI PXI-8133, 
Fig. 1). The next step (Block 3, Fig. 2) configures the magnetic and electrical parameters of the model of the 
electromagnet on the results of the method of full-scale experiment. This model is used as an object of control to 
adjust the neural network (Block 4, Fig. 2) [25, 26]. In the next step (Block 5, Fig. 2) holds programming CD FPGA 
sbRIO-9636 (see. Fig. 1) with the resultant adjustment parameters and re-running a full-scale experiment with 
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parallel registration flus-ampere characteristics and the position of the armature. The control is performed by 
measuring in real time the flux-ampere characteristic. In the case of obtaining a sufficient precision for the controls 
(Block 7, Fig. 2), the configuration process ends, and is transmitted for analysis (Block 8, Fig. 2), otherwise the 
process repeats starting with the model is refined by the method full-scale experiment. The result of the work of 
neural network [27][28] is shown in Fig. 3.  

 

 

 Fig. 3. Structure of the neural network and the result of its work. 

Fig. 3 shows the structure of the neural network [29] and the result of its work: determining the position of the 
movable element of the electromagnet according to the characteristics of flux-ampere. 

4. Conclusion 

The structure of the automated systems for research and complex tests electromagnets. The algorithm of the 
system and the computer model of the test object. The scheme settings management system built on the basis of a 
neural network. 
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Abstract 

Modern construction projects are complex engineering structures that vary in purpose, materials, height, the regulatory period of
service, purpose and features of operation. Often there is a need for reconstruction of old buildings and structures. All this 
requires the development of technologies, methods, and special equipment for the inspection of buildings and constructions, 
quality control not only in the course production but also at the construction site. The use of control devices allows solving 
problems of contractors non-compliance with the requirements of the project and the consequences of incorrect assembly, which 
in turn may lead not only to economic losses but also to the damage caused to the health and lives of people. In this article, we
have designed a device for measuring the diameter of reinforcement concrete structures. For modeling of individual components 
of the electronic part of device the system NI Multisim is used. For modeling of electromagnetic sensors for developed the device 
for measuring the diameter of the reinforcement concrete structures the program Maxwell SV is used. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).

Keywords: Valves, control valve diameter, viagratobuy Converter, NI Multisim, Maxwell SV 

1. Statement of the problem 

Modern construction projects are complex engineering structures that vary in purpose, materials, height, the 
regulatory period of service, purpose and features of operation. Often there is a need for reconstruction of old 
buildings and structures [1]. All this requires the development of technologies, methods, and special equipment for 
inspection of buildings and constructions, quality control not only on production but also on the construction site. 
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The use of control devices allows to solve problems of non-compliance by contractors with the requirements of the 
project and the consequences of incorrect assembly, which in turn may lead not only to economic loss but also 
damage the health and lives of people. Today there are several types of quality control of building structures. One of 
the main nondestructive testing (NDT)[2], which allows the measurement of the physical parameters of the objects 
without destroying them[3 – 5]. 

Methods of nondestructive testing are widely used and applied not just in the construction field, but also in many 
other fields due to its versatility. At the moment, for measurement of geometric parameters of conductive objects are 
devices, which are based on direct contact with the test object, and the device based on noncontact measurement 
method [6]. 

2. A description of the method 

Description metadataresolver an NDT method based on the analysis of the interaction of electromagnetic field 
eddy current probe with the electromagnetic field of eddy currents induced in the test object [7 – 10]. Eddy currents 
are excited in the object by the transducer, which is used as an inductive coil fed by alternating sinusoidal or pulsed 
current [11]. The basis of the eddy current technique is the induction of electric current in a conducting material. 
When an alternating excitation current is a vector in the complex plane. The inductive interaction of the coil with the 
object of control is determined by the system of Maxwell's equations [12] describing the electromagnetic field in a 
predetermined space and having the form (1): 

      (1) 

where N and E - vectors of magnetic and electric fields [13][14], respectively; B - the magnetic induction vector; t – 
time; – the vector of density of the total current defined by the expression (2): 

thirdtranoffcondfull JJJJJ         (2) 

where condJ - the density vector of conduction current, offJ  - displacement, tranJ - migration and thirdJ - third 
party. 

3.  Block diagram of the device measuring the diameter of reinforcement concrete structures 

Block diagram of the device is shown in Fig. 1.  

tBE

JH

/rot

rot full
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the device. 
The flow diagram shows: DIO – device I / o, designed to set the control parameters and the subsequent output of 

the received results of measurement of the diameter of the valve; MK – microcontroller block, which is used to 
generate the excitation signal, the management control process and perform the data processing before output; as 
block gain current (BGC) is used as a current source controlled by the output voltage of the microcontroller; MVCC 
matrix eddy-current transducers that communicate with the control object; BVG – gain block voltage – response; 
DPU – digital processing unit – set analog-to-digital converters [15, 16]. 

During operation of the device, the microcontroller sets the setpoint frequency current in the generator, the signal 
is amplified and fed to the switch, where the signal is distributed according to a given algorithm in certain sections 
of the matrix eddy-current transducers under the influence of the excited coil, an external electromagnetic field 
interacting with the electromagnetic field of eddy currents induced in the test object this field. The received signals 
of the measuring coils are amplified and digitized through the switch and to the microcontroller where they are 
processed and displayed [17 – 19]. 

4. A schematic diagram of the device 

The figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the signal amplifier and waveform outputted to the virtual oscilloscope 

Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of the device. 

5. Building a 3D model in the medium Maxwell SV 

Building a 3D model of one block of the matrix of eddy current transducer and the relative location of the valve 
stem with respect to the transducer, in the medium of computer modeling Maxwell SV and set the basic parameters  

Fig. 3. 3D model of the object in the environment of Maxwell SV. 
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of the model [20] [21]. The relative dimensions of the coils and the depth of the reinforcement have been described 
above. The resultant block model matrix eddy current converter is shown in Fig. 3. 

The result of the simulation is shown in Fig. 4: 

Fig. 4. Result of the simulation.  

6. Conclusion 

Using the described eddy current methods, it is possible to measure the diameter of the reinforcement of 
reinforced concrete structures of the electromechanical transducer contactless eddy current type with the appropriate 
configuration of the electromagnetic field and winding structures. 
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Abstract 

The paper considers issues of enhancing the resulting stability of the meshed power supply systems containing distributed 
generation facilities under conditions of large iron and steel enterprises. An improved software suit for studying emergency and 
post-emergency conditions has been developed; it provides an opportunity to enhance efficiency of the condition control and 
power resource usage by reducing the downtime of the electric equipment and enhancing the reliability of the whole power 
supply. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Keywords power supply system; resulting stability; transient modes; asynchronous power; distributed generation facilities; reliability of electric 
equipment. 

1. Introduction

At present we are experiencing the increase of the additional power units of industrial loads within the power supply 
systems resulting in energy emergency and determining benefit of building and expanding the base of the distributed 
generation facilities at the main segments featuring concentrated load. It complicates transient emergency and post-
emergency conditions stipulating the need for study of static, dynamic and resulting stability issues. This problem is 
relevant since emergencies caused by stability loss lead to large-scale damage, outage, lost output and life hazard.  

A number of studies concern static stability, including [1] which considers special aspects of static stability under 
conditions of the industrial meshed system for generators and high-voltage motor load. 
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The issues of dynamic stability are presented in papers [2, 3] on the example of acquisition of dynamical 
characteristics of the complex load. 

Within the meshed power supply systems applying the distributed generation one of the severe accident types is a 
short circuit accompanied by switching to the operation isolated from the power system and following resynchronization. 
That is why the forecasting emergency and post-emergency conditions should be performed with development of a new 
improved algorithm of computing transient modes at occurrence of short circuits in the power supply system with 
auxiliary power plants accompanied by switching to the isolated operation with possibility of resynchronization with the 
power system.  

The performed analysis of studies dealing with estimation of the resulting stability of the electric power systems and 
systems of electric power supply of industrial enterprises has revealed the absence of the exact analytical dependencies 
which could be used for practical calculation and reflect the pattern of the transient process under way within the 
complex multi-machine system at the resynchronization; the proposed methods of asynchronous mode study are not 
useful at determining change of power balance in the power supply system and changes of the average voltage and 
frequency levels in comparison with the pre-emergency ones; methods enabling calculation of the three-phase short 
circuit with following recovery of the parallel operation within the meshed systems have also not developed yet. At 
present, there are no exact analytical descriptions of events occurring at the generator resynchronization which could 
reflect behavior details especially in the complex system. 

In connection with the above, it should be noted that in order to increase efficiency of the power resource usage and 
management of modes of the power supply systems the forecasting transient conditions and estimation of resulting 
stability at short circuits and their trips are required.  

2. Increasing efficiency of power resource management 

At the study of the resulting stability the calculation of asynchronous operation of the synchronous generators and 
high-voltage motors is essential. Analysis of the asynchronous power changes are of special interest at the computing 
transient processes accompanied by the switch of auxiliary power plants to the non-parallel operation with the power 
systems [4, 5]. At the operation being parallel with the power system the frequency is generally maintained which is 
close to the rated one; at any transient process the change of the rotor rotation frequency will be followed by generation 
(at the synchronous generators) or consumption (synchronous motors) of asynchronous power in relation to the infinite 
power unit. During short circuit rates of the generator rotors are non-uniformly increased. That is why the switch to the 
non-parallel operation after trip of the damaged element occurs with different rotation rates. Furthermore, the rate of the 
generator rotors starts changing in the result of the appearing power imbalance due to the downtime of communication 
with the power system [6]. To maintain the normal unit operation generators and electric drives should be synchronized. 
Synchronizing process provides an additional electromagnetic torque associated with presence of the asynchronous 
power. At the separate operation each generator provides its inherent power corresponding to its own rotation frequency. 
Relating to it, all other generators provide or receive some asynchronous power depending on the rate ratio of the 
considered generator pair. At the other side, the ongoing generator will also provide (receive) some asynchronous power 
related to other generators. Mutual sliding of the relevant generator related to the others is determined as follows (1): 

( ) (j)
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S .         (1) 

Mutual sliding of other generator related to that one at issue (2): 
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where j– number of the relevant generator and (n-1) – rate at n-1-the calculation interval. 
Under conditions considered emergency control automatics including the non-synchronous automatic restarting 

(NAR) is used for parallel operation recovery. At its operation the conditions of resynchronization of axillary power 
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plant generators take place which may be followed by great current and voltage changes in different points of the electric 
network. In the mode of non-parallel operation resynchronization may be delayed due to the significant angle deviations; 
this may result in instability of other generators of the power supply system.  

2.1. Description of the Developed Algorithm 

In order to achieve the purposes and tasks set the ingenious software suit [7] has been developed that is based on 
algorithms for computing steady-state modes with the sequential equivalent method, transient processes with the 
sequential interval method and for calculation of emergency and post-emergency conditions with the modified sequential 
equivalent method [8]. The developed software suit enables computing the following options: steady modes of the 
meshed power supply systems of different configuration, static and dynamic characteristics of consumers of different 
design, static stability with the successive charging method, dynamic stability under possible emergency situations at 
designing normal and maintenance operating configurations within the electric networks of large industrial enterprises 
with auxiliary power plants [9], transient modes at short circuits providing analysis of processes at emergency separation 
from the power system and recovery of the parallel operation. So, the software suit is designed for calculation and 
analysis of the temporal angle alteration and estimation of resulting stability at the switch to the non-parallel operation in 
order to forecast emergency and post-emergency conditions with the aim of enhancing efficiency of mode control of the 
meshed power supply systems containing distributed generation facilities.  

2.2. Example of the Program Application  

As a target of research the power supply system of the large iron and steel works containing distributed 
generation facilities, namely, cogeneration unit (CU) and electricity works (EW) has been selected.  

The considered power supply system (PSS) of the large iron and steel works is one of the biggest, so special 
approach is required in this case, since this PSS with its inherent features is an intermediate link between other PSSs 
and the power systems. To realize maintenance modes deep redundancy is provided which contributes to low 
equipment loading. At this, presence of the high power sources assists support of the voltage levels in the 
maintenance modes. Thus, maintenance works may be carried out without process flow disruption at short circuits. 
At the parallel operation of the communication substations and power system the PSS is running with the highest 
stability but voltage reduction at any communication substation results in the same effect in all nodes, Great number 
of synchronous generators with power range from 4 to 60 MW may cause mutual sweeping and instability of the 
whole system if at least one of them gets instable. Total capacity of the power stations amounts 623 MW, at this: 
cogeneration unit (CU) – 330 MW, EW – 201 MW. Presence of high power electric units within the limited 
industrial area and short communication channels between power supplies establish specific operation conditions for 
the whole electric power system at issue. There are high short-circuit powers and low residual voltages in the 
electric networks; that accounts for difficult operation conditions for relay protection and emergency automation. 

To study conditions of switch to non-parallel operation of the power stations and analyze transient modes with 
accompanying recovery the developed software suit has been applied; it provides the following calculation results 
and transient process curves with changing mutual angle alteration of the auxiliary power station generators. At the 
switch to non-parallel operation the main stability indexes are not inherent but mutual angles of generators relative 
to each other.    At the study of conditions resulting in switch of the CU station under load to non-parallel operation 
after short-circuit and following recovery of parallel operation with the power system the following results have 
been obtained: unit frequency at non-parallel operation – 50.136 Hz, voltage at the point of connection with the 
power system at the moment of NAR operation – 93 kW, after successful resynchronization – 114.81 kW, at this, 
110 kW bus short-circuit duration –0.5 s, recovery time after two cranks (Fig. 1) – 2 s.  
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Fig. 1. Generators' mutual angles relative to CU turbo-generator 3 at CU non-parallel operation under conditions of short-circuit at the switchgear 
–110 kW at tprel.trip=0.5 and trecover=2 s. 

Similar calculations and plotting generator mutual angles of the distributed generation facilities have been 
performed for other layout configurations with separation of the network sections after short circuit. For each mode 
the critical NAR operating time has been determined. 

3. Outcome summary 

The study of resynchronization conditions in the distributed generation networks has proven that the emergency 
control automatic should restart the separated network node at the rotor angle values providing the fastest generator 
synchronization and elimination of the great electrical surges of stators. At this, generators' initiation influences 
parallel operation essentially: it occurs either at zero value of the generator angle or at the angle value being equal to 
the steady one. As the calculations show, the required time moment corresponds to the angle transition through zero. 
It is due to the fact that the value of the stator current is also close to zero here. The software suit used provides 
opportunity to determine the most propitious moment for successful resynchronization, thus, to enhance stability of 
the power supply systems of large industrial enterprises with the aim to reduce downtimes and improve reliability of 
the power supply system and electrical equipment as well as to increase its remaining lifetime [10]. The software 
suit is designed to estimate performance of the relay protection and automation devices in regard to the criterion of 
dynamic stability maintenance at three-phase short-circuits and may be applied by operative and dispatch personnel 
as a guide tool providing correct solutions. 
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Abstract 

The article describes three approaches in error correction of dynamic measurements. A sensor model is used in these approaches. 
The first one is based on the modal control of the dynamic behavior and adapting parameters of a sensor model by direct search. 
We propose a method of error evaluation in dynamic measurements with a priori information on characteristics of measured 
signal and noise of the sensor available. The second approach concerns the neural network representation of a sensor. Neural 
network inverse sensor model and the algorithm for its training by minimizing mean-squared dynamic measurements error 
criterion are proposed. The third approach is based on the introduction of sliding mode control into the measuring system with 
modal control of dynamic behavior to achieve the similarity of the sensor model output to the sensor output.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: dynamic measurements error; model of sensor; recovery of sensor input signal; dynamic measuring system; automatic control theory 
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1. Introduction 

Correction of the dynamic measurements error consists in the solution to problem of a measuring system input 
signal recovery. This problem is ill-posed and requires the numerical solution to the convolution integral equation 
[1]–[5]. One of the promising tendencies in the area of modern information-and-measuring equipment development 
is an intellectualization of such equipment [6]. Characteristic features thereof are the completion of complex 
measuring procedures using dedicated equipment and means, as well as the development of detectors capable of 
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individualizing the processing algorithms, including by adapting change of its own structure and parameters based 
on accumulated a priori and obtained measuring information [7]. In real information-measuring systems noise 
characteristics are approximated and may change during measurement. This makes it difficult to process the results 
of measurement in appropriate way. That is why intellectual measuring systems, adaptable to noise environment, are 
of practical interest. Discussed in studies [8]–[16] detector with sensor model, existing as real part of its structure, 
had the model feedback loop coefficients acting as adjustable parameters. Such coefficients was calculated according 
to the required dynamic error value and remained constant during the experiment data processing. However, there is 
a possibility in principle to adjust the sensor model feedback loop coefficients during measurement or measurement 
data processing [17], [18]. In this case the parameter adjustment criterion may serve not only as dynamic error 
convex functional, but also as dedicated generated signal of dynamic error evaluation, which is a continuous time 
function, depending on adjustable parameters of the measuring system. 

The automatic control theory approach allows the effective improvement of the dynamic measurements accuracy 
[15], [16]. Along with it, the artificial neural network approach to creation of dynamic models of measuring systems 
and algorithms for data processing of dynamic measurements is one of promising ways of intelligent measuring 
systems development. 

2. Dynamic behavior modal control approach 

2.1. Gradient method of the measuring system dynamic parameters minor adjustment 

Let’s consider a common case of the measuring system dynamic parameters self-adjustment, when all feedback 
loops coefficients are subjected to minor adjustment. The method is intended for adjusting the parameters, when the 
spectral noise density of the measuring channel is constant and unknown, or is slowly changing with a speed not 
exceeding the speed of the system transient processes. 

Self-adjustment criterion of the measuring system dynamic parameters shall adequately reflect noise conversion 
in the measuring channel, in compliance with a transfer function according to reduced noise term from [15]. The 
evaluation of the measuring system dynamic error shall be written as follows [16]: 

tytVtyte m0   (1) 

where ty  is input signal of the measurement system; tV  is signal to noise; tym  is input signal of the sensor 
model. 

Or using Laplace transformation, considering the transfer functions of the sensor and the measuring sytem: 

pVpWpepe Dms0   (2) 

where )()()( * pUpUpems  is a Laplace transformation of the measuring system error; pWD  is Laplace 
transformation of  the sensor’s transfer function. 

A signal given below shall be taken for the displacement error of the measuring system and the model output 
coordinates to self-adjustment criteria: 
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On condition that 1pWms  the signal ensures noise conversion in the error signal with the same degree as its 
amplification in the output signal of the measuring system. Measure of disagreement of the real system output 
coordinate motion and the model output shall be the function from the dynamic error evaluation signal – te*

1 , in 
the form as follows [15]: 
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where tI  is a self-adjustment quality criterion, depending on the input signal – tU , initial displacement of the 
model and system coordinates, as well as on adjustable dynamic parameters tki , 10 n-,i= . 

Algorithm of small adjustment of the measuring system dynamic parameters tki , 10 n-,i=  in compliance with 
the gradient method shall be developed in such manner, that at every instant the feedback loop coefficient change 
tends to tI  value decrease as the function tki : 

tik
tI

dt

tidk

  (5) 

The analysis performed based on Lyapunov’s method [15] has demonstrated that the stability of the measuring 
system, synthesized using a gradient method, is determined by additional feedback loops with coefficients 

)()()( 0
1

0
1

0 tx..,,tx,tx mmnnm , which index depends on the system motion parameters. Value of additional feedback 
loops is proportional to the adaption speed , which control gives possibility of ensuring a measuring system 
stability.  

2.2. Results of computer simulation 

To illustrate the possibilities of the dynamic error correction a computer simulation of measuring systems with 
dynamic error self-adjusting feedback loops coefficients of the sensor model, developed based on the first-order (fig. 
1) and the second order sensors was performed. The results of the computer simulation of the dynamic measurement 
process demonstrate the effectiveness of the designed self-adjusting measuring system. In case of self-adjusting of 
parameters of the measuring system based on the second sensor with time constant 01.0T  and damping ratio 

3.0 , with harmonic input signal – ttU 10sin1  and harmonic noise signal – ttV 100sin05.0 , 
dynamic measurement error has reduced by 84% compared to measurement without additional adjustment. 

Fig.1. Results of the computer simulation 

2.3. Summary 

The proposed structure of the measuring system with modal dynamic characteristics control based on sensor 
model dynamic error and dynamic error assessment channel, as well as self-adjustment algorithm of the measuring 
system dynamic parameters, based on gradient method, allow to decrease dynamic measurement error by changing 
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adjustable parameters directly in the process of measurement or at the stage of the measuring experiment data 
processing. 

3. Neural network approach 

3.1. Neural network inverse model of a sensor 

Let a primary measuring transducer (sensor) is described by the transfer function (TF) as follows: 
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where U  and Y  are the sensor input and output signals respectively; jT1  and iT2  are time constants; j1  and i2  
are damping coefficients; mi ...,,2,1 , nj ..,,2.,1  ( nm ); 0K  is the static gain; p  is the complex number 
frequency. 

The recovery of the input signal of the sensor with TF (6) is carried out by its measured output signal processing 
on a basis of the sensor inverse model. This model is presented as the sequential connection of the correcting filter 
and identical first-order sections, each of which is the neural network inverse model of the following first-order TF: 

1
1)(
1

1 pT
pW

  (7) 

The value of the time constant 1T  in the TF (7) is set equal to such a value among time constants jT1  in the TF 
(6), that provides the proximity of step responses of systems with TFs (6) and (7). The TF )( pWcf  of the correcting 
filter is the inverse TF of the sensor, which is supplemented with a certain number ( 22 mn ) of TFs (1) to ensure 
the stability of the inverse model. 

The recovery of the dynamically distorted input signal of the sensor on the basis of its neural network inverse 
model can be accompanied by the significant increase of the additive noise at the sensor output, as well as the 
internal noise of the inverse model. For the correct recovery of the input signal of the sensor it is expedient to 
expand the neural network inverse model, taking into account the presence of the additive noise at the sensor output. 
This expansion can be implemented as the additional low-pass filtration of the recovered signal by means of the 
increase of the order of sequential neural network sections in the structure of the inverse model. The block diagram 
of the d -order section is shown in fig. 2. The algorithm of training sets generation and their length evaluation for 
the section ][ 1TCd  parameters adjustment during the training procedure was proposed [19], [20]. 

3.2. Results of the experimental data processing 

The algorithm for the recovery of dynamically distorted signals on a basis of the proposed neural network inverse 
model of the sensor was developed. In order to validate experimentally the efficiency of these model and algorithm 
the dynamic measurement of the temperature was made. The step response of the thermoelectric transducer 
(thermocouple) «Metran-281» by heating it from 0 °  to 800 °  was obtained. 

The result of experimental data processing at d  = 66 in the form of the plots of the thermocouple measured 
output )(ty  and the thermocouple recovered input )(* tu  is shown in fig. 3. 

The obtained result shows that the time of the dynamic temperature measurement decreased from sT  = 306 s to 
dT  = 60 s, that is more than 5 times. This validates the efficiency and the effectiveness of the proposed model and 

the algorithm of the dynamic measurements error correction. 
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the d-order section 

 

Fig.3. Result of experimental data processing 

3.3. Summary 

The neural network approach to the recovery of dynamically distorted signals allows the effective correction of 
the dynamic measurements error caused by the inertia of the sensor and the additive noise at its output. 

The considered neural network inverse model of a sensor with filtration of sequentially recovered signal allows 
the effective improvement of the sensor dynamic behaviour due to deep mathematical processing of measurement 
data. 

The result of experimental data processing validates the improvement of the sensor dynamic behaviour due to the 
application of the proposed model and the algorithm to the dynamic measurement of the temperature. 

4. Conclusions 

The proposed structure of the measuring system with modal dynamic characteristics control based on sensor 
model dynamic error and dynamic error assessment channel, as well as self-adjustment criterion of the measuring 
system dynamic parameters, based on gradient method, allow to decrease dynamic measurement error by changing 
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adjustable parameters directly in the process of measurement or at the stage of the measuring experiment data 
processing. 

The neural network approach to the recovery of dynamically distorted signals allows the effective correction of 
the dynamic measurements error caused by the inertia of the sensor and the additive noise at its output. The 
considered neural network inverse model of a sensor with filtration of sequentially recovered signal allows the 
effective improvement of the sensor dynamic behaviour due to deep mathematical processing of measurement data. 

Moreover, to ensure the proximity of the sensor model output to the sensor output in the measuring system with 
modal control of dynamic behavior feedbacks are introduced. It is possible to achieve the proximity of these signals 
in the measuring system by implementation of sliding mode control [21], [22]. 

The results of computer modeling and experimental data processing validate the improvement of the sensor 
dynamic behaviour due to the application of proposed models and algorithms to the dynamic measurements error 
correction. 
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Abstract 

The relevance of this article is due to the enormous value of refractories in the national economy. Refractory materials are the 
materials produced of mineral raw materials and are capable of retaining their functional properties under a variety of conditions 
at high temperatures without significant deformations; such materials are used for metallurgical processes, furnace designing, and 
high-temperature units. There is solved a partial differential equation of parabolic type, non-linear in the second derivatives. The 
solution is carried out by using the MATLAB software. The article presents the results of researching temperature distribution in 
conductive magnesite melt, depending on the current leads location. 
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1. The role and place of refractories in the national economy 

Refractory materials have increased strength at high temperatures and chemical inertness. In composition, the 
refractory materials are ceramic mixture of refractory oxides, silicates, carbides, nitrides, borides, there are mostly 
non-metallic material having fire resistance not less than 1580 °C [1]. 

Refractory products occupy a leading position in the production of many materials and construction of thermal 
units. Without refractorys there is impossible construction of the thermal units: reheating furnaces, furnaces, boilers, 
heat generators, heat storage, various energy and chemical plants, nuclear and laser devices. Moreover, the space 
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exploration - the flight of rockets and the existence of man in the cosmos - is also impossible without refractories. 
The situation on the Russian market is as a whole defined by specialized refractory plants, producing 70-75% of 
refractory products and materials in the country. [2]. 

Refractory materials and products ensure an efficient operation of the main production units and machines in 
most branches of modern industry. In many cases the function and performance of entire process systems due to 
quality and performance properties of refractories. This primarily relates to the ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy, 
energy, chemical industry and so on. They are widely used in the production of iron and steel for lining of 
technological units, tanks for storage and transportation of liquid metal furnaces for heating billets and so forth. 
Progress in the creation of new types of highly refractory materials has substantially developed technological 
schemes of production and casting, increase energy-saving effect and ensure the stability of the steel systems in 
general. It is obvious that the use of new types of highly refractory products allows to significantly reduce unit costs 
per tonne of steel, increase the productivity of the main metallurgical facilities and, most importantly, the reliability 
of their work. [3] Production of high strength materials, to which, in particular, relates fused periclase carried out in 
industrial furnaces steelworks in aggregates with high (over 1000 °C) temperature conditions. 

Basic thermoelectric processes that determine the quality of the product - melted periclase occur in non-metallic 
high-temperature liquid medium through which electrical current is passed. The problems of the distribution of 
electricity and energy generation in liquid non-metallic high-temperature environments are being paid insufficient 
attention. And the opportunity to save energy by improving periclase production technology makes this task even 
more urgent and promising. 

2. The thermoelectric aspects of production technology 

Caustic magnesite "melts" at 3000 0  and higher in electric arc furnaces that operate on a three-phase alternating 
current and comprise a casing of 2 sections, set on a trolley with a rotating platform. Furnace transformers are 
powered by 8000 kW · A with voltages from 90 to 260 V with the same steps. The system includes three electric 
smelting furnace electrode with a diameter of 457 mm, which are moved by a hydraulic actuator. All operating data 
is properly measured using a computerized data retrieval system. 

Magnesite (6 mm) and a return are supplying into the furnace (Fig. 1) at a controlled rate. The electrode clamp 
descends to the bottom of the furnace shell as long as the layer of caustic magnesite small holes are not formed. 
Three graphite rod with a diameter of not less than 30 mm are placed on a layer of the starting material at the bottom 
of the shell so that they form a triangle with each end of each rod penetrating into preformed recesses (the angles of 
graphite to be aligned with three electrodes). When the electrodes are lowered and relate graphite, power is supplied, 
an arc is ignited, and under each electrode form baths of molten feedstock, which begin to increase towards other 
baths. After combining all the baths in one bath its size will be sufficient to allow an electric current independently; 
voltage can be increased to the working level. 

The operating voltage is set, and the current is adjusted 
by setting the height of the electrodes over the molten bath. 
The automatic control system controls a current and a 
voltage, and continuously adjusts the height of the 
electrodes to ensure continuous operation. The diameter of 
the molten magnesite bath under the electrodes continues to 
grow to such an extent until the edges will not be at a 
distance of 300 - 400 mm from the furnace shell. After that 
it requires a constant supply of raw materials to the furnace, 
which is regulated by an automatic feeding system. 
Feedstock surrounding layer solidifies and forms a cover for 
the molten magnesite. This layer forms an insulating crust 
layer and consists of a partially melted and sintered material 
and impurities. During the melting cycle the feed rate is 
adjusted to maintain the unmelted raw material also on top 

Fig. 1. Scheme of an electric arc smelting furnace. 
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of the bath, which reduces energy consumption. In the process of melting the electrodes gradually raise by means of 
an automatic control system to maintain the liquid bath of fused magnesium oxide in the arc covered with a thin 
layer of feed material until a large ingot of the molten composition [4]. 

In the process of melting the raw material undergoes complex physical and chemical transformations. Due to the 
inhomogeneous temperature conditions, nonequal crystal growth and effects of gravity during the periclase melting 
occurs a noticeable differentiation of melt components, and the separate block areas are enriching with magnesium 
oxide, whereas the impurities accumulate in the crust, in the central zone and in the melting dust. The smelted block 
has heterogeneous chemical composition, density, macro and microstructure. Heterogeneity due to its zonal 
structure, determined by the degree of melting of the material, by conditions of crystallization in a variety of areas, 
by the migration of impurity oxides, and by other factors [5]. 

3. Estimations of temperature fields and the main results 

The purpose of this paper is to provide dynamic allocation of thermal energy generated by an electric current, 
around the perimeter of the molten bath at the different mutual arrangement of electrodes and to identificate the 
optimal conditions to achieve an uniform distribution of heat and therefore to save electricity. 

A period of the immediately melting is usually more than half of the length of entire melting process, it wastes 
60-80% of the total electricity consumed for melting. The main task of this period is to heat up a raw material to the 
melting point, to maintain this temperature until complete melting of raw materials and provide the required 
overheating of the bath. Electric mode is unstable at the beginning, it released in a small volume under the 
electrodes an enormous power, as resulting it formed in a charge melt. The larger is an area of melt contact with the 
electrode, the greater is current. 

The mixing of the liquid magnesite causes the intense heat exchange in a magnesite bath. The energy equation 
 

                                 (1) 
 
gives the amount of heat, expressed in the temperature characteristic T and carried through the layer of liquid 

magnesite. 
Here are  time;  - vector components of the linear velocity of the liquid magnesite;  - 

respectively, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, density and specific electroconductivity of liquid magnesite;  - 
Laplace operator; E - electric field intensity. 

The boundary and initial conditions have being add: , ; 
 
the density of a heat flux, transferred from the liquid surface into the environment as a function of time: 

;  is a heat transfer coefficient; 
the heat transfer between the liquid surface and the environment: 
 

.  

 
In practice, for assessing the thermal flux passing through the liquid magnesite, the complex process of heat 

transfer through the layer of liquid magnesite can be replaced by the equivalent thermal conductivity process. Here 
was the coefficient of thermal conductivity  included in the formula of the coefficient of thermal diffusivity a, 
replaced by a coefficient of effective heat conductivity , taking into consideration the transfer of heat from the 
moving particles of magnesite. To assess this parameter there was carried out an experiment on the example of the 
electroslag process [6]. We have the following estimates of the parameters in equation (1): 

 
, , 

 
and it takes the form for surface of a magnesite melt: 
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,                                        (2) 

 
forming a boundary value task of thermal field distribution  in space of liquid nonmetallic high-temperature 

environments with the boundary conditions 00C, . 
Capabilities of the analytical solutions are very limited, although there are a number of special methods, so 

dominant is a numerical method of nets, and as an option - a method of central differences with the calculation of 
approximation of a heat flow function in the nodes of the partition grid, as well as the method of adaptive grids 
using a suitable control function [7]. Implementation of such problems of mathematical modeling is possible as an 
individual by means of software and with the existing software tools: MatCad, Derive, Maple, MatLab and others. 
They allow you to find both analytical and numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations and partial 
differential equations with graphically visualization of solutions. The stated boundary value task was solved with the 
assistance of the software tool MatLab [8] (Fig. 2). 

a  

 
 

b 
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c 

 
 

Fig. 2. The temperature distribution over the surface of a magnesit bath 
 in the steady process of remelting depending on the the electrodes locations 

 (a) evenly; (b) centered; (c) chaotic. 
 

As a result of conducted in the experiment researches, we can conclude confirmation an assumptions about a 
significant anisotropy of energy field in the magnesite melt, as well as in the electroslag field, due to high 
temperature gradients [9]. The pattern of the energy field distribution practically does not depend on the location of 
current sources on the molten bath perimeter, apparently due to its relatively small size. However, a sharp 
temperature drop from 25000C in the middle of the object to 4000C towards a periphery says about points to the 
need a thoroughly mixing of magnesite powder during the melting because at temperatures below 20000C melting 
process melting does not happen. 
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Abstract 

The geometric model of a surface is formed taking into consideration the set of functional, structural, technological, economic, 
and aesthetic requirements. These requirements are formulated in terms of geometry and are expressed through the surface 
parameters. The surface is modeled with the help of either the kinematic method or the two-dimensional interpolation method. In 
accordance with the kinematic method, the surface is formed as a continuous one-parameter set of curves which forms the 
simulated surface. The kinematic method studied in the article is based on the curves of the second order with variable 
eccentricity. In order to control the shape of the constructed surface, directing ruled surfaces are used. The authors develop a 
computer program which determines the eccentricity of the forming curves depending on the boundary conditions. The program 
allows plotting a curve of the second order assigned by the arbitrary set of five coplanar points and tangents. When modeling a 
surface passing through a close circuit, this circuit is mapped in four-dimensional space. The abovementioned mapping gives a 
larger control over the shape of the surface. It is shown that the kinematic method of computer surface modeling has more 
technological advantages compared to the interpolation method. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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Keywords: The curve of the second order, kinematic way to simulate the surface, directing curve, forming curve, frame of the surface, four-
dimensional space. 

1. Introduction 

The surface properties are dependent on the properties of the lines which form this surface.  For instance, when 
designing streamlined surfaces circular rational curves are used [1, 2]. One of the main ways of modeling is a 
method of forming the kinematic surface [3, 4]. Curves of the second order can be used for forming a frame of a 
surface [5]. The main instrument of modern CAD modeling of curves and surfaces are NURBS-curves [6, 7]. 
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If there are no special requirements to the surface straight or curved lines of the second order can be used for its 
modelling. Therefore, the author represents the actual task of developing a method of computer simulation of 
geometric surfaces with curves of the second order. 

Algorithms for constructing the curves of the second order which pass through the given points and which are 
tangent to the given lines are known from the course of projective geometry [8, 9]. Some algorithms are practically 
implemented in the programs [10, 11]. Full solution to the problem of constructing the curve of the second order is 
considered in [12, 13, 14]. The program of constructing the curves of the second order is implemented in the 
Autocad graphic editor in the Autolisp language [15]. Kinematic method of constructing a surface is considered in 
descriptive geometry [16]. Additional modeling capabilities appear in the process of mapping the surface on a four-
dimensional space [17, 18]. 

2. Task Assignment  

The rectangular spatial close circuit ABCD is given, the front segments AB and CD are the arcs of the curves of 
the second order. The side segments AD and BC are the arbitrary smooth curves (Fig. 1).  It is required to construct 
a continuous smooth surface based on this contour.  

 To solve the problem it is proposed to use two different ways of modeling.  According to the first method, the 
curve m which is called the forming curve slides along the segments AD and BC gradually changing their shape 
from arc AB to arc CD [19, 20].   Another way of modeling is based on mapping of the ABCD surface on four-
dimensional space. 

We require that the forming curve m is a curve of the second order.  The curve of the second order has five 
degrees of freedom on a plane; therefore, to control the shape of the forming curve five conditions should be 
specified. Suppose, for example, the surface must pass through the convex forming curve n the plane of which is 
parallel to the plane of the side segments of the circuit (Fig. 2). We shall indicate the following support ruled 
surfaces: conoid  (AD, a) and cylindroid  (BC, b).  The simulated surface is tangent to conoid  at points of the 
section AD and to cylindroid  - at the points of the segment BC. 

The forming curve n and two adjoining ruled surfaces ,  completely define the surface which is based on the 
four-bar contour. Setting an arbitrary value y corresponds to two points on the side segments of the contour, two 
tangents at these points and a point on the forming curve n. The five elements (three points and two tangents) define 
a single second-order curve. This curve is the desired forming curve m at a given value of the coordinate y. Thus, the 
constructed surface is not determined by a two-parameter set of points but with a one-parameter set of curves of the 
second order.  

We consider three options of forming the surface - with a convex (Fig. 3a), a rectilinear (Fig. 3b) and a concave 
(Fig. 3c) additional directing curve n the plane of which is parallel to the plane of the side segments of the 
supporting contour. In accordance with the considered algorithms there appears a continuous smooth surface formed 
by a one-parameter set of curves of the second order. 

Fig. 1. The support contour Fig. 2. The determinant of the surface 
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The task can be solved by means of a two-dimensional interpolation (loft) available in a graphically-oriented 
CAD. We compare the results of geometric modeling obtained by using loft computational procedure and by the 
considered algorithm. For the comparison we choose the surface with a concave directive curve. We compare the 
surface profiles in sections which pass through the forming curves n1, n2, n3 (Fig. 4). According to the proposed 
algorithm, the surface comprises rectilinear forming curves n1, n2. But loft computational procedure generates a 
surface where instead of rectilinear forming curves there arise noticeable oscillations n1 ', n2' which should be 
considered as structural defect of the model. 

3. Examples of Kinematic Surfaces 

With the help of the considered algorithm we can obtain geometric models of various architectural shells based 
on arbitrary flat or spatial contour (Fig. 5). The shell which is based on a flat contour and intersects the segments of 
the ellipse e and the hyperbole g includes the watershed line n. 

The form of the shell varies with the position of the directive curve BC and AC (Fig. 5a). Oval surface which is 
based on the arc of the ellipse e is formed by the curve of the second order m which slides along the directive curve 
n (Fig. 5b). The surface on a rectangular contour is formed by the movement of the forming curve the shape of 
which is changed from a triangle with a vertex A to the arc of the circle (Fig. 5c). 

 

Fig. 3.  ( ) the surface on the closed circuit convex guide; (b)  the surface on the closed circuit 
straight guide; (c) the surface on the closed circuit concave guide 

a b c 

Fig. 4. Comparison of profiles 
 

 

Fig. 5.  (a-b) shell on a random basis; 
(c-f ) shell on a rectangular base 

 

a b c 

d e f 
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Suppose it is required to pull the shell on the spatial contour consisting of a circle, a triangle, a segment of a 
straight line, and directive lines d, e (Fig. 5d). In this case part of the surface is formed by a second-order curve and 
changes shape from an arc to a straight line. 

Fig. 5, d, e shows a shell resting on a rectangular base. Carcasses of all surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5, are formed 
by arcs of curves of the second order. 

If the shell is based on a flat triangular or quadrangular foundation its frame can be formed by two families of 
curves of the second order [21, 22]. Suppose it is required to construct a smooth shell on a rectangular base (Fig. 
6a). The surface is formed at parallel movement of the forming line along the directive watershed line lying in plane 
xz. The arc of an ellipse is used as a watershed line. The image of the line changes its shape from an elliptical arc to 
a segment of the line. The surface is formed by two families of ellipses and may be called an elliptical dome. 

An elliptical dome on a rectangular foundation is described by an algebraic equation of the fourth order 
2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0

1,x y z x y

a b c a b
         (1) 

where a0, b0, c0 are the dimensions of the dome. In the section of the dome with the plane z = 0 we obtain two 
pairs of parallel lines x = a, y = b which correspond to a rectangular base. 

The shell with a foundation in the shape of a right triangle contains three families of elliptic forming lines and is 
described by an algebraic equation of the third order 

2 2 2 0,xy xy x y z          (2) 

where a0, b0, c0 are the dimensions of the dome. In the section of the dome with the plane z = 0 we obtain two pairs 
of parallel lines x = a, y = b which correspond to a rectangular base. 

The shell with a foundation in the shape of a right triangle contains three families of elliptic forming lines 
and is described by an algebraic equation of the third order 

,0222 zyxxyxy     (3)

where the coefficients  and  are determined by the ratio of the base and the height of the dome (Fig. 6b). 

4. Surface in a Four-Dimensional Space  

The single-valuedness of the construction of a two-dimensional surface in four-dimensional space R4 is achieved 
thanks to the following properties of this space [23, 24-26]. 

Property 1. Two planes of the general position in the space R4 not nested in one hyperplane intersect in one point. 
Property 2. If the plane is perpendicular to the hyperplane xyt the orthogonal projection of this plane on xyt is 

degenerated into a straight line. 

Fig. 6. (a) elliptical dome on a rectangular base; (b) elliptical dome on triangular 
base 

 

a 
 

b 
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By assigning the nodal points of the support contour ABCD with the arbitrary coordinates on the axis t we obtain 
the hyperepure which consists of two three-dimensional projections of the contour on the front (xyz) and horizontal 

'(xyt) hyperplanes (Fig. 7). Surface is a two-parameter set of points, so in R4 two beams of intermediary planes 
should be set. According to property 1, any pair of planes intersects at one point. A two-dimensional set of points of 
the intersection of the intermediary planes in R4 determine the surface which passes through the reference contour 
ABCD. 

If one of the links of the four-link circuit has been degenerated into a point then the considered algorithm 
maintains its constructive certainty. Suppose it is required to create a graphical computer model of the triangular 
freely stretched sail canvas ABC (Fig. 8a). By assigning the nodes A, B, C with the arbitrary coordinate values along 
the axis t we obtain the hyperepure of the three-link contour in a four-dimensional space (Fig. 8b). 

 

 

b a 

Fig. 8. Four-dimensional model of a sail: a – prototype;  
b – model  

Fig. 9. Four-dimensional model  
of a surface ship 

 

Fig. 7. The surface in the R4
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Suppose it is required to build a unit of a shipboard surface which is limited by the deck line BC, the keel line 
AD, and frame timbers CD and AB (Fig. 9). We deliver the ABCD contour in the space R4 giving the nodes arbitrary 
coordinates on the axis t. We also set the correspondence 1 between the points of the links AB and CD by the 
intermediary hyperplanes of the level x = const, and the correspondence 2 between the points of the links BC and 
AD by using hyperplanes of the level y = const. Pairs of points correspondent in 1determine the beam of planes  
which range from the deck to the keel. Pairs of points correspondent in 2 determine a beam of planes  which 
range between frame timbers AB and CD. The set of points of intersection of the planes  and  in R4 determine the 
desired surface. 

Thus, if the deck line is defined as a curve of the second order the surface may be formed by the movement of the 
curve of the second order MN in accordance with the directive curves of the frame timbers AB and CD.  

5. Conclusion 

A method of computer modeling of geometric surfaces with curves of the second order as the major formative 
element is proposed. Algorithms of modeling are based on kinematic representation of a surface in the space of three 
or four measurements. For a constructive implementation of the proposed algorithm a program of construction of a 
curve of the second order which passies through the given point and tangent to the set of lines are given. 
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Abstract 

ICP and ECP technologies for cutting sheet material belong to so called resource-saving technologies. Those allow to overlap the
outlines of cut-off details. This article describes mathematical models of cutoff using these technologies and algorithms for cutter 
routing considering some technological restrictions. 
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1. Introduction 

It was 1949 when the first publications on linear programming appeared. In 1951 the first issue of [1] appeared. 
This monograph dealt with problems of using the methods of linear programming for optimal guillotine cutting. The 
development of enterprise automation lead to appearance of technological equipment with numerical programming 
control (NPC) used for cutting off the details from a sheet material such as the machines of gas (oxygen), plasma, 
laser, and EDM cutting. The new technologies allow cutting the details by any trajectory with sufficient accuracy. 

If we remove the requirement to cut off only by looping straight cuts then we may significantly reduce the waste 
of material. This fact became the impulse for a great number of papers on non-guillotine cutting and its optimisation 
by different enterprises and on the different stages of automation. The detailed review of cutting problems, 
algorithms, and their solution methods is presented in the paper by A. Filippova [2]. The exact methods of 
rectangular cutting are used in papers by V. Kartak [3], A.Petunin, R. Devil and his colleagues [4]. A great number 
of researches work on meta-heuristic methods, i.e. such randomized methods for local searching of optimal solution 
using algorithmic schemes constructed as an analogue of the nature or technical processes allowing the arbitrary  
deterioration of the current solution (estrangement from locally optimal solutions) to move to a new searching 
locality [5]. Some of these algorithms for cutting-and-packing problems are developed by A. Ermachenko and T. 
Sirazetdinov [6]. The interest to these problems led to appearing the communities uniting the researchers from all 

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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over the world engaged in these problems, for example, ESICUP (EURO Special Interest Group on Cutting and 
Packing) [7]. 

Unlike the guillotine cutting plan the non-guillotine one does not define the program for cutting. The constructing 
of cutting automaton control program for a given cutting plan is a separate problem.  In their paper [8] J. Hoeft and 
W.S. Palekar allow the following classification of routing problems for a sheet cutting. 

General Travelling Salesman Problem (GTSP). The cutter successively goes by a contour of each detail. The 
incut for each contour is given.  
Continuous Cutting Problem (CCP). The details are cut off consequently. The incut point may be at any part 
of a contour, and pass to another contour is realized only after the current one is cut off. As well as GTSP this 
technology does not allow combination of fragments of cutting contours.  
Endpoint Cutting Problem (ECP). The instrument incuts and goes to another cutting plan fragment in the 
given points of a contour frontier. The combination of contours is allowed. This leads to partial cutting of 
some contours. To realize this technology one needs represent the cutting plan by a plane graph each 
component of which be a half-Eulerian graph with odd degree vertices incident to outer face. In this case the 
route for cutting of each component leads to a problem of OE-trail constructing [9]. The sequence of passing 
of components is defined by solution of a generalized TSP on the digraph of possible transitions between 
these components with precedence constraints taking into account the nesting of components into contours of 
other components. As far as due to combination of fragments of contours the number of components is less 
than the number of details, then the size of ECP salesman problem in common is less than size of GTSP. 
Intermittent Cutting Problem (ICP). The common case of cutting problem when combining of contours is 
allowed, and there are no constraints on the choice of incut points. To realize this technology one needs the 
representation of cutting plan as a plane graph. Unlike ECP components are not to be Eulerian. The 
construction on a path to cut off each component is reduced to construction on ordered Eulerian covering for 
the given component by OE-trails [10, 11]. The order of routing of the components is defined by a solution of 
generalized salesman problem on the digraph of allowed transitions between components with precedence 
constraints according to the nesting of one components to contours of another ones. The deristriction of 
component to be Eulerian allow rise their number by overlapping fragments of contour parts and, 
consequently, decrease the number of components. Hence, the size of ICP salesman problem is not greater 
than size of ECP salesman problem. 

So, ECP and ICP technologies allow to reduce the material waste, the length if a hot cutting, and the length of idle 
paths due to opportunity of borders of cut details combination. Problems of reducing of material waste and maximal 
combination of cutting fragments is solved of the stage of cutting plan design. The aim of this paper is to present the 
mathematical models for routing problem of details cutting and algorithms of defining such paths satisfying 
technological restrictions. Using of ECP and ICP technologies in a system of technological support of cutting 
process for a plane details means the following stages. 

Cutting plan design be the definition of such a variant of cut details placement on a rectangular sheet or strip 
that allow to minimize waste and maximize the length of combined contours of cut-off details [1–3, 6]. 
Cutting plan abstracting to a plane graph. To define the sequence of details cutting one does not need any 
information on the detail shape that is why all the curves without selfintersections and contiguities on a plane 
representing the shape of details are interpreted as graph edges, and all points of intersections and 
contiguities are to be graph vertices. To analyze the technological restrictions satisfaction one needs 
introduce the additional functions on set of vertices, faces, and edges of a graph received. 
Constructing of optimal paths with restrictions on the edges order. These restrictions directly imply 
technological restrictions on the order of details cutting such as part cut off a sheet does not require 
additional cuts [12], there are no intersections of cuts [13], the length of idle passes should be minimized 
[12], the number of incut points should be minimal [14] etc. 
Design of control program for a cutting process using the path defined by algorithm of abstracted routing 
problem solution. Here the reverse replacement of abstract edges of plane graph by a system of commands to 
a cutting automaton holds. This replacement allows the movement by curves on a plane according to the 
detail shape. 
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The stages of cutting plan design and interpretation of defined path as commands to a cutting automaton are 
to be common for all technologies and well known. This paper is devoted to peculiarities of the second and 
third stages realization for ESP and ICP technologies. 

Let’s introduce the following nomenclature for abstracting the cutting plan to a planar graph. 

Nomenclature 

S plane (model of a cutting sheet) 
G  plane graph (model of a cutting plan) 
f0 outer face of graph G 
V(G) the set of vertices of graph G 
E(G) the set of edges of graph G 
F(G) the set of faces of graph G 
|M| number of elements of set M 
Int(J) the union of all components S\J without outer face (any part of graph J  G the theoretical-set union of its 
inner faces); may be interpreted as a part cut off a sheet 

2. Abstracting of Cutting Plan to a Planar Graph 

Let plane S be a model of a cutting sheet then the model of cutting plan be a plane graph G having outer face  f0

on S. The set of graph G components that are non-homeomorphic to a circle let be the points of contiguity of three or 
more cutting plan fragments, and corresponding fragments be the edges incident to this vertex. Let the component 
homeomorphic to a circle be a loop. To represent the image of cutting plan as a plane graph ( , , )G V F E  one needs 
to define the following functions for each edge ( )e E G  [15]: 

1( )v e , 2 ( )v e  be vertices incident to edge e;

( )kf e  be a face placed at right when one is moving by edge  e from vertex ( )kv e  to vertex 3 ( )kv e , 1,2k ;

( )kl e  be the edge incident to face 3 ( )kf e  and ( )kv e , 1,2k ;

( )kr e  be the edge incident to face ( )kf e  and ( )kv e , 1,2k .

There is no problem to get these functions. In fact they are used on a stage of graph G design by a cutting plan. 
The space complexity of this representation is equal to 2·logO E V . As functions mentioned earlier constructed 
on graph ( , , )G V F E  edges define incident vertices for each edge, incident faces and adjacent edges the following 
statement holds.   

Statement 1. Functions ( )kv e , ( )kf e , ( )kl e , 1,2k  constructed on graph  ( , )G V E  edges define plane graph  
( , )G V E  up to homeomorphism.

So with the use of known coordinates of inverse images of graph ( , , )G V F E  vertices and placing the 
fragments of cutting plan being the inverse images of graph ( , , )G V F E  edges any path in graph ( , )G V E  may 
be interpreted as a trajectory of cutter moving. 

Lets introduce the following definitions of rank for graph ( , )G V E  elements to formalize the technological 
restrictions on the order of cutting.  

Definition 1. Let rank of edge ( )e E G  be a value of function rank : ( ) NE G  defined recursively: 
 let 1 0( ) { ( ) : }E G e E G e f  be a set of edges bounding outer face f0 of graph ( , )G V E  then 

1 ( ) rank( ) 1e E G e ;

let
1

( ) \
k

k l
l

E G e E E  be a set of rank  1 edges for graph 
1

, \
k

k l
l

G V E E   then 

( ) rank( ) .ke E G e k
Definition 2. Let rank of vertex ( )v V G  be a function rank : ( ) NV G  value: 

( )rank( ) min rank( )e E vv e

where ( )E v  be a set of edges incident to vertex v V .
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The rank of edge defines its remoteness from outer face and defines the minimal number of faces to be crossed to 
get from outer face f0 to this edge. This allows to define the rank and use graph ( , , )G F V E  topologically dual to 
graph ( , , )G V F E . The set of vertices of G' be the set F of graph G faces, and edges of G' be define the existence of 
a non-zero length bound between two faces, i.e. there exist edge ( )e E G .

For all ( )f F G  the distance between f and outer face f0 in graph G' may be defined by constructing of a tree 
0f

GT  of shortest paths to 0f F  in graph G'. The existence of functions : ( ) ( ), 1, 2kl E G E G k  in representation 
of G allows define rank functions by time not more than  2(| | log | |)O E V   [9]. As fragments cut by a cutting plan 
are the inverse images of faces then the requirement to a sequence of faces passing guaranteeing the lack of cutting 
the cut-off fragments can be easily formalized in the terms of graph G'. Let   be the partial order on ( )F G
induced by tree 0f

GT   of shortest paths to vertex 0f F : 0
0 belongs chain of  between  and .f

i j j G if f f T f f
Statement 2. The order of passing the faces is to be allowed if and only if it is the extension of partial order .

3. Routing Problems for Plane Graphs 

While constructing control manipulating systems by the means of graphs one may map the different elements of 
manipulator trajectory. Here arise the routing problems with different restrictions, for example, routes in which the 
next edge is defined by the given cyclic order on the set of edges incident to a current vertex [13, 16]; routes in 
which some edges should be passed in a predefined order [16]; routes satisfying the restriction of ordered enclosing 
(OE-routes) [9]. Let any route in plane graph G be considered as a part of a graph with all vertices and edges 
belonging to this route. This allows formalization of claim to a cutter movement path as a condition of lack of 
intersection of inner faces of any paths initial part in a given plane graph  G with edges of its other part [15]. Let 
such a route be called as a route with ordered enclosing [11] (or for short OE-route). 

Definition 3. Let a trail 1 1 2 2 kC v e v e v  of plane graph  G be an OE-trail if for any its initial part 

1 1 2 2l lC v e v e e , (| |)l E  the condition Int lC E   holds. 
It is proved in [17] that plane Eulerian graphs have Eulerian trails of class OE. This result is also correct for half-

Eulerian graphs when one of odd degree vertices is adjacent to outer face. The specified trails solve the routing 
problem for components being Eulerian and half-Eulerian graphs. If a connected graph G is not Eulerian and 
contains 2k odd degree vertices then according to Listing-Luke theorem it is possible to cover graph by k edge-
disjoint trails. We need additional definitions to formalize technological claims. 

Definition 4. Let the ordered sequence of edge-disjoint OE-trails 

0 0 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2... , ... , , ...

n n

n n n n n n n
k k k k k kC v e v e e v C v e v e e v C v e v e e v

covering graph G and such that 
1 1

0
: , Int( )

m nl l

l l m
m m n C C

be called OE-cover. 
Routes realizing OE-cover represent the ordered set of OE-trails and contain additional idle passes (edges) 

between the end of current trail and beginning of the next one. Constructing of OE-cover for graph G solves the 
given routing problem [10]. The most interesting are covers with minimal number of trails and their length because 
the transition from one trail to another one corresponds to an idle pass of a cutter. 

Definition 5. Let minimal cardinality ordered sequence of edge-disjoint OE-trails for plane graph G be called  
Eulerian cover with ordered enclosing (Eulerian OE-cover).

Let's consider algorithms of OE-routing. 

3.1. Constructing of OE-route for a Connected Graph 

The easiest case is to construct OE-route for a plane Eulerian graph. This problem can be solved by algorithm 
OE-Trail. The proof of its effectiveness is presented in papers [9] and [15]. These papers also contain the proof that 
computing complexity of this algorithm does not exceed 2(| ( ) |· log | ( ) |)O E G V G . Let’s admit that if graph G to be 
Eulerian then the first vertex 0v  of Eulerian trail may be any vertex incident to outer face. If graph to be half-
Eulerian (i.e. it has two vertices of odd degree) then the necessary condition of Eulerian OE-trail existence means 
existence of odd degree vertex in the set of vertices adjacent to outer face. If both odd degree vertices are adjacent to 
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outer face then any of them can be chosen as  0v . If one of these odd degree vertices does not adjacent to outer face 
then it should be taken as 0v . If connected graph G is not Eulerian then it contains  2 ( 1)k k  of odd vertices. In 
this case OE-route will contain k edge-disjoint trails. The problem of constructing of such routes can be solved by 
algorithm OE-Router. The proof of its effectiveness is considered in papers [10, 17]. There is also a proof that 
computing complexity of algorithm does not exceed the value 2(| ( ) |· log | ( ) |)O E G V G . The drawback of algorithm 
OE-Router is non-optimality of idle passes between the ends of trails. Obviously, the minimal estimation of idle 
passes length is equal to the length of edges forming a minimal weight matching M on the set of odd vertices. If 
plane graph G being an image of cutting plan is connected and does not contain any bridges incident to outer face 
then it is possible to construct an OE-route with edges of matching M and only them being the additional ones. The 
problem of constructing of such a route can be solved by algorithm M-OE-Router.

Algorithm M-OE-Router 
Input: connected plane graph G, specified by functions ( ), ( ), ( )k k kv e f e l e , ( )e E G , 1,2k ; vertex 0 ( )v V G

incident to outer face; matching M on the set of odd degree vertices. 
Output: almost ordered set C of OE-trails of graph G being the OE-cover of graph G.
Intermediate data: for each ( )v V G  the queue ( )Q v  of incident edges ( )e E V  ordered by decreasing of ranks; 

vertices , ( )u v V G ; edge ( )e E G ; a symbol  # of trail ending; for each vertex ( )v V G  mark 
,  if ,

Odd( )
,  if ;

Odd

Odd

v V
v

v V

true

false

Step 0. <Initialization> 0:v v ; 0C v ; for all ( )v V G  define the value of mark Odd( )v .
Step 1. <Marking> Define the ranks of all edges, vertices and faces of graph G. For each vertex ( )v V G  form a 

queue ( )Q v .
Step 2. If  Odd( )v  go to Step 3, otherwise go to Step 4. 
Step 3. If ( )Q v  go to Step 7, otherwise go to Step 5. 
Step 4. If ( )Q v  then Stop, otherwise go to Step 6. 
Step 5. If rank rank( ) ( )v M v  go to Step 7, otherwise go to Step 6. 
Step 6. Run the following operators: 

( )e Q v ;  /* move the first element from queue ( )Q v  to variable e  */    
: : { , }v u e v u ; C e u  ;  /* the next edge and vertex of a trail */ 

go to  Step 2. 
Step 7. Run the following operators: 

( )u M v ; /* the next vertex u is a mate of vertex v  */ 
Odd( ) : Odd( ) : ;u v false  /* delete vertices ,u v  from list VOdd  */ 

# ; :C v u v u  ;  /* ending the current trail and beginning the new one */  
go to Step 2. 
End of algorithm M-OE-Router
The proof of this algorithm effectiveness for plane graphs without bridges is given in paper [18]. At the same 

paper it is shown that computing complexity of algorithm does not exceed the value 2(| ( ) |· log | ( ) |)O E G V G . Let's 
admit that connected plane graphs being the images of cutting plans do not contain any bridges. Hence, algorithm M-
OE-Router constructs a route with minimal length of additional edges for them. 

3.2. Constructing of OE-route for a Disconnected Graph 

Frequently the cutting plan contains details with wholes, sometimes even some details are situated in these 
wholes etc. Hence, plane graph being the homeomorphic image of such a cutting plan is being disconnected. The 
solution of routing problems for each component using methods of section 2 allows find the cyclic OE-route for 
them. The restrictions on the order of components are defined due to Statement 2. 

Definition 7. Let face ( )f F G  be separating if graph { }G f‚  be disconnected.
Let graph G  is being received of graph G by adding bridges between components at separating faces. Obviously, 

the obtained graph G  is plane connected graph and it is possible to get OE-route ( )M G  for it. This OE-route 
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( )M G  can be obtained of route ( )M G  if all vertices incident to injected bridges are to be the ends of trails and 
beginnings of the next ones (i.e. these bridges are to be the idle passes). 

Let's consider the way of constructing the bridges connecting graph G and having minimal summary length. 
Algorithm Bridging
Input: plane disconnected graph G.
Output: plane connected graph G  and set B of added bridges. 
Step 0. :G G ; B .
Step 1. Define set FC  of separating faces. 
Step 2. Run steps 3–6 for each separating face Ff C , and stop after that. 
Step 3. Find set ( )S f  of all components of graph G incident to face f.
Step 4. Construct the full abstract graph T . Its vertices are the components ( )S f , and lengths of its edges are 

equal to distances between the corresponding components. 
Step 5. Define the minimal spanning tree ( )T T  of T .
Step 6. Add edges of MST to graph G : ( : ( ) ( ( ))E G E G E T T , : ( ( ))B B E T T .
End of algorithm Bridging.
The plane graph G  received by algorithm Bridging contain bridges that is why algorithm OE-Router can be 

implemented for it. By complication of steps 5 and 6 of algorithm Bridging it is possible to reduce the length of idle 
passes due to using of algorithm M-OE-Router. Indeed, if for abstract graph T  we use minimal weight hamiltonian 
cycle ( )H T  instead of spanning tree ( )T T  then the resulting graph G  will not contain any bridges and using 
algorithm M-OE-Router for it allow to get the OE-route with minimal length of idle passes. 

4. Conclusion 

The considered mathematical models and algorithms for routing problem of plane graphs are to solve the problem 
of definition the allowed sequence of cutting the plan using ECP and ICP technologies. These technologies allow 
combination of cut-off details bounds. The use of these technologies allows to reduce the waste of material, the 
length of hot cut, and the length of idle passes. 
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Abstract  

The article proposes the model of vibration influence on motor transport operators. The research was conducted in order to 
determine some aspects of spectral distribution of the vibro loaded condition of a backbone of an operator on departments of a 
backbone and of equivalent tension. As a vibration external influence the sinusoidal signal corresponding to maximum-
permissible values of vibration accelerations for transport vibration of category 1 depending on compound frequencies of octava 
strips in the range from 1 Hz to 63 Hz was researched. We created a dynamic biomechanical "costal" 3D model of  the"head + 
backbone" system of a motor transport operator, using ‘Solidworks’ 3D-software, and taking into account anthropometric 
parameters of a body pose, structural, functional and biomechanical characteristics of cervical, chest and lumbar segments of a 
backbone. 
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1. Introduction 

With the growth of opportunities of modern computing means, the great attention, both in the technical scientific 
directions, and in medical, is given to computer modeling of the biomechanical processes happening in a human 
body [1…3], which real statement is often complicated because of complexity or impossibility of carrying 
experiments out in public. 
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This article is devoted to the research of amplitude-frequency distributions of vibroloading on a backbone of the 
person at impact of the general vibration of the category 1 "transport" on the developed virtual "costal" 3D model of 
biodynamic system "the head + a backbone" of a person operator of auto transport devices. 

2. Relevance 

Reduction of vibration impacts from technical devices on the person operator is an actual world problem. From 
systematic contact of the person with the vibrating equipment the vibro illness which leads to full disability as a 
result can arise and develop [4]. According to the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of  Russia adverse 
working conditions are the reason of high level of operational injuries and occupational diseases [5]. By the 
available estimates of the International Labour Organization (ILO), 2,34 million people die from the accidents and 
diseases connected with work [6]. The vast majority of them – about 2,02 million – dies of various occupational 
diseases. From 6300 daily occurring fatal cases connected with work 5500 come because of occupational diseases. 

 In distribution of the occupational diseases revealed at working in the Russian Federation according to statistical 
data of Federal Medical Biological Agency, more than 50% illnesses are vibrodiseases of lumbar-sacral 
radikulopathy [6]. The main share of the workers exposed to such diseases are drivers of various motor 
transportation devices who are exposed to continuous impact of the general transport vibration [6]. Among the 
causes leading to occurrence of occupational diseases due to exposure of vibration, are still: constructive defects of 
transport facilities and imperfections of workplaces of drivers. 

The hygienic assessment of permanent and non-permanent general transport vibration effecting on humans, 
according to [7…10] is carried out primarily considering the spectral analysis of a rating parameter, then the 
integrated assessment of the frequency of rating parameter, and ends with the integrated assessment considering the 
time of equivalent vibration exposure (energy) level of rating parameter.. 
 In the spectral analysis the rating parameters are maximum permissible levels of average square values of 
vibrospeed and vibration acceleration or their logarithmic levels depending on compound frequency in the range of 
1 … 63 Hz [7, 8], at the integrated assessment within given frequency range - adjusted value of velocity and 
acceleration or their logarithmic levels, while integrated assessment of vibration considering the time of its impact 
on the equivalent level - equivalent to adjusted value of vibration velocity or acceleration or their logarithmic level. 

 Thus, the developed rough estimate of vibration impact on the operator doesn't allow to reveal distribution of 
vibroloading on a body of the person, and, therefore, to reveal vibration sensitivity of different departments of a 
backbone of the person. Obtaining such data would allow to establish a criteria for a choice of economically 
reasonable ways of decrease a vibroloading of the person operator of transport devices. 

3. Formulation of the problem 

Developing the dynamic 3D-model of the human body, we build on the operation requirements, depending on the 
purpose of research, anthropometric accuracy and biomechanical capabilities [11…14]. 

Anthropometric parameters of the human body-transport operator devices is determined by its working posture 
[33], see Fig. 1. 

The analysis of the literature connected with a structure, physiology and anatomy of a body of the person 
[15…17], allowed to define structural, functional and biomechanical characteristics of cervical, chest and lumbar -
sacral departments of a backbone of a body of the person, see Table 1.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Working pose of the person operator of motor transportation devices: 1 – height of a spine column, 2 – head height. 
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According to medical researches an impact of the general vibration leads to the direct microinjuring of a 
backbone owing to considerable axial loads of intervertebral disks, local overloads in a vertebral and motive 
segment that leads to a degeneration of disks [18]. Therefore the spine column consisting of bodies of vertebras and 
intervertebral disks was originally constructed and then shoots of vertebras, which purpose of inclusion in the 
presented model – transfer of the inertial properties corresponding to a real backbone are simply simulated. 

Table 1. Properties of materials of vertebras and intervertebral disks on departments 

Department Element Quantity Module Ship's 
boy of E, MPa  

Poisson's coefficient, 
 Density , kg/m3 

The cervical 

 

Vertebras 7 350 0.3 2020 

Intervertebral disks 5 105 0.4 1102 

Chest department 

 

Vertebras 12 350 0.3 2020 

Intervertebral disks 11 81 0.4 1096 

Lumbar department Vertebras 5 350 0.3 2020 

Intervertebral disks 4 57 0.4 1090 

4. Theoretical part 

Creation of 3D-model of biodynamic system "(the head + a backbone) of a  person operator of motor 
transportation devices", was carried out on [19] algorithm offered in work: the formation of information model, 
design it in a three-dimensional solid model (the software package of SolidWorks), and then importing it and the 
subsequent simulation in Ansys Mechanical vibronagruzhennosti. 

 The basis for the construction of the costal model [12] served as X-ray and MRI images of several people male 
(mean age 30-40 years), see Fig. 2. 

System "(head + spine) of a human operator of transport devices is built a three-dimensional model of the human 
vertebral column in the package of 3D-modeling Solidworks [20]. The "head" of the operator, as shown in Figure 2, 
is replaced by a material point. It is reasonable that the stress-strain state is seen in the spine. From the "head" of the 
operator need only inertial characteristics and the coordinates of the center of gravity.  

 
Fig. 2. The calculation model of the spine, built in 3D-modeling package Solidworks. 
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 These characteristics are  mass and moments of inertia, they weres automatically calculated in the Workbench 
and can be applied to a material point. 

The main assumptions accepted in research: 
 
only the backbone consisting of vertebras and intervertebral disks is considered. The soft tissues of the person 

surrounding it aren't considered; 
the weight of the head is accepted 3,2 kg [17]. 
the behavior of vertebras and intervertebral disks submits to the linear law; 
external influence is necessary sinusoidal: a (t) = sin (wt). 

5. Results of experimental studies 

On the constructed final and element model calculations of the intense deformed condition of a spine column of 
the operator who is under the influence of the general vibration of 1 category in frequency range 1 … 90 Hz were 
carried out. Parameters of external vibration influence were maximum permissible sizes of the vertical and 
horizontal vibration accelerations corresponding to compound frequencies of octava strips of fsg (see Table 2) [7]. 
The studies were conducted using harmonic analysis among AnsysWorkbench.  

Results of computer modeling are given in fig. 3, 4. 

Table 2.Limit values of vibration transport jobs [7] 

fsg , Hz 1,0 2.0 4.0 8.0 16,0 31,5 63 

frequency Range 0,88–1,4 1,4–2,8 2,8–5,6 5,6–11,2 11,2–22,4 22,4–45,0 45,0–90,0 

The coordinate axes Z0 X0, 
Y0 

Z0 X0, 
Y0 

Z0 X0, 
Y0 

Z0 X0, 
Y0 

Z0 X0, 
Y0 

Z0 X0, 
Y0 

Z0 X0, Y0 

vibration 
acceleration, 1,10 0,40 0,79 0,45 0,56 0,79 0,63 1,60 1,10 3,20 2,20 6,30 4,50 13,00 

 

 

Fig. 3. Histogram distribution of the maximum and minimum values of equivalent stress in the spine, depending on the frequency of the 
exciting effects. 

5. Conclusion 

The analysis of results of modeling of impact of transport vibration on the person operator's body at the 
normalized frequencies (see Table 2) allowed to draw the following conclusions. 

The maximum values of equivalent tension in a spine column are revealed on fsg=1Hz and fsg=8 Hz (see Fig. 3). 
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It coincides with data of pilot studies [21], on - which in the range of 2 … 14 Hz are located resonant frequencies 
of a spine column of the person. Therefore, the developed "costal" model allows to conduct researches of influence 
of vibration on the person operator of motor transportation devices. 
 

 
 

 

  

  

Fig. 4. Fields equivalent stresses in the spine resulting in oscillations at frequencies of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 31.5 Hz. 
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Vibration sensitivity of cervical, chest and lumbar departments of a backbone of the person is approximately 
identical at compound frequencies of 1 Hz and 2 Hz. It also coincides with data of pilot studies [21, 8, 9] that 
confirms applicability developed the modeli.avtotransportnykh of devices. 

At other studied frequencies (see Fig. 4), it was revealed that vibration sensitivity of each department of a 
backbone is various. The bigger response at low frequencies (see Fig. 4) is the share on cervical, and then of lumbar 
department. The obtained data on cervical department are confirmed by that in a design of a chair of the driver the 
additional basic surface is put into practice – a head restraint [13, 14] which reduces the involuntary movement by 
the head of the person operator. However in normative documents of the Russian Federation the requirement of 
existence of a basic surface for the head of a chair of the driver of production transport is absent [22]. There are also 
no requirements for ergonomics of a support at a chair in the field of lumbar department of the operator. 

Thus, results of modeling of the intense deformed condition of a backbone of the person operator revealed need 
of the accounting of distribution of the vibroloaded state on departments of a backbone at design of a chair of the 
driver in new motor transportation equipment. 
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Abstract 

The article describes a method of determining the weber-ampere characteristics electrotechnical AC devices with moving parts of 
the magnetic circuit, in particular electromagnets. The solution of the inverse problem of harmonic balance and the method of 
natural-model tests allow obtaining weber-ampere characteristic of the electromagnets, in which it is possible not only to 
determine the state of the electromagnet, and the type of fault. The technique is based on the previously conducted studies to 
obtain weber-ampere characteristics of electrotechnical devices to a fixed part of the magnetic circuit. The relevance of the 
proposed method is based on the possibility of diagnosing electromagnets both in production and in the course of their operation. 
The method provides a weber-ampere characteristic of the operating cycle with electromagnets error does not exceed 3%. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: weber-ampere characteristic the operating cycle, the harmonic balance method of natural-model testing, diagnostics. 

1. Introduction 

All electromagnetic AC device are movable and the fixed part of the magnetic circuit and at least one working 
coil. During the operation of electromagnets AC operating coil current flows, a working magnetic flux in the 
stationary part of the magnetic circuit that drives the movable part. The magnetic flux determined by the design, the 
mutual arrangement of the working parts of the magnetic core and the coil, as well as the number of turns in it and 
the magnitude of the flowing current. During the working cycle of the AC electromagnet movable part moves 
relative to the stationary magnetic circuit, which also leads to a change in magnetic flux. The conclusion is that, as 
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an integral characteristic of containing not only information about the operating parameters of AC electromagnets, 
but also the quality of its individual parts is weber-ampere characteristic of the operating cycle. 

2. Determination of weber-voltage characteristics of an electromagnet 

The method of determining the weber-ampere characteristics of electromagnets is inversion harmonic balance 
method of natural-model tests [1-9], the unifying dimension of the physical object and the modeling of the object. 
The method allows to determine the shape of the weber-ampere characteristic, the known flowing through the coil of 
the electromagnet current, given in the form of a Fourier series: 

(2 1)
1

sin 2 1
n

m
m

i t I m t    (1) 

where I(2m-1) – amplitude (2m-1) harmonic current and the known shape and amplitude Ua the voltage applied to the 
coil of an electromagnet: 

sinau t U t    (2) 

Seeking weber-ampere characteristic of the electromagnet, given approximated by the expression: 
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n
m

m
m

i k i    (3) 

where  – value of the magnetic flux, k(2m-1) – the coefficients of the approximating expression weber-ampere 
characteristic, (1, )m n , n – the number of terms in the approximated by, i – the current flowing through the coil 
of the electromagnet. 

In our case, there is an electromagnet with an unknown weber-ampere characteristic, known laws of variation of 
voltage (2) applied to the electromagnet, and the current flowing through it (1). It is required to determine the 
coefficients k(2m-1) expression (3), approximating weber-ampere characteristic. 

The equation of the circuit of the electromagnet:  

( ) d
u t Ri

dt
   

Rewrite it, taking into account the known laws of current change (1) and voltage (2): 
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Experiments with electrical devices without moving parts of the magnetic circuit, which as a method to determine 
the weber-ampere characteristics of the electrical device used an algorithm natural-model test, which consists in the 
following: on the electrical unit is supplied sinusoidal voltage and using the current and voltage sensors, 
measurements of input (voltage) and the output (current) electrical signaling device, then received data is sent to a 
personal computer, where model inputs are set to obtain the output data model, and using optimization algorithm 
seeking matching the output of the electrical device and its model. When coincidence output is based on the latest 
iteration of the resulting weber-ampere characteristic. As a basis for constructing optimization algorithm of the 
control program using the simplex method of optimization. The program implements the electromagnet, and an 
optimization program based on a simplex-planning [10]. 
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Algorithm natural-model tests in the case of an electromagnet, having in his part of the movable parts of the 
magnetic circuit is as follows. At not disassembled from the electrical product AC electromagnet supplied a 
sinusoidal voltage whose amplitude is changed stepwise from zero up to the nominal and back (Fig. 1). This makes 
the duty cycle electromagnet, overcoming the resistance of the actuators connected to it. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Step-varying sinusoidal voltage. 

At each stage of the voltage measured by the private weber-ampere characteristic and the current amplitude. 
Fixing the location of the endpoints of private weber-ampere characteristics of the resulting weber-ampere 
characteristic of the operating cycle (Figure 2, a) and b). 

 

 
a)     b) 

Fig. 2. The method of obtaining weber-ampere characteristic: a) direct and b) reverse branch. 

U,V

T,s
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The research showed that the mean obtained by weber-ampere characteristics of the operating cycle of 
electromagnets AC can determine the type of fault (Fig. 3 – 6). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Weber-ampere characteristics of the operating cycle of electromagnets AC defects, clogging on the upper surface of the 
armature. 

 

Fig. 4. Weber-ampere characteristics of the operating cycle of electromagnets AC defects, interturn short-circuit. 

 

Fig. 5. Weber-ampere characteristics of the operating cycle of electromagnets AC defects, sticking of the armature in the initial 
position. 
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Fig. 6. Weber-ampere characteristics of the operating cycle of electromagnets AC defects, stuck in the extended position of the 
armature. 

The mathematical analysis of the inverse problem of harmonic balance, held computing and natural experiments 
using a mathematical model and a number of electrical devices (solenoid, motor and toroidal transformer). The 
results of which suggest that the proposed method provides a measurement of current-voltage characteristics of 
electrical characteristics of the device with an error not exceeding 3% [11]. A study [7, 8], the effect of measurement 
errors on the accuracy of harmonic current method of determining the weber-ampere characteristics. The values of 
harmonic currents varied in the range of ± 4,4%, the additional error getting weber-ampere characteristics did not 
exceed 1%. 

3. Conclusions (Summary) 

The proposed method can diagnose electrical devices AC magnetic moving parts such as solenoids, relays, AC 
etc. The relevance of the proposed method is the possibility of the diagnosis of electromagnets as in production [12] 
and in the course of their operation. The method provides a weber-ampere characteristic of the operating cycle with 
electromagnets error does not exceed 3%. 

The results obtained with the support of  1.2690.2014 / K "Methods for solving inverse problems of diagnosis 
of complex systems (engineering and medicine) on the basis of natural-model experiment" performed under the 
project of the state task using equipment NBI "Diagnosis and energy-efficient electrical equipment " South-Russian 
State Technical University (NPI) of the MI Platov. 
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Abstract 

This article suggests the solution to the inverse problem of harmonic balance by the method of full-scale–model testing to obtain 
hysteresis weber-ampere characteristics of electrical devices. During the testing of AC electrical devices quite often it is 
necessary to obtain a hysteresis weber-ampere characteristic. When the magnetic material is magnetized by the alternating field, 
hysteresis loop that characterizes the energy consumption per cycle of magnetization reversal is expanding due to the appearance 
of eddy current losses and loss by aftereffect. The aim of the study is to develop a method for determining the hysteresis weber-
ampere characteristics on the basis of the solution to the inverse problem of harmonic balance for electrical devices. The 
technique is based on the previously conducted studies to obtain weber-ampere characteristics of electrical devices, as well as the 
weber-ampere characteristics of the operating duty cycle of AC electrical devices. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: weber-ampere characteristic, harmonic balance method, natural-model tests. 

1. Introduction 

This article describes the solution of the inverse problem of harmonic balance method of natural-model tests for 
hysteresis weber-ampere characteristics of electrotechnical devices. During diagnostics AC electrical devices often 
need to receive the hysteretic weber-ampere characteristic. When the magnetization of the magnetic material to the 
alternating field hysteresis loop that characterizes the energy consumption per cycle of magnetization reversal is 
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expanding due to the appearance eddy current losses and loss-effect. The aim of the study is to develop a 
methodology for determining the hysteresis weber-ampere characteristics based on the inversion harmonic balance 
for electrotechnical devices. The technique is based on the previously conducted studies to obtain weber-ampere 
characteristics of electrotechnical devices, as well as the weber-ampere characteristics of the operating cycle of 
electrotechnical devices AC. 

Automatic control systems enable the production of more efficient use of materials and operating parameters of  
electrotechnical devices (ED). It is not possible to create a process control system without effective methods and 
control of products [1]. From studies [2] it is known that the weber-ampere characteristic (WAC) ED AC allows to 
determine the efficiency of ED and the type of fault. 

2. Determination hysteresis wac ed 

WAC obtained during the flow of alternating current by the working winding ED will have a hysteresis. When 
measuring a WAC should take into account two things: the distortion of the curve, and the phase shift between the 
magnetic flux  and the current in the coil I, produced this stream. The relationship between  and I determined by 
the shape and dynamic loop, so the sinusoidal variation of one of the variables considered in the general case, the 
second will not change sinusoidally (will harmonics). 

The lag phase flow curve of the current curve is due to the influence of eddy currents and magnetic viscosity. 
Angle of lag  called the angle of losses [3]. 

To account for the effects of distortion curve shape and the presence of the phase shift depending  = f(I) when 
magnetizing alternating field Arkadyev [4], it was suggested that the real dynamic loop equivalent ellipse, which 
satisfies the equation in the coordinates  and : 

( ) ( )sinmaxi t I wt    (1) 

 sin( ) ( )maxt t    (2) 

If you type in the component stream max1 = max cos , is in phase with the direction I, and component max2 = 
max sin , lagging on 90° the direction I, when [5] max1 associated with reversible processes of transformation of 

energy during magnetization reversal, and max2 – with irreversible. The expression (2) takes the form: 

)cos()sin()( 2max1max ttt    (3) 

We propose a method of determining the loop  = f(I) + max2cos( t) which takes into account its hysteresis. To 
do this, we will implement the decision of the inverse problem of harmonic balance method of natural-model tests 
[6 – 11], the unifying dimension of the physical object and the modeling of the object. The method allows to 
determine the shape of the loop  = f(I)+ max2cos( t), the known flowing through the coil current of the electrical 
device, given in the form of Fourier series:  

(2 1)
1

sin ((2 1) )
n

m
m

i(t)= I m t    (4) 

where I(2m-1) – amplitude (2m-1) harmonic current and the known shape and amplitude Ua the voltage applied to the 
coil of electrical products: 

( ) sin( )au t U t    (5) 

The reversible component of the hysteresis weber-ampere characteristic of electrical products, set approximating 
expression: 
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2 -1
(2 -1)

1
( )  

n
m

m
m

i k i    (6) 

where  – value of the magnetic flux, k(2m-1) – the coefficients of the approximating expression weber-ampere 
characteristic, (1, )m n , n - number of terms in the approximated by, i – the current flowing through the coil of 
electrical products. 

The problem is formulated as follows. There are electrical devices with known hysteresis WAC known laws of 
variation of voltage (5) applied to the nonlinear inductance and current flowing through it (4).It is required to 
determine the coefficients k(2m-1) expression (6), approximating hysteresis weber-ampere characteristic and the 
amplitude of the irreversible flow component max2. 

The equation of the circuit of the electrical device: 

( ) d
u t Ri

dt
   

Rewrite it, taking into account the known laws of current change (4) and voltage (5): 

2 1

(2 -1) (2 -1)
1 1

(2 1) max 2
1

( sin 2 -1
sin sin 2 1 sin

mn n

m mn
m m

a m
m

d k I m t
U t R I m t t

dt
  (7) 

The experiments, which as a method for the determination of the hysteresis weber-ampere characteristics of the 
algorithm used natural-model tests with regard to our problem is this: the electromagnet is supplied sinusoidal 
voltage and using the current and voltage sensors, measurements of the input (power) and output (current ) signals of 
the electromagnet, then received data is sent to a personal computer, where the data model, the input and data output 
model, and using an optimization algorithm seeking coincidence output electromagnet and its model. When 
coincidence output is based on the latest iteration of the resulting weber-ampere characteristic. As a basis for 
constructing optimization algorithm of the control program using the simplex method of optimization [12]. The 
program implements the electrical device [13, 14, 15], and an optimization program based on a simplex-planning 
[13, 14, 15]. 

3. Realization of natural-model experiment to determine the hysteresis WAC ED 

A series of experiments confirming the successful implementation of the method. Fig. 1 shows graphs of current 
forms on the first iteration of the simplex optimization. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The shape of the current produced in the physical object in the emulator and the first iteration of the simplex optimization. 

From Fig. 1 shows that the current shape of the physical object and emulation have significant differences as 
hysteresis WAC Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Hysteresis WAC physical object (1) and Emulator (1) after the first iteration of the simplex optimization. 

Optimization program was carried out 34 iterations, resulting in the current waveform obtained in the emulator 
(2) approaching the current physical form of the model (1) (Fig. 3). 

 

 

Fig. 3. Current form obtained at the physical object and the emulator on the last iteration. 

 

Fig. 4. WAC obtained at the last iteration and on the physical object. 
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A study [13, 14, 15, 16], the effect of measurement errors on the accuracy of harmonic current method of 
determining the weber-ampere characteristics. The values of harmonic currents varied in the range of ± 4,4%, the 
additional error getting weber-ampere characteristics did not exceed 1%. 

4. Conclusions (Summary) 

The proposed method is relevant for the monitoring systems and its possible use for magnetic hysteresis 
characteristics of electrical devices such as during their production and during their operation. The method provides 
a description of the electrical device with the error does not exceed 3%. 

The results obtained with the support of  1.2690.2014 / K "Methods for solving inverse problems of diagnosis 
of complex systems (engineering and medicine) on the basis of natural-model experiment" performed under the 
project of the state task using equipment NBI "Diagnosis and energy-efficient electrical equipment " South-Russian 
State Technical University (NPI) of the MI Platov. 
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Abstract 

The paper describes a new lead-free environmentally friendly free-machining structural steel alloyed containing 
~ 0.25 % tin. The following quality characteristics of cast and hot-worked steel are determined: mechanical 
properties; austenite grain size; contamination with non-metallic inclusions. The results of atomic emission analysis 
showed that tin is uniformly distributed in the ingot and forged rods. Tin in this amount does not have detrimental 
effect on mechanical properties after heat treatment, and the values of ultimate and yield tensile strength, 
characteristics of plasticity and toughness satisfy standard requirements for the base steel. Austenite grain size is not 
greater than ASTM number 8. Nitrogen and oxygen content is at the same level or lower than that in the analogous 
steels. The production of lead-free environmentally friendly free-machining structural steel is not accompanied with 
pollution of working area with harmful substances in amounts exceeding maximum permissible concentrations, 
unlike lead-bearing steels. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).

Keywords: free-machining steels; machinability; alternative lead-free steels; ecological aspects of steel production; tin 

1. Introduction  

For many years lead-bearing steels, or their substitutes containing selenium or tellurium are preferred as materials 
for machine working operations due to their high machinability [1–5]. However, in recent years there arises a 
tendency towards rejection of the use of these low-melting elements for environmental reasons and because of their 
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negative effect on hygiene and sanitary conditions for the working personnel. Beside that, serious shortcomings of 
the free-machining steels presently in use are low recovery and non-uniform distribution of machinability-enhancing 
additives in the ingot [6–8], which makes it difficult to obtain stable properties in different heats of the steel, 
complicates engineering design and decreases the yield in metal forming operations [9–12].  

The listed aspects of application of traditional machinability-enhancing additives evidence the necessity of 
searching for alternative components that may increase steel machinability. Analysis of thermodynamic properties of 
elements and assessment of possible complication of steelmaking technology concerned with their application show 
that tin may be one of such components.  

The purpose of this work is to estimate the potential of alloying steel with tin for increasing its machinability. 
Main tasks of the study are to determine effects of tin on steel quality and its distribution in steel ingot, as well as the 
analysis of environmental conditions in melting tin-bearing steel.  

2. Materials and Methods 

The object of the study was AO30KhM steel [13]. The steel was melted in a 80 kg induction furnace. Tin was 
added in the form of pure metal. After casting the ingots were hot forged to obtain 20 mm square rods. Chemical 
composition of the studied steel AO30KhM containing tin and analog steels used for comparison (lead-bearing steel 
AS30KhM and 30KhM steel without machinability-enhancing additives) is shown in Table 1.  

Chemical composition was determined with X-ray spectrum, and concentration of tin with atomic emission 
analysis. Mechanical properties of forged and heat-treated steel were determined according to GOST 9012-59, 1497-
84 and 9454-78. Austenite grain size was determined according to GOST 5639-82. Contamination with non-metallic 
inclusions was estimated according to GOST 1778-70.  

Table 1. Chemical composition of the studied steels, wt. % 

Designation C Mn Si P S Ni Cu Cr Mo Sn Pb 

30KhM 0.27 0.45 0.26 0.015 0.009 0.12 0.09 0.88 0.16 0.005 – 

AS30KhM 0.29 0.44 0.24 0.014 0.010 0.16 0.09 0.91 0.15 – 0.25 

AO30KhM 0.28 0.49 0.25 0.016 0.008 0.18 0.06 0.89 0.17 0.245 – 

3. Results and discussion 

Atomic emission analysis showed a rater uniform distribution of tin in the ingot and forged rods (see Table 2).  
Mechanical properties were determined in 20 mm square rods at ambient temperature after the following heat 

treatment: heating to 860 °C, 20 min; oil quenching; tempering at 550 °C, 1 hour, and water cooling. Results of 
mechanical tests (see Table 3) showed that addition of tin increases hardness, yield strength and tensile strength of 
heat treated steel. This is explained by solid solution hardening caused by tin atoms dissolved in iron lattice. Unlike 
most machinability-enhancing elements, tin has high solubility in iron (up to 17.7 wt. % at 900 °C [14]), and at 
present concentrations forms a solid solution with iron. Though some works, particularly [15], notice a possibility of 
precipitation of non-ferrous impurities on a substrate of oxides and sulphides, the studies of excess phases using 
characteristic X-ray radiation in scanning electron microscope with thermal field emission and energy dispersion 
analyzer could not reveal the presence of tin in free form [16]. On the other way, tin decreases relative elongation 
and reduction in area  in tensile tests, as well as impact toughness KCU (see Table 3). The key reason is thought to 
be tin segregation at grain boundaries. A thin layer with concentration of tin 2–3 orders of magnitude greater than 
average tin concentration in solid solution localized at grain boundaries causes intercrystalline failure, which results 
in a decrease of impact toughness and an increase of cleavage fraction on fracture surface [17]. But tin in the 
amounts of 0.05–0.25 wt. % does not seriously damage mechanical properties of the studied steel in heat-treated 
condition, and the values of strength, plasticity and toughness characteristics satisfy requirements of GOST 4543-71 
standard for the base steel 30KhM.  
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At the same time tin improves the conditions of chip formation in metal machining with high-speed steel tools 
[18]. Enhancing of deformation and fracture of surface layer of metal in the cutting zone are due to Rehbinder 
effect, i.e. decrease of strength, plasticity and strain hardening coefficient caused by adsorption. Tin adsorption in 
interdendrite regions and at grain boundaries gives rise to internal effect. Thus the work of new surface formation 
decreases, and initiation and propagation of microcracks at lattice defects or dislocation bundles [19, 20] is 
enhanced. This results in brittle intercrystalline failure and abrupt fall of strength of the workpiece material.  

Analysis of contamination of the steel with non-metallic inclusions showed that in all heats no plastic silicates, 
point nitrides and stringer nitrides were found. Amount of point oxides did not exceed class 0.5. This is 
characteristic for aluminium-killed steels without titanium. In 20 mm square rods maximum class of sulphide 
content was 4.0, of point oxides 0.5, of stringer oxides 3.0 and of brittle and deformable silicates 5.0 and 2.5 
correspondingly (see Table 4). These levels of non-metallic inclusion content are typical for structural steels melted 
in open electric arc furnaces with basic lining and are not changed by the presence of low-melting and low-boiling 
elements.  

Nitrogen and oxygen content was also at the same level as in analog steels (see Table 5). The steel with tin has 
austenite grain size finer than ASTM number 8 (see Table 6).  

Production of lead-free environmentally friendly tin-bearing free-machining structural steel is not accompanied 
by pollution of the air in the working area with harmful substances in amounts exceeding maximum permissible 
concentrations, unlike leaded steels.  

Table 2. Distribution of tin in the billet of AO30KhM steel, wt. % 

Location  
of samples 

Ingot top Ingot middle Ingot bottom 

Centre 0.245 0.256 0.241 

1/2 radius 0.247 0.241 0.249 

Surface 0.245 0.245 0.248 

Table 3. Mechanical properties of heat-treated steels  

Steel [Sn], % 0.2, MPa b,
MPa 

, % , % 
KCU,
J/cm2

HB
(hot-forged) 

30KhM  
(requirements of GOST 
4543-71) 

–  730  930  11.0  45  78 – 

AS30KhM 0.25 Pb 970 1020 13.0 51.0 85 320 

AO30KhM 

0.05 

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0.245 

969 

951 

980 

1002 

1001 

1081 

1075 

1094 

1120 

1125 

12.8 

15.2 

13.2 

13.2 

13.2 

53.7 

56.3 

54.7 

53.6 

52.8 

107 

95 

87 

82 

82 

302 

321 

329 

329 

332 

Table 4. Contamination of steels with non-metallic inclusions (maximum/average class) 

Steel 

Type of non-metallic inclusions 

Sulfides 
Point
oxides 

Stringer  
oxides 

Brittle  
silicates

Deformable  
silicates

30KhM  4.00 / 3.06 0.50 / 0.50 2.00 / 1.17 5.00 / 1.95 4.50 / 2.78 

AS30KhM 3.50 / 2.78 0.50 / 0.50 4.00 / 1.78 3.50 / 1.50 3.00 / 1.50 

AO30KhM 4.00 / 3.00 0.50 / 0.50 3.00 / 2.00 5.00 / 1.89 2.50 / 1.22 
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Table 5. Content of oxygen and nitrogen in 20 mm square rods, wt. % 

Steel [Sn], % 
Ingot top Ingot middle Ingot bottom 

Oxygen Nitrogen Oxygen Nitrogen Oxygen Nitrogen 

30KhM  0.005 0.0045 0.010 0.0045 0.011 0.0048 0.012 

AS30KhM 0.25 Pb 0.0044 0.010 0.0045 0.012 0.0043 0.011 

AO30KhM 0.245 0.0048 0.010 0.0055 0.009 0.0060 0.009 

Table 6. Content of tin, aluminium and austenite grain size 

Steel [Sn], % [Al], % 
ASTM grain size  
number 

30KhM  0.005 0.04 8 

AS30KhM 0.25 Pb 0.04 7 

AO30KhM 0.245 0.04 8–9 

4. Conclusion 

Atom emission analysis showed uniform distribution of tin in the ingot and forged rods.  
Tin in amounts up to 0.25 % does not have detrimental effect on mechanical properties of the studied steel after 
heat treatment. Strength, plasticity and toughness characteristics satisfy requirements of the standard for the base 
and the lead-bearing steel.  
The lead-free environmentally friendly tin-bearing free-machining structural steel has austenite grain size finer 
than ASTM number 8.  
Nitrogen and oxygen content in the steel is at the same or lower level compared to analog steels.  
Production of lead-free environmentally friendly tin-bearing free-machining structural steel compared to the 
leaded steel is not accompanied by pollution of the air in the working area with harmful substances in amounts 
exceeding maximum permissible concentrations.  
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Abstract 

From the practical point of view, systems consisting of heat-proof dispersed particles evenly distributed in the metal matrix are a 
promising subject of studies that investigate hard alloy and carbide steel fabrication processes that take place during 
disintegration of supersaturated solid solutions. Titanium carbide combined with a binder metal represents a dispersed 
particle/metal matrix system. Such combination of components leads to enhanced material’s properties, such as high resistance to 
wear, abrasive wear, burrs, radiation and etc. A problem arises when a technology to fabricate such compounds is being 
developed. That is to forecast compound’s structural properties, especially the average size of carbide particles and a pattern of 
particles distribution according to their size. This article provides a theoretical study of the solubility of titanium carbide in the 
melt iron. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: dispersed phases, titanium carbide, phase distribution. 

1. Introduction 

One of the principal objectives of research in the metal industry and machine building is the development and 
introduction of metal saving technologies [1] that could be used to fabricate new metallic materials with enhanced 
characteristics and new functional properties. From this perspective, powder metallurgy and foundry appear to be 
the most interesting technologies [2]. The technologies mentioned above are easy-to-use and allow fabrication of 
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materials with properties similar to those of final products; consequently, they considerably decrease expenditures 
on further mechanical processing [3, 4].  

Studies that investigate high-ductile metallic materials deliberately combined with heat-proof and high-resistance 
fillers have become especially relevant over the recent years [5-7]. Such combination of components leads to 
enhanced material’s properties, such as high resistance to wear, abrasive wear, burrs, radiation and etc.. 

Reinforcing agents with hardness that considerably differs from that of the substrate can not only decrease 
friction loss, but also increase load range [8]. 

From the practical point of view, systems consisting of heat-proof dispersed particles evenly distributed in the 
metal matrix are a promising subject of studies that investigate hard alloy and carbide steel fabrication processes that 
take place during disintegration of supersaturated solid solutions. 

Titanium carbide combined with a binder metal represents a dispersed particle/metal matrix system. A problem 
arises when a technology to fabricate such compounds is being developed. That is to forecast compound’s structural 
properties, especially the average size of carbide particles and a pattern of particles distribution according to their 
size.  

Titanium carbide characteristics include low electrical resistance and high melting point, high hardness, high 
heat-conductivity and high resistance to wear in inimical environments [9]. 

2. Theoretical analysis  

Liquid-phase interaction of titanium carbides with molten metal (steel) at high temperatures causes carbide 
particles to coalesce (coagulate). Carbide particles dissolve in the metal matrix and recrystallize. It’s generally 
accepted that the gradient of solution compounds’ chemical potential around the particles with different curve radius 
is a condition required for recrystallization. The curve ensures the presence of quasi-stationary diffusion flows [10-
14]. A diffusion equation that is solved considering boundary conditions and mass balance results in the following 
formula that depicts dependence of the average radius of a particle (r) on time: 

2r k ,                                                                                                                       (1) 

where k – is constant [10,11]. 

The paper [11] notes that, despite the parabolic law followed by a great number of systems, some deviations from 
the law have been registered and they can be described by processes taking place at phase boundaries [10-12]. 

The parabolic law of coalescence is derived from the diffusion equation if boundary conditions are set for semi-
infinite samples[11] or if continuous substance flow across the phase boundary is ensured [10]. It’s also assumed 
that the diffusion coefficient doesn’t depend on time. The paper [11] states that if  coalescence doesn’t obey the 
parabolic law, it should be questioned whether the diffusion equation is applicable to the process or whether the 
boundary conditions have been set correctly. The study[13] supposes that if dissolved substance concentration is 
low, new particles are not produced and some particles coalesce at the expense of others. Diffusion flow velocity at 
particle’s surface equals its average radius variation rate when mass balance in the volume is ensured; and it can be 
formulated by 

43 ,
9

Dr                                                                                                                               (2) 

where r – is the average radius of a particle;  – is surface energy; D – stands for diffusion coefficient and  refers to 
time. 

The paper [13] suggests that particles coalesce because of combined diffusion and does not consider processes at 
phase boundaries. The paper [14] states that test results on thorium oxide coalescence in nickel matrix is described 
well by the equation (2). That leads to the conclusion that thorium diffusion in the nickel matrix controls 
coalescence. Instead, if boundaries expansion is controlled by phase boundary processes, the equation (1) is realized. 
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As we have stated above, stable diffusion flows are caused by the fact that the curved phase boundary dissolved 
substance next to it unbalanced. The curve can be described with the Thompson order formula: 

(1 2 )r
C N rkTa

,                                                                                                                (3) 

where  – is surface energy, M – is molecular mass,  – stands for particle’s density, Na – is the Avagardo number,  r 
– refers to particle’s radius, k – is the Boltzmann constant and T – is temperature.   

 
See below calculations for titanium monocarbide in molten ferrum:  = 0.7 J/m2 [15], T = 1773 K, M = 60,  = 

4900 kg/m3, r = 10 μm, Na = 6.02·1023 mol-1, R =1.38·10-23 J/K. The equation (3) results in / Cr  = 1.2·10-4. 
Therefore, it’s possible to conclude that the increase in concentration doesn’t significantly depend on the phase boundary curve. Therefore, it’s not probable that direct diffusion flows will appear in a system consisting of molten 
metal and hard particles tens of microns in size. However, coalescence (diffusion) takes place in systems like Fe-
TiC. 

3. Computations  

The current paper sets an objective to define particle’s size/time dependence taking into consideration the 
following conditions. Let us suppose that particles with limited solubility are found in the volume of another phase. 
The function ( , )r  of distribution in accordance with particles’ size characterizes the whole amount of particles.  A 
particular amount of particles with the mass m( ) will dissolve and concentration fields of dissolved substance will 
be formed between particles. The system will tend to minimize the phase boundary. Atoms of dissolved substance 
can accidentally jump onto hard particles. Having shifted onto a hard particle, an atom incorporates into its 
molecular structure, hence increasing the particle’s mass by dV. The probability that an atom shifts onto a 
coalescing particle is 

  

( ) ( , ) .
r

r r dr
 

 
( , )r  function is normalized the following way 

 

 
)(),(

0
Ndrr

,  
 
where N( ) is the amount of particles in the said volume.  If w the volume of atom,  is atom jump frequency and  
refers to dissolved substance concentration in the matrix (at. %), then 
 

0
( , )àÑ w r d d dV

, 
d dr  

 
or 
 

2

0
( , ) 3à

drÑ w r d r
d  ,                                                                                                    (4) 

 
where  – is the velocity of particle coalescence and  – is the particles coefficient. 
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Mass balance condition is 
 

3
0

0
( , ) ( )r r d m m

,                                                                                                   (5) 
 
where  – is substance density and m0 – refers to the particle’s initial mass. 

 
Differentiation of the equations (4) and (5) with respect to time results in the following system 
 

2 2
2

2

3

( , ) 3 2     

( )r ( , ) ,        .

a
dr d rÑ w r r r
d d

dm drr
d d

                                                                                (6) 

 
Let’s suppose that dissolved substance mass variation with respect to time corresponds with the change in 

particle’s volume, i.e. 
 

2( ) 3dm drr
d d

. 

 
Then, having excluded the system (6)   from the first two equations, we formulate the following  
 

22

2 3
2 0aC wd r dr dr
r d dd r

.                                                                                                (7) 

 

If the equation (7) is solved for dr
d

 provided that dr
d

= 0 and r=r0 it gives 

 

2
0

1 ln ,         .
a

dr r K
d r C wKr

                                                                                                 (8) 

 

To formulate r = r( ), in quadratures, we replace 0

ln r
r  function with its average value on the interval [r0 ;rm], 

where rm is the size of a particle that could be built up of all the particles of the system. 
 

1ln ln ( , ) const .
rm

m o
roo m o o

r r dr C r r
r r r r

 

 
Then 
 

0
2

(r , )mdr Ñ r
d Kr

.                                                                                                                               (9) 

 
If we integrate the equation (9) upon conditions that r( ) = r(0) and  = 0, we develop the following formula 
 

3 303 ( , ) (0)mC r rr r
K

.                                                                                                               (10) 
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Thus, the paper has suggested a possible mechanism of hard particle coalescence in liquid matrix and, having 

accepted a number of assumptions, derived an average particle’s radius/time dependence (equation 10). 
Modelling of dispersedly reinforced materials also requires the ability to define the function of dispersed particles 

distribution according to their size during Fe-TiC liquid-phase sintering. To fulfill the task, one needs to use the 
equation (8), formula of radius (r) variation velocity for heat-proof  particles in the metal matrix.  

Let’s suggest that we investigate particle size variation that takes place after the liquid phase has been produced 
and particles have relocated in the matrix. 

Let’s define  as a time period measured from the moment when dispersed phase started to appear in the matrix, t 
is a time period measured from the moment when, at least, some dispersed particles started to coalesce (dissolve). (  

 t) is generally true. 
We will be looking for a distribution function formulated the following way 
 

( , ) ( ) ( )d f r  .                                                                                                                   (11) 
 
Let’s write down an equation of continuity [16] for (r, ) in the space of sizes 
 

( , ) ( ( , ) ) 0r r
r

. 

 
If we use the equation (11), we derive the following 
 

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0df d r dt d dtr f f r
d dtdr dtdr

.                                                                  (12) 

 
Using the equation (8), let’s transform the formula (12)     
           

0 0
2 3

( ) ln[ ] (1 2ln[ ])
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (r) 0

r rd r
df r rr f f

d drKr Kr
.                                          (13) 

 
Solve the equation (13) using the Fourier transform 
 

( )
( )d

df B
f ,                                                                                                                                  (14) 

 

0 0
2 3

( ) ln[ ] (1 2ln[ ])

( )

r rd r
r r Â

r Êr dr Kr
, 

 
where  = const. Integration of the system (14) results in 
 

1

2 2
2 0

0

( ) C exp(B ),

C exp( / ln[r/ r ])
( ) .

ln[r/ r ]

f
r ÂÊ r dr

r

                

 
It follows that     
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2
2

0

0

C exp exp( )
ln[r/ r ]

( , )
ln[r/ r ]

r drr ÂÊ Â
r  ,                                                                              (15)         

where = 1, 2 = const. The equation (15) can give us C if we normalize (r, ), for instance, to 1  
 

( , ) 1
r

Ñ r dr
. 

 
It follows that                                   

2
2

0

0

r exp( )
ln[r/ r ]( , )

ln[r/ r ]

              ( , ) .
r

r drÂÊ
r

Ô

Ô r dr
                                                                                                       (16) 

 
It is necessary to accept that B>0 in the distribution function (16). B value determines the position of the 

distribution function’s maximum in the space of sizes. If particles are coalescing, the distribution function’s 
maximum will be shifting towards large sizes and the average distance (2l) between particles’ centers will be 
increasing. 

The increase in time (t) triggers the increase in r and 2l, which causes the exponent to exert less influence on the 
equation (16). Therefore, there have to be an inverse relationship between  and 2l or B and t. 
Let’s estimate the distance between the centers of dispersed particles. Let’s suppose that a particular volume of 
substance includes the N number of spherical particles with the average size defined as r. If the volume of one 
particle is defined as 

3(4 ) / 3V r , the volume of the system occupied by a particle is V1=1/N and the total volume 
of all the particles is defined as 

3
2 (4 ) / 3V N r . Therefore, 

3
3 (1 / ) (4 ) /V N r r  is the interstitial volume occupied by 

one particle (a sphere surrounding a particle). The sphere volume can be formulated as 3 3
4 4 ( ) / 3V l r , where l is a 

half of the distance between the centers of two adjacent particles. Furthermore, 
3/ (1,3 )vN C r  where C  is the 

volume fraction of the dispersed phase. If we equal V3 to V4 and replace N with the formula mentioned above, we 
conclude that 

3 3 3[ / ( 1)]vl r r l C  or 1/3/ vl r C . Hence, the width of the spherical zone will be defined as 
 

1/3 1
v

ll r r
C

. 

 
To assess B-t dependence from the geometrical point of view, we accept that particles start to interact as soon as 

concentration fields of separate particles in the matrix have intersected /2, i.e. when an even concentration field of 
dissolved substance has been establish by some point in time marked as tl. We accept that concentration field of 
every particle is spherical. Hence, B  1/1,5 . Considering r=r(t), we conclude that 

 
1/3

1/31,5 ( )(1 )
v

v

ÑÂ
r t Ñ

 

 
Let’s accept that r (t) = t is approximately true, then 
 

1/3

1/31,5 (1 )
v

v

ÑÂ
t Ñ

                                                                                                                         (17) 

 
If we input time (t) during which constant temperature was maintained in the system,  we can evaluate B using 

the equation (17) and, consequently, we can use the equation (16) to define the function of dispersed particles 
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distribution in accordance with their size ( (r, )). 
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Abstract 

The paper describes procedures developed for disperse powders introduction into metal melts. We propose to fabricate 
functionally graded materials by introducing WC particles into liquid metal during mould filling in centrifugal casting machine. 
A number of experimental studies have been conducted, samples with different WC content have been fabricated and their 
structure has been examined. The research has revealed that WC particles were distributed unevenly along the width of the 
samples with the highest concentration in the outer zone of the cylindrical samples. The particles considerably influenced macro- 
and microstructure causing its grade to decrease from 2 to 9. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: wolframium carbide, low-carbon steel, centrifugal casting, functionally graded materials (FGMs). 

1. Introduction 

Functionally graded materials (FGMs) with preset properties are increasingly used in machines and mechanisms 
in petrochemical, gas and machine building industries. Efficient design procedures that can ensure predicted 
interdependence of composition, structure, mechanical and physical properties provide new opportunities and fields 
for FGM practical application [1]. 

 Introduction of carbide, oxide and nitride dispersed particles during mould filling is one of the methods of FGM 
fabrication. FGMs can be classified into materials made of fine disperse powders that have been pressed and 
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sintered, as well as into materials reinforced with disperse powders (their content doesn’t exceed 20 %) that were 
introduced into a melt at various stages of production [2]. The current paper does not focus on materials made of 
fine disperse powders since a great number of studies have been dedicated to that subject [3-10]. This study contains 
a detailed examination of methods used to fabricate so-called dispersedly reinforced materials with disperse powder 
content of up to 20 %. 

2. Method 

Experts of the General Metallurgy Department of the South Ural State University developed and patented a new 
method of FGM production: disperse powder is added to molten while a centrifugal casting mould is being filled 
[11]. The method is based on difference in density of reinforcing carbides and a reinforced metal. If the density of a 
thermally-resistant dispersed particle differs from the density of the melt in which it’s been introduced, the 
centrifugal force influencing the particle isn’t balanced with the gravity force. Thus, a particle is pushed towards the 
inner or outer edge of a sample. Once the particle faces the solidification front, the molten metal presses it to the 
front. Therefore, the particle cannot surface and gets captured by growing dendrites.  Particles with a density higher 
than melt’s density (e.g. wolframium carbides, =15,6 g/cm3) are pushed towards the outer zone, meanwhile, 
particles with lower density (e.g. silicon carbides, =3,2 g/cm3) move towards the inner zone of a sample. 

Experimental casting was performed to test the proposed method. Low-carbon steel was used as a reinforced 
metal (  0.17–0.24%; Si 0.17–0.37%; Mn 0.35–0.65%; S 0.040%; P 0.035) and WC powder was taken for 
reinforcement Table 1. 

Table 1. Amount of carbides in experimental samples 

Cast number 1 2 
Sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
WC content, g 0 40 80 120 0 120 240 360 

WC content, % (mass 
percentage) 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 0 1.2 2.4 3.6 

3. Results 

Eight hollow cylindrical samples were fabricated for the study. Their dimension were the following: outer 
diameter of 140 mm, inner diameter of 55 mm, length of 140 mm. Molten metal was heated up to 1650 C and 
poured into a rotating mould (1200 rpm) with a graphite core. 

Samples for metallographic examinations were cut out from the cylinders (Fig.4). The cylinders were roughly 
divided into 3 zones Fig. 1: 1 – the outer zone, 2 – ½ of a cylinder width, 3 – the inner zone.  

The prepared samples were treated for 10 sec. with the following reagent: 3 ml of HCl; 0.2 g of CuCl2·2 2 ; 3 g 
of FeCl2; 0.1 g of SnCl2; 10 ml of ethanol; 100 ml of water. The samples were examined to find out whether their 
macrostructure from the outer to the inner zone had changed Fig. 2. 

 

 

  

Fig. 1. Fabricated cylinders and cut-out samples: 1 – outer zone, 2- ½ of the width, 3 – inner zone. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Fig. 2. Macrostructure from the outer to the inner zone: A – sample without dispersed particles, B – 120 g of WC added, C – 240 g of WC 
added, D – 360 g of WC added. 

Macrostructure analysis of samples without reinforcing agents showed that the structure of polished cross-
sections was uneven and coarse and the length of crystals was considerable. 3/5 of the samples were composed of 
dendrites, monad axils were easily distinguished and twofold axels were thin and densely positioned at the outer 
edge, grew thicker and got less dense to the inner edge. 2/5 of the samples’ width (at the inner edge) were composed 
of non-oriented equiaxed crystals. Thus, we may suggest that 3/5 of the samples’ width was composed of fringe 
crystals because, firstly, the heat was directed towards the outer edge and then solidification conditions changed. 

Macrostructural analysis of reinforced samples showed that, despite different reinforcing agent concentration, the 
outer zone of the examined samples was composed of fine equiaxel grains with dendrites positioned at an angle to 
each other. It is easy to distinguish clusters of dendrite crystals that are uniform in size and are positioned at angles 
to each other. The width of the zone composed of equiaxel grains depend on disperse powder concentration: it 
occupies ¼ of the sample #4 (120 g of WC), ½ of the sample #7 (240 g of WC) and ¾ of the sample #8 (360 g of 
WC). 

To examine changes in microstructure, the samples were ground, polished and treated for 10 seconds with nitric 
acid ( N 3), 4 % in ethanol. Their microstructure was inspected under Axio Observer. Z1m microscope with 100x-
200x zoom. 

Introduction of the reinforcing agent considerably influenced the samples’ structure: the higher concentration of 
the agent, the more intense microatomization took place. Changes in grain grade were calculated by measuring the 
lengths of circle chords and are presented by the table 2. 
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Table 2. Results of dendrites cross-section examination 

Zone of 
examination Inner zone ½ of width Outer zone 

Sample number Dendrite cross-
section, μm Grain grade Dendrite cross-

section, μm Grain grade Dendrite cross-
section, μm Grain grade 

1 156 2 60.9 5 48.6 5–6 
2 39.9 6 30.3 7 18.5 8 
3 25.2 7 23.5 7 15.9 8–9 
4 28.5 7 23.9 7–8 12.9 9 
5 38.7 6 34.2 6–7 23.6 8 
6 39.3 6 35.3 6–7 20.2 8 
7 30.3 7 22.3 7–8 17.9 8 
8 25.5 7 19.6 8 15.5 9 

 
Dispersed particles distribution was inspected under JEOL JSM–6460 LV scanning electron microscope. It 

showed that WC particles were fixed in the microstructure of the solidified samples #2, #3, #4, #6, #7 and #8. WC 
grains of the samples were considerably smaller in size (0.1-0.94 μm) than initial particles of WC powder (4-65 μm) 
Fig.3. 

 

  
a b 

Fig. 3. WC grains: a – before experimental study (x500), b – in fabricated samples (x10000). 

WC concentration in uneven along the samples’ width with the highest rate at the outer edge, a lower rate in the 
central zone and almost zero concentration at the inner edge. 

Uneven distribution is characteristic to all the other samples reinforced with WC. WC concentration distribution 
was thoroughly examined in accordance with the following method: different cross-sections of a sample were 
examined with the same zoom and the number of particles per square micron (p/μm2) was counted. The “table 3” 
present WC concentration distribution along the samples’ width. 

Table 3. WC concentration distribution along the cross-section 

Sample 
number 

Dispersed particles concentration distribution 

Inner zone, p/μm2 ½ of sample’s width, p/μm2 Outer zone, p/μm2 

1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0.4 
3 0 0 0.6 
4 0 0 2.5 
5 0 0 0 
6 0 0 2.8 
7 0.5 2.6 5.1 
8    3.4                 3.5          5.1 
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4. Discussion 

Files The developed method of FGM fabrication in based on difference in density between introduced carbides 
and a metal. Our anticipations about particles distribution have been indirectly supported by the following facts: 

a change in grain grade depending on the quantity of introduced particles; 
a significant difference in samples’ microstructure from the outer to inner edge. 
Our anticipations have been directly proved by examination performed with an electron microscope. As a result, 

data on WC concentration from the outer to the inner edge of the samples has been accumulated “Table 3”. The fact 
that particles concentration is different at the outer and the inner edge of the samples proves our hypothesis that 
particles’ distribution depends on their density.  

It’s worth noting that there is a certain WC “saturation point” for a material fabricated in accordance with the 
proposed method. This conclusion resulted from examination of the samples #7 and #8 that had been fabricated with 
different WC content, but showed the same rate of WC concentration at the outer edge. If the number of introduced 
particles increases, their distribution becomes limited: in the sample #8, WC concentration rates are almost equal in 
the inner and central zones. 

Since dispersed particles influence mechanical properties of the reinforced material and they are distributed 
unevenly over the volume of the samples, we can claim that the fabricated material is functionally graded. It’s worth 
saying that the proposed method is a promising way of FGM production since the number of carbides, oxides, 
nitrides and other compounds is plentiful and there are several thousands of steel grades that can be reinforced with 
dispersed particles. It’s possible to fabricate materials with different preset properties varying along the width 
depending on steel composition, dispersability and particles density. Thus, a fabricated FGM will have a continuous 
structure without an easily distinguished interface which, otherwise, becomes a stress point. 

However, the abundance of reinforcing particles/reinforced metal combinations requires additional examination 
of particles/metal reaction rates, particles dissolution rates, particles wetting with metal and etc. 
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Abstract 

This article is devoted to the study of zirconium carbide angle of wettability. An experiment to determine the angle 
of wettability was carried out in two different ways, being contact and contactless. In the conclusion of the 
experiment we examined the microstructure of the obtained contact areas on the metal and the substrate and held 
spectral analysis sessions.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 

A promising direction onnyh-producing composition of materials having high mechanical properties, is the 
introduction into the structure of the metal particulate carbides, oxides or nitrides. Input particles, to a greater or 
lesser extent, interac-interaction with the melt. The degree of this interaction depends on the property purchased 
material. Thus, the aim of this work is theoretical and practical study of the process and products of the interaction of 
zirconium with karyuida mild steel. 
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2. Research Methodology 

A case study of the contact angle of zirconium carbide was carried out in high-temperature research Centre 
research Institute of foundry ("Foundry Research Institute", Krakow, Poland). Research the study was conducted at 
the experimental complex (Fig. 1). This research facility is designed to evaluate the complex characteristics of 
materials at high temperatures, including for studying the wettability of materials by various methods. The complex 
allows testing of different materials under conditions of controlled temperature (up to 2000 °C) under vacuum (up to 
10-10 hPa) or in a protective atmosphere [1]. 

Of fine zirconium carbide was obtained on the substrate, the formation of which was carried out in the press for 
pressing samples at 180 °C and a pressure of 300 bar. Received support for research has not been polished. As a 
wetting material samples were used metal, following chemical composition (Table 1). 

The study of the kinetics of the interaction were performed using contact and non-contact methods of heating in 
an argon atmosphere. 

Fig. 1. . Experimental facility designed to evaluate the complex characteristics of materials at high temperatures, including for the study of 
wettability of different materials techniques 

Table 1. The chemical composition of images of low carbon steel metal 

Item  Mn Si W Fe 

The content, % 0.217 0.301 0.221 0.069 basis 

3. The course of the experimen 

The work is done in the framework of the state task of the Ministry of education No. 11.1470.2014/K, and is also 
supported by the Agreement No. 14.z56.15.7690-MK. Heating the substrate of zirconium carbide with the metal 
samples was performed for 3 hours until the-temperature of 1600 °C at a speed of 495 °C/hour in an argon 
atmosphere (degree amendments 99,9992%), at a pressure of 850-900 mbar. The first sample of low carbon steel 
were used as substrate. The second sample was in a separate mini-camera (metering device (drops-nice), having the 
shape of the tip is not in contact with the substrate “Fig.2 a”. The whole process of heating and melting of the metal 
was recorded by high speed camera (2000 frames/sec). 

During the experiment it was found that the active interaction of the metal with the material of the substrate does 
not occur even when the temperature reaches 1450 °C at which the sample begins to melt. After melting, the heating 
process is the formation of droplets of liquid metal on the substrate. When the temperature at 1550 °C, the formation 
process stops and a drop of liquid metal remains unchanged during subsequent heating “of Fig. 2 b”, showing a 
contact angle equal to 50. 
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Fig. 2. (a) kinetics of high-temperature interaction of low carbon steel sample with the substrate ZrC in an argon atmosphere according to the 
method of contact heating start of heating; (b) kinetics of high-temperature interaction of low carbon steel sample with the substrate ZrC in an 

argon atmosphere according to the method of contact heating formed drop of molten metal (T=1540 °C). Facility designed to evaluate the 
complex characteristics of materials at high temperatures, including for the study of wettability of different materials techniques

When the temperature reached 1600 °C, from a camera located within the chamber that produces heat, the 
substrate was squeezed out a drop of molten metal formed during the heating process. The experiment showed that 
after squeezing droplets of metal on a substrate, formation of droplets, and finally the formed droplet has a contact 
angle equal to 400 “of Fig. 3”. 

Fig. 3. (a) kinetics of high-temperature interaction of low carbon steel sample with the substrate ZrC in an argon atmosphere according to the 
method of contactless heating start of heating; (b) kinetics of high-temperature interaction of low carbon steel sample with the substrate ZrC in an 

argon atmosphere according to the method of contactless heating formed drop of molten metal (T=1540 °C). 

4. Study of substrates 

Research products of the interaction of substrates zirconium carbide and mild steel was carried out by scanning 
electron microscope Hitachi TM3000. In the process the study examined the area of contact of each of the samples 
taken photos of their microstructures. The resulting photographs clearly show the boundary of the drop contact 
metal and the substrate “Fig. 4”. With the substrate selected spectra from the region of contact with metal scrap 
“table. 2”, as well as areas recontacterai with metal “table 3”. 

Table 2. The composition of the spectrum with the area of contact of the metal with the substrate 

Item Zr C Fe 

The content, % 91.8 7.8 0.4 

Table 3. The composition of the spectrum with the area of contact of the metal with the substrate 

Item Zr C 

The content, % 92.8 7.2 
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Fig. 4. The image of the microstructure of ZrC (clean surface+contact area) after experiments, the increase in 30 times 

5. Conclusion 

The results show that despite the use of different techniques to study the interaction of zirconium carbide, the 
results differ slightly. Edge angles in both cases are significantly less than the 800, which means good wettability of 
zirconium carbide. However, when the contactless method of heating contact angle less than 100 at contact heating. 
The study of the substrates showed that direct interaction of substrates and metal are clearly identified Zirconia 
grain. The iron content in this area shows that a small degree was the interaction of the metal with the substrate. The 
results indicate that when creating new composite materials, based on the introduction of dispersed particles of ZrC, 
thanks to the wetting angle of less than 80 and low interaction of the particles with the metal particles will be 
contacted by the melt, but will not dissolve in the water. The results of the experiment indicate that the contact 
heating method has an error in the measurement of the contact angle presumably because of the resulting products of 
the reaction of the metal with the substrate. 
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Abstract 

The article presents the creation mathematical model of the vehicle. Authors used the software MATLAB Simulink for building 
model. The article also discloses calculation of forces action on the car. Authors considering of the car as a plane-parallel motion 
solid body. The block diagram of the mathematical model of the vehicle are presented in the article. 
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1. Introduction 

Currently designers when they design any complex technical devices should be create mathematical model this 
devise. Mathematical model is needed for verification and research it. Mathematical model allows reducing costs of 
design this devise. The vehicle is no exception. 

2. Mathematical modeling 

Moving of the vehicle considering as plane-parallel motion of the solid body in this article. (fig.1.). This 
assumption is made to simplify the system of equations describing the motion. The motion of the vehicle can be 
describe by the following system differential equations: 
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where a  - the acceleration vector of the mass center of the car; m – vehicle weight; fiP  - the vector of the force of 
resistance of straight-ahead of wheel; iR  - the vector of  force of confusion wheel with the ground; wP  - the vector 
of force of air resistance; Jz – moment of inertia of the vehicle; Mnki – the moment of resistance to rotation. 

 

Fig. 1. The design scheme of the car: 
x,y,z –. axis moving coordinate system; x',y’,z’ – axis of stationary coordinate system;  - the angle of rotation of the vehicle around the axis of 

the vehicle; V  - the velocity vector of the center of the vehicle; z  - angular velocity of turning of a vehicle. 

The acceleration in plane-parallel moving is 

z
dVa V
dt

,          (2) 

where dV/dt - the relative velocity of the center of mass derivative of the vehicle. 
For fig. 1 projections of the speeds in coordinate system x',y’,z’: 

'

'

' cos sin

' sin cos

x x y

y x y

dyV V V
dt
dxV V V
dt

.         (3) 

Considering that 

/z d dt ,           (4) 

then combining (1-4) we can write the following system of equations 
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where ax, ay – the projection of the acceleration of the center of mass of the vehicle in coordinate axes x,y,z; Pfxi, Pfyi, 
Rxi, Ryi, Pwx, Pwy – the projection of the forces auctioning on the vehicle in coordinate axes x,y,z. 

This system of equations allows determines the position, velocities and acceleration of the vehicle. This system 
of equations was creating in MATLAB Simulink. The inputs are the calculated values of the projections of the 
forces. The outputs are position, projections of the vehicle, acceleration, angular velocity, angle of rotation of the 
vehicle. Then this outputs value are used for calculation of the forces. 

One of the wheels are considered for calculation of forces (fig. 2). For calculation forces, we used [2]. 

Fig. 2. The design scheme of the car: 

The moment and the force of the rolling resistance depend of the properties of the tire and surface of a road. And 
it proportional to value of normal reactions Qi. Normal reactions can be find of the system of equations: 

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4

0

x z

y z

Q Q Q Q
Q Q Q Q mg
Q x Q x Q x Q x ma H
Q y Q y Q y Q y ma H

,       (6) 

where xi, yi – position of wheel in x-y; Hz – height, which is the center of mass of the vehicle. 
The first equation is based on the assertion that the ends of the vectors normal reactions lie in one plane, and the 

second is derived from the condition that the sum of the normal reactions and weight of the car, the third and fourth 
equating moments. 

The vector of slipping velocity ''slV  of the bottom point of wheel in the coordinate system x '' - y '' is determined 
by: 
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'' '' ''sl c rV V V ,           (7) 

where ''cV  - the vector of the carrying velocity in x’’-y’’; ''rV  - the vector of relating velocity in x’’-y’’. 
The vector of the carrying velocity: 

cV V ,           (8) 

where  - the vector angular velocity;  - the radius vector defining the position of the moving coordinate system. 
The projection of ''cV  , cxV  and cyV  in x-y: 

cx x z k

cy y z k

V V y
V V x

.           (9) 

The projection of ''cV  in x’’-y’’: 

'' ( ) cos ( )sin
'' ( ) sin ( ) cos

cx x z k k y z k k

cy x z k k y z k k

V V y V x
V V y V x

.       (10) 

The projection of ''rV  in x’’-y’’: 

''
'' 0

r k k

ry

V r
V

,          (11) 

where k  - angular velocity of wheel; kr  - dynamic radius. 
Then projection of ''slV  in x’’-y’’: 

2 2

'' ( ) cos ( )sin
'' ( )sin ( ) cos

'' ''

slx x z k k y z k k k k

sly x z k k y z k k

sl slx sly

V V y V x r
V V y V x

V V V

.       (12) 

The coefficient of sliding of the model "with a rectangular imprint" [3] for calculating the interaction with the 
wheel bearing surface: 

sl

k k

VS
r

.           (13) 

The force of interaction of the wheels to the road: 

sR Q ,            (14) 

where s  - tire – terrain interaction coefficient 

0 1max (1 )(1 )
S S

S Ss s e e ,        (15) 
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where S0 and S1 - constant parameters of the curve shape; s max – coefficient of the tire – terrain interaction at 
complete slip: 

max max
max

2 2 2 2max maxsin cos
sx sy

s
sx sy

,        (16) 

where here sxmax and symax – friction ellipse parameters (it determined empirically) 

''sin

''cos

sly

sl

slx

sl

V
V
V
V

,          (17) 

The projections of the tire – terrain interaction force in the road plane are calculated in the following way: 

'' cos
'' sin

x

y

R R
R R

,          (18) 

Then it in x-y: 

''cos ''sin
''sin ''cos

x x k y k

x x k y k

R R R
R R R

,         (19) 

The force of resistance rectilinear motion: 

fP fQ ,           (20) 

where here f – tire rolling resistance coefficient: 
Vector fP  is oppositely to projection ''cV  in x’’, then fP  in x-y definition by: 

cos
''

sin
''

c
fx f k

c

c
fy f k

c

VP P
V
VP P
V

.          (21) 

Assume that wP  is opposite to V , then: 

w x vP c Fq ,           (22) 

where cx - the coefficient of aerodynamics; F – the frontal area of the vehicle; 

FF k BH ,           (23) 

where kF=0,25-0,45 – the coefficient of frontal shape of a vehicle; B and H – track and height of a vehicle; 

2 / 2v aq V ,           (24) 
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where a - density of air. 
Slipping of the footprint is causes of the steering force. With acceptable accuracy for find a moment of resistance 

to rotation, the following system of equations may be used: 

max

max max

1 0,15

0,375
4

nki
nki

k

k k
s

MM
R
b

l bM Q

,        (25) 

where M max – moment of resistance for turn wheel while standing still, lk  bk – the length and the width of the 
contact, Rnki – the turning circle. 

A block diagram of a mathematical calculation of forces and moments acting on the wheel of the car and the car 
itself based on (6-25) are creating in MATLAB Simulink. Inputs are values of velocity, the angular velocity of 
rotation of the car, wheel speed, angle of rotation of the wheels. Outputs are values of projection of wP , fP , R , 

nkiM . 
Individual drive each wheel allows you to fully realize the advantages of the electric drive. To power the motors 

of electric transmission converters can be used as described in [6, 7]. This transmission allows individually 
controlled for each wheel traction characteristics. It allows form the optimal mode of operation, to minimize the 
movement of the wheels to skid and the slip and create quick to implement active safety systems. This transmission 
definition by: 

1
1 1
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,          (26) 

where Jki - moment of inertia of the i-th wheel-motor; Mdi – traction moment of i-th wheel-motor, Mri – the moment 
of resistance i-th wheel. 

On the fig. 3 we presented block diagram of the mathematical model of vehicle. 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the mathematical model of vehicle 

The block «Control System» is the control system. It form control of traction moment of each wheel and form 
control of active safety system. The block «Transmission» is model of electric transmission with individual electric 
drive of each wheel (26). The block «Calculation of forces» make calculation of forces (6-25). And block «Body» is 
model of moving vehicle as plane-parallel moving solid body (5). 
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3. Conclusion 

The developed mathematical model can synthesize the system of direct torque control on each wheel, depending 
on the strength of the interaction of wheel support surface, active safety systems and test their performance. 
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Abstract 

It has been proven that the introduction of the systems for continuous control of the power transformer technical state 
predetermines the need for improvement of the methods for calculation of the thermal modes, insulation wear and remaining 
service life of the equipment. Disadvantages of the existing methods recommended by domestic and foreign regulatory 
documents are noted. It is appeared to be practically to consider parameters of the environment, thermal mode retention and non-
linearity of the thermal characteristics. The structure of algorithm for calculating temperature charts according to the load parameters 
with regard to the influence of the above factors is proposed. The developed software is briefly specified, too. The ultimate purpose is 
to develop and study the improved model for thermal characteristic calculation designed for the systems of on-line monitoring 
transformer technical state. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 

It is famously urgent to create robust methodological procedures for calculation and forecast of the remaining 
transformer component lifetime. This is due to the issue of the necessary renewal of the great number of 
transformers due to their operating life. That is why it is practically important to substantiate objectively the priority 
and time sequence of this reorganization of the electric power industry. Furthermore, important diagnostic 
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characteristics in the on-line monitoring systems introduced at high-voltage power transformers are temperature 
values, remaining lifetime and servicing life of insulation [1]. In this regard, the issues of the accurate calculation of 
temperature of the hottest spot according to the transformer load parameters become more critical and essential.  

Regulatory documents define principal items of the methodology and algorithms for calculation of the 
transformer's thermal modes [2]. However, the proposed algorithms have essential disadvantages reducing 
calculation accuracy. So, the thermal model of the cooling system suggested in GOST 14209-97 does not consider 
the following physical features being specific for unsteady thermal modes: 

– temperature of the transformer components changes during unsteady processes according to the non-linear 
dependencies; 

– winding temperature has its own heat retention and changes due to the non-linear dependency; 
– temperature of the cooling medium influences the thermal mode of the power transformer with due regard to the 

time constant of its heating. 
[3] shows that during monitoring transformer parameters at the temperature determination h it is reasonable to 

take into account a time lag of the thermal processes in the winding and winding-oil section at presence of step 
changes of great amplitude in the load current trending. The above suggests elaborating existing methods and 
improving analysis algorithms aimed to the elimination of these disadvantages. 

2. Main Part 

At operation of the oil-filled power transformers one face the problem which is connected with temperature h of 
the hottest spot of the winding insulation; it has an adverse effect on the insulation condition and may result in its 
fatal failure. That is why the temperature h should be continuously monitored at the transformer operation. Direct 
measurement of this temperature has not become a frequent practice; consequently, it is determined due to the 
temperature rise in the upper oil layers.  

To calculate temperature h it is proposed to apply the heat equation of the winding sections neighboring to the 
hottest spot of insulation. Initial data for calculating h are: current of the winding, temperature of the transformer oil 
upper layers and type of cooling (natural or forced one). In the mode of the stationary load of the transformer the 
formulas substantiated in [2] are used: For natural cooling (ON): 
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x
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R
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1

1 2

,    (1) 

For forced cooling (OF): 
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where   – temperature of the cooling medium; br – oil temperature rise in the bottom winding part; imr – 
average oil temperature rise; K – load ratio; Hqr – heat gradient of the hottest spot; R – loss rate; x – oil exponent; y – 
winding exponent. 

2.1. Temperature Calculation in the Unsteady Thermal Mode 

From formulas (1) and (2) it follows that the change of the transformer load results in changing the difference 
between temperatures of the hottest spot and upper oil layers. These dependencies do not reflect transient processes 
occurring at the change of this temperature but they may be obtained with the model as per [3].  

During monitoring transformer parameters at the temperature determination it is reasonable to take into account a 
time lag of thermal processes in the winding and winding-oil section at presence of step changes of great amplitude 
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in the load current trending. Any alteration of the load modes should be considered as a step function. The 
rectangular load chart applied at the analysis of the thermal modes consists of one upward step and, after a while, the 
next descending step. For the steadily changing load the step function is applied to the lower time spans. Oil 
temperature rise (e.g. in the bottom part) at the end of time span t is determined with the formula 

)e)(( /t
bibubibt

01   (3) 

where bi – initial oil temperature rise in the bottom part; bu – long-term oil temperature rise in the bottom part at 
the load applied at this time span; 0 – oil time constant. 

Any load alteration leads to change of the winding and oil temperature difference which attains a new value with 
the characteristic time constant of the winding. According to the recommendations of GOST 14109-97, this constant 
is not used at the calculations. The value of the load ratio Ky in expressions (1) and (2) is assumed to attain a new 
value immediately. 

Relative insulation wear (or relative life reduction) caused by transformer loading for a definite time period is 
characterized with the following expressions: 
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N
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,  (4) 

where: L – wear ratio for the period; n – order number of the time period; N – number of intervals in the period; 
Vj  - wear ratio for the n-th interval.   

2.2. Description of the Developed Algorithm 

In the algorithm of the developed software program the following corrections of the thermal model of power 
transformers are introduced: 

– in the iterative methods of the thermal mode calculation the rate of change of winding ohm resistances 
depending on the calculated temperature value is considered; 

– at the thermal mode calculation with due regard to the heating time constant the ambient temperature is 
considered; 

– load is calculated for each load mode of the transformer. 
The structure of the developed algorithm for calculation of thermal modes is shown in Fig. 1. Load ratios at the 

set chart and with regard to the changes of the ambient medium temperature, set temperature limit of the hottest spot 
and wear are calculated with iterative methods [2].  

The maximum temperature value of the hottest spot and the relative wear ratio are calculated for the set load 
chart. If the maximum temperature value is not exceeded and the wear ratio is less then assumed limit value, the 
calculation is repeated at the increased value of factor F applied to each particular load K1 K2,..., Kn at constant time 
intervals t1, t2..., tn. The factor F is increased stepwise with increment of 1% for each iteration process till one of the 
limits is reached. If at the initial calculation the relative wear ratio is higher than the assumed value the calculation is 
repeated using value F decreased to 2%. 

Load factor increase and temperature limit tolerances may be selected differently, depending on the transformer 
type and load parameters. Account must be taken of the fact that at the hottest spot temperature range between 100 
and 140° , after the load ratio having been increased by 2%, the maximum temperature of the hottest spot will rise 
by more than 2° , while the relative wear ratio will be increased by about 25%. 

The programming and computed suite "Calculation of the Transformer Wear'" based on Delphi XP framework has 
been developed with the use of TChart graphical component. [4]. Checking in respect of permissible heating and wear of 
insulation forms the basis of the software application. The application is designed for modelling thermal processes in the 
power transformers in order to solve the following tasks: running control of the permissible loads; calculation of the 
allowable regular and hazardous overloads; determination of the load capacity resulting from the alteration of the 
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operation conditions or design parameters of the power supply components; modernization of the power-supply systems. 
All calculations are carried out relying on procedures set by IEC 354-91, GOST 14109-97. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Structural chart of the temperature calculation algorithm. 

The main initial data are the transformer load chart and additional parameters used at the computing. For each load 
chart the software program calculates: 

– temperature in the upper layers in ° ; 
– temperature of the hottest spot in ° ; 
– relative wear in relative units. 
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2.3. Example of the Program Application 

Fig. 2 shows timing diagrams of changing active power P and reactive power Q of TDMS 63000/100000/110U1 
transformer. The graphs are plotted for typical winter 24 hours under conditions of transformer operation at one of 
the operating transforming substations.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Graph of transformer load change within 24 hours. 

According to the methodology considered in [2], the dependency approximation by a polygonal line has been 
performed. Fig. 3 shows the step graph of the duty load change plotted due to the approximating curve. Here, eight 
levels with constant loads are emphasized one of which corresponds to zero load. Values of load and running time at 
each step are entered into the software application. 

Fig. 3, b shows graphs of dependence of the hottest spot of transformer windings at the change of its load as per 
Fig. 3, a. Curves calculated by means of the developed program are displayed as solid lines while those plotted 
according to the algorithm as per GOST 14209-97 are displayed with dashed lines. Temperature values exceeding 
the oil upper layer temperature are being changed practically synchronously with the change of the transformer load 
current. At moments of loading jerks, the calculation of temperature h due to the proposed model gives the most 
accurate values as compared to the known methods. 

The results obtained correspond to the results published by foreign authors [5, 6] wherefore they may be 
recognized to be satisfactory. 

3. Conclusion 

The program developed provides the following options: 
– computing and forecasting maximum temperatures with due regard to the ambient temperature changes as well 

as transformer load change in winter and summer time; 
– considering thermal characteristics of transformers of various power with different cooling systems; 
– visualizing the temperature of the hottest spot and oil in the upper layers as well as transformer wear behavior; 
– calculating relative annual insulation wear based on the transformer's hottest spot temperature change within 24 

hours and one year; 
– providing controlling personnel with current information. 
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b 

Fig. 3. Graph of transformer load change within 24 hours. 

The developed algorithm enables computing thermal modes of the transformer as well as analyzing thermal state 
in the on-line monitoring mode. For this purpose it is integrated into software algorithms of the monitoring systems 
being introduced at the transformers [7, 8]. It provides increased efficiency of the technical state control [9,10]. 

Software of the transformer monitoring system should also include thermal models. This is a prerequisite for 
provision of the most accurate account of the transformer operational state enabling early fault detection. It is 
reasonable to develop systems which identify faults by means of comparing measuring results with the values 
"predicted" with models [11-13]. This is a way to specify transformer loads bearing in mind environmental 
conditions and to reduce electric power losses due to the load optimization. 
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Abstract 

This article discusses the characteristics of thermal-hydraulic properties of fluids, depending on the fineness of the system. The 
authors are the main physical and chemical phenomena occurring in the technical hydrocarbons with the impact on them of the 
conditions of the working process of hydraulic system.. The results make it possible to take into account the maximum possible 
number of factors that influence the rheological properties of the medium. In the paper, problems of measurement of viscosity 
and changes of temperature of hydrocarbons under the pressure of more than 150 MPa are considered. 
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Introduction 

Flowing of hydrocarbons at high pressures may be accompanied by polymerization and depolymerization 
processes, in such circumstances the viscosity of fluids cannot be longer described as a monotonic dependence on 
temperatures and pressures [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12]. The viscosity of the most liquids in a wide temperature range 
varies according to the dependencies Williams-Landell-Ferry, Fulcher-Vogel, Eyring and others [6, 10, 15, 18, 19, 
22]. These relationships are decreasing functions of temperature and pressure, satisfactory to describe the flows of 
dropping liquids that are the most common in nature and used in engineering, in particular, liquid metals, melts of 
natural minerals, polymers. The flow characteristics of such liquids well studied and are being intensively specified. 
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Thus, viscosity characteristics of hydrocarbons in a pressure range less than 150 MPa are researched enough [1, 3, 
6]. The researching of hydrocarbons at pressures above 150 MPa and during phase transitions that cause both 
vitrification and crystallization [10, 11] is difficultly due to phases that differ greatly in viscosity. In addition, when 
designing viscometers at pressures above 200 MPa the changes of the properties of structural materials [12, 13, 14], 
the parameters of measuring devices [2, 17, 21], the medium chemical activity [16,18,20] and other factors caused 
by the pressure growing are to be taken into consideration. 

Influencing mechanical fields on a liquid, with the task pressure of the certain values, the structure of substance 
can be transferred in a firm condition at room and even the raised temperatures. It is takes necessary into account,  
that the temperature of mechanical transition in a firm condition settles down above, depends on a mode of growth 
of pressure. In a mode of high speeds and pressure, the temperature of mechanical transition in a firm condition is 
higher, in comparison with a mode of low speeds and pressure, therefore the temperature of structural transition in a 
firm condition of substance can be considered, as limiting value  mechanical transition in the firm condition 
appropriate to indefinitely slow growth of pressure. At presence at polymers, ability of transition in a condition of 
volumetric transition in a firm condition in conditions of atmospheric pressure, definition for them temperature of 
structural transition in a firm condition at which sharp change of a thermal capacity of the substance is observed, 
caused by significant change of dynamic viscosity and its transition in a super plastic condition is possible. Polymers 
intensively lose the stability at the temperatures close to values of their temperatures of structural transition in a firm 
condition, and in conditions of lower temperatures there are minor alterations of properties, thus: the structure, a 
thermal capacity and other physical parameters change insignificantly. Changes of characteristics of polymers are 
possible and temperatures of structural transition in a firm condition, a so-called structural relaxation are lower. 

Being based on theories of phase transition, physical conditions of polymers are described, kinetic energy of 
particles, a modular condition of system and a relative positioning of particles in space, a phase condition of system. 
At change of intensity of thermal movement of particles and energy of intermolecular interaction, owing to increase 
or downturn of values of thermodynamic parameters, temperature or pressure, there is a change of a modular 
condition of system. In spite of the fact that substances can be in four modular conditions, such as firm, liquid, 
gaseous and as plasma, it is considered, that for polymers last two conditions are not realized, and change of a 
relative positioning of particles at increase or downturn of values of thermodynamic parameters results in change of 
a phase condition of substance. Hence, phase conditions: Crystal or amorphous in which there can be polymers, 
differ from each other only a relative positioning of particles: atoms, molecules and their order. Reception of firm 
structures of amorphous substance becomes possible, at all values of temperatures, below temperatures structural 

 will represent the firm elastic bodies as molecular regroupings are lower than this temperature do not 
occur, hence, viscous and  deformations are not realized. And also it provided that time of action of growth of 
pressure becomes less time of a relaxation, liquid polymer starts to react to influence of growth of pressure is similar 
to a firm body that is not, true phase transition. Considering multi-variant approach of the possible reasons of 
formation of the given structures and even it a probable combination of some processes,  in system 
simultaneously or consistently, the establishment of combinations and which sequences demands the realization, 
more developed additional researches. Distinctions in the received structures and their difference from initial 
structure that specifies an opportunity of occurrence of similar effects, in working processes of various technical 
hydrocarbons are obvious. Also at the visual analysis of structures becomes, the various spectrum of absorption of 
light the received samples in a seen spectrum is obvious, hence, it is possible to assert, that samples have differences 
in a chemical compound. It is possible to explain the given effect the certain numerical values  molecular 
and intermolecular communications. Therefore, at increase of energy of system, it is necessary to expect break only 
those existing communications, whose energy do not exceed values of energy to the transferred system on means of 
influence of the mechanical power field, similar is observed and during formation of new communications. 

To study the viscosity characteristics of liquids we used a rotary coaxial-cylinder viscosimeter with a movable 
inner cylinder, i.e. Serle measuring. The rotary speed of this viscometer is controlled by an operator, and as it will be 
shown further, the shear rate is linearly related to it. In other words, it is a CR-rheometer. To drive the viscometer 
we used a collector-free engine powered with constant current to vary gradually the rotation frequency from 0 up to 
7000 rev/min.  

The engine is controlled by an electronic speed regulator to change the rotation speed due to the pulse-width 
modulation of the phase voltage and the voltage synchronization with the engine rotation without any additional 
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sensors. The viscosity of the investigated liquid is calculated due to the power consumed by the engine. When 
measured the unit of coaxial cylinders is placed in a sealed container with the researched liquid, which is pressed up 
to 198 MPa with a multi-applicator. The design of the measuring unit is shown in Figure 1. The thermocouple is 
applied for revealing character of influence of allocation of heat in a measuring cell. Application of this method at 
research of characteristics at work with a high pressure is unacceptable. [3.] At experiments of the liquids connected 
to researches with high pressures the quality monitoring of external thermal fields for definition of rise in 
temperature of a working environment [1] was used. Calculation of temperature of a researched liquid in the 
chamber of a high pressure, is carried out leaning on results of gaugings of temperature fields of an external surface 
of the device. Process of heat exchange was considered as process of transfer of heat through a multilayered wall 
from a material with known heat conductivity under the boundary conditions characterized in constant factor of 
transfer of heat in an environment and varied temperature of the researched environment inside the device. Knowing 
factor of heat conductivity of a material of the case, his dependence on pressure, initial distribution of temperatures 
in installation, geometry of the device, we can defines value of temperature of the liquid at any moment. 

 

 
Figure 1. The measuring unit design 

The used rotational viscometer has the following characteristics: 
the viscosity of the fluids is 0.005...0.1 Pa sec; 
the shear rate is 5000...30000 sec-1; 
the pressure of researched liquids is 0.1...200 MPa; 
the temperature of researched liquids is 15...250C; 
the researched liquids are non-conductive hydrocarbons; 
the power supply voltage is measured with the ±0,1% accuracy;  
the current consumed is ± 0,8%; 
the rotor rotations are  ± 0,1%. 

FINDINGS 
We measured the viscosity of some hydraulic fluids within the shear rate range available for the considered 

installation and at different pressures. The results are shown in Figures 2-4. 
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Figure 2. The viscosity curves of the semisynthetic oil Mitsubishi DiaQueen ATF SP3 at the initial temperature 24.00C. The diagram 
“Relaxation” shows the viscosity curve immediately after the sudden depressurization from 198 MPa to the atmospheric pressure. 

 

 
Figure 3. The viscosity curve of summer diesel fuel at the initial temperature of 24.00C and the atmospheric pressure. 
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The measurements for the curve “Test 2” were done  10 minutes after the measurements  for “Test 1”. 
 

 
Figure 4. The viscosity curve of the semisynthetic oil for automatic transmission Castrol automatic at the initial temperature 24.00C. The diagram 
“Test 1” is for the atmospheric pressure, the diagram “Test 2” shows the pressure immediately after the sudden depressurization from 198 MPa to 

the atmospheric pressure and the diagram “Test 3” is for the pressure 20 minutes after the depressurization. 

Conclusions  

The results show the possibility of using the examined viscometer for experimental studying the viscosity 
characteristics of hydrocarbon liquids at high pressures, with the relaxation effects being revealed in hydrocarbon 
systems. 
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The article describes the case of multivariable random loading, which occurs when the caterpillar suspension component acts as a
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1. Introduction 

When designing a machine, designed to work in heavy accidental load, forecasting of the resource of heavy-duty 
machines is performed on the basis of the calculation of the fatigue life of its parts [1, 2, 3].  
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In the case of a linear stress state, this problem is solved quite simply. Using spectral density of stress changes 
obtain probability distributions highs, convert them into loading units, and then on the basis of hypotheses of 
summation of fatigue damages, the average values of the components resource[4] are determined. There is also 
another possible approach, according to which the process is carried out directly by the known methods (for n 
cycles, "rain- flow", etc.) and the subsequent calculation of the accumulated damage is carried out. Existing theories 
also make possible to obtain a probability function of failure-free operation in the presence of information about the 
spread of fatigue characteristics of the material.  

The most difficult case is when a heavy duty parts are under plane or volumetric stress states. There are many 
methods for calculating fatigue strength for a one-parameter loading, when the stress tensor components are 
stationary random processes with proportional change in values. In these cases it is possible to bring down using 
conventional hypothesis the amplitude of the principial stress in the danger zone details to the equivalent amplitude 
of a linear stress state[5] .  

In engineering practice, there are cases of multi-parameter loading when part loads are cyclically varying forces 
with random amplitudes and points of application. For example, caterpillar tractor supporting surface during 
movement of the machine on the track undergo combination of random loads. During operation of engineering 
machines these loads accompanied by random loads acting on the operating parts. This situation is possible when 
the components of the stress tensor vary in phase, but with different for each loading cycle ratio factor. Principal 
planes remain unmoved within a single load, randomly changing its position from cycle to cycle. Methods of 
estimation of durability for this case is offered in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. 

2. Methods 

The case of multi-parameter loading, in which the components of the stress tensor in a dangerous point of part 
vary randomly for independenty is the most difficult. Standard methods of estimation of fatigue life for this type of 
loading is not currently available.  

Examples of parts that implement this type of load in dangerous locations, is the tracked vehicle road arm[3]  
(Fig. 1, a). The forces acting on each of the rollers may be presented in the form of three components (Fig. 1, b) in 
the coordinate system x- y- z, associated with the the machine body. The alpha as well as vertical (Fz)_ and 
longitudinal (Fx) components of the load constantly change over time in the course of driving on the road, having 
irregularities. When driving on the curved ways there is of a transverse component Fy occur. Examples of such a 
processes are shown in Fig. 2, a.  

During the movement angle  is continuously changes over time, so for further calculations, it is necessary to 
convert the forces acting on the roller to force  components: PX , PY ,  PZ , MX , M  , fixed with respect to the road 
arm body (Fig. 1, c): 

Fig.1. (a) tracked vehicle; (b) the forces acting on the roller; (c) the forces acting on the road arm. 
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Calculation of the momentary stress values can be made using standard finite element method. Firstly, define the 
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As an example, Fig. 2, b presents fragments of the processes of change of normal and shear stress in the most 
dangerous points of the cross section of the balancer. Analysis of the processes of change of the stress state 
components indicated that they are different, although correlated stochastic processes.  

In this paper the method of estimation of fatigue life in general under multi-parameter loading is developed. The 
method is based on the use of structural model of material and the model of damage accumulation [11, 12], 
originally developed for the low cycle fatigue. The original idea of the model is that fatigue is associated with the 
micro- plastic deformations. The increment of the accumulated damage is given by:  

dKd .    (1) 
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where, K  and  constant coefficients defined in the constuction of the model, d  - Odkvist’s parameter,  = p*/r* , 
p* - plastic deformation rate after the last reverse, r* - the intensity of the elastic deformation. 

The values of d   and   are obtained from the solution of the boundary value problem with the help of the 
structural models of the material. It is assumed that the elementary volume of construction works like a set of 
subelements, the yield surface in deviatoric space described by Mises spheres of different radiuses. Deformation of 
all sub-elements are considered the same and is equal to deformation of element. For non-deformed body centers of 
yield surface are at the origin. In the process of deformation of the material takes place displacement of the point e,
corresponding to the current strain. When it reaches any yield surface and seeks to go beyond it, there is a 
displacement of the center of the surface so that the point e is on the surface all the time. This shift represents a 
change of inelastic deformation dpk . The corresponding calculation method is described in [11]. In the process of 
the material deformation the calculation of d  is carried out by the equation kpd  . The value of   at each 
step of loading is determined as a function of the number of shifted yield surfaces [13- 15].    

This approach allows the calculation of the accumulated damage at arbitrary trajectory of the point corresponding 
to the current value of the deformation, including the multi-parameter loading. In the case of high-cycle fatigue 
instead of the plastic deformation should be regarded microplastic deformation responsible for the accumulation of 
damage. To calculate microplastic deformation may be used deformation diagram described by Ramberg-Osgood 
relation [16]:  

mApr  .  

where, A and m is the constants factors (material properties), r and p is the intensity of the elastic and plastic 
deformation. Parameters A and m can be determined by conventional mechanical properties - yield strength and 
tensile strength.  

To identify the model of damage accumulation (1) usually equate the damage calculated by the model and Coffin 
relation. To obtain adequate results in this case the parameters of this relation should be determined based on 
material properties at high cycle fatigue. The procedure for the model identifying using the mechanical and fatigue 
characteristics of the material (yield strength, elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio, endurance limit, the basic number of 
cycles and the slope of Woehler diagram) is given in [17-19]. Comparison of the durability calculated by the model 
with experimental data for the cases of uniaxial and plane stress state demonstrated their satisfactory 
agreement[20, 21].  

Characteristic of fatigue strength characterized by a large scattering, that is why in the settlement of the resource 
assessment it is necessary to evaluate its deviation from the mean. To solve this problem can be used a variety of 
approaches, such as the Monte Carlo method. In [22], a method that allows using this model of damage 
accumulation and takes into account the scattering of the endurance limit as a function of reliability is considered. 

3. Conclusion 

The proposed method was used to solve a number of practical problems. One of them is forecasting the durability 
and reliability of heavily loaded parts of tracked amphibious all-terrain vehicle TM-120. Road arm of this machine 
have enlarged cross overhang. To reduce the weight, they are in the form of thin-walled welded structures. These 
features dramatically increase their stress intensity. In this connection, field tests of TM-120 prototypes shoed 
frequent fatigue failures of the road arm in the region of its head. To avoid its failure the design of the road arm have 
been changed: there were introduced reinforcing strips, internal barriers and ribs. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of these changes a comparative study of the durability of the original design and 
reinforced variation of the road arm have been carried out. Simulation of motion was carried out for the conditions 
of the standard test site. Estimation of fatigue life was carried out using the proposed model of damage 
accumulation.  
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Fig. 3 represents functions of failure-free operation of the initial and modified road arm. As a initial data the 
fatigue characteristics of steel 30KhGSA, having a coefficient of variation of endurance limit 0.1 were used. 
Analysis of the obtained results shows that gamma-lifetime    =   90%) of the new road arm design increased about 
3 times. That is in satisfactory agreement with the test operation of  the modernized tracked amphibious all-terrain 
vehicle. 

Fig.3. Functions of failure-free operation: 1- initial road arm, 2- modified road arm. 
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1. Introduction 

The competitiveness of engineering products is largely determined by the level of scientific and technical support 
for design activities, in particular by means of introduction into engineering of calculation-experimental methods to 
ensure machines reliability in the early stages of design.  

The approach to the problem is illustrated by research processes of operational loading and the formation of 
fatigue damage of industrial tractor carrier system, as a part of the bulldozer [1 – 6]. 

2. Methods 

The first phase of methodology implementation includes an analysis of force and kinematic processes obtained 
during field test of machines in various conditions. Figure 1, a, b shows an oscillogram of random loading process of 
T-10M tractor body caused by rig and ground during work as a bulldozer, cultivator and movement. Processing of 
oscillograms allows to classify investigated processes and determine their spectral characteristics and statistical 
characteristics (Fig. 2, a, b).  

Fig.1. Experimental data: (a) the process of changing loads; (b) the process of changing stress. 

Fig.2. Statistical characteristics of loads: (a) the spectral density function, (b) the histogram peaks. 

The field tests allowed to identify a number of special machine's operating modes and the corresponding 
mechanisms of interaction of its elements, such as:  

1. Analysis of experimental data has revealed the cyclical load change during bulldozer work. This is due to 
technological process during which increasing amount of ground causes resistance and skidding increase and 
tractor's velocity drops. In order to prevent the tractor stop (extreme slippage) the driver needs lifting the blade 
every 5 ... 10 sec. The result is a cyclical loading, which becomes the main factor determining the fatigue life of 
parts and details of carrier system of the tractor.  

2. Field tests have revealed the load mechanism of carriage system of the tractor as a random pulse stream (Fig. 1, 
b), due to semi-rigid suspension of industrial tractor in difficult conditions (working in a stone quarry, rolled back 
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at higher speeds, etc. .), where as a result of suspension strikes there is a abrupt redistribution of forces between 
the frame and its parts. This is fundamentally changing scheme of machine parts interaction, in particular, the 
case of the steering clutch operates in a cyclical changing of restrained torsion, which stress is 3-5 times higher 
than the value of the operating stress [7].  

The second phase of the approach includes modeling of work of bulldozer and loosening unit. Peculiarities 
identified during field tests, particularly of dynamic processes, should be included in mathematic model, in 
particular:  

-  the existence of two coupled effects, the first is power effect by operating element and kinematic by chassis 
system;  

-   the significant non-linearity of a semi-rigid suspension system of the industrial tractor due to the variability of its 
structure;

-   account of cyclical workloads associated with the phenomenon of extreme slippage of the bulldozer and other.  

Fig.3. The diagram of a mathematical model. 

Figure 3 shows a diagram of a mathematical model describing the dynamics of the tractor [8, 9]. The system of 
Lagrange differential equations for generalized coordinates   X, Y, , l , r , , :
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where, a is the static deflection of the housing under the weight of the tractor, Jkx, Jkz is the moments of inertia of the 
structure of the tractor about its center of gravity, Itx, Itz is the moments of inertia track roller relative to its center of 
gravity, Ipr is given to the drive wheel moment of inertia of the rotating masses and progressively moving the tractor 
engine and transmission, xk, yk, xt, yt is the coordinates of the attachment points of the hydraulic cylinder and dozer 
blade.

The system of differential equations integrated numerically with the help of a specially developed computer 
program. 

At the third stage there is transformation of random generalized coordinates into loads acting on specific details 
of the construction [10, 11]. These processes are used as a initial data for finite element modeling and 
implementation of random processes and components of the stress tensor changes in potentially dangerous areas of 
structures [12, 13, 14].  

Consistency between the calculated and experimental results is illustrated by the example of research of strength 
of T-10M tractor body steering clutches. According to mass operation, a significant reduction in the reliability of the 
tractor was due to the formation of fatigue cracks in the upper sheet body, leading to its depressurization, stiffness 
reduce and wear increase of transmission parts. Mathematic model accounting significant nonlinearity properties of 
semi-rigid suspension of industrial tractor revealed stress peaks of significant magnitude and frequency of the  
suspension in the area of origin of fatigue cracks.  

Figure 4 shows the finite element model and distribution of equivalent stresses on the surface of the upper plate 
body of steering clutches in moment of shock loading in the suspension. Figure 5 shows pieces process of moving a 
caterpillar tractor across short high obstacles (movement in the stone quarry on collapsible soil). Comparison of the 
oscillograms obtained in field tests (Fig. 5, a) with a results of computer simulation (Fig. 5, b) confirms the 
adequacy of proposed mathematic models and the possibility of its use for predicting fatigue life of heavy-duty 
components of the machines.  

Fig.4. (a) the finite element model; (b) distribution of equivalent stresses. 
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Fig.5. (a) the finite element model; (b) distribution of equivalent stresses. 

The final stage involves predicting providing required service life for heavy duty elements of the carriage system 
according to the criterion of fatigue failure, for which the method of calculation of linear summation of damage was 
used [15, 9]. The calculation technique involves: account of changes of the components of the stress tensor with the 
help of complete cycles method [16, 17]; the calculation of equivalent amplitudes of stresses; determination of the 
law of distribution of equivalent amplitudes; parameter of loads input, and finally forecasting of  the probability of 
failure-free function operation to the random nature of the loading and scattering of fatigue properties of 
materials [18, 19, 20]. The average predicted resource of the tractor steering clutches body provided by the proposed 
method is only 3100 hours (Fig. 6, a). This result agrees well with the data of the mass operation. 

Fig.6. Functions of failure-free operation. 

3. Conclusions 

The effectiveness of the proposed approach is adjustment possibility of  newly designed and modernized 
products, both at the stage of investigation of dynamic process, and at the stage of reasoned choice of materials and 
technology. For example, analysis of modeling results revealed that the increase the gap between the stops of 
equalizing beams and frame girders significantly reduces the magnitude and probability of stress peaks in the 
housing of steering clutches at the moment of impact in the suspension. Figure 6, a, b shows the function of failure-
free operation for original and the proposed options of machine structure, which is predicting three-fold increase of 
average service life of steering clutches by the criterion of fatigue failure. 
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Abstract 

One of the most widespread methods to increase the power of internal-combustion engines (ICEs) is turbocharging. But 
turbochargers used for 70% of engines have a number of essential disadvantages: their low service reliability as up to 30% of 
engine failures are caused by turbochargers; their high price; their cost-demanding reconditioning caused by high labour inputs 
and considerable downtime periods of machine-tractor units; losses due to long downtime periods of machine-tractor units. ICE 
life reducing usual for those equipped with turbochargers is due to frequent high-temperature overloads abnormal for 
turbochargers. To reduce the thermal factor of turbocharger elements and the running-out durability can be possible when using a 
hydraulic accumulator and a braking device. Thus, a test bench is manufactured for examining the turbocharger with the 
proposed elements. As a result, we manage to avoid semidry and dry friction to extend the turbocharger life, with the rotor 
slowing time being reduced on average up to 30–35% as compared with the normal (load-free) rotor slowing time. Thus, a 
hydraulic accumulator combined with a braking device can reduce turbocharger failures up to 10–15%. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Experts and specialists consider a further increase in the reliability of turbochargers to be possible due to more 
advanced manufacturing technologies and design changes of turbochargers, namely: integrated correctors for fuel 
supply can cause a reliability increase up to 10–25 %; bearing assembly improvements – up to 15–20%; the 
modernization of the ICE lubrication system – up to 5-7%; the use of new structural materials – up to 10-13%; the 
heat removal improvement from the turbocharger case – up to 10–20%; the reduced vibration of the turbocharger 
elements – up to 2–5%; the reduced thermal factor of the turbocharger elements – up to 5–10%. According to 
practical application of engines equipped with turbochargers, the main indicator of their reliability is known to be 
the wear resistance factor of the bearing assembly. The most common failure of turbochargers is known to be the 
shaft (rotor) seizure [1–10]. 

Thus, we compared and analysed the factors that determine and affect the operational reliability of 
turbochargers, with the conclusions about the reasons causing their main failures (seizures) being formulated. Thy 
are the exceeded limit values of dynamic and thermal parameters when turbochargers operate in critical conditions 
leading to irregular processes in friction couples; the oil coking in the turbocharger oil distributing lines; the 
misalignments of the axes and the element openings of the turbine; the increase of the turbocharger oil consumption; 
the turbocharger case deformations reducing the clearances; the local overheating of parts when the ICE is stopped; 
the intensive wear of the turbocharger bearing caused by the lubricant lacking after the ICE stops; the insufficient 
supply of the lubricating oil (oil starvation) in turbochargers [1–25]. 

According to the research results the following tasks were set: to analyses the causes of reduced operational 
reliability of turbochargers; to develop the design of a test bench with a hydraulic accumulator and a braking device; 
to determine experimentally the relationship between the parameters of the turbocharger braking process and the 
back pressure. To improve the operational reliability of turbochargers it is necessary to lubricate and cool the 
bearings during the rotor slowing time and to limit it by a braking device. The thorough analysis of scientific papers, 
literature and design concepts makes it possible to hypothesize how to improve the operational reliability of engine 
turbochargers due to lubricating the bearings after the engine stops, with a hydraulic accumulator and a braking 
device to reduce the slowing time being used. Thus, the aim is to improve the operational reliability of turbochargers 
of motor-tractor engines by lubricating friction couples after the engine stops and reducing the slowing time with a 
braking device. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Theoretical research 

The equation for the turbocharger rotor rotations can be generally written as [1, 4, 11, 24 and 25]: 
 

R
dJ M M M
dt

                  (1) 

 
Where J×d /dt is the inertia moment of the moving rotor masses, (N m);  is the rotor inertia moment about 

the axis, (kg m2); d /dt is the rotor angular acceleration (negative acceleration), (rad/s2); MT is the turbine effective 
moment, (N m); MC is the compressor-driving moment, (N m); MR is the moment of mechanical resistance to the 
rotor rotations, (N m). 

When the air isn’t supplied to the turbine, MC and MT are equal to zero, the equation of the turbocharger rotor 
rotations when the rotor slows down can be written as: 

 

Slow
dJ M
dt

                   (2) 

 
Where MSlow is the braking torque, (N m). 

J
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When braking the compressor operation mode can be determined graphically by the system characteristics 
combined with the complete compressor characteristics, i.e. the dependence of the total pressure PT, the capacity N 
and the output efficiency (Fig. 1), with the intersection point being the compressor operating point and determines 
the pressure value and the compressor capacity. 

 

Fig. 1. The turbocharger head-capacity characteristic and the regulation lines. 

When the shutter is open, the system head curve is flat, and the operation mode is determined by the point A. 
This point corresponds to the performance QA and the pressure PA. Due to the obtained capacity we can find the 
capacity NA and the efficiency A. When the shutter is closed, the resistance (the back pressure) increases, and the 
system head curve becomes more abrupt, with the operating point moving from the position A into the position B 
and then into the position C. These points define new parameters of the compressor operation, and thus of the entire 
turbocharger. Fig. 1 shows that the throttling mode is caused by a reduced compressor operation. The turbocharger 
shaft power due to throttling is reduced, and the rotor slows down quickly and smoothly. For example, the throttling 
up to the point B causes the reduced pressure on the throttle PdP [3]. 

2.2. Research methods 

A new rational design is aimed at increasing the turbocharger operation reliability. The lubrication system of the 
ICE turbocharger comprises the main oil distributing line, with a pressure line to connect the main oil distributing 
line with the turbocharger bearing, a hydraulic accumulator, and a braking device, additionally installed and 
connected to the main oil line. There is also an electronic control unit necessary for the lubrication system. Between 
the air cleaner and the turbocharger impeller in the connecting pipe there are sensors for controlling the air flow and 
its temperature, they are also connected to the electronic control unit. Between the air pipe and the outlet pipe there 
is a bypass pipe in the direction of the turbocharger wheel. This bypass pipe is necessary for supplying the cooled air 
running out to the turbocharger turbine wheel. On the turbocharger main case there is an electromagnetic valve-
injector connected to the hydraulic accumulator to supply oil running out to the turbocharger bearing when the 
engine is stopped. At the outlet of the turbocharger bearing there is an oil-temperature sensor connected to the 
electronic control unit.  

The braking device is designed with two vane-type shutters connected to the main oil distributing line through 
the pressure line. The system operates in the following way. The electromagnetic valve-injector lets the oil move 
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into in the turbocharger bearing after the electronic control unit has signaled about the ICE stop, and the 
turbocharger operates in the rotor slowing down mode. The oil through the turbocharger bearings passes onto the 
output oil-temperature sensor mounted in a drain oil line. The output oil-temperature sensor send signals to the 
electronic control unit, which controls the lubricating oil flow for directing it to enter or bypass the oil cooler (due to 
the oil temperature). When the engine stops, the controlled valve injector opens because of the electronic sensors of 
the crankshaft position and the turbocharger revolutions, but continues to lubricate and to cool the turbocharger 
bearings. This device ensures avoiding heat strokes and, as a result, breakages of the turbocharger turbine 
components. The proposed technical device helps to avoid the oil coking in the turbocharger lubrication system 
pipelines in case of ICE sudden (emergency) stops when loaded at the turbocharger rotor slowing down mode. This 
method implies both adjustable (by volume, time and temperature) oil inlets into the turbocharger bearing, and 
regulated supplies of compressed air onto the turbine wheel input. As the supplied air has a temperature of about 
100°C, it cools the turbine components down to 600–700°C, with the operating reliability of the bearings being 
increased as well as the integrity of the rotor, the case and the turbocharger as a whole being achieved [6]. 

3. Results 

To confirm the theoretical background we researched the slowing time of TKR-11 turbochargers [4–8] at four 
different modes, with the experimental results being shown in Fig. 2 – the dependence of the rotating speed of the 
TKR turbocharger rotor on the slowing time. 

 

Fig. 2. The dependence of the rotating speed n1, n2, n3, n4 [rad/sec] on the slowing time t [sec], where 1 is  the normal rotor slowing; 2 is the 
rotor slowing with an operating accumulator; 3 is the rotor slowing with an operating braking device; 4 is the rotor slowing with an operating 

accumulator combined with a braking device. 

To determine the normal rotor slowing down we calculated the first derivative of the TKR rotor rotating speed 
and obtained the dependence of the TKR rotor slowing down on its slowing time, Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the rotor slowing down n1(t), n2(t), n3(t), n4(t) [rad/sec2] on the slowing time t [sec]. 

To determine the resistance moment to the TKR rotor rotation we multiplied the slowing values by the TKR 
rotor inertia moment. Thus, we obtained the dependence of the braking torque on the slowing time, Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. The dependence of the braking torque M1, M2, M3, M4 [N m] on the slowing time t [sec]. 

4. Conclusion 

Having analysed the data in Fig. 2, 3, 4, the following findings can be emphasized. 
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A hydraulic accumulator used in the lubrication system of the ICE turbocharger ensures the regular lubricating 
and cooling of the rotor bearings when the engine crankshaft rpm drop, as well as it stops in case of its overload at 
the rotor slowing down mode. 

A braking device makes it possible to reduce the rotor slowing time for preventing oil starvation and dry friction 
of the rotor bearing. 

The hydraulic accumulator combined with a braking device minimizes the risk of dry friction and emergency 
failures of the turbocharger. A hydraulic accumulator combined with a braking device are proved to reduce the 
turbocharger rotor slowing time on average up to 30–35% as compared with the normal (load-free) rotor slowing 
time (the 4th line in Fig. 2, 3, 4). This can reduce turbocharger failures up to 10–15% and downtime periods of 
machine-tractor units used in growing. The estimated economic effect is 50–80 thousand rubles per one season 
when operating units are used with various tractors. 
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Abstract 

The characteristic of the inertia forces within the classification of forces during solving the problems of the mechanics of 
machines was given. This characteristic is based on the simultaneous and unconditional compliance with the laws of Newton and 
the law of the energy conservation. It is proved that every potential field of motion of a physical body corresponds to a potential 
velocity field and the poles of these fields are located in the same point in space. For an absolutely rigid body moving with a 
variable velocity the inertia force is the internal potential force and potential of the inertia force is the velocity of the physical 
body. 
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1. Introduction 

All variety of problems solved in mechanics as a science “...the motion of the substance” [2] “... is based on a 
number of basic physical concepts such as time, space, simultaneity, mass, force” [2]. However, there are incorrect 
results from the point of view of classical mechanics in terms of non-compliance of the solution to the law of 
conservation of energy and one of Newton's laws when solving a number of problems of dynamics of machines by 
the methods of mathematical modeling [3-6]. This is primarily connected with the violation of the fundamental ideas 
during determining the various forces in mechanical systems taking into account the energy changes during 
mechanical work performing. Nowadays the question whether forces of inertia real or not is still actual [5-11]. 
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Without force of inertia no analysis of the dynamics of modern high-speed machines is made. Moreover, there are a 
clear definition of the inertial force2, methods of calculation and use for the determination of machines dynamics but 
the question whether forces of inertia real of not remains open [4-9,12]. 

2. The problem formulation 

The paper proposes to consider a question about the forces of inertia in mechanics of machines, their definition 
and classification from the point of view of Applied Mechanics as a branch of the mechanics associated with the 
solution of engineering (practical) problems while moving and deforming the certain mechanical systems in a 
limited region of space for a certain period of time when using certain sources of mechanical energy with “non-
living” source [13]. This point of view with the correct solution of problems of mechanics of machines (Applied 
Mechanics) [12] based on the fundamental principles of Classical Mechanics described in the three laws of Newton 
[3] concerning the law of conservation of energy [14,15] and based on the following conditions [13,16,17]: 

the force P3 (fig. 1) can be balanced by another force only; 

 

Fig. 1. Classification of forces in Applied Mechanics: F=PF - driving force, Q=P0 - resistance force; G=PG - gravitational force, N=PN- normal 
force, R=PR- reaction force, =P  - force of inertia, T=PT - force of friction. 

the force can’t be applied to the body4, if the body does not resist to this force; 
the force (P) can perform the mechanical work (AP=PsP) connected with displacement of the point of application 
(sp)if the source of energy of force EP can change its own mechanical energy ( EP 0); 
change of the mechanical energy of the source of the force is the work produced by the force by moving the point 
of application of force respectively to that position which places its energy source; 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
 “Mechanics is an area of science about mechanical movement and mechanical interaction of physical bodies” [1]. 

2 “Force of inertia is a force that equals to the product of the mass of a particle and its acceleration. This force is directed opposite 
to the acceleration” [1]. 
4 Here and hereinafter the term “body” (“part of a body”) is a physical object, the volume of it mV  ( mm VV ) is finite and can 

be less than any certain small amount of space V  ( 0m VV ). 
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to the body moving with the certain velocity can’t be applied external driving force more than in the certain 
period of time provides the source of energy of that force during displacement of the point of application with 
velocity equal to the velocity of the movable body. 

It is proposed [16,17] classification of forces (see fig. 1 and table 1) to solve the problems of mechanics of 
machines (Applied Mechanics). It is based on the normative terminology of [1,17] and the scientific literature [3-5, 
13-15, 18-19]. 

Table 1.Characteristics of forces of Applied Mechanics. 

Force (P) is vector quantity which is a measure of the mechanical action of one physical body on another. 

External force is a force acting on any physical 
body of mechanical system from the side which 
does not belong to this system. The source energy 
of external force located beyond the limits of the 
system of bodies. 

Internal force is a force acting on any physical body (point of the body) 
of a mechanical system from the side of another physical bodies (body 
point) belonging to the considered mechanical system (the body). The 
source of energy of internal force is placed inside of this system of 
bodies. 

Active forces 

perform mechanical work (AP 0) connected with displacement and (or) deformation of the body on which these forces act. 

Driving force (PF or F, GF , F,TF) is a force the 
point of application of which to the movable body 
is moving in the direction of the line of action of 
force on the body (AF>0). 

Resistance force (PQ or Q, GQ, Q , TQ) is a force the point of application 
of which to the movable body is moving in the direction opposite to the 
direction of action of force on the body (AQ<0). 

Potential force - is a force with fixed point of application (sp=s 0) respectively to the surface (volume) of this body ( m 0 ) and 
the direction of action of this force does not change. Non-potential force (F(n),Q(n)) is a force the point of application of which to 
the movable body is moving respectively to the point of surface (volume) of this body (sF s, s 0, sQ s) and (or) the direction of 
action of this force changes its position in space (0<AF

(n)<AF, 0>AQ
(n)>AQ). 

Passive forces 

acting on body do not perform mechanical work (AP=0) that needs for displacement and (or) deformation of this body: 

Dissipative force (P(D)) is a force acting on body in such a way that point of application of this force moves (sP s=0) relatively 
to the surface (volume) of the fixed body on which it acts; reaction force (R) is a force acting on a fixed body and the point of 
application of which does not move (sP=s=0)  respectively to the point of surface (volume) of this body; normal force (N) is a 
force acting on body in the direction perpendicular to the direction of motion of this body. 

3. Resolving the problem 

The condition of linear motion with acceleration of the body m  is defined by the Newton’s second law5 

(m(t)v(t))~P(t)          (1) 

For the absolutely rigid body m(t)=const the equation (1) can be represented as 
 

 
5 “Lex II: Mutationem motus proportionalem esse vi motrici impressae, et fieri secundum lineam rectam qua vis illa imprimitur”. This was 
translated quite closely in Motte's 1729 translation as: “Law II: The alteration of motion is ever proportional to the motive force impress'd; and is 
made in the direction of the right line in which that force is impress'd”. The author highlighted in bold the word of Newton which indicates that 
Newton's second law defines only a quality relationship between the change of the linear momentum and applied driving force. 
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v(t)mP(t)k(t) ,         (2) 

where k(t) is a coefficient of proportionality which equals k(t)=t [17-19] and represents the duration of action of the 
driving force in the direction of the line along which the linear momentum of the body m changes. If t dt then 

(t) d  and equation (2) will look like this  

( ) ( )( ) dv t dx tP t m m
dt dt .         (3) 

Considering (t)= ( (t),t) from (3) must be 

( ) ( )P t m xt x .          (4) 

Analysis of (4) shows: 

).x( const xm
);x( const)xtx(m

P(t)
0

0

       (5) 

Non uniform linear motion of body m with constant acceleration ( >0) or deceleration ( <0) is possible at 
constant value and direction of the driving force PF only. The equation (5) determined from the Newton’s second 
law does not give the characteristics of the driving force6 and this requires additional analysis of the equation (5). In 
the work [18] at =const received an equation which in the mentioned above notation will be represented in the 
form 

P mx .           (6) 

With the correct solution of problems of Applied Mechanics in the right side of equation (6) can be the force 
balancing the external force P only. If such an external force is absent then to balance the external force P in the 
equation (6) can be internal force of the body m only. In conditions of non uniform motion according to [1] such a 
force is the force of inertia 

mx .          (7) 

Let us investigate (fig. 2) the process of linear motion of body with mass m= Vm= lhb (  - density, lhb- sizes of 
the body m) with width b=1 on the horizontal surface “without friction” (with rollers r) with acceleration am= >0 
(fig. 2, ) while this body is driving by the external force PF=F applied to the body m at the point A on the surface of 
the body (FA= FA

(e)). Another case: the motion of the body with deceleration am< <0 (fig. 2, b) while this body is 
driving by the external resistance force PQ=Q(e) applied to the body m at the point B (Q(e)=QB

(e)).To characterize the 
parameters of the forces of the body m under the influence of external forces we will use a fixed coordinate system 
XOY which is connected directly (xEF) or indirectly with fixed source of energy of external driving force EF

(e) 
(fig. 2, a) or resistance force –EQ

(e) (xEQ on the fig. 2, b). To characterize the internal forces acting in the body m 
with length l we will use moveable coordinate system X O Y  with axis O Y  that goes through the center mass of 
body m (in the middle of length l with m(x )=m(x)=const parallel to the axis OY and axis O X  in the direction of 

 

 
6 In Newton's second law is not indicated the characteristics of the driving force which can be either an external force or internal. The change of 
linear momentum of the body in the direction of line of action of the driving force can be either with a plus sign (movement with an acceleration) 
and with a minus sign (movement with a deceleration). 
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velocity m of motion of body m. The relationship between the coordinate systems is determined by the equation 

|x|O
xx

,          (8) 

where xo  – coordinate of centre of mass of the body m in the coordinate system XOY; x =x0  – coordinate of 
material point of the body (element of the body dm=(m/l)dx). This coordinate defines the position of dm in the 
coordinate system X O Y  (fig. 2, a, b). It does not matter for the kinematics of the body (element of the body) 
whether it is an external force or a component of the internal force acting on the body (element of the body). If the 
vectors of these forces at any given period of time are equal (Newton's second law) from (8) and fig. 2,  must be 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) |( ) ( )e e e i
A A AF F F x F x .         (9) 

 

Fig. 2. (a): the scheme of action of forces at non uniform linear motion of the body m with constant acceleration; (b):  the scheme of action of 
forces at non uniform linear motion of the body m constant deceleration 

In its turn the influence of the internal driving force F(i)(xA ) in accordance with Newton’s third law7 will be 
balanced by the internal resistance force 0

(i)(xA ) [9] 

( ) | ( ) | ( )
,( ) ( )i i i

A Q A Q AF x x .        (10) 

To determine the law of distribution of the internal forces in the body m let us select (fig. 2, a) at a distance x  
from center of mass of this body element dm. The forces – 0

(i)=F(i)(x )=F(e)(x ) and F(e)(x+dx)=F(i)(x +dx )=-

 

 
7 “Lex III: Actioni contrariam semper et æqualem esse reactionem: sive corporum duorum actiones in se mutuo semper esse æquales et in partes 
contrarias dirigi”. This was translated quite closely in Motte's 1729 translation as: “Law III: The alteration of motion is ever proportional to the 
motive force impress'd; and is made in the direction of the right line in which that force is impress'd”. 
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0
(i)(x +dx ) (on fig. 2, a these forces are not shown) will act on the side surfaces of this element in points b and  

accordingly to the equation (10). Consequently the condition of motion of element dm with uniform acceleration 
(fig. 2, a): 

( ) | ( )

( ) | ( ) |

( ) 0;

( ) ( ) 0.

i e

i i
Q

dF x dF const

d x dF x const
        (11) 

From (11) taking into account the boundary conditions (9) we obtain (diagram of forces on the fig . 2, ) 

( )
( ) | |

( )
( ) | | ( ) |

( ) ( ) 0;
2

( ) ( ) 0,

e
i

i
Qi i

Q

F lF x x
l

x x F x
l

        (12) 

where madx
l
ma m

l

l

m
i

Q

5,0

5,0

|)(  force of inertia, internal resistance force of absolutely rigid body m while 

moving with constant acceleration respectively to the center of mass of this body in the coordinate system X O Y : 

0,5
( ) | | |

0,5|
( )

( )
0

l
i

Q
l

i
Q

x x dx
x  (fig. 2, ). 

The work of driving internal force during t= t with the displacement 
2

|
( )( )

2O

x tx t  of body m equals  

( )| 0,5
( ) ( ) | | ( ) ( )

|
0 0,5

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
x t lO

i i e e
F FO

l
A t F x dx dx F x t A t        (13) 

and it is provided by the change of work of the source of energy EF
(e) [2] 

( ) ( )( )e e
F FA t E .          (14) 

In its turn the work of internal resistance force Q
(i) equals 

| 20,5
( ) ( ) | | ( )

0 0,5

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

2

x lO
i i em

F Q FQ
l

m v
A t F x dx dx A t       (15) 

and provides the change of the internal mechanical energy Em
(i) of the body m 

2
( ) ( ) ( )

( )
2

i i m
mQ

m v
A t E .        (16) 

This also based on the law of conservation of energy in the process of motion of the body m with constant 
acceleration. 
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0)()( i
m

e
F EE . (17) 

It is easy to get an equation for the motion of element dm with constant deceleration (fig. 2, b): 

( ) | ( )

( ) | ( ) |

( ) 0;

( ) ( ) 0,

i e

i i
F

dQ x dQ const

d x dQ x const
         (18) 

These equations (18) define the characteristics (diagram) of distribution of internal forces during motion of the 
body m with constant deceleration (fig. 2, b) 

( ) | |

( ) | ( )

( ) ( ) 0,
2

( ) 0

i F
F

i i
F

lx x
l

Q x
         (19) 

and make it possible to get equations 

2
( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( ) 0;

2
( ) ( ) 0,

i m
F

i i e
QQ F

m v
A t

A t A t A
        (20) 

which provide the law of conservation of energy during that kind of motion 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )i i e e
m Q QF

A t E E A .        (21) 

In accordance with [2] for potential force “the equation for elementary work must be the total differential of some 
scalar function…”. Taking into account that the kinetic energy of the body m is a scalar function we will receive: 

( ) ( ) (i)2 m

( ) ( ) (i)
m

0  r 0  dE 0;
( )

2 0  r 0  dE 0,

i i
F F

i i
Q Q

dr dAmrd mrdr mrdr
dr dA

    (22) 

where r=r(x,y,z) - the radius vector defines the position of the body m (centre of gravity of the body) in the 
coordinate systemXOYZ; dA F

(i) and dA Q
(i) - elementary works of the force of inertia during motion with constant 

deceleration and constant acceleration of the body m respectively; dEm
(i) - elementary change of internal (kinetic) 

energy of the body m in the process of motion with variable velocity. 
From the equations (10)-(22) and table 1 it is received that the force of inertia of a rigid body is an internal 

potential force that resists the external force. This external force provides motion of the inertial mass body with 
variable velocity8. The source of energy of the force of inertia is kinetic energy. This kinetic energy is an internal 
energy of the moveable physical body and the potential of the force of inertia is a velocity9 of this body. 

 

 
8 It should be noted that the force of inertia for plastically deformable body is not a potential force because the condition (22) is not 
fulfilled [20]. 
9 “Depending on velocity potential…was primarily used (and erroneously) by Weber W. in classical electrodynamics where 
postulated forces depending on velocity. German mathematician Schering E. was probably the first who seriously tried to use such 
a force in mechanics (see GÖtt. Abh. 18, 3,1873). For example, in the first edition Whittaker E.”Analytical dynamics” published in 
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To confirm this let us prove the Theorem. 
If in any space there is the potential function U(x,y,z) then in this space there is the potential function V( , , ) and 

the pole of the force field U(x,y,z) is a pole of the force field V( , , ). 
The proof of the Theorem. 
If potential forces are acting on moveable body then according to the law of conservation of mechanical energy 

E const ,           (23) 

where =-U(x,y,z)=-U(r) - potential energy ( ) of force field U(x,y,z)=U(r) interacting with the body with center of 
mass m located in the point of space U(x,y,z) defined by the radius vector 2 2 2r x y z l  (l- maximum 
linear size of the body) in the coordinate system XOYZ with the centre O located in the pole of the force field 

U(x,y,z)); 
2

( , ( ), ( ), ( )) ( , ( ))
2

mv V m x x y y z z V m r r - kinetic energy of the body m in the coordinate 

systemXOYZ: 
The equation (23) can be represented: 

( , , , , , , ) ( , , ) ( , , , )E x y z x y z U x y z V x y z const .      (24) 

Consequently 

0dE U V .          (25) 

From (16,17), (20–22), (25) we will receive 

0dz)P(dy)P(dx)P(dE z
)e(

zy
)e(

yx
)e(

x ,      (26) 

where ( )  
 

e
x

UP
x

, ( )  
 

e
y

UP
y

, ( )  
 

e
z

UP
z

 - graphical projections onto a coordinate axes XOYZ of the potential 

force P(e)=P(e)(m,r)=gradU; 
x
V

x , 
y
V

y , 
z
V

z  - graphical projections onto a coordinate axes XOYZ  

of the force of inertia gradV))r(r,m( . 
The equation (26) with dx 0, dy 0 and dz 0 has a solution if gradU=-gradV. 
Consequently fields U(x,y,z) and V( , ,z) have the same pole. End of proof. 
The Theorem gives us the idea that potential of the force P(e) is the position of the point of application of this 

force respectively to the pole of the force field U(x,y,z) (source of energy of the force P(e)) and the potential of the 
force of inertia )i(  is a velocity of the body m respectively to the source of energy of external force acting on this 
body. 

Let us consider an example. The body m in the form of a particle having an electric charge moves in an 
electrostatic field of the body M>>m (fig. 3). 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
1904 year there is a reference to the potential in the sense of "potential function of Schering." This term does not come into use 
because in the following publications it was deleted” [4]. This statement of the author [4] underlined by me because it is not 
undisputable. 
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Fig. 3. (a): energy parameters of the body m without external resistance in the uniform potential field linear motion;: (b) – energy parameters of 
the body m without external resistance in the uniform potential field uniform rotation 

Without forces of resistance to motion of the body m in the uniform potential field of the body M this body can 
perform two kinds of movement (fig. 3,  and fig. 3, b). 

The linear motion of the body m  with acceleration. This motion directed along the normal n  to the center of 
mass of the body M  located in the pole sp  of the linear force field at the intersection of the axes OX  and OY  
(fig. 3, ). The internal force )(i

mMP  acts on these bodies. The components of this force are forces )(i
MmP  and 

)()( i
Mm

i
mM PP  acting on the body M  from the side of the body m  and on the body m  from the side of the body 

M  respectively. It can be written M
i

Mm PP )(  and m
e

m
i

mM FPP )()(  for each of these bodies accordingly to the 

mentioned above classification. In this case accelerations of the bodies M  and m : 0
M
Pa M

M ; MM RP ; 

m
Fa m

m ; mm
)i(

Q Fma . The force mF  performs the work 0)-( 21F rrFA m  during motion of the body 

m  from the point )( 1r  to the point )( 12 rrB . This work changes the potential energy of the body m . The 
change of this energy: F12m ArrF )-( . At the same time at the motion of the body m  with constant 

acceleration from the point )( 1r  to the point )( 12 rrB  the velocity of this body increases: )-(2 21mm rrav   

and change of the kinetic energy of the body m : 0-
2

2
)rr(F

)v(m
21m

m . The characteristics of motion of 

the body m  in the potential force field are provided by the following condition 

( - )p m 2 1 FE F r r A .         (27) 

and up to the moment of the contact of the bodies M and m this condition corresponds with the law of 
conservation of energy (23). The mechanical energy or its part transforms from one form to another at the 
moment of interaction between bodies M and m but this question in the present article is not considered. 
Let us consider the motion of the body m  (fig. 3, b) along the circumference of a circle which is the level of the 
potential field )(rU  with pole sp  and radius yr . This motion at the same time is a motion with constant velocity 
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mv  along the circumference of a circle which is the level of the potential field )(rV  with pole vp . The force of 

inertia 
y

m
m r

vm
2

 acts on the body m . The angle between the force vector and the vector of velocity of the 

body is 5,0 . The work of the force of inertia during period of time t : 0costvA m
)i(

m . The same way 
the work of the force N

i
mM PP )(  balancing the force of inertia equals zero. In this case 0pE  and 0 . 

Consequently 0E  and the condition (27) is met irrespectively to the duration of motion of the body m  in the 
potential field of the body M . In its turn the action of force )(i

mNP  defines the value of the force 

N
i

Mm PP )( . It is necessary to balance the force M
i

Mm RP )(  by the force MM RR
1

 to provide a constant position 
of the center of mass of the body M  in the coordinate system XOY . This constant position is achieved by the 
rotation of the body mm1  along the circumference of a circle with radius yr  with constant velocity mm vv

1
 at 

diametrically opposite locations of these bodies. 

Conclusion 

The force of inertia of absolutely rigid body relatively to this body is an internal potential force acting during 
change of kinetic energy of the body and balancing the resultant force of the external forces (external force) 
applied to the rigid body at the process of its motion with acceleration. 
Kinetic energy is an internal mechanical energy of the moveable body. This energy provides the work of forces 
of inertia while acting unbalanced external forces (external force) on this body. The potential of the force of 
inertia is the velocity of motion of the body at the current time. 
Each of the potential field of displacement of the physical body corresponds to the field of velocities. The poles 
of these fields are located in the same point of space and force functions of the fields have opposite signs. 
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Abstract 

The model and the program for analysis of the operating cycle with two fuel combustion laws according to Wiebe I.I. are 
developed. The calculation of the transport diesel engine with the Common-Rail system for gasoline direct injection is 
performed. The optimal heat generation law for the maximum pressure reduction in the cylinder and the improvement of 
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1. Introduction 

The fuel combustion process in heavy transport diesel engines has two significant periods.  It’s most pronounced 
at the diesel engines with the Common-Rail system for gasoline direct injection. The existing mathematical models 
of the combustion process with one combustion law according to I.I. Wiebe [1,2] are in appreciable error in 
determination of the maximum heat generation rate in the initial period of the process. That’s why in most cases the 
models with two combustion laws according to I.I. Wiebe are applied for modeling of the operating cycle of heavy 
transport diesel engines [3,4, etc.]. They enable one to indicate duration of significant periods and peculiarities of 
changing the heat generation rate in them. The known mathematical models yield different results during the 
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evaluation of the spent fuel rate in the initial and main periods of the combustion process. Thus, the need for 
introduction of a new parameter, namely a fuel rate, which takes part in the fuel combustion in the initial period, 
from the general cyclic fuel supply have become imminent. A new model and the program for calculation of the 
operating cycle with two fuel combustion laws according to I.I. Wiebe in transport diesel engines with the Common-
Rail injection system has been developed at the Department of Internal-Combustion Engines of South Ural State 
University. 

2. New model of the combustion process calculation in the diesel engine  

The new mathematical model of the combustion process calculation in the transport diesel engines with the 
accumulator fuel delivery system is based on the following formula: 

12

2

2
11

1

1 exp11exp1
pm

pz

p
pm

pz

p ccx  

where  is a fuel rate, which takes part in combustion in the initial period, from the general cyclic supply; 1p, 2p is 
angle of crankshaft rotation, the beginning of burning out in the initial and main periods; z1p, z2p is duration of the 
initial and main periods of the combustion process; m1p, m2p is indicators of the type of initial and main periods of 
the combustion process. 

According to the form this mathematical model is similar to the combustion process model developed by N. 
Kojima [3]. But in the new model the start of the main period is not connected with the start of the fuel combustion 
in the initial phase. It enables one if necessary to simulate the start of heat generation in the main period earlier than 
in the initial one. It expands the opportunities to take into consideration special characteristics of the fuel injection, 
its distribution in the combustion chamber and its preparation for ignition in heavy diesel engines with the Common-
Rail injection system. 

The fuel burnup in each period is specified independently by its type indicators, the start and the duration of the 
combustion process, as well as by the fuel rate, which takes part in each period of the combustion. The change of 
these parameters enables one to simulate different combustion laws depending on the set restraints on parameters of 
the operating cycle. The total rate of the fuel combustion in the cylinder is determined by composition of 
combustion rates in the initial and main periods. If =0 or =1, the combustion rate has one maximum according to 
the combustion law of I.I. Wiebe. If the value of F lies in the range from 0 to 1, the combustion rate has two 
maximums, typical for the working process of modern transport diesel engines with the Common-Rail injection 
system (Fig. 1). 

The calculation of diesel working cycle is produced step-by-step from the point 1 (the beginning of the step) to 
the point 2 (the end of the step) by well-known method [5]. Herewith, the following equation for definition of the 
pressure in the diesel cylinder on each step of the calculation is used [5]: 
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where Qcomb, Qwell – fuel burn energy and heat transfer through the wells of cylinder head, piston and sleeve 
consequently; m – gas mass in the cylinder; p, v – pressure and specific volume of gas in cylinder; k=Cp/Cv – the 
indicator of adiabat. 
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Fig. 1. Differential characteristic of fuel burn: 1p, 2p – angle of crankshaft rotation, the beginning of burning out in the initial and main periods; 

dx/d , dx1p/d , dx2p/d  – the fuel burn speed is summarized, in the initial and main periods consequently 

The fuel burn energy on the step of working cycle calculation (from the point 1 to the point 2) is defined by a 
well-known expression: 

Ucombcomb HmQ  

where combm  – fuel mass whichh has burned on the calculation step from the point 1 to the point 2;  – effective 
combustion ratio; Hu – the lowest fuel heat content. 

Heat transfer through the wells of cylinder head, piston and sleeve is calculated according to the Newton-
Richmann law: 

n
TTFQ W

well 6
111  

where 1 – the coefficient of heat transfer from the working fuel to the wells; F1  Tw – square and the temperature 
of the cylinder volume surface at the beginning of the calculation step; 1 – the gas temperature at the beginning of 
the calculation step; n – the rate of crankshaft rotation;  – the angle of the crankshaft turn per calculation step. 

The described mathematical model is taken as a basis of the methods and algorithm of “Working cycle 
calculation program of the “Double-Wiebe function” diesel” engineering software. With the help of this program the 
influence of F-value, indicators of combustion characteristics, the beginning and duration of the combustion process 
in the initial and main periods on the diesel engine working cycle indicators were defined. 

There are results of diesel working cycle calculation with different fuel share values taking part in the combustion 
in the initial period are given on the Figure 2. The increase of this share from 0,1 to ~0,3 when the other parameters 
are unchangeable leads to essential improvement of  the indicator values and essential increase of the maximum gas 
pressure in the diesel cylinder. The best indicator values are gotten when =0,38: average cycle indicator pressure 
pi=1,801 MPa, fuel flow indicated density gi=177,7 gramm/kilowatt-hour, indicated efficiency i=0,4793. The 
maximum pressure in the cylinder pmax equals to 18,1 MPa. The further increase of F till 0,45 leads to the 
degradation of indicator values and the growth of maximum pressure in cylinder pmax to 18,8 MPa. 
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Fig. 2. Dependance of parameters pmax, i, pi, gi on fraction of fuel  (fi) 

Fig. 3 shows measurement charts of the in-cylinder pressure and heat release rate at different values of the 
proportion of fuel involved in combustion at the initial stage. Here it is seen that the larger the proportion of fuel is 
the higher the maximum heat release rate in the initial period and the smaller the maximum heat release rate in the 
main period are. This results in an increase of pressure rise rate and the increase of the maximum pressure in the 
cylinder. 

 

Fig. 3. Charts of pressure change P in the cylinder and heat release rate Q at different  (fi) 
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Obviously in a real transport diesel with fuel-handling system fuel the fraction of fuel involved in combustion in 
the initial stage depends on pilot fuel injection. The greater the portion of the fuel in the pilot fuel injection is the 
greater the value of the fraction of fuel is . Thus, the use of the developed program allows to plan the amount of 
fuel in the pilot fuel injection at the stage of design. 

Fig. 4 shows the results of calculating the working cycle of a diesel at different rates of the combustion character 
in the initial m1 and main m2 periods. The increase of m1 from 0,1 to 1,1 (while other parameters remain constant) 
leads to a slight improvement of indicator values and preservation of the same maximum gas pressure in the cylinder 
of a diesel. That means that the law of fuel combustion in the initial period does not affect the performance of a 
diesel. This is due to the short duration of the initial period of the combustion. 

The increase of m2 from 0,1 to 1,1 (while other parameters remain constant) leads to a significant deterioration of 
the indicator values (indicated coefficient of efficiency i and indicated mean pressure are reduced by ~ 11%) and 
reduction of the maximum gas pressure in the cylinder of a diesel from 19,6 to 14,4 MPa (by ~ 26.5%). That means 
that the law of fuel combustion in the main period significantly affects the performance of a diesel. This is due to the 
long duration of the main period of the combustion. 

 

Fig. 4. Influence of values of combustion character m1 (1) and m2 (2) on parameters Pmax, i, Pi, gi 

3. Conclusions 

According to the results of the performed work the author makes the following conclusions: 
1. The model and calculation program of the working cycle with two laws of combustion by Ivan Ivanovich 

Wiebe for transport diesel engines with the Common-Rail system of direct injection has been developed. 
2. The novelty of the model of combustion process is the introduction of a new parameter – the fraction of fuel 

which is involved in the combustion of fuel in the initial period from the total cyclic delivery. The fact that the start 
of the main combustion period is not associated with the start of the combustion in the initial phase has also become 
an innovation in the field. 

3. Best indicator values have been obtained when the fraction of fuel involved in combustion in the initial period 
has had the value of about 0,38. 

4. The value of the indicator of the combustion character in the initial period almost has no effect on the indicator 
values of a diesel engine and the maximum pressure in the cylinder. 

5. The value of the indicator of the combustion character in the main period significantly affects the indicator 
values of a diesel and the maximum pressure in the cylinder. 

6. The given model of the combustion process allows to perform search engineering calculations for transport 
diesel engines with the accumulator fuel-handling system and to plan the value of a pilot fracture of fuel at the stage 
of design. 
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Abstract 

The article describes the factors of environmental pollution by road, the decision is supported by the Government of the Russian 
Federation. Presents the perspectives of the transition from the traditional internal combustion engine vehicles to electric vehicles 
and hybrid. It sets out the current state of the sales of light commercial vehicles in the Russian market. Possible perspectives of 
computer simulation in the automotive industry. The description of the programs MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise, used in 
electric motion simulation based on the Gazelle. Program allow you to make the technical characteristics of vehicles to choose 
driving cycle to make changes to existing designs components and assemblies, to simulate the process of driving. The 
comparative results of the simulation of electric vehicle Gazel test cycle, the intensity of acceleration, characterized by a 
mechanical-drive motor . The findings are explained, according to the results of the comparative simulation programs MATLAB 
Simulink and AVL Cruise. 
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1. Introduction 

In our country according to the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection of the Russian 
Federation of 42% of pollution of the atmosphere it is the share of emissions of motor transport, and in the large 
cities (Moscow, St. Petersburg) to 80-90% [1]. 
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The order of the Government of the Russian Federation of 27.12.2010 No. 2446 - approved a state program 
"Energy saving and increase of power efficiency on transport by the period till 2020". According to this resolution, a 
share of cars with the hybrid power plant and electric cars among the sold new cars in the territory of the Russian 
Federation there have to be not less than 1,4% in 2012 (35 000 pieces a year) and by 2020 to increase to 4,6% (115 
000 pieces a year) [2]. 

Since the end of the XX century the transition tendency from the traditional car with the internal combustion 
engine (ICE) to the hybrid car was outlined. It should be noted that broad use of hybrid cars essentially doesn't 
solve, and only softens a fuel consumption problem by individual vehicles and emissions of CO2. Therefore such 
type of the power plant is considered as the temporary, intermediate stage on the way of creation and development 
of production of electric cars [3,4,5,6]. 

`Now actively cars on hydrogen fuel, fuel elements, and also electric cars are developed and take root into mass 
production. According to data of researches of JSC MOESK for 2012 presented in figure 1 it is visible that the 
maximum number of emissions of CO2 is the share of cars with DVS (more than 150 g / 100 to km) and the most 
minimum is the share of electric cars that is 70% less in comparison with petrol DVS [7,8,9]. 

 

Fig1. – Emissions of CO2 of of electrotransport and process of production of the electric car  

Ecological indicators of electrotransport taking into account emissions of harmful substances in environment 
(according to MGTU of "MAMI") were reduced in table 1. 

Table 1 - Comparison on indicators of emissions of the fulfilled gases of cars from DVS and the electric car[10] 

Comparative figure Electric car 

Mitsubishi 1-MIEV (13,5 
kWph/100km) 

Mitsubishi Colt 

1,1 l (55kW) 

Chevrolet Spark 

1 l (50 kW) 

Toyota Camry  

3,5 l 

(205 kW) 

Emission CO2, g/100km 9.06 20.2 (+22%) 16.9 (+28%) 37.5 (+23%) 

Emission NOx, g/100km 9.52 18.0 (+125%) 18.1 (+126%) 26.8 (+235%) 

Emission CO, g/100km 0 182,2 (+81%) 182.4 (+82%) 253.1 (+153%) 

Expenditure kgu.t./100km 4.65 19.5 (+87%) 19.8 (+87%) 36.7 (+87%) 

Power consumption 
Wph/km 

135 904.2 (+41%) 917 (+41%) 1705 (+41%) 

The analysis of the table 1pokazyvayet that the electric car is on average 50% more blank and for 80% 
energoeffektivny than the analogs with an internal combustion engine. 

Thus, the analysis shows that one of the actual directions of development of the motor transport is creation 
of electric cars which most as much as possible meet requirements of vehicles for settlements. 

On release of easy commercial cars, Russia is one of world leaders. In figure 2 the chart characterizing a 
condition of the automobile market in Russia in 2011 is provided [11]. 
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Fig. 2 – The market of commercial transport in Russia 

According to this chart cars of the GAS brand occupies the leading position in the Russian market. The 
main cars released by GAZ Group, as we know, is the Gazelle models which following the results of 2007 more than 
170 thousand cars of this brand were sold that made about 95% of realization of GAZ Group [12]. 

2. Review of programs 

All Now at design of the motor transport computer modeling which allows "to glance" in the future of possible 
results of the designed mechanisms and machines is widely used. For design of modern cars, their knots and units 
the most suitable programs are: MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise [13,14].

The MATLAB Simulink software product with use of the SimPowerSystems module contains ready models of 
many components used in transformers, engines and libraries of specific models in figure 3. 

 

Fig. 3. SimPowerSystems module window 
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By means of this module of the program, perhaps to realize the following opportunities: modeling of electrical 
power systems; modeling of individual components; possibilities of simulation [15,16,17]. Thus it has the 
shortcomings such as: lack of separate modules of mechanical elements with the subsequent modelingin figure 4. 

The program AVL complex is highly specialized, it is directed on the solution of tasks in the field of automotive 
industry. The complex is capable to count separately all knots and units of the car, their interaction and a control 
system. Has full library of knots of the car for modeling: automobile and trucks, buses, motorcycles, hybrid and 
electric cars [18,19,20]. 

 

Fig. 4. A window of model of the 3-wheeled motorcycle in the AVL Cruise program 

3. Results 

For modeling and comparison of the received results in the MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise programs the 
electric car "NGTU-Elektro" on the basis of brand of the car the Gazelle was taken. 

For an assessment of power expenses (power efficiency) of the electric car it is expedient to carry out modeling 
of the movement in city conditions of the cycle UDC for automobile and easy commercial cars with a full weight up 
to 3,5 t. figure 5[8,9,13]. 

 

Fig. 5 – Schedule of the simple European city cycle Udcrisunok. 
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In figures 6-7 comparative results of imitating modeling of the movement of the car with the electric drive in the 
conditions of the city cycle UDC are shown. 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Fig. 6 (a) MATLAB Simulink; (b) AVL Cruise 

From figure 7 it is visible that when modeling processes of the movement of the electric car intensity of dispersal 
and braking in the city cycle UDC coincide. 

Power and torque on an electric motor shaft, necessary for the movement in a city cycle allows to estimate energy 
losses (figure 7, 8). 

 

 (a)  (b) 

Fig. 7 (a) MATLAB Simulink; (b) AVL Cruise 

In a torque curve form (figure 8), we observe coincidence of schedules of modeling, it is also visible that when 
modeling at the AVL Cruise program there is a negative size. It specifies that at reduction in the rate of the 
movement of the electric car a gazelle, the electric motor passes into the braking generator mode for charging of the 
high-voltage battery. However value of the moment on an electric motor shaft in the AVL Cruise and MATLAB 
Simulink program differ no more than for 50%. It is connected, first of all, with different methods of calculation and 
inertial masses in the presented programs of modeling. 

Results of modeling of dependence of change of power on an electric motor shaft from time of the movement 
showed us that the received values of curves in the MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise programs, have full 
coincidence (figure 8). 
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                a                                                                                                     b 

                                              

Fig. 8 – (a) MATLAB Simulink; (b) AVL Cruise 

In table 2 comparative results of modeling of the movement of the electric car on the basis of make of the car the 
Gazelle are presented in the MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise program. 

Table 2 – Comparative results of modeling of the movement of the electric car in the MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise program 

Technical parameters  Program MATLAB 
Simulink     

AVLCruise Program 

Full weight, kg 3500 3500 

The mass of the chassis (including the driver), no more  2200 2200 

cElectric motor type synchronous with permanent magnets   

Electric motor UQM PowerPhase 200 SPM286-149-2 

Maximum (peak) power (engine / generator), kW 200 

Maximum (peak) torque, Nm 850 

Maximum frequency of rotation, rpm  5700 

Rated entrance voltage direct current, V 250…425 250 

Tension of a direct current for ensuring the maximum power, V 360…425 360 

Minimum working tension direct current, V 240 240 

WinstonBattery battery Lithium - iron-phosphatic  

Main transfe Transfer number-5,125 

Tires 225/75R16 110R 

The received results of modeling   

Run on one charging in city traffic conditions at a full load of the electric car, km   

145 

 

145 

Analyzing these tables 2 it is visible that at equal basic data of the electric car Gazelle, the MATLAB Simulink 
and AVL Cruise program in the course of computer modeling show similar results of the passable way the vehicle 
on one charging of the high-voltage battery. 

Thus, computer modeling of the movement in city conditions (in the cycle UDC) the electric car Gazelle showed 
that the received results in the MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise programs have identical values on power on an 
electric motor shaft, and the main thing on the passable way on one charging of the high-voltage battery.  

However there are also divergences in the course of modeling of a torque on a shaft of the traction electric motor 
(UQM Power Phase 200) with a difference no more than 50%. Is the main reason for it different techniques of 
mathematical calculation of empirical models of inertial mass of the vehicle.  
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4. Conclusion 

Any computer modeling as the mathematical tool allows to optimize process of programming of new technical 
ideas, including in mechanical engineering area. However comparing results of modeling of two computer 
MATLAB Simulink and AVL Cruise programs on the example of the electric car Gazelle, we observe that there are 
results, both full coincidence, and partial. That is, in the future we need to conduct comparative theoretical and 
practical researches for optimization of computer modeling. 
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Abstract 

The research on the possibility of unification of piercing and reeling mills rolls for screw rolling for both decreasing and 
increasing the diameter of crude pipes was conducted. In the result the possibility was confirmed. The technology of wide range
of sizes “140” pipe-rolling plant 156 mm diameter continuous casting pipe production was developed to use one roll design on 
piercing mill and one roll design on reeling mill instead of two roll designs for each therefore decreasing the amount of sizing
mills grooves. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the change of usage continuous cast billets for seamless pipe production the problem of 89-121mm 
diameter on “140” pipe-rolling plant pipe production from 156 mm diameter continuous casting occurred. 

The main problem is that existing 120 mm and less diameter pipe production technologies use under 150 mm and 
less diameter continuous cast and rolled billet. 

2. Some time ago 

In order to solve this problem a new prospective technology was developed. This technology allows gradual 
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decrease of the billet diameter on every hot rolling operation of “140” pipe-rolling plant (protected by Russian 
Federation patents) [1, 2] and manufacture of 89-121 mm diameter pipes from 156 mm diameter continuous cast 
billet. The new technology was successfully tested on “140” pipe-rolling plant pipe production at “Sinarskiy pipe 
plant” [3]. 

Despite the advantages of the new technology its implementation was put on hold due to emerging of a new 
problem. “140” pipe-rolling plant is designed not only for 89-121 mm diameter pipe production, but also for under 
168 mm diameter. At the same time the usage of two and more different roll design on screw rolling mill (piercing 
and reeling) is not efficient because of long period of time to change one type of rolls to another (up to 8 hours).  

In order to extend the possibilities of the new technology in the field of pipe range of sizes diversification it was 
carried out a research of “140” pipe-rolling plant hot rolling technological line processing equipment. 

3. Piercing operation  

According to a new technology on a piercing mill was introduced to use suitable element design roll for increased 
deformation of the billet that guarantee a crimp of workpieces and a production of rough tubes with a diameter 
decreasing and an internal tool of a special structure that increase its durability. 

A new design analysis of “140” pipe-rolling plant continuous cat billet straining geometric and velocity features 
showed a reserve availability for producing hollow shells for both decreasing and increasing the diameter (provided 
the usage of additional shoes and points and a billet deformation design correction). Fig. 1. 

In case of hollow shell decreasing diameter piercing (Fig. 1-a) a roll grip allows a billet to make 1-1.5 half-turn 
during a feed pitch before impact with severe deformation collar. End point is between gorge and a severe 
deformation collar. 

Fig. 1. Various new roll piercing mill schemes with a severe deformation collar. 
In case of hollow shell increasing diameter piercing (Fig. 1-b) a roll distance grows and a roll billet grip is after 

severe deformation collars. End point is pulled outside the gorge so that before impact a billet make 1-1.5 half-turn 
during a feed pitch.  

4. Reeling operations 

A geometric and velocity features new technology analysis with a crude pipe diameter decreasing also shows a 
reserve availability that allow the usage the same reeling mill roll design both decreasing and increasing an outside 
diameter (provided the usage of different special design point groups for every scheme of deformation). Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Characteristic of two different crude pipe reeling schemes. 

a b

a b
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The main characteristic of two different crude pipe reeling schemes (Fig. 2) is the usage of different point types: 
1 – inverted cone point (Fig. 2-a) is for a crude pipe diameter decreasing. The point position is in deformation zone 
in the inlet cone and roll pitch point area; 2 – right cone point (Fig. 2-b) is for a crude pipe diameter increasing. The 
point position is in pitch point and in the outlet cone. A point of a crude pipe engagement with both rolls has no big 
differences. 

5. Experimental research 

“Sinarskiy pipe plant” made an experimental run research both decreasing and increasing an outside crude pipe 
diameter at the same roll groups. A 136-6mm diameter crude pipe was put into reeling mill deformation zone and 
rolled in different norms. (Fig. 3). 

As it is showed on the Fig. 3, depending on the point type both decrease and increase of the crude pipe diameter 
can be reached with the same type of roll: the maximum diameter decrease is 89 mm (with the thickening of pipe 
wall up to 0.05 mm – Fig. 3a). 

The maximum diameter increase is up to 14 mm (with the thinning of pipe wall up to 0.4 mm Fig. 3b). This 
figures can be used for development of point-to-point technology of wide size range of 156mm diameter seamless 
pipe production on “140” pipe-rolling plant. 

a
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Fig. 3. Experimental research of two different crude pipe reeling schemes. 

6. New technology 

Taking into account the results of experimental and theoretical studies, border-line conditions and kinematic 
characteristics of the rolling process a new technology of wide size range of 156mm diameter seamless pipe 
production on “140” pipe-rolling plant was developed (Fig. 4) to improve the quality of pipe inner surface using 
piercing mill point with increased diameter spout and to improve the precision of pipe thickness using reeling mill 
point with combination of back taper and parallel section. 

Fig. 4. New technology of “140” pipe-rolling plant 156mm diameter seamless pipe production wide size range. 

b
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Summary 

The main advantages of the developed technology are a billet standard size amount reduction from 4 to one, a 
piecing mill roll design reduction from 2 to 1, a reeling mill roll design reduction from 2 to 1, a longitudinal rolling 
mill groove reduction from 3 to 2. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes helical-bevel gearing (HBG). The helical-bevel gearing commonly includes a cylindrical and a bevel 
gear. The tooth profiles can be either spur or helical. The involute HBG provides an opportunity to design a broad variety of gear 
trains, unobtainable by the use of conventional types of gears. The article defines methods of their generation, a contact shape 
and points out advantages of various arrangements of gears, diagrams of an external helical-bevel gearing skew axis, hypoid 
gearing, intersecting axes, parallel axes. The expediency of the use of such gear in a machine drive is justified. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

In the design of modern mechanical drives, successful solutions can be obtained by using non-conventional 
gearing, which includes helical-bevel gearing [1, 2]. The helical-bevel gearing (HBG) commonly includes a 
cylindrical and a bevel gears. The tooth profiles can be either spur or helical. The helical-bevel gearing can transfer 
torque between the shafts at an arbitrary disposition (Fig. 1) [3, 4].  

The generation of the HBG by a rack-cutter produces involute flanks of the bevel gear teeth due to the fact that 
the axis of the machining engagement L is parallel to the gear axis (Fig. 2). That type of the gears is called an 
involute-bevel gear. It is characterized by the linearly changing displacement of the rack-cutter [5]. I this case, the 
HBG is involute. The generation of the HBG by a hob is impossible due to the difference of the machining 
kinematics and the actual meshing of the gears in the HBG. The generation of the non-involute internal and external 
HBG by a hob shown in [4, 6, 7, 8]. 
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2. Methods of teeth profile generation and contact shape 

Depending on the type of the generating tools and the kinematic arrangements of the manufacturing process, the 
profile of the teeth of the bevel gear of the helical-bevel gearing can be involute or non-involute.  

3. Advantages of involute helical-bevel gearing 

The involute HBG provides an opportunity to design a broad verity of gear trains, unobtainable by the use of 
conventional types of gears. The explanation of main arrangements as follows. 

3.1 Skew axes HBG 

The gearing shown at Fig. 1 (a) can only exist if: 
 

cos cos cos1 2               (1) 

 
The center distance: 

 
sin cos1 21 2

cos cos cos sin1 2

mz mz
aw ;            (2) 

 
where  is a taper angle of the HBG, m is a module, z1 and z2 are numbers of teeth of the gears, 1 and 2 are base 
helix angles. 

Fig. 1. Diagrams of an external helical-bevel gearing: 
a) skew axis (  is the angle between axes); b) hypoid gearing (special case when bevel gear becomes cilindrical); c) intersecting axes; 

d) parallel axes (special case when =0). 
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Advantages: 
1. This type of gearing allows reducing dimensions of the transmission due to an ability to position the gears 

arbitrarily with a respect to the line of shortest distance between the centers for the given cross-angle. As it can be 
seen in Fig. 3, the axial dimensions of the conventional  transmission A are greater than the dimensions of the HBG 
transmission A1. 

2. The skew axes HBG gives an opportunity to set the contact area dimensions and shape on each side of the tooth 
by assigning appropriate helix angles. The contact can be designed as a linear one-sided meshing by evaluating helix 
angles as follows [4]: 

HBG is involute. The generation of the HBG by a hob is impossible due to the difference of the machining 
kinematics and the actual meshing of the gears in the HBG. The generation of the non-involute internal and external 
HBG by a hob shown in [4, 6, 7, 8]. 
   

    
121 costgsintg ,         (3) 

 
where  is a profile angle. 

 
For  and 1 as above:  

 

    22
2 coscos

sin
tgcos         (4) 

 
where sinsinarcsin . 

 
3. It possible to set an appropriate meshing backlash by axial translation of the bevel gear, which is very 

important to adjust a kinematic precision. 
 
The linear contact HBG is irreversible, because contact only occurs on the one side of the tooth profile. 

Fig. 2. HBG generation by a rack-cutter (BR). Fig. 3 Arrangement advantages of the HBG: 
D – electric motor; P – receiver; V – hypoid gearing; C – HBG. 

3.2 Intersecting axes HBG 

If the skew axes helical-bevel gear ensured a mutual arrangement of the initial surfaces when they are produced in 
the initial transfer plane coincide with each other, they become a bevel gearing (see. Fig. 1, c). An obvious condition 
for the formation of such is: 
 

;21 .          (5) 
 

There are some options: 

P

D

A

C

V

A

1
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a) transmission, composed of involute helical-bevel and helical gears 1 = – 2;   0; 
b) transmission composed of spur and bevel gears 1 = 2 = 0; 1  0 . 

Advantages of the transmission. 

1. When using helical-bevel gear with intersecting axes can be obtained bevel gear with an arbitrarily small interaxal 
angle , which is implemented is not possible for conventional bevel gears due to lack of technological 
equipment for the production of gears  with a large cone distance. 

2. As for the transmission with skewed axes, a backlash in an engagement can be adjusted by axial displacement of 
the bevel gear. 

3. Due to a highly localized contacts, the transmission is not very sensitive to any errors in an assembling and a 
manufacturing. 

In the transmission with intersecting axes of the working surfaces the degree of localization increases with the 
increase of the axial angle . Therefore, the power drive is advisable to desing only at small interaxal angles (  < 
15 ). 

3.3 Parallel axes HGB 

If both gears are involute bevel the parallel axes transmission can be designed (see. Fig. 1, d) [10]. 
This gears shall have equal taper angles 1 = 2 = , set by the codirectional cones and by the angles of 

inclination of the tooth line 1 = – 2, which are equal by magnitude but in the opposite directions. 
In this case, the teeth flanks are involute helicoids, equal by magnitude and antitropic with a respect to the helical 

lines on the main cylinder.  
Advantages of the transmission: 
Due to the linearity of the contact, the load capacity of the transmission is very high. 
Due to the curvilinear boundaries of the field of engagement and the overlap factor of 1.2 ... 1.5 times higher 

(even for spur gears) than for conventional cylindrical gears, the smoothness of the transmission is increased. 
By the axial displacement of the gears it is possible to change the center distance of the transmission, or to reduce 

or even eliminate backlash between the teeth if the center distance is fixed, which is important to increase the 
kinematical precision. 

By an appropriate selection of angles  and , a zero axial force can be obtained. In this case, one of the teeth 
profiles is an involute helicoid and another one is a linearly extruded involute. Therefore, sin  = tg  tg . 

If the tooth angles on a pitch cylinders are of the same sign for both sides of the teeth, it is possible to obtain a 
one-way transmission, which have an option of a free running. The transmission is legit for the condition (sin   tg 

 tg ) [10]. 

Summary 

Involute helical-bevel gears can be designed for any position of the shaft axes (skew, intersecting or parallel axis). 
In that HBG have a number of layout, operational and technical advantages relative to transmissions made up of 
conventional spur and bevel gears. 

The most efficient use of HBG is at small interaxal angles ( <20°) and taper angles of the bevel gear (  <15°), the 
width of which is limited to values of the coefficients of the displacement of its faces. 

One of the significant advantages of involute HBG is that the gears can be made by the same mechanical units 
and with the same precision as the conventional spur gears. Therefore, the HBG can be used in any precise heavy 
loaded transmissions. 
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Abstract 

Around the world the issue related to municipal solid waste (MSW) management ranks second in urban economy system. For the 
most part the actual researches deal with the improvement of MSW recycling, neutralization, utilization and burying processes. 
The garbage trucks are initial unit in a processing chain of MSW utilization. As to the garbage trucks operation management 
issues the researches are carried out on the enhancement of designs, maintenance and repair system, models and methods of work 
route schedules development. The free oscillations of the vehicle frame are not taken into account in the fundamentals of garbage 
trucks engineering design.  
As part of the fulfilled research the process modeling of side mechanized loading of solid waste in the garbage truck body, taking 
into account the vehicle frame free oscillations, is carried out. As result the constructive and connecting sizes of a new grip 
design to ensure minimum stresses and moments generation in «grip-container-grip» system are determined. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: garbage truck; manipulator; grip; load; moment; modeling; parameters optimization 

1. Introduction 

The problem of municipal solid waste (MSW) management is a priority worldwide, ranking second in the urban 
economy taking into account costs and investments after the water and canalization sector [1]. In order to protect the 
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natural environment, air and water resources the researches are carried out in the world and domestic practice in the 
field of ecology, economics, engineering and technology of MSW management [2-12]. The special mobile units, 
named garbage trucks are initial unit in the process chain of solid waste disposal. The garbage trucks with 
mechanized body side-loading are the most widely used [13]. The garbage trucks operating efficiency depends on 
the organization and improvement of the three main processes: collection and disposal of MSW, as well as 
maintenance and repair (M&R) of garbage truck [14]. The M&R system is being improved in the direction of 
periodicity technical impacts optimization taking into account the technical reliability indices and operating 
conditions by the criterion of minimum unit costs for maintaining and restoring a state of serviceability [15]. The 
researchers are conducted to enhance models and methods for developing route schedules garbage trucks with a 
view to optimize the process of MSW disposal [16-18]. As concerns the MSW collection, the researchers are aimed 
at improving garbage trucks and grippers designs [19-24]. 

2. Methods 

At present, the engineering design fundamentals of machines for MSW collection and disposal are based on the 
known positions of theoretical mechanics, theory of strength of materials, theory of mechanisms and machines, and 
theory of vehicles. The current method for calculating manipulator includes characterization of estimated positions, 
kinematic and dynamic analysis of system and strength design calculation [25]. The process of MSW collection 
(loading process of containers in truck body), despite the outrigger availability, is oscillatory type, related to the base 
vehicle sprung mass. This gives rise to generation of loads of dynamic nature in the manipulator structure elements 
and the grip, and peak values significantly higher than the estimated, which are currently determined, without 
considering vehicle frame free oscillations [26]. 

For the purpose of description and accounting of truck oscillations in operating mode the design scheme, the 
differential equations of oscillations of vehicle frame and manipulator with container using the Lagrange's equations 
of the second kind are composed; the dependence of vehicle frame’s oscillation angle in one operational cycle of 
manipulator is obtained. In order to determine the amplitude-frequency characteristics the equation of manipulator 
oscillations taking into account vehicle frame oscillations in one operational cycle is developed and the dependence 
of changes in lifting angle of manipulator in one operational cycle under different loading of body is obtained [27]. 

The researches on garbage trucks reliability [28] have shown that a substantial proportion of attached implements 
refusals ( 50%) can be accounted for steel structures and hydraulic system, of which about 80% accrue to the boom, 
manipulator grip and their drive. 

In order to reduce the acting efforts in the grip structural elements, as well as improve its work reliability and 
prevent deformation of container walls a grip construction is developed [29, 30], which provides picking up under 
the container bottom. 

For determining the loads generated in the grip elements of new design the calculation models are developed 
(Fig. 1), the equilibrium equations in the «grip-container-grip» system (1, 2) are composed  and modeling of efforts 
in the grip structural elements in one operational cycle of manipulator as a function of the angle of oscillation of the 
vehicle frame is carried out. The results modeling show that when using the proposed grip design the loads 
occurring in  «grip-container-grip» system diminish in different phases of manipulator operation cycle from 1,2 to 
5,5 times in comparison with the serial grip. Maximum loads occur on hydraulic cylinder rods, which increase when 
rising container weight. The garbage weight change does not affect the value and amplitude of loads, but their 
frequency response varies only [27]. 
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Fig. 1. (a) calculation models of forces in «grip-container-grip» system on the side of grip to container; (b) calculation models of forces in «grip-

container-grip» system on the side of container to grip 
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where Nx, Ny – normal pressure on container wall and bottom, respectively, H; P – container weight, H;  – 
manipulator lifting angle, rad; B – container width, m; d – pick-up length at container bottom, m; N  – height of 
center of container masses, m; H – container height, m; L – length of grip plate plunged into in a container, m; T1 – 
effort at hydraulic cylinder rod of clamp, H; T2 – effort at control hydraulic cylinder rod, H;  – inclination angle of 
control hydraulic cylinder to Y axis, rad;  – angle between the axes of hydraulic cylinders, rad; e – distance from 
top edge of container to attachment point of hydraulic cylinders rods, m. 

3. Results 

The «grip-container-grip» system reliability is not influenced primarily by loads acting in it, but by torque 
moments. The moment values depend on constructional and mounting dimensions. Considering the H and B 
container sizes as known, let «e» linear dimension be defined from moment equation of the system (2). 

2 c
Be ctg H H

 
 (3) 
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In case of constant sizes of a container «e» value is a function of lifting angle of manipulator in one operational 
cycle. Modeling of «e» parameter under complete garbage truck load shows that according to equilibrium condition 
of moments many values cannot be realized because they exceed container dimensions for height (Fig. 2,a). After 
2,5 seconds of work «e» parameter takes on a value, which corresponds to the level of container bottom. At the end 
of cycle «e» value is reduced to a value corresponding to height of center of gravity of complete container (Fig. 2,b). 
It should be noted that on a section from H to H  «e» values for full and empty garbage trucks differ by less 
than 1%. 

 
Fig. 2. Distance from top edge of container to attachment point of hydraulic cylinders rods 

Modeling of torque moments in «container-grip» system can be carried out as a function of «e» value based on 
design constraints for maximum values of Nx and Ny, that corresponds to full container loading in full garbage truck 
(Fig. 3). Minimal moments values occur when the attachment point of hydraulic cylinders rods (O2) coincides with 
the application point of force Nx (O3), that is, 

( )/2e H L   (4) 

 

Fig. 3. Torque moment  in «container-grip» system 

In this case, the torque moment in the system only occurs under the effect of force Ny. With decreasing «e» value 
the moments are increased and its rise causes in addition the moment to change direction of action during 
operational cycle. 

The «e» value does not only affect the torque values. The angles of inclination of hydraulic cylinders   and  to 
the axis Y depend from it. These angles determine the effort values on their rods. The increasing of «e» value leads 
to a decrease of the angles  and , at that, the efforts on rods of hydraulic cylinders T1 (Fig. 4,a) and T2 (Fig. 4,b) 
are increased. 
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Fig. 4. Efforts at grip hydraulic cylinders 

With a view to ensuring in the system «container-grip» the effects of minimum moments and minimum stresses 
on rods of hydraulic cylinders «e» values must be different when other factors being equal. This condition cannot be 
satisfied because the attachment point of hydraulic cylinders rods (O2) cannot structurally change its position during 
operation. In observance of the conditions of generation of minimum moments, as well as stresses it is necessary to 
make changes to the layout scheme of grip so that the attachment point of rods of hydraulic cylinders (O2) has the 
same height as the attachment point of force Nx (O3); in addition, it is required to shift the attachment points of 
casing shells of hydraulic cylinders O4 and O5 in the direction of increasing angles  and . 

The generation of moments in «container-grip» system is influenced by «e» value, as well as by length of the 
pick-up under the container bottom d. The modeling results (Fig. 3) are obtained on the assumption that d=B/2. 
Taking into account the condition (4), the equation of the moment becomes 

2y
dN   (5) 

The equation (5) shows that with the increase of d the growth of torque values will occur (Fig. 5,a). For ensuring 
minimum torque d value should be positive, tend to minimum, but should not be equal to 0, since in this case the 
grip design and calculation schemes of forces and moments change (as an example dmin = 0,05 m). 

The length of the pick-up under the bottom of the container d influences the moments generation not only in the 
«container-grip» system, but also in the «grip-container» system. The estimation of d value influence on generation 
of a moment bending the container wall can be done by means of the moment equilibrium equation of the system 
(1). The modeling results show that in the «grip-container» system the growth of a moment occurs when reducing d 
value (Fig. 5,b). In this respect, for the range of d value variation, except dmax, the torque changes the direction of its 
action during operating cycle of manipulator. 
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Fig. 5. Torque moments in the «grip-container-grip» system 

 

Fig. 6. Sum of moments in the «grip-container-grip» system 

The «grip-container-grip» system is influenced by two moments: M 1 and M 2  that during operating cycle of a 
manipulator can either counterbalance or amplify the effect of each other (Fig. 6). At dmax both moments are in 
effect in the same direction, amplify the effect of each other and in the system the maximum total moment occurs. 
At dmin at the end of operating cycle of manipulator the system has a minimum total moment, but in the beginning of 
a cycle its value is close to the maximum, while during the operating cycle the change in the direction of its action 
occurs. The d=B/2 value is optimal in terms of generation of the total moment, which does not change direction of 
its effect and takes minimum values for the most part of operating cycle in this case. 
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Automation level of design decisions support  for machines components pre-production does not exactly meet today’s 
requirements. Today pre-production in general is characterized by low level of formalization of relationships and connections, 
forming in it. Formal quantitative evaluations, allowing effective evaluation and implementation of portability (similarity) of 
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between quantitative estimations of the structural and technological similarity of the compared components. Document includes 
proved applications for evaluating design decisions similarity when preparing production: directional forming groups of 
technologically similar components; evaluation of production system technological potential and of possibility of effective 
producing of specified nomenclature components in such system; designing technical (technological) complexes for producing 
machines components. 
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1. Introduction 

Machines structures complication, operating quality requirements growth, rugged competition on the market of 
machines demand severe reduction of producing-and-technological parts of their service life under increasing quality 
of taken and implemented structural and technological design decisions [1,2]. In is not possible without using 
Decision Support Systems [3]. 

Modern decision support systems for machines producing are far from perfection and perform only informational 
functions [4]. Creating full systems of the mechanical facilities preparation intellectual support is work for the 
future. It is reasoned by insufficiently developed methodological base of decisions forming during pre-production 
and its implementing and by specialty of used technological knowledge and rules. Problem of technological 
designing objects structures synthesis automation is not solved [5, 6]. Technological designing automation systems 
are systems only of operational level. Existing methods of classification and simulating subjects of production 
process, for example, components, have critical weaknesses. 

Today machines pre-production is characterized by low level of formalization of relationships and connections, 
forming in it. There are no quantitative evaluations, allowing objective evaluation and implementation of portability 
(similarity) of design decisions. Structural and technological decisions relationships are not studied enough. Lack of 
these relationships quantitative evaluations, for example, has lead to low efficiency of implementing cluster analysis 
[7] in forming groups of technologically similar goods (components). All mentioned above demonstrates actuality of 
research, aimed on revealing and using for pre-production efficiency the upgrading of relations and quantitative 
formal estimations of the structural and technological design decisions similarity. 

2. Formalization and comparison of structural decisions 

Decision is considered as structural when its full implementation in production and technological cycle leads to 
producing physical (material) object, corresponding with its producing purpose. It is considered as dominating 
design decision for machines pre-production, not depending of the good life circle structure – consecutive [2] or 
changed according to the concurrent engineering method [8, 9]. Formed structural decision is implemented in the 
form of the production subject, for example, (hereinafter) component, model, usually imported from the CAD 
system. Model is the information source for forming following design decisions. But usually model, received from 
CAD, contains redundant information and of a little use for technological pre-production automation. It is necessary 
to reasonably decrease dimension description for component as production subject. Component model 
decomposition to complexes of surfaces, united by forms forming technologies similarity [10] solves this task quite 
well. 

Technological complex (T-complex) – system of different type surfaces that can be processed jointly during 
continuous moving of the tool according to set path, or can be processed by set of successively used tools when 
implementing elementary complex processing route. Each complex is assigned with finite class of technological 
methods, which, depending of supposed production conditions and quality requirements, can be used separately or 
jointly as operations for producing surfaces, forming the T-complex. 

Each T-complex is characterized by classes of: 

Types of surfaces, forming the complex. 
Technological parameters (production or operational quality parameters) of the surfaces, forming it. 
External parameters, assuring connecting this complex with other complexes. 

Component model (D) is presented as: 

, TKD TK G ,          (1) 

where { } – class of identifiers of the pointed T-complexes, determining component model content; G  – network 
of relations for the T-complexes, included into component model and determining component structure. T-complexes 
catalogue and components models decomposing rules were worked out [10]. In case there are no means of 
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automated T-complexes generating in the component model, subjective decomposition is possible. Performed studies 
have proved low influence of the decomposition subjectivity on content of design decisions, taken on the basis of 
such decomposition [11]. 

Quantitative evaluation of components DB  and DC models similarity is possible under following compatibility 
conditions, indicated below: 

Identity of functions, performed by compared components in assembly units (machines). 
Compared components belonging to one range of overall dimensions and dimensions of functional (operating) 
surfaces. 
Belonging to one class per adopted classifier. 
Similarity of material groups and its main features (technological and operational). 
Similarity of main production and operational quality parameters. 

Independent evaluations of components DB and DC models similarity can be obtained: 

) by content of T-complexes, forming the models (SB,C)K
TK; 

b) by T-complexes relations structure in components models (SBC)K
G. 

Both evaluations quantitatively can be determined by following formulae: 

*
,

2
B C K

mS
b c

,           (2) 

Where (SB,C)K
* – value of chosen evaluation (SB,C)K

TK or (SBC)K
G of components DB and DC models structural 

similarity. For evaluation (SB,C)K
TK: m – quantity of identical T-complexes in components DB and DC models; b and c 

– quantity of T-complexes in components DB and DC models accordingly. For chosen evaluation(SBC)K
G: m – 

quantity of identical T-complexes relations in components DB and DC models; b and c – quantity of relations in 
components DB and DC compared networks, accordingly.  

In G  relations networks, used for evaluation of compared components structural similarity, components 
processed surfaces T-complexes are considered as nodes, and T-complexes conditionally shown relations – as ribs. 
There is no intent to show components spatial structure, but only obvious relations (contacts) of T-complexes. We 
have worked out system of rules, allowing well-defined generating networks of T-complexes relations even for 
complex components without symmetry axis [13]. 

There are quantitative relations between structural similarity evaluations. They are determined by compared 
components classes. In particular, for compared general purpose hydro cylinders components, being rotary bodies: 

*,* *,*0,75...0,83
G TK

K K
S S ,         (3) 

with relative error not more than 10 % [13]. Structural similarity evaluations values are within 0 ..... 1 range. When 
in (2) b>c, maximum value of any DB and DC components models structural similarity evaluation is equal to 

*
,

2
A B K

mS
b c

.          (4) 

The larger evaluation value is, the higher structural decisions similarity is. 

3. Formalization and comparing technological decisions 

Any decision, implemented during pre-production or production, related to determining or changing production 
subject condition and aimed on assuring production release, is considered technological. Technological object of 
appropriate functional class (EQUIPMENT, TECHNOLOGICAL METHOD, TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS, 
TOOL, etc.) is always the object of the technological decision. 
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Each object of technological decision can be presented in predicate form [14]: 

0 1 2, , , ..., , ...,ij SR A A A A A ,        (5) 

where R – predicate word, determining functional class of the object; 0 – identifier of the object copy (main 
attribute); 1,…, S – object attributes; {Aij} – class of the uniform object attributes. Predicate of the indicated 
structure determines specific copy (B) of class R object in case attributes specific values are determined, and they 
correspond with values for determined object copy: 

0 1 2, , , ..., , ...,
BB B B B

ij SB R a a a a a ,         (6) 
where a0

B, a1
B,…,{a4

B},…,as
B – object B attributes values. 

Two objects (B) and (C) of one functional class (R) are identical, if: 
0 0 1 1 2 2; ; ; ...;

; ...; .

B C B C B C

B C B C
ij ij S S

a a a a a a

a a a a
        (7) 

In case even one identity law (from indicated) is not fulfilled, objects are not identical. Non-identical objects of 
one functional class can be similar [15]. 

Objects B and C of same functional class are similar per metric (actual or integral-valued) attribute i, if 

B C
i i ia a d ,           (8) 

where di – remote function value (actual or integral figure). 
In case object B and C are presented only by metric attributes, than their similarity evaluation: 

B,C
B,C

p
S

n
,             (9) 

where B,C – quantity of attributes of objects, for which similarity condition is generated; n – object attributes general 
quantity (n=b=c). 

Objects B and C of same functional class (R) are similar per symbol attribute i, if 

B C
i ia a .             (10)

In case of same quantity of attributes, similarity evaluation is determined per (8). 
Actual technological objects are presented by metric and symbol attributes. Attributes quantity in compared 

objects can be different (b ). 
Objects B and C similarity evaluation is determined per (2), where b and c – attributes quantity, accordingly, for 

objects B and C; m – quantity of attributes pairs for compared objects, for which similarity conditions (7) and (8) are 
met. Generally b . Presented evaluation takes into account only list of technological objects attributes. Their 
structure (relations of their elements) is not considered. 

Depending of functional class of the decision object and performed technological task, determined technological 
objects can be considered as unstructured or as structured. 

Unstructured technological objects don't have internal structure and are presented by lists of attributes. Their 
composition similarity evaluation is determined per (2). Only same-name or uniform attributes can be compared. 

Following can be determined for structured technological objects: 

composition similarity evaluation (SB,C
C); 

structure similarity evaluation (SB,C
CT). 

Composition similarity evaluation is determined same as above. When evaluating structure similarity you should 
take into account not only parameters (features, values) of the element, but also its location (relations) in the object 
as a system. 
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In general 

, ,0.65...0.8
CT C

B C B CT T
S S .        (11) 

When solving practical tasks it is more reasonable to use composition similarity evaluations (as more simple to 
determine). 

Example: Compared technological objects – routing technological processes ob B and C components 
manufacturing, presented by technological operations sequences. 

Process B: 

Milling-centering 
Turning-screw-cutting 
Turning-screw-cutting 
Turning with CNC 
Turning with CNC 
Turning with CNC 
Turning with CNC 
Vertical-milling 
Vertical-milling 
Turning-screw-cutting 
Turning-screw-cutting 
Round-grinding 
Round-grinding 

Process C: 

Turning-screw-cutting 
Turning-screw-cutting 
Horizontal-milling 
Vertical-drilling 
Splined-milling 
Turning with CNC 
Turning with CNC 
Round-grinding 
Round-grinding 

Composition similarity evaluation: 

,
2 7 0.63.

13 9
C

B C T
S          (12) 

evaluation of structure similarity (process C was taken for comparison as basic structure): 

,
2 5 0.45

13 9
C

B C T
S .         (13) 

Composition and structure similarity evaluation can be determined for any technological objects under 
corresponding levels of presenting them as systems. 
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4. Relations and implementing of design decisions similarity evaluations 

It was experimentally revealed presence of stable relations between quantitative evaluations of structural and 
technological similarity, linearly approximated according to least spreads method with relative error not more than 
10 % for components of one group [13]. In particular. for main components of hydro cylinders: 

pistons: 

*,* *,*0.169 0.83
C TK

T K
S S ;         (14)

rear covers: 

*,* *,*0.509 0.347
C TK

T K
S S ;         (15)

stems: 

*,* *,*0.054 0.849
C TK

T K
S S          (16)

front covers: 

*,* *,*0.436 0.587
C TK

T K
S S .         (17)

In (14)…(17) (S*,*)T
C means evaluation of composition similarity for routed technological processes of producing 

any two components of this group; (S*,*)T
TK  means evaluation of structural similarity of T-complexes composition 

for same components. Dependences (14) ... (17) allow predict supposed values of evaluations for technological 
similarity of specified component and component being supposed analogue. At allows automation of searching 
analogue technological processes, requiring minimum adjustments when converting into unit processes of 
manufacturing specified components [13], [16].   

Quantitative evaluations of similarity of compared components structures or manufacturing them technological 
processes are measures of similarity of such processes and have numeral approved practical applications, facilitating 
upgrade of machines components pre-production: 

Directional forming groups of technologically similar components [17, 18]. Similarity evaluation is the value of a 
function of components membership in one group. 
Evaluation of production system technological potential  and of possibility of effective producing of specified 
nomenclature components in such system. [19]. 
Designing technical (technological) complexes for producing machines components [20]. 

Discussed information forms part of an original theory of taking design decisions [21], being the basis of the 
similarly-named course of study. 

5. Conclusions 

Automation level of design decisions support  for machines components pre-production does not meet today’s 
requirements. Research in the field of relations and possibilities of using quantitative, formally determined 
evaluations of structural and technological design decisions similarity during pre-production is quite actual. 
Using formally determined (according to suggested approach) evaluations of structural and technological design 
decisions similarity leads to increasing pre-production effectiveness by means of: directional search of closest 
analogue processes, objective forming of technologically similar components groups, and objective evaluating 
technological possibilities of the production system. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with the advantages and disadvantages of cable backhoe excavators in comparison with the hydraulic ones. It 
was stated that the main cause of the slow performance of rope excavators was a rigid attachment of the bucket to the handle. The 
authors of the article conduct the synthesis of the structure of rotation mechanism of the bucket, which does not require additional 
drive. The authors also developed the design of cable excavator bucket rotation mechanism where the bucket rotation is carried 
out with the help of additional kinematic connection of variable length between the bucket and the handle or the bucket and the 
boom and implementing the internal forces due to the mutual arrangement of the boom and the arm. The authors consider the 
trajectory of the working process, where the rotation of the handle   is carried out relative to the boom while turning the bucket 
relative to the handle. The parameters of the mechanism influencing the position of the bucket during the digging relative to the 
horizon are stated. The authors report the algorithm of search optimization of rotation mechanism geometrical parameters 
providing the required law of the bucket rotation with the given constraints. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: cable excavator, structural synthesis, the rotation mechanism of  the bucket.  

INTRODUCTION
Increased productivity of universal shovels is among the most important areas to increase the production efficiency 
of earthworks in the construction process of the structures for various purposes. Excavators with cable suspension of 
working equipment with their reliability, ease of maintenance, without sophisticated repair facilities, and low price 
for both the excavators and spare parts are also very popular among the shovels with the backhoe as a working 
equipment [1]. Thus cable excavators have significant advantages over the hydraulic ones working with abrasive 
formations and under extreme temperature conditions, proved by their exploitation experience [2, 3]. The main 
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disadvantage of cable excavators equipped with backhoe is the decrease of performance due to the loss of soil in 
different parts of the working trajectory. The existence of such losses is due to the rigid mounting of the bucket to 
the handle. Despite the well-known attempts to eliminate this disadvantage by introducing the additional kinematic 
units [4], the task of ensuring the possibility of rotation relative to the handle of the bucket has not found a final 
decision, however, the very hypothesis of a possible control while turning the handle of the bucket by means of 
more rigid rod connecting the bucket and the boom is promising and needs further study. 
Estimation of competitiveness of different types of shovels is based on arguments ultimately influencing on 
minimization of the costs. Thus, the arguments, directly connected with the performance, are considered to be 
defining. [5] Consequently, the preservation of the total amount of soil in the areas out of the slaughter and 
unloading increases efficiency and, consequently, the competitiveness of cable excavators with the backhoe working 
body. In this case, the source of innovation in the modernization process is to develop a scheme of additional 
manipulation of the bucket (including adaptation trajectory of the backhoe to external conditions both  at the loading  
and the uploading site). 
Since all single-cable excavators have a common structural scheme of backhoe working equipment, then further 
analysis of working processes will be carried out on the example of the most common in-class excavator O-4112 
with a bucket capacity of 0.65 m3. The analysis showed that at an acceptable cycle of operation equals to 18 sec., 
the actual operational efficiency due to the pouring out of 30% of the soil from the bucket back to the mine face is 
considerably lower than technical. This is due to the inability of the existing structure to ensure the rational position 
of the bucket relative to the horizon in all sections of the working trajectory. 
 
Main text  

The aim of the study is to substantiate and develop the structure and design of non-power mechanism providing the 
rotation of the bucket relative to the handle. 
The structure of the rotation mechanism of the bucket, in accordance with [6], is understood as a set of elements and 
relations between them, i.e., a collection of links and mobile connections. In this case, the geometric structure of 
rotation mechanism can be described by the shape and size of its units, their location and hinge connection between 
them. 
As a result of studying the structure of linkages it was established that the solution to the problem of the bucket 
rotation is possible through the use of intense loops. These mechanisms are widely presented in [6]. Further studies 
[7, 8] will allow solving the problem of redistribution of power factor in parallel links of mechanisms and machines, 
and loading the circuits in the various modes. 
In [9], the authors describe a method of conceptual design of excavators working bodies on the basis of which they 
developed a structural scheme of the mechanism of rotation of the cable excavator bucket (Fig. 1), which is 
protected by the patent of the Russian Federation. [10] 
A distinctive feature of the proposed structure of the rotation mechanism is alternating the use of additional 
kinematic connection (in the form of cylinders) of the bucket to the handle or the bucket to a boom that allows to 
realize the forces occurring in a closed loop boom, arm, bucket and additional cylinders to rotate the bucket relative 
to the handle. The presence of the structure units (cylinders) of variable length in each individual period of the cycle 
of operation causes the variable structure of the mechanism, the operation of which is possible only when 
incorporated into the structure of one of two additional bonds, while the other, excessive in this case is turned off. 
The units of variable length must provide intermediate fixation on the length defined by an external control. Such 
link has no fundamental significance in terms of its kinematic design. It can be various devices. For this particular 
study the choice of hydraulic cylinders (without drive) is due to a set of indicators such as minimum cost, 
availability of standard equipment, ease of operation, positioning accuracy, ability to control and measurement of 
process parameters. 
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Fig.1. The scheme of the bucket rotation mechanism 

The proposed mechanism of the bucket rotation consists of two adjacent four-member mechanisms: 1 2  and 
2 DE supplemented with the member KH, where the role of the fixed member for the first mechanism 1 2 

(member 4) is played by the boom, and the leading element is handle 1 (member 1 2). Member 1 is rotated with an 
angular velocity 1 by pulling cable12 wound on the main winch drum driven by a motor ( ). The fixed member 

2 DE for the second mechanism is a handle (member 8), and the leading is member 5 ( 2 ) which is an extension 
of member 2 ( 2B) of first mechanism 1 2. Members AB and KH in this mechanism are members (hydraulic 
cylinders without drive) of variable length, that under the control of taps K1 and K2 are able to: - fix the length of 
the corresponding member when the tap is closed and declutch the member from the structure as a redundant one 
when it’s opened. 
The process of digging with cable excavators with rotating bucket is characterized by a certain order; each stage of 
the work is completed by an event that initiates the transition. Transition is the transfer of control from one state of 
activity to another. Fig. 2 is a diagram of activities of the working body. Decomposition of the state of activity is 
carried out by the swimming paths that divide the diagram into vertical zones, each of which represents a zone of 
responsibility of the corresponding equipment. The line of synchronization is used for the description of parallel 
processes. Diagram of activities can be the basis for the creation of a control system that can adapt the work process 
to the specific conditions, providing the trajectory of the bucket with the maximum preservation of the soil in the 
bucket. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Activity diagram of the working body 
Obviously, the efficiency and effectiveness of the mechanism in the proposed scheme depends on a combination of 
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rational design (geometric) parameters of two adjacent four-member mechanisms. To determine them we need 
analytical parameters of the bucket rotation mechanism in a function of the angle of handle rotation (the leading 
member 1), which are derived from the kinematic analysis in [11]. 
For brevity, let’s specify the length of the members as the following:  
O1O2 =l1; O2B =l2; AB =l3; AO1 =l4; O2C =l5; CD =l6; ED =l7; EO2 =l8; EH =l9; HK =l10; EF =l12; O1F = l13; O1E 
= l14; ES =l15. 
The length of eight members forming a steering gear (l1…l8) appears for the optimized parameters. Restrictions for 
parameters are determined firstly by the definite (for the particular cable excavator) sizes of boom, arm, bucket, and 
secondly - the sizes, providing the strength for hinge joints themselves. In this case, the task of finding a rational 
parameters is formulated as a problem of multiparametric constrained optimization and mathematically can be 
described by the expression [12] 

  (1), 
where - vector of controlled (optimized) parameters with imposed restrictions ; and . (2) 
Analytical dependence obtained in [11] does not establish a direct link between controlled parameters and objective 
function (1) and constraints (2), making it difficult to determine the point of extremum. Search optimization should 
be applied in such a situation, its essence is [12] that the evaluation of the point of extremum in the range of 
control parameters is carried out in successive steps, leading from the starting point  through some intermediate 
point showing  in a given  - neighborhood of the point of extremum . The transition from point to point 

is one of successive steps (iterations) for calculating the values of output parameters. 
After finding the set of significant solutions that conditionally characterize Pareto set we should select the final 
version. This latter procedure is usually performed by the decision-makers on the basis of their own experience and 
informal analysis. 
Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of a search parameter optimization of bucket rotation mechanism. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. ontrol-flow chart of search optimization 

The search of parameter values lying in the specified limits is realized in the cycle .. The calculation of optimality 
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The cycle of the point of extremum calculation is carried out  in all the tolerance range with the step . Upon 
reaching the extreme value of the criteria, the parameter value of the point of extremum is stored. 
With the regard to the type of excavator O 4112 the range of restrictions on the amount of members in the rotation 
mechanism according to the diagram in Figure 1 is identified with specific dimensions: - Boom (the distance from 
the axis of the handle attachment to the diverting pulley traction rope); - Handle (the distance from the axis of its 
attachment to the boom to bucket hinge); - Bucket (the length of the upper wall, the distance from the hinge to the 
front edge). In this case the rotation mechanism should provide the angle of the bucket rotation equal to 900 
( ) in the range of handle rotation angle of 90…450 and efforts in member l3 (cylinder C2) must not 
exceed five standard units, where the unit is the digging force applied to the front edge of the bucket. The latter 
condition corresponds to the average values of hydraulic excavators. 
Digging force is determined by the well-known formula  of Dombrovsky N.G. [13] taking into account the  special 
aspects in the process of digging with the cable excavators with rotating bucket. [14]  
As a result of calculations with the help of the above mentioned algorithm, the values of rational parameters of the 
rotation mechanism of the bucket are determined. The lengths of the links that define the point of 
attachment of link l10 (hydraulic cylinder) are selected constructively. 
In accordance with the results of the research a special experimental setup of the working body has been designed to 
verify that the proposed structure of the rotation mechanism of cable excavator bucket is functional. Experiments 
were carried out in a specialized room of the department of "Handling, construction and road machines" in South-
Russia State Polytechnical University (NPI. Main geometrical parameters of the experimental setup of the working 
body are corresponding parameters of the cable excavator EO-4112 in a ratio of 1:7. The conducted experimental 
studies confirmed its performance and high efficiency in terms of the bucket rotation and maintaining weight load in 
the bucket when lifting from the bottom. 
Conclusion 
The performed synthesis of structure and a series of experiments on the mathematical and physical models prove the 
performance and efficiency of the developed non-power control system of turning the rope excavator bucket. 
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Abstract 

The investigation of a doubly fed induction motor in electric drives of pumping stations is conducted in this paper. The effect of 
non-sinusoidal rotor supply is considered in the analysis as well. The current total harmonic distortion (THD) is evaluated with 
respect to the selected voltage modulation in a thyristor frequency converter (TFC) as well as on motor duty cycle. A novel 
method of reactive power regulation with constant rotor current I2=I2 =constant is proposed. It is shown that the proposed method 
considerably improves motor performance in the whole operation range. The proposed analytical method is verified with 
laboratory measurements. 
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1. Intoduction 

An uninterrupted water supply is often required for efficient and continuous work of many industrial processes. 
Many industries, such as metallurgical and metalworking plants, are also one of the major consumers of water. The 
pumping stations used for supplying water to the plants are energy-demanding and thus by improving their 
performance, a more efficient operation of the entire plant can be achieved. 

The today’s electric drives in pumping stations employ squirrel cage induction motors. Further, in the vast 
majority of pumping stations, the motors operate at constant speed. The power and pressure are changed by 
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switching on and off the pumps or by adjusting the valves. These control methods are not desirable as far as the 
energy efficiency of the system is concerned [1].  

2. Problem description 

The conducted investigation showed that the speed of pumps normally varies in the range of 50-100% of its 
nominal value. For this speed range, the use of doubly fed induction motors (DFIM) can particularly be 
advantageous for improving the system efficiency. The DFIM is a type of induction motor with wound rotor whose 
stator terminals are directly connected to a 6/10 kV grid, while rotor is connected to the grid through a frequency 
converter. In the cascade regulation, only the slip power, proportional to a DFIM slip and stator power, is being 
controlled. Furthermore, the inverter employed in the system operates at low voltages, i.e. below 1000 V. This can 
applied in electric drives with nearly any power rating without increasing complexity of the inverter topology. 

Additionally, by controlling the reactive power flow through stator, the high efficiency of an entire system can 
be achieved. Due the mentioned reasons, these types of systems applied in pumps are particularly beneficial as 
compared to the frequency control of squirrel cage induction motors 

Fig.1 depicts an electric circuit of a centrifugal pump connected to grid. The stator winding of the DFIM is 
directly connected to the grid, while rotor is connected though a rectifier (R), an inverter (Inv), and a step-down 
transformer (Tr). The step-down transformer is introduced in the system to adjust the high voltage of the grid 
(3.6, 10 kV) to the low-voltage supplied to the rotor winding. To smoothen the current waveform and improve 
operation of the inverter, an adjustable inductor AI is added between the inverter and rectifier sides of the frequency 
converter.  

 

 

Fig. 1. An electric circuit of a centrifugal pump connected to the grid. 

The rotor slip power is controlled by adjusting the back electromagnetic force (EMF) which is obtained by 
selecting an appropriate firing angle of thyristors . In such a way, in the studied centrifugal pump with doubly fed 
induction motor, the voltage is rectified by means of a rectifier R, the waveform is further smoothened with varying 
inductor AI and finally modulated back a 50 Hz AC. The slip power is fed back to the grid though a transformer Tr.  

Due to the applied signal modulation, the output inverter voltage contains high-order harmonics. The presence of 
these harmonics can lead to an increased copper and iron loss of motor as well as transformer. 

This can eventually lead to the unwanted overheating and can negatively affect the entire system efficiency. To 
make the voltages and currents more sinusoidal, different inverter topologies can be applied (e.g. with higher 
number of pulses), low-pass filters, and various methods of modulation. The total harmonic distortion (THD) of 
current and voltage waveforms should be obtained before selection of the modulation method. The most common 
duty cycle of a motor in the centrifugal pump is a continuous cycle with nearly constant load. Therefore, the 
conducted investigation covers only the steady state conditions of the motor and converter. 
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3. Result discussion 

The frequency, phase and voltage amplitude control can be realized in power converters employing fully-
controlled thyristors. Pulse width modulation (PWM) is one of the most common methods to control the output 
voltage. In this arrangement the switching function of the thyristors are modulated, rather than input voltage as in a 
typical PWM regulation [2]. To make distinction, this modulation method is referred to as PWMS. 

The Fourier transformation is applied to derive analytical expressions describing currents in DFIM. 
In [3] the output voltage U2 of the frequency converter with PWMS is defined as 
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where Up.  – peak voltage of U2;  – the number pulsation of the frequency converter; 1, 2 – input and output 
frequency on the frequency converter; 12 33/2 UKUr T  – depth of voltage regulation; K  – transformation 
ratio of a transformer. 

The amplitude of the first harmonic of the output voltage is defined as 
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Fig. 2 depicts the variation of the output voltage of the frequency converter with time. Further, the input voltage 
of the power converter can be represented as a vector in the synchronous coordinate system. The following is 
defined: 

 

 

Fig. 2. Output voltages in power converter in various modes of operation of a centrifugal pump. 
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Then the projections on the synchronous axes x, y of the voltage vector of U2 can be obtained as 
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As the power rating of the motors used in the pumping stations is usually quite high, the phase stator winding 
resistance can be neglected r 1 = 0. In (3), the projections of the current vector on synchronous axes is defined as: 
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where L2 – equivalent rotor inductance. 
The projection of the rotor current vector is defined as: 
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Inversed transformation of the derived equations gives the instantaneous values of the DFIM currents in the real 
coordinate systems. In Fig. 3 the stator and rotor currents of a DFIM employed in a centrifugal pump with power 
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frequency and PWM is shown (with slip S = 0,3 and depth of voltage regulation r = 0,95). The calculations are 
conducted for a 6-puls power converter. The electrical motor considered in the analysis is a doubly fed induction 
motor, which is based on an induction motor -13-59-94 rated  = 1200 kW, U = 3000 V, n1 = 1500 rpm. 

 

 

Fig .3. Stator (a) and rotor (b) currents of the DFIM when supplied though power converter  with PWM regulation. 

The harmonic content and the magnitudes of high-harmonic currents to large extent are decided by the slip, 
depth of regulation of the first harmonic voltage, or in other words, by the control parameters of the DFIM: voltage 
U2 and phase , which are supplying the rotor through frequency converter. Usually, the voltage vector U2 is lagging 
voltage U1 by angle . Then the voltage components can be defined as:  

 .sin;cos;0; 2222111 UUUUUUU yxyx
   (4) 

The conducted analysis has shown that the DFIM can normally be regulated by the following rules: 
- reactive power on the stator side is equal to zero Q1 = 0. The benefits of this method can be explain as 

following: as the slip frequency fS much smaller than the grid frequency f1, then for the same flux density the power 
needed on the rotor side much smaller as compared to the stator; 

- reactive power consumed on the rotor side is equal to zero Q2 =0. The most evident advantage of this method is 
that the frequency converter can be selected with the smallest rating possible; 

- minimizing the electromagnetic power losses in the system P = min. This method is achieved by controlling 
the reactive component of the rotor and stator currents. 

The values of U2 and , which corresponds to a given operation mode can be defined by solving equations for 
active and reactive components of the currents as well as the electromagnetic torque in DFIM. For example, to 
satisfy condition at which the stator reactive power is equal to zero Q1 = 0, the values U2 and  can be derived by 
solving the equation for the imaginary part of the stator current I1y (U2 , , s) = 0 with the electromagnetic torque 
defined according to [4]: 
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where  – pumping pressure head, which equals to the pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of the pipe; 0  -  
the pump head when the valve is closed Q = 0; Cn = 1 – 1/ 0 – coefficient; s – rotor slip; ( ,  ) – efficiency;  
– angular frequency of the pump in relative units. 

By solving these two equations together, the values U2 and , which satisfy the requirements in terms of pressure 
head and reactive power Q1 can be found. 

In DFIM, for the same flux density the power from rotor side is needed much smaller as compared to the stator. 
Therefore, one more way to control reactive power that assures the highest system efficiency of the centrifugal 
pump for all duty cycles can be defined. This can be achieved by keeping the rotor current equal to its nominal 
value: I2 = I2  = constant. To achieve that the reactive rotor current I2y should satisfy the following condition for 
whole frequencies 

        
2
2

2
22 xy III ,                                               (6) 

where I2x – active component of the rotor current. 
The current THD is calculated for all operational frequencies in order to determine the influence that non-

sinusoidal output voltage of the frequency converter has on entire as shown in Fig. 4. The THD value K  in the 
frequency interval varies from 0,990 to 0,998, which is much smaller as compared to rectangular modulation of the 
output voltage of the frequency converter. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Stator current THD ( ) and rotor current THD (b) with PWM: 1 – Q1 = 0;  2 – Q2 = 0;  3 - P = min;  4 – I2 = I2 . 

Therefore, it is confirmed that for such a low current THD has a negligible effect on system efficiency. 
Due to interaction of the main magnetic flux of the machine with the fluxes created by the high-frequency 

components of the rotor current at PWM regulation, the torque ripple are produced. It is possible to obtain the torque 
ripple by considering only interaction of high-frequency components with the fundamental components. The results 
of conducted analysis are summarized in Fig. 5. 

The electromagnetic torque pulsations with PWM has a more advanced harmonic content, but their frequencies 
Pk 1 + (Pk ± 1) 2 are much higher as compared to the rectangular voltage modulation. The most significant 
harmonics with the 6-pulse frequency converter have frequency of 600 Hz, which are dumped by the motor inertia, 
even at no load. 

To confirm the obtained analytical expressions, the results have been confirmed with laboratory measurement. 
The measurement results are summarize in Fig. 6. The DFIM is made of an induction motor with wound rotor 

2-51-6 rated 4 kW, nominal speed 950 rpm, with a possibility for dual supply. The efficiency measurements 
are shown in Fig. 6. It can be observed that the difference between calculated and measured values does not exceed 
11%, which can suggest the obtained results for practical implementation. 
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Fig. 5. Pulsating electromagnetic torque in DFIM. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Efficiency: 1 – I2 = I2 = constant;  2 – P = min; 3 – Q1 = 0;( ____ analytical values; ----- experimental values). 

4. Conclusions 

 1. The more effective operation of centrifugal pumps can be achieved by replacing the outdated electrical 
motors with modern motors that have higher efficiency and which can regulate the head pressure of a pump by 
controlling their rotation speed. One of the potential motor technologies in centrifugal pumps can be considered the 
doubly fed induction motor (DFIM). 

2. The high harmonics of the rotor currents due to the operation of a frequency converter with fully-controlled 
thyristors have generally rather limited effect on motor efficiency and torque ripple. 

3. The highest system efficiency of the DFIM in the whole operation range of the centrifugal pump is achieved 
by keeping the rotor current constant and equal to its nominal value: I2 = I2  = constant. 
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Abstract 

The progress in the development of computing machinery and software leads to new opportunities in design and research of 
different hardware. One of the popular instruments for scientists and engineers is MATLAB/Simulink software package which 
allows not only making complex mathematical calculations but also various hardware simulations. Simulink library contains a 
wide spectrum of computer devices and modules models. However, the existing data bank content in some cases does not 
correspond with the software user requirements. The present paper describes the opportunities of MATLAB/Simulink resources 
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1. Introduction 

Digital control systems prevalence more and more in the World. At the same time, engineers and scientists 
develop and improve such aids of design and analysis as software support for mathematic modeling and 
computational analysis, high-level languages, software development as well as hardware-controlled capabilities of 
computing machinery. 

The usage of simulation approaches on the R&D stage of control system development enables not only the 
significant shortage of research, development and experiment expenses but reduces the development time. 

Today there are many software packages intended for simulation (MATLAB, Scilab, VISSIM) [1]. However, 
there is a lack of computation models and approaches that would simplify the research of features of the machinery 
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on the early stages of its development [2].  

2. Problem definition 

Research of the development process efficient improvement and development of complex object control systems 
with the help of mathematic modelling, numerical methods and software packages using the multipurpose controller 
as a sample [3,4]. The system model should support the programming with the high-level language to provide the 
transferability of control program on the target system. The widely distributed and well known by scientists and 
engineering organizations MATLAB/Simulink software package for mathematic computation from Mathworks 
Incorporation, is used as the instrument for research and development [5,6]. 

3. Theoretical base 

MATLAB solver is a component of the Simulink software solver. The Simulink buildup for the solver was 
developed by Mathworks Incorporation to simplify the modeling process of different systems. This product provides 
an extensive library of solvers, each of which determines the time of the next simulation step and applies numerical 
methods to make mathematic operations with different objects (numbers, vectors, matrices) as well as to solve the 
sets of ordinary differential equations that represent the model. In the process of solving this initial value problem, 
the solver also satisfies the accuracy requirements specified by operator. In addition, the Simulink library provides 
the big library of different device models with mathematic description documentation. However during the 
development of control system not only control object models are required, but also the model of controlling device 
which complexity varies from task to task which in turn generates a challenge of universal approach for the 
development of controlling device model. The building structures could be simplified significantly in this case and 
would not contain the long line of repetitive blocks [7, 8]. 

Operator may generate individual blocks and combine them in libraries for the further usage in Simulink. There 
are generally two approaches: graphical and programming. Graphical approach allows the building of the model 
from standard Simulink blocks for simulating the control system functions [9]. This approach is not universal [10-
12], as the transfer of the development results on the target control system requires time-consuming operations for 
adaptation of developing control device features to the results of computer model built. Programming approach is 
more universal due to the capability of building a computer model of the device, which is based on the features, and 
algorithms of control device operation [13, 14]. In turn the operation of this device should be supported by the 
software written on the high-level language suitable both for computer model control and target device. 

The task is to build a user block simulating the operation of control system in accordance with the built-in 
algorithm using the programming code of target system with microprocessor control 

Experimental procedure The S-Function block is provided by Simulink for capability of building the user block 
with different properties. This block should be supplied with the description of its operation and associated with the 
program written on the high-level language. The description of the operation of the block could be made on “C” 
language which will allow a simple transfer of this program on the target device. 

As a sample of building a computer model with the help of S-Function, we used a battery charger. The general 
view of the model is presented on Fig.1.  

The model contains the following main blocks: 
3 phase source – three phase electric energy source for charging device; 
3 phase load – block simulating the loading of electric grid and containing current and voltage sensors for each 

phase, and controlled resistors for loading simulation; 
Controller – block with the functions of battery charger controller, containing S-Function block communicating 

with control program on the high-level language; 
Battery array – the array of battery elements simulating the behaviour of a real battery and generating a signals 

carrying information about the battery status for charging controller; 
Scope – software-based oscilloscope for registering different signals during numerical experimental testing; 
Solver Configuration – block of numerical experiment parameter adjustment required for correct models 
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operation. 

Fig. 1. General view of the model. 

Thereby the base of controlling device is the «Controller» block receiving the measured system parameters from 
sensors and forming the control signals. The structure chart of this block is presented on Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Structure chart of control device. 

The structure chart of control device shows that the controlling device is based on the S-Function block built with 
the help of software written on the high-level language. 

MATLAB/Simulink software environment has the built-in file editor for editing the source text of the initial 
software without using the off-site programs. The editor window is presented on Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3. Program text editor window. 

The text of the program presents the C-code containing “C” language operators and functions as well as a 
callback-functions with macro commands communicating with Simulink data types and running the commands and 
functions of this package. The callback functions data are activated not by C-file itself but with Simulink 
environment. Macro commands of callback functions have a prefix “ss” and directed on the operation with the 
SimStruct structure containing all information used for modelling. These macro commands support the 
communicating of the program with the computer model during the numerical experimental testing. In addition to 
the callback functions C-file may contain the instructions activating the interface functions available in Matlab 
package. These operations are controlled by functions with “mex” prefix. 

4. Results and conclusions 

The usage of S-Function technology may help to build any required block which logic and operation algorithm is 
written on the high-level language. The part of code, describing the block operation, may be transferred on the target 
system, which simplifies the development of software of control system operating under microprocessor control.  

The proposed approach of S-Function block usage is being universal for building any block for computer model, 
without limitation of researcher or developer by the finite Simulink library block set. 

The given approach helps to increase the efficiency of the process of design and development the control systems 
of complex objects using the mathematic modelling, numerical methods and software packages.  

The practical result of the research is the computer model of the multi-functional battery-charging device 
intended for the virtual testing of control system parameters under different charging strategies and control 
algorithms. 

Research was supported in part by R.F. Ministry of Education under Grant 14.577.21.0154 dated of 28.11.2014 
(unique identifier is RFMEFI57714X0154).  
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Abstract 

The aspects of mass usage of 7-15 meters diameter wind turbines (WT) on 5-15 kW uninterrupted power supply in the 
continental region conditions at 3-10 m/s dominant wind speeds and 4-6 m/s average annual wind speed is discussed. A method 
of generating the desired power characteristics of WT, taking into account the differential chart of wind flow distribution and 
electric energy consumption structure is prposed. We have studied the control algorithms of frequency-controlled asynchronous 
generator wind turbine to provide the braking of rotor in the modes of partial loading, stabilizing the nominal power and full stop. 
The approach is illustrated by the analysis of combined mechanical characteristics of the wind turbine and the generator. We 
discuss the control system of a wind turbine with gain-frequency control of the generator and automatic distribution of generated 
power between the consumers of self-contained power grid and the static energy storage. We propose the methods of 
optimization for the generator operating modes based on the of three phase electromechanical converters generalized energy flow 
theory. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: wind turbine, self-contained power grid; uniterrupted power supply; asynchronous generator; algorithms gain-frequency control; 
electric energy balance control. 

1. Introduction 

The medium and large power modern wind turbines (WT) are being developed on high nominal wind speed 
V0N = 11…13 m/s, typical for the coastal regions [1…6]. However the continental part of Russia is limited by 
3…10 m/s dominant annual wind flow range in the most regions, and average annual wind speed doesn’t exceed 
4…6 m/s [7, 8]. Since the wind energy depends on the third wind speed degree, these WT cannot operate efficiently 
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everywhere. The mass application in Russia could be forecasted for autonomous WT with 7…15 meters diameter, 
generating N = 5…15 kW nominal power [7] on the areas of low wind speeds, providing uninterrupted power 
supply of consumers [9, 10] together with energy static storage (GB). Actually, the talk is about the back off to the 
wide usage of power devices with outline dimensions of wind-mills, but developed on principally new base for the 
small energy demands. 

Autonomous WTs have as a rule, limited abilities of getting and flattening the impulse energy flow. To support 
the grid power on nominal level, it’s necessary for WT parameters and control system to meet the requirements of 
providence the positive energy balance in accordance with the differential characteristics of local area wind flows as 
well as consumption structure. Let’s discuss the said problem in more details. 

2. Theory 

2.1. Desired Power Characteristic of Wind Turbine 

On Fig. 1 we showed a differential characteristic of wind flow, typical for earlier mentioned continental regions. 

 

Fig. 1. Characteristic of WT: a — differential characteristic of wind flow; b — desired power characteristics: P  — autonomous grid,  — 
wind turbine, GB — accumulating batteries; V0 , V0 , V0 , V0  — operating, average, root-mean-cube and cut off speeds. 

It could be determined experimentally in the place of estimated WT location with the help of wind speed sensor 
equipped by electronic clocks. The clock measure and accumulate the timing intervals i / , during which the 
wind speed is within the appropriate range V0i + Vi within the period of research  [11]. Differential characteristic 
helps to estimate objectively the season and annual distribution of wind flows and experimentally determine the 
operating, average, root-mean-cube and/or cut-off speed [12]. 

Let’s consider that the integral chart of electric energy consumption of some company during the research period 
T, contains the constant component P . This part of energy could be selected as a nominal for autonomous local 
grid of WT. The company should get the missing electric energy from backbone network grid. We predict that the 
energy generated by WT, would be less expensive and the payback period is acceptable. 

Power characteristic of WT (Fig. 1b) should meet the statistic distribution of local wind flows. Nominal speed of 
rotor V0  could be selected from the range V0  … V0 . Reduction of nominal speed relatively the operating one, may 
lead to significant increase of rotor diameter, and economically failing increase of capital and operating expenditure 
comparing with the battery price benefits. The tasks of providing the resource and protection of wind rotor (WR) to 
be solved in power stabilizing mode on  level and in-time cut off (stop of WR). The selection of cut off (storm) 
speed V0  should be justified by differential characteristic of wind flows. The power GB in calm area is provided by 
GB discharge. The charge should return back on wind speeds exceeding V0 . Energy balance of autonomous grid on 
partial loading modes (1-2) is provided by combined operation of WT and GB: W  = WGB + WWT. In nominal power 
stabilizing modes (2-3) the WT operates as a sole energy source: WWT = W  + WGB. In the modes (3-4) of short time 
storm wind speeds the electric supply of autonomous grid is provided by discharge of GB: W  = WGB. Accumulating 
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batteries shouldn’t be progressively discharged during the WT usage. Deficit of charge could be determined daily, 
weekly, monthly, depending on the type of GB and under the condition that battery state of charge will be recovered. 
The system of GB recharge should provide the automatic refilling of energy in backbone network grid failure 
situations. 

2.2. Mechanical Characteristics of Wind Rotors 

WT rotors are being described in most papers by aerodynamic characteristic in the form of dependences of 
relative rotating torque M  and power coefficient  on rotor tip speed ratio Z [13, 14]. Electromechanical energy 
converters are presented as a rule, by mechanical characteristics in the form of dependences of rotating or braking 
torque on angular velocity [15]. To comprehensively analyse the WT rotor it’s necessary to cast the characteristics 
of devices to the same base, for instance by re-calculating the aerodynamic characteristics of WR to mechanical 
characteristics of electric generator. The sample of such re-calculation based on aerodynamic characteristics data of 
four bladed WR [13], is presented in Fig. 2. 

Relative angular velocity of non-loaded WR when V0  = const, is taken as one. Under the load the velocity of WR 
will decrease and in critical mode ,M  the action of aerodynamic forces is qualitatively changing. Further 
braking of the WR causes the reduction of braking torque and WR stops ( 0M  — initial or starting torque). Power 
characteristic of WR has the demonstrable maximum, which could be a base for nominal power  determination. 
Relative angular velocity of WR in the mode of normal loading 0 5 0 6, ... ,  is closed to theoretical, equal 2/3. 

Let’s get back to the WT characteristics (see Fig. 1). The task of WT operation efficiency increase in mode (1-2) 
of low wind potential, can be solved by improvement of aerodynamic characteristics of WR and duty optimizing of 
generator power take off. The extremum on power characteristic of WR, causes the determined preconditions for 
generator control by criteria of maximum power take off. Characteristics of WR in low speed wind flow range, are 
shown in Fig. 3. 

  

Fig. 2. Dependence of angular velocity 0  and power 
P M  on torque M  of four bladed WR on V0  = const: 0,  — 

angular velocities in idling mode and loaded WR. 

Fig. 3. Dependence of WT relative power on torque M  on small 
wind speeds. 

The re-calculation of these values from nominal characteristic (V0 ) on another (V0i) was made in assumption that 
the power coefficient  is constant and the incoming flow is reducing in a cubic dependence on wind speed: 

3
0 0i iP V . Extremums of power characteristics allow determining the function of optimal control maxP f M . 

Information data base of generator control is enough to determine the electromagnetic torque by algorithmic method 
[16, 17], based on the control of energy conversions in electric machine. Using this approach we can avoid the 
application of expensive sensors of braking torque. The task would be even more simple if the control law would be 
presented in function as a dependence on rotor angular velocity: maxP f . The argument can be determined 
with the help of two sensors: wind speed V0 (V0~ 0) and rotor angular velocity . The main problem is stipulated in 
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this case by the dynamics of the control process. Instantaneous wind speed has impulse nature comparing with the 
inertia of rotor. Thus the information channel of the speed  should be filtered. 

If the wind speed exceeds the nominal, the power of rotor should be limited. The Stall (Stahl) method of control 
solves this task by profiling the stationary blades of rotor [18]. The exemplary mechanical characteristics with 
aerodynamic stabilizing, are shown in Fig. 4. 

When the wind speed increases V0i > V0 , the mechanical characteristics of rotor become more soft. And the 
coordinates of point  ( , M ) remain constant in general, in the wide range of wind flows. Extra stabilizing of 
duty point with the help of control system, allows decreasing the requirements for the accuracy of fabrication of 
blades. 

 
Fig. 4. Mechanical characteristics of rotor with aerodynamic stabilizing. 

To stop the rotor, it’s necessary to apply braking torque 0iM  to the rotor (see Fig. 4), not exceeding the nominal 
value. The task of rotor stop can be also solved by turning the electric machine into the motor reversible mode. 
Braking by generator allows the decreasing of requirements for the design of electromagnetic brake. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Joint Analysis of Duties of Rotor and Generator 

Let’s discuss the opportunity of usage of the braking modes of WR with the help of asynchronous generator (AA) 
with amplitude-frequency control. Let’s combine the mechanical characteristic of WR with analog characteristics of 
asynchronous electric machine of corresponding power, operating in braking mode. We would combine the 
characteristics by transferring the WR characteristic from the first quarter of coordinate map into the second one, 
which characterizes the operation of electric machines in generator mode (Fig. 5). The said analysis is qualitative, 
without analysing any specific parameters of WR or AA. 

 
Fig. 5. Combined characteristics of Wind Turbine: A1 – mode of partial loading, A2 – mode of stabilizing of nominal power, A3 – mode of stop. 
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In the modes of partial loading (A1) and stabilizing of nominal power (A2) the control of AA should be handled 
by software in accordance with the law of optimal power takeoff obtained experimentally or by modeling [19]. AA 
control system should have a corresponding technical means. 

To turn the rotor into the braking mode, it’s necessary to shortly increase the braking torque up to critical M  
and further smoothly decreasing the torque in accordance with the rotor angular velocity reduction [16]. The full 
stop with the help of electric machine in generator mode is impossible. It’s necessary to have an external source of 
braking torque generated by turning the AA into the generator mode (A3) [20]. The AA control system should 
contain the reversible converter of frequency with amplitude-frequency control in the low speed area. 

3.2. WT Control System 

The desired power characteristics of WT can be realized by control system (Fig. 6), containing the earlier marked 
basic components. 

 

Fig. 6. Functional chart of WT control system: 1 – wind turbine, 2 – asynchronous generator, 3 – controller, 4 – wind speed sensor, 5 – wind rotor 
sensor, 6 – reduction unit, 7 – measuring converters of phase currents and voltages, 8 – reversible frequency converter, 9 – converter, 10 – 

batteries (GB), 11 – external charging device (compensator of charge for GB), 12 – voltage autonomous inverter, I – self-contained power grid, II 
– central power grid. 

Controller keeps in memory the main parameters of power characteristics and function of control maxP f M  
or maxP f , obtained as the result of testing or modeling of wind rotor. Using the information about current 
wind speed V0 and angular velocity  of wind rotor, the controller controls the power of AA, adjusting it in 
accordance with the tabular Pmax. Reversible frequency converter based on the autonomous voltage inverter, should 
solve two tasks simultaneously during the control process: generate a synchronous frequency and amplitude of AA 
three-phase voltage [21]. 

Among the main tasks to be handled by controller, there is a function of support of positive energy balance of 
autonomous grid of WT. Converter is functionally connected with the controller, and should provide the automatic 
distribution of AA power between consumers of autonomous grid and accumulating battery module. Static energy 
storage compensates deficit of generator power in low speed modes. The recovery of energy balance of WT 
autonomous grid should be realized with the help of external charging device controlled by controller. 

Control of three phase electric machine in generator mode can be implemented by the known methods [22…24] 
of theory of alternating current drive. New opportunities in implementation of required AA braking modes would 
give out the control algorithms based on the theory of generalized energy flow of three phase electromechanical 
converters, in particular amplitude control of torque and energy efficient AA control under criteria of constant 
overloading ability. 

4.  Conclusion 

We discussed the aspects of mass usage of 7-15 meters diameter wind turbines (WT) on 5-15 kW uninterrupted 
power supply in conditions of continental regions with 3-5 m/s dominant wind flow range and 4-6 m/s average 
annual wind speed. We proposed the method of generating the desired WT power characteristic taking into account 
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a differential chart of wind flow distribution and electric energy consumption. We formulated the task of research of 
control algorithms for frequency controlled asynchronous generators WT, to provide the braking of wind rotor in 
modes of partial loading, nominal power stabilizing and full stop. The solution of the problem was illustrated by the 
analysis of combined mechanical characteristics of wind rotor and generator. We showed that the application of 
Stall method of aerodynamic stabilizing of rotor nominal power provides the ability of using the braking mode 
without increase of generator dimensions. We discussed the system of WT control with gain-frequency control of 
generator and automatic distribution of generated power between the consumers of local grid and the static energy 
storage. We proposed methods of optimizing the generator duties on the base of theory of generalized energy flow 
of three phase electromechanical converters. 
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Abstract 

One of the possible solutions leading to higher interference immunity and electromagnetic compatibility of control systems of 
power semiconductor converters (SC) due to the usage of integrating scanning conversion is given. Integrating adaptive 
synchronizing units, phase shifting devices and analog-digital converters, which are distinguished by a high interference 
immunity to the external interference signals, accuracy and ability to adapt to the changing parameters of mains voltage are 
considered. It has been shown that integrating scanning conversion in the base of construction of control systems of power 
semiconductor converters contributes to a high level of interference immunity and adaptation of SC to the inconsistent 
parameters of mains voltage in the stationary and autonomic-based power-supply systems, outgoing with this considerably the 
analogous indicators of the commercial power converters of home-made and imported production with the control systems 
constructed on the principle of momentary values sampling of information coordinate. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

The integral part of modern automatic control systems of electric drive and automatic control engineering are 
regulated semiconductor converters (SC) (regulated rectifiers, frequency converters, pulse-duration converters, 
regulators of AC voltage and so on), with the help of which modulating control of output coordinates of operating 
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units is carried out. However, in some cases the following factors interfere with the work of commercial SC: 

external interference in the channels of information transmission of control systems, induced directly by the 
power semiconductor converters themselves operating in discrete (pulse) mode [1, 2]; 
switching and pulse distortions of mains voltage [3, 4], appearing due to the changing character of operation of 
power devices, welding equipment and high-power relay-contactor devices in particular and also power SC and 
their interference with each other; 
instability of amplitude and frequency of mains voltage [4], which is more typical for semiconductor electric 
drives and process installations, the supply of which is realized from the limited power-supply systems. 

The factors specified above worsen the quality level of control process, switch to emergency-mode on 
technological objects and increase expenses on output products as a result. 

The reason of such situations is low interference immunity of the units of SC control systems, where 
synchronizing units (SU), phase-shifting units (PSU) and analog-digital converters (ADC) play a special role. 

This demands the necessity to construct devices and SC control systems having high interference immunity and 
ability to adapt their characteristics in the instable conditions of power-supply parameters. 

2. Theoretical studies 

Nowadays comparator synchronizing units have found great acceptance in SC control systems [5], which in most 
practical cases represent cascade application of a smoothing filter (F), for example, the aperiodic one of the first 
order and a relay element (RE) with switching thresholds symmetrical to the zero level ±b (fig. 1a). The drawback 
of such solution is obvious – when amplitude  nd/or frequency  of mains voltage is changed, the specified 
synchronization angle  is also significantly changed, that is proved by the space of static condition 

 (Fig. 2a). Here  – the rated fault of the synchronization angle  relative to the 
initial synchronization angle  while external disturbance is out, which is taken to be equal to -30 el. degrees; 

 ,  – the rated amplitude  and frequency  faults of mains voltage  
relative to their nominal values  and correspondingly;  – delay angle, implemented by the 
aperiodic filter F and is taken to be equal to -20 el. degrees. 
 

 

Fig. 1. (a-b) block diagram of comparator; (c-d) adaptive integrating synchronizing and phase-shifting units correspondingly. 
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It is worth noting that a comparator SU (Fig.1a) can adapt to the amplitude and frequency of mains voltage only 
in absence of a filter F at the input and a hysteresis loop by a RE, but at expense of considerable fall of interference 
immunity of a device, for example, to switching and pulse disturbance of mains voltage. 

For regulation of the control angle or time of on-state of power keys comparator phase-shifting units or pulse 
modulators [5], consisting of a sawtooth-voltage generator SVG, a summer  and a relay element RE (comparator) 
(Fig. 1b) are applied in the commercial SC. Their principle of operation is based on sampling of instantaneous 
values of a control signal, when the input signal  is directly compared with the sawtooth voltage  and 
formation of control response in the moment of their equality. 

Comparator PSU (Fig. 1b) and also the SU constructed on the same operating principal (Fig.1 a) are not able to 
adapt to frequency changes  of mains voltage (Fig. 2 b) as a result of deviation of the sawtooth-voltage amplitude 
at the output of the SVG from its initial value. While at positive deviations of mains frequency  and 

 switching breakdown is observed in PSU, when its output signal takes one of static conditions, for example, 
of the logical zero. Here  – rated fault of the control angle at the change of frequency  of 
mains voltage;  – the rated value of the control signal  relative to the amplitude  at the output of 
the SVG.  
 

 

Fig. 2. (a-b) spaces of static condition of comparator correspondingly at unstable amplitude and frequency of mains voltage; (c-d) spaces of 
adaptive integrating synchronizing and phase-shifting units correspondingly at unstable amplitude and frequency of mains voltage. 

Besides, the PSU constructed on sampling of instantaneous values of a control signal have low interference 
immunity to the signals of external disturbance from the information input, because in the field of frequencies of 
slow discretization ( ) they form low-frequency constituents  comparable by their level with the amplitude 
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 of the harmonic wave of disturbance, that is proved by the space of spectral condition  
(Fig. 3a), taken in the presence of a digital filter at the output of the system. As a result of this a converted low-
frequency signal at the output of the PSU appears in the field of operating frequencies of the SC control system, 
which leads to its nonoperability or considerable fall of quality level of the control process [6, 7]. Here 

  – the rated values of the amplitude  and frequency  of the harmonics at the output of 
the PSU relative to the amplitude  and the carrier frequency of the sawtooth-voltage generator ;  

 – the rated value of the amplitude  and frequency  of the harmonic wave of disturbance 
correspondingly. 

Hereby, the analysis of studies has shown that in real-life environment of commercial operation determined by 
unstable parameters of mains voltage and a high level of disturbance in information transmission channels, the 
application of comparator synchronizing and phase-shifting units (Fig. 1a, b) in commercially produced SC leads to 
their static accuracy worsening and also emergency situations on industrial facilities, for example, because of main 
inverter triggering in thyristor rectifiers. 

One of the most effective ways to improve statistical and dynamic accuracy of the SC control systems as well as 
their interference immunity are the ways of integrating and scanning conversion [6, 8-10]. 
 

Fig. 3. (a) the spaces of spectral condition of phase-shifting units with sampling of instantaneous values of a control signal;  (b) the spaces of 
spectral condition of integrating units with influence of the harmonic wave of disturbance on the information input in a wide frequency range. 
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In Fig. 1c,d the new structures of adaptive integrating SU and PSU have been represented [11, 12], in the basis of 
which a closed integrating scanning converter (ScC) lies, consisting of summers 1- 2, integrator I with a constant 
of integral action time TI and a relay element RE with switching thresholds ±b symmetrical in relation to the zero 
level. The introduced units operate in the mode of external synchronization when forced switches with frequency of 
synchronization action are set at their output. In addition to that the mains voltage  is applied directly as a 
synchronization signal in the adaptive integrating SU (Fig. 1c) and the sawtooth voltage  formed by the SVG 
and synchronized, for example, with the main with the help of pulse “RESET” from the output of SU is applied in 
the integrating PSU (Fig. 1d). 

The results of the research have showed the following: 

the adaptive integrating SU and PSU adapt totally to deviations of amplitude and frequency of mains voltage, that 
is proved by the space of static condition  and  (Fig. 2c, d), providing a zero 
value of faults of the synchronization angle  and control angle  The adaptation to mains frequency in the 
integrating SU is reached due to the frequency adjustment unit FAU (Fig.1c), consisting of an amplitude 
modulator AM, a summer , a phase-to-voltage converter of the direct-voltage transducer and a narrow-pulse 
generator NPG; 
the adaptive integrating PSU has high interference immunity to the signals of external disturbance from the 
information input as it has a low level of harmonics  in the field of frequencies of slow discretization (at the 
average by an order less than for the PSU with sampling of instantaneous values of a control signal), which falls 
with the growth of a frequency  of a signal of harmonic interference (Fig. 3a, b). This is the result of a closed-
structure character of the PSU and the presence of the integrator in the direct control channel. 

In digital control systems of SC the problem of their interference immunity and service ability depends not only 
on the SU and PSU but on the quality of transformation of an analog coordinate to a digit that requires the 
application of integrating ways of analog-to-digital conversion in the channels “Sensor – ADC”. With this purpose 
the clocked integrating AD converters with pulse-width [13] and synphased pulse-frequency-amplitude modulation 
[14] have been introduced. Their distinctive characteristic is that they operate synchronously in the frequency of SC 
discretization [15] suppressing wholly current or voltage ripples of a power converter and also blocking interference 
with frequencies equal or multiple of the frequency of discretization of the SC. Besides, the proposed AD converters 
provide a constant rate of transmission even during changes of the frequency of the clock pulses outgoing because of 
the unstable frequency of mains voltage. 

3. Practical studies 

With the application of the adaptive integrating SU, PSU and AD converters the power semiconductor converters 
of multiple functionality for electric drives and process installations of direct and alternating current for industrial 
and special purposes, including those operating with the main of limited power, for example, with diesel- or wind-
generator stations, characterized by a high level of switching interference and a wide range of amplitude and 
frequency changes of mains voltage, have been theoretically and experimentally studied. The developed 
semiconductor converters include: 

single- and three-phase reversible and nonreversible thyristor-controlled rectifiers [6, 16] and also a reversible 
pulse width converter [6] for DC electric drives; 
thyristor voltage adjusters for a reduced-current start of induction motor drives of various categories and power 
[6, 17, 18]; 
a pulse-width-frequency AC voltage regulator for technological installations of inertial devices, for example, 
temperature control systems [19]; 
a single-phase active compensating filter for improvement of energy data of power-supply systems [20]. 
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The developed SC have shown a high level of performance criteria in a whole series of emergency situations, 
where the commercial converters with the control systems constructed on the principle of momentary values 
sampling of information coordinate simply fall out of service. Therefore, for example, the semiconductor converters 
with the adaptive integrating control system can operate in amplitude deviations within limits no less ±50 % and 
frequency ±25 Hz and also switching interference with mains voltage till 100% for 25 el. degrees. In commercial SC 
similar indicators should not exceed ±(10...15)% by amplitude and ±0,6 Hz by frequency and the level of switching 
interference of the main is 100% for 3-5 el. degrees. An admissible level of interference at the information input in 
the adaptive integrating control system is by an order higher than in the known systems. In dynamic modes of 
operation during smooth variations of both amplitude and mains voltage frequency the developed SC provide error-
free operation at amplitude deviations within one period of mains voltage and frequency within a second in the 
limits ±11% and ±6Hz/s correspondingly. 

4. Conclusions  

It has been established as the result of the research that integrating scanning conversion is an effective way to 
improve technical characteristics of devices and control systems of power SC and also the means of their 
adaptation to disturbance from the power-supply source. 
It has been shown that the integrating SU and PSU as opposed to the known comparator units have the ability to 
adapt to amplitude and frequency deviations of mains voltage in a wide range and also have high interference 
immunity to external disturbance. 
The usage of the clocked integrating AD converters in the SC control systems permits in the channel “Sensor – 
ADC” to suppress wholly current or voltage ripples of a power converter and also block by this interference with 
control channels with frequencies equal or multiple of the frequency of discretization of the SC. 
The substantial advantage of integrating scanning conversion when constructing SC control systems has been 
theoretically and experimentally proved, that provides a high “safety factor” of the developed semiconductor 
converters at their operation both with stationary and autonomic systems of power-supply characterized by a high 
level of switching disturbance and a wide range of amplitude and frequency variations of mains voltage. To the 
list of such objects drilling rigs and sets, the systems of sea location, autonomic transfer objects and so on are 
referred. 
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Abstract 

The field regulated reluctance machine is the future for automotive transport electric drives. In this machine, stator 
current is switched in the function of a rotor position. The massive salient rotor of the electric machine does not 
contain windings. The stator is fulfilled in the body and iron of the serial ac induction motor. The stator winding 
sections, which positioned over interpolar space, serve as an excitation winding and others sections, which 
positioned over the rotor poles, the role of an armature winding. In most cases, the optimal winding current 
waveform is distinct from the sine waveform. The ideal rectangular waveform is used for a case of separate current 
sources for each phase. At the rotation of the motor, each stator section winding pass from the “excitation"  zone to 
the “armature" zone. The stator has a finite number of phases. If the stator currents are switched, the part phase, in 
which there is a switching of an armature current, is in a zone of excitation, and another - in a zone of an armature. It 
causes additional losses in the rotor, because the rotor is fulfilled massive (not laminated). To calculate the losses 
first of all it is necessary to determine the factors, which impact their value, and then, to estimate the degree of 
influence each of them has on the switching losses value. Such factors include the form of the stator core, the form 
of the current in phase windings, and the number of stator winding phases. The calculation of losses is executed by 
the method of winding functions. The experimental data is provided from a breadboard model of the 20 kW drive. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 

The urban trams with a low floor are comfortable for passengers, and with a high floor – more cheaply and more 
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technological during manufacturing and operation. Trams with average height to floor are combined advantages 
those and others, but for this purpose it is necessary to decrease height of tram carriages, this is achieved by 
application of electric motors with a small external diameter stator. 

This task can’t be solved within the framework of the induction motor with the variable-frequency electric drive, 
because the small external diameter of the machine will require increase of length to save the same power. 

Task can be solved only by electric drive application with very high crosscut mechanical rigidity of a rotor, that is 
allowed to increase length of the motor and to reduce it crosscut size. The field regulated reluctance machine is 
satisfy to this requirements, if rotor is design massive together a shaft.

Calculation of the switching losses in the electric drive based on the field regulated reluctance machine is 
interested, because the rotor is design massive (not laminated). 

 

Fig. 1. Cross-section of engine 

2. Principle of operation

The coils are positioned in the stator slots in the salient pole synchronous machine maybe the excitation-winding, 
if its turns are positioned conversely interpolar spacing a rotor and this coil has a full step. Flux is poduced along 
magnetic axis of the machine, if current is passed via coils (1 – 1' 2 – 2', fig. 1). Electromagnetic torque is produced, 
if current flows via coils (3 – 3’, 4 – 4’, 5 – 5’  6 – 6’), which are positioned over poles of the rotor [1]. The 
currents IB are positioned over interpolar rotor space in excitation winding and current IA is positioned over rotor 
poles in armature coils may be adjustable independently and switch in function of a rotor position. Sine wave 
current form is not necessary to use in the winding. The rectangular waveform is more useful, like in the slots of the 
DC motor. The simple graphs of EMF 1 and current I1 the one phase FRRM, are shown in a fig. 2. Drive is 
operated as a multiphase, current and EMF are dislocated of each following phase on  electric degree, where  
is the quantity of motor phases [2, 10]. 
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Fig. 2. Graphs of EMF (a) and currents in works of FRRM in motor (b) and generator (c) modes 

3. Losses in the stator copper 

The different modification are compared by value of a criteria , which make possible evaluate efficiency of use 
the electric motor by torque at the different laws of commutations.

Dependence value of parameter  from different criteria: the kind of current in a phase coils, quantity of phases in 
a stator coils are shown in table 1. 

Efficiency of increase quantity of phases is decreased after  
m > 6. 

Trapeze should be recognized at the best form of current. For example, parameter  is increased from 0,1 to 0,2 at 
m = 6, if sine is changed on the trapezium [3, 9]. 

Table1. Values of parameters  

Form of a current 
Quantity of phases m 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Trapeziform 0,78 0,83 0,87 0,89 0,91 0,92 0,93 

Rectangular 0,72 0,75 0,79 0,8 0,81 0,82 0,83 

Sine 0,73 0,76 0,78 0,785 0,791 0,792 0,794 

4. Losses in the rotor 

Criteria are regarded, which affected on the values of commutation losses: dependence of ripple amplifier of flux 
to its value (AF / F). The relation is shown of relative ripple amplifier of flux from quantity of phases m of a stator 
coil of FRRM in the fig. 3. Curve 1 (fig. 3) is stepped configuration form of phase current in the stator coil of 
FRRM. Ripple of flux is from 5% to 24%. Curve 2 (fig.3) is trapeziform of phase current. Ripple of flux is from 1% 
to 7%. Curve 3 (fig.3) is sine form of phase current in the coil. Minimum flux ripples and losses are achieved by 
choice these forms in the rotor steel [4, 12]. 
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Fig. 3. Relative ripple flux from quantity of phases 

5. Experimental values of losses 

Observed dependence of losses in steel and mechanical losses for variable values of the flux and motor speed for 
FRRM. The experiment was underway no load. Frequency rectifier ABB ACS 600 is provided supply for motor [5]. 
Nominal rating power of FRRM was about 20kW. The stator coil fulfilled from three phases. Amount the flux be 
maintained by law (1): 

constLIN

SUP

U
f

          (1) 

Losses is equal  W6000P  in the steel in the nominal point, if frequency Hz 50SUPf  and linear voltage is 
equal V 2501U . 

 

Fig. 4. Losses in the steel and mechanical losses in linear voltage function under supply of FRRM from Fl for different frequency (1 – 10 Hz; 
2 – 20 Hz; 3 – 30 Hz; 4 – 40 Hz; 5 – 50 Hz; 6 – 75 Hz; 7 – 100 Hz) 

According computation losses is equal  W600.hstP . The mechanical losses is composed  W60MECHP , which 
was achieved by approximation curve 5 (fig. 4) on the zero linear voltage. Losses in steel rotor: 

0 . 600 240 60 300ROT st h MECHP P P P W
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6. Power circuits schemas 

Schemas with individual current sources (fig. 5) more simplified used for supply FRRM. The reference current is 
used in the function of a shaft position of FRRM, which changed in time by a law is shown in fig. 2, c. The 
drawback of the schemas is the great number of switchers which equal 4m. Possible variant using the schema of 
electric drive with attention possibility of the serial three-phase voltage inverters, in which stator coil are assembled 
in two three-phase stars, dislocated on the 30 electric degrees from each other. In schema would be used two bridge 
inverters UZ1 and UZ2, in the case of FRRM is designed of the six-phase (fig. 6). In the electric drives it is more 
useful with small and average power than schema (fig. 5) with smaller number of keys. In the high-power electric 
drives it is more applies because not required parallel connection of keys at the big current [6, 15]. 

 

Fig. 5. Bridge circuit supply the phase of FRRM 

The offered schemas are allowed use all power operation modes of electric drive. 
 

Fig. 6. Schema with two bridge inverter 

7. Control circuits 

The variant of two zone speed control is offered how control scheme (fig. 7). Here the reference is conducted 
from output of the speed regulator AR and inverter A3 via unit of creation of phase current A5 on the armature coil 
currents (voltage +URS  and –URS). No regulation reference is conducted from outputs AU and inverter A4 on the 
excitation current (voltage +UE  and –UE). Requires magnitude of the speed rotation is supported of the electric drive 
by a speed loop [7, 11]. 

Creation unit of phase currents is give a drive pulses on the switchers of autonomous voltage inverters UZ1, UZ2. 
Voltage are reduced on an output AU and magnetic flux of a stator because, increase of a motor velocity, higher 

of a reference magnitude, and constant amplitude of the stator voltage [8]. 
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8. Conclusion 

The experimental tests of engineering sample have shown, the rotor of motor have a great mechanical stiffness, so 
drive can be designed a small diameter and long length. 

Fig. 7. Functional schema for control electric drive based on the two zone speed control 
 

Trapeze form current in phase coil is optimally in relation achieve maximum electromagnetic torque under 
minimum losses in the stator coil of FRRM. 

For decreased switching losses can be recommended Based on the research findings of electric drive with FRRM 
supply stator coil with sine current source [13, 14]. 
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Abstract 

A traction electric drive is used for an industrial tractor. The motor consists of a generator, a controlled rectifier, autonomous
inverters, and two onboard motors. The key feature of the introduced electric drive is the use of field regulated independent 
excitation reluctance machine as a generator and traction motors. These electric machines have the following performance 
specifications: the generator and motor design is brushless; and simple, the rotor has high mechanical stiffness that increases
reliability at high rate and overloads. There are no turns on the rotor; the motor is designed for simplicity of manufacture. The
drives have increased effectiveness in terms of the effect of a "cold" rotor frame; the motors have high torque overloads power
(up to 4-6 times the values of nominal torque). The turns of the motor and the generator are one- layered with full pitch capability 
of current and voltage. The drive manipulation is based on the transistors. The interval of the torque regulation is 1:10 resulting in 
permanent power for the drive [1]. This motor is used not only as a traction drive, but because of the simplicity of a frame it may 
be used for other devices where high load working cycles are required for operation.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).

Keywords: traction elecric drive, field regulated reluctance machine, traction characteristics, estomation of mass dementionals parameters

1. Introduction 

Today different electric drive systems are apply actively in independent high-horsepower feed systems such as 
sea crafts, river boats, rock handlers, tractors, etc. They have certain benefits in comparison to only mechanical 
systems. In these systems, electricity is generated by a diesel-generator set. The output parameter of generator is 
being three-phase power. It can use typical synchronous and induction motors or to a new frame electrical machines. 
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Power supply for such motors is increased to 1, 3, and 6 kV to loss reduction and decrease their size. For AC motors 
speed regulation can use a high voltage cascade frequency rectifier. The quantity of frequency rectifiers and its 
configuration are depends on the motor’s power and its voltage level. In this article, for an industrial tractor is used 
the traction motor. The electric drive is consist of the generator, the controlled convertor, the two autonomous 
inverters, two onboard drives. A key feature of the electric drive is the use of synchronous reluctance (reactive) 
machines with independent excitation as the generator and traction motors [2]. 

2. Industrial tractor electric drive

Introduced is one of the versions of the traction electric drive of the transport machine (fig. 1), composed of: a 
gas-turbine engine GTE, electrical generator G (alternator), the controlled rectifier CR on the output of the generator, 
two autonomous inverters AI1 and AI2, two onboard motors M1 and M2, and onboard mechanical transmissions 
MT1 and MT2 on driving wheels of tracks T1 and T2. 

The major engine (GTE) is diesel engine (280-300 rad/s) or a gas-turbine engine. The gas-turbine engine GTE 
and a rotor of generator G are install on a common axis. The generator and gas-turbine engine are bond as complete 
unit. In the next modification, between shaft of a diesel engine and shaft of electric generator G is used an 
intermediate speed increasing gear box in this case is applied the diesel engine. Angular speed of the rotor increases 
up to 1000 rad/s because of the speed-increasing gearbox [3]. 

Fig. 1. The block diagram of the traction electric drive. 

The generator is accomplish based on the synchronous reluctance machine with independent excitation. The G 
has the next rating: efficiency 0.9, the number of stator phases, m = 3, there are three-phase star connected output 
windings. 

The controlled rectifiers (CR) are imagined three transistor bridges and linked to the output stator coils of the 
electric generator. 

Input circuits of each bridge are linked to one of the three-phase stator coil. The secondary rectifier’s circuits are 
linked in parallel and build up a direct current voltage circuit. 

The autonomous inverters AI1, AI2 are complete on the base of the transistors as the three-phase bridge circuits. 
Onboard motors M1 and M2 are supplied from the convertors. The nominal parameters of the inverters: the voltage 
on the direct current side Vd = 1000V, an entrance current (Id), 2000, the number of inverter bridges three. Each 
bridge is a three-phase circuit. 

The nominal parameters of the motors M1, M2: rated speed 1000 rad /s, number of stator phases 3. The stator 
coils have connection like a Y (star). There are three stars are potentially separated. The nominal efficiency is 0.9. 
The maximal rotor speed is 1500 rad/s [4]. 

The traction electric drive can be used of the field regulated reluctance machines FRRM (fig. 2) as the generator 
G and the traction motors M1, M2 and this is a major feature. The field regulated reluctance machines are imagined 
as highly perspective modification of machines with the high torques [5] 
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A major feature of the electrical machines: 
-    A simple completely a no-touch frame of the 
drive; 
-    The rotor has high or very high mechanical 
stiffness that increases availability of the motor at the 
high speeds and the high overloads; 
-   There are no coils on the rotor; 
- High flexibility to production the motor. By 
experimental evaluation, its price should be lower 
than the asynchronous (induction) short-circuited 
electric motor by 15 … 20 %; 
-   Increased efficiency because of a "cold" rotor; 
-   High overloads on the torque up to 4 … 6; 
-    Capacitance of the capacitor is minimal in the 
direct current part of the frequency converter. 
The coil of the motor is complete as single-layered 
with full pitch. The current and voltage waveforms 
optimally interfaced with converter switchers [6]. 

3. Principle of operation 

In the salient poles synchronous machine, the part of an excitation coil in the stator slots can execute the coils if 
they are opposite to an inter-polar interval of a rotor; secondly, this coil has a full pitch. 

So, if current is passed via coils 1 – 1’ and 2 – 2’, positioned over an inter-polar space (fig. 2), it will produce a 
flux an along magnetic axis of the machine. Electromagnetic torque is created if a current is passed via coils 3 – 3’, 
4 – 4’, 5 – 5’ and 6 – 6’, positioned over poles of the rotor. 

The currents IF are positioned in the field winding, over inter-polar space of the rotor, and the currents IA are 
positioned in the armature coil over poles of a rotor, can be adapted independently and are switched as a function the 
rotor position. Via these coils it is not need to pass a sine wave current. It appears that a rectangular waveform of 
current is a more effective, the same as in slots of the direct current motor. The motor is operated in multiphase; a 
current and an electromotive force for each sequent phase are move at m electric degrees, where there are m
phases. 

In the electric drive, the coil of a stator coil consistently serves as the armature windings and the excitation 
windings. If the electric machine would be operated in a generator mode, commutation keys, linked to the armature 
coils, work in a natural commutation mode [7]. 

4. Traction characteristic 

The traction characteristic of the transport machine 
is shown in fig. 3. It is corresponded to a constant 
power mode on a shaft of a driving wheel. In a 
constant power mode the operating range of the pull 
force is 0. The specific characteristic points are: Point 
A is a point of the maximal speed of the transportation 
vehicle. It is vA = 19 m/s. Points B, C, and D are 
conformed of the conditions to a mode of constant 
power of the electric drive. 

Point B is the upper limit of a constant power 
range, vB = 13.4 m/s. Point D is the lower limit of a 
constant power range vD = 1,34 m/s. Point D is 

Fig. 3. Traction characteristic. 

Fig. 2. Machine cross section area. 
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conformed to the greatest possible short-term traction force generate by the electric drive which is equal to the 
weight of the  transportation vehicle. The point C is conformed to a long-term typical operation of the electric 
motors M1, M2 and the generator, G. In this point, speed vC = 5.36 m/s [8]. 

5. Choice of rated data of electric motor 

On the traction characteristic in the point A developing maximum velocity of the drive equal nA=1500 rad/s, point 
B conform to a velocity of 1060 rad /s, at point C, it is 425 rad/s, and at point D, it is 106 rad/s. In this situation, the 
velocity of the drives will be like the velocity of the generator. Acceleration speed of the motors because of the 
broad band of the torque control in a constant power mode. Under specific conditions, point C is conformed to long-
term typical operation. Out of the electric drives in spaces A, B, and C happens because of decrease of the motor 
flux and nominal stator voltage. Work in the space of C and D happens at a nominal flux, and at the decrease stator 
voltage and an increased stator current [9, 14]. 

6. Estimation of mass dimensional parameters of electric machine and converters 

According to references, electric machines of general purpose industrial grade series with air cooling have special 
property within the limits of 1.0 … 1.5 Nm/kg, but if they have low angular rate (within the limits of 
1000 … 1500 rev/min) their special power parameters are low 5 … 7 kg/kW. According to that data [10], electric 
machines of specific transport vehicle, with oil cooling, have special conditions of torque 0.6 … 1.5 Nm/kg and of 
power about 2 kg/kW. Starting with initial conditions, it is possible assume that the weight of generator G is 
relatively small. Advanced scheme of the power circuits is shown on Figure 4. 

7. Control system of the electric drive 

In the electric drive of an industrial tractor, the control system is operates in two zones of control [11]. The 
nominal power of the pull electric motor is PN = 250 kW. The band of the torque control is equal 10. The first band 
of the torque regulation, by variation the motor magnetic flux, is equal 4, and the second band of regulation, by 
variation the motor armature current the decrease of the electromotive force, is equal 2.5. The profile power of the 
traction motor (in fractions of the mechanical profile power) is equal 6. But, if the motor regulation would be realize 
by only variation the motor magnetic flux, the profile power would be equal 10. In the torque regulation mode is 
achieved dramatic decline in dimension of the power profile of the motor because, first, there were two-zones of 
torque regulation and, secondly, because of the  advantageous curve form density configuration of the pull force on 
the transports, when very high overloads are presented as for a short time. In electric drives of industrial tractors, 

Fig. 4. Power circuits of “Autonomous inverter - Motor”. 
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with mode for regulation of the conditions of the control system, it is also possible to impulse - vector control 
[12, 15]. 

8. Conclusions 

An electric drive using synchronous reluctance machines with independent excitation is a strong competitor in 
regulated alternating current electric drives, because, it has the possibility for large overload torques, effective use of 
active materials, and easy system control [13]. 

An intense process invention that included attention on the semiconductor elements could result in an industrial 
tractor applicable to a wide variety of products. 
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Abstract 

The paper presents an unparalleled electric power system operating mode optimization algorithm aimed to economically 
beneficial overhead wires cross section selection with respect to electricity rate, electric power system elements price, reliability 
problem. The algorithm in question allows eliminating the limitation on the maximum allowable wires cross section with the help 
of corrected transmission lines mathematical models. 
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1. Introduction 

To date due to the load rise a lot of existing electric power systems (EPS) need to be reconstruct-ed. Also new 
electric power supply systems are being constructed for a new objects. So the problem of sustainable EPS scheme 
selection is raised. The conditions of economically advantageous EPS variant choice are system scheme, wires cross 
section, voltage level, measure of reliability, number of back-up power sources, the number and points of 
installation of compensating devices. The above mentioned factors in turn determine power, electricity and voltage 
losses, investments into the EPS under reconstruction or engineering. 
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The first step of power system engineering is a loads computation resulting in transformers and wires selection. 
At the moment according to the Electrical Installations Code the choice of wires cross section is executed on the 
basis of economic current density. But such a way does not allow to take into account the above mentioned factors 
in terms of modern EPS. Thus in the [1] reliability of overhead electric transmission lines (OHL) accountance and in 
[2] the question of reactive power compensation are considered. Moreover the choice of economically advantageous 
EPS scheme variant, wires cross section in particular, is executed using direct search method that lengthen 
dramatically the process of EPS engineering on its first steps. 

Consequently the algorithm of optimal OHL wires cross section selection should be elaborated. The algorithm in 
question is supposed to be materialized using coordinatewise optimization method in combination with penalty 
function approach. 

2. Optimization algorithm 

Basing on the preplanned EPS scheme and calculated parameters of its operation mode using the methods of 
matrix math providing certain wires cross section variants the optimal ones are chosen.  

To understand the approach of optimal power flow in power systems there are a lot of views. At the [3] authors 
using the gradient-type interaction prediction approach to define the optimal control problems. The article [4] 
presents a gravitation search method to find an optimal power flow in a distribution network. The other way in 
response to this problem is the use of differential evolution method [5]. Power supply systems are described with 
multi-objective function. In order to address the multi-objective optimal power flow at the [6, 7] algorithms of 
evolutionary programming, genetic algorithm, and particle swarm optimization are considered. The other way is 
described at [8]. 

Authors of this paper offer to solve the problem of multi-objective optimization using coordinatewise 
optimization method [9, 10]. 

The optimally criterion is the minimum of EPS construction and operation costs (C) with respect to the electric 
power supply interruption costs. So target function is computed according to (1) 

 
min C(I OC IC) ,  (1) 

 
where C – aggregate costs, RUR; I - investments into the EPS, RUR; OC  - cost of power transmission, RUR; IC - 
electric power supply interruption costs, RUR. 

 
When calculating investments according to (2) it is necessary to take into account wires cost, OHL construction 

costs, climate region and investments into the switching equipment. 
 

OHL SEI I I ,  (2) 
 
where OHLI  – investments into the OHL construction costs, RUR; SEI  - investments into the switching equipment, 
RUR. 

 
The cost of power transmission is calculated according to (3) 

1

n

i i i
i

OC P ,  (3) 

where n – number of EPS regions; iP  – power losses, kW; i  – the using time of power losses, h; i  – electricity 
rate, RUR/kWh. 
 

Power losses are calculated with respect to EPS operation mode parameters. Electricity cost is offended by the 
power supply organization. The using time of power losses according to [2] is to be computed using the following 
empirical equation (4). 
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2
max0.124 8760

10000
T ,  (4) 

where maxT  – maximum load utilization time, h [2]. 
 
Supply interruption costs are defined by the reliability of the chosen scheme by (5) formula, specifically by the 

main reliability targets and per unit economical damage, mentioned in [11]: 
 

.[( ) ]s p r t tIC pud pud T w p ,  (5) 
where spud  – per unit sudden economical damage, RUR/unit; ppud  – per unit productivity economical damage, 
RUR/unit h; .r tT  – EPS total recovery time, h; tw  – total failure rate, 1/year; p  – average annual productivity, 
unit·kWh. 

 
Dependent (6) and independent (7) limitations are kept in mind. The first are voltages in EPS nodes, power flows 

in OHL. The second are loads, admissible voltage losses, permissible continuous current in EPS elements, amount 
of power given by the power source. 

 
max ,

100%
5% .

adm

n
adm nom

nom

I I
U

U U
U

,  (6) 

 
where admI  and maxI – admissible and maximum conductor current, A; nU  – node voltage, kV; admU  – admissible 
voltage losses of EPS, kV; nomU  – nominal voltage of EPS, kV. 

 

     
min max

const,
.

load

gen

S
P P P

,  (7) 

where loadS  – power load, kVA; genP  – load-supplying capacitance, kW; minP  and maxP  –  minimum and maximum 
power output, kW. 

 
Also it is necessary to mention the power balance of EPS (8) 
 

gen loadP P P .  (8) 

3. Corrected transmission lines mathematical models 

Power flow and losses computation results are defined mostly by the mathematical models of OHL. The away of 
OHL modeling depends mostly on the aims of the mode computation. Thus the most widely spread way to represent 
the OHL in the power system steady-mode calculation is the use of their specific parameters [12, 13]. Another way 
of OHL modeling implies the calculation of lines conductors mutual inductance and capacitance [14]. This model is 
more accurate, but the scope of its application often limited to the EPS out-of-balance operating conditions 
computation [15] and place of damage determination in 110 kV network [16]. 

The modeling of OHL by the specific electric parameters leads to the underprediction of specific impedance and 
as a result to the overestimation of power losses. The use of such an approach in EPS engineering and optimal wires 
cross section choice could result in wrong decision. The authors of the paper suggest to use in EPS under 
engineering operating mode forecast analysis aimed to its optimization the specific U-shaped equivalent circuit 
(fig. 1) taking into account not only the model of phase wires, but also their relative position on the OHL tower. 

The U-shaped equivalent circuit given in the paper allows to compute OHL parameters as lumped, which keeps 
the calculation process simple comparing to the use of distributed parameters [17]. 
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Fig. 1. U-shaped equivalent circuit of OHL. 

Lenghtwise impedance is formed by the impedance of “wire-ground” conductor L and mutual inductance 
between phase wires of one and the same circuit M

 which diminish equivalent lenghtwise impedance. The active 
part of “wire-ground” impedance is the sum of wire resistance rw and rg resistance which takes into account the 
losses of active power because of current flow in the ground and equals 0.05 /km [18]. Reactive part of above 
mentioned impedance depends on the equivalent return conductor depth in the ground Dg, which equals 935 m, and 
equivalent conductor radius c.e (9): 

 
c.e wk ,  (9) 

where w – real wire radius; k – factor, considering the inner magnetic field of the conductor and equals 0.779 for 
solid round cross section conductors made of nonmagnetic materials, 0.95 for aluminium steel supported conductor, 
0.82 for aluminium steel supported conductor with two or three lay-ups. 
 

Mutual inductance impedance depends on the rg, equivalent return conductor depth in the ground Dg and 
geometric mean distance between the phase wires Dm, which for the single-circuit OHL is: 

 
3

1 2 2 3 3 1m L L L L L LD D D D .  (10) 
 
Taking into consideration all the above mentioned information specific lenghtwise impedance is: 
 

0,145lg m
lw w

c.e

D
Z r i .  (11) 

 
To calculate the capacitance of OHL the important initial condition is capacitance between phase conductors and 

ground which with respect to the method of electrical images [19, 20] is: 
 

1 own mutC , F/km  (12) 
where own – own potential coefficient (13), mut – mutual potential coefficient (14). 
 

With the knowledge of the distance between phase conductor and its electrical image Spp it is possible to calculate 
own potential coefficient: 

 
3

1 1 2 2 3 3641.4 10 lg L L L L L L
own

w

S S S
.  (13) 

 
Mutual potential coefficient is calculated with the help of distance between the conductor of one phase and 

electrical image of another Spp': 
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6 1 2 1 3 2 33

1 2 1 3 2 3

41.4 10 lg L L L L L L
mut

L L L L L L

S S S
D D D

.   (14) 

 
Putting (13) and (14) into (12) the equitation for calculation of capacitance between OHL wires and ground is 

formed: 
 

6

3
1 1 2 2 3 3

3
1 2 1 3 2 3

0.241 10

lg m L L L L L L

w L L L L L L

C
D S S S

S S S

.  (15) 

 
Specific capacitive admittance of OHL: 
 

2 .CY i fC   (16) 
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Abstract 

While the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) operation in the synchronous mode rotor speed average value 
coincides with current frequency in the windings by definition. However instantaneous value of rotation speed can differ from the 
average one significantly in the process of oscillations occurring in the PMSM rotor and stator electromechanical system. This 
article describes a refined mathematical model of permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) operating in the synchronous 
rotation mode allowing to explore rotor speed oscillations arising in the synchronous mode. On the basis of the mathematical 
model the article provides a theoretical foundation and the example of specific implementation of one of the oscillation damping 
ways of the PMSM rotor with permanent-magnet excitation in the synchronous mode by introducing a current feedback to the 
impact on the stator phase voltage.  The transfer function of the compensating device, affecting the voltage phase on the motor 
windings and providing a significant reduction of PMSM rotor rotation irregularity is synthesized on the basis of matrix transfer 
function of interrelationship between output variables and input signals. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: permanent magnet synchronous motor, oscillations damping, synchronous operating mode of PMSM ; 

1. Task description 

It is comparatively simple to implement the vector control system with the help of permanent-field synchronous 
motors if it has a rotor angular position sensor with fine resolution. If however such sensor is absent due to structural 
and space limitations, then only indirect rotational positional sensing on signals of current and voltage sensors is 
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possible. The complex algorithms involving lots of computing resources are used for it [1, 2]. Meanwhile in some 
cases when a resistive torque on a motor shaft is changing insignificantly, it is possible to implement a simplified 
form of vector control – so called controlled synchronous operating mode [3]. While implementation such mode 
three-phase sinusoidal voltage is energized on a motor stator winding as in a classical synchronous motor. It 
provides a steady vector rotation of stator field. In order to leave the rotor motor in the synchronous mode, signals 
from rotor position discrete sensor (RPS) are used, for instance, based on Hall sensors installed in the motor air gap.  
The coarse control of rotor angular position to stator is carried out according to the signals from discrete RPS. If this 
angular deviation reaches some critical value, motor source voltage is changed in the way that to bring this deviation 
to required value [4]. In a steady mode when there are no grand disturbances, motor rotor is rotating at a speed of 
stator field rotation. However as it is known, the rotor of a synchronous motor is apt to oscillations for which reason 
in many cases a damping winding is installed on it in order to remove these oscillations. In motors with permanent-
magnet excitation such winding significantly complicates the rotor configuration and not always solves oscillability 
problem as well as degrades general dynamic properties of the motor. This article provides a theoretical foundation 
and the example of specific implementation of one of the oscillation damping ways of the PMSM rotor in the 
synchronous mode by introducing a current feedback to the impact on the stator phase voltage. 

2. Refinement of synchronous motor mathematical model in a small oscillation mode  

We get a block scheme of PMSM in the synchronous rotation mode from a simplified mathematical motor model 
presented in [5,6] taking a commutating angle as variable ( =var) in it. Then a block scheme gets a view of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Block scheme of PMSM in the synchronous rotation mode. 

Fig. 1 shows: 0 is preselected synchronized relative rotor speed, where ideal unload speed ( 0) as =0 is taken as 
basis speed value;  is operator of differentiation; e= 0L/R is relative electromagnetic constant of phase winding; 
L,R is respectively total inductance and active resistance of phase winding; m is relative value of electromechanical 
time constant equal to product of absolute constant (Tm) and idle speed; coefficients  and  are 
determined from equations 1, 2: 

 (1) 

 (2) 

As it is seen from the block scheme, the PMSM model is non-linear both towards to input signals and to output 
variables. This circumstance significantly complicates the analysis of dynamic and static modes of PMSM. Let us 
conduct linearization of mathematical model. We should implement a standard method of linearization with Taylor 
expansion of non-linear functions in the vicinity of reference trajectory and truncation till linear terms [7]. As a 
result of quite cumbersome transformations we get a linearized block scheme of PMSM as Fig. 2. 

Compared to the scheme on Fig. 1 the regulation possibility of phase to neutral voltage by actuating signal  is 
taken into consideration in this block scheme. Besides, it is denoted: 
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Fig. 2. Linearized block scheme of PMSM in the synchronous rotation mode. 

The reference coordinate values are marked by dashes on top relative to which linearization is being 
implemented.    

Linearized model presented in state space can be written over as (equations are written in deviations relative to 
system reference trajectory): 

 

Here in addition to state vectors  and input signals vector of output variables is 
introduced For matrixes , ,  and D it is correctly 
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The state vector and output vector views will be as follows  

The association matrix between output variables and input signals under zero initial conditions is called a matrix 
transfer function and designated as  

     (4) 

It is represented by a matrix with the following components: 

where  is scalar transfer functions, tying two coordinates. For instance, W11(p) ties an 
electromagnetic motor torque  with actuating signal  and it is as follows 

Other transfer functions will differ only in numerator, tying other coordinates.  
The matrix transfer function (5) can be used both for analytic survey of dynamic processes and for compensating 

devices synthesis. Its analysis allows to express different strategies of valve electric drive control for all its operating 
modes.  Let us deal with one of it. 

3. The practical implementation of corrective action in the electric motor drive 

Let us study a synchronous operating mode of PMSM. For improving accuracy of speed control while load 
fluctuations we introduce into control law a component, depending on the electromagnetic torque variation. Such 
additional feedback in relation to supported speed rate and amount of load should correct either amplitude ( ) or 
phase ( ) of PMSM source voltage. Let us implement the latest correction variant. Technically such 
implementation is quite simple.  Information about load torque value of the motor can be obtained with the help of 
reduced observer [8] in accordance with equitation 

Here time constant  is entitled to setting. 
Based on this information the compensating device generates the actuating signal in the form of phase shift of 

basic impulses, stating the frequency of motor source voltage. Then, phase of motor source voltage by signals of the 
compensating device can be shifted inertialess back and forth, changing the angle current value . On the block 
scheme (Fig. 2) a functional implementation of the compensating device is shown by dotted lines.  At the same time 
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a phase-shifting device is accepted as inertialess with the transfer factor K . It is obvious that changing the view and 
parameters values W( ) we can effect dynamic properties of the electric motor drive.  

Below on Fig. 3 the results of valve electric drive operation modelling in the synchronous mode with the 
additional correction are presented. Modelling was conducted with following initial data:

. At the time t=80 load torque rise was carried out ( ), and at the time t=110 loss of 
load torque was performed ( ). On Fig. 3 the diagrams of speed , of load torque  and of 
commutating angle variations  are presented. 

For illustrative purposes on one fig. 3 two speed performance curves are given: the one – without introduction of 
the additional correction (without feedback), the other – with introduction into control loop of PMSM the corrective 
feedback up to moment variation (with feedback). The introduction of this feedback while altering the load torque to 
0.4 ea. causes commutating angle alternation approximately to 0.6 ea. The diagrams demonstrate a high efficiency 
of such additional corrective feedback, velocity error is reduced from 33% to 1.7%, i.e approximately in twenty 
times.  

Fig. 3. The results of permanent-magnet synchronous motor operation modelling in a synchronous mode. 

As a result of optimal adjustment of such feedback, which can be carried out by involvement of corresponding 
matrix components (5), it is possible to achieve a practical invariance of valve electric drive to load torque 
variations. 
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Abstract 

The article contains evaluation of effect of different winding switching methods for synchronous motor with permanent magnet 
excitation (SMPM) on energetic efficiency, possibility of enlarging the ranges of working speeds and torques, adaptation of 
regulating characteristics with the aim of using it in particular electric drive. The evaluation is performed at similar values of 
relative speed and relative inductance. The conditions, which make sensible the usage of 120-degree or 180-degree switching, 
meanwhile all considered SMPM characteristics are not worse than those under vector control, are defined. It is proved, that there 
is a possibility to minimize engine’s energy consumption by regulating switching angle, as well as change it’s mechanical 
characteristics. In particular, it is possible to get mechanical SMPM characteristic, typical for direct-current motor with series 
excitation, suitable for usage in electric traction drive. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction. Task statement. 

When choosing type and principle of motor drive construction they mostly are guided by providing preset range 
of operation speeds, torques and minimizing of energy usage. For the purposes of getting the best energy indicators 
the most perspective are SMPM. There are various ways of switching the windings SMPM. For example, discrete 
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switching, when stator field vector is rotating discretely through stator bore according to the signals of rotor position 
sensor (RPS). There is also a vector control, when field vector is rotating gradually. The mentioned above ways of 
motor power admit the changing of stator field vector magnitude and of it’s angular position relative to the rotor 
field. This fact determines the possibility of the influence on the energy characteristics as well as on the adjusting 
properties of the drive. 

Discrete switching the SMPM windings leaves open the possibility of cheap technical solutions in comparison 
with vector control, which is more expensive. Formation algorithms of stator field are resource-intensive (they can 
only be performed with process-specific microcontrollers). That is why arises the problem of comparative evaluation 
of different ways of switching the SMPM winding according to the energetic efficiency, the possibility to enlarge the 
range of working speeds and torques, and improvement of adjusting properties. The article describes the problem 
solution and gives recommendations, which give the possibility to choose SMPM power rationally on a certain 
electric drive. 

2. Methods of SMPM characterization in steady-state  

SMPM under vector control can be characterized as a synchronous motor, powered by harmonic voltage source 
with fixed value of torque angle ( ) [1,2], which is called switching angle in SMPM theory. Then to define 
electromagnetic and working power in steady-state we can use expressions, acknowledged in synchronous machine 
theory. Particularly, if we assume that SMPM stator is having permanent-magnet excitation  and the difference of 
magnetic reactance along the axis  d and q can be neglected, equations of relative values of electromagnetic (Pe) and 
working (Pw) powers can be written as [3]: 

where  is relative motor speed,  is instantaneous speed of armature rotation,  is instantaneous flux 
value,  is structural factor, which is defined by K=pN/2a, where   is a number of pairs of poles, N, a is 
respectively, number of active wires and number of parallel paths of armature winding;  is parameter 
defined by the SMPM construction, where L,R is magnetic and active reactance of winding.  

Electromagnetic efficiency ( ) will be defined by ratio of electromagnetic and working power 

 

Under discrete switching of three-phase SMPM there are two ways of switching: 180-degree and 120-degree 
[4,5]. In the first instance on every interswitching interval (ISI) there are three phase winding connected to power 
supply bus lines, in the second – just two phase windings. Electromagnetic processes, and thus the energy 
performance of the motor at various ways of switching the windings are different. Mathematical models that 
describe these processes, are now well-established [4,6–8]. For performance analysis of working characteristics, 
defining electromagnetic and working powers, as well as efficiency any of them can be chosen. We used the model 
described in the reference [6]. 

3. Comparative evaluation of switching methods in SMPM according to efficiency characteristics 

Comparative evaluation of all SMPM switching methods, mentioned above was made at similar values of  and 
. Depending on the switching method, electromagnetic power and electromagnetic efficiency of SMPM were 

calculated either according to the expressions (1-3), or to the models, given in [4,6–8]. According to the calculations 
were built some ratios of those variables and switching angle  at  = [0.5; 0.05] and  = [0.5; 0.8], shown in Fig. 1. 

From comparison of the given ratios we can deduce: 
1. The highest efficiency for motors with relatively low inductance of winding (  < 1) we get at 120-degree 
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switching. Vector control is slightly inferior. The worst variant is 180-degree switching. 
2. At  > 1 ratios of ( ) and Pe( ) for SMPM with vector control and 180-degree switching are practically the same 
and have their maximum in electromagnetic power and efficiency. 

 

 Fig. 1.  Ratio of electromagnetic power Pe and switching angle  at  = 0.5 for = [0.5; 0.05], where 1  – Pe under vector control for = 0.5; 
1b – for = 0.05; 2  – Pe at 180-degree switching for = 0.5;2b – for = 0.05; 3  – Pe at 120-degree switching for = 0.5; 3b – for = 0.05 

Fig. 2.  Ratio of electromagnetic efficiency and switching angle  at  = 0.5 for = [0.5; 0.05], where 1  – efficiency under vector control for 
= 0.5; 1b – for = 0.05; 2  – efficiency at 180-degree switching for = 0.5; 2b – for = 0.05; 3  – efficiency at 120-degree switching for = 0.5; 

3b – for = 0.05
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Fig. 3.  Ratio of electromagnetic power Pe and switching angle  at  = 0.8 for = [0.5; 0.05], where 1  – Pe under vector control for = 0.5; 
1  – for = 0.05; 2  – Pe at 180-degree switching for = 0.5; 2  – for = 0.05;3  – Pe at 120-degree switching for = 0.5; 3  – for = 0.05 

Fig. 4.  Ratio of electromagnetic efficiency and switching angle  at  = 0.8 for = [0.5; 0.05], where 1  – efficiency under vector control for 
= 0.5; 1b – for = 0.05; 2  – efficiency at 180-degree switching for = 0.5; 2b – for = 0.05; 3  – efficiency at 120-degree switching for = 0.5; 

3b – for = 0.05
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From comparison of the given ratios we can deduce: 
1. The highest efficiency for motors with relatively low inductance of winding (  < 1) we get at 120-degree 

switching. Vector control is slightly inferior. The worst variant is 180-degree switching. 
2. At  > 1 ratios of ( ) and Pe( ) for SMPM with vector control and 180-degree switching are practically the 

same and have their maximum in electromagnetic power and efficiency. 
3. For the characteristics under consideration at 120-degree switching the value of electromagnetic power and 

efficiency decreases with increasing of  with the changing of switching angle from 0 to /2. Therefore, the optimal 
value for switching angle in this switching method is  = 0 both for the electromagnetic power and efficiency. 

It may be noted that for the certain values of parameters and rotation speed, the currant of the section, 
disconnected from the power supply does not have time to decay to zero during one ISI. As a result, 120-degree 
switching ceases to differ from 180-degree switching by nature of electromagnetic processes and can be described 
by the same ratios. The equation of conditions determination for transfer from 120-degree switching to 180-degree 
is shown in [5] and in adopted system of relative units can be represented as 

 ,  

 

4. Definition of switching angle, corresponding to maximum value of  electromagnetic torque and efficiency 

When using 180-degree switching or vector control, the value of switching angle ( ), corresponding to 
maximum value of electromagnetic efficiency, can be defined by well-known proportion [9] 

 . (4) 

It can be used to set regulating point of switching angle in dynamic modes, when it is important to provide 
maximum torque for the engine to finish transient process as soon as possible. 

Analytic dependence for switching angle in relation to roll speed, which corresponds to maximum 
electromagnetic efficiency of the given SMPM, can’t be define in elementary functions. Therefore, it is rational to 
use approximate fitting ratios. For their development there were several numerical experiments, which resulted in 
switching angle values , corresponding to the maximum value of electromagnetic efficiency and efficiency values 
in range of parameters  = (0.1, .., 0.9) and  = (0.1, .., 1.5). As a result of this experiment with the help of least-
square method, some approximate ratios, linking ,  and   became available. Polynomials of the second and third 
order were taken as basic functions for approximation [10] 

Here sum squared error, calculated by method [11], is equal to , relative error  = 0.54%. 
Accordingly, to obtain a third order polynomial 
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Here we have =20,154, = 0,24%. 
For evaluation of ratios (5) and (6) in whole working range of parameters there calculations were made and ratios 

 were built at different values of , shown in Fig. 5 (dashed lines – calculated by expression (5), dash-
dotted – by expression (6)). Analogical ratios, deduced by searching , at the known numerical values of  and  
by expressions (1–3) are shown by solid lines. Comparison of these curves shows that it is possible to find  by the 
expressions (5) or (6) with sufficient accuracy for  optimization of the drive energy performance. 

 
Fig. 5.  Set of approximate ratios, allowing to choose the optimal switching angle  in whole stator rotation speed range ( ) for SMPM of 

the set construction (parameter - ) according to the criterion of maximum electromagnetic efficiency in cases of vector control or 180-
degree switching 

5. SMPM regulating characteristics under vector control by changing of switching angle 

As was noted before, when using vector control it is possible to regulate not only the stator field vector 
magnitude while it is rotating steadily, but also it’s angular position in the respect of stator field vector. Such 
possibility allows to change the type of mechanical characteristic of the motor and it’s working range of rotation 
speeds. 

Fig. 6 illustrates SMPM mechanical characteristics at changing , defined by ratio (3) for different values of . 
The curves illustrate, that by regulating of switching angle type of mechanical characteristics can be substantially 
changed from ones, corresponding to independent excitation motor to those, corresponding to series-wound motor. 
It is obvious, that according to requirements for the electric drive it is possible to regulate angle  independently 
according to any unspecified law, which is chosen with regard to those requirements. 
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Fig. 6. SMPM mechanical characteristics at changing switching angle   

6. Conclusion  

In engines, having relatively low inductance values of armature winding, while using discrete switching from the 
point of energetic characteristics it is sensible to use 120-degree switching, which has characteristics not worse than 
those under vector control. In this case the most effective is neutral switching ( =0), providing maximum 
electromagnetic efficiency for the given speed and electromagnetic torque value, which is very close to maximum. 

In case of a big relative inductance value, 120-degree switching is turning into 180-degree, that is why it is 
sensible to program engine work for this switching from the very beginning. At this value of angle , corresponding 
to the maximum efficiency and maximum torque will be different. For the definition of the first one of them, we can 
use expression (4), for the second one – expression (5) or (6). Those ratios can be used for realization of vector 
control of electric drive. 

When using vector control, regulating SMPM switching angle, with the changing of rotation speed there is a 
possibility not only to minimize engine’s energy consumption, but also change it’s mechanical characteristics from 
ones, corresponding to independent excitation motor to those, corresponding to series-wound motor. 
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Abstract 

The article deals with the solution of the electrodynamic problem on the border enclosing structure anechoic chamber in a 
rigorous formulation in an infinite region of space. The proposed solution comprises two stages. The first is calculated on the 
basis of experimental studies of complex permittivity and permeability of radio absorbing material using Nicolson-Ross-Weir 
model. The second evaluates channel Floquet transmission and reflection coefficients for the walls in an infinite plane. The 
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1. Introduction 

For carrying special investigations bench (SI) of side electromagnetic radiation and interference (PEMIN) 
technical devices (TD) in accordance with the regulations and methods necessary to have an alternative 
measurement area (AMA). AMA can be called a "semi-anechoic" chamber, as it differs from the anechoic chamber 
(AC), the presence of ground plates on the lower boundary of the chamber [1]. To AMA some requirements on the 
coefficient of anechoic and shielding effectiveness of external industrial interference [2, 3, 4].  For this purpose a 
series of tests carried out on the suitability of the built AMA [5]. Construction of AMA is quite costly and requires a 
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comprehensive approach to address identified problems [6], achieved in different ways: geometry, size, use of 
radioabsorbing materials (RM), shielding materials, interference suppression filters [7]. All walls of AMA (except 
for the lower) have a multilayer structure shown in Fig. 1 (with an indication of the direction of incidence of the 
electromagnetic wave  by TD).  

 

Fig. 1. Structure of walls of AMA, where d1 – thickness RM; d2, d4 – thickness of mesh screens; d3 – the thickness of the air layer. 

In order to assess suitability of the use of AMA, scheduled to build, simulate electromagnetic processes taking 
place inside the room AMA and on its boundary. Considering that applied shielding fine screen [8] and RM, ideal 
modeling of AMA with all the elements of its construction requires a considerable amount of computational 
operations (in the frequency range from tens of kilohertz to several gigahertz, the minimum linear dimensions of the 
site - the order of several meters, mesh size - a few tenths of a millimeter). 

The possibilities of experimental modeling AMA is very limited: the quality of the measurements in the required 
frequency range [2] difficult to achieve because of the problem unformed front of wave (the far zone is formed at a 
considerable distance) and background electromagnetic noise (low signal to noise ratio). Deserves special attention 
RM: manufacturers, as a rule, do not indicate exhaustive characteristics of materials, and are limited to specifying 
the reflection losses at perpendicular incidence of the wave [9]. These data do not allow us to estimate the 
coefficients of transmission and absorptionbecause for understanding the full picture of electrodynamic processes 
occurring in the material, it is necessary to know the permittivity, permeability and conductivity of the material. 

For simplicity the model simulations AMA is carried out in two stages: the general problem is solved in the 
volume in the optical approximation and is based on the solution of the electrodynamic problem on the border 
enclosing structure AMA in a rigorous formulation in an infinite region of space. 

The solution of the electrodynamic problem is done in two stages: first, the calculation of complex permittivity 
and permeability RM (based on his experimental studies), and secondly, the calculation of transmission and 
reflection coefficients on the basis of modeling walls of AMA in an infinite plane. 

2. Permittivity and permeability of RM 

Preliminary assessment of the permittivity and permeability performed capacitive (low frequency) and waveguide 
(high-frequency) method [12] for the investigated RM, which is used as the ferrite tile absorber [9]. 

In the measurements capacitance method sample was placed between the plates of the capacitor and determines 
the change in capacitance and dielectric loss tangent with the introduction of RM to the condenser. Obtained the 
following results measured at a frequency of 100 kHz: 

without RM: =10,4 pF, tg  = 0,066; 
with RM: =78,7 pF, tg  = 0,02; 

=68,3 pF, tg  = 0,046. 
By measuring the transmission and reflection coefficients in the waveguide at a frequency of 8.4 GHz, the 

dielectric constant of the sample RM estimated. n accordance with the method of the scattering matrix of attenuation 
coefficient  [10] totaled 
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, 

where =0,316 – reflection coefficient, =0,0316 – transmission coefficient. 
According to the manufacturer, RM has a significant permeability, which can also must take into account at 

modeling of the electromagnetic wave passing through the wall AMA. 
Thus, there is attenuation in the material at different frequencies, which indicates the presence of loss and the 

need to incorporate the permittivity and permeability in complex form. 
There are various methods for measuring permittivity and permeability [12] coaxial probe, a method of "free 

space", a cavity resonator, the method of parallel plate waveguide and coaxial transmission line. Variant with coaxial 
probe is not suitable, because investigated RM has permeability. Use of the method "free space" is limited because 
of the need to use low-frequency antennas and RM big sample size. Application of the waveguide method and 
method of "cavity resonator" is limited to a narrow range of frequencies. The capacitive method is not applicable due 
to the substantial errors caused by low quality factor of the investigated RM.  

The most suitable from the viewpoint of applicability is the method of the coaxial transmission line, which 
provides broadband measurements from 100 MHz to 8 GHz [11]: 

, 

where D – large diameter line, d – the diameter of the inner shaft. 
An advantage of the method is the use of a T-wave type coinciding with type of waves in free space, and the 

applicability of the method for magnetic materials. Thus, the coefficients of transmission T and reflection R, 
measured in a coaxial transmission line, can be applied to calculations in the free space. [12, 13] 

Calculations of complex permittivity and permeability on the basis of found T and R     
 Nicolson-Ross-Weir [14]. This requires the manufacture of a toroid RM thickness d, set coaxial 

transmission line and to measure the parameters of the scattering matrix. The characteristic impedance of the 
material is of the form 

, 

where ,  – relative permittivity and permeability of material, – characteristic impedance of the free space. 
The reflection coefficient of the surface of the RM has the form 

 . (1) 

The transmission coefficient for a finite thickness can be written as  

 , (2) 

where  – circular frequency,  – thickness of the material. 
The coefficients of the scattering matrix S11 and S21 has the form: 

,   

Introducing variables 

,  ,   , 

reflection and transmission coefficients can be written as 

,  . 
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With regard to (1) and (2) receive 

,   

then 

,  . 

Model Nicolson-Ross-Weir is widely recognized method of calculation of the electromagnetic characteristics of 
the materials from the measured scattering matrix elements and well applicable for materials with both small and 
large losses. [15, 16] 

3. Wall of AMA in infinite area 

Direct simulation walls of AMA to a cascade of relatively large mesh with a mesh of 20 mm and 18 mm and the 
diameter of the wire, respectively, 2 and 1,8 mm, revealed a general problem of modeling - limited computing 
resources. The problem was solved for the walls of the size of 3000 * 5000 mm among computer-aided design 
(CAD) CST STUDIO on a PC with quad-core processor i7, RAM 16 GB and solid-state hard disk drive 1 hour 7 
minutes. The large costs of calculation related to the fact that the definition of radiating elements mesh screens 
requires a large dimension, since the geometry of the cascade return period of two screens large enough. The 
calculation time for volumetric the room 3*4*5 m and mesh wire diameter of 10 mm and 40 mm cell in the range of 
1 GHz to more than 2 days of continuous operation. The situation is exacerbated when registered in the RM with 
complex permittivity and permeability. Thus, the solution of the problem with this approach is not possible. 

The measured value of the transmission coefficient in a waveguide for copper mesh 0,56 0,56 mm with of the 
wire diameter 0,15 mm at a frequency of 8,4 GHz totaled -39,7 dB, and taking into account the intrinsic attenuation 
5 dB in a waveguide, totaled -44,7 dB. The calculated value of the coefficient in CAD CST STUDIO: 39,79 dB. 
The difference can be explained by non-ideal of the meshes (GOST[17] allows deviation in cell size 6 %) and the 
geometry of its placement in the waveguide. Hence the experimental error can be estimated at 6-10%, and therefore, 
requires a method to simulate with a high accuracy. 

The wall of the AMA is a periodic structure, since the two asymmetrical meshes can make the common 
repetition period. Therefore, the natural method of analysis of infinite periodic structures is the use of periodicity 
conditions that reduce the problem of an infinite structure of the analysis of one period [18]. For this purpose use of 
Floquet channel, which is a part of the space bounded by the vertical walls on which you installed periodic boundary 
conditions.  

The electric field intensity for the half- space  in a rectangular channel of Floquet is given [18,19]: 

, 

where  , , ,   – periods of repetition structure of 
the axes OX and OY,   – amplitude n,m harmonics, k- the wave number of free space. 

Constant  are given the incident field, which is a plane wave: 
, , 

where  – meridional angle of incidence of the plane wave,  - the azimuthal angle of incidence. 
In the case of perpendicular incidence for the far zone is only the fundamental harmonic Floquet with parameters 

n=m=0. 
 To verify the possibility of using Floquet channels studied common mesh structures [17] with the CAD CST 

STUDIO. Calculations of the transmission coefficient for the mesh, placed in a coaxial line with outer and inner 
radii, respectively, 16  7 mm, and for an infinite network structure by using a predetermined channels Floquet 
demonstrate good agreement, characterized by less than 1 dB. The difference can be explained by the peculiarities 
of the geometry of the current distribution on the border of meshes adjunction and the coaxial line (fig. 2). 
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 Fig. 2. Scheme of meshes in a coaxial line. 

Comparing the the transmission coefficient for meshes 1 cell size 0,8 mm and a diameter of 0,32 mm, calculated 
in the coaxial line and using Floquet channels received permanent differences 0,38 dB in the entire frequency range 
(table 1).  Calculations were carried out for a length of coaxial transmission line 100 mm  installed in the middle of a 
mesh, and channel Floquet ports installed accordingly at a distance 50 mm before the meshes and 50 mm after the 
meshes. 

Table 1. The transmission coefficient for the mesh 1. 

Frequency, GHz 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 

Floke, dB 68,819 62,799 59,277 56,778 54,84 53,226 51,917 50,757 49,734 

Klp, dB 68,434 62,414 58,893 56,394 54,457 52,875 51,536 50,377 49,353 

Difference,  dB 0,385 0,385 0,384 0,384 0,383 0,351 0,381 0,38 0,381 

Analogous measurements for the mesh 2 with a cell 0,9 mm  and diameter 0,36 mm in the coaxial transmission 
line using channels Floquet show constant difference 0,15 dB (table 2). 

Table 2. The transmission coefficient for the mesh 2. 

Frequency, GHz 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,8 
Floke, dB 67,796 61,776 58,254 55,755 53,816 52,233 50,894 49,734 48,711 
Klp, dB 67,948 61,923 58,406 55,907 53,969 52,386 51,047 49,886 48,863 
Difference,  dB 0,152 0,147 0,152 0,152 0,153 0,153 0,153 0,152 0,152 

For a cascade meshes (fig. 3) with the distance between them 50mm and the start of counting phase Floquet 
1000 mm transmission coefficient totaled -107,90 dB at 1 GHz. 

 

Fig. 3. Transmission coefficient for a cascade meshes in the channel Floquet. 
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The foregoing results agree well with the values of the transmission coefficient obtained at the decision with use 
of model the transmission line.[20] 

For the validation of of calculations using a Floquet channels carried out researches the transmission coefficient 
(on power) for a combination of wire mesh (lumen 15 mm, radius 0.3 mm) and a dielectric plate ( / 0=3.6-0.2i, 
thickness 4 mm) depending on the distance h among them at a frequency of 9,375 GHz.  The simulation results 
(fig. 4) have a good agreement with the calculated data obtained by the averaged boundary conditions [21]. 
Revealing of the difference can be explained by to CAD using the method of finite integrals without the use of 
averages.  

 

Fig. 4. The transmission coefficient calculated, using the channels Floquet and [21]. 

Results of calculating the transmission coefficient depending on the thickness of the dielectric plate shown in 
fig. 5. Increasing the thickness of the material affects the ambiguous change in transmission coefficient: it can be 
seen that, firstly, at frequencies greater than 4,62 GHz (the wavelength in the material is 34 mm) the transmission 
coefficient increases with increasing thickness, secondly, at a frequency of about 7 GHz (the wavelength in the 
material is 22 mm) the transmission coefficient for the thickness of 10mm is greater than for other thicknesses. 
These effects can be explained by resonance phenomena related to the wavelength in the material. 

 

Fig. 5. The transmission coefficient in the range of frequencies at different thicknesses of the dielectric plate. 

It is necessary be noted that the the transmission coefficient decreases with increasing thickness of material only 
at frequencies below 3,5 GHz, which is about a quarter of the wavelength in the material which is related to the 
wavelength in the free space ratio μ . Hence, knowing the permittivity and permeability, it is possible to 
determine the optimal thickness of RM. 

Research transmission coefficient for different cell sizes allow to make conclude that the resonance phenomena 
occur at frequencies corresponding to 1/8 multiple of wavelength. This is associated to the number of faces of the 
cell: 4 faces * 1/8 wavelength = 1/2 wavelength. 

Research of the transmission coefficient as a function of the distance between the meshes to reveal the presence 
of resonance at 1/2 wavelength, and the degradation is observed, starting with 1/4 wavelength. 
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Conclusions 

Thus, the determination of complex permittivity and permeability of the material is possible with use of model 
Nicolson-Ross-Weir by analyzing the dependence of the coefficients of transmission and reflection in a coaxial 
transmission line. With known material parameters multilayer structure walls of AMA can be modeled in the a 
rigorous formulation using Floquet channels. In order to assess suitability of the use of AMA, the planned for 
construction, buildings volume model in the optical approximation, from which are issued the necessary 
recommendations to the requirements of the customer. 

This work was financially supported by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation in the 
framework of an integrated project under the contract 02.G25.31.0046 
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Abstract 

An approach to the synthesis of control algorithms of equipment with drive sucker rod pump is given on the basis of the analysis
of the existing control principles. This approach uses the criterion including technical and economic component of oil production. 
Connections with diagnostic system of equipment in the control process are described. The principles of restrictions formation on
control when using this criterion are given on the basis of operation results of embedded diagnostic system. The information 
system in the control structure of oil production is shown with application of the synthesized criterion, components of this system 
are described. This approach to the control synthesis of oil production can be extended onto some other types of equipment of oil 
production. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015).

Keywords: equipment with the drive sucker rod pump, control, an information structure of control system. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, questions of industrial automation in oil branch often connect with implementation of "smart" deserted 
technologies, "intellectual slits" which control systems are able to select itself the modes of oil pumping from a slit 
depending on the slit parameters and external conditions. The main aims of control systems of oil production are the 
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decrease of the extraction cost of a unit of  production and the general direct and indirect costs on slits exploitation. 
It means increase of coefficient of the oil recovery, reduction of coefficient of the pumping equipment depreciation, 
etc. Different control algorithms are used for control of installations with the drive sucker rod pump (DSRP) in an 
automatic mode. Value of "residue" on a plunger dinamogramm in case of insufficient fluid influx to slit is used as 
criterion in control systems of Lufkin Automation SAM Well Manager Variable Speed Drive firm. Practically it 
means that the system is retained in the mode on the boundary where the quantity of the moves is maximum for an 
accurate identification of defect appearance "insufficient fluid influx in a slit", determined at the plunger 
dinamogramm. The results of research of control stations of Lufkin firm [1]  show that the power consumed by 
equipment decreases by 20%, exploitation costs of slits and equipment decrease by 25%, and production increases 
and equipment downtimes decrease only by 1-4% in case of use of the Lufkin Controller Well Manager RPC 
controller. 

There are control systems of drives of Danfoss firm of the mechanized oil production of SALT (Sensor less 
Artificial Lift Technology) on technology without sensors where load data when using the frequency controlled 
drive for regulation of the pump delivery are used. Load is analyzed during regulation and the speed of the 
movement decreases or increases when it is necessary [2]. Thus both drive sucker rod pumps, and screw and 
submersible electrocentrifugal pumps can be used as pumps. 

The main drawback of the given control algorithms of pump equipment is  the lack of the direct link with main 
goals of control systems of oil production. It doesn't allow to change the level of oil production depending on the 
current parameters of the extracting equipment and economic components of oil production. 

2. Synthesis of control algorithm of pump equipment 

Synthesis of algorithms and control systems depends on a field of system application [3]. 
There is a method [4] in which the maximum of the criterion including components of production level, expenses 

on the electric power and  exploitation of the deep equipment and drive sucker rod pump is defined for formation of 
level of the current production for borehole equipment with DSRP 

2
1 2( )G q k n n k n ,               (1) 

where q –  the value of the current production in a unit of time (current productivity of a slit) or its assessment; 
      n – the current quantity of the double moves per minute of the drive of the drive sucker rod pump; 
     2

1 ( )M k n n  – the value characterizing the expenses on the electric power in a unit of time; 
     2D k n  – the value characterizing the expenses on exploitation of the deep equipment and the drive of the 

drive sucker rod pump  in recalculation per unit of time. 

The scaling coefficients k1 and k2 have the dimensions resulting  economic components in dimension of the 
current production in a time unit. 

Constants k1, k2,   can be received on the basis of expert estimations. They can change depending on the price of 
oil (the oil production price), price of electricity, the price and the cost of exploitation of the deep and pump 
equipment. 

It should be noted that it is necessary to consider the restrictions on the controlling variable (quantity of the 
double moves) because of characteristics of the DSRP drive and characteristics of an oil well, oil layer and the 
pumped-out liquid under search of a maximum of criterion (1). It is necessary to use diagnostic system in the 
controller of the control system of a well oil production. The conclusions about restrictions on the controlling 
variable and opportunity or expediency of further work of pump equipment (for example, during the diagnostics of a 
break of a rods column) in certain cases are drawn by the results of operation of this diagnostic system. 

For example, during algorithm work the restriction of quantity of the double moves was 6 and step was changed 
from 4 to 4,5 double moves as a result of the work of adaptive algorithm. Thus the diagnostic system gave out the 
result" insufficient inflow of liquid to a well" for this value. It is necessary to change the restriction of quantity of the 
double moves to the value 4,5 as the increase of moves quantity relative to this value is inefficient. It is necessary to 
act similarly if insufficient inflow of liquid to a well hasn't been revealed during the work of the algorithm, but the 
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current restriction of the moves quantity is less than technological one and the outlet after the boundary of the 
current restriction of the quantity of the double moves has taken place. It is expedient to build the diagnostic system 
using the results of the dinamograms and vattmetrograms assessment because these approaches are most studied. 

3. Synthesis of information system of equipment of oil production 

As a rule, modern control systems have communication with shop information system. In most cases this 
communication has one-sided character: in spite of the fact that requests and answers from shop information system 
go diversely, information moves from a control system to shop, and from shop there are only requests for data 
acquisition, for example, of dinamograms and vattmetrograms data, equipment work parameters, etc.  

If criteria of oil production control (1) are used during control information exchange in the direction shop 
information system – the control system of oil production becomes expedient. In this direction it is possible to 
transfer information which will lead to change the oil production parameters or even to change the modes of oil 
production. It is connected with the terms "intellectual field" and "intellectual well" which, obviously, shouldn't be 
autonomous and have to be closely connected with each other at the solution of the general problem of minimization 
of expenses on production of one ton of oil and various private tasks solved at each control level.  Correction of 
those information streams which exist now in structure of control of oil production is required. 

It is expedient to break all information system into groups with definition of connections between them. This 
structure is presented in figure 1 [5]. 

Fig. 1. Information connections in a control system of DSRP. 

Information groups in the system are shown in the figure at the left. Modules of hardware-software part of a 
control system are shown on the right by double lines. We will consider components of this system. The block of 
economic components of oil production contains only coefficients of the expenses entering in the control criterion in 
the automatic mode and is connected with the control system regulator. The values of criterion change during change 
of data of this block and the control system respectively reacts on it by change of the control action (in our case the 
quantity of the double moves changes).  

The block of equipment parameters is individual for each type of the DSRP and contains such values as length of 
the move of the polished rod, the area of the piston of a hydraulic cylinder at the gidrofikational drive, etc. These 
parameters influence on the parameters of the block of the current parameters of oil production (for example, an 
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estimation of the value of the current productivity of equipment), on the block of dinamograms and vattmetrograms 
data (for example, on the calculated values of points of the plunger dinamogram received from the estuarial data), 
and on the diagnostic system (for example, during estimation of the current loading in a column of rods).  

The block of the well parameters contains such values as depth of immersion of the pump, level and 
characteristics of the pumped-out liquid, characteristics of the pump and a column of rods, etc. Parameters of this 
block influence on the diagnostic system (for example, during estimation of the minimum value of load of a column 
of rods), on the block of dinamograms and vattmetrograms data (for example, on the calculated values of points of 
the plunger dinamogram received from the estuarial data).  

The block of the current parameters of oil production contains the current data of equipment operation (for 
example, the current measured quantity of the double moves) and estimated data of results of oil production (for 
example, exploitation productivity). Parameters of this block influence on operation of the regulator as, for example, 
the value of productivity estimation is included into the value of criterion of automatic control of exploitation.  

The block of dinamograms and vattmetrograms data contains the dinamograms data (estuarial and, perhaps, 
plunger, received as a result of calculation) and archives of these data for its subsequent output via connection 
channels or to internal devices of indication. Dinamograms and, perhaps, vattmetrograms are used for the delivery of 
results of quality estimation of oil production and the equipment of a well in diagnostic system. Such information 
division into groups will allow to use the uniform structural units at data transmission from/in a control system of the 
drive regardless of DSRP drive type. Filling of blocks will depend on the  type of DSRP drive and, perhaps, on 
pump type. 

4. Conclusion 

The new method of synthesis of control of the oil production equipment with  the drive sucker rod pump is given. 
This approach is suitable as well in the case of use of pumps of other type, for example, of the electrocentrifugal. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes the laws of structuring surface roughness at surface plastic deformation for the purpose of revised 
calculation of operating modes at the technological process design stage. It derives a formula of roughness profile that allows 
calculating its general parameters. These formulas are obtained without the action of inertial forces in the reciprocating 
movement of the tool. 
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1. Introduction 

Present-day methods of surface plastic deformation are characterized by high intensification of modes, which is 
achieved on the account of newer design-engineering methods application. In these circumstances one of the general 
directions of processing performance improvement and durability of the tools is calculation and provision of 
qualitative indicators of the surface at maximum possible intensity of processing at design stage. The solution of 
these issues for processing of parts of materials has special importance, the processing of which is characterized by 
increased aptitude to vibrations occurrence. These products that are made of nonferrous metals and alloys with high 
requirements to roughness of the processed surface Ra=0.05  0.08 microns of high uniformity. For similar 
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calculations it is necessary to use the models, which take into account the physical phenomena at contact of tool and 
blank. Current models are either bulky for practical application or too simple and have insufficient accuracy [1, 2, 3]. 

2. Results and Discussion 

On movement of indentor along the treatable surface, the microprofile is formed with parameters that depend on 
numerous factors is formed. We will mark its height as h1. 

The indentor with every subsequent revolution of the blank distorts previously formed grooves, by squeezing 
them in direction that is opposite to the feed (fig.1, a). The higher the pressure at the contact zone and plasticity of 
the processed material, the larger the plastic displacement zone and to greater degree the distortion of the 
microprofile takes place. The newly formed microrelief (fig.1, b), section 1), has form, which differs from the form 
of segments of circle - that is similar to the form of sinuous line indents (fig.1, b), section 2). 

The relief that is obtained on the surface we will approximate with the help of the function of the following form: 

)sin1()( 1 thtf .          (1) 

Period of sin function is equal to the time of two revolutions of part; therefore, its frequency  is equal to half 
angular frequency of revolution of part. I. .  = n.  

Then the function 1, which describes the formation of the profile of the surface roughness, can be rewritten as 
follows: 

))sin(1()( 1 tnhtf .         (2) 

To determine the component, due to vibration of the tool and work surface, we make the following assumptions: 

tool makes vibrations with respect to work surface with constant average amplitude A and frequency ; 
average work rotational speed n is constant; 
average feed at burnishing s is constant. 

Relative vibrations of tool and blank can be represented in the form of harmonic function that is confirmed by 
oscillograms of radial displacement of deforming tool, having a harmonic character and which are described 
mathematically by sinuous line with amplitude that is equal to the maximum radial-motion variation max: 

)sin()( 0tAty .          (3) 

where: t - time;  - radian frequency;  - phase displacement. 
 
The value  will be determined by the displacement of maximum of radial-motion variation for revolution of 

part. It is determined by the characteristics of the bearings of spindle assembly. Spindle assembly of the most 
machine tool stations is made on ball bearings that have some eccentricity due to the deviation of the real size of the 
balls from the rated one upward or downward. As a result, the maximum of radial-motion variation of bearing falls 
on its side, from which the ball of smaller diameter is placed. Schematically the ball bearing is shown in fig. 3.  

In figure: D1 - diameter of raceway of the outer ring of the bearing; D2 – diameter of raceway of the inner ring of 
the bearing;  - eccentricity that produces the radial-motion variation of the rolling bearing and, accordingly, the 
spindle. Point A corresponds to the maximum of radial-motion variation. 

When you rotate the spindle on 1 turn, the point, corresponding to the maximum of radial-motion variation will 
move only on certain angle, i.e. the one will be delayed with respect to the rotation of the spindle on angle: . The 
angle, on which the maximum of value of radial-motion variation for 1 revolution of blank will move, will be 
determined as follows. 
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Frictional sliding in rolling bearings gives the size of order: 0.0004 ... 0.0005. So, we accept rolling motion of the 
balls in the bearing without frictional slipping. Then the point of contact of ball and raceways of the inner ring of the 
bearing for 1 revolution will pass a distance that is equal to the length of the inner ring raceway of inner ring - D2. 
The point of contact of ball and raceway of the outer ring of the bearing for one revolution of the spindle will pass 
the same distance - D2, that is less than the length of the raceway of the outer ring (as D2, < D1). 

The point of contact of ball and raceway of the outer ring of the bearing is moved through an arc, the length of 
which is equal to the product of the rotation angle of the contact point ( , rad) and the radius of the raceway (0.5D1). 
It is possible to write down: 

12 5,0 DD  Or 122 DD .        (4) 

Value of angle 0 will be: 

)(122 120 radDD .        (5) 

Under real conditions, the determine the parameters of bearings and value 0 is not difficult one. The position of 
the tool tip after 1 revolution (see Fig. 3, a), after 2, 3, revolutions (see fig. 3, b, c) can be determined if we know the 
value of the eccentricity - of radial-motion variation and parameters of bearings of spindle assembly. After number 
of revolutions that is equal to i, the tool tip is returned to the initial position, corresponding to the maximum radial-
motion variation (see Fig. 3 d). In longitudinal section of the blank (per generatix) from revolution to revolution the 
tool tip moves along sinuous line. (see fig. 3, e). 

Wavelength  that occurs on generatix depends on both feed and the angle value 0. It may be that the value  
will be much less of base length on which the determination of surface roughness parameters is carried out. It can be 
determined by the number of revolutions, for which the point of maximum of radial-motion variation will return to 
the starting point and the one shall be calculated according to formula: 

.
1

s2 
120 DD

s          (6) 

When burnishing with feed about 0.02 mm/rev and at ratio 6.012 DD  (for ball bearings of medium and heavy 
series), we obtain the following value of the wave:   0.05 mm. On standard base length of several of these 
segments can be fitted. 

Taking into account the angular frequency ,2 n  oscillation equation (3) can be rewritten as follows: 

.12sin h  y(t) 122 DDtn         (7) 

Amplitude h2 - is additional summary penetration from action of inertial forces and friction forces in the area of 
contact of tool and blank. Equation of profile of roughened surface can be written: 

.12sin h))sin(1()()( 1221 DDtntnhtytfL      (8) 
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Fig. 1 Scheme of microrelief formation at burnishing 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of shifting of maximum of  spindle radial error motion 
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Fig. 3 The dynamics of tool tip motion in transverse - , -b, -c, -d 
and longitudinal -e cross sections at reciprocating vibrations of the tool. 
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Parameter: Ra shall be found as follows: 

,

12sin h))sin(1(1

)()(111

0

0

0
1231

0

0000

dtDDktntnh
t

Ra

dttytf
t

dLdxyRa

t

t

     (9) 

where: t0 - is time of passing by indenter of base length 0, on which the integration is carried out. 
 
As a result, with consideration of the roughness of the deforming tool, the formula for finding of the value of the 

roughness parameter: Ra at burnishing processing will be rewritten as follows: 

,12sin h))sin(1(1 0

0
1221

0
U

t

kRadtDDktntnh
t

Ra     (10) 

where: RaU - the value of the roughness of the working tool, which is reproduced on the surface of the machined 
blank. 
 - coefficient, taking into account the additional distortion of the shape of original groove at subsequent revolutions 

of the blank; k - coefficient, taking into account the changes of the profile of the surface that is processed as result of 
intensive wave formation at low feed rates. 

 
At preparation of the surfaces with relatively low requirements to the parameter of surface roughness: Ra, the 

value RaU can be omitted. But when providing the roughness parameter:  
Ra = 0.1 mm and less, the value of tool roughness has the more significant impact, the smaller the parameter Ra 

will be. 

3. Conclusions 

I t was obtained the equation of rough surface when processing with surface plastic deformation, per which you 
can determine the basic parameters of the roughness at the design stage of the technological process. 
In obtained model the impact of the cross-wave generation, dynamic and inertial phenomena that are 
characteristic ones for intensive treatment are considered. 
The model is simple enough for practical application. 
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Abstract 

The article considers the electric traction drive with the field regulated reluctance machine (FRRM). The FRRM operating 
principle and main benefits equal with induction machine and synchronous reluctance machine (SRM) are introduced, 
disadvantages are noted. Electric drive is determined as point in the static regime, transient schema analysis, which considers 
electrical, electromechanical and mechanical operations of electric traction drive, introduced in the first phase of optimization. 
The second step is expounded how a mode of increasing the velocity of the drive. The third phase is linked with the optimization 
FRRM properties with over-torque. Therefore, drive is received which meet the standards of the traction with improved weight 
and dimension parameters, overload capability. Weight-size characteristics optimization are evaluation the most appropriate 
parameters of the control system and the motor. The clarification drawing are shown in the article. 
 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Electric traction drive is introduced the performance part of the facility of all electric or hybrid traction engine. 
Was laid on the broad band of to the power equipment, regulation system characteristics and output performance of 
the full electromechanical complex. As traction engine drives are often operating in heavy mode, it is need to form 
energy efficiency criterion of the drive in different method. 

The available solutions of the electric drives based on the induction motor or SRM do not responding such 
demands. Inductions motors have the optimized structure design, coil productivity, isolation materials and power 
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feed. Although, the reload value are not high. The current loading is growth and complex the SRM design can be 
achieved the nominal torque equal to 1.1 of the induction drive nominal torque [1]. 

A series of scientific paper are associated with the optimization of the motor element. However, the introduced 
solution is aimed to the bridge m-phase inverters supply with the bounded quantity of phases. 

The fresh approach gave of the electric drive engineering for updating overload and weight-size dimension. The 
«valve-inverter – motor» multipurpose optimization would be done with account for specific electric traction drive 
requirements such as high overloads application opportunity (e.g. for outrunning or for starting with heavy goods); 
as minimal sizes (e.g. for urban electric transport with low floor for comfortable passenger drop-off and pick-up), by 
the example of the field regulated reluctance machine (FRRM) [2]. 

2. Idea and operating principles of the FRRM 

FRRM is the synchronous reluctance machine where the stator coil can be operate as excitation coil if the 
winding is above the interpolar interval and it is a full step coil. Such motor is operated as the reverse DC machine. 
Stator coils can be supplied by the autonomous sources or by the usual multiphase controlled power converters, e.g. 
based on the full bridge circuit. 

As the rotor may be made solid, high mechanical rigidity of the shaft can be reached. Drive can be done in the 
like stator frame as the asynchronous motor, and using the same stator line current load FRRM produced torque 
greater by 20…35 %. Because of geometric neutral is deliberated displacement to the pole edge, the drive can 

generate overload torque up to 4…10 nominal values 
[3, 7]. 

Although, these values would be reduced with 
decreasing quantity of phases of the machine. The 
pulsations of electromagnetic torque are coming out. 
The pulsations of speed as a dependent of the quantity 
of phases are presented on figure 1. The quantity of 
power semiconductor switches and total power are 
incremented with growth of quantity of phases. The 
compromise with according to the economical, mass-
weight, energy value is the application of six-phase 
machine [4]. 

3. Electric drive weight-size parameters 
optimization 

In general, the task of the weight-size 
characteristics optimization can be explained with the next condition: 

),,(min maxmax TnTPq rOV
, 

where  is the electric drive power loss,  is the nominal motor torque,  is the high motor velocity, and 
 is the high drive torque. 

The main limitation in this problem should be the heat engine: 

const.HEP  

The electric traction drive it is possible to separated velocity-torque curve into 3 part for optimizing (fig. 2, a): 1 –
 constant power part (A-N-B curve), 2 – high velocity part (horizontal part is crossing via the A point), and 3 – high 
limiting torque part (vertical part is crossing the B point). 

 
Fig. 1. Electromagnetic torque ripple rate as a function of number of 

phases of the FRRM 
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If the traction drive is used, e.g. electric drive of a tractor, A and B points would be limited by the technological 
operation requirements – high torque is the slipping torque. If during the drive engineering, it is need to analyzing 
the position of the points, such characteristics of the power facilities as drive power, gear reduction rate, must be 
visibility. As rule, this comes if high overloads or speed broadband is hard to actualize by of electric drive [5, 15]. 

4. Optimization on the steady-state mode 

The A-N-B curve (fig. 2, a) is border and it is bounded by the diesel 
generator power. There are two parts of the curve: AN – voltage V and 
current I are permanent values, magnetic flux is variable with the torque; 
NB – voltage V reduced, current I increases the according law: 

constVIPel . 

The A-N-B curve position changes with varying the gear reduction rate. 
The first section can be divided on the electric traction drive with the 
FRRM for the basic task of better motion path selection on the task of 
providing maximum torque and speed of the drive. In relation to measure 
of minimizing the weight-size characteristics of the motor, it is worth to 
employ max reduction speed gear box, but it is need to correspond 
nominal motor velocity and instrument velocity. 

Limit of heat can be introduced as next equation if the current and 
torque are linear graphs: 

0

,)(1 2

0 t

r dttT
T

T  

where Tr is the nominal motor torque; T(t) is the traction torque time 
curve; T0 is the overall cycle time. Load chart for electric traction drives is 
traditional mounted with frequency function Pi, which is presented on fig. 

1b. For each specific case this graph would be different. Employ the NB curve and the frequency function graph the 
torque RMS meaning can be calculated. This meaning is utilized to choose the electromechanical converter by 
power [6]. 

Velocity control by changing voltage is not effective, because the semiconductor converter power should be 
overvalued. For this cause, it is better to utilize operating systems with field reduction. This can decreased total 
capacity of the facilities to 40 percent if the considerable torque overloads would be about short time, as it is in the 
electric traction drive. 

The location of N point is calculated by to criterion of electric loss minimum. The logic of switching the electric 
drive control system can be proposed for the first space to the second space: the diapason that has calculations of 
armature coil electric loss is chosen. EMF E, current I, flux  are presented as an operation of torque on fig. 2, c to 
explain the evaluation process. This optimization algorithm can be reduced weight-size characteristics to 20% [7, 
13]. 

5. Optimization in transient of the electric drive 

The problem of definition the scheme and controller characteristics is significant, because when the drive 
operated close to the limited area of the speed-torque curve, self-excited fluctuation can happen by to the 
considerable loop fault signals. 

Fig. 3 represents the electric traction drive block schema. This is a multiple circuit control system. Speed control 

 
Fig.2. Drive phase motion path (a), load 

distribution function (b), static 
characteristics (c) 
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loop SCL works with the drive velocity n which is equal to linear traction velocity v0 in per unit. nsl is compliance 
to wheelslip and is equal 0.02…0.2n. Torque control loop TCL contain of the torque controller RT, path current 
control loops PCCL (separated into field current control loop FCCL and armature current control loop ACCL), 
feedback with electrical Pel and mechanical Pmech power, real torque T parameters [8, 12]. 

The traction electric drive is supplied because of to multiple control the speed-torque curve (fig. 2, a). At that, the 
range of the drive a valid states is consist with single parts take into account the max velocity, heating engine power, 
electric drive torque, current bounds. Point N is matched to the electrical haulage motor nominal operating regime on 
the graph. 

The D element is utilized electric drive rotating inertial properties of the SCL. Integrating flexible element EB is 
expound the cooperation between the wheel and ground. ES element is determined wheel slip in operating mode and 
wheelskid in braking condition in feedback. 

Note that the relation between wheel hauling power and slip velocity is nonlinear and nonstationary. Growth the 
force, accelerate the speed in the flexible slip area of every traction electric drive. Wheel and ground mechanical 
contact loss comes in the point A and the slip be present. This regime is impossible for the motor. 

FCCL, ACCL, MCL are set by PI-regulator, external SCL – by the proportional regulator. System quality is 
calculated by the transient function. Bode diagrams are also the grade estimation [9, 11, 14]. 

6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the optimization results have exhibit, that the electric traction drive with the field regulated 
reluctance machine can achieved work out overload characteristics (up to practically) and weight-size characteristics 
(up to 50%). As notice demerit of the FRRM it should be mentioned, that pulsations of torque are around 20% of 
nominal FRRM torque and 30% of the asynchronous motor pulsations of torque. Also, the sensor of speed is needed 
for the operation of the drive, it’s, of course, the full electric drive price growth. The DET-400 tractor electric drive 
is the commercial introduction result of the FRRM [6, 10]. 
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Abstract 

Energoinformatics is a complex science studying energy-information exchange (interaction) in various animate and inanimate 
systems [1]. Its research areas include mechatronics, with its subject being computer-controlled mechanical movements [2]. A 
mechatronic system (MS) is a closed automatic control system (ACS) with artificial intelligence. The structural, algorithmic and 
dataware support provides the functioning synergistic effect manifested in increasing energy efficiency, accuracy, and resource 
capacity in comparison with the analogues based on electric machines of other types [3–5]. The intellectual nature of the 
integration of mechanical and electronic components is determined by the fact that they do not just complement each other, but 
constitute a unit with completely new features and options to influence the operating mechanism (OM) [6]. In turn, these 
properties create sufficient and necessary conditions for the microprogramming usage. In order to control electric power changes, 
a discrete commutation is used and combined with pulse-width modulation and variations of the commutation angle of 
contactless electric machines with permanent magnets (CMPMs). The development of CMPM industry helped to create gearless 
electromechatronic systems (GEMS). 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 

Keywords: energoinformatics; mechatronic system; synergy; intellectualization; energy efficiency; operating mechanism; gearless 
electromechatronic systems 

1. Energy Carriers of Mechatronic Systems 

When designing a MS, it should be noted that it changes the type of energy necessary for its OM functioning. It 
largely determines the ACS efficiency, performance and metrological characteristics. Devices with liquid (water, 
oil) or gases (air, nitrogen, etc.) energy carriers which are fed under pressure from a generator (a pump, a 
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compressor) to circulate in a closed system are used to design MSs. Hydraulic and pneumatic MS allow generating 
great force. However, they require special sources of high pressure liquid or compressed gas. Using a hydraulic 
drive environment protection problems because of pollution due to leakages of energy carriers [7].  

When using a pneumatic actuator such problems do not occur. Pneumatic MSs occupy an intermediate position 
between electrical and hydraulic MSs in terms of weight horsepower. Pneumatic MSs are insensitive to radiation 
and temperature changes. Maintenance of pneumatic parts does not require highly skilled personnel. But there are 
some disadvantages: on the one hand the absence of lubrication and on the other hand the presence of water vapour 
in the air, with this vapour being removed with difficulty. The air movement at high velocity causes noise. In such 
MSs the air compressibility leads to a tendency to fluctuations that are difficult to suppress. Thus, the requirements 
for the personnel of pneumatic and hydraulic mechatronic units significantly increase.  

The need for additional changing of thermal or electric energy with the help of a pump or a compressor reduces 
the MS energy efficiency. This fact along with the complexity of the interface between the microelectronic and 
hydraulic (or pneumatic) components slights the advantages of the liquid or gas used as an energy carrier. 
Electromechatronics allows solving the problem of electronization of energy changing into the OM mechanical 
movements to improve the electric drive (ED) [5]. 

2. Gearless Electromechatronics 

Electromechatronic changers (EMTC) for movements are MS basic modules necessary for changing the types of 
energy and the forms of information into the OM functional movement. The ED traditional structure used for a 
similar purpose is based on digital microelectronics and computer technology. A significant increase in the ED 
efficiency can be achieved through its electronization. The gear excluding became a revolutionary step though gears 
were used in EDs over the last 200 years, and the CMPM use increases the flexibility of mechanical movement 
controlling. A stepping, vent, synchronous or moment electric motor or a constant current generator[8] can be used 
depending on the CMPM dateware level [5]. This ED is usually called direct or gearless, and in foreign technical 
and scientific literature it is called as «Direct drive» or «Direktantrieb» [4]. 

In addition to the gear excluding a further increase in the efficiency of energy changes into movements gives the 
process intellectual properties and the synergy inherent in mechatronics. Thus, we had to increase the level of the 
MS dateware up to the highest one, i.e. to its self-organization concerning not only the whole system but also its 
components [5]. In its turn, this self-organization demanded independent flexible changes of the techniques and 
algorithms of the CMPM controlling necessary for time optimization of movements and changes.  

To increase the efficiency of the energy changes in CMPMs with the calibrated controlling [3–5] the digital 
equivalents of the movement components should be generated. Time diagrams of these components are shown in 
Fig. 1, where (a) is the value , (b) is the velocity , (c) is the acceleration , (d) is the jump .  

 

 
Fig. 1. Time diagrams of the movement components. 

The gear excluding from precision electromechatronics is an obligatory step for any long-lasting MS operation. 
Simplifying its electromechanical component (EMC) leads to complicating of its microelectronic component 
(MEC). This is caused by the need to increase the effectiveness of structural, algorithmic and dateware support of 
the process of changing the energy type and information forms to control the OM functional movement.   
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3.  Gearless Electromechatronic Systems Operating Element Selection 

Applied mechatronics in most cases is based on electromechanics which is most effective for generating driving 
forces by changing electrical energy into mechanical energy. 

The EMTC output parameters are largely determined by an operating element included in the EMC. Today due to 
their advantages over other electric machines, CMPMs are most widely used in GEMSs. Their use, in addition to the 
well-known [5] significant advantages, is preferable because of the fact that during the manufacturing process it is 
possible to not only exclude an unreliable and interfering unit with a sliding current collector, but also to use a 
winding-free rotor with high-performance magnets [9]. In Russia two series of structurally interchangeable CMPMs 
are manufactured: the DBM series made according to the interior permanent magnet (IPM) technology, and the 
DBMV series manufactured according to the surface permanent magnet (SPM) technology [5, 10, 11]. 

A significant advantage of the IPM technology is its mechanically strong, well-balanced rotor. Interior permanent 
magnets cannot fail and fall out. They are screened from external influences not only with the help of the CMPM 
case but also the rotor design itself. The IPM technology is a compromise between ultra-smooth and super-power 
CMPMs with more technological flat rare-earth magnets. They are known to be the most expensive part of CMPMs. 
The SPM technology typically requires less magnetic material, and particularly for powerful CMPMs. It is the SPM 
technology advantage. Due to the simple design and little use of magnets the SPM technology is more economical. 
Normally, you should seek for a compromise between production costs and technological advantages. For example, 
when using the IPM technology the torque caused by noise of the CMPM start is only 0.05% of the rated torque, it is 
much better than using the SPM technology. This advantage becomes determinant in case of high requirements to 
precision and movement smoothness [5, 12]. 

It should be noted that the GEMS high operational rates are due not only because of using high-performance 
CMPMs, but also because of using original devices to control them. The dateware of the energy type changes 
obtained by changing the analog information of movements at the primary measuring changer (PMC) output into the 
digital equivalents of its components plays an important role [13, 14]. 

4. Synthesis of Movement Components 

The efficiency of a precision GEMS is improved by using a MS self-organizing structure which is based on 
cognitive technologies (CTs) and provides the assessment of a current situation and an ability to make an 
independent decision for changing the control method of the electric machine and the commutation algorithm of its 
windings. Thus, it is necessary to use both structural and algorithmic methods of improving the MS efficiency which 
is largely dependent on the level and extent of the dateware of the positioning process [5]. The creation of the local 
feedback of the CMPM rotor position changes its operation mode, and it operates as a vent or moment electric 
motor. For precision MS it is necessary to control the value, velocity and acceleration of movements, i.e. to generate 
its analog or digital equivalents of movement components (see Fig. 1). 

The mechatronic common dateware (MCD) [15] is preferable, with the resolver in it [4, 14, 16] being used as a 
PMC. Its output signals contain the information about the value of the movement vector, its velocity and 
acceleration. It is noteworthy that the convergence of the MS nanotechnological [17] into the informational ones 
resulted in creating magnetic field sensors (MFSs) where unipolar or multipolar magnets are used as primary 
detectors [18]. These magnets affect the microelectronic elements of a secondary changer through a gap [9]. 

The resolver and the MFS operating in an amplitude regime has a chronotope nature, i.e. the space-time 
correlation [19]. The MFS calibration is performed by teaching with a precision CMPM. It uses an 
electromechanical resolver with electric reduction as a PMC to ensure a sufficient metrological supply when 
converting analog signals through a microcontroller (MC) [20]. 

5.  Gearless Electromechatronic System Microcontrolling 

The minimax strategy of the mechatronic approach made it possible to generate the GEMS structure (Fig. 2) 
which uses the PMC output signals of the MC in the MEC, and the EMC changes the energy varying the CMPM 
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means and its control algorithms in a closed system. The closure of the main and local circuits and the velocity 
feedback with the MCD is achieved through the PMC based on the resolver. 

 

Fig. 2. GEMS. Block diagram of the microcontrolling 

A microprocessor (MP) forms the movement trajectory caused by the OM by setting the moving components *, 
*, * that come into the MC. Thus, at its output the current values of the OM deviation movement are generated at 
,  and . They arrive at the polyregime electronic commutator (PEC). The second inputs of PEC and MC 

receive quadrature signals S and C from the PMC output which contain information about the OM current state, its 
velocity and acceleration. The digital equivalents of the current values of magnitude , velocity  and acceleration  
of displacement after the formation in the MC and enter the MP. 

Generation of the required values of velocity and acceleration in the CMPM is achieved by varying the current in 
the CMPM control winding and the angle of their commutation. "Angular advance" [5] allows compensating the 
electromagnetic delay that occurs in the CMPM control winding. This increases the rotor speed at a fixed point at 
the OM outlet. 

The CMPM starting torque is proportional to sin ( – ) where  is the rotation angle of the stator vector field, and 
 is the value of the rotor rotation angle averaged over the commutation period, i.e. = – –90°. The average value 

of the starting torque at =0° is more than the one at =45°. However, with the rotor increasing velocity , this 
ratio is reversed due to the electromagnetic delay in the CMPM defined with its electromagnetic time constant. 

The CMPM mechanical characteristics with the commutation angles =0° and 45° are shown in Fig. 3a. It 
implies that when changing the neutral commutation angle in a self-organizing CMPM with  = 0° into the 
advancing one with =45° at the threshold velocity T, the resulting mechanical characteristics will have the 
starting torque value nyc, corresponding to a neutral commutation and the idling velocity xx – to the advancing 
one. 

From all points of view the most effective turned out to be the CMPM controlling when the commutation angle is 
changed simultaneously into the advancing or lagging one and the value of supply voltage through PDM with the 
ratio . The CMPM mechanical characteristic is =f( , ). The controllling characteristics are shown in Fig. 3b. 

   a    b 

Fig. 3. The CMPM mechanical (a) and control (b) characteristics. 
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The dual CMPM controlling enhances smooth movement with its limiting value being reached through the 
quadrature controlling, with the MCD being created to provide it. The mechatronic approach to the proper MCD 
creating provides a quasi-harmonic commutation with the PDM being controlled by digital orthogonal components 
of the PEC output movement. 

6. Conclusion 

Having evaluated the energoinformational exchange [1] between EMC and MEC in the CMPM we can draw the 
following conclusions: 

The MCD high degree when generating digital equivalents of movements allows implementing the 
quasioptimal movement controlling. EMC electromechanic simplification requires a certain MEC 
complexity which determines the level of the MS intelligence. 
The widespread MC introduction in developments allows substituting hardware implementation of 
algorithmic, structural and dateware support for the appropriate software to increase the GEMS efficiency. 
The MCD high level and extent lead not only to improving the GEMS energy efficiency but also to 
implementing the changes in its structure depending on the movement data changes, i.e. its value or its 
velocity and acceleration. 
The increase of GEMS indicators is achieved when using a MS self-organizing structure that provides the 
CT-based assessment of a current situation and an independent decision on changing the CMPM controlling 
method and the commutation algorithm of its controlling windings.  
When self-organizing, both structural and algorithmic methods turn to be involved to increase the MS 
efficiency which is to a large extent dependent on the MCD level and degree of the GEMS energy changing. 
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Abstract 

The Micro gas turbine plant (MGTP) is used for the decentralized supply to the external electric power consumers. Its nominal 
and heat capacity are 100 kW and 200 kW respectively. Its critical part is a rotor with the operating speed of 65,000 rpm. It 
consists of two subsystems: a turbocharger rotor (TCR) and a rotor of the starter-generator (SGR) connected by elastic coupling. 
One of the design requirements for the rotor is the absence of critical speed in the ± 30% operating speed range.  
In this article the natural and the critical frequencies of the rotor are analyzed.  
Its natural frequencies evaluated for the whole rotor system and for each of the two subsystems individually. For the TCR such 
an assessment was obtained through the finite element method (FEM) calculation. Due to the complexity of the SGR design, its 
natural frequencies were estimated and proved experimentally using LMS modal analysis technology. Also a study of the 
influence of bearings stiffness on the natural frequencies of the rotor was conducted to identify its acceptable range. 
The study of the critical speeds of the MGTP rotor was performed in two stages by calculation: an analytical and numerical 
solution of the test problem obtained firstly in order to confirm the accuracy of FEM calculation in the Ansys Workbench 
package followed by the critical speeds evaluated through the FEM calculation on solid 3D model. 
Based on the obtained results, some recommendations on the design of the rotor elements are given to ensure the natural 
frequencies are in the restrained region. 
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1. Introduction 

Nomenclature 

MGTP Micro gas turbine plant 
TCR  Turbocharger rotor     
SGR  Rotor of the starter-generator 
SGR  Rotor of the starter-generator 
FEM      Finite element method 

 
Low-powered micro gas turbine plants are utilized in industrial enterprises, medical centres; on main gas lines, 

oil pipe lines, gas distribution stations; in power-hungry regions of Extreme North, Siberia, Far East; to replenish 
electrical shortage caused with natural disaster s and other emergency situations. 

The most important part of the MGTP is rotor; its operational frequency is 65,000 rpm. It consists of 
turbocharger rotor (TCR) and starter-generator rotor (SGR) connected by elastic coupling (Fig. 1). 

 

 

Fig. 1. The MGTP rotor 

One of the requirements to high-speed rotor is exclusion of falling its critical speeds in the range of ±30% of 
operating speed (45,500–84,500 rpm) [5]. Thus, there rises an objective to develop a rotor with critical speeds, 
which do not fall in the prohibited range. Works [1, 2, 6, 7, 17-20] are devoted to the same matter. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Evaluation of natural frequencies and shapes of MGTP rotor 

The evaluation is performed through the finite element method (FEM) in the package Ansys Workbench. Natural 
frequencies were calculated at free-free boundary conditions. Natural frequencies of bending vibrations of the rotor 
in the range from 0 to 120,000 rpm (2,000 Hz) are represented in table 1, frequencies and shapes of torsional and 
longitudinal vibrations are not considered. 

As it is seen from the table 1, frequencies corresponding to the third and fourth bending shape lie in the 
prohibited range 45,500–84,500 rpm. 
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Table 1. The results of calculating natural frequencies and shapes of the MGTP rotor at its lateral vibrations 

Mode number Mode shape Natural frequency 

1 – 4  

 

0 Hz (0 rpm) 

7 First 

bending 

78 Hz (4,692 rpm) 

8 87 Hz (5,196 rpm) 

11 Second 

bending 

489 Hz (29,322 rpm) 

12 499 Hz (29,910 rpm) 

14 Third 

bending 

1,165 Hz (69,900 rpm) 

17 1,453 Hz (87,180 rpm) 

15 Fourth 

bending 

1,302 Hz (78,120 rpm) 

16 1,378 Hz (82,680 rpm) 

2.2. Evaluation of natural frequencies of MGTP rotor subsystems 

To analyze natural frequencies and shapes which fell in the prohibited range it is decided to evaluate natural 
frequencies of TCR and SGR separately. 

The evaluation of natural frequencies of the TCR rotor is performed through FEM. The first bending frequency 
corresponds to the shape of vibrations which is not dangerous for the TCR. The second shape of bending vibrations 
is the most interesting. However, the frequency, which corresponds to it, is 2,228 Hz (133,680 rpm), and it is far 
outside the range 45,500–84,500 rpm. Thus, TCR is characterized with rather high bending stiffness. 

Due to complexity of the SGR [21] construction its natural frequencies were determined experimentally. 

2.3. The experimental evaluation of natural frequencies and shapes of the SGR 

 In the course of the experiment the rotor was hung on flexible ropes (Fig.2). Vibration excitation was set with a 
hammer. The experiments took place in the module of Impact Testing of package LMS Test.Lab 13A utilizing the 
technology of experimental modal analysis [3]. The results of the experiment are given in table 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The experimental unit: 1 – one-component accelerometers x10; 2 – flexible ropes x4 
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In accordance with the results of the experiment the equivalent model of the rotor of the starter-generator is built 
with natural frequencies and shapes close to the results of the experiment. The model is built by criteria of equality 
of masses, lengths and first natural bending frequencies of an equivalent model and its real prototype (Fig. 2) [13, 
14, 15]. The results of calculation of natural frequencies on the equivalent model of the SGR are represented in table 
3. 

Thus, the equivalent model of the SGR is built where both first and second natural frequency and shape of 
bending vibrations. 

Table 2. Experimental bending mode shapes and natural frequencies  
of SGR 

Mode shape Natural frequency 

 
9.4 Hz 

(540 rpm) 

 672 Hz  

(40,320 rpm) 

738 Hz  

(44,280 rpm) 

 1,864 Hz  

(111,840 rpm) 

1,989 Hz  

(119,340 rpm) 

 

Table 3. Experimental and calculated natural 
frequencies of SGR 

Experiment (Fig. 4, Table 2) Equivalent rotor 
(FEM solution) 

738 Hz 737 Hz 

1,989 Hz 2,032 Hz 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. The evaluation of influence of bearings stiffness on critical speeds of the rotor of MGTP 

A simplified beam FEM model of the rotor (Fig.3) is arranged in the package Ansys Mechanical APDL, and 
calculation of critical speeds of a rotor [4] is performed in a wide range of stiffness of the assembly [16]. 

As calculation shows (Fig. 4), at bearings stiffness less than 106 N/m, flexible assemblies have almost no 
influence on critical speeds and shapes of the rotor, so it can be considered on free-free conditions. Thus, to meet the 
requirements by critical speeds it is 
necessary to use bearing assemblies where 
stiffness does not exceed 106 N/m. 
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Fig. 3. Beam model of rotor for MGTP 

3.2. The calculation of natural frequencies of the MGTP rotor with equivalent SGR 

The calculation of natural frequencies of the MGTP rotor is performed in the condition of free hanging (which 
corresponds to bearings assemblies with stiffness less than 106 N/m) on considering the equivalent model of the 
SGR. The calculation showed that natural frequencies of the model do not correspond to the design requirements. 
The conclusion was made that it caused by torsional stiffness.  

 

Fig. 4. Influence of bearings stiffness on critical speeds of the rotor of MGTP 

The several models were suggested with various elastic connections. The best of them is a MGTP model 
construction where TCR and SGR are connected with a torsion bar with two membranes (Fig. 5). Natural 
frequencies and shapes of MGTP rotor with selected version of flexible connection and an equivalent model of SGR 
are represented in table 4.  

Fig. 5. Model of MGTP rotor with proposed design of elastic coupling 
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Table 4. Calculated natural frequencies and mode shapes of MGTP rotor

Mode number Mode shape Natural frequency 

First Bending 
51 Hz (3,079 rpm) 

52 Hz (3,129 rpm) 

Second Bending 
308 Hz (18,453 rpm) 

309 Hz (18,532 rpm) 

Third Bending 
730 Hz (43,783 rpm) 

731 Hz (43,818 rpm) 

Fourth Bending 
1,497 Hz (89,808 rpm) 

1,498 Hz (89,862 rpm) 

Fifth Bending 
1,767 Hz (105,996 rpm) 

1,767 Hz (106,014 rpm) 

3.3. Evaluation of critical speeds of 3D model of the MGTP rotor 

The problem was resolved through FEM calculation  
in Ansys Workbench package. Resulting from this solution concerning determination of critical speeds of MGTP 
rotor Campbell diagram was made [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] (fig. 6). The values of critical speeds of MGTP rotor are given 
in table 5. Comparison of the results represented in tables 4 and 5 shows that the first, second and third critical 
speeds of the rotor which are found taking into consideration gyroscopic moment (table 5), are by 7%, 5% and 4% 
higher than the corresponding natural frequencies (table 4). The calculated critical speeds of rotor (table 5) fall out 
of the range ±30% of operational speed (45,500–84,500 rpm) which meets the requirements to the construction. 
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Fig 6. Campbell diagram 

Table 5. Critical speeds of MGTP rotor 

Number of 
bending mode Direct precession Inverse precession 

1 54.4 Hz (3,263 rpm) 49.5 Hz (2,970 rpm) 

2 324.2 Hz (19,450rpm) 295.8 Hz (17,746 rpm) 

3 757.5 Hz (45,451 pm) 705.4 Hz (42,325 rpm) 

4.  Conclusion 

Thus, based on calculation and experimental approach the recommendations for the construction of MGTP rotor 
are developed: bearings stiffness must not exceed 106 N/m; the rotor of turbocharger and the rotor of starter-
generator must be connected with flexible element with low bending stiffness; the design of elastic connection 
should grant critical speeds of the rotor fall out of the range ±30% of operational speed (45,500–84,500 rpm). 
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Abstract 

Errors in products motion control lead to great financial and time treats. That’s why nowadays large-scale industrial enterprises 
widely implement the automated monitoring systems of industrial products movement in all stages of the production process. 
Decisions on the monitoring systems market often allow to automate only areas where the routes are clearly defined and objects 
move consistently. In other areas such as product storages or shipment manual methods of monitoring objects often dominate 
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1. Formulation of a practical problem 

To put a practical problem it is necessary to consider the process of transportation and storing of a typical 
industrial enterprise. During storage large industrial production goes through three main stages: reception to the 
warehouse, storage, shipment from the warehouse. The movement of industrial products is often made by bridge 
cranes or mobile loaders. In most cases the technique used for goods transportation is not equipped with means of 
position determining so the organization of products motion control at the warehouse with staff resources is 
unreachable. In general, the process of industrial products storage can be represented as follows (Figure 1) 
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Figure 1 - industrial products storage scheme 

The process of industrial products storage can be represented by the following set of operations: 

Reception of industrial products. 
Storage of goods received in storage areas. 
Shipment of industrial products. 

During storage following common errors may appear: 

incorrect placement of the product on admission; 
incorrect movement between storage areas; 
shipment of incorrect product. 

The appearance of such errors leads to significant time and financial treats. 
So, the practical purpose of the research is to develop methods for determining the location of large industrial 

products during transportation on the basis of RFID and vision systems to improve the efficiency and reliability of 
storage. 

2. Overview of analogues 

Due to the fast development of RFID technology a large number of scientists are using it to solve the typical 
problems [4-6]. For example, a team of researchers Soo-Cheol Kim, Young-Sik Jeong, Sang-Oh Park applied RFID 
technology to locate a person in a building by covering him RF readers. The mobile phone serves as a label. The 
achievements are described in detail in the publications «RFID-based indoor location tracking to ensure the safety of 
the elderly in smart home environments» (2013), «An indoor location tracking based on mobile RFID for smart 
exhibition service» (2014) [7-9] . Another trend of RFID using is security at industrial objects. Kwangsoo Kim and 
Myungsik Kim scientists in «RFID-based location-sensing system for safety management» (2012) examined using 
of RFID tags for the dangerous areas analysis for the presence of workers there [10-11]. For example, the workers 
localization under the boom of the crane. Arijit Sengupta and Shu Z. Schiller scientists in «FlexRFID: Adesign, 
development and deployment framework for RFID-based business applications» (2010) used the RFID technology 
for automated checkpoint system where the barrier automatically receives employee ID arrived up to it and 
determines whether access is allowed. [12] The team of Ruey-Shun Chen, Mengru Arthur Tu and Jung-Sing Jwo 
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scientists in «An RFID-based enterprise application integration framework for real-time management of dynamic 
manufacturing processes» (2010) uses RFID for enterprise solutions building of dynamic processes management 
[13]. 

The realizability of these projects indicates that selected target can be achieved by the using of international 
experience and developed methods and approaches. 

3. Development of methods for determining the location of large industrial products during transportation on 
the basis of RFID and vision systems 

To automate the storage it is necessary to research two main cases in which identification is needed: products 
transportation to the storage area and the items capture from the storage area for onward transportation (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2 - operations with goods in storage area 

To determine the location of large-sized industrial products during transportation it is proposed to use RFID 
methods. To this aim a RFID reader is mounted on conveyor device and storage areas are equipped with labels. This 
approach allows to determine which of the storage areas transporting device is located. The storage areas labeling 
scheme is shown at Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 - storage areas labelling scheme 

For the transported goods identification RFID-tags of industrial products are using what allows to determine with 
high accuracy which products are transporting at the moment, from which storage area and where. 

4. Conclusion 

During laboratory research the developed method of identification showed the 99.6% accuracy, the object 
identification speed is 0.3-0.7 seconds. 

Currently it is planned to introduce the developed technique in the Welding workshop 3 JSC "Vyksa 
metallurgical factory" to control the movement of large-diameter pipes. 

The developed method implementation allows to significantly reduce the speed of goods identification in transit 
and the number of errors associated with its incorrect movement. 
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Abstract 

Innovative ways and hindrance to the metallurgical industry development of Russia are identified in the article. The authors 
lighted the emergency situations dependence on the human and technological factors. Three-level organizational structure of the 
automated management and control system of production of metallurgical enterprises is described in the article. The necessity in 
additional smart information systems for the metallurgical enterprise automated control system to warn emergency situations is 
substantiated by the authors. The interplay structure of Automated Control Systems, Emergency Warning Systems and computer 
information management systems for the metallurgical enterprises is demonstrated in the paper. Functionality of the system and 
the role of its components in the Emergency Warning System (EWS) are defined in the paper. The final analysis of the research 
shows the way of preventing emergency situations efficiency confirmed by the positive results of the experimental studies at the 
joint-stock company " Electrozinc" (Vladikavkaz city). 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
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1. Introduction 

Over the last decades, Russian metallurgical enterprises are the major suppliers of steel products in the world 
market. The main advantage that causes the Russian metallurgical enterprises export success is in the fact that the 
high quality of its products satisfies the world standards requirements. Experts predict high production growth in the 
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Russian metallurgical industry in 2030. The world economy forecast for the following decade assumes two 
scenarios of sustainable rise in production of the Russian metallurgical companies [1]. 

The first scenario is based on the existing enterprises principles and suggests the non-ferrous metals production 
growth in 2030 is able to be increased by 40% [2]. The second scenario involves the metallurgical industry 
innovative development that can make possible to increase the production in 2030 by more than 48%. The second 
scenario is definitely more efficient because it determines the long-term development of the metallurgical industry 
and embraces the industrial sector of economic development programs of the country [7,17]. Such programs follow 
both Russian and international laws in the fields of labour and environmental safety at the metallurgical 
enterprises.  However, there are definitely some challenges on the path of innovative development of the steel 
industry. They are: 

facilities and equipment wear and tear high percentage; 
lack of the necessary number of highly skilled specialists; 
ore composition heterogeneity, etc. 

These factors not only lead to negative economic and technical results but also cause emergencies with serious 
social and environmental aftereffects. 

Thus, one of the key tasks of innovative development of the steel industry is to work out intellectual information 
management systems that improve conditions of labor and environmental safety, both within the enterprise and the 
surrounding areas. 

In this light, the aim of our work is the development of smart information systems for improving the 
metallurgical enterprises enterprise Industrial control system (ICS). 

2. Improvement  of the  metallurgical enterprise Industrial control system( ICS) along  with its functionality 
perfection 

Today, the responsibility for the technological processes management has considerably increased and 
management information systems (MIS) such as SCADA are partially in charge of the production safety. These 
systems, SCADA trace mode v.6 in particular allows them to be  upgraded. This fact in its turn allows us to consider 
it as the most perspective way to manage in complex automated systems due to the possibility of modernization [3, 
14, 15, 16]. 

The study of such systems have shown a tendency to reduce the accident rate at the metallurgical enterprises, 
caused by technical failures and accidents of growth due to the influence of the human factor, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Dependence of the number of accidents on the human and technological factors. 
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The complicacy of the metallurgical enterprise technological processes management is caused by the large 
amount of equipment, the technological process continuity, the instability of technological parameters, etc. For this 
reason, the decision-making concerning the object management can be seriously hampered and its effectiveness may 
be reduced [4,13,18]. The key role in organizing the three-tier management process (Figure 2) plays the 
administrative level on the basis of the information processed by Management Information System (MIS) at the 
hardware and software level. It should be summarized that the used IMS do not provide personnel with the possible 
ways to get out of the negative situation. It is important that the interaction with the enterprise MIS system is 
performed by the system that  processes the  information from  the very beginning, i.e. from the technological level 
and it provides emergency situations  prevention. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Three-tier organization of the metallurgical enterprise management. 

It is discovered by the authors that the principle of openness bases of SCADA Systems [19,20], allows to 
introduce additional modules without significant human and financial costs, designed to solve the following 
problems: 

Increase the economic and environmental assessment of the enterprise; 
Reduction of the environmental costs; 
Maintenance of the  stable operation of equipment and  chemical composition of raw materials within the 
standards; 
Safeguarding of the enterprise high rating on a domestic and international markets. 

These tasks are proposed to be solved by the Smart Advanced Warning System (AWS) development and its 
integration into the ICS of the metallurgical enterprise. The generalized structure of the Technological Processes 
ICS and AWS is presented in Figure 3 

During the AWS development process the complex man-machine systems creation experience for other 
industries, including the transport safety and the glass manufacture, was taken into consideration.[8,9,10,11,12 
]. AWS allows to evaluate current production situation and to demonstrate effective solutions connected with the 
impact on the technological situation, including the pre-emergency and emergency ones. 

The developed AWS has smart properties and provides the substantial improvement of the overall automation of 
metallurgical enterprises. 
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Fig. 3. Generalized structure of the metallurgical enterprise Technological Processes ICS and AWS. 

AWS provides several procedures: 

Formation of the negative situations database and knowledge- base of the enterprise. Obviously, the number of 
negative situations can be great. 
As a result, it is assumed to define more often emerging and potentially negative situations by using the  checklist 

method. The method is   based on the opinion of the expert group proposed by the authors and is discussed in the 
literature [5]. To evaluate the risk of each situation the critical factor is proposed [6].  

Processing of information on the basis of the AWS units such as: 

Situation evaluation unit, which is required to determine the  current production situation; 
Situations classification unit where the situations are subdivided into classes. Each class definitely  or with  some 
priorities determines different ways to impact on the situation; 
Preliminary decisions processing unit  selects the best of several alternative solutions; 
Decision selecting unit provides the choice of only one managerial decision to overcome the situation. The AWS 
algorithm and analysis of the individual AWS units are discussed in [4]. 

3. Conclusion (findings) 

Summarizing the results of the studies it should be noted that the proposed AWS processes the technological data 
and then provides authorized personnel with the information. The information is then used to eliminate the negative 
impact of the situation and helps to reduce the number of accidents at the enterprise by 10%. This is proved by the 
accident rate Av. 

( ) min
( )

v
m t

A
M t

,  ( ) 0M t ( ) ( )m t M t , then 0 1vA ,    (1) 

where m (t) - the number of accidents caused by violations of technological regime in the definite period of time t 
(m (t)  0); M (t) - the total number of negative situations in the same period of time t. 

The obtained results effectiveness is confirmed by the   experimental research carried out t the JSC 
"Electrozinc" (Vladikavkaz). As a result of experimental works in the first half of 2015, the accident rate Av in 
the zinc leaching area was 0.034, it is by 9.8% less than during  the same period of the previous year when AWS 
was not used. 
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AWS provides  the significant economic impact, mainly due to the decrease of emergency situations, reducing 
staff and time for repair and restoration of the management technical facilities. AWS also provides  the improvement 
of the ecology in the areas surrounding the enterprise . 

Obviously,  ICS for metallurgical enterprises  obtaining the functions of  AWS   will be widely used not only  at  
the so called "dangerous industrial enterprises" but  in the transport industry in order  to create new on-board 
systems for  safe  locomotives management  and control. 
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